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THE

CALCUTTA REVIEW.

Art. I.—Kcibikankan Chandi.

2. Annada Mangal and Bydya Sundar.

3. Gangabhahti Tarangini.

4. Panchali, Nos. 1, 2, 3 and 4.

Though the Bengali language has sprung from, and bears a

close analogy to, the Sanskrit, it is, in several respects, better

adapted than the original tongue, as a vehicle for the inter-

change of thought. Being of comparatively modern origin, it

has not undergone any of those deteriorating changes, which
have rendered the Sanskrit different from what it once was.
With it the perverse ingenuity, which delights to invent dif-

ficulties where no difficulties exist, and to turn clearness itself

into mystery, has not been at work. Neither has the jealousy
of an ambitious priesthood endeavoured to counteract its dif-

fusion. Spontaneous in its growth, it has branched out of the
parent stock unrestrained and uncared for, possessing many of
its beauties, and few of its imperfections. Of all the derivative

languages of the East, it is, perhaps, the most simple in its

structure, and lucid in its syntax. Its nomenclature, though
not quite so full as that of the Sanskrit, is varied and precise.

It is the spoken language of upwards of twenty-five millions of
inhabitants, which is more than any thing that could have been
said of the Sanskrit even in its most palmy days, the days of
Kalidas and Bar-ruchi.

Of the merits and demerits of Sanskrit poetry, we have, on
more than one occasion, spoken at large. We have endeavoured,
with the help of Jones, Wilson, Schlegel, and other illustrious

scholars, to give the reader some idea of those gigantic epics,

the Ramayana and Mahabharata, and to acquaint him with the
beauties of some of the ancient Indian dramas. The capture
of Sita by the ten-headed Ravana, from the forest of her exile

;

the invincible prowess and miraculous feats of the son of the
Wind

; the lamentations of Rama in search of his beloved
; the

trial of Sita by the flames
; the audience-hall of Durjodhun

;

the bridal of Rukmini, and the incidents previous thereto
; the

conflict between the Kurus and Panduvas
; the virtue of Yu-

B
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dhisthir
; the loyalty of Draupadl to her five lords, and the

affecting story of Damayanti, the queen of Nishada, are sub-

jects with which he is already familiar. Of the renowned king
Dushmunta, and Sacantola, the nymph favored of the sylvan

goddesses
; of the loves of Malati and Madhava ; of the famed

princess, Ratnavali, and of the courtezan, Vasantesena, he has

often heard. He is also aware of the sceneries, dresses, and
decorations that were used on the Hindu stage, seventeen hun-
dred years ago, and how that stage has gradually deterio-

rated. In the present notice, therefore, we shall have nothing
to do with Sanskrit literature, or even with translations from
the Sanskrit. The celebrated translations of Kasidas and Kir-
tivasa shall be passed over in silence. We shall confine our at-

tention to Bengali poetry, and to the books placed at the top

of this article.

But before we proceed with our task, we must premise that

Bengali literature stands in exactly the same relation to San-
skrit, as Latin literature stands to Greek. As in Latin, many
metres, the heroic, elegiac, and lyric, for example, are of Greek
origin, so, in Bengali, the metres payar and totak are of Sanskrit

origin. As the best Latin epic poems are faint echoes of the

Iliad and Odyssey, so the best Bengali epic poems are faint

echoes of the Ramayana and Mahabharata. As the best of

Virgil’s pastorals are imitations of Theocritus, so the best Ben-
gali pastorals are imitations of Jaydeva. As Latin plays, the

plays of Livius Andronicus and Ennius and Plautus, are bad
copies of Greek dramas, so Bengali plays (which are not many)
are bad imitations of Kalidas and other Sanskrit writers. Al-
most all the standard Latin works are fashioned after Greek
models, and almost all the Bengali works are on Sanscrit mo-
dels. If ever there is a Bengali philosopher, we have little

doubt that he will borrow as much from the Nyaya and Patanjali

schools, as Seneca borrowed from the Portico and the Academy.
By far the greatest portion of the rules of Bengali versification

have not, however, been derived from the Sanskrit, but owe
their birth to the talent and ingenuity of Bengali poets. The
following metres, viz., the ekabali, the maljhamp, the malati, the

chamar, the lalitajhamp, the laghu bhanga tripadi, the laghu tri-

padi, the dirgha bhanga tripadi, the dirgha tripadi, the laghu

chatushpadi, the dirgha chatushpadi, the laghu lalita, and the dir-

gha lalita, are of this class. Dr. Yates thus explains them:

—

“ The ekabali consists of eleven syllables to the line, and the
‘ last syllable of each first line rhymes with the last syllable
‘ of the succeeding one.

“ The maljhamp consists of fourteen syllables in each line; the
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‘ final syllable of the first line rhymes with the final of the se-

‘ cond, and the final of the third with that of the fourth, besides

* which, the fourth, eighth and twelfth syllables of each distinct

‘ line rhyme.
“ The malati consists of fifteen syllables to the line, with the

‘ last syllable of the first rhyming with the last of the second, &c.
“ The cliamar has the same number of syllables as the preced-

‘ ing, and the same rhymes in the lines, but which differs from
‘ it in the regularity of its long and short syllables. With
* some trifling exceptions, it consists entirely of trochees, i. e.

‘ a long and short syllable throughout.
“ The lalita jhamp has fifteen syllables to the line, and the

* finals of the lines rhyming as before ; but besides this, it has
‘ the rhyme extended to the fourth, eighth, and twelfth syllables
e in each line.
“ The laghu bhanga tripadi has sixteen syllables in the first

‘
line, and twenty in the second, which rhyme at the end.

‘ Also in the first line, the eighth, and sixteenth syllables rhyme,
‘ and in the second, the sixth, twelfth and eighteenth syllables.

“ The laghu tripadi has twenty syllables in each line. Besides
‘ the usual rhyme, at the end of each two lines, it has also a
‘ rhyme between the sixth and twelfth syllables in each line.

‘ The dirgha bhanga tripadi has twenty syllables in the first

‘ line, and twenty-six in the second. In this, beside the rhyme
‘ at the end of each two lines, there is also a rhyme between the
f tenth and twentieth syllables of the first line, and between
( the eighth and sixteenth of the second line.

“ The dirgha tripadi has twenty-six syllables to each line,
£ with the rhyme between the eighth and sixteenth of each line,
‘ and the final of every two lines.

“ The laghu chatushpadi consists of twenty-three syllables to
f the line, with the rhyme between the sixth, twelfth and eight-
‘ eenth syllables of each line, and the final of every two lines.
“ The dirgha chatushpadi has thirty-one syllables in each

* line, with the rhyme atthe eighth, sixteenth, and twenty-fourth
‘ syllables of each line, and the final of every two lines.
“ The laghu lalita has twenty-four syllables in each line, with

* the rhyme at the sixth, twelfth and eighteenth syllables of
‘ each line, besides the final of every two lines.

“ The dirgha lalita has thirty-one syllables to the line, with
* the rhyme at the eighth and sixteenth syllables of each line,
‘ and at the end of every two lines.”

The oldest Bengali poem extant is the Chandi of Kabikankan.
It is an epic celebration of the glory and power of Chandi or

Parvati, and occupies the same place among Bengali epics
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as Milton’s Comus occupies among English dramas. It is

decidedly pastoral. It commences with prayers to Ganesa,
Sursutti, Lakshmi, Chytunno, and Rama. Then follows an
account of the author, of which the reader shall have the

substance. Kabikankan was the son of Damunya, who lived

on the lands of a wealthy zemindar, close to the city of Simlabaz.

The honest and sturdy farmer knew no grief, and died at a
patriarchal age. Kabikankan succeeded to the paternal acres, but
his life’s course was far different. Then it was that Mushaud
Sheriff was placed at the head of the Government of the three

provinces, and tyrannized over certain landholders and their

dependent ryots. Kabikankan was obliged to flee from the

place of his birth, with his wife and children. Passing over
many miles, he had to cross the River Damuda. While reposing

on its banks, he dreamt a dream. He dreamt that the goddess,

Chandi, girt with all her glory, had come to him, and commanded
him to sing her praise. When he awoke, he determined
to carry out the command, and proceeded on his journey.

Several days elapsed before he reached Arora, the city of

Brahmins. The king of this place received him with every
mark of favour, and made him instructor to his only son, upon
a liberal allowance. While “ teaching the young idea how to

shoot,” Kabikankan wrote the Chandi.

The book consists of two stories, not very ingeniously con-

structed. The first story related briefly is as follows. The son of

Indra had, time out of mind, been banished from heaven by the

gods, and was born on earth of humble parents. His name was
Kalketu. As Kalketu grew up, he became a mighty hunter,

and betook himself to the woods with his wife, Phulura. One
morning, as he was going to his daily labours, accoutred with a

bow and arrow, he saw a lizard lying on his path.* Angry with

the animal, the sight of which is considered unpropitious to

the success of an undertaking, he tied it up by the tail to the

branch of a tree, determined to make a fare of it, if he should

chance to meet no other game. When he returned, he took the

lizard down, and carried it to his wife to be roasted, not having

been able to kill even a heron or a rabbit. Phulura then went
out to fetch fuel, and Kalketu departed to bathe in the neigh-

bouring stream. On the good dame’s return, she found that a

maiden “ beautiful exceedingly” was standing at the door of the

hut. Supposing her to be a rival, she hastened to her husband,

and accosted him with angry words. Kalketu said that he knew
nothing of the matter, and arrived at his dwelling place, ques-

tioned the maiden as to who she was, threatening to slay her if

her answer was not prompt. When, lo ! the beautiful maiden
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assumed the shape of Durga, as represented every year in

Bengal. The hunter and his wife fell on their knees. “ Fol-

low me,” said the goddess to Kalketu, “
I am come to do thee

good.” The command was obeyed. In a secret part of the

wood, where feet of man had never before intruded, Kalketu
found hordes of treasure. His divine guide melted into air,

but through her favour, which, to him, was great from that time,

he at length became king of Guzerat.

The second story relates to the adventures ofa soudagur named
Dhunputti, and of his son, Shrimant. Dhunputti had two wives,

Luhuna and Khuluna, who were loving cousins before they

became rivals. At the time of his departure for Sinhala (Cey-

lon,) from his native city, on urgent business, the young Khu-
luna was “ as all women wish to be, who love their lords ;

” and
he therefore extracted a solemn promise from his other wife to

take every care of her during his absence. The promise, how-
ever, was only lip-deep. For no sooner was Dhunputti gone,

and the girl delivered of a son (Shrimant), than Luhuna
practised every art to give her pain and sorrow. Her con-

duct was even more severe than that of the younger wife

of Elkanah toward the mother of Samuel. She pretended

that she had received a letter from her husband, to the

effect, that Khuluna must be disgraced and degraded from
the position which she then occupied. Khuluna was com-
manded to put off her sauree and orna, and to wear the

robes of a menial. Nay, she was ordered to do something-

still more degrading. A flock of goats was placed in her

care, and every evening she had to count and lock them up
in the fold, and to lead them again to “ fresh fields and
pastures new ” on the morrow morn. While engaged in her
sylvan duty, one hot summer’s day, on the banks of the River
Ajuya, sleep had overcome her senses. Just at this time, Hari
and Parvati were journeying through the air in a golden car,

and pitying the poor soul’s sorrows, determined to bring them
to an end. When Khuluna woke, she found that one of the

goats was missing. Apprehensive of the anger of the jealous

Luhuna, she wept, and prayed for its recovery. Parvati or

Chandi now appeared before her, and enjoined her to go back
fearlessly to her home, as she would be persecuted no more.
Khuluna obeyed the divine command, though doubtful of the

treatment she should meet with. She was received by her
rival with the utmost kindness.

We shall now accompany Dhunputti on his voyage to Sin-
hala. Many a barge “ strong and trim ” was fitted out for the

expedition, and favoring winds wafted him to his goal. When
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he visited the king of the place, he recounted to him a won-
der which he had seen. Against the red of the distant horizon

(such was the wonder), there often appeared a lotus-bush and a
beautiful woman with a young elephant in her arms, striking

terror into the hearts of all who saw her. On his narration

being disbelieved, he said that he was ready to substantiate it

to the king and his court, on pain of perpetual confinement.

Again the barges were put to sea, crowded with men, women,
and children, anxious to behold the sight. Nowhere, however,
was it to be seen, and after many days of expectation, Dhunputti
was thrown into prison. Years rolled away. A similar scene

was once more acted in the court of Sinhala, but with a far more
terrible and startling termination. Shrimant had come to

Sinhala in search of his father, and had related the same story

to the king, perilling his life to prove its truth. He failed in

his undertaking, and, bound hand and foot, was immediately
carried to the place of execution. Here, while the headsman
was sharpening his axe, a woman, “ with age grown double,”

made her appearance and demanded Shrimant as her only child.

The guards laughed and insulted her, but she went not away.

A moment after, another decrepid female came to them
with the same request, and the next moment another, and
another, till at last the whole yard was filled with crones, who
began to dance hand in hand. While all wondered at the un-

expected interruption, the whole company suddenly vanished,

and Chandi descending fx*om the skies Avith a sword of flame,

commenced the work of destruction. Taking up Shrimant in

her arms, she spared neither age nor sex. The very horses and

elephants in the stalls were butchered, and one man only remain-

ed to carry the rueful intelligence to the king. Agitated and

frightened in the extreme, the monarch hastened to the place of

slaughter, and fell at the feet of the Avrathful divinity, who con-

sented to spare him on condition that Shrimant should be

married to his only daughter, Shushilya, and be allowed to go

back to the place of his birth with his father, who was still a

prisoner. This was readily consented to, and every thing

ended happily.

The following passage, literally translated from the Chandi,

is in the original really admirable :

—

Spring, accompanied by the god of Love, had now come to the earth, and

the trees and creepers were loaded with flowers. On the bank of the River

Ajuya, and under a fragrant and spreading Asolca, the young woman had
fainted with the pangs of separation. As she cast her eyes on the new
leaves and tendrils, she thought the bridal of the earth was nigh, for the

robes which it wore were the robes of a bride. The bee sucking the honey

from one flower hastened away to another, as a Guru hastens from the
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hospitable home of one shishya to that of another. The flowers were

dropping to the ground, and with these Khuluna paid an offering to Carna.

The kokila was cooing his love-song, the breeze was blowing softly, and

the shari and sliuhe were kissing each other with their bills. Overcome
with sadness at the sight, she thus addressed the latter in a tone of reproof—
“ Shuke, thou art the cause of my lord’s departure; at the king’s command,
has he gone to Sinhala, to bring a golden cage for thee ; hence all my
pangs and sorrows. My condition is quite forlorn, nor food, nor clothing

have I. Fly thou to him, whom I love, and acquaint him with all I suffer.

If thou neglectest my injunction, I shall learn the fowler’s art and entrap

thee, and so give pain to shari, the she-bird.” Both birds then winged

away their flight. A creeper twisted round the stem of a tree then met
her eyes, and she ran to the place where it was. Embracing the tender

plant, she accosted it as sister, and as one most fortunate. The peacock

and peahen, dancing with joy, she also saw, and was forcibly reminded of

her own desolate state. To the male and female bee, she said the following

words with joined palms:—“ Hum no more, hum no more your song of

pleasure, for my breast is startled at the sound. You kuow not the pangs
of separation. 0 ! male bee, if thou hast any regard, any love for your
partner, cease thy song. Alas ! thou mind’st not my entreaties. Settling on
that pale Dhatura, thou singest again.”

Here is a description of the unsubstantial show or miracle

which Shrimant beheld on the sea. It is short, but character-

istic of the author’s mind and style of writing :

—

“ Look ! look ! brothers,” said Shrimant to the rowers, “ at yon beauti-

ful lotus bush ; the flowers are of various colours—white, green, blue, red

and yellow. It must be the garden of some Delta, for the treasures of

every season adorn it. The snow-white swan is passing a lotus from its

own bill to that of its mate. The many-colored kingfisher is wheeling
over the water for fishes. The cliacravaca is screaming with joy, and as

the thunder rumbles at a distance, the peacock and peahen display their

gorgeous plumage. And look ! most wonderful of all, is that beautiful

woman (some goddess perhaps) holding a young elephant in her arms.”

In concluding our notice of the Chandi, we have to observe

that the copy before us is embellished with several wood-cuts,

which do no credit to the artists.

The works of Bharut Chunder, the Annada Mangal and
Bydya Sundar, are familiar as household words to the people

of Bengal. They are read with delight and admiration by every
class of native society. They while away the leisure hours
of the Hindu lady of rank, as well as of the well-fed and wary
banya, and materially lighten the labours of the manji at the

helm. We ourselves have witnessed young Bengali women
lounging about from room to room, with one or other of the

books in their hands, and can well conceive how their minds are

contaminated by the perusal. There is nothing more grossly

indecent in sense than certain chapters in the Bydya Sundar,
made attractive to readers by the help of rhyme, rhythm, and
diction. Idolatry, the bane and curse of India, is inculcated in

all imaginable shapes, by every one of the poets with whom
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we have to deal. The call for a healthy, and, at the same time,

popular, literature in Bengali, is really imperative, and we wish

all success to those who are labouring to supply the want.

The Annada Mangal is a collection of hymns to differ-

ent gods, and a metrical narration of the principal incidents

in the life of Shiva. Of the hymns, we shall faithfully ren-

der two into English prose, and these, we believe, will give

the reader a pretty correct idea of the whole batch :

—

HYMN TO SHIVA.

Sankara, the lord of Gowri, to thee, to thee, I bow. Thy throne is an
ox, and thy three eyes are the moon, the sun, and fire. A necklace of

human heads dangles from thy neck, a scull is in thy hands, and ashes are

over thy body. Ghosts and spirits accompany thee wherever thou goest.

Thy locks are long aud matted, thy throat is blue, and red stripes beautify

thy forehead. Thou bast bangles of snakes, and clothings of snakes. Thou
art wrapt in meditation, but what thou art meditating, I know not.

None can say thy origin. Those who repose under the shadow of thy
feet are blessed with virtue and wealth in this world, and with salvation in

the next. Thou, that art the giver of wisdom and joy, remove my sor-

rows and crown my undertaking with success.

HYMN TO VISHNU.

Kesava, I bow to thee. Thou art the eldest born of Time. Thou bast
four arms, and dost bestride that winged monster, Gurura. Thy com-
plexion is that of the clouds, and a gem like a star illumines thy
breast. A garland of wild flowers encircles thy neck. A conch, a

chakra, a mace, and a lotus are in thy hands. Thy garments are yel-

low, and thy feet are sandalled and jewelled. Thy lips are redder than
coral, thy face is fairer than the moon. The whole world is lighted by a
reflexion of thy beauty. In Heaven, Indra and Varuna worship thee, and
Nareda on his vina sings thy praise. There, where the six seasons are

all at once present, thou revellest in the moonlight, or in a cadamba grove
blowest tby musical shell. Grant that my master’s wishes be fulfilled.

Of the metrical tale which follows, we shall merely remark
that it is not unworthy of the author's great name, the best

portions of it verge even on the sublime, a characteristic very
rarely to be met with in Eastern writers.

The Bydya Sundar is the most popular and admired of all

Bharut Chunder’s productions, and but for the indelicacies

which disfigure it at places, would, perhaps, have been justly so.

The Venus and Adonis of the bard of Avon was not a

greater favorite with the pensioners and court beauties of

Queen Elizabeth than is the Bydya Sundar with the young
ladies of Bengal.

The best way to deal with the book, would, we think, be to

give a few translated extracts, and an outline of the plot. But
first we shall recount the origin of the story, which, according

to our author, was as follows. Pratap Aditya, Rajah of Ben-
gal, had his seat of Government in the city of Jessore. His
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temper was haughty, and his passions knew no restraint.

Having engaged in a feud with his cousin, Katchu Roy, for a
supposed injury, he wreaked his vengeance on him by putting

all his friends to the sword. Katchu Roy besought the help

of the Emperor Jehangire, who, highly incensed at Pratap’s

tyrannical conduct, sent his General Maun Sing, with a round
number of his soldiers, to bring the offender to his senses.

While Maun Sing was marching through Burdwan, he beheld
a number of builders and masons, working under-ground, near
the palace of the Rajah of that place. They were stopping

the breach, which Sundar had long ago effected to gain admit-

tance into the apartments of Bydya. On enquiry they nar-

rated to him the history of the lovers.

Bydya was the daughter of Bira Singha, and was famed,
far and wide, for her beauty and accomplishments. While
scarce a woman, she had mastered the difficulties of the

Sanskrit language and philosophy, and had vowed a vow
to give away her hand to any that excelled her in learning.

Princes and potentates came to her from various parts of India,

but invariably their mental acquirements fell far short of those

of the young woman whom they came to woo, and they were
sadly disappointed. Bira Singha had therefore great difficulty

in finding a fitting bridegroom for his daughter.

While affairs were in this state, arrived at Burdwan a prince,

named Sundar, after a toilsome journey of many days. His
appearance was extremely prepossessing, and his mind highly

cultivated. As his horse browsed at a little distance, and he
himself was reflecting on the best means of bringing to a hap-

py termination his mission of love, a party of women in Bira
Singha’s service passed to fetch water from the neighbouring-

stream, and were greatly struck with his beauty. None, except
Hira, had, however, the effrontery to speak to him. Hira,

the flower-dealer, naturally bold, questioned the youth as to his

name and parentage, and invited him to partake of the com-
forts of her home. To this, Sundar gladly agreed. Being
harboured with the flower-dealer, Sundar contrived various

plans of winning the heart of the lovely Bydya. On one occa-

sion he sent to her a flower effigy of Cupid. So artfully was
this thing constructed, that the moment she saw it, she fell in

love with the unknown author. An interview took place be-

tween the pair, in which Bydya was deeply smitten. Day and
night she thought of none else but Sundar.

“ Her lute strings gave an echo of his name.
She spoilt her half done ’broidery with the same.”

One night, as she was conversing with her women in her sleep-

c
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ing apartments, Sundar suddenly made his appearance by the
subterranean passage already alluded to, but none then knew how.
Surprised and agitated at this unexpected meeting, the young
woman asked the purpose of his visit, and being answered in a

sloke, or couplet, of which she could not understand the meaning,
she was obliged to confess her inferiority in learning. Sun-
dar then claimed her as his bride. The nuptials were
celebrated by the attendant women, and night after night

did he pass in the company of his wife, without the know-
ledge either of the king or queen. But when Bydya was with

child, the secret could no longer be kept from them. Both
were now under the impression that the marriage ceremonies

were not duly performed, and that Bydya had lost her honor.

Guards were set about the house to apprehend the intruder, and
when apprehended, he was immediately carried to the place of

execution. But a voice from heaven spoke aloud that Sundar
was no culprit. It was proved to Bira Singha’s satisfaction,

that he was the rightful lord of the matchless Bydya, and the

lovers were once more happy.

The reader will perceive, that there is nothing either in the

substance or arrangement of the above story, which an English

author of the present day would be proud of. In it there is

little of passion, and the denouement is not at all striking.

The manner in which it has been worked out and embellished,

however, is indeed worthy of admiration, and affords an incontes-

table proof of Bharut Chunder’s thorough mastery over the

language in which he wrote. Each page is more musical, and

contains a greater number of beautiful similes than the one that

precedes it, and the reader is often lost in a labyrinth of sweets.

To those unable to read and understand the work in the original,

we can merely give an idea, and a very imperfect idea, of its con-

tents. In the extracts, which we shall now make, we shall

endeavour to retain, so far as possible, the author’s meaning.

But to infuse the harmony and spirit of the original into the

translation, is a task which we dare not undertake.

BYDYA.

Beautiful was she, that maiden of fifteen summers. Her face was fairer

than the moon of autumn ; at its sight the lotus, instead of closing, expand-

ed with joy. Dark were her eyes, and more transparent than those of the

fleet gazelles. Her gait was firm and majestic. More music there was in

her voice than sounds drawn from the vina of Sursutti. Her locks were

black and curled. Her nails were rod as rubies. Her eye-brows were the

hows of Cama, and from underneath them shafts of light struck the

gazer’s heart. Pearls could not be compared to her well-set teeth. The
amrita, for which the Deltas and Asurs fought of old, was hid in her

mouth. Her hands were slender and pliant. Cadamba blossoms could

not vie with the softness of her bosom, neither could the golden champao
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vie with her complexion. As she moved, the clanking of her armlets and
bangles taught the bees their musical hum. In the deep shade of fragrant

groves, she loved to loiter and meditate. Her presence diffused light

and life, and she charmed the hearts of all that came nigh to her.

THE SUDDEN APPEARANCE OF SUNDAR IN BYDYA’s CHAMBER.

Sundar decked himself to visit his lovely bride. His dress set off

his person to such advantage, that even the wife of Cama would have
fallen in love with him had she seen him. His heart palpitated with a

mingled feeling of hope and fear; not knowing how he would be received,

be often brought himself to a stand, and then walked on again.

In the meanwhile, Bydya was sorrowing and eagerly longing to see her
heart’s lord. The chances of another interview, however, seemed to her to

be so slight, that she had given up all hopes of it. Said she to her favorite

attendant, Shulachuna—“ Say, sister, how shall we bring him, for I can no
longer bear his absence ; where shall 1 ease my heart, if not to you ? The
moon which was erst so fair seems now to rain poison from her sphere.

The water, scented with camphor, is now nauseous and distasteful. The
flowers have lost their perfume. The songs of my maidens are harsh and
unbarmonious. The winds are no longer gentle but boisterous. The voice
of the koleil, and the hum of the bee, yield me no delight. The orna-
ments that deck my body are like burning coals, and the blue cloths which
I wear, sting me like serpents. The bed on which I sleep is a perfect dis-

gust to me. The nights are long and dreary. Say how shall I survive my
pangs.” Thus sorrowed Bydya. At times she fell on the neck of one
or other of her women, and at times on the marble pavement of the room.
Of a sudden Sundar made bis appearance ; the effect of his coming was, as
if the moon had risen upon the earth. The first feeling of Bydya, and her
companions, at sight of Sundar, was that of fright ; when they recovered
from their surprise, Shulachuna, on being instructed by her mistress, thus
spake to Sundar—“ Harm us not, stranger, for we are helpless women. We
know not who you are, but whether you are a Oandarva, Nagu, Yaltsha, or
human being, reveal to us thy name, and purpose of thy visit” Sundar an-
swered.—“ Fear not, fair maidens, I am no spirit, but a man. I am the son of
Gruna Sindhu, Rajah of Canchipur. My name is Sundar. Having heard of
Bydya’s vow, I have come hither to try my fortune. Let her withdraw her
veil, for all her attempts to conceal herself are ineffectual. Can a piece of
cloth confine the lightning of heaven, or can the stars of the sky hide the
lustre of the full-orbed moon ? Her presence is as thefragrance of a lotus,
or as the brilliancy of a precious gem.*

MAUN sing’s ARRIVAL AT DELHI, AND THE EVENTS WHICH FOLLOWED.

Maun Sing arrived at Delhi, with his prisoners of war. His victory
was proclaimed throughout the city by trumpeters, and he was forth-
with summoned to the Imperial presence. Jehangire commanded him
to relate bis adventures. Making a low obeisance, the General thus
began—“ The conquest of Bengal, great King, has been effected, but
not without the loss and trouble which always attend such under-
takings. Pratapaditya, the rebellious Raja of Jessore, has been de-
feated and captured

;
but the glory of the victory cannot be claimed by me

alone. On the eve of battle a great storm swept over the province, and
the men, horses, elephants, and camels of the army under my command
would all have been utterly destroyed, had not Mazundar, who now stands
on my right hand, given us shelter. To him is due the credit of having pro-

* This passage almost reminds us of Longfellow’s description of Evangeline :

“ When she passed, it seemed like the ceasing of exquisite music.”
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pitiated the goddess Annada by prayers and offerings, to put an end to
tbe raging storm. To him 1, and several of my companions in arms, owe
our lives. The reward which my sovereign can most appropriately bestow
upon him, is the governorship of Bengal. Let the word of favor drop from
his lips, and Mazundar is at once exalted and recompensed.” A frown
passed over tbe brow of Jehangire. “ Renegade,” exclaimed he, after a pause,
“ you too have been imposed upon by that wicked and deceiving race, the
Brahmins. The faith of our Prophet hast thou disgraced in the eyes of
idolators, who should not be touched but by the sword. Hinduism is full

of abominations. Its doctrines and rites are both abominable. It inculcates

the shaving of one’s beard. It restrains widows from marrying. It com-
mands the worship of stocks and stones, and creeping things. The Hindu
race is composed of cheats and liars. It is priest-ridden. Its Puranas have
been penned by the evil one. Pratapaditya was a Hindu, and I have hurled

him from his throne, shall I then consent to place another of the same faith

in his stead? Name some other reward, Mazundar, and I will grant it thee.

It would be foolish in me to entrust to you the government of the conquer-
ed province.” Mazundar, being thus accosted, spake to the following effect

—

“lama Brahmin, and I have heard my class reviled ; the authorship of tbe

books I venerate, and the religion I follow, has been ascribed to the evil one.

Fear, therefore, has departed from me. The augustness of the presence in

which I stand shall not restrain me from speaking out my mind freely. The
religion of Mahomet is false and puerile ;

but the religion of the Purana
comes direct from Heaven, The Mahometans pray in a vacant room,

and not, as they should do, before god’s image and likeness; many of their rites

cannot be named. Their widows are allowed to take husbands unto them ”

“ Hindu,” said Jehangire, interrupting the sage, “ no more of this—there

is insolence in thy look and words ;
call on thy thousand gods to save thee."

Mazundar was immediately surrounded by the imperial guard. But who
can harm the man that is favored of heaven ? Annada heard his prayers,

and on the third day of his captivity, came to his rescue with an army mighty

and invincible. Thus sing I Bharut Chunder Roy, the favourite of my
master, and a true Hindu.

Without tiring the patience of our readers with any more

prosy extracts like the last, we shall now proceed to a compari-

son of the respective merits of Kabikankan and Bharut Chun-

der.* Although Kabikankan is at times more pathetic and soft

than any Bengali author we have met with, yet the palm of

superiority must undoubtedly be awarded to his great rival.

The genius of Bharut Chunder was more versatile and more

prolific of poetical thoughts. He had the creative power,

“ The vision and the faculty divine,
**

in ci more eminent cle^ree. Ivcibiktinkcin loves to depict mwoicls^

which become tender thoughts, the sorrows of a love-lorn dam-

sel the forests in spring, a moonlit bank, or a beautiful landscape.

The Apsaras of heaven, and the nymphs of the wood, are his

favourite companions. Purling streams, and flowering declivi-

ties 5
the song ot the kokila, and the hum of the bee ,

sy Ivan

* They were contemporaneous authors of the time of the celebrated Raja Krishna

Chunder' Roy, the great encourager of Bengali literature, and the second Vikramaditya

of India.
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solitude, and the breeze laden with fragrance, are to him more
than delights. There is a calm transparency, a tender beauty
in his narrative, which fascinate every reader, and which are sel-

dom, if ever, interrupted. Bharut Chunder is far more varied, and
his style, although possessing less of what Cowper calls “ crea-

my smoothness,” is always felicitous and appropriate to the sub-
ject-matter. He describes, with equal truth, the court of a
puissant prince, an evening cloudless and serene, a beautiful

woman, the gathering tempest, the peal of the trumpet, and
the neighing of war-steeds. The passages of imitative har-

mony, which we have met with in his works, have convinced
us, and will, doubtless, convince all who read them, that Bharut
Chunder was one of the gifted of heaven.

With the names of Kabikankan and Bharut Chunder must be
associated the name of another poet, who lived at a comparatively

modern time, and fully equalled his predecessors in the grandeur
and pathos of his compositions. It is that of DurgaPersaud, author
of Gangabhakti Tarangini, a mytho-heroic poem, on the bringing

of the Ganges from Swarga to earth by Bhagirath, in order to

preserve the souls of sixty thousand of his ancestors, who had
been reduced to ashes by the curse of Kapila, a sage. The work
is well written, and although founded on a portion of the
Scanda Purana, is quite within our range, not being a trans-

lation from it. The subject also is well chosen, for in the
legend connected with the noble river, there are ample materials

for poetic inspiration, and these our author has turned to very"
good account. The sacrificial horse, arrayed with gorgeous
trappings, and checked in his course by “ the ever sounding
sea,” the sudden transformation of Sagar’s numerous sons into

ashes, for charging Kapila with the theft of the same,
Angshuman’s intercession in their favor, the birth of Bhagirath,

his' prayers for the souls of his forefathers, the descent of the
Ganges from heaven on the matted locks of Shiva, and from
thence on the earth beneath, its impetuous course over leagues
and leagues, and finally the ascension of Sagar’s sons in sixty

thousand radiant chariots, are all of romantic interest, and ably
delineated. The episodesin the book, in general, describe the diffi-

culties which Bhagirath met with in carrying on the stream in its

onward flow. On one occasion it leapt in its wild fury among
adamantine rocks, and was unable to extricate itself. Bhagirath
hied him back to Indra’s heaven, and besought the aid of Eyrdbut,
a huge white elephant, with tusks that could penetrate the
hardest substance. The required assistance was given by the
royal beast, on condition that Ganga would acknowledge him
to be her lord and deliverer. But when the waves once more.
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freed from obstructions, dashed themselves up to the welkin’s

pinnacle, he trembled at his late audacious proposal. On another

occasion a sage, named Janhu, drank up the whole river in a sip

for disturbing his meditations. Bhagirath fell at his feet. The
sage relented. Forth sprang the foaming torrent from his

thigh, and inundated the land. Elated with joy, the heroic and
virtuous youth bounded before, sounding the conch-shell,

which he had received from Vishnu.

And now that we come to speak about Bengali ballads and
songs, a few remarks on that description of poetry, generally,

will not, perhaps, be out of place. It is certain that ballads

and songs are a species of composition, with which all ages, and all

nations, are more or less familiar. In Greece and in Rome,
metrical accounts of the achievements of gods and of heroes,

were sung to the lyre by wandering bards. The Anglo-Saxons
celebrated in rude poems the victory of Brunanburgh and the

precipitate flight of Anlaff and his confederate sea kings.

Taliessin and Modred recited, from the cliffs overhanging the

Conway, prophetic visions of the future destiny of Wales. The
women of the interior of Africa, who sheltered the renowned
traveller, Mungo Park, poured forth their lamentations in song
at his departure. The North American Indian invoked the aid

of Manitou, in lays full of spirit, before he rushed into the

battle with his tomahawk and scalping knife. In Spain ballads

and songs were once the delight of the people. The maiden
'danced to them on the green. The day-labourer solaced himself

with them among his toils, and the mendicant repeated them to

gather alms. Amid the “ brooms and braes” of Scotland may
still be gathered relics of old songs, which were at one time ex-

ceedingly popular.

The ballads and songs of a people are a true index to its

national character. With an idolatrous race they are tinctured

with sentiments at which the mind revolts, as for example, the

lyrics of the Khonds addressed to Laha Pinu, the god of battles,

and Bira Pinu, the earth goddess, reveal to us that these deities

were propitiated with humau sacrifices; and the Rig Veda Sanhita,

which is a collection of Sanskrit hymns, lays bare the abomina-
tions of the pristine mythology of the Hindus. Among a race

prone to war and bloodshed, their tone is martial and their

music wild and thrilling. Delicacy of texture they have
none. They stir the soul like the sound of a trumpet. Again,

the ballads and songs of a people naturally timid are charac-

terized by softness, and have seldom anything in them to

startle or terrify. The mind of the ballad and song-maker is

moulded and fashioned by the society in which he lives. He
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can, therefore, have no true sympathy with that which does not

accord with the tastes and habits of that society. But sup- •

posing even that he had a genius, which could appreciate every
kind of excellence, and an ear which could discern the music of

a lute, as well as that of a war-liorn, his labours would scarcely

be directed to efforts that would not have for their guerdon
the praises of those around him.

In most countries the ballad preceded the song. The reason

of this probably is, that the former was more easily composed.
The excellence of a ballad consists not in sentiment, but in its

story. The hurried narration of events does not task the poe-

tical faculties to a very great degree, nor need the feelings of

the author’s mind be wrought up to a high state of sensibility.

With abstract ideas, the ballad writer has little or nothing to do.

The bloody feuds of chiefs and nobles—the adventures of

some errant knight or beauteous damsel, form the staple of his

verse. The legends that exist in the language in which he
writes, furnish him with ample materials. His imagination is

not wholly inactive, but it does not soar to unexplored regions.

Greater powers are undoubtedly required to compose a song like

Burns’s Mary Morison than^ to compose a ballad like Chevy
Chace.

The ballads of King Kama and Pralhaud Charitra are both
of Sanskrit origin, and highly celebrated throughout the

length and breadth of Bengal. Many a young man, and
woman too, have laughed and wept over them after the

twentieth perusal. Kama was a king famed for his good qua-
lities ; every morning the needy flocked to his palace gate,

and were fed and clad in a princely style. The gods were
jealous of his virtues, and Krishna descended from Bycunt
to make a trial of his charity. Assuming the shape of a

blind old Brahmin, he begged of him to give him food and
shelter. Kama took him by the hand, and promised him all

that he desired. The Brahmin then made a request at which
even the cannibals, into whose hands the Arabian sailor, Sind-
bad, is said to have fallen, would have shuddered. The only re-

past which would please him, was the flesh of Kama’s only
child, prepared and cooked by the hands of his parents. The
king was in a dilemma ; his promise to supply his guest with all

that he wanted recurred forcibly to his mind. Slowly, and with
down-cast looks he repaired to his queen, and told her all that

had happened. Rather than have the stain of perjury and un-
charitableness to one of the priestly class upon them, they both
determined, like Abraham of old, but with misdirected faith,

to overcome their natural affection and slay Brisacatu. The
careless boy, whose heart nor sin nor sorrow had touched, was
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summoned from the field, where he was playing, and sawed to
pieces by Kama and his wife. When the repast was ready, the
inhuman guest wished that his host and hostess, and some
other person from the neighbourhood, should also partake of it,

and commanded Kama to go in search of the third party. No
soonerhad his feet crossed the threshhold, than he beheld at a
distance Brisacatu, and a few of his playmates, running toward
him. AVith infinite joy and wonder he once more clasped his

boy, carried him in his arms to the expiring queen, and fell at
the feet of the disguised god.

The Pralliaud Charitra is a ballad on the destruction

of Hirana Kashipu, the father of Pralhaud, and an Asur of
mighty strength, by Krishna. Pralhaud had, at an early

age, learnt to repeat the name of Krishna. The Asur
considering his prowess and dignity insulted, punished him for

this. But the boy was not to be dissuaded. The words,
“ Krishna, Krishna,” were ever on his lips. Numerous were the

trials and hardships which he had to endure, but his faith was
strong and never swerved for a moment. He was dashed head-
long from a high mountain, he was thrown into the raging sea,

but rocks and waves alike spared him, and he was as sound as

ever. At length Kashipu, tired out of all patience, asked him
where his Krishna was. The child answered that he was every-

where, and that even within the crystal pillar on which the

Asur then reclined, Krishna was present. With one stroke of

his ponderous sword, the Asur broke the pillar into fragments.

Instantly a monster, half man and half lion, made its appearance.

Gradually dilating in size, it seized Kashipu and tore out his

entrails with its claws.

Of the song-writers of Bengal, the most renowned are Nidhu
and Dasirathi Roy. Theirproductions, although lively and clever,

are by no means without fault. A sameness in the ideas is their

principal defect. There is an endless jingle about heart-con-

suming woes, and women with beautiful eyes, and the love of

the lotus for the day-god : the amorous feats of Krishna are the

subjects of many of them. Similar to the Hymenceos of the

ancient Greeks, the Bengalis have their bridal songs, which are

sung in Zenanas on the occasion of a marriage. When the

bridegroom, in most cases a boy of twelve or thirteen, decked

with pearls, and with a glittering conical cap, stands in the

middle of the yard or open space of the quadrangular building,

accompanied by the bride, and surrounded by dark-haired

damsels, the Sliankha is sounded, and these songs are sung by
professional songstresses. We wish we could give the reader

translations of some of them, so that he might have an

insight into the present state of native female society, but
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they are nowhere to be found in writing. The following

is the late Dr. Tytler’s versified translation of a song very po-

pular in the streets of Calcutta twenty years ago. It has al-

lusion to the failure of Messrs. Palmer and Co., and to the

opinions of Rammohun Roy :—
From Bengal land, the Hindoo faith must quickly now decay, man, .

Since Suttis, all, both great and small, are banished quite away, man,
And Messrs. Palmer Compani, so flourishing and gay, man,
Have lost their stores of bright gold-mohurs, and can no longer pay, man ;

In all our town, there’s nought but sights and raree-shows to see, man,
But how shall I, or any tell, what sort of sights they be, man ;

A Brahmin’s son, brought up with all a Brahmin’s holy rites, man,
Has left his caste, and printed books of politics indites, man

;

He once believed the holy Yeds, and all their ancient stories,

The heretic forsakes them all, to talk of Whigs and Tories
;

His penances, his holy water, and his long bead-roll, man,
He stops,—and stops the masses for his pious father’s soul, man.

While on this subject, we are compelled to admit the truth

of a charge often urged against the Bengali poets. All their

writings, and more especially their panchalis or songs, are inter-

larded with thoughts and expressions grossly indecent. The
seclusion of women from society is not, as some have supposed,

the only cause of this turpitude. Sanskrit authors, living at a

time when in India women mixed freely with men, and the wits

of the Restoration, from Dryden down to Durfey, are open to the

same objection. The Plain-Dealer and the Country Wife are

of a more immoral tendency than even Bydya Sunder. They
were written to please men, who wei’e determined to avenge
themselves for the enforced morality of the protectorate. What-
ever, therefore, outraged the feelings of the puritan, to them
yielded delight; whatever the one avoided with the utmost scru-

pulosity, the others were the most forward to join in. The male
characters in W ycherly’s plays are not libertines merely, but in-

human libertines ;
the women are not merely without modesty,

but are devoid of every gentle and virtuous quality. The blots

in the poetical literature of Bengal are more properly ascriba-

ble to the religion and moral training of its inhabitants, than to

the seclusion of women from society. Let these be as they
should be, and all that is bad shall soon be consigned to ob-

livion, or no more be read. Let these be as they should be,

and a better race of authors shall adorn its annals. Let these

be as they should be, aud the rights and privileges of the

Hindu lady shall be no longer denied her. Let these be as

they should be, and the dying shall no more be exposed by
his nearest relatives to the inclemencies of an ever-varying
sky. Let these be as they should be, and horrible atrocities

shall cease to be perpetrated, and invidious distinctions shall

be abolished, and all shall live in brotherhood and love.

D
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We have all along spoken of the Bengali poets in the
spirit of kindly criticism. We have endeavoured, as much as

we could, to palliate their faults, and have been lavish of praise

on their beftuties; but now that we have finished our notice

of them, we must make the admission, that compared with the
poets of Britain, and even with the Sanskrit poets, they sink

into utter insignificance. Valmiki and Vyasa and Kalidas
have no compeers among the authors reviewed ; far less have
Milton and Shakspeare. The poets of Britain are indeed
a glorious band, and their productions are wonderfully varied.

The profound simplicity of Chaucer, the luxuriance of Spen-
ser,

“ immortal child in poetry’s most poetic solitudes,” the

truth and depth of Shakspeare, the sublimity of Milton,

the dreaminess of Coleridge, the gorgeous mysticism of Shelley,

the rich coloring of Keats, the unaffected devoutness of Cowper,
the deep feeling of the Ayrshire ploughman, the grandeur of

him who sung of Thalaba, “ the wild and wondrous song,” the

vigour and freshness of Thomson, the polish of Campbell, the

gaiety and sparkle of Moore, and the philosophic thoughtfulness

of Wordsworth, are unequalled in their several ways. Nor
can the ballads of King Kama and Pralhaud Charitra bear any
comparison with the old English ballads of Chevy Chace, Sir

Cauline, and Childe Waters.
Meanwhile we have strong hopes of better days for Bengali

poetry and Bengali literature generally, as well as for the peo-

ple of Bengal. Already have issued, under the patronage of

the Council of Education, works in the Vernacular tongue,

which, whatever may be their defects, have a laudable

object in view ; and under that of the Vernacular Litera-

ture Committee, an illustrated Penny Magazine for the

diffusion of useful knowledge among all classes of native

society. These and like undertakings will materially help to

develope the latent capabilities of the Bengali language. They
will accelerate the approach of the wished-for time, tvhen the

Bengalis, instead of being an idolatrous, priest-ridden and serni-

barbarous race, shall rank high in the scale of civilization. And
this time is not distant. The greatand glorious consummation is

at hand. Glimpses of the promised land, the land of Beulah, the

land flowing with milk and honey, are clearly discernible, and

our joy is similar to that of the thirsty stag in a trackless desert,

so often described by Bengali poets, at the far off semblance

of refreshing waters. Ours, however, is no transient delusion,

—

no unsubstantial show. Ere long the prospect before us shall be

vividly defined, the uplands and hills shall “ wear like a garment,

the glory of the morning the clouds shall disperse and evanish

from the firmament, and the sun shall shine until it is perfect day.
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Art. II.— 1. The Homoeopathic Times, or Review of British and
Foreign Medical Literature and Science. 1850-1851. London.

2. A Treatise on the Principles and Practice of Homoeopathy, by

Francis Black, 31. D.

3. The British Journal ofHomoeopathy.

.

4. Elements of General Pathology, by the late John Fletcher, M. D.
Edited by J. J. Drysdale, M. D., and J. R. Russell, 31. D.

5. Hahnemann’s Novum Organum. Translated by Dr. Dudgeon.

6. Recherches cliniqu.es snr le traitement de la Pneumonie et du

Cholera, suivant la methode de Hahnemann, precedee June in-

troduction sur Vabus de la statistique en medecine, par le Docteur

J. P. Tessier, Medecin de V Hopital Ste. Marguerite. (Hotel

Dieu annexe.) 8vo. 1850. Bailliere.

7. Health, Disease and Homoeopathic Treatment, rationally con-

sidered. By J. Stuart Sutherland, M. D., late of the H. E. I.

C. Medical Service.

8. An Inquiry into the Homoeopathic Practice of Medicine. By
William Henderson, M. D., Professor of 31edicinc and Gene-

ral Pathology, and lately one of the Professors of Clinical Me-
dicine, in the University of Edinburgh.

9. Introduction to the Study of Homoeopathy. Edited by Dr.

Drysdale and Dr. Rutherfurd Russell.

There are few persons in England, America, or on the con-

tinent of Europe, who will be disposed to question the assertion,

that the science of Homoeopathy is now a great fact—that it has

assumed a position, and achieved a success, which call upon all

minds of intelligence to investigate its principles, and determine
the propriety of its claim to the discovery of a new law, which
would overturn the whole of the present practice of medicine,

and introduce in its place a system comparatively certain in its

results, and successful, safe, and pleasant beyond all former
experience. In India, however, this system is still comparatively

unknown, and though we imagine few mails now arrive without
bringing their quota of votaries to the new art, the popular
opinion upon the subject is still so vague, that we propose to

draw up a sketch, from the numerous publications at the head
of this article, of its principal features and progress in various

parts of the world ; our pen speeded, our hearts lightened

on the way, by that firm faith in this breaking forth of

a new era in the noble art of medicine, which distinguishes
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all those who have given their thoughts to the study, or
themselves to the treatment, of Homoeopathy.

In Calcutta the labours of an educated homoeopathic prac-

titioner will have placed the subject before many of our
readers in the most favourable point of view, that of success-

ful practice
;
but in the Mofussil, we fear, few persons have any

notion of the system, but as one of charlatanism and quackery,
which has imposed upon the credulous, and which will soon

die the death of all imposture, and be heard of no more. Such
will be surprised to hear that its founder, Samuel Hahnemann’
was an educated physician of extraordinary ability, sagacity,

patience, integrity, and learning
; a man of genius, that gather-

ed around him troops of friends, who regarded him with the

veneration due to a Christian sage, and whose doctrines have
been espoused and vindicated by some of the first intellects

of the age.

But, perhaps, we cannot begin our observations better than
by a bi'ief notice of the life and character of the celebrated

reformer, who carried on so brave a crusade against those dark
pills and potions, whose memory still carries terror to our
emancipated spirit.

Samuel Christian Frederick Hahnemann was born of hum-
ble parents at Meissen, in Saxony, on the 10th of April, 1755.

Little is known of his early education at the public school

of his native town, excepting that he had made such progress

in the learned languages, that his master entrusted him with
the tuition of the junior class in Greek.

At twenty years of age, he entered himself as a student of

the university of Leipsic, his pocket scantily furnished with
twenty dollars

;
but he possessed that which no money can buy,

an indomitable will, an untiring perseverance, and a fixed resolve

to do his duty
;
and that he was no idler, either in his literary,

scientific, or medical studies, his copious, erudite, and accurate

style, his success in chemistry, and his accurate descriptions of

disease, sufficiently testify.

From Leipsic he went to Vienna, where he attended the hos-

pitals, and so won the confidence of the profession, as to have
a portion of the hospital entrusted to his entire care. At the

university of Erlangen in 1799, he obtained the degree of M.
D., and was shortly afterwards appointed district physician at

Gommeren, near Magdeburg, an appointment that ensured him
a certain amount of practice and some little emolument.

H ere he practised for some time with more than ordinary suc-

cess, obtaining for himself an honourable reputation, both for

integrity and skill. But his own mind was not satisfied ; keenly
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alive to the responsibilities of his situation, the practice of me-
dicine presented to his thoughtful temper many glaring incon-

sistencies, and the question pressed hard upon him—How is

it possible with conscientious fidelity to discharge my trust ? Is

there no great principle, no law by which I may guide my
course? In vain did he seek this law, either in the theories or

practice of the most eminent physicians, and at last, thoroughly

disheartened, he gave up his practice, emolument, every
thing, though at this time a married man and a father, and
retired into penury and obscurity, away from a profession

which he considered unequal to the task demanded of it.

These are his own words to the illustrious Hufeland, “ It was
‘ agony to me to walk always in darkness, to prescribe,
* according to such or such a hypothesis concerning disease,

* substances which owe their place in the materia medica to an
‘ arbitrary decision. I could not treat conscientiously the
‘ unknown morbid conditions of my suffering brethren, by
‘ these unknown medicines, which being very active substances,
‘ may (unless applied with a rigorous exactness, which the

* physician cannot exercise, because their peculiar effects have
‘ not yet been examined) so easily occasion death, or produce
‘ new affections and chronic maladies, often more difficult to
‘ remove than the original disease. That I might no longer
* incur the risk of doing any injury, I engaged exclusively
‘ in chemistry and literary occupations.”

Hahnemann’s skill in chemistry was remarkable, and some of

the preparations and tests he discovered, still retain his name.
But though he had given up the practice of his profession, he
had by no means retired to idleness

;
and the following account

is given by one of his disciples, of the extent of his studies and
pursuit after knowledge :

—

“

He had been a traveller in many
‘ ages, in many countries, in painful study, in watchings, in
‘

vigils ; to him all medical literature was tributary, the frag-

‘ mentary medical lore of the older Ind, of mysterious Egypt,
‘ of marvellous Arabia, the learning of Greece and Rome,
‘ the Babylonish dialects of modern times, the researches of
* alchemy, the growth of chemistry, the reveries of the poet,
‘ the recorded facts of natural history, in a word, whatever was
‘ needful to constitute the reformer of medicine, was under
‘ his sway. He had sifted all medical theories ; all of medical
‘ science that deserved the name he had digested ; all history
‘ that referred to his art, from the earliest record of our race
1 to his own time, he had travelled through. He harmonised
‘

all experiments that had been made before and during his

* time, on the subject of defending, ameliorating, and prolong-
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‘ ing human life. He proved the depths of the vast sea, and
‘ explored the shallows that lay on the surface of what was
‘ called medicine, and, like a true interpreter, cautiously, and
‘ yet firmly, he declared the Delphian knowledge that was
‘ given him. Yet such was the noble simplicity of the man,
‘ that while he was the teacher for all time, the humblest who
‘ approached him at once discovered that he was their modest
‘ fellow-student and co-labourer.” After reading the above
tribute to Hahnemann and his studies, we feel inclined to echo
Coleridge’s exclamation of, “ Hahnemann was a fine fellow

!”

But we must hasten on to that discovery of the true law of

healing, which restored him to the temple of Esculapius, and
which has since rendered his name so famous.

While translating the Materia Medica of Cullen, he was
struck by the fact, that cinchona, when taken by a healthy

person, produces symptoms analogous to those of intermittent

fever; he tried the bark upon himself when in health, and found
that the statement was correct. The idea now occurred to him,

that the power of this drug in curing fever and ague might be
in its power of producing a similar disease. He repeated his

experiments, made many trials of various drugs upon himself

and others; each new trial confirmed his opinion; and in 1790,

he was satisfied that the long, the earnestly sought law of healing

was in his grasp, and that the true cure for disease was to be

found in the application of those remedies, which would cause

a like malady in persons in health. He expressed this by the

terms, “ similia similibus curentur”—

“

let likes be treated by
likes, ” or “ like cures like.”

Yet, though convinced himself of the discovery of a new
and important truth, and one for which he had so long thirsted,

nothing can mark more significantly the patient, practical cha-

racter of the man, than the fact, that for six gears he carefully

and diligently pursued his researches. He discovered, in the re-

cords of ancient and modern medicine, that this principle was
constantly shown in the operation of medicines designated as

specifics
;
several eminent authorities he found had obscurely

alluded to it, and at last he gave it to the world in Hufeland's

Journal, 1796, under the title of “ An attempt to find a new
principle for the discovery of the healing power of medicine.”

And here we will pause a moment to call the attention of

our readers to the circumstance, that Hahnemann’s discovery

was not the mere theory of a chamber philosopher indulging

in idle reveries, but a plain induction from facts and experi-

ments, arrived at by a practical chemist and physician of great

ability, after a series of trials covering many years of his life.
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and one therefore, however new or startling, against which no
arguments can hold weight, unless they previously overturn

the scientific facts upon which it is grounded.

Hahnemann’s next step was to ascertain diligently the effects

of various drugs upon the healthy frame, and for this purpose

he conducted a course of experiments upon himself and friends

—

who willingly aided him in enduring patiently the annoyance of

a rigid regimen, and the severe suffering produced by the

medicines; and after thus labouring in the cause of truth for

fifteen years, he published, in 1805, his “ Fragrnenta de viribus

medicamentorum positivist

For the next five years he was engaged in preparing his

“ Organon of the Healing Art? which he published in 1810,

being the result of twenty years’ observation, containing a full

explanation of the homoeopathic mode of practice; and in 1811

he returned to Leipsic, where he publicly practised, according

to the new law which he had promulgated, and where he met
with the most brilliant and unexampled success. At this time

he commenced the publication of his “ Materia Medica Pura,”

six volumes of which appeared in succession. But the hostility

of the profession would allow him no repose; their jealousy was
aroused by his success, and this instigated the apothecaries to

carry into execution an obsolete law forbidding the physician to

prepare and dispense his own medicines
;
this forced him to aban-

don Leipsic and his lucrative practice, and settle at Colthen,

where he was kindly received by Duke Ferdinand, who honor-

ed him with the title of Councillor of State. Here he publish-

ed his work on“ chronic diseases,” and remained for several years,

finding it to be a haven of repose after the stormy life which
he had led at Leipsic, where he had been subjected to the most
contemptible indignities, and most unrelenting persecution from
his medical brethren, whose reception of him was thus character-

ised by the celebrated Richter,—“ Hahnemann, this rare double
‘ head of learningand philosophy, whose system must drag to ruin
‘ the vulgar recipe-heads, although at present it is but little

‘ known, and more scoffed at than welcomed.”

In 1835 Hahnemann married his second wife, and with her
removed to Paris, where he practised to the last, still toiling,

still learning with all the freshness and vigour of youth
;

his

affectionate spirit soothed by the love of numerous and devoted
friends, his devotion to his art gratified by the extension of his

system throughout Europe and the greater part of America.
With heart unchilled, intellect unclouded, his spirit left this

mortal life in 1844, in his 89th year. In figure Hahnemann was
tall and of a noble and commanding presence ; the head and fore-
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head finely formed ; his manner of living was very simple, and
he seems to have been guided in his life by a most reverent spirit

of obedience to his Creator. He was in the habit of daily

seeking the blessing of the Most High on the selection anti

the use of his medicines, and there is something nobly

characteristic in some of the last words recorded from his death-

bed. When some of his disciples recalled, in terms of praise,

the great work he had achieved during his life, and the fame he

had earned in so many countries, he exclaimed—“ Why should
( I have been thus distinguished ; each of us should here attend
* to the duties which God has imposed upon him. Although
‘ men may distinguish a greater and a less, yet no one has
* any merit. God owes nothing to me, I owe all to Him.”

Such was Samuel Hahnemann. His history is not that of the

statesman wielding the power of empires, of the warrior

leading his troops to conquest, but that of the patient large-

minded, or, as Richter has it, “ double-headed philosopher,”

one of those men given at long intervals to benefit man-
kind, whose genius can grasp new truths, whose patient ex-

perience can prove them to all capable of receiving them, and
whose firm indomitable spirit can support them in the face

of all opposition, or of personal reproach and persecution.

We will now return to the subject of Homoeopathy itself, en-

tering more particularly into its principles and practice, and
endeavour to answer the question so constantly sounding in our
ears,
—“What is Homoeopathy ?” “It is emphatically a sys-

‘ tem of specifics, its distinguishing characteristic being, that
‘ every individual disease ought to be combated by therapeutic
* agents, having a distinct individual property, bearing direct-
‘ ly upon the morbific action of the disease.” In this principle,

embodied in the popular expression of “ Like cures like,” we
have the foundation-stone of the system, though it is also

accompanied by three corollaries, which we believe all ho-
moeopathists consider as indispensable to a true and successful

practice of the new method.

The 1st, is a necessary consequence of the original law, and
demands a close and searching investigation of the properties

of each individual medicine, ascertained by numerous and
repeated experiments upon the healthy human frame.

2nd. That each medicine shall be administered singly.

And 3rdly, that the quantity administered shall be the

very smallest compatible with the restoration of the patient.

On this last point, both as regards the particular pre-

paration of the medicine, and the actual quantity adminis-

tered to the patient, much diversity of opinion exists, some
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practitioners preferring the use of “ mother tinctures,” others

lauding their success from the exclusive employment of infini-

tesimals of the 30th and other high dilutions, yet all agreeing

upon the above law, as regulated by their individual experience,

and all employing drugs in portions, which are infinitesimal,

as compared with those in use among their predecessors and

allopathic* contemporaries.

We can now imagine those of our readers, who have come
to the discussion of the subject with unbiassed minds, but who
have hitherto heard of Homoeopathy as something so incon-

ceivably absurd as to be capable of imposing only upon the

simple, exclaiming in some surprise— Is this Homoeopathy?
Surely there is something highly scientific in a system, which

thus requires a physician to adapt his remedy so exactly to the

disease of his patient, and in choosing it under all circumstances

according to a certain determinate law.

Must not such a profession require a patient study of medi-

cine, and of disease, superior to that now required of the ordi-

nary practitioner ? Must not much skill be needed to group
leading symptoms, where all strongly resemble each other, to

separate the accidental from the constitutional, and to catch those

higher characteristic features, which render the prescription for

one individual totally useless to another, though to the unprac-
tised eye each case may show no difference ? While he may
ask again—Why should not the medical professor, as in all

other sciences, act according to some established principle ?

Do not all thoughtful men desire this ? Would not both science

and mankind gain greatly by such a discovery ? We think so,

and fearlessly challenge the approbation of every wise man for

the various points of homoeopathic practice, beginning with
that which demands that the powers and properties of each
medicine be determined by the most accurate and repeated ex-
periments. The carpenter knows his tools, the dyer his colours,
and the homoeopathic physician,—relieved from the reproach of
D’Alembert, that, “ the doctor being truly a blind man,,armed
‘ with a club, as chance directs his blow, will be certain of an-
c nihilating either nature or the disease,”—knows what he is

using, and can give a precise reason for the application of every
drug in his possession. On this point, even his professional op-
ponents may owe his publications some gratitude. After a second
or third large dose of calomel, they may now also determine,
with some precision, how much suffering in the patient may be

* A term invented to describe the usual medical system, as distinguished from the
homoeopathic; and derived, we suppose, from d\Aor, other or opposite, as the name
of the new system is derived from opoios, like or similar.—Ev.

E
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due to the original disease, how much to the remedy, and the

balance accurately struck may not be without its benefit to both
parties. Hahnemann’s definition of medicines is that “ they
‘ afford no nourishment, they are preternatural irritations, solely
‘ destined to modify the amount of bodily health, to injure
* the vitality and functions of the organs, to produce disagree-
‘ able sensations, in a word to make the healthy sick.”* * *

“ Not unlike in this respect to the specific miasmata of disease
‘ in small-pox, measles, the venom of serpents, &c. ; each sim-

‘ pie medicine creates its own special disease, a series of de-
* terminate symptoms, which no other medicine in the world can
‘ exactly produce.”

Is not that a merciful system, which thus insists upon the

trial of the caustic drugs, the burning oil, the fearful purge,

the irritating stimulant, the heavy-eyed narcotic, not upon the

lacerated frame and tender nerves, and morbid sensations of the

already suffering patient, but upon the comparatively im-
partial test of the healthy body and easy mind of one, who
may thus readily detect the power and effects of the foreign

substances upon which he is experimenting ?

For the simple administration of single medicines, we must
also challenge approbation, holding heartily with Bacon that
“ there has been hitherto a great deficiency in the recipes of

‘ propriety respecting the particular cures of diseases ; for as to
‘ the confections of sale, which are in the shops, they are for

‘ readiness, and not for propriety, for they are upon general
‘ intentions of purging, opening, comforting, altering, and not
‘ much appropriate to particular diseases.” But upon this

point we cannot do better than let Hahnemann speak for him-

self, and with tolerable certainty that his arguments may meet
with a reply, but with no answer :—
“ Is it wise,” he asks, “ to mix many substances in one recipe ?

‘ Can we, by so doing, ever raise medicine to certainty ? Can
‘ we tell which of the substances we have employed has effect-

‘ ed the cure, which the aggravation? Can we know, in a
‘ similar case, what medicine to avoid, what to select ?

“ Of all the problems in physics, the ascertainment of a re-

* sultant of various forces is the most difficult to solve, and yet
‘ we can measure with accuracy the individual composing
‘ forces. In vital dynamics we cannot guage a single simple
‘ force, and yet we dare to guess at the result of an exceeding-
‘ ly complex combination. Would it not puzzle any one
‘ to predict the position which six billiard balls, flung, with the

‘ eyes shut, upon the table, would ultimately assume ?—and yet

* your practitioner flings into the human system his half-dozen
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ingredients, and professes to know their exact result upon the

sensitive frame. He who frames the prescription, prescribes

to each ingredient the part which it is to play in the human
body. This will serve as basis, that as adjuvant

; a third as

corrigens ; a fourth as excipiens ! In virtue of my power, I

forbid all these ingredients to wander from the post assigned

them. I wish that the corrective be not deficient in covering

the faults of the base or the adjuvant, but I expressly forbitl

it to leave the boundaries which are traced for it, or to pre-

tend to enact itself a part contrary to that of this base. As
to the adjuvant, thou shalt be the mentor of my base, thou

shalt assist it in its painful task, but recollect well that thou

art only bound to sustain it
;
go not, I advise thee, to per-

form any other duty, or act contrary to it. Have not the

audacity to undertake some expedition upon thine own ac-

count, or to counter-mine the intentions of my base ; although

thou art another thing, thou must still act in concert with

her, for I command thee. To all I confide the conduct

of a most important affair
; expel from the blood what you

discover to be impure, without touching what you find to

be good ; alter what you find to be abnormal, modify

what seems to you unhealthy. You have to diminish

the irritability of the muscular fibre, to calm the ex-

cessive sensibility of the nerves, to procure sleep and
repose. See you these convulsions of the arm, these spasms

of the neck of the bladder, I wish that you appease them

;

see you that man a prey to jaundice, I command you to

bleach his face and deobstruate his biliary ducts, no matter
whether it is spasm or a mechanical obstacle that renders

them impermeable. See thou this patient attacked with

putrid fever ? Dear base saltpetre, I pray thee hasten to

avert the putrefaction. Excuse not thyself by saying that

thou art always unfortunate in thy expeditions, for I will

give thee as adjuvant sulphuric acid, which will aid thee in

all that thou wilt undertake, although these fools of chemists

would make us believe that you cannot be found in company
without ceasing to be what you are, without being changed
into nitrate and sulphate of potash, as if that could take

place without the consent of him who framed the prescrip-

tion. Dear base opium, I have an obstinate and painful

cough, which I reserve for thee to attack. I confide to thee

this task, to thee to whom the asclepiades have granted the duty
of relieving spasms and pain, however difficult they may be,

as the seven planets have received the order in the secular

calendar to rule such or such part of our body. I have,
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‘ however, heard that sometimes thou bindest the belly. In
* short that this phantasy may not seize thee now, I associate
‘ with thee such and such a laxative drug; it is for thee to
* watch that this latter does not destroy thy action. It has
‘ also been whispered that heat of skin and perspirations are
‘ caused by thee. If it is so, I give thee camphor as correc-
‘

tive, to control thy conduct. Some one has lately pretended
‘ that you lost your properties by marching side by side. But
‘ we cannot suffer this. Each of you ought to fill the office

* which has been assigned you by the constitutional materia
‘ medica. But they still tell me that you hurt the stomach ;

‘ but to correct this inconvenience, I will order with thee seve-
‘

ral stomachics, and I command the patient to drink a cup of
*

coffee, which, according to the writings of our schools, aids
‘ digestion, for I have no confidence in these innovators, who
‘ say, on the contrary, that it impairs it. As a last advice,
* thou wilt take care that the stomach be not weakened, for to
f this end art thou base. And thus it is that each ingredient of
* a prescription receives its part, as if it were a being endowed
‘ with consciousness and liberty. These four symptoms and
‘ more ought to be combated by as many different remedies.
‘ Imagine then, Arcesilas, how many drugs must be accumu-
1 lated, secundum arlis Icc/es, in order to direct the attack at

‘ once upon all points. Tendency to vomit requires one thing,

‘ diarrhoea another, fever and nocturnal sweats a third
; be-

( sides, the poor patient is so feeble, that he needs much a
‘ stimulant, or even several, in order that what cannot be done
‘ with one may be effected by the other. But what should
‘ happen, if all these symptoms depended upon the same cause,

* as is almost always the case, and if there existed a drug
‘ sufficient for all these symptoms. Ah ! that would be a
‘ different thing. But it would be tedious for us to make
‘ researches of this kind

; we find it more convenient to in-

‘ troduce into the formula something which corresponds with
* each indication, and acting thus we obey all the commands of
‘ the school. But science, but the precious life of man !

“No man can serve two masters at once. But do you con-
‘ scientiously believe that your mixture goes to produce that
‘ which you attribute to each ingredient, as if the drugs which
‘ compose it ought to exercise no influence, no action, the
‘ one upon the other. Do you not see that two dynamic
‘ agents can never, when united, produce what they would do
‘ separate ? That from them arises an intermediate effect, which
‘ previously we could not calculate upon. Learn, then, that

‘ three, or even four substances mixed together do not produce
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' what you would expect were they given singly, at different
( times, and that they determine an intermediate effect, whether
£ you see it or not. In such cases the order of battle which you
‘ assign to each ingredient absolutely serves for nothing. Na-
‘ ture obeys eternal laws without asking you if she ought.
‘ She loves simplicity, and does much with a single remedy,
‘ whilst you do so little with so many. Imitate then nature.
c To prescribe compound prescriptions is the height of empiri-
‘ cism. The more complicated our recipes, the darker will
‘

it be in medicine. To give the right

,

not the many mixed,
‘

is the stroke of art.”

And now we come to the third point, the great stumbling

block in the path of his opponents, the smallness of Hahne-
mann!s doses, and we do so fearlessly, demanding for this no-

velty the same approbation which we have claimed for the

other parts of his system. Upon what grounds ? Upon the very

strongest and surest that can be set forth as the foundation of

any new theory—those of direct experiment. When he first

commenced the practice of the homoeopathic sytem, Hahnemann
administered his medicines in doses nearly as large as those in

ordinary use ;
but his accurate knowledge of the remedies he

was using soon showed him that they occasioned aggravations,

and new pains and complicated symptoms, which added to the

sufferings and impeded the cure of his patients. And he gra-

dually, and by the most patient attention and experiment,

reduced the amount of his doses, until he found, that in many
cases, and generally in exact proportion to the fitness of the

remedy, the very smallest quantities were sufficient to effect a

cure. His practice, in this respect, varied according to the

age, sex, or strength of the patient. Some of his last cures

were attained by merely smelling the appropriate medicine,

while in other cases he would give at once a whole drop of the
“ mother tincture.” How drugs can act upon disease in quanti-

ties so inconceivable to all previous habits of thought, it is hard

to say ; but that they do act in this way, is a fact ascertained

by direct experiment, in the first instance, by Hahnemann, and
since, by the whole body of his disciples, amounting in America
alone to 1,500 educated medical practitioners. To say that

that is not possible, which every day’s observation demonstrates
to be an assured scientific fact, is mere assertion, of no value
against positive demonstrative experience

; while, to refuse to

employ these medicines until we know how they act, as Hahne-
mann justly observes, would be like a man’s refusing to light

his fire until he knew why his striking together the flint and
steel should generate a new substance, fire, whose momentary
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contact should yet suffice to melt and carry away with it small

particles of the hard metal.

Many theories have been broached as to the action

of small doses. They are generally supposed to influence

the vital powers directly through the nerves, but into

such discussions we do not presume to enter ; they form the
subject of pure philosophical investigation, and the truth may,
or may not, reward enquiry. Our province lies only with those

parts of the system which admit of ordinary tests, and which
any one of fair ability and of honest, patient temper may
ascertain for himself.

We must not, however, forget to remind our readers that

homoeopathic drugs are not administered in their raw state,

but after the most careful preparation
; and it was to the new

powers communicated to them by shaking and trituration that

Hahnemann attributed great part of their curative success,

considering this to be among the greatest of his discoveries.
“ He found that various substances, insoluble in their crude
* state, became, after trituration, capable of solution either in
‘ water or spirits of wine. The dark liquor obtained from the
‘ sepia is soluble, in its primitive condition, only in water, but
f the homoeopathic process makes it soluble in spirits of wine also.

* Magnesia, marble, and other calcareous substances, after un-
‘ dergoing this process, become perfectly soluble, though they
* will not thoroughly combine with either water or spirits of
‘ wine before it.

“ Hahnemann announces himself as the first observer of these
* chemical facts, but still more emphatically, as the first who
‘ has detected that great increase of power in medicines through
‘ rubbing or shaking, to which we have already alluded.
* Accordingly it is upon the augmented force of the medicines,
‘ however reduced in bulk, which results from his mode of pre-

* paring them, that Hahnemann seems inclined to rest his

* explanation of the efficacy of infinitesimal doses.

“ The clown, who lights his pipe with flint and steel, little

‘ thinks of the surprising power which his operation has deve-
t loped ; mere rubbing will draw out the latent caloric, for

‘ Count Rumford found that chambers might be heated by the
‘ simple motion of metal plates rubbed rapidly together. Horn,
‘ bone, ivory, and some other substances, though inodorous
‘ when left alone, emit a strong smell when subjected to

‘ friction.”

For a full account of the various methods employed in pre-

paring homoeopathic medicines, we refer our readers to Dr.

Black’s interesting sketch of the “principles and practice of
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Homoeopathy.” We shall merely observe that the principal end

to be obtained is the perfect solution and division of the sub-

stances, and for this purpose, water, alcohol, sugar of milk, and
in some cases aether, are employed. “ The water must be per-
* fectly pure and distilled, the vessels used perfectly clean, the
‘ mortars should be of porcelain, never of metal, the spatulas of
‘ bone, and well scraped every time they are used. Great care
‘ must be taken that the substances be perfectly genuine;

‘ plants should, if possible, be procured green, or if dried,

* never in powder, and the ordinary tinctures of drugs are
‘ never to be employed. Tinctures of all indigenous plants

* are to be procured by expressing the juice, and adding to this

* an equal quantity of pure alcohol. After standing a few days,
* the clear fluid is to be carefully decanted, and preserved
‘ for use in well stoppered bottles. This is what is called

‘ the “ mother tincture.” All mineral and animal substances,
‘ and exotic vegetable substances, are best prepared by tritura-

‘ tion with sugar of milk. The future attenuations are pre-
‘ pared in such a manner, that the first contains one grain of
‘ medicine, or one drop of the mother tincture to be attenuated,
‘ mixed with one hundred grains of sugar of milk, or a hundred
‘ drops of alcohol, and then shaking or triturating for a
‘ due time ; the second is procured by adding the hundredth
* part of the first to four hundred new parts of the vehicle,

* submitting it to the same process. The third in submit-
‘ ting to the same process, the hundredth part of the second,
‘ and so on to the thirtieth.”

Another great contribution to medical science, from the geni-

us of Hahnemann, was his work upon chronic diseases, which,

according to him, owe their origin to three miasms,—psora,

syphilis, and sycosis. After twelve years of diligent research,

he was led to believe that psora was the source of most chronic

complaints. He found that chronic diseases, treated with his

best skill, “ frequently re-appeared after seeming cured, that
‘ they always appeared under a form more or less modified, and
‘ with new symptoms, and each year with a perceptible increase
£ in their intensity. From this he concluded that we have
* in sight only a portion of the deeply seated primitive evil, the
‘ vast extent of which is shown by new symptoms being deve-
* loped from time to time, and that we ought to know all the
‘ accidents and symptoms produced by this primary unseen cause,
‘ in order to seek a homoeopathic remedy.” His theory was con-

firmed by observing that this class of disease never yielded

to the most healthy diet or the most regular life. He next

observed that this difficulty of treating certain affections
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apparently occurred in patients who had formerly had scabies,

and who traced their illness from that period, or in those in

whom, though forgotten by themselves, slight traces of the erup-
tion could be found. He says, “ These circumstances, joined
‘ to the fact established by numerous observations of medi-
‘ cal writers, and sometimes by my own experience, that the
‘ suppression of a psoric* eruption had been immediately fol-
‘ lowed in patients otherwise healthy by similar or analogous
‘ symptoms, left in my mind no doubt as to the internal evil
‘ which I had to combat.”

His next care was to discover anti-psoric remedies, and atten-

tive observation of their curative effect confirmed him more
than ever in the conviction that, to the driving-in of psoric

eruptions was to be attributed the origin of most chronic mala-
dies. “ It persuaded me that not only the greater part of the
‘ innumerable skin-diseases, distinguished and denominated
‘ so minutely by Willan, but also the pseudo-organizations,
‘ from the wart upon the finger to the enlargement of bones
‘ and deviations of the vertebral column to many other soften-
‘ ings and distortions of bones in infancy and adult age

;

£ that the frequent epistaxis, the congestions of the hoemor-
‘ rhoidal veins, hemoptysis, hematemesis, and hematuria, ame-
‘ norrhoea, menorrhagia, habitual nocturnal sweats, dryness of
‘ the skin, habitual diarrhoea, obstinate constipation, chronic
* erratic pains, convulsions appearing during many consecutive
‘ years, in a word, the thousand chronic affections to which
‘ pathology assigns different names, are only, with few excep-
( tions, the off-sets of a polymorphous psora, the ramifications
‘ of a single, immense, fundamental disease.”

From numerous writers Hahnemann collected a large num-
ber of cases, showing how frequently disease was caused by
the repulsion of psoric eruptions by external applications.
*• With patient industry he tracked the unseen unnoticed taint
‘ to its ancient forms, marked it in the chronic diseases of the
‘ modern, and finally concluded that its original type was to be
‘ found in the leprosy of the Old Testament, and in that of
‘ the Arabians, and in that once prevalent malady for which
‘ Lazar houses were erected in almost every town and city of
‘ Christendom.”

As may be readily supposed, the discoveries and experiments
of Hahnemann upon this subject, have led to improvements in

medical science almost equal in value to the original law pro-

pounded by him. The homoeopathic physician thinks it mad-

* Psora is a general name for skin disease.
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ness to drive in or repel those external manifestations, by means

of which nature has probably saved a vital organ, or at least

given warning of a subtile enemy, but treats them with

appropriate remedies. Under his care the tender infant is

no longer poisoned for life by the driving-in of a teething

eruption ;
he hails the unsightly sore as a friendly notice

of threatened evil, and with gentle hand combats the lurking

taint within. But Homoeopathy does more than this, it boldly

meets the hereditary disease, which, in consumption, scrofula, or

other fearful maladies, desolates our hearths and strikes down
our children with premature decay. Listen to the testimony

of Dr. James Chapman, so well known as an allopathic prac-

titioner in the neighbourhood of Liverpool :
—“We have repeat

-

* edly seen the children of unhealthy parents born compara-
‘ tively healthy, when those parents have been put on the
‘ anti-psoric treatment. We have known families, where child

‘ after child has died in the first two or three years of life, in

‘ which, after the parents had been treated homoeopathically,

‘ healthier children, with the promise of long life, have been
* born.” This is but the testimony of one convert to the new
system, but all homoeopathists will confirm such statements,

and will tell you of cases wherein the disease, after resisting

the most appropriate remedies, has yielded like magic to the

exhibition of a well chosen anti-psoric.

Having given in the preceding pages a slight sketch of the

general principles and high aims of Hahnemann’s system, we
now propose to look over in detail a few of those points in

which we consider the new method of cure to be so infinitely

superior to the old one. The first place must be given to its

great comparative success
;

for to this test, of course, must the

value of all improvements be eventually referred.

“ If its method of cure could be shown to be only equal
‘ to that of its opponents, it would deserve a preference for
‘

its safety and pleasantness ; but when we can show that it is

‘ not only safer and surer, but that mortality, even in the
‘ fiercest and most intractable diseases, has been greatly dimi-
‘ nished by its influence, surely every sane and unprejudiced

‘ person must admit that a fair case has been made out for the
‘ establishment of homoeopathic hospitals.”

The editor of the Homoeopathic Times gives the proportion

of deaths to the number of cases treated in allopathic hos-

pitals and infirmaries, as from nine to ten per cent ;

in homoeopathic institutions as from four to five per cent.,

leaving a balance of five per cent, in favour of Homoeopathy.
The mean duration of treatment of patients in allopathic

hospitals and infirmaries as from twenty-eight to twenty-nine

F
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days ; in homoeopathic institutions from twenty to twenty-one
days, giving an average time of eight days less with homoeo-
pathic than with allopathic treatment. He says, “ These re-
‘ suits have not been obtained by the invidious selection of
‘ particular hospitals, but from the summary of the reports
* which have been published. They have been furnished by
‘ the allopathic hospitals of Berlin, Vienna, Leipsic, Dresden,
‘ and many other German hospitals

; the provincial infirmaries
‘ of France, as those of Montpelier, Lyons, &c., and the
‘ hospitals of Paris. In these kingdoms, the hospitals of St.

‘ Thomas and St. George in London, and the Royal Infirmary
‘ of Edinburgh, have furnished data. The hommopathic in-

‘ stitutions, whose reports have been consulted, are those of
‘ Leipsic, Vienna, Munich, Breig in Silesia, and two hospitals

‘ in Hungary.”
In a commission of enquiry appointed by Duke William of

Brunswick, the books of both allopathic and of homoeopa-

thic practitioners were examined with the view of discover-

ing the respective proportions between cases treated and deaths.

The highest homoeopathic proportion was three in the hundred,

the lowest less than one ;
whilst the allopathic proportion

ranged from eight to ten in the hundred. When it is known
that the practitioners of Brunswick are obliged, under pain of

heavy penalties, to keep a faithful register of cases treated and

deaths occurring, and that the enquiry extended in the case

of one of the homceopathists over ten years, and in the case of

another over four, statistical information of this kind must be

allowed to have great weight.

Dr. Black gives various statistical reports from French and

German published statements, a comparative account of the

treatment of a French regiment of hussars, with the results

during several years, and the following is his comparative view

of the results of both systems in various acute diseases :

—

Allopathic Treat. Homoeopathic Treat.

Name of Disease.

No

cases.

No

deaths.

Deaths

per

cent.

|No

cases.

1 No

deaths,

Deaths

per

cent.

Inflammation ofthe substance of the Lungs
Pneumonia 362 38 10.5 176 14 8.0

Inflammation in the Peritonaeum—
Peritonitis 34 11 32.3 58 4 6.9

Erysipelas 93 8 8.6 122 2 1.6

Inflammation ofthe Liver—
Hepatitis 99 14 14.0 12 0 0 .

Small Pox—
Variola 159 53 33.3 54 10 18.5

Water in the Head.
Hydrocephalus 70 63 90.0 7 4 57.1
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Dr. Oryanne, in the Homoeopathic Times, gives elaborate

calculations and observations upon pneumonia, from the pub-
lished statements of Skoda and others, and of various public in-

stitutions
;
and after a careful analysis of respective ages, &c.,

he gives one death in nineteen as the result of homoeopathic

treatment, and one death in seven cases under Allopathy.

In the treatment of cholera, that fearful malady, which has

so long set at nought the art of the physician, the statistics of

Homoeopathy show a great superiority of success. The num-
ber of deaths has been reckoned at sixteen per cent., while the

mortality under allopathic treatment has been counted at fifty

per cent.

Dr. Mabit was created, by the French King, Knight of the

Legion of Honour, in 1836, for his successful homoeopathic

treatment of Asiatic cholera at Bourdeaux, and for his eminent
success in a homoeopathic hospital, which he had established

in that town ;
he has collected, from authentic sources, the results

of the allopathic and homoeopathic treatment of cholera. In
his table he gives the comparative trial of each town or country
separately, and also the period at which the cholera raged. The
following are the results :

—

Treated allopathically. Cured. Died.

4,95,027 2,54,788 2,40,239

Giving 49 as the per-centage of deaths.

Treated homceopatliically

in the same districts.
Cured. Died.

2,239 2,069 170

Giving 7^ as the per-centage of deaths.

The following results of the homoeopathic treatment of cho-

lera in N. VY. Prussia, we extract from the Prussian State Ga-
zette, No. 316, November 14, 1831. The report is drawn up by
Dr. Sieder, a Stadt physician. Cured by homoeopathic treat-

ment, eighty-six out of 109, or about 79 per cent. Ditto by
Allopathy, sixty out of 199, or 30 per cent. Ditto by nature,

without the aid of physic, sixteen out of forty-nine, or nearly

33 per cent.
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The cholera attacked the territory of Raab in Hungary with
great violence. Dr. Bakody undertook the homoeopathic treat-

ment of cholera patients, and his official reports were placed

among the public archives by the imperial health commissioner,

Count Frany Ferraris. The proportion, taken from these

reports, is for allopathic treatment five deaths for seven re-

coveries
;
for homoeopathic treatment, two deaths for forty-nine

recoveries. But our readers will cry out ‘jam satis we will

therefore only add, that in Vienna, during the raging of the

cholera, the Emperor sanctioned the homoeopathic treatment
of patients, on condition that two allopathic physicians should

be appointed to report on the nature of the cases taken into the

hospital, as well as to observe the course of treatment. The
report of the commissioner shows, that whereas two-thirds of

those treated homoeopathically recovered, two-thirds of those

treated allopathically died, and in consequence, the Emperor
repealed the existing laws against Homoeopathy, and endowed a

public hospital, in which the progress and success of the new
system, under Dr. Fleischmann, have become matters of Euro-
pean notoriety.

In the above extracts, we have, we think, fulfilled our promise,

and shewn that in the cure of the most dreaded maladies, Homoeo-
pathy has achieved a success which has been beyond all for-

mer experience
;
and our readers must recollect that hospitals

give reports only of the maladies of the poor, who have little

time to attend to aught but alarming illnesses, and that such
statements give no idea of the vast amount of suffering re-

moved, both by the exclusion of the old-fashioned remedies,

and by the speedy relief afforded by the new ones. In the

same manner a week’s diminution of the average number of days

consumed under treatment, affords no notion of the speed with

which a patient has been relieved of his most intolerable pains,

often in the course of a few hours : or of the state in which he
has been dismissed from a homoeopathic hospital, when in the

place of a weak, sickly individual, who long requires home, care

and attention, you see a person, who, from the exhibition ofwell

chosen anti-psorics, will tell you with exultation, “ that he is

‘ not only well of his complaint, but that somehow or other,
‘ these new doctors, he doesn’t know how, have cured him of
‘ aches and pains of long standing, and he never felt so well in
‘ his life.” At this distance from England, we are unable to con-

sult at will those documents, which would give us an opportunity

of laying before our readers a complete exhibition of homoeo-

pathic power ; but the success of Hahnemann’s system has

been equally great in the treatment of disease generally
;
and
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in cases of hooping cough, bronchitis, croup, scarlet fever,

threatened convulsions after a severe fall, dangerous low ty-

phus fever, we can ourselves testify to its triumph
; to say

nothing of the tooth-aches, ear-aches, violent head-aches, sick-

nesses, colds, coughs, sore-throats, quinsies, diarrhoeas, the teeth-

ing attacks of infants, eruptions and disorders of children, which,

either nipped in the bud, or cut short, often, by the adminis-

tration of one or two doses of the remedy, render the advent of

a homoeopathic physician into a family one of blessing and of

astonishment to its inmates.

2nd. Its comparative certainty over the old method. Man is

no machine. It is but according to the will of the Supreme Crea-

tor that he lives, and moves, and has his being. Many are the

obstacles to health to be found in his own carelessness, intem-

perance, or indulgence of those evil passions, whose subtile

influence upon the diseased frame may over-power that of the

best physician, who has not under his controul the secret

griefs and heavy sorrows which are more or less the portion of

every son and daughter of Adam. Yet granting all these cir-

cumstances, which may attend and modify the best directed

efforts of human skill, the homceopathist acts according to a cer-

tain law. For certain pains and sufferings, he has an exact, cor-

responding remedy, and expects their removal as a scientific

result of its exhibition.

3rd. Its comparative power. The grand object of the allopa-

thist appears to be to render the unhappy bowels “ the sink,
‘ whose part’s to drain all noisome filth, and keep the kitchen
£ clean but the homceopathist, requiring a distinct and appro-
priate remedy for each disease, has searched all nature for aid

;

and as might have been expected from the lavish bounty of our
heavenly Father, he has found it: trees, herbs, animals, and
minerals, all bring their quota to his store

;
each year adds to its

variety and exactness, and there appears to be no limit to the
discovery of means for the curing or alleviating of mortal dis-

ease, but in the patience, endurance, and sagacity of the dis-

coverers. Nor is this all ; his use of anti-psoric remedies will

often effect the cure of a chronic malady after hope has long
fled ;

while to the stricken parent he is the very messenger of
hope, telling him that his tender babes may yet grow up in

health and strength, or that the hereditary disease, which has
seized upon member after member of the cherished group, may
yet, with God’s blessing, be eradicated or lessened in force.

4 th. Its gentleness. Many disorders, hitherto given up to the
lancet as the only cure, have been found amenable to homoeo-
pathic treatment. Dr. Malan relates, in the Homoeopathic
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Times, some successful cases of cataract, and observes that when
this disorder is hereditary, we might as well hope to cure a tree

of internal disease by plucking off the rotten fruit, as think to

eradicate cataract by the knife. Of the improved treatment and
frequent cure of the insane, Dr. Oryanne gives some very in-

teresting examples in the 2nd volume of the periodical referred

to above ; and in cases of “ tumours, abnormal growth, ulcera-
e tions, diseased joints, cancer, &c., the sufferings may be
‘ greatly alleviated, and the cure often effected without the aid
‘ of the lancet.” Then the whole merciless system of purging
is destroyed at once, and with it, bleeding, either from lancet or

leech, setons, blisters, and blistering ointments, whose use, it has

been well observed, has made the old method certainly one of

torture, if not one of cure. A water-doctor of our acquaintance,

who was examining the arm of a lady, who had been treated

with such appliances, exclaimed in a tone of disgust—“ What
farriery has been here !” Who that has marked the fair neck,

disfigured by ruthless plunges of the lancet or by setons, or

who has placed, with reluctant hands, the burning blister, or

watched with sickening apprehension the bleeding leech-bite

on the neck of the little infant, which nothing will stop, or the

blanched cheek and sinking pulse of the wife, whose best hope
lay in that life blood, of which she is being so mercilessly

deprived, but must reiterate the doctor’s exclamation, and hail

with delight the advances of a science, which will for ever

exterminate such helpless barbarities.

5th. Its comparative safety. The homoeopathist does not

war with nature
;
and when his remedy does no good, it very,

very rarely does any harm. The allopathist enters into a violent

contest with nature, taking little count of the constant ten-

dency of the vital powers themselves towards efforts for health.

The homoeopathist, on the contrary, carefully guards the vital

strength by attention to diet, and the absence of all exhaust-

ing appliances ;
and taking nature as his best friend and

counsellor, he listens to her suggestions, aids her imperfect

efforts, and gently supplies her deficiencies, scrupulously

watching, lest, by his own rude handling, he should destroy

her truer and more delicate operations. Then, as we have
said before, the homoeopathist gives no dashing purgatives, no
drowsy opiates

;
neither do we meet with patients he has vic-

timised with iodine, or whose faces he has blanched with bleed-

ing, or turned blue with nitrate of silver, to say nothing of
“ those unfortunate persons, who, in consequence of large
£ doses of mercury, have their teeth destroyed, their limbs
‘ racked by nocturnal pains, who suffer from diseased liver, con-
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‘ stant excruciating head-aches, and who cannot expose them-
‘ selves to the slightest degree of cold without being affected by
‘ it.” Another striking feature of Homoeopathy, which we will

here notice, is that, in proportion to the severity of the symp-
toms in general, is the ease of prescribing for them. Among
the sickly complaints of the valetudinarian and fine lady, it

may be sometimes difficult to seize upon the leading charac-

teristic with its appropriate remedy ; but in a dangerous malady,

the strongly marked symptoms so clearly indicate the healing

medicine, that the veriest tyro in the science may meet with
the most astonishing success ; and this we have witnessed

repeatedly. The same can scarcely be said of the old system ;

the alarming symptoms may arouse the fears and quicken the

cares of the medical practitioner, but cannot relieve him
from the apprehension, that the morbid principle being so

rampant, the violent contest he must excite to quell it, may
end in the destruction of the patient.

6th. Its simplicity. The application of a single remedy,
and that in quantities undiscernible by the taste or feeling of

the patient, renders it easy to pei'ceive whether the desired end
has been worked or no. The experienced physician will ascer-

tain in a few hours whether his choice has been skilfully made
;

(it has been said, we think, by Hahnemann, that no remedy
that is truly homoeopathic, will fail in showing some slight

indication of change for the better in twenty-four hours,) while

the sufferer, undisturbed as it were by external force, finds no
difficulty in determining whether his pains have been lessened

or increased since he took the medicine. If the former, the

practitioner has at once gained data for further proceedings

;

if the latter, he judges speedily that he has erred, or that some
constitutional tendency has marred his efforts. By the old

method, which pours into the delicate, probably suffering

stomach, large quantities of bitter, purging, nauseous medi-
cines, no one may define how much the state of the patient

may be due to the disease, or how much to the drugs he has
taken. Dr. Gully, in his able work upon chronic disease, says

that mercury cannot be taken internally for a derangement of
the liver, without at the same time “ its plunging a sword
* through the stomach.”

7th. The comparative rationality of its dietary rules. One
object of which the homoeopathist never loses sight, is the hus-
banding of the patient’s strength ; for he considers all illness

to imply a deficiency of vital power, or nature would re-

quire no aid. Keeping this great principle ever in view, he
never starves as a system ; his dietary, though subject of course
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to individual restrictions, comprises all those articles which
science or long use has demonstrated to be most nourishing
or easy of digestion

; bread, milk, many kinds of meat, poul-
try, vegetables, fish and fruits, accordingly find their place in

it, and nothing is forbidden as a rule but wines (those not
invariably), spirits, condiments, spices, coffee, &c., which having
a medicinal action of their own, would interfere directly with
the action of his remedies, and also those substances which have
long been held in instinctive dread by the sick, such as lobsters,

salt meats, ducks, some fruits, old cheese, pastry, salads, &c., &c.
In the application of his rules, the same good sense is observa-

ble ; considering that illness implies a morbid irritation some-
where, he has no idea of keeping up the strength by irritating

wines or bitter beers ; all this he holds to be only feeding the

disease, and increasing the cause of the loss of strength.

Where there is appetite, he cautiously administers that nou-
rishment, which is lightest and most easily digested, such as

bread, milk, cocoa, &c., &c., guided still in some measure by the

taste of the patient. When the appetite has failed, he never
presses food, taking nature’s own clear indication that the

digestive powers are not in a state to assimilate it ; and con-

ceiving it to be his part to restore the appetite by appropriate

treatment, while the strength will take care of itself, or rather

return, on the removal of the disorder, with a speed which is

astonishing to those new to the art. For ourselves, we must
say that when we see a patient under ordinary practice, not

only drugged to a lamentable extent, but often forced to eat

food which is loathed as much as the medicine, taking broth

made of animal, and therefore stimulating food during fever,

or crammed with wine or beer during convalescence, and all to

keep up the strength,—we consider the doctor to be only con-

fessing his blunders ; that he has indeed knocked over nature

with a bludgeon, and is now trying to set her on her legs again

by his own clumsy contrivances.

Our 8th and last point of comparison will be one in which

the advantages of the new school show to great advantage ;

it is in the cordial agreement of its professors in the choice of

their remedies. Skill and experience will here, as in all

other affairs, best guide the judgment
;
but provided the phy-

sicians agree as to the character of the malady, there will

be but little difference of opinion between them as to the

prescription, while in the case of a new disease, their previ-

ously acquired and exact knowledge of medicine will at

once suggest a likely or appropriate remedy, or at all events

teach them to seek for one upon some rational grounds. Ac-
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cordingly, we find that when the Asiatic cholera first made its

appearance in Europe, the homceopathists, Avith, we believe, one
consent, immediately fixed upon camphor as the healing agent
most likely to be successful ;

and so true were their conclusions,

that to this day camphor has remained as their chief weapon
in the treatment of this formidable disorder

;
and if applied at

first, rarely fails to effect a cure, though in more advanced
stages of the disease, other medicines are used with equal

success, and some originally selected with the same unanimity.

In pitiful contrast, we now note the confessions of their own
professors in the old school. We have read with care the

reports of the medical men, who held the council in London
during the last visitation of Asiatic cholera, and each medical

practitioner appeared to rise in turn to propose his own nos-

trum, and to denounce that of the previous speaker as either

futile or noxious : the only point in which all seemed to

agree being in the acknowledgment of their complete failure

in the discovery of any remedy, which could be relied upon
for diminishing the enormous proportion of deaths. This is

what is said by Dr. James Rush of Philadelphia:—“The his-

‘ tory of the cholera, summoned up from the four quarters of
* the earth, presents only one tumultuous Babel of opinion,
‘ and one unavoidable farrago of practice ;

this even the popu-
‘ lace learned from the daily Gazettes, and they hooted us
‘ accordingly. But it is equally true, that if the inquisitive
‘ fears of the community were to bring the real state of pro-
‘ fessional medicine to the bar of public discussion, we should
‘ find the folly and confusion scarcely less remarkable on
* nearly all the other topics of the art.” Listen to another
confession

; Mr. Pinny says :
—“ At this moment the opinions on

‘ the subject of treatment are almost as numerous as the prac-
‘ titioners themselves. Witness the mass of contradiction on
‘ the treatment of even one disease, viz., consumption. Stoll
‘ attributes its frequency to the introduction of bark. Mor-
‘ ton considers bark an effectual cure. Reid ascribes the
‘ frequency of the disease to the use of mercury, Brillonet
* asserts that it is curable by mercury alone. Ruse says that
* consumption is an inflammatory disease, and should be treated
‘ by bleeding, purging, cooling medicines, and starvation. Sal-
‘ vadori says it is a disease of debility, and should be treated
‘ by tonics, stimulating remedies, and a generous diet. Galen
‘ recommended vinegar as the best preventive of consumption ;

‘ Dessault and others assert that consumption is often brought
‘ on by taking vinegar to prevent obesity. Beddoes recom-
‘ mended fox-glove as a specific ; Dr. Parr found fox-glove
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‘ in liis practice more injurious than beneficial. Such are the
* contradictory statements of medical men !

” Who that has
to make his way as a student, or who is rash enough to seek
for health amid, truly, such a “ Babel” of confusion, experi-

ment, and individual fantasy, and can compare it with the

calm principle, and as far as human skill may ensure it, cer-

tainty of the Halmemannic method, but must feel as if he had
walked out of darkness into light; as if after being tossed

upon an ocean without compass or rudder, he had suddenly
found himself sailing upon a calm lake with all the appliances

of modern science at command, his pilot skilful and thoroughly
conversant with every line of the coast to which he is bound.

Our readers will now like to know what progress the new
science has made in Great Britain and in other countries

;
and

we are sorry that our absence from the mother-country will

preclude our giving aught but comparatively meagre details,

and those not of a very late date.

With regard to medical practitioners, we find that in April

1850, there were fifty-two resident in London, of these twenty-
six were doctors of medicine, and the remainder members of

the Royal College of Surgeons, excepting a few foreigners

bringing with them the credentials of foreign universities. As
there is at present no English homoeopathic college, we may
presume the greater part of this large body of men to be
converts to the new system.

At the same time there were seventeen dispensaries, and we
rejoice to add, that at this present moment there are two
public hospitals, the London and the Hahnemann hospital,

(the report of this last for the first year we have unluckily mis-

laid, but we feel confident that the mortality, as compared with

that of the other London hospitals, was stated as one-half less) ;

there is also an hospital in Manchester, and another in Dublin,

and we imagine that the modern Athens will not be long in

the rear of her neighbours on this head. In the country there

were fifty-two practitioners
;
of these thirty-one were Doctors

of Medicine, and the remainder Members of the Royal College

of Surgeons; of dispensaries there were twenty-one, viz., at

Bath, Birmingham, Bradford, Brighton, Canterbury, Exeter,

Glastonbury, Hull, Ipswich, Leeds, Leicester, Liverpool,

Maidstone, Manchester, Newcastle, Norwich, Sheffield, Sunder-

land, Taunton, Torquay and Worthing; and the number has

probably been doubled since the above statement was written.

In Edinburgh, at the same date, there were five homoeopathic

Physicians, Professor Henderson being at their head, and the

like number in Dublin. With respect to foreign countries, the
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resources we have at hand are still more scanty ; but we find

in April, 1850, a list of twenty-three medical professors of

universities on the continent, who have adopted Homoeopathy,
and twenty-four privy councillors of state,* and twenty-one

court physicians, viz., to the King of Prussia, the King of

Belgium, and the late King of Naples, the Empress Maria
Louisa, the Queen of Spain, the Queen Dowager of Na-
ples, the Princes of Hoenlich and Henry of Saxony, two Prin-

cesses of Prussia, the Archduke John of Austria, the Grand
Dukes of Baden, Hesse, and Weimar, the Dukes of Lucca,

Saxe Coburg, Saxe Meinengen, Brunswick, and Anhalt Cocthen,

and the Duchess of Anhalt Dessau. In France, in May, 1850,

the number of avowed homoeopathic practitioners was 174, of

whom sixty-six reside in Paris. In Madrid two. In Sweden Dr.

Leidbeck, well known on the continent for his homoeopathic

writings. “Wherever ships go, there has gone the knowledge of
‘ this doctrine and practice. From Rio Janeiro comes proof of its

‘ extension, from Labuan and the Spicy Isles, from India, New
‘ Zealand and Australia, from the steppes of Tartary, and from
‘ the Coast of Africa

;
yet in no part of the world has this no-

‘ ble doctrine made greater progress than in the United States,
* where there are 1,500 educated medical practitioners, and
* where their adherents are estimated at a million of people.”

At Philadelphia there is an hospital and a chartered homoeopathic

medical college. In Europe there are hospitals at Leipsic,

Vienna, Munich, Lucca, Giino, Gy5ngy5s, Linz, Moscow, Pa-
lermo, Thoissy and Kremser. In India, at present, we know of

but three, that just opened in Calcutta, and those established

by Mr. Brooking at Tanjore and Puducuta, under the respec-

tive Rajahs: but we earnestly hope that it will not be long
before the call already gone forth will be responded to, and
other places will add their names to the goodly array of

institutions for diminishing mortality and suffering among the

poor.

We will next consider the objections which are usually brought
against the new system ;

and these, we think, are generally of a
trifling nature compared with the immense amount of evidence

adduced in its favour. For ourselves, we must own, that we
have never had the fortune of meeting with any single opposing
argument worthy of much attention, beyond that of the exceed-
ing minuteness of the dose, an assertion, that “ it is not possi-
* ble that an agent, which can neither be weighed nor detected

• The title of privy councillors is conferred by the sovereigns of several parts of
Europe upon such physicians only as arc distinguished for their acquisitions in gene-
ral science and in medicine, and is esteemed a mark of high honour.
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‘ by chemical tests, should have any curative power and on
this point, though we grant that it is startling to the mind at

first sight, we cannot consider any thing but direct experiment
to be the legitimate decider of its uselessness or efficacy. Yet
to the thoughtful mind there are many circumstances of daily

occurrence, which may make the matter less difficult of belief;

and we here subjoin some remarks by Professor Doppler, on in-

finitesimal doses, he having examined the subject, not as a lio-

mceopathist, but in a purely scientific character as a professor of

physics. <£ Before presuming to call any thing great or small
‘ in relation to its effects, in other words, before we can set it

‘ down as powerful or powerless, we must ascertain if the pro-
‘ perty in question is one dependent on gravity or on superficies

;

‘ otherwise, we may be found using the measure in a case
‘ which requires the rule. Now it seems to have been tacitly
‘ assumed by pharmacologists, that the activity of a drug de-
( pends entirely on its weight. If, however, it shall appear that
‘ the activity of a medicine depends only on the parts in contact
* with the body, we shall perceive a priori the possibility of
‘ doses insignificant in mass, but of extensive superficies, being
c active agents ;—a result which Hahnemann and his followers
‘ have arrived at, by the independent and still more satisfactory

‘ process, that of induction from facts. Before proceeding fur-
‘ ther, it will be requisite to advert to the distinction between
* the physical and the mathematical superficies of a body. By
‘ the former designation, we mean the sum of the superficies of
* all the particles composing the body, while the latter is syno-
‘ nymous with the surface of common parlance, and denotes that

‘ portion of the surface of the outermost particles, which is ex-
( ternal or free. It is obvious that no process of mechanical
‘ division can either increase or diminish the physical surface of
‘ a body. Not so with the mathematical surface, which under-
‘ goes enlargement from every fresh sub-division, particles pre-
‘ viously in contact with other particles of the same substance
‘ now becoming external. Thus a cube of an inch, reduced, we
f shall say, into a million of pieces, each of which will be about
‘ the size of a grain of sand, will have increased its mathema-
* tical surface from six square inches to six or seven square
‘

feet. By a further sub-division into particles a hundred times
‘ smaller, such as those particles of dust which float in the air,

* the external surface increases to a thousand square feet or
‘ more. If then medicinal virtue be exerted by the external
‘ surface alone, it is clear that the process of sub-division must
‘ augment it, and to render active the whole surface gained by
c trituration, another substance, such as sugar of milk, must be
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£ interposed between the several particles. Proceeding on the

* moderate assumption, that by each trituration, the particles
‘ are reduced to the hundredth part of their previous size, we
‘ shall find that the surface of a medicine, originally a cube of an
‘ inch, will become, at the third trituration, equal to two square
‘ miles. At the fifth, to the Austrian dominions

; at the sixth, to
e the area of Asia and Africa together, and at the ninth, to the

‘ united superficies of the sun, the planets, and their moons.”

Doppler concludes thus ; “We have said sufficient to show, that
* if medicines act in virtue of their mass, the doses used in
‘ Homoeopathy must be quite inert ; but if in proportion to their

‘ surface, they may be of tremendous potency.” It must also

be remembered, that Hahnemann’s law of cure demands a speci-

fic susceptibility on the part of the patient to the action of the

remedy, a requirement which would imply a necessity for a

smaller quantity than when applied as an opposing irritant.

“ It is a well known fact, that the organism is much more
‘ susceptible to the action of homogeneous or similar, than of
‘ heterogeneous or dissimilar irritants. In typhoid fever the
‘ most enormous quantity of wine and spirits is often taken by
‘ those altogether unaccustomed to their use, and frequently
‘ without bad effects, whereas a minute quantity would act
‘ most violently if given to a person labouring under inflamma-
‘ tory fever, or phrenitis. A Russian peasant, under the ex-
‘ citement of the vapour bath, will roll himself in snow, and ex-
‘ pose himself to a shower of ice-cold water with impunity,
‘ whilst a few drops on the bare neck of a chilly individual will
‘ suffice to give him a shivering fit.

“ The efficacy of small doses is further explicable by the
* increased sensitiveness of a diseased organ. The organs of
‘ hearing in the healthy state are little affected by the roar of
‘ artillery, but when inflamed, the most cautious step on the
‘ softest carpet affects them painfully. The eye in a healthy
* state bears the glare of the sun without great inconvenience,
‘ but when inflamed, the slightest ray of light causes pain.

“ Let a horse be unhurt, and you may rub his hide with an
‘ iron curry-comb

; touch but with your finger the shoulder,
‘ which has been galled by the saddle, and the poor animal
‘ will shiver from the mane to the fetlock.”

We may also doubtless attribute “ increased effect to the pe-
‘ culiar preparation of the medicine, by which powers, which
‘ are latent in its original state, are developed, and it is rendered
‘ more penetrating and permanent.”
But is this action of minute agents, truly so very contrary to

nature in her ordinary workings ? We trow not ; the philosopher
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tells us that the whole world is formed by “ a combination of
* atoms.” “ The glance of a sunbeam is capable of effecting such
‘ a powerful chemical action, as totally to alter the constituent
‘ parts of the substance exposed to it. The telegraph wire is the
‘ medium by which travels silently an influence identical with
‘ that which rends a tower

;
but neither of these can depress the

‘ most sensitive balance. In chemistry we find that a solu-
‘ tion of common salt in a million parts of water is dimmed
‘ by a very weak solution of nitrate of silver

; and iron sepa-
* rates copper from a solution containing only the fifty mil-
‘ lionth part of a salt of copper. According to Leiicks, peas
‘ lose their germinative power when immersed in a solution of
‘ tartrate of antimony containing only 21-80 parts of a grain
‘ to each pea. The hortensia bears blue flowers when supplied
‘ with water in which a piece of red hot iron has been cooled,
‘ though no iron can be detected in it by chemical re-agents.”

But it may be asked, are there any analogies for leading us
to suppose that such minute portions would have any effect

upon the living human frame ? We think abundance.
What is the quantity of irritating matter injected by the

tube of the mosquito ? It must be very infinitesimal, yet
we know that, under peculiar susceptibilities, such a quantity

will cause inflammation to a very high degree, and infinite pain

and annoyance. “ When the rattle- snake or cobra de capella
‘ inflict their fatal bite, a drop of fluid is pressed through a
‘ very fine needle-like hole in the fang, and this drop of a
‘ transparent glairy fluid, when submitted to the investigation
‘ of the most accomplished analytical chemist, is found to be
* synonymous with gum-water in its chemical composition.
‘ The quantity of poisonous matter must be quite as infinite-

‘ simal as the drug of the liomoeopathist, and far exceeds it in
‘ potency, soon occasioning rapid sinking of the vital powers
‘ and death. Again, the saliva upon the tooth of a rabid dog
* impregnates the blood with a poison so exquisitely infinitesi-

* mal, that it takes weeks and months to produce its effects.”

We have the same subtile influences at work in the disorders

caused by malaria, or the miasma of scarlet fever, measles,

small-pox, &c. &c. Who ever caught and weighed these

invisible powers, and yet how violent, how malignant their

effects upon the human frame. “ What colour and weight

have those exhalations of lead which cause paralysis and colic.”

The same susceptibility to minute influences may be also ob-

served in the idiosyncracies of individuals. Some persons feel

unpleasant sensations on the approach of a cat, others from the

touch of a crystal or loadstone. “ We have seen a powerful
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‘ man faint upon smelling lavender,” others swoon from the

smell of a rose. Scaliger was thrown into convulsions by the

sight of cresses, and many people will turn sick on smelling an
unpleasant odour.

Why, then, we would ask, if the effect of such infinitesimal

portions upon the human frame thus comes under our ac-

knowledged experience, should we suppose it to be impossible

for the homoeopathist to use this susceptibility at will for the

cure of disease?

We cannot conclude this portion of our subject with-

out calling the attention of our readers to the work by
Mons. Tessier, noted at the head of the article. Mons.
Tessier tested the truth of Hahnemann’s principle, in his hos-

pital, in infinitesimal doses only, selecting for this purpose cases

of acute and chronic disease. (He had previously studied dili-

gently the works of Hahnemann.) He says, “ At the end of
* a few days, the evidence of their action was complete, never-
‘ theless I persevered in my experiments upon this sole fact

‘ during six entire months.” He next tried it in cases of pneu-
monia, and after many pertinent remarks upon this formidable

malady, he tells us how he gradually substituted infinitesimal

doses in the place of the last bleeding, or a dose of tartar eme-
tic. Finding no harm ensue, Hahnemann’s remedies were next
tried in the place of another bleeding, and the patients reco-

vering, they were at last used in the first instance, and with such
complete success, that Mons. Tessier adopted them entirely,

and none besides homoeopathic medicines are now used in his

hospital. Out of forty cases of pneumonia during the space

of two years, only one patient died, and the whole account
of his proceedings, the caution and sagacity with which his

experiments were conducted, his constant visits and “ mental
anguish,” lest his patients should suffer injury, with his com-
plete justification of Hahnemann’s method, all conspire to ren-

der Mons. Tessier’s work one of remarkable interest. When
we consider this testimony to be that of a physician in Paris,

at the head of wards containing hundreds of beds, and one who
is well known in the scientific world, who has thus publicly

tested Homoeopathy, what more can either its friends or ene-
mies desire in the way of scientific demonstration?

Another class of objectors are those who are assured that,

if true, such a discovery would have been made long before

the time of Hahnemann. For ourselves we will own that we
have no sympathy with such men. They are of that genus who
embittered the life of Newton, who would have jeered down
Harvey and Jenner, and have strangled Luther. But the
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indefatigable Hahnemann was never without his weapon
; anti-

cipating such objections he ransacked the works of medical

authors, ancient and modern, and in his own way he found
many instances of the way in which eminent men have hovered

near the great truth, which he first brought forward as a

scientific law.

Others say that the homccopathists have produced no writ-

ings of ability—they have done more. Listen to Dr. Chan-
ning’s speech before the New York Physician’s Society. “ By
‘ a devotion unparalleled in the history of medicine, Hahne-
‘ mann and his followers, in less than fifty years, have carried
‘ their science to an extent and precision perfectly incredible

' to those unacquainted with its details.” While among the

laity, men of the best intellect have joined their ranks. Whate-
ly, the first logician of the age, is a homoeopathist, so are the

philosophic Bunsen, the brilliant Bulwer
;
the first preacher

in London hails the system of Hahnemann, while the long

list of subscribers and governors of the London hospitals, from
the Duchess of Kent downwards, bears ample testimony to the

intelligence and public repute of the professors of the homoeo-

pathic art.

Some say that Homoeopathy is good for children
; but this

appears like an idle attempt to escape the burden of examining
a system whose cures cannot be denied. Homoeopathy must
stand or fall by its foundation principle of “ like cures like

the quantities of medicine used are so small, and their success-

ful operation so opposed to our pre-conceived notions or experi-

ence, that we can attribute it only to the peculiar principle

upon which they are applied
;
grant therefore that the system

succeeds with children, and you give up the whole question
;
the

principle, whose application in minute doses has cured a child

of croup or hooping cough, no reasonable mind can conceive

to be inadequate to the removal of disease in the grown-up
brother or sister

;
and in fact such is the case

;
no homoeopath-

ist will admit of such a distinction
;
and the cases recorded are as

well authenticated upon the one point as the other.

Some say that it is to nature that the Homoeopathist owes his

cures. Then we would simply ask, Why do they not try

her ? Why, if nature cures so well, do they give such pills and
potions ? Because they know better, and that if they were
to leave their patients to the ordinary progress of cholera, of

inflammations, congestions, or convulsions, &c., &c., death would
probably deliver them quickly from all controversy as to the

fittest remedy. Another will say that the supposed cure is

owing to the imagination, but upon what grounds ?
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We think it will be found that the homoeopathic physician

has to encounter positive obstacles on this head. The imagination

resists belief in such apparently inadequate powers. During the

commotion occasioned by the violent remedies of the old school,

the patient may believe any thing that his doctor may tell him

of the effect of his drugs, the pain he is suffering being sufficient

in his eyes to justify any revolution. The homoeopathist on the

contrary receives no mechanical aid from his remedies. After a

minute examination, not only of present illness, but of previous

disorders and treatment, constitutional tendencies, &c., he

takes his leave, and sends a tasteless mixture, which the patient

takes, wondering, in the first instance, whether it can do him

any good. There are here, unquestionably, fewer grounds than

ordinary upon which imagination may exert herself; the malady

is either relieved or goes on
;
successful results, in general,

follow so speedily, that it would be contrary to all experience to

attribute them to aught but the remedy. These objections also

cannot hold good against those chronic complaints, which have

resisted all other methods of cure, under which imagination might

have been just as effectual, with more room for its operation.

They are also futile against the cures of infants and children,

of those who have not known what they have taken ; and in the

disorders of animals, in which the homoeopathic law, as might

have been expected from its universality, has been eminently

successful. Some resolutely declare that Homoeopathy is practised

by none but quacks. We have shown, in a former part of this

article, that the titles of its professors are grounded upon pre-

cisely the same authority and license as that of their opponents,

and such observations therefore can only be expressive of extra-

ordinary illiberality and injustice towards a body of men that

experience has shown to be one of unusual intelligence and
attainment, who have nobly stepped out of the ranks of a

false and exploded system, and thereby exposed themselves to a
discourtesy of treatment, (often amounting to insult) from their

medical brethren, which can scarcely be conceived by those

out of the profession. And yet we would ask very fearlessly,

which is the real quack,—he whose success depends absolutely

upon his accurate knowledge of disease, and of the appropriate

remedy applied according to a determinate law, or he who
bleeds, blisters or cauterises at pleasure, pouring into the

stomach at random a quantity of nauseous poisonous drugs,
of whose precise and particular action upon the delicate

mechanism of the human body he knows no more than his

patient
; but whose choice has been guided entirely by his

H
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own humour or experience, or by the faith he places in some
particular predecessor or contemporary?

Others say that in diet lies the secret of cure. The
homoeopathic dietary is unquestionably a good one ; and from
it doubtless the physician receives good assistance, but the

article of diet will not explain his striking, sometimes almost

miraculous, success in the treatment of such disorders as croup,

and sudden inflammatory attacks, and the objection falls to

the ground in the cases of children, and of those invalids in

whom no change of diet can be effected.

The last and most amusing objection we have heard ha3

been to its poisons.—“Homoeopathists use such dreadful poisons,
‘ and that is why they give so little medicine.” It is indeed

difficult to keep a giave countenance over these fears from
persons who would not scruple to give, or perhaps take, during

sickness, quantities of colocyntb, tartar emetic, iodine, calomel,

opium, nux vomica, or arsenic, that would serve a whole army
of Homoeopathists for their lives. We learned, on good authority,

in 1844, that of the valuable homoeopathic medicine, lachesis,

so well known to many nervous sufferers, only two drops had
ever been brought to Europe !

We would now ask, How has the medical profession acted

towards Homoeopathy, as the guardians of the public health, as

the persons to whom we turn for relief under pain and suffering ?

What have they done to welcome among them a system which
was propounded openly, and at first so lovingly, among his

brethren, by a man of such genius, integrity and learning as

Hahnemann,—a system, too, so gentle in its method of action,

so easy to be tried, and one which offers that principle of

certainty for which the most skilful among them had hitherto

laboured in vain? We are sorry to have to write it, but with
many honourable exceptions, the great body of medical men
know nothing whatever of its practice or principle, though
they agree in the narrowest attempts to put it down. With
large hospitals and infirmaries open to all comers, with nume-
rous publications inviting, nay entreating them to come and see

for themselves the wonderful success of the new remedies,

they resolutely shut their eyes and stop their ears, with the

dictum that Homoeopathy was a great quackery, that it is a
great quackery, and that it shall be a great quackery.

Can we cease to wonder at this apathy and self-complacency,

this insensibility to the noblest prerogative of the medical art,

that of healing speedily, painlessly, and by the application of a

principle having its foundation in a natural law, and therefore
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as sure in its effects as human skill can make it ?—A law and
practice which attack the first principles of their art, and bid

fair in a few years to beat them and their most painful materiel

out of the field ;
the ground is being taken from under their

feet, you show them this, and they answer you with a sneer

about a globule
;

you bear this, and tell them of cases of

severe fever, convulsions, croup, psora, ulcerated sore-throats,

&c. &c., which have come under your own observation ; they

consider you with a smile, or sagely observe “ that they would
‘ not mind taking a whole box full of various globules,” or as

one once said to ourselves, “ He had placed a globule upon his

‘ tongue and it had had no effect whatever !
!” If there were

no illness, what effect should it have had ? Is it not the very

glory of Homoeopathy, that provided there be no disease, or the

remedy be not homoeopathic, the quantity contained in a globule

is too small to have any effect? Another more facetious prac-

titioner perhaps proceeds to the witticism of asking you, if you
do not give more brandy to a drunken man, or a little more
water to one that is drowning ; again we think showing a very

culpable ignorance of the foundation law of a system, which
has now been fifty years before the public, and which asserts

not that “same cures same,” but that “ like cures like.” But
enough of this

;
let us hope that another day is coming. A sys-

tem that ranks among its adherents so long an array of intelli-

gence, genius, and philanthropy, needs fear no long battle : the

question is only one of time, and what we need chiefly are the

means to test publicly the truth or falsehood of Hahnemann’s me-
thod. The question is one in which all men have an interest,

since none can hope to pass through life unhurt by some of

those maladies to which man is heir, and none but those who
have escaped from it can dream of the aggravations caused by
the system now in ordinary use.

A homoeopathic hospital incurs much less expense than those

ancient foundations in which medicines are still paid for by the

ton * Shall we not bestow something to ascertain the truth upon
a matter of so much importance ? Shall we not endeavour to

bring within the reach of the poor the latest improvements
of medical science? Can either science or philanthropy offer

to us a fairer opportunity of serving the truth, than by giving

our aid to the diffusion of this system all over India ?

“ That the art of cure, as practised by the old school, does

“ * At St. Bartholomew’s hospital the bill for physic amounted in 1 849 to £2,600,
* and included nearly 2,0001bs. of castor oil, 12 tons of linseed meal, l,0001bs, of
* senna, 27 cwt. of salts. In one year 29,700 leeches were bought for the use of the
establishment.”

—

Dickens’s Household. Words.
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‘ not meet the wants of ailing humanity, is proved by the ad-
* mission of the most accomplished members of it, and by the
‘ numerous cases of acute disease allowed under that treatment
‘ to run into the chronic form, and the still more numerous
* cases of chronic disease remaining uncured.” What we desire

is to set forth publicly a new, but simple system of medicine,

which offers to “ curtail the ravages of premature death, to limit

* the great leveller’s harvest more to the sear and yellow leaf.”

If there be any who suppose that the system may be suitable

to the diseases of a temperate climate, which are in general

comparatively slow in their operation, but that it would fail, if

applied to the diseases of India, where Death generally does his

work with such fearful rapidity, we need only refer them to

the success that has attended the homoeopathic treatment of

Asiatic cholera in Europe. But if it be objected that this is

but a collateral and presumptive evidence of the suitableness of

the treatment to the violent and rapid diseases of this country,

we have abundance of direct experience, to which we can con-

fidently appeal. The system has been extensively practised by
amateurs, in the civil and military services, and by other gentle-

men ;
and the success that has attended their practice, both upon

Europeans and natives, has been such as to astonish themselves

and all who have witnessed it. There is perhaps scarcely a

large district in India, in which such an amateur has not for

years been diffusing blessings around him
; and there are scarce-

ly any of our Indian readers, who may not satisfy themselves

by personal observation of the success of this practice. If such

has been the result, where the homoeopathic remedies have been

applied by men without professional education, and able to de-

vote only the fragments of their time and attention to the sub-

ject, what may we expect when the system is adopted, as it

will sooner or later be, by professional men, who will devote

their whole time and energies to its study and application ? Our
appeal then is to the members of the medical service. Their

duty, and we are sure their earnest desire, is to adopt every

method, which experience shows to be fitted to alleviate the

sufferings and prolong the lives of their fellow-men. Let them
then examine this system and subject it to the test of experi-

ence, and fearlessly act according to the result.

Note.

—

It can scarcely be necessary to state, that it is not intended to convert the

Calcutta Review into a homoeopathic organ. We have unhesitatingly given insertion

to the preceding article, without reference to our own sentiments on the subject of

which it treats, because it is fairly and candidly written, by one who is thoroughly

earnest in seeking to promote the welfare of his fellow-men.—Ed.
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Art. III.— The Life of the Rev. Andrew Bell, D. D., L. L. D.,

F. As. S., F. R. S. Ed., Prebendary of Westminster, and Mas-
ter of Sherburn Hospital, Durham. Comprising the History of

the Rise and Progress of the System of Mutual Tuition. The

first volume by Robert Southey, Esq., P. L., L. L. D., edited

by Mrs. Southey. The two last by his son, the Rev. Charles

Cuthbert Southey, B. A., of Queen's College, Oxford, Perpetual

Curate of Setmurthy, and Assistant Curate and Evening Lecturer

of Cockermouth. London. 1844.

Amongst the notables that have flourished in India, it would

be unreasonable to deny that a high rank is due to Dr. Bell.

Whether we regard the man, fighting his way with hard-headed

energy and indomitable perseverance from the very basement

story of the social edifice, to a high position in one of the most

exclusive institutions in the world, and from poverty to a splen-

did fortune—or whether we regard the discovery that he cer-

tainly made, of a system, by which the blessings of a good
education have been put within the reach of multitudes from
whom they would else have been withheld—or whether we
consider the impulse that was actually given to English mind,

and the great and alarming facts that were brought to light, in

regard to the condition of the people, by the discussions to

which that discovery gave rise—we can come to no other con-

clusion than that Dr. Bell was no ordinary man, but one alto-

gether worthy—(what honor can be higher ?)—of being intro-

duced to our readers in a regular article. Moreover, the envi-

ronments of one who held a distinguished place in our country
more than half a century ago, become very interesting. It is

pleasing, at once to enter into the gossip of those distant days,

and to catch the spirit of the times from the straws floating

on the surface of familiar correspondence, and at the same time,

to be made acquainted with the views and sentiments of the

actors in those important historical scenes that were then
evolving. We enter, therefore, on a dissertation on the “ Life

and Times of Dr. Andrew Bell,” with considerable confidence

of being able to produce an article that will amuse and instruct

all classes of our readers.

Mr. Bell was born in St. Andrew’s, in Scotland, on the 27th
March, 1753. His father was a singular man, one of a class

which, probably, never existed out of Scotland, and which, proba-
bly, has no longer many representatives there. He had received

a good education, was a man of extraordinary abilities, of great
integrity, and of considerable public spirit

;
yet he spent all his
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days in the humble calling of a barber. It is true, that in those
days, this profession was of somewhat greater importance than
it is now

;
but we suspect that Dr. Southey errs in supposing,

that in Scotland it ever had that peculiar dignity that he as-

signs to it, on the supposition that it was there, as in England,
“ doubled up” with the surgical art. Medical education has al-

ways been so cheap in Scotland, that we suspect there never
was a time when a village that could boast the possession of a
barber, did not rank a surgeon also among its denizens. Nor
did we ever hear of any legends or traditions in Scotland, that

would point to the existence of such a profession as that of the

“barber-surgeon” to the north of the Tweed. We suspect,

therefore, that the Scottish barber of the 18th century differed

from his successor of the 19th, only in proportion as the coiffure

of the one period differed from that of the other. Alexander
Bell was, however, a man of varied acquirements. He was an
amateur watch-maker, “ regulated by observation the time-pieces
‘ in the public library of the university, and assisted Dr. Walker,
‘ the professor of Natural Philosophy, in preparing his expe-
‘ riments.” The following is Dr. Southey’s description of his

personal appearance and habits :

—

His habits and appearance were singular, yet not so as to lessen the
respect in which he was held for bis talents, probity, and strength of cha-

racter. He is described as tall and ungainly, with thick lips and a great

mouth, which he commonly kept open, and wearing a large, bushy, well-

powdered wig. Persons are still living, who remember him hastening
through the street, with a professor’s wig, ready dressed, in each hand, his

arms at half-stretch to prevent their collision. After trimming one professor,

he would sit down and breakfast with him, and then away to trim and
breakfast with another ; his appetite, like his mouth, (and his mind
also,) being of remarkable and well-known capacity. He was at one
time bailie of the city ; and once by his personal influence, after all other

means had failed, he quelled what is called a “ meal-mob”—riots upon that

score being then so frequent as to obtaiu this specific denomination.

With one more extract we dismiss this remarkable man:

—

Bailie Bell was a proficient at draughts, backgammon, and chess. Such
of the students, and of the professors also, as were fond of these games,

used to meet at his house ; and Andrew, while a mere child, acquired such

singular skill in all of them, that the best players were fond of engag-

ing with him. A more remarkable instance of the Bailie’s versatile

talents is, that he engaged with Mr. Wilson, afterwards professor of

astronomy at Glasgow, in a scheme for casting types upon some plan of

their own. They were employed upon this, his son said, day and night, night

and day, in a garret
; and though they did not succeed, yet after the pro-

fessor’s removal to Glasgow, the well-known printers, Kobert and Andrew
Foulis, are said to have been beholden to him for the beauty of their typo-

graphy. Bailie Bell, having saved a little property, retired from business a

short time before the close of his life.
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Andrew was the second son. When three years old, he was

inoculated for the small-pox, and took the disease so severely, that

his life was despaired of. Soon after his recovery, he went to

school of his own accord, and at first, without the knowledge of his

parents, where, notwithstanding his tender years, he was allowed

to continue to attend. By constant perseverance he became

a fair scholar, though his want of verbal memory militated against

his attaining much distinction in school. In 1769 he entered

the United College of St. Andrew’s, and was matriculated under

the name of Andrseus Bell. Dr. Southey marvels that he

should then have Latinized his Christian name, as he is not

known to have done so on any other occasion. We can solve

this mystery. The matriculation is a signature to a declaration,

in which the student promises to abide by the rules and regula-

tions of the university. As the declaration is in Latin, of course

the signatures are so also. More worthy of Dr. Southey’s wonder

would have been the fact that seems to have escaped his

notice altogether, that, after being nearly thirteen years at

school, he should have Latinized the Greek Appear into

Andrseus. At college, Mr. Bell considerably distinguished him-

self in the several classes, but particularly in those of Mathe-
matics and Natural Philosophy. “ The professor of Natural
‘ Philosophy, Dr. Wilkie, particularly noticed him. ‘ Mind what
‘ I say, Andrew,’ Wilkie would say, laying his hand on his

‘ head and stroking it ;

‘ pursue your studies, and they will make
* your fortune. I never knew a man fail of success in the world,
* if he excelled in one thing. Mind what I say, Andrew

;
per-

‘ severe in your scientific studies
;
mind this one thing, and you

‘ will be a great man.’ This advice—to mind one thing, and
* persevere in it—was what Dr. Bell impressed upon others, in
‘ his course through life, and in his latter years, he adhered to
‘ it himself too literally and too long.”

The mention of this Dr. Wilkie leads Dr. Southey into a

long digression, in which he engages con amore, and in which we
should like very well to follow him

; but toe have not three

volumes at our command. “ He was a great and an odd man,”
and moreover wrote the Epigoniad, which some of our readers

may have seen, from the circumstance of its being included in

some of the collections of British Poetry.

The non-professional course of literature and philosophy at

St. Andrew’s, and the other Scottish universities, occupies four

years, so that Mr. Bell had gone through this curriculum at

the close of the session 1772-3
; and the world was all before him.

Like so many thousands of his compatriots, of good education,

and limited worldly means, he turned his eyes to the Colonies,
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and soon received an offer of a situation in Virginia, which he
accepted. It does not clearly appear what was the precise

nature of this appointment, but it seems to have been in the

educational department, at least he seems to have been engaged
in teaching during the whole, or the greater portion, of the time
of his residence in Virginia. In 1779, after he had been five years
in the colony, “ he was engaged as private tutor, at a salary
‘ of £200 a year, in the family of Mr. Carter Braxton, who was
‘ then a wealthy merchant of West Point, Virginia.” But the

division of labor principle was not then fully established in the

Far West; and he seems to have been engaged in sundry deal-

ings in tobacco on his own account, and also to have assisted

Mr. Braxton, to some extent, in his commercial proceedings.

In the beginning of 1781, he set out on his return to old Eng-
land, leaving his savings to be remitted in the form of tobacco

at favorable opportunities, and bringing with him his two pupils,

the young Braxtons, who were to complete their education in

England, under such arrangements as he should make for them,
in conjunction with their father’s commercial agents. The
homeward voyage was diversified with the adventure of a wreck,

the ship going ashore thirty leagues to the east of Halifax,

where our hero and his companions had to enact the part of

social Crusoes, from the 24th March to the 12th April, in the

midst of deep snow, sleetand rain, frost, and again snow and sleet,

and rain. Having at last managed, on the last-mentioned date,

to reach Halifax, they remained there till the 10th of May,
when they got a passage in another ship for England, and on

the 6th June landed at Gravesend.

It was now 1781, and Mr. Bell, who, as we have stated, was
born early in 1753, was therefore in the prime of his life; yet

he hesitated not to give up several of his best years to the care

of those two young men, with no certainty of any reward, and

with no expectation of any thing like an adequate pecuniary

recompense, and as it turned out, without his receiving any at

all. Indeed, he had left the greater part of the £800 that he

had saved in Virginia, in the hand of their father, and he does

not seem ever to have received any portion of it. The arrange-

ments that were proposed for the disposal of the youths having

failed, he established them at St. Andrew’s, where he went to

reside with them, and continued till the end of 1784, to attend

upon them literally night and day. The young men did full

justice to his unparalleled exertions on their behalf. They
were, by the testimony of all with whom they came in contact,

model young men, and we doubt not, that they would have done

justice to their disinterested tutor, had it been in their power:
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but on their return to America, they found all things changed
since they had left it, their father’s affairs by no means in a pros-

perous condition, and, probably, they were ashamed to be conti-

nually acknowledging the debt which they had it not in their

power to repay, and virtually confessing their father’s misconduct

in not having acted justly by their tutor and benefactor while it

was in his power. After, therefore, one or two letters, full of

expressions of affection and gratitude, all intercourse between
them and Mr. Bell ceased.

We have no doubt, however, that these years were not lost.

Scotch scholarship is not generally over-accurate
; and it is very

likely that Mr. Bell learned a great deal more, and learned it

a great deal better, during this period of his superintending the

studies of the young Americans, than he had learned while he
was prosecuting his own studies at the university of his native

city. It may well be questioned, whether a better course
could be prescribed for young men generally, than that after

they have finished their university studies, they should rough it

for a few years in some such colony as Virginia was then, and
then return and quietly resume their studies, as from the begin-

ning, in the quiet college. Be this as it may, it was during
this period that Mr. Bell became acquainted with the Rev. Dr.
Berkeley, son of the celebrated metaphysician and bishop of
Cloyne ; and to this acquaintance was due the whole tenor of
his future career. Dr. Berkeley was residing in St. Andrew’s,
for the education of his family. He seems to have conducted
Divine Service in his own house, according to the episcopal

form
;
and Mr. Bell appears to have adopted episcopal sen-

timents, or to have become habituated to episcopal forms,
during his residence in Virginia

; and thus he and his pupils,

who probably by birth belonged to the Church of Eng-
land, appear to have joined his little congregation. The
interest that Mr. Bell excited in Dr. Berkeley’s mind, is highly
creditable to both,—to the one as capable of exciting it, to the
other as capable of feeling it. No father could have been
more energetic in his efforts to establish an only son in the world,
than Dr. Berkeley was to procure suitable employment for Mr.
Bell. It was through his influence that the scheme was ma-
tured, which seems to have entered Mr. Bell’s mind even
during his residence in Virginia, of taking orders in the Eng-
lish Church. After various schemes had been suggested, and
had either broken down or been abandoned, this one was at last

realized; and on the 12th September, 1784, Mr. Bell was ad-
mitted to deacon’s orders, by the well-known Bishop Barring-
ton, then bishop of Salisbury, afterwards of Durham, on a

i
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nominal title, furnished by Dr. Berkeley, to the curacy of Cook-
ham in Berkshire. He was at this time on terms for a
tutorship in the family of a gentleman in the north of Eng-
land

; but from some unexplained cause, the negotiation

broke down ;
and he was shortly after elected to the charge

of the episcopal chapel at Leith, with a salary of fifty guineas,

for one year certain, and the promise of an increase, provided
the funds of the chapel should admit of it. “ The congre-
‘ gation were pleased with their minister, and he with them.
‘ Almost immediately, and without any solicitation on his

‘ part, they raised his salary from fifty guineas to £70

;

‘ and occasional presents were made him by the wealthier raem-
* bers.” His ministry here, however, was speedily interrupted by
his receiving, through the interest of Dr. Berkeley, an appoint-

ment as tutor to the second son of Lord Conyngham, on a salary

of £150 while he should be employed, and an annuity of

£100 for the remainder of his life. After this agreement had
been definitely formed, it was broken by his Lordship : the

matter was referred to professional arbitration, and £110 were
awarded to Mr. Bell, as a compensation for the breach of the

contract. On occasion of this visit to England, he was admit-

ted to priest’s orders by Dr. Law, Bishop of Carlisle. He then

returned to Leith, and resumed charge of the congregation

there.

And now that Mr. Bell is fairly and fully invested with the

sacred office, this seems a proper place to interrupt our hurried

sketch of his career, and to interpose an humble attempt at

an estimate of his qualifications for this high office : and
honesty compels us to say, that if the New Testament is to

furnish the standard of qualification for this office, that

of Mr. Bell was very low indeed. That he had sufficient

scholarship is quite true
;
that his conduct was upright and

unblameable, is cheerfully conceded ; but that his sentiments

of the nature of the Gospel that he had to preach were
correct, either now or at any subsequent period of his his-

tory, or that he had any adequate feeling of the responsibility

of his office, otherwise than as it involved the routine per-

formance of certain stated duties, there is no evidence to

make us believe
;
but enough to make us believe the very

contrary. Were it not so common a case, it might well excite

our deepest wonder, that a man so honest as Mr. Bell certainly

was in other respects, should have taken on himself the ministry

of a church, with the spirit of whose liturgy his own senti-

ments were certainly not in accordance. And yet, during the

course of his long life, it docs not appear that he was ever
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visited with a single qualm of conscience on the subject.

All this may be considered very illiberal
; but we cannot

help it. From the sentiments of Dr. Bell, constantly ex-

pressed throughout his long life, we are certain that he did

not preach the Gospel, as it is set forth in the New Tes-
tament, and explained in the articles and liturgy of the

English church. We shall have much to say as to the

mental and moral character of Dr. Bell, before we have done

with this paper ; but on a subject of so much importance we
thought it right that we should express our sentiments unre-

servedly in connexion with the very outset of his clerical career.

It was now proposed to Mr. Bell, 44 that he should go to India,
4 where there was every probability that he might turn his talents
4 and acquirements to good account as a philosophical lecturer,
4 and in the way of tuition.” 44 This opportunity of advancing
4 himself, Mr. Bell thankfully took, with the advice and concur-
4 rence of all his friends.” Thinking, that in this new capacity,

a handle to his name would enhance his credit, he applied to

the university of St. Andrew’s, for the degree of L. L. D. Some
rule of the university did not admit of this degree being con-

ferred upon him
; but the senatus, willing to accommodate

him, invested him with the dignity of a Doctor of Medicine I

In the course of the letter, in which Principal McCormick
saluted him Doctor, which was written after he had been in

India for some time, we find the following passage :

—

44 I rejoice
4 to learn that you are going on so rapidly in the path to wealth
4 and fame. May you soon attain as much of the former as will
4 enable you to enjoy many happy years in your natale solium /”

Seven years after, on Dr. Bell’s return to England, the same
Principal McCormick wrote thus :

—

“

I have to return you my
4 own warmest thanks, and those of my nephews, for your flat-
4 tering remembrance of us, after so long an absence from your
4 natale solium.” Now to us, deeply pondering over this un-
usual reading of a not unusual classic phrase, two things

seemed manifest—-first, that the fact of the one quotation

being in the volume prepared for the press by Dr. Southey,
and the other in one of those prepared by his son, pre-
cludes the supposition of an error in transcription or in

typography
; and second, that the Principal of a university

must, of necessity, have been incapable of confounding two
words so essentially distinct as solum and solium. We there-

fore came to the conclusion, that the Principal, in both
these letters, made a very waggish allusion to the old barber’s

chair! A sly fox he must have been, this Principal Mc-
Cormick !
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Dr. Bell sailed from the Downs on the 21st February, 1787,
on board the Ship Rose, Captain Dempster. He took with him
an apparatus to illustrate the lectures that he intended to deli-

ver. This, with his passage and out-fit, appears to have cost

him £421-10 ; and he took with him a sum of £128-10, of which
£90 were borrowed. We are particular in specifying his pe-
cuniary resources at various periods of his life, as the vast

fortune that he ultimately realized is one of the remarkable
points in his history. He arrived at Madras on the 2nd June.
He was destined for Calcutta, but before the Rose was ready
to proceed on her voyage, a proposal was made to him to re-

main at the Sister Presidency. This was from a committee
that had recently been appointed for establishing a Military

Male Orphan Asylum. He saw little prospect of success in

the path that had been originally marked out for him, the

demand for philosophical instruction being then, as it is sixty-

five years later, either non-existent or undeveloped. On the

10th of August, however, he was appointed to the chaplaincy

of the 4th European regiment, stationed at Arcot. Knowing
the Court of Directors’ jealousy of local patronage, his object

now was to procure a confirmation of this appointment by the

Court. He therefore wrote to Mr. Dempster, a kind patron,

to whom his father had rendered good election service, to Lady
Dacre, for whose friendship he was indebted to Dr. Berkeley,

and to Mr. Rudd, an episcopal clergyman in Edinburgh, re-

questing them to exert such influence as they could severally

bring to bear on the members of the Court. Meantime, he was
in rapid succession appointed by Colonel Floyd to the deputy-

chaplainship of H. M.’s 19th regiment of cavalry, by Colonel

Knox, to that of H. M.’s 36th regiment of infantry, and by
Captain Hunter, to that of the 52nd regiment of infantry, of

which he happened to be in command. The emolument of

these deputy-chaplaincies was not large : but they had the ad-

vantage of being independent of the Court’s confirmation ; the

chaplaincy of the Company’s regiment was more lucrative, but

the question was still undecided, whether he should be permit-

ted to hold it.

Having now formed acquaintance with the leading members
« of Madras society, he was advised by some of them, and parti-

cularly by Mr. Petrie, to carry out his original intention of

delivering a course of philosophical lectures. We are not told

what was the number of these lectures, nor what was their precise

subject : but only that he sold eighty-one tickets at twelve pa-

godas each, (about forty-two rupees,) so that he realized a

sum equal to about £360. Cheered by this success, he gave a
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second course ; but the proceeds on this occasion were only

about half the former. On the day on which this second course

was concluded, he sailed for Calcutta, where he arrived on the
17th of October, where he received great kindness, where he
gave his lectures, with a return of 1,277 pagodas (£473), remain-

ed two months, and reached Madras on the last day of the year.
“ In less than a month after his return, he was appointed de-
* puty chaplain to the 74th (King’s) regiment.” Shortly after-

wards, the senior chaplain of the Presidency having gone to

England on furlough, the junior chaplain succeeded him, and
Dr. Bell was appointed “ junior chaplain in the room of Mr.
‘ Leslie, and to have charge of the superintendency of the un-
‘ dertaker’s office.” The Court of Directors annulled the ap-

pointment of Sir Archibald Campbell ; but themselves appoint-

ed Dr. Bell a chaplain on their establishment. Thus the

privileges of the Court were vindicated, and Dr. Bell retained

liis appointment.

In the course of 1789, he was grieved with tidings of the

death of his excellent father, and we cannot refrain from insert-

ing his answer to the letter that conveyed the intelligence :

—

Dr. Bell to toe Rev. Dr. J. Adamson.
Madras, 1789.

Mv dear Sir,—I received, July 27th, by the packet of the Chesterfield,

the afflicting news of the death of as good a father, and as just and upright
a man, as ever lived. You need Dot blush to call him friend, as 1 never
shall to call him father.

I might have been better prepared, as you think I ought to have been,

for this distressful report, had I construed superstitiously the alarming
letter from him, with which my heart has been wrung of late. It has pleas-

ed God to follow me through life with His merciful chastisements, and to

train me up in the school of adversity. I was flattering myself that my
late letters would remove any distress that my poor father suffered on the

score of fortune, and that I had attained the great object of my adventur-

ing the East, being able to make some provision for the family, when news
is brought to me that my ill-fated father, who had a heart that felt too

much, and a disposition that led him to all goodness, and a genius and
education that elevated him far above his condition in life, had fallen a
sacrifice to a complication of misfortunes, entailed upon him in early life,

in the inexperience of au academic education and the credulity of youth
—misfortunes which you will pity, which every good man will pity, and
thank God that it fell not to his own share to suffer as he did.

It is the never-failing effect of a depressed mind in this country to

induce bilious complaints. I had not, even in point of health, recovered
from the effect of my father’s description of what he suffered on this occa-

sion, when I was nominated junior chaplain at this Presidency, and thought
to soften anew the complaints of European fortune, and hold out to my
father the best consolation I could offer under his severe trials—the report

of my private good success in life, and the assurance of my resolution, as

soon as my fortune was settled, to make ample provision for him through
life. But these hopes were scarcely formed when they are blasted for ever
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by the melancholy account of his sudden death. After trying in vain to

stand this shock, I have left ray duty to my friend and colleague, Archdea-
con Leslie, and retired to the counffy, where I am secluded from every

European countenance. Here I am at leisure to indulge grief, and thereby

to prevent its violent effusion ; to survey my past life ; to correct those

errors that may have brought upon me such sufferings ; and to lay down
rules for my future conduct, from which, if I ever swerve, it must be from
depravity of inclination, and not strength of temptation.

My poor sisters now claim all my attention—my affections now centre

there. The only consolation I can now receive is a favourable report of

them. I am much sensible of what they and I owe to you for your early

attention. Your kindness to them cannot add to the opinion the world
entertains of your goodness

; but it will add greatly to the obligation I

feel to that goodness; and it will, somehow or other, provide a benefactor

to your own children. I beseech you then, for the sake of your own
family, who must one day be deprived of so good a man and so excellent a

father, to regard the situation of my sisters. I wish to devolve this duty,

during my absence from home, upon you and Dr. George Hill. I ask it

not on account of our past acquaintance— I ask it not on account of our
future acquaintance—I ask it on account of the distress of my unfortunate

sisters.

I trust that my father has done, what I often told him to do in St.

Andrew’s, and repeated to him at Leith, left the whole of his estate to my
sisters, and that there will be no trouble in securing this for them. From
what my father wrote to me about a will of my brother’s in my fa-

vour, and a forged will in favour of others, I am apprehensive there will be
much trouble in recovering what he always meant should fall to the family.

The money in Mr Reid’s hand, I trust, will not be lost to my sisters, to

whom, as to my father, I will give the life-rent of whatever may be reco-

vered and remain, after expenses are paid. I before sent a power of attorney

to my father for this purpose ; I now send one to you. I presume not to

offer any instructions, nor need you refer to me at this distauce. Act for

them as for yourselves, and your conduct will meet with my support and
approbation, and I will be answerable for the consequences.

It is unnecessary to remark, that I must insist, as a preliminary article,

that every direct and contingent expense which may attend your acting for

me, and correspondence with me, be charged to my account. Letters should
always be sent by the Post. It is the only conveyance to be trusted to.

There is no expense but in the postage to aud from London, which is a

mere trifle. I hope the school thrives, it is not my wish to raise my
6isters above their present situation in life. This would not conduce to

their happiness. What I wish ouly is to render them easy in their circum-

stances, and comfortable in their sphere of life ; and I shall be glad of

your opinion of what is necessary for this purpose.

I wrote to Professor George Hill, that there may be some provision for

that mortality which reigns so much in my mind at present. I say no-

thing of Dean of Guild Kerr. I know be will not be wanting in his good
offices and services, and 1 trust I shall be able to repay them

At this time lie made a final effort to recover his American
“ outstandings,” with a view to present the amount to his

sisters ; but his debtors “ repudiated” his claims, and took no
notice of his letters. The next matter in which we find him
engaged, is a negotiation for a transference to Calcutta

; but
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this came to nothing. In anticipation of this removal, however,
hehad procured from England some additions to his philosophical

apparatus, so that he was now “master of three air-pumps, three
‘ electrical machines, and a most complete set of experiments.”

With this improved apparatus, he gave a third course of lectures

at Madras, in the course of which, “he performed the experiment
‘ of making ice, which was the first time it had been exhibited
* in India. He made also the first balloon there ; it was of no
* great dimensions : for as the assistant did his part badly, and
‘ the thing failed,Dr.Bell (in his own words), threw it in apassion
* from the verandah. After which the heat of the sun rarified

* the enclosed air, and the balloon mounted in grand style, ex-
‘ citing no small commotion among the natives.” In July of this

year, he was appointed to do duty as chaplain to the army as-

sembled before Pondicherry, and was present at the taking of

the place.

It will be remembered, that Dr. Bell had remained at Madras,
with the view of being appointed to the superintendency of the
Military Male Orphan Asylum, whose formation was then in

prospect. After various delays, that noble institution had been
set on foot in 1789, and Dr. Bell, now in a very different posi-

tion from that which he had occupied when he was first induced

to pitch his tent at Madras, offered his services as superintendent

gratuitously; and although the Directors pressed upon him the

acceptance of a salary of £240, he stedfastly refused it, and
continued during the whole period of his residence at Madras
to receive no remuneration, except rent-free quarters in the

Asylum at Egmore Redoubt. These services were thankfully

accepted ; and he entered with heart and soul upon the ma-
nagement of an institution which was destined to be the nursery
of his future fame. His great discovery of the system of
“ mutual instruction” is so important, that we must extract at

length Dr. Southey’s account of its rise and early progress :

—

When Dr Bell took upon himself the superiutendency, he found one
master and two ushers employed in teaching less than twenty boys. These
boys were not all arranged in classes, and of those who were, he was told

that it was impossible to teach them to take places. One lesson a day was
as much as could usually be exacted from them, and sometimes only one
in two or three day3. Indeed, the teachers themselves had every thing to

learn relating to the management of a school. They were men who had
never been trained in tuition, but were taken from very different occupa-
tions ; he found it, he says, beyond measure difficult to bring them into

his own views, and convince them how impossible it was that the school
could be properly conducted, or the boys improve as they ought, without
order, and inflexible, but mild discipline.

It was not less difficult to impress them with the necessity of an earnest
and constant attention to the behaviour of the boys, and the importance of'
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inculcating upon them on all occasions a sense of their moral duties, a9
the only means of correcting the miserable maxims and habits in which
most of them had hitherto been bred up. He found also, that whenever
he had succeeded in qualifying a man for performing his business as an
usher in the school, be had qualified him for situations in which a much
higher salary might he obtained with far less pains.* These men, there-

fore, were either discontented with their situation, because they were unfit

for it, or, having been made fit, became discontented with an appointment
which was then below their deserts.

It was, however, mainly with their incapacity, and the obstinacy which
always accompanied it, that Dr. Bell had to contend at first. He was dis-

satisfied with the want of discipline, and the imperfect instruction in every

part of the school; but more particularly with the slow progress of the

younger boys, and the unreasonable length of time consumed in teaching

them their letters. They were never able to proceed without the constant

aid of an usher, and, with that aid, months were wasted before the difficul-

ties of the alphabet were got over. Dr. Bell’s temper led him to do all

things quickly, and his habits of mind to do them thoroughly, and leave

nothing incomplete. He tells us, that from the beginning he looked upon
perfect instruction as the main duty of the office with which he had charged
himself

;
yet he was foiled for some time in all the means that he devised

for attaining it. Many attempts he made to correct the evil in its earliest

stage, and in all, he met with more or less opposition from the master and
ushers. Every alteration which he proposed, they considered as implying
some reflection on their own capacity or diligence; in proportion as he in

terfered, they thought themselves disparaged, and were not less displeased

than surprised, that instead of holding the office of superintendent as a sine-

cure, his intention was to devote himself earnestly to the concerns of the

Asylum, and more especially to the school department.

Things were in this state, when happening on one of his morning rides

to pass by a Malabar school, he observed the children seated on the ground
and writing with their fingers in sand, which bad for that purpose been
strewn before them. He hastened home, repeating to himself as he went
’Evpr/Ka, “ I have discovered it and gave immediate orders to the

usher of the lowest classes to teach the alphabet in the same manner, with

this difference only from the Malabar mode, that tbe sand was strewn
upon a board. These orders were either disregarded, or so carelessly exe-

cuted, as if they were thought not worth regarding ; and after frequent

admonitions, and repeated trials made without either expectation or wish

of succeeding, the usher at last declared it was impossible to teach the boys
in that way. If he had acted on this occasion in good will, and with mere-

ly common ability, Dr. Bell might never have cried ’EvprjKa, a second time.

But he was not a man to be turned from bis purpose by the obstinacy of

others, nor to be baffled in it by incapacity ; baffled however, he was now
sensible that he must be, if he depended for the execution of his plans on
the will and ability of those over whose minds he had no command. He
bethought himself of employing a boy, on whose obedience, disposition,

and cleverness he could rely, and giving him charge of the alphabet class.

The lad’s name was John Frisken ; he was tbe son of a private soldier, had
learned bis letters in the Asylum, and was then about eight years old. Dr.
Bell laid the strougest injunctions upon him to follow his instructions ;

saying, he should look to him for the success of the simple and easy method

* The master had a salary of twenty pagodas a month, and each of the ushers
fifteen.
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which was to be pursued, and hold him responsible for it. Wbat tbe usher

had pronounced to be impossible, this lad succeeded in effecting without

any difficulty. The alphabet was now as much better taught, as till then it

had been worse than any other part of the boys’ studies
;
and Frisken, in

consequence, was appointed permanent teacher of that class.

Though Dr. Bell did not immediately perceive the whole importance of

this successful experiment, he proceeded in the course into which he had

been, as it were, compelled. What Frisken had accomplished with the

alphabet class, might, in like manner, be done with those next in order, by
boys selected, as he had been, for their aptitude to learn and to teach.

Accordingly, he appointed boys as assistant teachers to some of the lower

classes, giving, however, to Frisken, the charge of superintending both the

assistants and their classes, because of his experience, and the readiness

with which he apprehended and executed whatever was required from him.

This talent indeed the lad possessed in such perfection, that Dr. Bell did

not hesitate to throw upon him the entire responsibility of this part of the

school. The same improvement was now manifested in these classes as had
taken place in teaching the alphabet. This he attributed to tbe diligence

and fidelity with which his little friends, as he used to call them, performed

his orders. To them a smile of approbation was no mean reward, and a

look of displeasure sufficient punishment. Even in this stage, he felt con

Sdent, that nothing more was wanting to bring the school into such a state

as he had always proposed to himself, than to carry through the whole of

the plan upon which he was now proceeding. And this, accordingly, was
done. The experiment which, from necessity, had been tried at first with
one class, was systematically extended to all the others in progression

;

and wbat is most important with scholastic improvement, moral improve-

ment, not less, in consequence of the system, is said to have kept pace.

For tbe assistant teachers, being invested with authority, not because of

their standing in the school, retained their influence at all times, and
it was their business to interpose whenever their interference was ne-

cessary : such interference prevented all that tyranny and ill-usage from
which so much of the evil connected with boarding-schools arises ; and
all that mischief in which some boys are engaged by a mischievous
disposition, more by mere wantonness, and a still greater number by the
example of their companions. The boys were thus rendered inoffensive

toward others, and among themselves
;
and this gentle preventive disci-

pline made them, in its sure consequences, contented and happy. A boy
was appointed over each class to marshal them when they went to church
or walked out, and to see that they duly performed the operations of comb-
ing and washing themselves. Ten boys were appointed daily to clean the
school-rooms, and wait upon the others at their meals. Twice a-week dur-
ing the hot season, and once a-week during the monsoon season, they were
marched by an usher to the tank, and there they bathed by classes.

As to any purposes of instruction, the master and ushers were now vir-

tually superseded. They attended the school so as to maintain the obser-
vance of the rules; though even this was scarcely necessary under Dr. Bell’s
vigilant superintendence, who now made the school the great pleasure as
well as the great business of his life. Their duty was, not to teach, but to
look after tbe various departments of the institution, to see that the daily
tasks were performed, to take care of tbe boys in and out of school, and to
mark any irregularity or neglect either in them or the teachers. The mas-
ter’s principal business regarded now tbe economy of the institution : he
had charge both of tbe daily disbursements and monthly expenditure
under the treasurer.

K
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The precise date of that experiment which led to the general introduction
of boy-teachers, cannot be ascertained ; but that these teachers had been
introduced in 1791, or early in the ensuiug year, is certain. In private
letters, written to his friends in Europe, Dr. Bell relates the progress of his
improvements step by step, and the impressions made upon his own mind
by the complete success of his exertions in a favourite pursuit. These
letters show also how soon he became aware of the importance of the
system which he was developing aud bringing to maturity.

Such was the origin of this discovery
;
and from this day, the

one object of Dr. Bell’s life was to recommend and introduce
into all schools the principle of mutual instruction. To say that

it was his hobby, were to say too little. It was his life, his vital

breath, that in which and for which he lived. In all our obser-

vation of men and things, we have had occasion to notice that

very little good is done in the world, save by men who thus

give themselves up to the promotion of someone favorite scheme
—men whom the world calls men of genius, or monomaniacs, or

bores,—but men who, under whatever name, concentrate all their

energies upon one point
;
and who, by dint of perseverance, over-

bear all opposition, and, (what is more difficult to' overbear than
opposition,) all lukewarmness and indifference. Such, hence-

forth, was Dr. Bell. Amongst children and amongst adults,

mutual instruction was ever his theme—and this leads us to

notice one point in his character, which would scarcely be ex-

pected to be found in it, that is, his tact in attaching children

to himself. Dr. Bell was certainly a stern man, yet he seems

to have had a wonderful faculty of gaining the affections of

children, who cannot be bribed into attachment. Many instances

of this occur in the course of the Memoir ; but none more pleas-

ing than the affection manifested by the family of Mr. John,

a German Missionary at Tranquebar. We cannot deny our

readers the pleasure they will receive from the following letter

from this gentleman :

—

The Rev. C. John to Dr. Bell.

Tranquebar
,
17th March, 1794.

My Dear Sir,—Your very obliging favour made us yesterday very happy.

I was just going to our country church, where I spent the whole day, when
I received and read it, surrounded by all my children, who were anxious with

me to know bow dear Dr. Bell was arrived, what he wrote, and how he had
been satisfied, the more as we had heard that the wretched palanquin boys

had tormented your soul and body throughout the road. I can hardly express

what I have suffered for you that night. Such are our pleasures upon earth !

mixed very often with very displeasing accidents How happy will we he

once in heaven, where palanquin boys, and all such like them, will trouble

us no more! I hope the enjoyments of friendship, and better attention in

the good family of our mutual friend, Mr. Toriano, will now repay all what

you have suffered here.

My house resounds still of encomiums of our tender, beloved Dr. Bell.
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Never I have felt so much, and never I have observed in my children such

a great attachment towards a friend, after having lived with us for so short a

time. May heaven bless us often with so happy days, and may my children

meet often with so dear a children's friend, who wins the hearts so soon,

spends every moment so usefully, and encourages the youth in so excellent

a manner

!

Mary Ann, Suckey, Jackey.the little female philosopher, Kitty, August,
and every one cry almost after you, and complain why I have let you de-

part so soon. Alas ! what shall I do ? You may find out means to comfort

us. If you could make us happy once more by your instructive and agree-

able visits, my children will bear you upon their hands instead of black

bearers, (but always within the bounds of Tranquebar,) to the milk-woman,
to our gardens, and other places of our pleasures, which you not yet have
seen. We must reluctantly submit to our fate ; but the remembrance of

your goodness, of your instructions, and philosophical experiments, will

ever remain with us.

The above mentioned and all the other middle and little ones, press

and entreat me to tender their best respects to you, so warmly as I am able

to express. Messrs. Konig, Poble, Rottler, Dr. Klein, Mrs. John, beg to be
remembered to you in the best manner, not to forget my most obliging

compliments and good wishes to dear Mr. Toriano and family.

May you long live for the benefit of the youth and of your friends!

With the tenderest feelings I embrace you ; and remain, my dear sir, yours

ever sincerely, &c.

P. S.—Though the grapes are not yet entirely ripe, I send a basket with

60 bundles, to cause you the pleasure of distributing at the table of Mr.
Toriano, as you did here.

We should like to insert some more specimens of this cor-

respondence, but our space will not admit of it.

Dr. Bell’s superintendence of the Asylum must have been
admirable, and it produced its natural effect in training up a
large number of boys, of so good a character, that their services

began to be eagerly sought by the heads of departments, and
others who had employment to offer. One of them was employed
in rather a curious service. When Tippu’s sons, who had been
given up as hostages, were sent home, it was resolved that there

should be sent along with them a present to their father, and that

this present should include a set of philosophical instruments. Dr.
Bell’s apparatus was accordingly purchased by the Government;
and one of the lads, Smith, who had recently left the Asylum,
and who had assisted Dr. Bell in his experiments, was sent to

exhibit and explain the different articles to the Sultan. It was
found that Tippu was much better versed in experimen-
tal science than had been expected, and that he was not at

all surprised at most of the experiments. However, Smith
was well treated (after Tippu’s fashion) and had a good offer

made him, if he would remain in the country and superintend
the construction of water-works, &c., at Seringapatam. But
this offer he declined.
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About this time, Dr. Bell was attacked by that most grievous
of diseases, the ambition of authorship ! He was induced by
his own wishes, and “ the pressing advice of friends,” to publish

a specimen of his philosophical lectures, the proceeds to be
devoted to the benefit of the Asylum. But after sundry
negotiations with the London “ trade,” the scheme was aban-
doned. A more pressing matter now occupied his attention.

Although he greatly liked the climate of India, and the mode
of life that he pursued at Madras, his health had been some-
what impaired; and so early as the beginning of 1794, he had
contemplated a return to Europe. About two years, however,
were spent in consultations with various friends, as to the for-

tune which was necessary for comfortable living in England.
Of course, the opinions expressed were very conflicting. In
the beginning of 1796, he applied for leave to return to Europe
on furlough. This was granted

; a successor was appointed to

him in the Orphan Asylum ; but he did not immediately take

his departure, and it was not till the 20th of August, 1796, that

he quitted the shores of India, carrying with him letters of

high and well-deserved commendation from the Directors of the

Asylum, from the teachers, also from his brother chaplains, and
from the Government. Although he left India on furlough,

it does not appear that he had any intention of returning. Be-
fore his departure, he had drawn up a full report of the method
of education pursued in the Asylum, with its results, copies of

which were sent by the Madras Government to the Bengal and
Bombay Governments and the Court of Directors, and by the

author to the Asiatic Society at Calcutta.

Having thus rapidly sketched Dr. Bell’s Indian career,

we shall now present our readers with a few specimens of

the correspondence that passed between him and his Indian
cotemporaries. His most regular correspondents seem to

have been Col. Floyd, (the father-in-law, we believe, of the late

Sir Robert Peel), Captain Dirom, and Captain Wight.
The following extract from Col. Floyd’s first letter is pain-

fully interesting, as shewing the state of religion in our army at

this period :

—

Colonel Floyd xo Dr. Bell.

Chevilimodoo, November 28, 1787.

Dear Sir,— .... Favour me, then, with your company for a week
the beginning of the month. We are, I hope, so near the right road, that

we shall not deviate much during the short delay you desire ; and at your
arrival, you will find your flock disposed to follow whithersoever you shall

lead.

I am ashamed to say I do not think I have either Bible or Prayer-book

at this place, and I cannot answer for it that any body else has ; so you
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will please to take your measures accordingly. We have one or two little

ones that we mean to present to you for baptism...

The possession of a Bible does not make a man a Christian ;

but we believe few Christians, hearing that there was, probably,

not a single copy of the word of God in a regiment, will fail

to give thanks to God for the different state of things that

obtains now, and to invoke a blessing on the Naval and Military

Bible Society. The next extract we shall present, seems to

indicate, that Dr. Bell’s intercourse with Col. Floyd had not

been without good effect
; and this is all the more pleasing, as

the Colonel’s resolution of amendment appears not to have been
fleeting :

—

Colonel Floyd to Da. Bell.

Chevilimodoo, July 29, 1788.

My Dear Sir,—Yesterday I was favoured with the dial, and with the

instruments for ascertaining the hour and the level. Thank you very kiud-

ly for your useful labours, and, above all, for your obliging letter, giving

very clear directions for placing the dial in its true position.

The Madras Almanac does not show the sun’s declination. You will,

therefore, accommodate me exceedingly if you will be so good either to pro-

cure and send me any table thereof, or let your writer copy several days out

of your own tables. The pedestal whereon the dial is to stand, must first

he erected. I have taken measures for its construction this day ; but, I

dare say, it will scarce be ready this fortnight. I shall carefully preserve

and seud back again your brass instrument.

What now remains would be a favour of far more consequence than all,

could it he accomplished. You have showu me how to mark the time, and
it would cost you little trouble to show me how to employ it to the best ad-

vantage. Show but that which will overcome my habitual idleness, and
I will raise deathless monuments to your fame. I am covered with confu-

sion when I reflect to how little account I waste the fleeting hour. How in-

finitely more might be done ! Others are idle too, but that is a shabby
consolation. A man, in truth, lives but so many hours as he employs.
What children many are who die of old age !...

Here is a note from Lady Jones, addressed to Dr. Bell, during
his visit to Calcutta. We insert it as a nut for our Calcutta
antiquaries. Who was Dietrick? What was the precise locale

of his house? Did Sir William Jones visit his shop near
the Portuguese Church in person, or did he send for him to

his own quarters in the Bow Bazar?

Lady Jones to Dr. Bell.
December, 1788.

Lady Jones cannot yet discover any thing in the sixth edition of Fergu-
son which is not in the first. She will, however, examine it more fully

when she has leisure. She now takes the liberty of sending Dr. Bell a
work of Wesley's. He will immediately see it is little more than a com-
pilation, but arranged so as to be amusing and interesting, and guides our
investigation of the wonders of nature to the noblest and best use

—

admiration and gratitude to the great author of them. He mentions two
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or three little experiments in chemistry, which, perhaps, Dr. Bell may not
find unuseful, particularly the arbor martis and the solution of alum.

Dietrick is the name of the chemist who furnished Sir William Jones
with some pyrophorus. He lives near the Portuguese church ; and Sir W.
Jones thinks him an intelligent, ingenious man.

Here is a piece of information, for which we trust our anti-

quarian friends will not be ungrateful, the introduction of tatties

into Calcutta. Had they been previously used in the Upper
Provinces ? Were punkahs of a later date ? It would certainly

appear so from the manner in which Dr. Campbell writes :

—

Dr. James Campbell to Dr. Bell.

Calcutta, May 10, 1789.

My Dear Sir,— ... We have had very hot winds and delightful cool

houses. Every body uses tattys now. They are delightful contrivances. My
hall, you know, formerly Gregory’s, by means of tattys, has been cool as in

Europe, while the other rooms were uninhabitable, twenty and twenty-five

degrees difference by Fahrenheit’s thermometer
; the consequence of which

is, that Mrs. Campbell, who never went out in the day, is healthy and rosy.

Tattys are, however, dangerous, when you are obliged to leave them and go
abroad, the heat acts so powerfully on the body, that you are commonly
affected with a severe catarrh.

The following recipe may be of interest to many of our

readers ; and at all events, it shews the wide range of Dr. Bell’s

enquiries. In fact, the correspondence inserted in these vo-

lumes, indicates an interest on Dr. Bell’s part in various mat-
ters that would now be deemed sadly unprofessional, and some
which we must be allowed to consider, as at all times, unsuitable

to occupy any share of the attention of a Christian man, not to

say of a Christian minister. We speak of various allusions to

balls and private theatricals, of which it is evident from the

letters addressed to Dr. Bell, that he had given accounts to his

correspondents. But here is the extract respecting the compo-
sition of plaster :

—

Baron Reichel to Dr. Bell.
Ennore, August 10, 1789.

My Dear Sir,—It is with pleasure that I here subjoin what I know of

the composition of our plaster of Madras, in the employing of which (when

thus prepared) lays all the art, in order to give it that fine polish which we
observe.

1st. The quicklime made use of, is of burnt cockleshells, which were

previously well washed, so as to cleanse them of all the salt and slime they

might be covered with.

2nd. An equal quantity of this lime and pure sand is mixed together

and formed into a heap, in the middle of which a sufficient quantity of

water is thrown, so as to create a gentle degree of ebullition, and the heap

is left in that state twelve or fourteen days.

3dly. The heap, after this time, is well stirred about, and is then fit for

mortar, by being well beat with pestles, in stone grooves made for that

purpose.
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4thly This mortar, in almost a dry state, is carried to the place where
the plastering is to be made. Previously to the laying od the first coat,

the wall or floor is well sweeped and bathed with jagary-water,(in the pro-

portion of one pound of jagary to a gallon of water,) the mortar is then
made sufficiently liquid with jagary-water, to be laid half an inch thick upon
the brick-work. It is smoothed and modelled agreeably to the form requir-

ed, first with a common trowel and then with a wooden one, rubbing and
moistening continually with jagary water, till it becomes perfectly hard.

btlily. This coat is left to dry at least ten or twelve days.

Qthly. A second mortar is prepared for a second coat in the following

manner:—Two-thirds of the pure shell lime, well sifted, is mixed with one-

third of pure sand, and this is ground upon a stone with as much water as

will make it of the consistence of paste. It is then laid by in some large

earthen vessels.

7 thly. A quantity of pure shell-lime, without sand, is also ground ex-

ceedingly fine upon a stone, and again deposited in separate large earthen
vessels, overflowed with clean water.

8thly. Thus having every thing prepared, the day that the fine plaster-

ing is to he made, the vessels which contain the grounded lime, without
6and, is well stirred, and a few eggs, sour milk, and a pound of melted but-

ter, are thrown in and well mixed with it ; the consistence of this mortar
is rather liquid.

Qthly. Over the first coat of plastering, the second coat is given with the

grounded lime and sand ; and as soon as this is laid on smooth and well

rubbed with the wooden trowel, the third coat with the grounded pure lime

is immediately applied, not thicker than one-eighth of an inch. It is also

rubbed lightly with a wooden trowel until it begins to refuse that kind of

friction. The iron trowel or polisher is then used
;
and in the handling

of this, as well as in the manner of giving it the fine and even polish, lays,

as I said before, all the delicatesse of the art.

N. B.—Should you wish to colour the plastering, the desired colour, red,

yellow, or black, must he ground separately, and mixed with the composi-
tion of the third coat.

The faces of the walls or floors thus plastered, must he wiped dry for se

veral days with a very clean cloth ; and when the moisture appears pretty

near evaporated, they must he rubbed for two or three days with the palm
of the hand quite clean and dry.

The following series of letters, affords a somewhat singular

specimen of society in India, towards the close of the last cen-

tury. Dr. Southey has concealed the name of the widow lady

who seems so imperfectly to have known her own mind.

Mrs. .to Dr. Bell.

February 27, 1793.

Dear Sir,—I have a favour to ask you—If you would accompany me so

far as Conjeveram at any time it is your leisure, and there I shall heg of

you to perform a solemn ceremony. It is a serious one indeed. What do
you say ? Yes or no, is to marry me. Yours obediently.

Mrs. to Dr. Bell.
February 27, 1793.

Dear Sir,—Upon reflection, I have changed my mind as to what I have

wrote you. I beg you will not mention any thing about it. Yours truly.
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Mrs. to Dr. Bell.
27 tli February, 1793.

Dear Str,—I tbank you for your letter of this morning. Indeed I have

such confidence in you that I am perfectly satisfied. You will think me an

odd woman, perhaps, and I confess I am so. Adieu. Your most obliged.

If any should think this correspondence too light for inser-

tion in Dr. Bell’s biography, or in this our review thereof, we
shall next extract

Dr. Bell’s Journal at the Siege of Pondicherry.
Thursday, August 2, 1793.

Set out from Egmore. I found only six palanquin hearers when 1 ar-

rived at Choultry, where a palanquin was posted ; and, by the great failure

of the head bearers, could not have proceeded but for horses—my own,

Lieutenant Hughes’s at Chingleput, and Mr. Welsh’s at Permacoil.

4</t. Visited the rock of Permacoil, taken by Tippu Sultaun in the late

war. Lieutenant Brunton having capitulated.

Oth. Arrived in camp to breakfast with Captain Wight, commanding
36th regiment ; waited on Colonel Floyd, and accepted his invitation to

be with him till the arrival of my tent equipage ; and, on waiting on
Colonel Braithwaite, received an invitation to be of his, the Commander of

the army’s, family. Dined with him.

6th. Visited the port at A rioncopaing, next the fort. Saw videttes with-

in 200 yards over the river. Dined with Colonel Floyd.

7th. Visited the Engineer’s Park, the Blancherie, and posts to the north.

Dined with Colonel Nesbit.

8th. Visited the gardens, De 1'Arches : saw Moravians : saw gabions

and fascines, and general hospital.

10th. At night, enfilading battery begun of eighty yards long and twenty-

four feet thick, about 750 yards from the north-west angle of the fort—eighty

twelve-pounders and two mortars. Its progress very small the first night, but
the working party undiscovered, the blue lights being thrown to the north.

12th. At night the approaches begun from the village of the Blan-
cherie, about 1,300 yards, and a zig-zag of 750 yards completed.

16th. Parallel and battery now begun. Captain Thomas Galpine, of

the 73d regiment, killed.

14t7i. Buried Captain Galpine.

lbth. Lieutenant Macgregor and Ensign Todd, of the 73rd, killed ; and
at half-past eight o’clock at night, Lieutenant-Colonel Maule, chief engi-

neer, going from the trenches to his tent in his palanquin, a cannon-ball
killed three bearers behind, and carried off bis head.

16 th. Buried Ensign James Todd and Lieutenant D. D. Macgregor, and
Lieutenant-Colonel George Maule. Rain all last night and this morning.

17 th. Buried Lieutenant Henry Lane, of the 52nd regiment. Rain last

night and to-day.

20th. Opened enfilading battery, which rendered the firing of the fort

less frequent and less certain.

2 1st. Buried Ensign Home, of the 36th regiment.
22nd. Northern battery of fourteen twenty-fours opened at daybreak,

and before seven o’clock silenced all the guns on that face of the fort. A
flag sent in at four o'clock, from the fort, offering to capitulate.

23rd. Eight o’clock morning, capitulation signed. Private property
sacred. Soldiers prisoners of war ; Sepoys set at liberty. Colonel Floyd
in command of Pondicherry. English flag hoisted at one o’clock.
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25 th. Walked all round Pondicherry. Enterable by the sea face from
the south.

2(5<7t. Spent the whole day at Cuddalore, most pleasantly, with Mrs.
Sheriff.

20 th. Margaret, daughter of William Woolvin, sergeant, 52d regiment,
and Sarah, his wife, baptized. Camp at Pondicherry.

We have referred to the fact of one of Dr. Bell’s pupils

being sent in charge of the philosophical apparatus that was
sent as a present to Tippu Sahib. We had marked, for extract,

his account of his reception and treatment by that singular

man ; but the length to which we have already gone in

extracting, and a consideration of the amount of matter that

still lies before us, compel us to alter our intention. The same
considerations induce us to withhold all the letters which, at

the outset, we intended to insert, relating to public events.

We should imagine that the correspondence of Col. Floyd,
Major Dirom and Capt. Wight, will be of very considerable

use to the historian of the eventful war in which these soldiers

did good service. The frankness and despatch, with which these

officers communicate to Dr. Bell details of the various opera-

tions that they severally conducted, and the various actions iu

which they were engaged, indicate the high estimation in which
they held him. And, indeed, it may not be out of place, at

the close of his Indian career, to notice what we shall have to

dwell upon at greater length hereafter, the strong attachment
that subsisted between Dr. Bell and his friends. It is needless

to repeat, what our previous remarks will have led our readers

to anticipate, that the relation that subsisted between them
was not in accordance with our ideal of that which ought to

subsist between a minister of the Gospel and the members
of his flock

;
yet we doubt not that his influence upon

them, and especially upon Col. Floyd, was, upon the whole,
beneficial. As we have stated, there seems a gradual im-
provement in the tone of this fine soldier’s correspondence

;

and we can scarcely doubt that his intercourse with Dr.
Bell had a considerable share in leading him to seriousness,

and to the cultivation of an excellent mind, which it seems to

have been not mere modesty that led him to confess was lying
waste, up to the commencement of that intercourse. We may
as well mention, that this Colonel Floyd (afterwards General,)
was created a baronet in 1816, and died in 1818, and that his

daughter is Lady Peel, on whose behalf so much of the sympathy
of mankind was lately called forth, on the occasion of the sad
bereavement which she and the country sustained, when that

great statesman, her husband, was so suddenly removed from the
midst of us. General Dirom retired to Scotland, and died a few

L
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years ago, full of years and honors. Capt. Wight also retired

to Scotland, but we do not know any thing of his history, ex-
cept what we learn from the volume before us. We find that
in 1797, he was actively employed in quelling a very serious

riot in East Lothian
;
that he ultimately attained the rank of

Colonel, and that after his death Dr. Bell had the satisfaction

of being able to procure a cadetship for his son.

Dr. Bell, as we have already said, quitted India on the
20th of August, 1796. The Directors of the asylum asked
permission “ to provide a convenient passage for Dr. Bell to
‘ Europe, in any ship he might wish to go by,” but this he
declined. Mr. Southey (for we have now passed from the

father’s part of the biography to the son’s) here introduces

a detailed statement of Dr. Bell’s income, during his residence
in India

;
from which it would appear, that he received on an

average, during the nine years of his residence in India, about
£1,600 annually

; but this we suspect must be an under-esti-

mate of the droppings of that now extinct botanical product,

the “ Gold-mohur-tree inasmuch as we find, that on the eve
of his departure from India, he estimated his assets at £17,030 ;

a much larger sum than that at which Mr. Southey estimates

his aggregate income. Now although, latterly, the interest on his

previous savings, in those days when high interest could be
obtained, might be sufficient to defray his very moderate ex-

penses, this could not be the case in the earlier part of his

career. But this is not all. Probably on account of a more
favorable rate of exchange than he had calculated upon, we find

that he actually brought from India £18,445-16-5, and left a

sum invested, which, by 1820, had amounted to £7,490 ;
so

that the whole sum that he saved in India amounted to

£25,935-16-5.

At first, Dr. Bell reported himself as visiting England on

sick certificate, with the intention of returning to his duties

as soon as his health should be re-established ; but speedily he

seems to have abandoned this idea, and set himself earnestly to

secure a pension from the Court of Directors, founding his

claim on the eminent services he had gratuitously rendered to

India, in connection with the Orphan Asylum. He also asked

permission to publish the report which he had drawn up previ-

ously to leaving Madras. This permission was immediately

granted, and acted upon ; and soon after a pension was conferred

upon him of £200 per annum ; but on the condition, that “ if

‘ his health should permit of his returning to his duties as chap-

‘ lain, at Fort St. George, and he should obtain leave to return,

f this pension should cease.” In point of fact, however, he
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lived in robust health, for thirty years after this, and might

have gone any where from Pole to Pole ; but he still retained

his pension.

From this time he began his efforts for the introduction of

the Madras, or “ mutual instruction,” system of education into

British schools, and these efforts he never relaxed till the end
of his life. His first attempt seems to have been at New
Lanark, then the property of Mr. David Dale, and afterwards

celebrated as the scene of the first socialist experiment of his

son-in-law, the well-known Robert Owen.
Hitherto his report, although printed, had not been publish-

ed ; and he seems, at first, to have hesitated whether he should

publish it at all. But as afterwards, when the controversies

arose, to which we shall immediately have occasion to refer, con-

cerning his merits as the inventor of the method, his opponents
maintained that, even if it were granted that he was the first to

practise the system, his delay and hesitation as to the issue

of his report, indicated that he was not by any means aware
of the importance of his discovery, and that it was only after

the method was independently discovered by Lancaster, and
when, under his auspices, its importance was evinced, that he
cared for asserting his claim to be regarded as its discoverer,

—

his biographer is very properly solicitous to shew that thi3

was not the fact. And in this, we think, he fully succeeds.

Indeed, it is by no means difficult to show, that at no time
was Dr. Bell blind to his own merits, or in danger of under-
rating the value of his own discovery. It ought to be remem-
bered, in connexion with this matter, that he very naturally

did not expect a pamphlet on such a subject to meet with
an extensive sale, and that during the interval that elapsed
between the printing and the publication, he had been busy
in presenting copies to men of rank and influence, whom it was
desirable to interest in the cause. He was doubtful of his power
to induce the public to appreciate his discovery ; but not of
the value of the discovery itself.

The next matter in which Dr. Bell was engaged, was the
purchase of an estate in Scotland. The following is his memo-
randum of the transaction :

—

“Dumfries, 13th of February, 1798—Purchase of land.
‘ Bought of William Copland, Esq., of Collieston, Northfield of
* Clarebrand and Southend of Halferne, amounting to about 56
‘ acres, on lease at £56. The farm of Ernamerie, and part of
f Upper Clarebrand, amounting to 150 acres, rent £170-14.
* The life rent pendicle of Robert Conchar, of 22 acres, rent
‘ about £5-6. Total rent, £232 for £4,120.
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“ 16f/t. Bought Halferne, 182 acres, on lease at £146 per
‘ annum, for £2,300. Total acres 415—rent £378, for £6,420.”

Thus Dr. Bell realized the ambition of almost every Scotch-
man, in being the owner of a portion of his natale solum. The
investment was regarded as a very advantageous one ; the neigh-

bourhood was good ;
and the price was little more than seventeen

years’ purchase. The engagements in which he was speedily

involved, however, left him little leisure to squire it in Galloway.
Indeed, he visited his estate only at distant intervals, and on
these occasions, he generally stayed for very short periods.

Two days after the date of the preceding memorandum, he
proceeded to London, and accidentally met “ D. P. Watts, Esq.,
‘ who was then one of the trustees of St. Botolph’s, Aldgate,
* the oldest Protestant parochial school in London, to whom
‘ he presented a copy of the Madras report.” The result

we must give at length in the words of Mr. Southey :

—

This Mr. Watts immediately placed in the hands of Samuel Nichols, the
master, and desired him to read and consider it, and to be prepared to give

his opinion on it at the next meeting of the board. Shortly afterwards he
wrote to Mr. Watts, informing him of the steps be had taken, which were
highly creditable to bis judgment. “ I have perused Dr Bell’s plan,” he
writes, “ with much attention and pleasure, and do declare to you, that I

conceive it to be the most facilitating, as well as the most effectual, mode of

instructing children that can be adopted. The dividing the children into

classes, and placing a senior boy over them, is productive of many advan-
tages. It instructs the younger ones with more rapidity, because to the

monitor they can read and spell twice or thrice in the morning and after-

noon, when to the master not more than once. The elder boy, while he is

teaching his class, is also instructing himself, by riveting in his mind by
repetition those lessons which he had formerly learned.

“ It is an infallible method for the preservation of order, to the almost
entire exclusion of corporal punishment, by the monitor being responsi-

ble for the good conduct of bis class, by the effect on the minds of the

class, arising from the reproach or punishment which will fall on their

monitor through their misconduct, and by the general competition of class-

es, each being numbered or descriptively named
;
and it renders the task

of superintending a school thus regulated at once pleasant and easy.

“ I am at this time trying the effect of teaching the alphabet with the

finger on sand, which, for the short time it has been in practice here, pro-

mises the most marked success.’’

From this time the system appears to have been acted upon in this school

;

for- in 1803, we find a letter from Nichols to Mr. Watts, in which he thus

speaks of the use of sand as one of the auxiliary practices :
—“The sand

I continue to use, it being the most facilitating as well as the most saving

method that ever was conceived. The following is an instance of its

efficacy :— I bad a boy, who is the dullest, heaviest, and the least inclined

to learning 1 ever had, who, having for six mouths past wrote upon sand,

and read alternately and constantly while at school, is now able, not
only to spell every word, but can tell me any word, let me ask him
where I will, and he appears now to have an inclination to learning, to

which, when he first came, he had an utter aversion.”’
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No further account of this school appears until 1807, when Dr. Bell

visited it twice, and was so much pleased with an addition which Mr.
Nichols had made to the minor practices, that of the hoys counting the

time of the stops in reading, that he immediately had the practice introduc-

ed into Lambeth school.

In 1811, we again find this school mentioned in a letter from Mr. Nichols

to Mr Watts, where he says, “ 1 hereby most respectfully inform you, that

the parts of Dr. Bell’s plan adopted in the above school have been— class-

ing the children, and placing them under teachers and assistants, and
writing with a pen upon damp sand;” and he adds, “ I became an admirer

of Dr. Bell’s plan the moment you honoured me with its perusal, and have
considered it ever since a most delightful and eucouraging method of in-

struction.” In another letter to Mr Watts, in 1812, he also says, “ It would
have been a happiness to me, as well as an incalculable benefit to the

school, if you, sir, had continued an active trustee This school has
been literally upon the Madras system from the time you first delivered the

Rev. Dr. Bell’s book into my bauds, in the year 1798.”

The latter part of 1798 and the former part of ’99, seem
to be the only year in which Dr. Bell enjoyed something
approaching to a holiday. The winter he spent in Dum-
fries, in the neighbourhood of his property, and the summer
in various trips and excursions undertaken with the joint

view of seeing the country, and introducing the Madras
system. In August, 1799, he visited Edinburgh, and was
immediately applied to by Sir William Forbes, on behalf of

the vestry of the English episcopal chapel there, to officiate

in the chapel during the autumn. To this request he at

once acceded, and officiated in the chapel until the follow-

ing March, giving his services gratuitously, and securing the

affectionate respect of the congregation, by whom he was pre-

sented with a silver tea-service. At this time he was also

elected a fellow of the Royal Society of Edinburgh. But
his great object, during his residence in Edinburgh, was to get

the Madras system introduced into some of the principal schools

there ; however he found obstacles that he had not anticipated,

and did not, at this time, succeed in his attempt. At the close

of this year (3rd November, 1800), he married Miss Barclay,

daughter of a clergyman of the church of Scotland. The
marriage was a very unhappy one, and a separation took place

in 1806, after which his wife and he seem to have had no
intercourse. Mr. Southey leaves the curiosity of his readers
altogether unsatisfied, respecting the causes of this breach ; and
we shall not attempt to withdraw the veil which he so closely

di’aws.

The period that elapsed between Dr. Bell’s departure from India
and the end of 1801, may be considered as another epoch in
his life. At the latter date, he was appointed by Mr. Calcraft
to the rectory of Swanage, Dorsetshire, where he took possession
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and preached his first sermon on Christmas day. There is a good
deal of interesting information given us, respecting the inhabi-

tants of Swanage, the greater portion ofwhom were engaged in the

quarrying of Purbeck stone. Amongst his parishioners. Dr. Bell
found several men of remarkable character, self-taught, intelli-

gent, and even scientific. Some ofthese he converted into teachers,

and got them appointed to various offices, from time to time; and
they seem to have admirably realized the expectations that he
formed respecting them. Dr. Bell’s first care was devoted to the

Sunday schools, which had been established before his appoint-

ment to the rectory, and into which he now, with great caution

and judiciousness, introduced “the system.” There were no
less than thirteen day-schools in his parish ; and as the population

was under 1,500, the schools must have been poor affairs. Dr.

Bell, instead of wasting his time upon all of these, seems wisely

to have selected one of them as the field of his operations;

but whether he selected the best, or whether he took the one
to which he got readiest access, does not appear. The school

was an exceedingly disorderly one, and gave a fine oppor-

tunity for an exhibition of the power of the system, to produce
regularity and progress.

Another objectthat occupied Dr. Bell’s attention, was the intro-

duction of vaccination amongst his parishioners. Having brought
some vaccine matter from Edinburgh, he prevailed upon a family

to allow their two children to be submitted to the operation. He
accordingly vaccinated the boy, and Mrs. Bell the girl ; and they

succeeded so well, that in the course of the spring, he and Mrs.

Bell vaccinated no fewer than 300 persons. As he never did

things by halves, we find him carrying his zeal for vaccination

into all places and all times, even into some places and times

which, according to our feelings and judgment, were scarcely

suitable to it. Witness the following extract :

—

On this subject, he thus speaks in a letter to a friend :—“ Sunday
the 15th, (June 1806,) I did what was never done before in Swanage

—

preached twice, and the same sermon both forenoon and afternoon, on
cow-pock. The consequence is, that T have now this year vaccinated 21

1

subjects, which, added to the three former years’ list, make 604 I have vacci-

nated. A mother has brought a second child from Portsmouth, on pur-

pose for my vaccination, because the elder had resisted the small-pox in

every way, whom, being accidentally here, I had vaccinated with my
parishioners and neighbours ; for I send none away. Among other causes

I am detained by the vaccination (brought on before the usual period by

the natural small-pox breaking out in the neighbourhood, from returning

to London so soon as I intended.” And in the course of the next month,

he writes :
—“ I have now almost finished my fourth annual vaccination for

the cow-pock, amounting in all to 658 subjects, from seventy-eight years

of age to twelve months ;
and have set old women, school-mistresses, &c.,

in neighbouring parishes, inoculating with vaccine matter.’’
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In connexion with the subject of vaccination in Swanage,
Mr. Southey, with a good deal of his father’s spirit, introduces

an account of a Dorsetshire farmer, who is said to have intro-

duced and practised vaccination before Dr. Jenner. Dr. Bell

made a statement on the subject to the Jennerian society, who
sent for the old man, defrayed the expenses of his journey to and
from, and his residence in, London, and had his portrait painted

and hung up in their hall. Altogether it seems to be clearly

established, that Benjamin Jesty was the first who discovered

and practised vaccination
;
yet was Dr. Jenner fairly entitled to

all the fame and emolument that he enjoyed as its discoverer,

inasmuch as it was he who, having made the discovery without

any communication with Jesty, made it available for the advan-
tage of mankind. The only other matter on which we find

Dr. Bell bringing his energies to bear, during his residence in

Swanage, was the introduction of straw-plaiting as an employ-
ment for the girls of his parish.

It was while he was rector of Swanage, that the controversy

arose respecting the comparative merits of Dr. Bell and Joseph
Lancaster, in the invention and introduction of the method
of mutual instruction. To enter into the details of this contro-

versy, would lead us far beyond the limits which we must pre-

scribe to ourselves in this article. We shall, therefore, only state

generally, that we think it clearly established, that Dr. Bell

introduced the system at Madras
; that Mr. Lancaster, although

he had made considerable improvements on the prevalent modes
of tuition before he heard of Dr. Bell’s method, derived the

first idea of that method from Dr. Bell’s report ; that being
a practical teacher and a man of lively fancy, he engrafted upon
it various methods of discipline, some of which were manifest

improvements, while others were of a somewhat questionable

kind ;
that at first he willingly acknowledged the obligations

under which he lay to Dr. Bell ; and that he did not, at any
time, deny that he had derived the method of mutual instruction

from him, while he considered that the Lancasterian “ system”
was his own, inasmuch as it consisted, not merely of Dr.
Bell’s principle, but also of his own methods and details,

which Dr. Bell’s friends and supporters regarded as unseemly
excrescences, only tending to mar the beauty and efficiency

of the principle itself. The evil was, that the controversy be-
came one between church and dissent, or rather between “ high
church” on the one hand, and “ low church” and dissent on the
other. The fact was, that the questions at issue between these

bodies had no more to do with the systems of Bell and Lan-
caster than with the systems of Ptolemy and Copernicus. Dr.
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Bell himself always maintained, that the sole peculiarity, which
constituted the system for whose invention he claimed credit,

was the method of mutual instruction. Now this method is

clearly fitted for teaching either the church catechism or the

formulary of any other church, or for imparting instruction

on other subjects in schools in which no religion at all is

taught. But in point of fact. Dr. Bell’s schools, in Madras and
in England, were conducted on church principles

; while Mr.
Lancaster’s were founded on more latitudinarian views; and the

partizans of Dr. Bell dragged in the controversy respecting

the system of teaching in support of their views in regard

to the subjects taught, and mixed up the controversy as to

the monitorial system with the controversy as to the union
of church and state. To us who, at this distance of time
and place, may be supposed to be able to form an impartial

judgment, this seems to be the real state of the case. Dr.

Bell introduced the method of mutual instruction at Madras,
and practised it with excellent effect there for several years.

Mr. Lancaster, many years after, introduced various improve-

ments into the discipline of schools. While he was endea-

vouring to bring his system to perfection, he met with Dr.

Bell’s book, and afterwards went down to Swanage, and spent

some days in the Rectory. He immediately introduced Dr.

Bell’s method into his own school, fully and candidly acknow-
ledging its importance, and then went on introducing more and
more improvements, some of them undoubtedly such, and
others of a very questionable kind. Thus Dr. Bell’s friends

said in substance, “ The improved system consists exclusively
‘ in the method of mutual instruction; and Dr. Bell is the author
* of that method, therefore he is the author of the system ;”

while Mr. Lancaster’s friends said, “ True, Dr. Bell is the
* author of this method, but this is a very small, though not un-
‘ important, part of the system as practised in the Lancasterian
e schools, and of that system, as a whole, Joseph Lancaster is

£ the author.” Such appears to be the real state of the

question, in so far as the real merits of the controversy are

concerned ;
but by some means, it got mixed up with the con-

troversy as to the connexion of schools with the church, and

a great deal of unfair argumentation was used on both sides.

For example, on the one side we find a great deal of per-

sonal abuse heaped on Lancaster, whom we believe to have

been a man of great zeal and earnestness and simplicity of pur-

pose, though not untinctured with vanity ;
while on the other side,

it is only a short time ago, that we met with the following note

in the writings of the late Rev. Sydney Smith. Having occa-
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sion, in the course of an article on a different subject altogether,

to introduce Dr. Bell’s name, he explains in a note, that Dr.

Bell was “ a very foolish old gentleman, seized on eagerly by
* the church of England to defraud Lancaster of his discovery.”

Now this is unfair in many ways. Whatever Dr. Bell may
have been, he was not at all what ninety-nine out of every

hundred persons will understand by the epithet applied to him

of “ a foolish old gentleman —then it was not the church ot

England, but a particular section of its members that entered

warmly into this controversy, as is indicated by the fact that

Bishop Porteus was never at all cordial towards Dr. Bell, and

was at one time, apparently, rather in favor of Lancaster; while

Mr. Sydney Smith himself was at once a dignitary of the

Church of England, and a zealous partizan of Lancaster ;—and

then, in point of fact, the supporters of Dr. Bell did not attempt

to defraud Lancaster of his discovery in favor of Dr. Bell.

They only claimed for him what was really his own, and

said, that all the rest was either useless or Avorse. It is

as if A. claimed to be the inventor of roast goo3e, and

B. the inventor of apple sauce, and A.’s friends should say,

—

“ His is, in reality, the dish
;
you may add to it what

sauce or seasoning you like, the substantial dish is not
c affected thereby.”—“ No,” say the advocates of B., “ the roast
e goose is, indeed, a valuable part of the dish, when taken along
e with the sauce, but the sauce is good in itself, and good as

* capable of forming a part of other dishes as well as of this,

* while the goose would be but a dry and insipid dish without
‘ the sauce ;

while therefore it is admitted that the simple and
‘ poor dish, roast-goose, is the invention of A., it is contended
‘ that the composite and excellent dish, roast-goose-and-apple-
* sauce, is that of B.” Now here the controversy should stop,

and it should be left to each epicure to determine whether in

reality greater praise were due to him who roasted the goose,

or to him who prepared the sauce ;
whether the goose were

good without the sauce, and whether it were better with it.

But unfortunately the controversy turns upon the propriety of

eating roast goose at Michaelmas ; A.’s supporters maintaining
that on that day every table should be graced with the dish

;

while B.’s advocates aver that the dish, as prepared by their

client, is good for all seasons, and that there is no more reason
why it should be on the table on Michaelmas than on every other

day, and no less reason why it should be eaten in Lent than
at any other season. And then the controversy branches out
into the propriety of the observance of saints’ days and fasts

and festivals generally ; and so the controversialists lose sight

M
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of A. and B. altogether, while yet they firmly believe, and try

to persuade others also, that they are still engaged in discussing

the merits of these gastronomic artistes!

The principal controversialists on Dr. Bell’s side were Mrs.
Trimmer, a good woman, the editor of an educational magazine,

and the authoress of many good school-books; but so high in her

church principles, that she could not allow any good to exist

without its pale;—Dr. Marsh, a man of great learning and great

power, who was first known as the author of a very violent at-

tack on the Bible Society, and afterwards as Bishop of Peter-

borough, and translator of Michaelis’s Introduction to the study

of the Scriptures. Even his own party thought he had gone
too far in his assault on the Bible Society ;

and Dr. Bell re-

gretted that his advocacy of his claims should have come so

speedily on the back of that controversy
;
because he knew

that his advocacy would do prejudice to his cause in the

estimation of the friends of that noble institution ;—and Lord
Radstock, a blunt and warm-hearted sailor, who shewed more
zeal than discretion in his conduct of the controversy, and led

even those on the same side to silently exclaim—

“

Save me from
my friends.”

Meantime the system was introduced into various schools of

importance in England and Ireland. The details are interest-

ing to the professional teacher, but can scarcely be so to the

public in general. We shall, therefore, pass them over, and shall

only quote Dr. Bell’s account of his interview with the Duke of

York at the Royal Military Asylum, Chelsea, and of his report

of the interview to the archbishop of Canterbury :

—

Dr. Bell remained at Chelsea till about the end of October, when, having
succeeded in organizing the Asylum to his satisfaction, he thought it proper

to return to his duties at Swanage. Hardly, however, had he arrived there,

when he was recalled, for the purpose of showing the fruits of his labour in

the Asylum to the Duke of fork. This summons he at once obeyed
; and

some time after, in writing to General Floyd, gave the following account of

his visit:—“ When I left the Royal Military Asylum, . . . which I had
attended for two months to remodel it, I was sent for by the Duke of York,

to meet his Royal Highness there, and to exhibit the machine which I had
put in motion there. Next morning, when I had paid my duty, and
reported progress to the Archbishop, he asked me how I was pleased with my
interview, and what the duke, the president of the institution, thought of

my proceeding. I said, I was so little acquainted with the language of great

men, smiling and bowing to bis Grace, in whose presence and at whose
table I had so often sat, that I did not know how to interpret any of the

praises of simplicity, &c., which his Royal Highness was pleased to bestow
upon it; but when he said, not only to me, but to my friends in my absence
again and again, ‘ he only wondered that it had not been found out before,’

I was sure ‘ we had him.’
“ I had the impudence to say I had borrowed my system of his Royal
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Highness, that is, of his army—that in India, Generals Floyd, Knox,
Nesbit, &c., had infused into me some of their military spirit; and that

my teachers and assistant-teachers were my sergeants and corporals, and
my reports their orderly-books. It has often occurred to me of late, that it

was insensibly in that school I learned what I taught.”

In 1807 Dr. Bell received a complimentary letter from his

former pupils at Madras, which he had printed and distributed

amongst his friends, while he submitted the original to the Court
of Directors. The subject of his claims was incidentally intro-

duced to the House of Commons on occasion of the discus-

sion of a measure introduced by Mr. Whitbread, respecting the

poor laws. It was tacitly assumed by Mr. Whitbread and his

supporters, that Lancaster was the author of the improved sys-

tem, and “ no mention of Dr. Bell’s name appears to have been
‘ made in the debate, except by Mr. Calcraft, (the patron of
‘ the living of Swanage) who rose and said, that the system
‘ of education so much recommended was solely and wholly
‘ attributable to his near neighbour and respected friend, the
‘ Rev. Dr. Bell, rector of Swanage.” This led to an interview

between Dr. Bell and Mr. Whitbread, which, however, issued in

no material consequences, except a public acknowledgment,
on the part of Mr. Whitbread, of the priority of Dr. Bell’s

use of the method of mutual instruction.

Dr. Bell and his friends now felt it desirable that he should
receive some appointment,which should leave him more at liberty

to prosecute the object of working the system in those schools

into which it had been introduced, and effecting its introduction

into other schools, than was compatible with the duties of
an extensive parish. An opportunity soon occurred. Bishop Dam-
pier, on his promotion from the see of Rochester to that of Ely,
resigned the mastership of Sherburn hospital, in the diocese of
Durham, which he had held in conjunction with the former
office ; and Bishop Barrington, who had long been one of the
most zealous, and, at the same time, one of the most judicious

advocates of Dr. Bell’s claims, agreed to confer on him the mas-
tership of the hospital. He appears to have originally contem-
plated the retention of Swanage, although it was on the ground
of the weightiness of its duties that he professedly sought pre-
ferment. He, however, resigned it, the bishop making it a con-
dition of his appointment to Sherburn Hospital that the nomina-
tion of a successor at Swanage should be given up to him ; to

which arrangement Mr. Calcraft agreed. He was told that the
clear income of his new office would not be less than £1,188;
but it appears that it generally exceeded this sum considerably,

although he introduced changes in the system of management.
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which materially increased the expenses, and lessened the clear

income. He received £3,000 from his predecessor for “ dilapida-

tions.”

Sherburn hospital is one of those relics of the piety of popish
times, of very questionable utility. It seems to have been original-

ly a leper asylum ; but when the disease of leprosy was'happily ba-
nished from England, it was converted into an asylum for old men,
of whom thirty were maintained, in a state of what we should call

vegetable enjoyment, but that we have too much respect for vege-
tables, to compare to them a set of discontented old fellows, who
were perpetually wrangling about the quality of their beer, and
the exact point to which the roasting of their beef ought to be car-

ried.* The revenues belong to the master, on the condition of

his clothing and dieting the“ brethren” according to certain scales.

Dr. Bell, shortly after his appointment, considerably increased

the allowances of the brethren, and really did all that could be
done to content them

; and he did succeed to a considerable

extent, in smoothing the troubled waters of their idle minds.

For several years after this period, Dr. Bell was incessantly

employed in correspondence respecting the system, and in tours

and visitations of schools in England and in Ireland. The next

matter of special moment that attracts our notice, is the for-

mation, in 1811, of a “ National Institution” for education on
the Madras system, in connexion with the established church.

This society commenced in London, soon radiated into the

provinces, and greatly promoted the diffusion of the system. This

year he also received a second communication from his Madras
pupils, accompanying a resolution passed at a meeting, to the ef-

fect that a service of sacramental plate, and a gold chain and me-
dal, should be presented to him, and that a hundred copies of

a copper-plate engraving of a miniature portrait of him should

be purchased for distribution amongst the subscribers. These
resolutions were carried into effect, and Dr. Bell returned a

long answer to the address, which is admirably written,

although we are painfully struck with that absence of

evangelical sentiments which we have already noticed as per-

vading Dr. Bell’s correspondence. At this time the Duke of

York, having witnessed the success of the Madras system in

the Royal Military Asylum, resolved, with the sanction of

the Prince Regent, to introduce it into the regimental schools

throughout the army
; and requested Dr. Bell to draw up a

manual of instructions for establishing and conducting these

* An interesting account of Sherburn hospital may be seen in Howitt’s Visits to

Remarkable Places. Some portions of this account we should quote did our space

permit.
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schools. This manual, contrary to his usual habits of literary

composition, he completed in the course of five days.

The current of Dr. Bell’s life ran on smoothly till the autumn
of 1813, and success attended his efforts every where; but at

this time, it was interrupted by certain discontents on the part of

his Sherburn “ brethren,”—“ a little more than kin, and less than

kind”—who complained to the bishop of their treatment. A
long correspondence ensued between the bishop and Dr. Bell; and
it seems that the bishop was satisfied that Dr. Bell’s conduct

in the matter was unexceptionable, and that the complaints of

the brethren were either groundless, or that they applied only

to the conduct of the contractor who supplied the provisions.

We must pass over the immediately subsequent events in

Dr. Bell’s life, including his interview with the Grand Duchess
and the Emperor of Russia, and a visit which, in the autumn
of 1814, he paid to Ireland, on the invitation of the bishop of

Derry, for the purpose of introducing the system into the

Foundling hospital at Dublin, in the course of which visit he
held conferences with the directors of various other institutions,

and with Mr. Peel, who was then Secretary for Ireland. We
find nothing but schools and schoolmasters, correspondence and
visitations, until October 1815, when he treated himself to a

well-earned holiday, and proceeded to Scotland, where he had
not been for several years. He remained there until the end
of December, when he returned to England. His account of

this trip, contained in a letter written from Carlisle, is too

characteristic not to be extracted :

—

I have just finished a tour of three months in my native country, to

visit friends—not its curiosities, interesting scenery, or natural beauties,

but its scholastic institutions. Nothing is curious, or interesting, or beau-
tiful in my eyes, but the face of children—but the infant mind—but tbe
spiritual creation. Though I have been in America, Asia, Africa, as well

as Europe, and in a country notorious of late, (let the Bonaparteans say
where,) beyond the limits of them all, I have, in my present visitation,

been carried in the line of my vocation further north than ever I was
before. I have been in a city which has as many universities as all England.

In the summer of next year (1816), he carried into execution
a long-cherished design of a tour on the continent. He spent
some time in Paris, then proceeded rapidly to Geneva, Lau-
sanne, Yverdun, where Pestalozzi’s school engrossed his at-

tention, Hofwyl, where Fellenberg established his celebrated
industrial school, Friburg, Basle, and down the Rhine into

Holland. This tour occupied from June to September; and
having now contracted a love of foreign travel, he contemplated
a visit to America, but was dissuaded by his friend Lord
Kenyon, on the ground that there “ was not, and (so his Lord-
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ship feared) never would be, enough of principle in America, to
work upon to do good, even by Dr. Bell’s almost all-powerful sys-
tem !” He therefore went about in the north of England, entire-

ly engrossed, as usual, with schools and school-masters. In June
1817, he visited Windsor, at the request of the good old

Queen Charlotte, and was much gratified at the reception he
met with from Her Majesty and the Princess Elizabeth.

Again Schools ! Schools ! in England and Scotland, until

the end of January, 1818, when he received at St. Andrew’s
a note from the archbishop of Canterbury, offering him a
prebendary’s stall in Hereford Cathedral. He was accordingly

appointed by the archbishop, and admitted by the bishop of Here-
ford ; but he soon found that the office required longer residence

than he had anticipated, and that the mastership of Sherburn
hospital prevented his holding sevei’al of the appointments
that were attached to the stall, and from which its income was
mainly derived. He was therefore anxious to effect an ex-

change, but in this he did not succeed until March of next
year, when he had the choice of two preferments, a prebend
in Westminster, and the wardenship of Manchester. The in-

come of the latter office was higher, ranging from £1,200 to

£2,000 a yeai', while the former was valued at from £700 to

£1,100; but he preferred the formei*, probably because he

thought it would be more advantageous to reside in London
than in Manchester. He was accordingly installed prebendary

of Westminster, and entered on the duties of his office. We
may mention, as an instance of his constant desire to do every

thing in the best manner possible, that on his appointment to

metropolitan duty, “ he became very desirous of correcting
e his Scotch accent”—rather a hopeless task, we should sup-

pose, for a man in his sixty-seventli year. He accordingly em-

ployed his secretary “ to note down during sermon those words
‘ in which it most evidently appeared ;

and on returning home,
‘ he would endeavour to acquire from him the proper pronuncia-

« tion of them.” This was a somewhat novel application of the

mutual instruction principle, the clergyman instructing his

auditor in the doctrines and duties of Christianity during

sermon, and the auditor instructing the clergyman in elocu-

tion afterwards ! His secretary was also required to sit in

the most distant parts of the chair, to ascertain whether the

preacher’s voice was audible at a distance.

An event now occurred, which greatly disturbed Dr. Bell’s

peace of mind. We have already alluded to the complaints

that were made by the Sherburn bi-ethren in 1813. These

were renewed from time to time; but in 1819, they assumed
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a serious aspect. Mr. Michael Angelo Taylor, of Chancery-

Reform celebrity, having heard of the complaints made from

time to time by the “ brethren,” saw that the hospital would
furnish him with a “ grievance” that would “ tell” admirably.

He therefore entered into correspondence on the subject with

the bishop of Durham, threatening to expose publicly the

abuses that he professed to have detected in the management
of the trust. The Bishop agreed to set an enquiry on foot,

and appointed as commissioners the Rev. D. Durell, and the

Rev. H. Philpotts, who has since attained so much notoriety

as bishop of Exeter. Their report was very favorable to

Dr. Bell ; they only recommended a few improvements, which
he was very willing to adopt. The commissioners, however,

had only enquired into the treatment of the brethren, whose
complaints led to their appointment ;

and the bishop had con-

sulted his temporal chancellor respecting the whole manage-
ment of the trust. This gentleman gave as his opinion, that

Dr. Bell had not properly expended the £3,000 that he had
received from his predecessor for dilapidations, and that he had
appropriated to his own use the money received for timber
sold from the estates belonging to the hospital. Against these

charges Dr. Bell vindicated himself, by showing that he had
actually laid out, or was then laying out, on the repairs of the
dilapidations, a sum that would be no more than covered by the

£3,000 and the price of the timber together. He admitted
that this work had been carried on more slowly than it might
have been, but maintained that he had all along had the full

intention of devoting the whole sum in question to the benefit

of the hospital. The bishop now determined on holding an
official visitation of the hospital, which he carried into effect

in the month of August. The result of the examination of

the brethren was highly favorable to Dr. Bell, and the bishop

expressed his satisfaction as to their treatment. But by the

advice of his temporal chancellor, he issued an ordinance, re-

quiring the master to apply the proceeds of the sale of timber
to the erection of additional buildings, for the purpose of con-

verting the fifteen “ out-brethren” into “in-brethren.” As the
former cost the master only about £5 each, while the latter

cost £35, this involved a considerable diminution of his income.

But the worst effect of this matter was the irritation produced
by the discussions in the mind both of Dr. Bell and of the aged
prelate, who had, for so long a time, been his kind and faithful

friend. The bishop’s ordinance was of course complied with,

although Lord Kenyon, Dr. Bell’s constant adviser in all

matters, expressed a strong opinion that it was unjust.
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Dr. Bell now returned to his favorite work, and was busied in

receiving and answering innumerable communications respect-

ing schools and the selection of schoolmasters, the bestowal

of prizes upon teachers, and the examinations necessary to

ascertain their several merits. Thus passed the time till mid-
summer 1822, when he paid a visit to Galloway, where he
found that his estates had been much neglected. “He now
£ read books on farming, rode and walked frequently over his

‘ property, and questioned his tenants on every imaginable point,

‘ that he might be the better able to set on foot all necessary
‘ improvements.” He did not, however, neglect the great bu-
siness of his life, but ££ took much pains with the schools at
‘ Castle Douglas, Dumfries, (where he occasionally assisted in the
‘ episcopal chapel) and Crossmichael ;

and at the latter place,

‘ he found an able and zealous co-adjutor in the Rev. D.
‘ Welsh,* who cordially seconded his efforts to establish a
‘ Madras school, which they ultimately succeeded in doing.”

Another period of about seven years passed in the usual

manner, occupied with incessant correspondence on the great

subject, visits of inspection, with occasional intervals of nominal

rest, but really only varied labour, at Cheltenham, where he had
purchased a very elegant villa. This brings us to 1829, when
Sherburn hospital was visited by a parliamentary commission.

Dr. Bell denied their right to make any official enquiries, as

the bishop of the diocese was the sole visitor of the hospital

;

but willingly furnished them with all information as individuals.

From their report it appears that the average expenses amount-
ed to about £1,373, and Dr. Bell’s clear income to £1,164 per

annum.
Hitherto Dr. Bell had enjoyed such a measure of health and

strength as falls to the lot of few of the human race ;
but at

last he was obliged to succumb to the influence of old age.

“ As early as September of the present year, (1830), while he
‘ was staying at Sherburn house, a slight indistinctness and
f thickness in his voice was perceptible, and when he preached
‘ at Westminster Abbey in October, it was evidently with
£ great exertion. It was not, however, till some time after his

‘ return to Cheltenham, that he became at all alarmed about
‘ himself. Finding the difficulty of articulation increase, me-
‘ dical aid was called in—Mr. Seagur, from whose advice he
£ had formerly received much benefit, and Dr. Newell, who had

* Author of the Life of Dr. Thomas Brown, and afterwards Professor of church
history in the University of Edinburgh, and one of the leaders in those movements,
which issued in the disruption of the Scottish establishment, and the formation of the

Free Church of Scotland, in 1843.—En. C. R.
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* attended him thirty years before, when at Cheltenham, being
* his present attendants.” The opinions of Sir Henry Halford and
Sir Benjamin Brodie were also taken, and he patiently submitted

to the course of treatment which they recommended ; but it was
of no use ;

his voice became gradually more and more inarticu-

late, and at last his vocal organs refused their functions

altogether; and it was only by means of a slate and pencil, and
by signs, that he was able to communicate with his attendants

and friends. On this warning he proceeded to 44 set his house
in order.” He had made many wills from time to time ; but
had continually changed his intention respecting the disposal

of his property, as new objects from time to time presented

themselves. Now, however, it was necessary to act decidedly

;

44 and on the 1 1 th of May, without 6aying a word to any one
4 else, he desired Mr. Davies to write as follows, to his bankers
4 in London for his signature. 4 It is my wish for you to transfer
4 into the joint names of William Haig, provost of St.
4 Andrew’s, North Britain

;
Robert Haldane, D. D., first

4 minister of the parish church of St. Andrew’s aforesaid
;

4 George Buist, D. D., second minister of the said parish
4 church; and Andrew Alexander, A. M., professor of Greek
4 at the university of St. Andrew’s, the sum £60,000 (sixty
4 thousand) three per cent, consolidated Bank Annuities, being
4 part of the stock now standing in my name

; and I will
4 thank you to send me the necessary power of attorney
4 for that purpose

;
and another (I suppose will be ne-

4 cessary) for the transfer of £60,000 three per cent, re-
4 duced, &c.

44 Let me entreat you to make all dispatch, as no time must
be lost.’

”

The powers of attorney were sent to him next day, and
immediately signed. Perhaps £120,000 were never conveyed
away in so laconic a manner. Previously to this, he had pur-
chased some pieces of ground in St. Andrew’s, and these he
directed to be conveyed to the same trustees, for the purpose
of erecting school-rooms and other buildings.

This transfer being effected, there naturally succeeded a period
of intense excitement. No trust-deed was as yet executed, and
if he had died in the meantime, the trustees might have devoted
the funds to any conceivable purpose

;
they might have thrown

them into the sea,or expended them on a thousand-fold Ellenburghi-
an quantity of lollypops. Hence the necessity of hastening the
execution of a trust-deed; but then on the other hand, he had not
definitely made up his mind as to the precise destination of the
funds. After various fluctuations of opinion and intention on

N
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this point, it was at last determined, that £50,000 should he
appropriated to the foundation and endowment of a “ Madras
College” at St. Andrew’s

; £50,000, in equal Shares of £10,000
each, for the establishment of “ Madras Schools ” in Edinburgh,
Glasgow,Aberdeen,Inverness, and Leith ; £10,000 as a subscrip-
tion to a Royal Naval School, which was about to be establish-

ed in the neighbourhood of London; and £10,000 to the pro-
vost, magistrates and town-council of St. Andrew’s, for moral
and religious purposes, and for useful and permanent works for

the benefit and improvement of the town. A deed to this

effect was drafted, and two of the trustees proceeded to Chel-
tenham. It was discussed and re-discussed for several days,

—

Dr. Bell, though unable to utter a word, taking a warm and
animated part in the discussion. It was then forwarded to a
London lawyer of emiuence : and at last it was signed by
Dr. Bell and the two trustees, they binding themselves un-
der a penalty to procure the signatures of the other two. As
to the disposal of the remainder of his property, we cannot
make out a very distinct account, as he so often made and
cancelled wills

; but so far as we can understand the matter,

he left his villa at Cheltenham to his sister, and his estate in

Galloway and property in Edinburgh, (burdened with certain

annuities to his sister and other relatives) to the town of Cupar
in Fife, for the promotion of education on the Madras system. He
also gave £2,000 for the endowment of a lectureship, in connexion

with the episcopal church in Edinburgh, on educational subjects.

Altogether it would appear that he made over property for the

purpose of promoting the work of education, that would yield

about £4,000 a year for ever.

Dr. Bell was now sadly distressed by what he deemed the

remissness of the St. Andrew’s trustees. He had been all his

life of a hasty and impatient temper, which was, of course, not

lessened by his confinement and the loss of his voice. He could

not, therefore, understand why buildings should not be erected,

and schools established, in a space of time, which almost any
other man would have admitted to be far too short for the pur-

pose
;
and the trustees were not men of very extraordinary

activity. He, therefore, attempted to infuse fresh blood into

the trustee-ship, and nominated a set of “ extraordinary visitors.”

He also nominated Dr. Gillespie of St. Andrew’s, under the

direction of the trustees, to the office of “ special visitor” on a

salary of £100 a year. The trustees strenuously objected to

what they represented as an unwarrantable infringement of the

trust-deed ;
and an angry correspondence ensued, in which Dr.

Bell certainly uses very bitter language, especially charging the
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trustees with having hurried the execution of the trust-deed,

while his mind was naturally in a state of considerable excite-

ment ;—a charge which was certainly without foundation. He
received from the most eminent Scotch lawyers opinions, that he
had the power to modify and supplement the trust-deed

; and,
accordingly, executed another for the appointment of the visi-

tors and special visitor ; but eminent English lawyers gave the

contrary opinion, and so this supplementary deed became a dead
letter.

At last, on the 27th of January, 1832, Dr. Bell closed his

long and laborious life, and on the 12th February, his remains

were deposited in Westminster Abbey.
If our space permitted, we should now give some extracts from

the correspondence addressed to Dr. Bell in England, a3 we
did at the close of our notice of his Indian career. But the

length to which this article has extended renders this im-

possible ;
and this is the less to be regretted, as it almost all

relates to schools, and consequently has a good deal of same-
ness about it. There is one rather remarkable exception,

which we should like to quote as an amusing instance of

two thorough enthusiasts on different points coming into

contact with each other. The Itev. T. Sykes of Guils-

borough was the very model of a High-church clergyman,
rich and charitable, learned and zealous,—for religion moderately,

for the church enthusiastically. He endeavoured, with wonderful

earnestness and perseverance, to draw Dr. Bell into a controversy

on ecclesiastical matters, respecting the relation of the episcopal

church in Scotland to the church of England
; but this Dr.

Bell as pertinaciously refused, on the ground that it lay alto-

gether beyond his province. Mr. Sykes rejoined that a subject

of such importance as the faith in the “ holy Catholic Church”
could not be beyond the province of any minister, or any Chris-

tian
;
and Dr. Bell begged him, in the most polite terms possible,

—Suavissime in modo, fortissime in re,—not to bother him any
more about a matter that did not interest him in any degree.

The correspondence is one of the most amusing that we ever met
with, but is far too long for insertion here.

Perhaps the most enthusiastic of Dr. Bell’s admirers, and the

most attached of his friends, was Lord Kenyon, the son of the

first Lord, a highly respectable man, and an admirably consistent

tory. Dr. Bell paid him many visits, and received from him, and
wrote to him, innumerable letters, applied to him on all occasions

when he required advice, and kept him informed of all his pro-

ceedings. His Lordship’s seat at Grredington was the place where
he seems most to have delighted to pay a visit ; and his Lordship’s

schools, thorough Madras ones, he regarded as the best examples
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of the application of the system to village schools. His other
most frequent correspondents were Mr. Marriott and Mr. Watts,
with the lake poets, Wordsworth, Southey, and S. T. Coleridge.
From Dr. Southey, especially, he received very valuable advice
on several important occasions, his appreciation of which is

shown, not so much by his acting in accordance with it, (for this

was a stretch of compliance beyond his power,) as by his some-
times expressing regret afterwards that he had not taken it. and
by the anxiety he manifested to secure his services as his liter-

ary executor.

And now it may be expected that we should attempt an
estimate of the character of Dr. Bell, and of his influence on
the men of his age and of future generations. This we shall do
very shortly. We have already more than once alluded to what
we regard as the fatal defect of his apprehension of the grand dis-

tinguishing truths of that Gospel which he was commissioned
to preach

; and we cannot doubt that this defect made him both
a less useful and a less happy man than he would otherwise have
been. The grand distinguishing feature of his character was
that which is essential to all greatness, and which we believe

goes more than any other one quality to the constitution of

greatness,—the power of concentrating his whole mind upon one
object. No man who can do this is a little man

; and if the ob-
ject be good in itself, no man who can do this will fail of ac-

complishing much good. If we have at all succeeded in com-
municating to our readers any considerable portion of the im-
pression produced on our own mind by the study of Dr. Bell’s his-

tory, they are fully aware how thoroughly he consecrated every
faculty of body, soul and spirit, every hour of his time, and every
waking thought and sleeping dream, to the advancement of edu-
cation

; and how effectually he succeeded, is shewn by the wide
diffusion of the Madras system all over the civilized world.

But this kind of character has its disadvantages. Dr. Bell

was in earnest, and he could not afford to papilionize with mere
idlers. The man of one aim is generally, to a greater extent than

is desirable, a man of one idea ;—and there is no doubt that

Dr. Bell judged of men and things solely with reference to their

bearing upon the Madras system. He was unquestionably dog-

matic and overbearing when his own system was touched, and it

could not but be always touched, since it radiated forth, in his

apprehension, into all the regions of human thought and human
affection. Hence it was that, notwithstanding the immense
extent of his acquaintance and correspondence, his friends were
not very numerous ; but those who were his friends were at-

tached to him in no ordinary degree.

His manners were not much fitted to attract the merely
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casual observer ;
his appearance was rather gruff and ungainly,

and he had hut little sympathy with, or interest in, the matters

that occupy the attention of the generality of men. Like most

of his countrymen, he was of a very argumentative turn of mind,

and he had neither the tact nor the temper to make him a good

arguer. Thus, although our sympathies are entirely with him
in his controversy with his St. Andrew’s trustees, we cannot but

perceive that he entirely sacrificed the advantages of the better

cause and the right side of the argument, by his violence of tem-

per and virulence of invective, while his adversaries preserved

their coolness unruffled, and had, undoubtedly, the best of the

argument. This was in his latter days, when it may be supposed

that old age, and disease, and speechlessness, had much ruffled his

temper; but the same infirmity must have attached to him in his

younger years. We might refer to various little incidents that go
to demonstrate this

;
but the following short paragraph, in a

letter from his kind friend, Colonel Floyd, evidently alluding

to some self-accusation on his own part, will stand in the place

of more detailed illustration:—“I pray you” (writes Colonel
‘ Floyd, in 1789) “not to be cast down, however often you may
‘ be worsted in conversation. But I am of opinion it may be
‘ safer to proceed by collateral applications, rather than, con-
‘ tiding in your courage and strength, by direct attack in full

* front. This way is more magnanimous
;

the other more
‘ prudent

;
and we have all heard that discretion is the better

* part of valour.” In connexion with the subject of his

argumentativeness, we may also quote a short extract from the

life of the celebrated Dr. Chalmers, now in course of publica-

tion by Dr. Hanna. It is part of a letter from Dr. Chalmers
to his wife, without date, but written in 1820. “In the
* morning of Sunday, too, before breakfast, and when I was
‘ still in bed, there came in an aged clerical looking personage,
‘ whom I had not before seen, and who asked if he was in

‘ the apartment of Dr. Chalmers, to which I replied in the
‘ affirmative. He announced himself to be Dr. Bell, founder
‘ of the Madras system of education, and he spoke with great
‘ vehemence and volubility in behalf of his method. In the
‘ coui'se of the day I handed him over to Mr. Collins, who you
‘ know is the stout antagonist of the new system, and they have
‘ had a good tough controversy upon the subject. He spoke
* himself hoarse to me about it, on my walk from the church to
‘ the bath

;
and on the Monday morning, at breakfast, I got him

‘ and Mr. Collins to have a further engagement thereanent:
f I believe he has left us in some degree of dudgeon.” A
few pages further on, we have a report of Dr. Chalmers’s

conversational account of the set-on between Dr. Bell and
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Mr. Collins at the Monday’s breakfast. The report is evident-
ly somewhat inaccurate, as it assigns to the Monday Dr. Bell’s

expression of surprise at the humility of Dr. Chalmers’s apart-

ment, which must, evidently, have been uttered on occasion

of his first visit, on the Sunday. We could almost venture
to say also, nostro periculo, that Dr. Chalmers, in repeating

Dr. Bell’s exclamation, did not insert the epithet which Dr. Bell

is represented as prefixing to his name. This must have been
the conjectural emendation, introduced by the narrator, suo peri-

culo ; and it is probable that Dr. Bell made use of the expres-

sion, or at least indicated by his voice and manner that the con-

trast between the greatness of the man and the humility of the

apartment excited his surprise
; all that we say is that we are

confident that Dr. Chalmers, in narrating the occurrence, es-

chewed the repetition of the ascription of greatness to himself.

Otherwise the report is undoubtedly correct. Dr. Chalmers’s

guests were Mr. Edward Irving, at that time his Assistant, and
Messrs. Aitken and McGregor, teachers of his parochial school.

One of these gentlemen is probably the narrator. “ Tales of
‘ the school and out of school followed close upon each
‘ other.*** Mr. Aitken mentioned that Dr. Bell, from India, had
« called the previous day between sermons, desiring to see the
£ class-room. ‘I had a call from him’ (said Dr. Chalmers) this
4 morning. I was lying awake inmy old woman’s room,* cogitating
£ whether I should get up or not, when I heard a heavy step in

‘ the kitchen, and the door opening and the speaker entering, a
£ rough voice exclaimed ‘ Can this be the chamber of the great
‘ Dr. Chalmers ?’

—

c And what did you say ?’ enquired Mr.
£ Irving, who enjoyed exceedingly the ridiculousnesss of the
‘ question. With a quiet smile and inimitable archness,
£ accompanied by frequent shuttings of the eyelids,

—

£ I even
‘ told him’ (said Dr. Chalmers) ‘ that it was, and I invited him
£ to stay and breakfast with me. I knew that Mr. Collins was
£ to be out with a proof, and was glad to think that the discus-
£ sion between the merits of his school system and the Scottish,
£ which I knew was soon to follow, would be supported by
£ one who, I suspected, was more than a match for him.’

—

£ £ Well,’ said Mr. Irving, £and how did it turn up ?’ £ Mr. Collins
£ arrived as I expected, and to it they set, tooth and nail.’

—‘And
£ the result?’

—
‘ Collins was too many for him.’”

As his exceeding earnestness rendered him impetuous and

violent in his arguments with his equals, so we fear we must

* Dr. Chalmers had rented an apartment in the house of an old woman in his

parish, in order the better to carry into effect his noble views with respect to paro-

chial superintendence. Mrs. Chalmers and his family were at this time absent on a

visit to his relatives in Fife, and he seems to have shut up his house, and to liavc

lived altogether in his “ old woman’s apartment.”
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admit that the same cause frequently rendered him exacting

and overbearing towards his inferiors. His teachers had no
mercy to expect if they did not do full justice to the system.

His private secretaries had no sinecure. Unconscious of fatigue

himself, he had no idea that human muscles and human brains

could be overtaxed. Nor did it diminish the severity of the

task that he imposed upon them, that he seems to have conti-

nually represented to them the magnitude of the privilege that

was conferred upon them, in being permitted to be his fellow-

workmen in introducing “ the system” which was destined to

regenerate the human race. We know not whether to impute
to a similar cause the unhappiness of his married life. As we
have already said, Mr. Southey draws an impenetrable veil

over this part of his history, which we have no wish to with-
draw.

The mere fact that a clergyman accumulated a fortune which
must have amounted to at least £150,000, has very naturally

given rise to a very general impression that Dr. Bell was of

very parsimonious, or even miserly habits. But from Mr.
Southey’s minute details in regard to his income and expendi-
ture, this does not seem to have been the case. It will be re-

membered that on his return from India, lie was possessed of

upwards of £25,000. Considering tlie very advantageous
terms on which he invested a portion of this capital in the

purchase of land, it is evident that the interest on his Indian
savings would amply suffice for his annual expenses. Then
during almost the whole of the thirty -five years that he spent
at home, his professional income, including his pension, his hos-

pital, and his prebend, must, on an average, have considerably

exceeded £2,000. His early training had accustomed him to

simple habits, and he had no tastes of an expensive kind. But
he lived in a style suitable to his station. He sent about
£160 a year to Scotland for distribution amongst his relatives;

and he made many donations to religious, and especially edu-
cational objects, which, in those days, must have appeared muni-
ficent, and which would not be deemed small even now, when
liberality is measured by an expanded standard. He seems
from the first to have resolved to promote the diffusion of “ the
system” by means of posthumous benefactions ; and we doubt
not that this resolution led him to be more solicitous than he
would otherwise have been as to the obtaining of lucrative bene-
fices ; but we do not think that even this resolution caused him
to be particularly chary as to his expenditure. As it was,
the distractions and annoyances of his last days must surely

have taught him, (and if they did not teach him, they may
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well teach others,) how much better it is for men to lay out
their money in the service of God, and for the benefit of their

fellow-men, as they receive it from year to year, or from month
to month, than to accumulate it in the hope of accomplishing
great good by means of posthumous benefactions.

We cannot possibly enter into any dissertation on the merits
of the system of instruction of which Dr. Bell was the author.

We believe that almost any system will work well in the hands
of enthusiastic and energetic men ; and in other hands no sys-

tem that can be devised will be of much use. Still it appears
to us that the Madras system has one advantage over all others

;

and that is its cheapness. There is no country in the world
where this is not a cardinal merit; since this, as we believe, is

the point on which must hinge the question whether the whole
body of the people can be educated, or whether a large and
important class of the population in every country must be left

without education altogether, or with such a scanty portion as

is very little better than none at all.

One sentence in conclusion as to the execution of the bio-

graphy. We do not remember that we ever met with any
criticism on this work

; but it is no new charge upon Dr.

Southey, that his writings, and especially his biographical

writings, are unnecessarily full and diffuse. And we doubt
not that those who have brought this charge against his lives

of Wesley and of Nelson, may have found the same fault

with the present joint work of himself and his son. We
are not, however, disposed to uphold the charge. For any
one particular class of readers, the work may be too large ;

but for a work of this kind there are various classes of readers,

some one of whom would have felt a deficiency had any con-

siderable portion of these three volumes been left out. It

was a noble characteristic of Dr. Southey’s mind, that he was
never satisfied with a one-sided view of any event, or any cha-

racter ; and this characteristic his son seems to have inherited.

And then it ought to be considered, that if the biographers

have inserted more of Dr. Bell’s correspondence than some
may deem necessary, the amount that they have rejected,

(seeing that Dr. Bell had a more than Moslem horror of the

destruction of any scrap of paper), must have been something

immense.
“ The ill that’s done we haply know,

But not the ill resisted.”

For ourselves, we are free to say, that we have read every

word of the three volumes before us with unflagging interest.
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Art. IV.

—

Life in Bombay and the Neighbouring Out-stations.—London. Bentley. 1852.

This is a very handsome volume
;
" got up” with a prodiga-

lity rare in these degenerate days. There is a profusion of
paper and a parade of type ; which in these days of cheap pub-
lication, when the grand object is to crowd the largest possible

amount of the latter on to the smallest possible superficies

of the former, is something really refreshing. It is pleasant
reading—at least for the eyes. But we do not limit our praise

to its external adornments. It is altogether a very agreeable
book—well printed,—well illustrated, and—well written.

It would be easy to tell the reader what the book is not

;

but as we believe that it is very much what the writer intended
it to be, wre feel no disposition to blame him for not mak-
ing it something else. It is a descriptive account of Anglo-
Indian society in Bombay and some of the neighbouring stations,

as Poona, Mahabuleshwar, &c., &c., with graphic sketches of

some of those places. There is nothing very novel in its pages,
and nothing very profound. But it is written in an easy,

animated style
; there is no vulgar pretence about it

;
the anec-

dotes with which it is interspersed, if rather apocryphal, are
amusing and well-told; the reflexions are sensible and acute;
and the descriptive passages lively and picturesque.

But though sufficiently lively and amusing, the book is harm-
less and inoffensive. The motto on the title-page will, probably,

prepare the reader for something more highly seasoned than he
will find in the subsequent chapters. When an author parades
on the first page of his book the novel inscription

—

“ If there’s a hole in a’ your coats

I rede you tent it :

A chiel’s amang you takin’ notes,

And faith he’ll prent it

—

one naturally feels prepared to find something rather spicy and
personal in it. But the author of Life in Bombay assures
us in his preface, that “ though conscious of the very imperfect
* manner in which he has in other respects executed the task he
* has assigned himself, it is a great satisfaction to him to feel that
‘ he has steered clear alike of politics and personalities, and has
* not introduced a single anecdote which can offend or wound
‘ the feelings of a single individual.” This is, doubtless, extreme-
ly amiable. But amiable people are not always the most pi-

quants. A little naughtiness is sometimes more entertaining.

o
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There are unfortunately too many readers to whom this dis-

claimer will be any thing but a recommendation. Some even of
the lady-readers of Life in Bombay would not like it the less for

eliciting from them occasional ejaculations of “ Oh—fie ! Mr. G.”
We will not answer for it, however, that such exclamations
may not be heard, in spite of the author’s confident assurances,

that there is nothing personal in his book, and nothing offensive

in his anecdotes. If the anecdotes are true, they are, certainly,

personal anecdotes. If the persons initialised in them are mere
myths—if they are intended to typify whole classes of society

—some of the stories may be considered rather offensive, as they
are of a character to convey an unfavorable opinion of society at

large. But this latter hypothesis, indeed, is hardly to be consi-

dered for a moment. The author of Life in Bombay has declared

his personal cognizance of the incidents wThich he has narrated.

He heard, or saw, or was, in some way, mixed up with what he
records ;—and we are not quite sure that if we thought our-

selves the individuals pointed at in one or two of our author’s

anecdotes, we should not be inclined to regard them as undeni-
ably personal, and, perhaps, a little offensive.

However, the general character which is here given of life in

Bombay, is sufficiently favorable to reconcile the residents at

that presidency to the exceptional anecdotes with which the

author has interspersed his work. The following picture, for

example, of the general aspects of society in the Western set-

tlement, is not likely to give offence :

—

The society of Bombay may be cursorily described, as consisting of two
grand divisions, usually distinguished in local parlance, as “ those who
belong to the service, and those who do not.” Under the former head are

classed all members of the civil, military, and naval departments. The
latter comprises the gentlemen of the legal profession, private medical
practitioners, and last, though not least, our large and wealthy merchant
community.
But before entering into any details of the various ramifications of

Bombay society, we must beg permission to offer a few observations rela-

tive to the most striking points of distinction between “ men and manners,"
here and in England.

Foremost in the list, we would particularise the absence of all approach
to broad vulgarity in the circles of an Indian salon ; and startling as this

fact may appear, it is clearly deducible from, firstly, the circumstance that

we have neither “ parvenus" nor “ nouveaux riches” among us to shock one
with their upstart airs; and, secondly, that with very few exceptions, no one
comes to this country without either having laid the foundation, or com-
pleted the accomplishment, of a gentleman's education. The youngest en-

sign, who frequently enters upon his career at the early age of sixteen or

seventeen, comes straight from his school, or college
;
and though we must

admit that this early plunge into the independence and temptations of a

military life, is too often detrimental to the scarcely-developed intellectual
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faculties, yet to a moderately well-constituted mind, the abundant leisure

now at bis disposal, opens a wide field for exertion and improvement.
With all the pride of opening manhood, he feels that be is no longer con-

sidered as a boy, but entitled henceforth to association at the mess-table, on
terms of equality, with men whose services and talents command universal

admiration and respect.

It is notorious that from this class of half, or rather self-educated youths,

have sprung some of the most efficient officers in the Company’s service ;

and one instance is more especially before us in the case of a gentleman,

now the able commandant of a corps of irregular horse, who came to this

country about five or six and-twenty years ago, a raw, unfledged boy of

fifteen, with no other advantages than those of the mere rudiments of edu
cation, good principles, and indomitable spirit. His subsequent career has
been that of a dashing soldier, an upright magistrate, and a good man.
Applying every leisure moment to the acquirement of those practical

mechanical arts, which have proved invaluable blessings in the distant and
half-civilized districts of India, he is at once the father of his corps, and a

most useful servant to Government
The foregoing observations do not apply to the civilian, who rarely arrives

in the country before he has attained to the age of twenty-one
;
and after a

course of severe study, and passing through the ordeal of a collegiate exa-

mination, it is to be presumed that he makes his debut in India, a scholar

in attainment, and a gentleman in address.

We repeat, therefore, that absolute vulgarity, or gross ignorance, is rarely

if ever encountered in our circles ; and though different degrees of refine-

ment doubtless exist here, as elsewhere, the man of cultivated mind will,

perhaps, meet with less to shock his fastidious tastes, than in the necessarily

mixed society of England, where the aristocracy of birth, and the aristo-

cracy of wealth, alike struggle for pre-eminence. With neither of these

have we anything to do ; our aristocracy is that of age, and precedence is

strictly regulated according to the degree of seniority attained in ‘ the

service,’ beginning with the civilians, as the judges and law administrators

of the land.— Pp. 29—32.

"VVe are not sufficiently acquainted with the personalities of

Bombay society, to be able to identify, with any great cer-

tainty, the model officer here introduced. We hope that the

passage does not refer to the one, who recently exemplified his

goodness and uprightness by maligning the whole Bengal army.
When we come to sketch a model officer for ourselves, we shall

not introduce into our sketch the words, “ he maligneth the army
of the presidency to which he doth not belong, and calleth them
all rogues and vagabonds.” But we have no right to assume the

identity of these two officers, simply on the ground that their

standing in the service must be about the same (about 25 years),

and that both are commandants of corps of irregular cavalry.

Au reste, the passage is sufficiently true of Indian society

in general. There is not amongst us much obtrusive vulga-
rity. There are vulgar-minded men among us—and women
too—but their displays are not very offensive. There is, some-
times, among the men a little official hauteur, which is not
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magnanimous
; and our ladies over-dress a little, are sometimes

a trifle noisy, and do things, as the author, indeed, himself has
shown, not always in the best possible taste. But take us for all

in all, we may “ pass muster.” Elsewhere the writer says :

—

“ Although we do not pretend to say that the general tone of con-
‘ versational society in India could stand any competition with
‘ the £ full flow of talk,’ which the literary circles of London
* exhibit, yet we ha,ve no hesitation in unscrupulously stating
‘ that it is incomparably superior to what is usually met with
‘ in the provincial coteries of England. This assertion is re-
‘ ferable to the before-mentioned facts, that every one is in a
‘ measure an educated man before he sets his foot upon the
‘ shores of Bombay.” “ We do not answer,” he continues, “ for
‘ the other Presidencies. We know nothing of them; and it

‘ is highly probable that Calcutta alone may offer a wider field
‘ for the incursions of penniless speculators, who, in the en-
‘ grossing pursuit of riches, have neither time nor inclination
‘ to remedy the deficiencies caused by early neglect; and
‘ when at iength the acquisition of wealth may entitle them
‘

to enter the precincts of society, their uncultivated minds can
‘ shed no lustre on the scenes they frequent but do not adorn.

‘We are merely supposing the possibility of the case, as
‘ deducible from the actual insignificance of Bombay when
* compared with Calcutta, and the consequent slighter induce-
‘ ment which it offers as a settling point to the needy or igno-
‘ rant adventurer.”

On the part of Calcutta we are not quite prepared to “ own
the soft impeachment.” Needy and ignorant adventurers sel-

dom find their way amongst us. As to the “ full flow of

talk,” which the literary circles at home are said to exhibit,

we believe that it is very much a delusion. In England, the

society in which the best talk (we like the good old word,

and it is Johnsonian) is to be heard, is mixed society—society

in which men of all professions and no profession are gathered

together. Of purely literary society we have no very exalted

notion. Mr. Thackeray, who knows something about it, says,

that “ there is no race of people who talk about books, or,

perhaps, read books, so little as literary men,” and arrives at

the opinion that generally they are rather a dull tribe. Our
belief is that literary men, when they congregate together,

either do not talk literature at all, or talk it in such a manner

as to edify the hearer to the least possible extent. Sometimes,

indeed, they talk about their literary brethren ; and with an

overflowing of gall and bitterness anything but refreshing. The
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conversation of literary men in mixed society is sometimes both

instructive and amusing ; but literary society, of which, indeed,

there is very little in England, is altogether a different affair.

It is either entirely coterie-ish ;
and the conversation of literary

coteries is intensely personal and egotistical on the one hand, and
supremely ill-natured on the other ; or it is of that antagonistic

and irreconcileable character, which generates mistrust, reserve,

and silence. At the tables of some of the leading London pub-
lishers, it is possible that you may see gathered together balf-a-

dozen, or, perhaps, half a-score of professed critics—the editors

of, and principal contributors to, the leading literary journals

of the metropolis ; but about such a party there is an uncom-
fortable kind of restraint. Every man is, or is supposed to be,

taking the measure of his neighbour, and so he either talks for

display,—which is the worst possible kind of talk—or else, as the

easiest and safest course, he holds his tongue altogether. No
society is really good which has “ a stamp exclusive and profes-

sional ” upon it. The charm of good society in England con-

sists in the diverseness, and yet the reconcileableness of the

social elements.

But it is time that we should pass on to other matters. Our
author, though commending the general hospitality of Anglo-
Indians, grumbles at the disinclination which he encountered,

on the part of ladies with whom he was but slightly acquainted,

to invite him to remain to tiffin after a morning visit :

—

The breakfast hour, in most families, is seldom later titan ten o’clock
;

after which, the gentlemen betake themselves to their offices or occupations,

and the doors are thrown open for the reception of visitors, who continue
to pour in, with little intermission, until the clock striking two, warns the

strangers to depart, and summons the family to tiffin It is considered an
act of glaring impropriety in a lady, to invite any gentleman to stay and
partake of this meal, who is not either a relative, or an intimate friend of

the family; and we must confess it impressed us rather unfavourably touch-

ing the hospitality of the good people of Bombay, when, upon the memor-
able occasion of our first visiting tour, and after undergoing the fatigue of

paying numerous calls, at far distances, during the hottest hours of the day,

not only did we find ourselves everywhere, minus the eagerly anticipated

offer of refreshment ; but at the last house, we actually listened, with parch-
ing throats, to the jingling of glasses and plates, which betokened the pre-

paration of the tiffin table in an adjoining room, without these sounds pro-

ducing any other effect upon the lady of the house than giving us, by sud-

denly dropping the conversation, a pretty significant hint to decamp : and
accordingly, in a state of utter exhaustion, we mado our parting bows.

This is one of the weaknesses of our social system, but its counterbalanc-
ing virtues are manifold ; and foremost amongst them, we would place that

universal cordiality of manner which greets the stranger upon his first

arrival in India, and almost induces him to believe that the stigma *of

national coldness and reserve which is attached to the English, cau extend
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no further than the foggy precinct of their native isle. It may be, that our
icy natures are thawed beneath the genial influence of a milder clime, or

(alas ! for the poetry of the idea !) it may be, that as every creature’s posi-

tion is here at once marked, the characteristic suspicion of our countrymen
is never excited by fruitless endeavours to ascertain who such a person i8,

and what he has ?

—

t’p. 34— 35.

There are some excellent reasons why the ladles should not
invite their morning visitors to tiffin. Having, already, given up
the forenoon to the reception of their acquaintance, it would be
hard upon them, indeed, if they were compelled to give up their

afternoons too—and such is generally the inevitable result of
asking one’s friends to tiffin. In England, visits are not paid

till after luncheon, so the tax is necessarily avoided. We think

it would be very hard upon householders if they were expected
to pay it here.

The following remarks on dinner etiquette contain nothing

absolutely new, but they are expressed in a lively manner :

—

In a place where the rules of etiquette are so strictly enforced as in

Bombay, it may easily be surmised that a tolerable amount of tact is an
essential requisite in an aide-de-camp, to carry him with “ eclat” through

the delicate intricacies of his position His duties are both manifold and

important on the occasion of a large party ; involving not only the selection

of names for inivtation, but the arrangement of all those finer minutiae of

details, upon which the success of a fete so materially depends. Fox-

instance, in this country, where ladies are so greatly in the minority, it is

considered of higher importance than elsewhere, that their companions for

the dinner table should be previously appointed, in order to avoid con-

fusion, and repress presumption in those, whose youth or standing do not

entitle them to the privilege of escorting a lady.

A list is therefore prepared beforehand by the aide-de-camp, which is

rigorously acted upon, and adjusted with the nicest regard to the distinc-

tions of rank, or rather seniority. Thus it frequently happens, that the
most charming women are allotted to some prosy old civilian, or mumbling
old colonel, whose sole merit consists in his length of service ; which would
seem to their lively partners, as qualifications entitling them much more
consistently to admission into an alms-house, than to a seat by their side.

Oh ! vivid is the recollection of our first public dinner at Government
House, when, having steered our way by slow but skilful approaches towards
a lady, whose lively sallies and animated conversation had, only the night
before, rendered a dinner party enchanting, we were in the very act of eagerly

petitioning for the happiness of escorting her, when up rushed an A.D.C.,
accompanied by a toothless old colonel, with “ Mrs. B.

,
permit me the

honour of presenting Colonel to you.”
With an expression of comic dismay, she threw a parting glance over her

shoulder, as she accepted the arm of her venerable escort ; and, “ paired not
matched,” the couple descended to the dining-room. Every other attempt
to obtain a congenial companion was similarly frustrated ; and we were at

length forced to the mortifying conclusion, that being antique neither in

age nor service, we were consequently “ nobody so falling back as

resignedly as might be, into the ranks of the “ awkward squad” who
brought up the rear, we yawned through three mortal hours of dinner, in
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the enlivening society of a couple of juvenile middies fresh on shore, and
blushing like peonies if a single word were addressed to them —Pp. 52—54.

The less there is of this kind of restraint in private society,

the better. It is nothing more than an elaborate device to make
dinner parties disagreeable. There are reasons for it beyond a

doubt ; but every body’s experience teaches him, that the most
agreeable parties are those at which people are suffered to take

care of themselves.

From dinner-parties, the transition to balls is an easy one.

Here is an anecdote illustrative of the heroism of an aide-de-

camp, which on every account is worth quoting :

—

“ A pleasing instance once came under our immediate notice, at a ball given

on the occasion of some public rejoicing, when, consequently, admission

was afforded to many, who would not otherwise be entitled to an entree at

Government House. Among this class, a rather extraordinary-looking

woman made her appearance, whose apparent age and unwieldy figure,

would certainly never induce a suspicion that they could belong to a votary

of Terpsichore ; and the good lady remained sitting as the band struck up
the first quadrille. Every couple had taken their place, when one of the

aides-de-camp standing near us, was suddenly accosted by a brother aide-de-

camp, with

—

“ ‘ D , my dear fellow, what on earth is to be done ? That fat old

woman says she wants to dance, and there’s not a man iu the room I would
venture to ask to shew off with her.’

“ ‘ I will dance with her myself,’ was the immediate reply ; and iu less

than two minutes, the dashing-looking young officer had made bis bow,
presented his arm, and led his bulky, but elated partner, within the circle

of the dance
;
paying her throughout such respectful attention, as effectually

to keep within due bounds the merriment of his tittering vis-a vis. Absurd
as this incident may appear, it yet marks the innate refinement of the real

gentleman ;
and it gave us as much pleasure then to witness, as it now

gives us to record.”

—

Pp. 55—56.

And it gives us pleasure to peruse such an incident. The
gallant officer who achieved this feat, deserved a companion-
ship of the Bath. We would, at least, have promoted him to a
brevet-majority on the spot, if we had had the dispensation

of military honors.

Not forgetful of the principle, that the best society is mixed
society, having introduced our readers to literary men and sol-

diers, we now launch them among the lawyers :

—

A tropical country does not admit of that field for the display of forensic

eloquence, which the crowded law courts of England present. There the

!

graces of elocution may well be cultivated, with the certainty of exciting
the plaudits of an admiring audience

; but no such reward, no such beacon
of encouragement, awaits the aspiring barrister in India. Excepting on
rare occasions of deep or general interest, few would expose themselves to

the oppressive heat of a court-house thronged by natives, to listen to the

details of any case
;
and it can scarcely be a matter of blame or surprise,

that the actual business should be hurried onward, and brought to a conclu-
sion as rapidly as the administration of justice will allow.
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The most wealthy clients are usually found amongst the Parsees, who, as
a general rule, cannot certainly be designated as a talkative race ; though
possessed of as much acuteness and intelligence as the European. As an
exemplification of their ideas of unnecessary oratorical display, we annex a
rather amusing instance, which came under our observation not very long
ago.

A well-known and influential Parsee was endeavouring to impress upon a
young barrister the most effectual means of distinguishing himself, and
gaining both clients. and popularity.

“ Wo do not,” said he, “ care for too much plenty words, but we like this

thing you know,” throwing his arms about with the funniest imitation of

declamatory action.

But where the glorious gift of eloquence exists, though for a time it may
be dimmed, it cannot be extinguished

;
though obscured, it cannot be

quenched; and when repressed in public, naturally finds for itself a vent
within the limits of social life. Did we not desire to avoid all invidious dis-

tinctions and personalities, we might easily particularise how often the refin-

ed wit of a H
,
the irresistible humour of a C , and the provokingly

incontrovertible arguments of a D have contributed to render the
dinner-table a ‘ Feast of Reason and a flow of Soul.’—Pp. 59

—

60 .

This is worth knowing—although it might be thought that,

especially where the judge is judge and jury, the “ plenty this

kind of thing” is not of much substantial value.

From the lawyers we pass on to the clergymen. There is a

well-earned tribute to the zeal of some of our Anglo-Indian
ministers :

—

Great, indeed, is the privilege, though deep the responsibility, of the

Indian pastor ! In using his utmopt efforts to cultivate the good seed im-

planted within our hearts, and in striving to arouse us alike from apathe-

tic indifference to our religious state, or too great an indulgence in the plea-

sures of this life, which are given us “ to use, but not to abuse his career

as a faithful minister of Christ’s flock, must be one continued round of

anxious labour and love.

Thanks be to God ! we have such men among us—men equally well

fitted to awaken from the pulpit our slumbering energies, by teaching us,

in the words of one of our most zealous chaplains, that “ God works in

us, and with us, but never without us,” and to cheer the closing hours

of the dying sinner, by showing him where to cast his burden
; and

by imparting the Saviour's assurances of pardon and peace to the true

penitent, so dispelling the terrors of death that even amidst the strug-

gles of decaying mortality, “ The face grows beautiful, as the soul nears

God.”— P. 63.

And from the men of God, we may pass on, not inappropri-

ately, to those of whom it has been said that “ of such is the

Kingdom of Heaven ” :

—

It has often struck us, with reference to these little creatures, that al-

though everywhere engaging, they are here peculiarly objects of passionate

love, whether from the consciousness that they must so soon disappear,

or that they are actually more attractive from the circumstances which are

inevitable in an Indian household. Unshackled by the discipline of an
English nursery, and the tyranny of a head nurse, both of which tend to

engender a spirit of reserve and even cunning, they roam at will through
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every part of the house, prattling with all the artlessness of fearless child-

hood, and effectually twining themselves round the affections of every
member of the family, and visitor to the house ; whilst to the native
servants they are objects of positive idolatry. Great care and watchfulness
are requisite on the part of a mother, to prevent the evil effects which might
result from the overwhelming indulgence which the ayahs especially are too

apt to bestow upon their little charges.

—

Pp. 82—83

There are evils, doubtless, in this companionship of native

servants j but there are advantages, too, the loss of which peo-

ple feel very sensibly, on their return to England. Many an
English mother has longed for her old native bearers, whose
sole duty, from morning to night, it has been to watch the

movements of their little charge, and whose tender and assidu-

ous zeal is not to be matched by the care of the best of Eng-
lish nurses. Our native servants are a thousand times more
patient than the nursery domestics of Great Britain, and pati-

ence is one of the first—if not the first essential qualification of

a good nurse. Our children are a source of amusement to our

native servants, who attend the little ones, for hours and hours

together, with a look of unvarying cheerfulness—always gentle,

and tender, and playful ;
for they are little more than children

themselves. Talk as we may, of good English servants—and
we are far from undervaluing their worth—few English nurses

so love, or are so beloved by, their little charges, as the native

bearers who attend them in this country.

But these little ones must go home in time, to return to us

after the lapse of many years, as writers and cadets, or as

“ young ladies on their promotion.” We, by no means, under-
value the advantages of respectable matrimonial connexions

;

and do not altogether believe those parents, who profess them-
selves to be indifferent whether their daughters marry or

not. But India is not the marriage-mart that it once was

;

and it is no longer the one object of parents, and guardians
pro tem., to marry off their interesting charges to the wealthiest

suitors, with the utmost possible despatch. Wherefore, we feel

a strong inclination to reject, as something (to say the least of

it,) rather apocryphal, the following amusing story :

—

We recollect once witnessing a scene, which certainly could not occur
at the presidency, under the present existing forms of etiquette, and
which, though strictly speaking, not altogether “ apropos” of the sub-
ject under discussion, we yet venture to introduce, from a grateful

recollection of the hearty amusement it afforded us. Well then, once upon
a time (to commence in approved story-telling style), it so fell out, that
we were on a visit in a most agreeable family, residing temporarily at Ma-
hahuleshwar, and comprising, besides the host and hostess, a young lady
recently arrived from England, consequently in all the flutter of her debut
in the Indian world. Now although, as we before remarked, every one’s

P
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position, and even family circumstances, are usually well understood in

this country, yet it does sometimes happen that a sanitary station like

Mahabuleshwar is honored by the presence of officers from the sister presi-

dencies of Bengal and Madras ; or occasionally some perplexity may arise

by a visitor making bis appearance, whose card proclaims him the possess-

or not only of a rather common-place name, but of the very common place

title of Captain. Just such a case occurred upon the occasion to which
we allude.

A card was presented to the lady of the bouse, bearing the address,
“ Captain Smith, Regiment and a stranger made his bow, with

exterior so pleasing, and manners so fascinating, that the chord of sympa-
thy was touched between the parties ; and they were speedily on the

happiest footing, engaged in that genial flow of conversation which natu-

rally results from the contact of good breeding, refinement, and intelligence.

After an unusually long visit, Captain Smith reluctantly rose to depart;

and then it was, that inspired, as we suppose, by tbe air of Mahabuleshwar,
the host (Mr. G

)
actually committed tbe daring solecism, of inviting

a stranger to join the family circle that evening at dinner, before even his

visit had been returned ! We need scarcely say that the reply was a gratified

assent.

The door had scarcely closed, when Mrs. G exclaimed to her

husband —
“ Well, my love ! without any exception, that is the most delightful man

I ever met in India ! Did you observe his glances of admiration towards

our dear girl ?”

Then followed a grave discussion upon the question of his identity with

one Captain Smith, who was reported to be a rich bachelor, ergo undeni-

ably eligible : or another, notoriously a married man with an incalcu-

lable amount of children: or a couple of Madras Captain Smiths, of whom
nothing at all was known : or half a dozen Captain Smiths, bachelors to

be sure, but not worthy of mention, possessing nothing but their laced

jackets to settle upon a wife.

The arrival of other visitors interrupted tbe conversation; and various

engagements succeeding, the important point remained undecided at

the hour of dinner, when the eagerly expected guest again appeared.

Matters went on most swimmingly. The ball of conversation was kept

up with unflagging spirit; now bounding and rebounding in the hands of

the lively hostess ; anon, propelled with deliberative aim by the grave,

but well informed host ; occasionally receiving a gentle impetus as it

glanced past the modest debutante ; but always revolving with double

rapidity and brilliancy, when caught up and circulated by tbe animated

guest.

This was all unaffected enjoyment; but a chance observation suddenly

called our hostess to order, by reminding her of the morning’s perplexity,

and with exquisite tact she threw out a feeler by enquiring :

“ How had Captain Smith passed the last cold season?”
“ Oh!” he replied, “ in the most delightful sporting excursion, in com-

pany with four or five pleasant fellows, as idle as myself.”

“ It’s all right,” soliloquised Mrs. G ,
“ he is a bachelor.”

A few more skilfully put questions elicited the information, that money
was no object to this favoured individual.—“ Then he is the Captain Smith,

and no mistake,” she continued in momentarily increasing elation. But
as the night wore on, and his evident admiration of tbe young lady became
more and more conspicuous, the spirits of the fair hostess rose to absolute
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exuberance, and seizing her delighted visitor’s hand, she shook it cordially,

exclaiming

:

“ Captain Smith, we already look upon you quite in the light of an
old friend ; and insist that you will make our house your home, during
your stay at the hills.”

“Oh!” replied the grateful man, as he made his parting bow, “ what
would I not have given for such friends on my last visit to this place,

when I could procure no other shelter than a miserable unfurnished

bungalow for my poor sick wife, and three young children.”

As the door closed, Mrs. G fell upon her sofa, faintly repeating
“ sick wife, and three young children !” but speedily recovering herself, she

sprang up with indignant energy, thus emphatically addressed her husband,
whilst natural fun struggled powerfully to gain the mastery over mortifica-

tion and disappointment.
“ I will trouble you, Mr. G , when next you invite a total stranger to

your house, to ascertain beforehand whether he is, or is not, a married man,
and never again impose a doubtful person upon me.”

—

Pp. 107—112.

We do not say that this is an old “Joe Miller”—but we
have a shrewd suspicion that it is an old “ Theodore Hook.”
The readers of Gilbert Gurney will remember the charming
story of Mr. Wells and his daughters (one of whom became,
if we mistake not, Mrs. Gurney), and the dreadful blow which
the reverend husband-hunter sustained, when he discovered,

that a certain captain, who had come into the neighbourhood
to recruit, and whose attentions to one of the Miss Wellses,

had raised a belief in the minds of papa and mamma, that he
was about to propose to the young lady, was in reality a husband
and a father. Certainly the two stories are very much alike.

But as the author of Life in Bombay “ recollects witnessing”

the above scene, we are bound to believe either that the same
thing happened twice, or that his is the original and Hook’s
the copy.

Here is something more, illustrative of this same subject

of husband-hunting :

—

The bachelor civilians are always the grand aim of manoeuvring mam-
mas ;

for, however young in the service they may be, their income is always
vastly above that of the military man, to say nothing of the noble provi-

sion made by the fund for their widows and children. We remember being
greatly amused, soon after our arrival in the country, at overhearing a lady

say, in reference to her daughter’s approaching marriage with a young civi-

lian :
“ Certainly, I could have wished my son-in-law to be a little more

steady ; but then it is three hundred a year for my girl, dead or alive !”

The ball-rooms in India always present a very gay appearance, from the

vast majority of red-coats and handsome uniforms amongst the gentlemen.
Here, the very reverse of England, a black coat is the rarity, and is held
in high estimation as the distinctive mark of a civilian in full dress; conse-

quently, few mammas object to the introduction of a stranger in plain

clothes to their daughters, whilst they would look rather discouragingly at

any young red coat who presumed to make his bow.
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We once witnessed, with considerable glee, the discomfiture of a lady of
this class, on the occasion of a public ball, when, for a wonder, there was a
superabundance of the fair sex present, and for a few minutes her daughter
remained unasked for the approaching dance. She was beginning to look
uneasy and fidgetty, when one of the stewards quickly made his way to

them, accompanied by a gentleman dressed in plain clothes, who was speedi-

ly introduced, and graciously received by both mamma and daughter.
The dance went merrily on, and “ La Madre ” watched with delight
the apparently animated conversation going on between the young couple,

when it suddenly occurred to her to ask of her neighbour :

“ Who is that gentleman-like looking person dancing with Fanny ?”

“ Oh ! don’t you know him ?” said the friend ;
“ he is Mr. , the

artist, just arrived from Bombay, who takes such excellent likenesses.”

The good lady started with dismay. A stranger from England since her
childhood, she was totally unconscious that the exercise of the fine arts, as a
profession, is not there considered incompatible with the position of a
gentleman, or that the possession of talent is an universally acknowledged
passport to the highest circles of society. With a face inflamed with an-
ger, she hastily bounced from her seat, and seizing upon the unfortunate
steward, who had introduced the ineligible partner, she exclaimed :

“ Why, Captain , how could you think of bringing such a person
to dance with my daughter ?”

“ What can you mean, Madam ?” said the poor frightened-looking man

;

“ I mentioned his name, and thought you seemed pleased with the intro-

duction.”
“ You make me lose all patience,” retorted the indignant lady. “ Of

course, from his dress, I supposed him to be a civilian and watching for

the termination of the dance, she approached her daughter, and with a

stiff
1

bow of cool defiance to the petrified partner, she marched her off to

the other side of the room.

—

Pp. 171—174.

Certainly, the first part of this contains a colloquialism,

stereotyped in all the presidencies of India. The joke,

indeed, of the “ three hundred a year, dead or alive ”—

a

ghastly joke, by the way—is so old and so current, that we
doubt, whether any lady in India would venture to make use

of the words, except in jocular reference to the old story

—

in fact, as a quotation. If the author of Life in Bombay
had heard the words used, as we have, there would hardly

have been in them vis enough to amuse. As to the second story,

we cannot help thinking that we have heard something, too,

very much like that before.

Our next extract is something of better quality. The
truths contained in the following bear repetition better than,

an old story :

—

The lavish expenditure bestowed upon the table equipage and mess kit

in general, has lately been tbe subject of much and deserved animadver-
sion. However, too many voices cannot be raised in deprecation of this

fast spreading evil, equally unnecessary for the present, as it is ruinous for

the future. In most of the Company’s regiments, the senior officers are

married men, and consequently only frequenters of the mess-table upon
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Tare and stated occasions; others again are permanently absent upon staft’

appointments; and thus it often occurs, that the only “ habitues,” for

whom this magnificent display is prepared, and so large an expenditure is

incurred, consists of a few junior lieutenants and young ensigns, whose
enjoyment of a good dinner might possibly survive the shock of even seeing

it served in less costly array.

In corroboration of these remarks, we will mention a circumstance which
came under our own observation not very long ago. We were invited by
a juvenile ensign to inspect the unpacking of a very splendid dessert service

just received from England, by the mess of the—th regiment; the glass cen-

tre-piece of which, alone, cost seventy guineas ;
and upon enquiring what

number of officers daily attended the mess to enjoy the sight of so much
grandeur, we were answered : “ Oh, most of our fellows are married men,
or away upon staff appointments ; there are only about five or six of us
youngsters who dine here every day. But,” said the youth, with an ‘ esprit-

de-corps’ look flashing from his dark eyes, “ I suppose you think we might
put up with something less expensive ?” We must candidly admit, such a

thought did occur to us ; but with reference to the fiery glance which we
felt was upon us as we modestly cast down our eyes ; and fortunately call-

ing to mind that “ discretion is the best part of valour,”—that “ truth is

not to be spoken at all times,”—and various such Sancho-Panza-like

aphorisms, we meekly received the inferred rebuke, and took refuge in

silence.

It is all very well to laugh ; but the evil is a crying one, and too serious

in its nature to be overcome by mere ridicule. But we earnestly hope the
day is not far distant, when the subject will be taken steadily in hand by
the commanding officers of regiments, and a stop put to this excessive and
unnecessary display, which is the leading cause of many a career of irre-

trievable involvement and consequent unhappiness. Some instances have
occurred within our own knowledge, in which the junior officers of regi-

ments, thus shackled by heavy mess expenditure, have actually not received

one rupee of their pay for several months ! The small surplus remaining
from the inevitable items of Mess Bill, Military Fund, Library, and Band,
being totally absorbed in the extra charges for “ guest nights,” balls, and
“ contributions for new mess kit.”

It is evident that a regiment, taken collectively, must suffer from this

system. In a well-principled mind the horror of debt is inherent, and
when even the strictest self-denial is found insufficient to avert it, can it

be a matter of surprise, that the most honourably disposed amongst the
young men should eagerly seek for any post which would remove them
from the never-ending demands, and harassing difficulties of a regimental
life. And thus it happens, that many a noble heart, whose example might
diffuse a salutary influence on all around him, becomes alienated for ever
from bis corps, who are consequently deprived of the benefit, which his ta-

lents and excellencies bestow elsewhere.

—

Pp. 175—178.

We may doubt whether there are many infantry regiments
in the service, whose mess establishments are of the expensive
character here indicated; but still the expenses of a mess,
where there are very few members to contribute towards
them, do fall very heavily upon young officers, who often get
a very Flemish account of their tullaub, when pay-day comes
round. An occasional examination of the mess-bills (including
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all regimental funds) of a regiment, would not be beneath a
Division General, or even a Commander-in-Chief

; and command-
ing officers of regiments ought to be held responsible for any
excess in the mess expenditure of the officers serving under
them. The mess system is too good a one on the whole, for us
to wish to see it abolished ; but it has its abuses as well as its

uses, and we would fain see the former reformed.

Here is something of another kind :

—

A lady of our acquaintance, in pathetically lamenting the great waste
of time incurred by receiving morning visitors, gravely assured us that

she had come to the determination of never relinquishing her crochet
needle, but, to continue working undisturbed by all the entrees and exits

of a reception day, as though her livelihood depended upon the velocity

with which she plied her needle. Now this would be by no means an
agreeable system to establish universally in society. It is all very well for

the ladies thus to employ themselves, whilst spending a morning at each
other’s houses ; but for the poor gentlemen, uninitiated in the mysteries of

crochet, and deplorably ignorant upon the subject of knitting and netting,

it would become a positive hardship, if, during the short half hour of

their visit, they were to find the attention of their fair hostess distract-

ingly divided between the reception of her guests, and the number of long
stitches to be squeezed into the large space, or the amount of chains to be
crammed into the small space. Thanks to “ Punch,” we begin to be rather

scientific in the technicalities of the art, and boldly defy all criticism upon
the correctness of these expressions.

—

Pp. 199—200.

For our own parts we are rather inclined to commend the

lady, who did not wish entirely to sacrifice her mornings to

the “strenuous idleness” of receiving visitors. We have a

notion, too, that ladies’ fingers and tongues can work pretty well

together.

Our next extract contains another of the author’s reminis-

cences :

—

One luxury is found in the great cave of Elephanta, which Bombay
with all its advantages, does not possess; that is, aspring of delicious

water, which gushes through the black rock in one of the compartments

of the cavern, where the sun’s rays have never penetrated, and falls spark-

ling and bubbling into a stone-basin beneath. It is so cool, so pure and
refreshing, that it is positively well worth an expedition to Elephanta only

to drink of this fountain, especially after being long doomed to the brack-

ish waters of Bombay. In fact, before the happy introduction of ice, few

people were so rash as to venture upon a draught of unadulterated Adam’s

ale ;
consequently the consumption of wine, heer, &c., was in a much

greater proportion than in the present day, when we possess the inesti-

mable advantage of obtaining in a glass of iced water all the refreshment

of a stimulant, without any injurious results. Hence the custom—now
almost universal in Bombay—of handing round a tray covered with glasses

of this simple beverage alone, previous to the breaking up of the family

party for the night; and often, with great amusement, have we watched

the dismayed faces of out-station visitors, or newly arrived guests from
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England, as this intoxicating draught is presented to them
;
whilst in

rain they cast an exploring eye over the tray, in the hope of detecting a

stray bottle of sherry lurking in one of the crowded corners.

On one occasion in particular, we remember dining at a small party in

company with an English gentleman just arrived from China, and of
course still unemancipated from the board-ship habits of taking brandy
and water at nights. Rather taken by surprise at the colourless appearance
of the fluid, which a servant was offering him, he seemed for one instant a

little puzzled, but in the next a bright idea appeared to flash across his

brain, and looking benignantly into the attendant’s face, he touched one of

the glasses, and said, inquiringly:
“ Milk-punch ?”

“ Na, Sahib,” replied the man.
The countenance of the thirsty interrogator visibly fell, but as speedily

brightened as a new thought suggested itself, and with a feverish eager-

ness he exclaimed :

‘•Noyau?”
“ Na, Sahib,” was the imperturbable reply.
“ Then, what the deuce is it?” roared the half-frantic man.
“ Sahib, peena ka panee by.” (It is drinking water, Sir).

“ Oh !” groaned the victim of a hopeful delusion, sinking back exhausted
into his chair; but with an expression of irresistible fun, he soon sprang
up, and accosting the lady who was next to him, politely entreated her
to partake of some refreshment, after the heat and exertion of the evening,

waving his hand with an air of comic importance towards the long array of

tumblers, and as if in anticipation of her refusal, he added :
“ Pray, don’t

be alarmed, Madam ; it is not by any means strong ;
the refreshment

consists of ‘cold water!”’ and in a similar strain he did the honours of

the tray round the room.
But the most amusing part of the story is, that after an absence of

twelve months from Bombay, we were dining on our return with the same
family

;
precisely as the clock struck ten, the host exclaimed :

“ Butler, bring the refreshment,” aud to our intense delight, the sum-
mons was peremptorily obeyed by the appearance of the majestic Mussul-
man bearing with solemn deportment his tray of cold water !—Pp 215—218.

We cannot say much more for the good taste of the “ vic-

tim of a hopeful delusion.” He certainly had not learnt good
manners in China.

The next story that we find in the volume does not illustrate

any greater amount of good breeding :

—

We remember some time back being present at a farewell entertainment,

given to an officer on the eve of his departure for Europe. Now whether
the spirits of the guests were affected by the heat of the weather, or that the

eoming separation “ cast its shadows before,” we cannot pretend to decide ;

but certain it is, that the party could scarcely, with truth, be designated as
“ lively in fact, we might almost venture to pronounce it “ deadly lively

as during the hour of dinner no one seemed inclined to open their lips ; a

solemn silence would pervade the whole assembly for five successive minutes
interrupted only by the lulling hum of the punkah, as it swayed to aud fro

over our heads.

The unusual taciturnity of the host at length attracted our attention, and
on looking towards him, we plainly perceived from his abstracted air, that
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some mighty thought was at work within the temple of his brain : even
whilst we gazed, the spark of intellect kindled in his eye, spread rapidly into
a glow of light over his countenance, and finally exploded in a burst of em-
phatic eloquence, as he rose to propose the health of his “ honoured guest.”
Now, bad this speech been of anything like reasonable duration, doubtless,
the unfortunate “ denouement ” we are about to relate would not have oc-
curred. We all bore up manfully through the laudatory introduction

; ex-
perienced a degree of mournful resignation as the orator dilated upon the
loss we must so soon sustain ; but one and all abandoned ourselves to utter
despair, as he proclaimed his intention of giving “ the deeply interesting
details of this respected individual’s career in India.”

It was notorious to every one in the room, that nothing could well be
more common-place than this “ respected individual’s career in India and
moreover, an uneasy consciousness stealing over our minds that his society
had been generally considered rather an infliction than otherwise, and that it

was just possible his departure might not he regarded exactly in the light of
an affliction, the reader may imagine the consternation of the company
when, after an impressive pause, followed by a preliminary hem, our host
thus proceeded

:

“ Gentlemen, I have ascertained from undoubted authority, that my
esteemed friend landed in this country on the 24th of March 18— , and
early distinguished himself by his urbanity of manner, and mildness of dis-

position
:
qualities, gentlemen, which must ever endear a man to those who

have the pleasure of his acquaintance. (Here a faint snore was audible.)

It does not appear that any circumstances arose during the succeeding ten

years, calculated to give him an opportunity of taking a conspicuous part

:

doubtless had such occurred, he would have been foremost in the path of

glory; but, gentlemen, a day was approaching
—

” at this interesting moment,
the voice of the orator was fairly overpowered by such a chorus of loud

snores, that, with a look of consternation, he suddenly pulled up, and gazed
aghast at the sight before him.

Out of twenty guests, twelve were in a sound sleep, and the remaining
eight fast lapsing into a state of unconsciousness.

To this day, we have always sturdily protested that ’twas the punkah
“ did it.”

—

Pp. 227—230.

Bad manners, decidedly, to say the least of it—but the

following is still worse :

—

Upon one occasion, we remember arriving, under similar circumstances,

at a friend’s house, and detecting speedily, by the uncomfortable looks of

the host and hostess, that something was wrong. The rooms did not appear

to be as brilliantly lighted as usual ; and it struck us that the lady’s dress

—though we do not pretend to be a connoisseur in such matters—was of

a more simple description than is customary at a dinner-party, for which a

week’s invitation had been issued. There was, apparently, much confusion

going on in the adjoining room ;
sounds like shifting of furniture and rattling

of crockery were distinctly heard ;
and when, after a long solemn sitting,

dinner was at length announced, we discovered with dismay, that beyond

our own party, no other guests seemed likely to make their appearance,

while the host’s temper was too visibly discomposed to enable him long to

conceal the fact, that calculating with certainty on the state of the weather

being such as not even a dog would unnecessarily face, he had given

orders two hours previously for the arrangement of a dinner en famille,

with the snug anticipation of a quiet evening, and the enjoyment of
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a new Quarterly.* This was pleasant ! but determined to make the
best of a bad business, we set to work indefatigably to render ourselves
as agreeable as possible

;
praised every dish upon the table

;
pronounced

the wines superb, and patted the heads of a couple of odious, ill-managed
children, protesting they were the living images of their papa ; and even
smiled with a kind of ghastly hilarity, when one of the imps inserted

his dirty fingers into our soup-plate, declaring he was ‘ playful as a
kitten.’ But it was all in vaiu ; the host still looked surly and the hostess

frightened, so there was nothing for it but to decamp the moment dinner
was over, breathing a solemn vow never again to venture forth on a wet
night to fulfil an engagement, unless, indeed, we were pretty well acquainted
with the tempers of our entertainers.

Our Bombay readers are the best judges of the probabilities

of this story. We need not say, that the incident could not

have occurred in Calcutta. Rain, or no rain, dinner parties go
on here ;

and if a gentleman invites friends to dinner, he is

civil to them when they come. Perhaps they manage matters

differently in Bombay—we are sorry for it, if they do.

With these extracts we conclude our notice of what is

really a very agreeable, as it is a very handsome volume. Our
extracts have been principally of an anecdotical character, and
have related to different aspects of Anglo-Indian Society.

But there is much good descriptive writing in the book

—

many graphic sketches of Indian scenery, and some snatches

of history, which are not without their value. On the whole,

we are thankful to the anonymous (but not unknown,) author

of Life in Bombay, for the pleasure his volume has given us in

perusal, and the opportunity it has afforded us of transferring

to our pages matters of a somewhat more lively character than

those of necessity form the general staple of the articles in

the Calcutta Review.

* Perhaps it was the Calcutta that had just come in ; in that case, of course there

was some excuse for his desiring to nave a quiet evening
; and we all know how

unconsciously “ the wish is father to the thought.”

Q
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Art. V.—1. East India : Superintendence of Native Religious

Institutions; and Discontinuance of Pecuniary Payments to

the support of the Idol Temple of Jaganncith : Parliamentary

Return: August 9, 1845. Pp. 109.

2. Idolatry (India): Parliamentary Return: August 1, 1849.

Pp. 555.

3. Idolatry (India) : Parliamentary Return : May 7, 185 1 . Pp. 48.

The temple of Jagannath has obtained notoriety through-

out the extent of Christendom. Years ago it became known
in Europe, that upon the sea-coast of Orissa, among the sand-

hills of Puri, stood a pagoda with a lofty tower, which millions

of Hindus regarded with the profoundest reverence
;
and that

this sacred temple, with its halls for worship, and portal guard-

ed by colossal griffins, had been erected centuries before, by
one of the great rulers of Orissa, at a cost of more than half

a million of pounds sterling. Men heard with astonishment, that

the object of worship in this stately temple, was a hideous idol,

seven feet in height, without legs, with huge flat eyes, a peaked
nose, and stumps of arms projecting from his ears, adorned with

the emblems of the great Vishnu, and dignified with the high-

sounding title of “ Lord of the whole world.” They heard,

that about three thousand brahmins were supported in connec-

tion with the temple, of whom more than six hundred were
enrolled as the idol’s immediate attendants ; while a majority

of the others were employed in travelling through all parts of

Hindustan, to celebrate the fame of their deity, and invite pil-

grims to his shrine. They heard that, in extolling the won-
ders of this Indian Mecca, the wandering priests would de-

clare, that the whole country, within a distance of ten miles, is

so holy, that all who die upon its sacred soil, are carried

straight to the heaven of Vishnu ; that the whole ground is

strewed with gold and jewels
;
that there is no shadow to the

temple ; that the sound of the roaring sea, so loud at the

temple-gate, cannot enter within the enclosure ; that, of nine

rice-vessels placed one above another in the temple kitchens,

only the uppermost will have its contents cooked, while the

others remain raw ;
that the idol himself consumes a thousand

pounds of food every day, and that all can see him propel his

gigantic car. But pity took the place of astonishment in Chris-

tian minds, when it became well understood, that in conse-

quence of these lying tales, and the extraordinary merit supposed
to be acquired by a visit to the “ Sacred Land,” vast numbers of
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pilgrims, varying from 70,000 to 300,000, were annually drawn
from all parts of India to this celebrated spot ; and that of
these, nearly a third part (of whom two-thirds, or two out
of every nine of the whole body of pilgrims, were widows),
journeyed through Bengal alone at a most dangerous season
of the year, for one particular festival. Imagination pic-

tured, what the eyes of Englishmen had often beheld, these

streams of pilgrims pouring into Puri, visiting with devout
earnestness its sacred tanks, and dipping their feet in the rolling

surf, which their eyes now beheld for the first time ; subjected

to the grasping exactions of the “ vile pandas ” or priests

;

journeying homewards, laden with heavy baskets of “ holy

food travelling in heat and rain and storm, weary and foot-

sore ; sleeping, like sheep, upon the bare road or on the

soaked grass ; supplied but scantily with food, and suffering

deeply from fatigue and disease. Attention was roused in

the most indifferent, by tales of pilgrims crushed as a voluntary
sacrifice beneath the wheels of the idol’s ponderous car; while
the more thoughtful dwelt with horror upon the fearful amount
of disease, which was drawing from this celebrated pilgrimage

an annual sacrifice of more than ten thousand lives. Indigna-
tion was superadded to pity, when Christians awoke to the

fact, that the destructive system of idolatry, in the pagoda of

Jagannath, was maintained in efficiency by the English Govern-
ment in India

;
that they had constituted themselves the special

guardians of the idol ; that they had laid a tax upon the

pilgrims, from the proceeds of which they repaired the
temple, paid the salaries of the idol’s servants, and furnish-

ed the supplies for celebrating his great festivals ; that their

protection had made the pilgrimage safe, their patronage in-

creased the idol’s influence
;

that in consequence of their

favor the pilgrims had greatly increased in number, and the
annual profit become large.

All this was true. But the pagoda of Jagannath was not the

only temple in India, whose services and resources were main-
tained by the gifts of the Government. This was only one of

numerous temples, which had, by degrees, been taken under its

fostering care, and which exhibited that Government to the

Christian world, not merely as the royal protector, but as the

intimate friend and patron of the Hindu and Mahommedan re-

ligions. There was, however, great advantage in having the

attention of the public fixed especially upon a single instance

of tbe evil, and in rendering them familiar with all its details.

The principle which proved the support of idolatry wrong in

that instance, was applicable to all others. The evils which
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sprang from that support in the case of Jagannath, found their

parallel and new illustrations in that of other temples
;
and the

separation required between the Government and idolatry in

the town of Puri, was the same as was needed in other parts

of Hindustan. It was only natural, therefore, that the case of

Jagannath should prove, throughout its history, a fair represen-

tative of the whole question. When the Government con-

nection with idolatry at Puri was in its worst condition, it was
worst elsewhere: when it diminished there, it diminished in other

places ; and the unsatisfactory position, which the connection

has recently assumed at Jagannath, is but an illustration of

that which it now occupies over the whole continent of India.

We propose to lay before our readers a brief statement of the

rise of this Government patronage of the native religions, the

extent to which it was carried ; the effects which it has produc-

ed ; the measures employed for dissolving it, and the position in

which the question now stands.

During its early history, the Government of India appears

scarcely to have patronized the Hindu and Mahommedan religi-

ons at all. Their patronage has grown with their empire, especi-

ally in the Madras and Bombay presidencies. We see little of it,

therefore, before the present century. The power of the

Government was at first based purely upon military force

;

but it was felt desirable to secure by love what had been
obtained by fear. Dread of conspiracy continually haunted

our rulers
;
and it was considered that the least slight to the

native religions would at once rouse the fanaticism of the

people, and set the country in a blaze. Various means were
therefore adopted to conciliate the people, and amongst them,

a readiness was Shown to honor their temples, to endow their

worship, and do what the natives thought necessary to promote

its prosperity. It must be remembered also, that the chief

officers of Government, when the connection began, belonged to a

peculiar class. Those who, between 1790and 1820, possessed the

greatest experience, and held the highest offices in India, were,

on the whole, an irreligious body of men ; who approved of

Hinduism much more than Christianity, and favored the

Koran more than the Bible. That class of men was in

power, who numbered in their ranks the bigoted Prendergasts,

Twinings and Warings, the Hindu Stewarts and Youngs,
that have since been reckoned such a reproach to the Christian

name : some who hated Missions from their dread of sedition
;

and others, because their hearts “ seduced by fair idolatresses,

had fallen to idols foul.”

It was by just such a man, that the Government was first led
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to take Hindu shrines into their favour in the presidency of

Madras. Many of our readers have probably seen or heard

of the great pagodas in the town of Conjeveram. This

town, the “ golden city ” as its name implies, lies about forty

miles to the south-west of Madras ; it contains broad streets,

which cross each other at right angles ; has several tanks, the

sides of which are faced with stone
;
and bears unusual marks of

neatness and prosperity. In Great Conjeveram is the pagoda
dedicated to Mahadeva. Amongst other massive buildings,

made of stone and engraved with all kinds of figures, it contains

an immense tower, sixty feet broad, and two hundred feet high.

Fom this tower, which is built over the gateway, and is ascend-

ed by nine flights of stairs, an extensive view is obtained across

a wide-spread plain, skirted by a line of distant hills, covered

in parts with villages and rice-fields, and ornamented in

others by shady woods and a sheet of water. Within
the sacred enclosure is a large tank, faced with stone, in the

centre of which is the great hall or mondop, supported by
numerous pillars. At Little Conjeveram is the second pagoda,

the temple of Vishnu, or, as he is there termed, Devarajswami,
‘ lord of the gods.’ Though not so high, nor so massive as its

rival, it is built in a superior style, and is much more carefully

finished. To the worshippers of Vishnu, it is of course an object

of far greater attraction than the former pagoda, and has ob-

tained a greater name in Southern India. The hall within its

enclosure, which is used as a resting place for travellers, is of

immense extent
; the roof is said to rest upon a thousand pillars,

which are curiously carved with figures of Hindu deities in

various groups. Near the pagoda are laid out large gardens,

adorned with beautiful trees. At a particular festival in the

year, the presiding deity in this temple, we believe, goes to visit

his powerful rival in Great Conjeveram ;
and a hundred thou-

sand worshippers are usually assembled to take a part in the

ceremonies of that august event. Sometimes the idol walks in

solemn procession ; sometimes he is floated round one of the

sacred tanks, amidst the discharge of fireworks, or accompanied
by music and songs : sometimes he mounts his immense car, and
is drawn by some two thousand votaries to the pagoda of his

rival. In 1795, these two pagodas attracted the notice of
Mr. Lionel Place, the collector of the Company’s jaghire at

Madras. He found, on examination, that their funds had been
misappropriated

; that the magnificence of their festivals and
processions had decayed

; that the rich ornaments, which decked
the idol, had been lost ; and that the pagoda of Little Conjeveram
was threatened with total destruction, by the roots of a tree
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which had “ insinuated” themselves into its walls. Sighing over
the decay of idolatry, and, apparently thinking, that a tem-
ple and church were synonymous terms, Mr. Place laid a
report before the Board of Revenue, and earnestly entreated
the Government to take the temples under its own charge

:

since “ in a moral and political sense, whether to dispose the
‘ natives of this country to the practice of virtue, or to promote
‘ good order by conciliating their affections, such a regard to the
‘ matter,” he deemed to be “ incumbent” upon them. His letter

so thoroughly illustrates the notions of his day, that we quote it

almost entire. It is but little known, and at one time the
Court of Directors put this high estimate on it, that they re-

fused to allow its publication : a reason for which our readers

will, doubtless, be doubly anxious to peruse it :

—

The pagoda marah explains itself to be for the support of religious

ceremonies and public worship. In Tripassore, it amounted to 48-64ths;
in Caranguly, to 53-64ths

; and in Conjeveram, to 46-64ths : the prin-

cipal pagoda of Conjeveram receives a general marah throughout the

jagbire, except in three pergunnahs ; and that of Tripassore in three of
them

;
all the lesser pagodas enjoy manniams where they are situated, and

many also shotrums.
The management of the church funds has, heretofore, been thought

independent of the controul of Government
; for this strange reason, that

it receives no advantage from them ; but, inasmuch as it has an essential

interest in promoting the happiness of its subjects, and as the natives of

this country know none superior to the good conduct and regularity of

their religious ceremonies, which are liable to neglect without the interpo-

sition of an efficient authority, such controul and interference becomes
indispensable. In a moral and political sense, whether to dispose them to

the practice of virtue, or to promote good order and subordination, by
conciliating their affections, a regard to this matter, I think, incumbent.
So forcible was the effect of even a short attention which I was able to

give to it, that at the late Conjeveram feast, which, from a want of it, had
always been interrupted by feuds and competitors, the greatest harmony
subsisted ;

opposite pretensions were accommodated and compromised
; and

no pai’t of the festival, to which crowds from all parts of India assembled,

suffered the smallest obstruction. Testifying so fully as the circumstance

does, the good effects of indulgence to the religious prejudices of the

natives, I do not hesitate giving, as my opinion, that the managers of the

church funds should be chosen from among the most respectable and sub-

stantial natives that are to be found, and who, I imagine, are the most ready

to accept the trust ; that several of the present, although appointed by the

Board, and because being men of no property, they embezzle the funds

under their care, should be set aside; that the accounts of expenditure

should be, at all times, open to the inspection of the circar ; and that the Board
should take -into their serious consideration the repairs that are absolutely

requisite to the principal pagodas of the country, particularly those of

universal resort at Conjeveram. In every country, although funds may be

assigned for keeping in repair and preventing the decay of places of public

worship, they will occasionally require and receive the effectual aid of the

existing Government; yet none of those now in allusion, have participated

of its bounty since the English have had a footing in India. That they
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are in a ruinous condition may, therefore, be inferred from hence
;
but the

fact cannot be more clearly demonstrated : and how loudly relief is called

for, when 1 mention that the sacred temple, where the idol is deposited, at

Little Conjeveram, is threatened with total destruction by the roots of a

tree which are insinuating themselves through the walls, and cannot be

eradicated, but by incurring an expense, for a necessary ceremony, of, per-

haps, 500 pagodas, which the funds are not able to bear. Several of the

other buildings are also in an equally ruinous condition, and some utterly

destroyed.

I cannot take a more proper occasion than this, to represent a subject

which, I should hope, only required it in order to obtain the relief which
I am about to solicit. The Little Conjeveram pagoda formerly received, and
continued to receive, after the accession of the present Nabob, and even

after the grant of the jagbire, a very considerable marah and some shot-

rums in many parts of his country ;
but since the war of 1780, these have

been entirely taken away from it. Whether or not, this circumstance may
be known to the Nabob, I am not informed; but as lean hardly think that he
would withhold, on a proper representation, what has immortalized preced-

ing princes,—that he would be the first to destroy the benevolent end for

which it was instituted—and that he is not sensible of the self-satisfaction

which so laudably arises from promoting the general happiness of the peo-

ple whom he governs ; so I would wish to engage the good offices of the

Board and of Government, to intercede for a restoration of the advantages
which these pagodas anciently enjoyed. The magnificence of the festivals,

and processions of this celebrated pagoda, is miserably fallen off for

want of them, and the rich ornaments which decked the idol, but were lost

during the war, have, on account of the poverty of the church, never been
replaced.

The gifts of pilgrims and others, at the anniversary festivals at Triva-

lore and Peddapollam, have, heretofore, been collected and appropriated to

the uses of Government: they are, however, trifling, together not amount-
ing to much more than COO pagodas per annum

;
and it would be

a liberal sacrifice to allow them to be added to the church funds,

or disbursed in such a manner, for the benefits of the church, as the

circar may direct; with whom, I would, nevertheless, recommend that
the collection should remain.

I have already said much upon the subject of repairing the pagodas,
and, perhaps, no stronger inducement could be held out for the attainment
of the end proposed, (the re-huilding of towns.) When completed, the

tanks will, for many years, be monuments of British dominion in India ;

and it would be a pity that the same spirit of liberality should not be ex-
tended to other objects, uniting to accomplish the same public benefit.

—

Friend of India, 1839.

We need not comment upon this lamentable letter, nor on
the principles which it advocates. The Government listened

to Mr. Place’s recommendation ; and the chief pagoda, in 1796,
was, with some others in the same district, taken under
the collector’s charge.

Not content, however, with securing this high patronage,
Mr. Place endeavoured, by personal exertions, to render its

services efficient. He laid out the garden still attached to the

temple
;
he himself presented offerings at the shrine

;
and to

this day, the brahmins there (who call themselves “ church-
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wardens,”
!) exhibit his offerings to their visitors. The principle

once established, that the Government might, and even ought
to interest itself in the prosperity of Hindu temples, the
application of it to other cases, as their territory extend-
ed, was easy and natural. Step by step, therefore, they pro-
ceeded, without misgivings, without qualms of conscience,

committing themselves more and more to the support and
maintenance of idolatry, compromising their consistency,

and bringing disgrace upon their name. We shall not enu-
merate the particulars of this course ; but shall merely refer

to a few illustrations of its working, and the extent to which
it was carried.

In the Presidency of Bengal, the temple of Boidyonath or
Deogliur

,
in Birbhhm, was the first to which the attention of

Government was drawn. This temple is one of the largest in

Bengal ; at one time three hundred and fifty priests were sup-

ported in ease and plenty from its gains
; in ten districts its

endowment included the rent of ninety-five villages; and its total

revenues were estimated at forty thousand rupees a year. When
the English took the country, they found that two-thirds of the

income belonged to the Government, and accordingly received

their share, as the Maliomedan rulers had done before them.
But in 1791, the priests wishing to secure the whole for

themselves, pleaded that their temple was very poor, and
requested the Government to give up their share to them. No
doubt fraud was employed in the transaction, but their request

was acceded to. Still the Governor-General retained a veto

on the appointment of the ojah or chief priest : this veto was,

however, rarely exercised ;
and when, on one occasion, a quarrel

arose about the appointment of a priest named Sorbanondo, Lord
William Bentinck withdrew altogether from the strife. In 1837,

this priest died, and two claimants appeared for the office. An
enquiry into the matter was instituted by the collector, Mr.
Stainforth

;
he found that an extraordinary amount of pecula-

tion and villainy had .been committed by the late priest and
his family ; that they had taken offerings worth a lakh of rupees,

had alienated twenty-two villages from the temple endow-
ments, had assaulted pilgrims, broken down the houses of

their opponents, and engaged constantly in affrays. After

ascertaining these facts, the Governor-General adhered to the

resolution of his predecessor ; refused to exercise his power in

the appointment of the priest, and thus left the temple and its

votaries to manage their own affairs.

The first place, at which the Government connection with

idolatry was rendered complete and profitable, was Gaya.
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This spot is considered, by every Hindu, sacred in the highest

degree, and pilgrims visit it in immense numbers. Here they

offer funeral cakes to the manes of their ancestors, and perform

a variety of ceremonies calculated to secure their complete

happiness in the heaven of Yishnu. It is fabled, that here an
immense giant, from whom the place is named, was attacked

by Vishnu, but could not be conquered. He consented, how-
ever, to go down to hell, at Vishnu’s request, provided he
pressed him there with his foot. The god did so, and the

mark of his foot (called the Vishnu-pad) remains upon the

rock to this day. Near this mark, the object of their devout
adoration, the Hindus place their cakes and other offerings

:

and when doing so, repeat the name of some dead friend or

relative, who passes, in consequence, direct to heaven. Con-
siderable gifts are sometimes presented. On one occasion, the

Raja of Nagpore filled the small silver enclosure round the foot-

mark with rupees, thus making a gift to the temple of about
£30,000. There are said to be in Gaya, 1,300 families

of priests, having 6,500 houses, where the pilgrims lodge.

These priests, called Gaydwdls, conduct the pilgrims to all

the holy places about the town ; they are said to be very
oppressive, and to take from the pilgrim not only what
he has, but to demand promissory notes for payments at future

periods, after his return home. As they have travelling pilgrim-

hunters, who journey to the boundaries of Northern India,

and become acquainted with all the chief villages and towns
which it contains, they readily obtain the money, and induce
thousands of other pilgrims to visit the shrine. It is not
known, at what period, or under what circumstances, the Go-
vernment first laid a tax upon the Gaya pilgrims. It must,
however, have been fixed very soon after their possession of
the country, for we find it in operation in 1790. Mr. Harring-
ton, in his Analysis of the Bengal Regulations, speaks of it

thus :

—

In a statement from the collector at Gaya, dated July, 1790, the rates of
duty paid by pilgrims for permission to perform their religious ceremonies,
chiefly in honour of deceased ancestors, at the river Phulgo or adjacent
places, were stated to vary from six annas to twelve rupees, eleven annas,
three pie. The duty of Government is independent of donations to the
gayawdls, or priests. Ever since the city of Gaya became famous for its

sanctity, it has been the custom of its brahmins to travel through all
countries where the Hindu religion prevails, in search of pilgrims, whose
donations are considered the property of the gayawal, through whose
means they are brought. These contributions have ever been a source of
considerable wealth, and are the property of those, who, but for them,
would, probably, never have visited Gaya. When a pilgrim arrives, his
gayawal, or religious father, conducts him to the daroga, or superintending

R
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officer of the sayer collections (viz., pilgrim-tax, &c.,) and explains to hitu

the ceremonies which the pilgrim is desirous of performing
; after which an

order, specifying the names of the pilgrim and gayawal, as also the cere-

monies, is made out under the official seal and signature of the collector,

authorizing the performance of the ceremonies. At the time of delivering
this order, the duty (to Government) is paid, which varies according to

the number and nature of the rites performed.

From the very outset, the Government made a large profit

out of this pilgrim-tax. From 1790 to 1805, the pilgrims were
on an average 18,000 annually ; immediately after they rose to

28,000 : and are now said to he at least 100,000 a year. The
security of the roads, under the English rule, the introduction

of the English police system, the regulation of the payments,
with other causes, tended to produce this increase. The net
receipts of course rose with it. They increased from about
£16,000 to £23,000, and eventually to £30,000 a year. At
one time, Mr. Law reduced the rates, as a tradesman lowers the

price of his goods to increase the number of his customers. As
a consequence “ he had the satisfaction of seeing that his efforts

‘ were not unsuccessful ;
while great and progressive increase in

‘ the amount of the sayer collections, under the circumstance of
‘ diminished rates, evinces the sound and attractive policy of the
‘ measure he adopted.” The only charges upon the gross re-

ceipts were the small expense of collection
; a commission to

the Collector of one per cent. ; to the Raja of ten per cent.

;

and an annual donation (after 1815) of £1,200 to a native hos-

pital in Calcutta. The tax, therefore, yielded from the first

almost pure gain, and that to a large amount.
The pilgrim-tax at Puri was first established by the Mahom-

medan rulers of the country, whose antipathy to Jagannath,,

and dislike of his worship, were peculiarly strong. The Mah-
rattas, who were Hindus in religion, adopted the same system,

and for nearly fifty years, realized from the tax a profit, varying

from two to five lakhs of rupees a year ;
the expenses of

the temple, taken from that income, amounted annually to

about twenty thousand rupees. In 1803, the province of Orissa

was taken possession of by British troops, whose conquest of

the country was c a very easy achievement.’ Aware of the

estimation in which the temple of Jagannath was held.

Lord Wellesley, then Governor-General, commanded Colonel

Campbell “ to employ every possible precaution to preserve
‘ the respect due to the pagoda, and to the religious pre-
‘ judiccs of the brahmins and pilgrims ;

to afford the pilgrims
‘ the most ample protection, and to treat them with every mark
‘ of consideration and kindness.” Anxious to deal tenderly with

the religious institutions of the country, he added :
“ it will not be
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‘ advisable, at the present moment, to interrupt the system which

* prevails for the collection of the duties levied on pilgrims

‘At the same time, you will be careful not to contract with the
‘ brahmins any engagements which may limit the power of the
‘ British Government to make such arrangements with respect
c to the pagoda as may hereafter be deemed advisable.”

The troops shortly after entered Puri ; the greatest order pre-

vailed, and the brahmins were perfectly satisfied. A few days

later, Mr. Melville, the Civil Commissioner of the province,

wrote to the Governor-General, explaining the system which
had prevailed in the management of the temple during the

rule of the Mahrattas, and enquired what were the orders of

Government in relation to them. Lord Wellesley replied in

general terms, that if the tax had ceased, he did not wish it to be
renewed ; if it had not ceased, it was to continue under
the control of the civil local authority: he declined, however,
to “ form afinal arrangement for the regulation of the temple,”

until he had been “ furnished with a detailed statement” of the
system that had formerly prevailed. Before that statement,

could be furnished, the brahmins of the temple came forward
in a body, and begged that the “ customary advance” might be
given for the approaching festival; that the ‘usual donation’
might be continued ; and that the former tax might be
renewed in order to reimburse the Government. They ap-
prehended that if these donations were denied, “ in addi-
tion to the great distress it will occasion, the pagoda will be
deserted.” The reply of the Governor-General, (May 4, 1804,)
contained in the “ Parliamentary Return” of 1845, so clearly

states his views upon the whole question, that we quote the
paragraph entire :

—

In His Excellency’s instructions to you for the establishment of the
authority of the British Government in the province, he directed that all the
collections levied on the pilgrims proceeding to Jagannath should be
abolished. Great oppressions had been exercised by the Mahratta Govern-
ment iu levying these collections, and as it was impracticable to inquire into
them, or to reform them, during the progress of the British army in the
conquest of the province

; his Excellency in Council, judged it to be prefer-
able to order a general abolition of these duties in the first instance, instead
of attempting to regulate them under the principles of their original esta-
blishment, leaving it for future consideration whether these duties should
be wholly or partially established under a better regulated system of col-
lection. From the information of the first commissioner on this subject,
His Excellency in Council is satisfied that it will be, in every point of view,
advisable to establish moderate rates of duty or collection on the pilgrims
proceeding to perform their devotions at Jagannath. Independently of
the sanction afforded to this measure by the practice of the late Hindu
Government in Cuttack, the heavy expense attendant on the repair of the
pagoda, and on the maintenance of the establishment attached to it, render it
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necessary,from considerations connected with the public resources, thatfunds
should be providedfor defraying this expense. His Excellency also under-
stands, that it will be consonant to the wishes of the brahmins attached to

the pagoda, as well as of the Hindus in general, that a revenue should be raised
by Governmentfrom the pagoda. The establishment of this revenue will

he considered, both by the brahmins and the persons desirous of performing
the pilgrimage, to afford them a permanent security that the expenses of
the pagoda will be regularly defrayed by Government, and that its attention
will always he directed to the protection of the pilgrims resorting to it,

although that protection would be afforded by the Government under any
circumstances There can be no objection to theBritishGovernment’s availing

itself of these opinions for the purpose of relieving itself from a heavy
annual expense, and of providing funds to answer the contingent charges of

the religious institutions of the Hindu faith maintained by the British Go-
vernment. His Excellency in Council therefore desires you will proceed
without delay to establish duties, to he levied from the pilgrims proceeding
to Jagaunath, taking advice of the principal officiating brahmins attached
to the pagoda, as to the rates which may he collected from the several des-

criptions of pilgrims without subjecting them to distress or inconvenience.
Previously, however, to the collection or arrangement of any duty on pil-

grims proceeding to Jagannath, you will report the rates of duty, and the
rules under which you may propose to levy them, for the consideration of

the Governor-General in Council, under whose further instructions you will

be empowered to regulate this important question.”

Thus was established the celebrated Pilgrim-Tax; and
thus was begun a system, which has done more to make the

East India Company unpopular among religious men in Eu-
rope, than any other proceedings of their Government. It has

given them a surplus of about £200,000 ; but this large sum
has been far outweighed by the vexation and trouble to which
it gave rise

;
by the obloquy which fell upon their name, and

by the insult they have offered by their patronage of idolatry to

the God of Providence, who had placed them in their throne of

power. It has been urged by some, that Lord Wellesley

pledged himself to endow the temple for ever, without speci-

fying as a condition that the expenditure of Government
should be repaid by a tax. This question has, however, been
finally set at rest. In the “ Return” for 1845, it appears, that

excepting two individuals, all the highest officers of the Bengal
Government, including the Supreme Council and the Board
of Revenue, decided after an ample discussion of both sides

of the case, that no unconditional pledge was given ; that

the annual donation and the pilgrim-tax were parts of the

same system, being mutually dependent upon one another ;

and that when the Government gave up the one, it could, at the

same time, give up the other. The letter of Lord Wellesley

above quoted, taken in connection with the petition of the

temple brahmins, can, we think, admit of no other construction.

A system of Regulations was soon after framed, and became
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law in 1806. Entrances into the sacred city of Puri were es-

tablished, and barriers built up. A superintendent of the tem-
ple was appointed, and various managers, called purchas, were
associated with him in his duties. The priests of the temple
were registered. All the various officers and servants of the

idol were duly organized ; lists of them were made out

;

and their salaries settled. It may be interesting to know
what duty these officers were required to perform. Among them
were the khat sdj mecapd who makes Jagannath’s bed

; the

dkhdnd mecap, who lights his lamps ; and the talab purchas,

who guard him while he sleeps. There were the pasupalak,

who wakes him
;
the clidngra mecap, who keeps his clothes

;

the mukli prakliyalok, who washes his face and presents his

tooth-pick
;
the pandas, who give him food and prepare his

betel-nut, and the khantiya, who tells him the time of day.

There were the daitya to paint his eyes ;
the nagadhya to wash

his clothes ; the c/iattarua to carry his umbrella, and the tarasi

to carry his fan. There were the priests to worship him, wav-
ing his lamps and holding his looking-glass

;
the poor degraded

dancing girls
; the cooks that prepare “ holy food,” and the mu-

sicians that play for his delight. All were appointed, maintained,

and paid under the direct authority of the East India Company :

apparently without one qualm of conscience, or one thought of

what the Government was really doing ! The pilgrims, by the

same regulations, were divided into classes, and the fees and
privileges of each class defined. Even the low castes, who are

not permitted to enter the temple, but can only visit the holy

places in the neighbourhood, were also duly pointed out by
Government authority. Certificates and passes were all pro-

vided, in the most business-like manner; and exceptions to the
tax distinctly defined. Here is a copy of the pilgrim’s pass :

—

A B
,
inhabitant of in the district of , is entitled to perform

the customary ceremonies
,
under charge of during days , that

is to say
,
from the day of the month of— until the day

of the month of ; and for that period you will afford to the holder

hereof free access to the temple of Jaganndth. At the expiration of the

period granted, you will return the license into the office of the collector of
tax.

It was soon found that the pandas, or priests, who officially

conducted the pilgrims about Puri, required a special fee for

themselves, apart from the usual tax : and with the consent
of the Governor-General, a scale of fees was fixed and publish-

ed for general information. This plan having been abused,
the Government resolved that the pilgrims should pay the

pandas’ fee to the collector; and that the total amount
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thus gathered should be divided among the purharis and

pandas, in such proportion as they were entitled to, from

the number of pilgrims which each had induced to

undertake the pilgrimage. This was a direct premium upon
the pilgrimage, and it soon increased the number both of

agents and of victims. Colonel Phipps says of it : “ One of
‘ the principal natives related, that a purhari, in 1821, detached
‘ a hundred agents to entice pilgrims, and had the ensuing year
* received the premium forfour thousand pilgrims. He was at
‘ that time busily employe<iminstructingahundredadditionalagents
‘ in all the mysteries of this singular trade, with the intention

‘of sending them into the Upper-provinces of Bengal.” The
custom of the pandas was to go and stay a while in a

place, and provide themselve with lists of all the rich men and
of their incomes ; that on a visit to Puri, they might be made
to pay properly. It is said that they possess registers of rich

men all over India, prepared in this way.
As at Gaya, from the time when the Puri pilgrim-tax

fell under the charge of the Government, the number of
pilgrims began steadily to increase. It varied mucli in differ-

ent years, according as the time of the great festivals fell

more or less into unfavourable seasons of the year
; but the

average can be seen to have steadily enlarged. The opening
of the new road in 1813

,
and the additional security given to

travellers under the English Government, greatly contributed
to it. In some years it was 70,000 : in others 1

,
30

,000 . In
1825 ,

an extraordinary year, the number is said to have been
2 .25.000 at the car festival alone

; and the nett receipts of the
tax were £27 ,

000 . At present the number of pilgrims varies
between 80,000 and 2

,50 ,
000 . The Government revenue from

this tax was never very great, the expenses being comparatively
large. Thetotal gainfrom 1812 to 1828 seems to have been nearly
£100,000; or about £6,000 a year. We need not detail the
items of expense, on which part of the proceeds of the tax
Avas consumed : the total cost seems to have been about Bs.
50.000 annually, in addition to the red, yellow, green, and
purple broad-cloths sent from the Company’s ware-houses in
Calcutta. We will only add, that the Collector’s care was
extended to the brute creation, as well as to the Hindu priests

;

and that on one occasion the following humiliating letter was for-

warded by him to the Supreme Government :
—

I have the honor to acquaint you, that Tiara Buksh and Ram Hutgur,
pilgrims, presented a serviceable elephant to -Jagannath, and two hundred’
rupees for its expenses, which last about six months. The god's establishment
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is six elephants

!

At or before tbe end of six months, it will be necessary

for Government, either to order the elephant to be disposed of, or appoint
some fund for its support, should it he deemed advisable to keep itfor Jagan-
ndth'suse!”—Parliamentary Papers, 1813.

A third pilgrim-tax was established by the Government at

Allahabad. This place, called by the Hindus Prayag, is

deemed peculiarly holy, being situated at the junction of the

Ganges and Jumna rivers. Here the Hindus assemble in

great numbers to bathe, under the guidance of the brahmins
of the place, called prayagwals, who instruct them in the

requisite ceremonies. They also have their heads and bodies

shaved, believing, that for every hair which falls into the stream,

they are promised a million years’ residence in heaven. At one
time four hundred barbers were supported by this shaving-

system. About the year 1810, the Government began to levy

a tax on the crowds of pilgrims that gathered at this place.

The tax was one rupee for a man on foot
; two rupees for a

pilgrim in a carriage, and twenty rupees for one with an
elephant. All other fees were prohibited. The barbers were
registered, and bound, under a penalty of fifty rupees, or three

months’ imprisonment, not to shave any one, who was without the

collector’s pass. Gates and barriers were erected at various

parts of the town : and even a military force stood prepared, on the

collector’s application, to prevent pilgrims entering the place

without paying the fee. Unlike the willing brahmins of Puri,

the praylgwdls of Allahabad were very much dissatisfied with the

tax ; and in various ways endeavoured to thwart the plans and
purposes of the Government. Their opposition, however, was
futile: the tax remained till 1840. The nett receipts for sixteen

years, from 1812 to 1827, amounted to £160,000, or about
£10,000 a year.

It is a singular fact, characteristic of the Government con-

nection with idolatry in the Bengal Presidency, that the above
pilgrim-taxes were almost the only religious sources from which
the Government obtained a money profit. It will be useful,

therefore, to settle the question of profit at once. The excep-

tions are the Pagoda of Tripetty, and a small pilgrim-tax at

Dharwar, of which we shall speak when we refer to the

presidencies of Madras and Bombay. The exact sums received

year by year, cannot be stated exactly in every case; as

even the “ Parliamentary Returns” have failed to draw the

secret from the archives of the India House : but the receipts

of several years have been published, and from them the

average of unknown years can be calculated. After careful

examination of different accounts, which, on the whole, well
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agree, we have drawn out the following table, and believe it to

be a fair approximation to the real truth :

—

GOVERNMENT PROFIT FROM IDOLATRY.

1.

—

Jagannath. Sa. Rs.

From 1810 to 1830 inclusive 12,83,130

1831 „ 1839 „ at an aver- }
age of Sa. Ra. 61,101... $

5,49,909

18,33,039 =
2 —Gaya

From 1803 to 1830 inclusive

„ 1790 „ 1802 „ at an aver- \

age of Sa. Rs. 1,91,056/

„ 1831 „ 1839 ditto 2,10,000

53,49,579

24,83,728

18,90,000

97,23,307 =

£
203,671

1,080,367

3.

—

Allahabad.
From 1812 to 1828 inclusive

„ 1810 „ 1811 „ at an aver-

age of .£9,000

„ 1829 „ 1839 ditto ditto...

£
159,429

18,000

99,000

4 .—Tripetty Pagoda. £
From 1812 to 1828 inclusive 205,600

„ 1800 „ 1811 „ at an aver-
> 19ftnnn

age of £10,000 >
1<!U,UUU

„ 1829 to 1842 „ of £ 8,000 112,000

6 .—Dharwar and Puna.
Pilgrim-tax and offerings for 30 years, at £990

276,429

437,600

29,700

Total... £ 2.027,767

In other parts of the Bengal presidency, the Government
has troubled itself very little with the direct patronage of

Hindu temples. One or two facts, however, may be noticed

here, especially as they do not appear in any of the “ Parliamen-
tary Returns.” About the time when the Puri pilgrim-tax was
first established, the temple of Sitardm, at Cuttack, was also

taken under Government patronage, and received an annual
donation. In 1837, the Government hesitated to pay the sum
any longer, and enquired into the ground upon which it was
claimed. The Collector acknowledged that there was no record

of how or why it was first granted, but recommended that, as its

discontinuance would appear like a breach of faith, it should

still be paid. A brahmin told the Rev. W. Bampton, in 1823,

that there were eighty priests, including himself, in the city of

Cuttack, who each received five rupees a month from the

Government.
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Another instance, but perfectly singular in its character,

was furnished at Hidjeli, near the mouth of the Ganges, one of

the great depots of the Company’s salt manufacture. A
missionary travelling through the district, in 1843, came to a
market, where there were eight or nine salt golahs or store-

houses, with a Hindu temple. The pujari or priest was very
civil, and shewed him in one of the golahs an image ofLakshmi,
the Hindu goddess of fortune, which he was about to worship, in

order to secure the Company’s trade in salt against loss. He
said, that both his orders and his pay came from the Agent, and
that the custom of offering worship in the empty store-rooms

had existed for years. Enquiry having been made by the

authorities, it was found that among the regular payments
of the salt agency, were included monthly payments to a
number of brahmins, whose names were duly registered

;

and that among the advances for the manufacture'of salt, were
advances to those brahmins for Hindu worship. It was
found also, that at the opium agency in Behar, the same custom
had prevailed ; that among the advances to the cultivators at

the beginning of the opium season, payments to brahmins were
regularly included

;
and that when the first opium boats of

each season were despatched to Calcutta, a special donation

was made to brahmins to secure their safe arrival. These
items had been paid for many years as mere matters of course.

It gives us great pleasure to add, that very recently they
have been entirely put a stop to.

So far the cases described refer to the support of idolatrous

shrines, by regular payments for their current expenditure.

A few cases of a different nature have occurred. It has some-
times been a custom for the Governor- General, and other high

officers of State, when arriving in the neighbourhood of

celebrated shrines, to visit them
, and offer them presents. Thus

Lord Auckland, in 1839, visited Brindaban, and other places in

that sacred neighbourhood, so well known as the scenes where
the chief events in the history of the idol Krishna are laid.

At Brindaban he is said to have given Rs. 200 to one idol,

and Rs. 700 to others: at Muttra to have given Rs. 1,500 ;

at Radhakund, Rs. 500 ; at Govordhon, Rs. 500. Other
Governor-Generals, and their highest officers, have followed

this example when visiting Amritsir, Jwalamukhi, and other

similar places. It has been said in defence of such donations,

that they are only a fee to the temple officers, who oblig-

ingly conduct the authorities over the shrine : and stand

on the same footing as the world-renowned fees at Westmins-
ter Abbey and St. Paul’s. W e admit that they may be made

s
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with the best intentions, and in accordance with English
custom. But the question to be examined is, what do natives
think of them ? We must look at the gifts from their point of
view, and not from our own. In the case of Lord Auckland,
this was made very clear. The Chandrika newspaper boasted
of his visits: described His Lordship as accompanied by a
large train of officers, and elephants and troops ; as standing
at a proper distance to inspect the idol through a telescope, and
as having given “ thousands of rupees for the service of the
idol.” The editor also praised His Lordship for his holiness

;

hinted that he had gone to the temples because of the war
in China

; and declared that such a ruler must conquer every
thing. Surely no Governor-General can wish for such
an interpretation of what he considers to be an act of English
courtesy.

Another illustration of an indirect maintenance of the Hin-
du and Mahommedan religions is furnished by the Oriental
Colleges established by the Government. The Madrissa Col-
lege in Calcutta was established by Warren Hastings. He
had in view the preservation of Mahommedan literature in the
Persian and Arabic languages; the instruction of young men
who were willing to study that literature

; and especially the
production of a body of men who should be qualified ex-
pounders of the Mahommedan laws. As the administration of
justice was, in his time, in the hands almost entirely of Musal-
man officers

;
and as the Company’s Criminal Regulations had

not yet superseded the ancient modes of administering justice

and the principles of Mahommedan law, one object of the

establishment of the College was truly practical. The Benares
Sanskrit College was the first that was established for the pro-

motion of Hindu learning, and was intended to conciliate

the Hindus, by providing means for prosecuting the study
of their ancient shastras. In 1811, the members of the

Supreme Council recorded it as their opinion :
“ That there

1 could be little doubt that the prevalence of the crimes of

‘ perjury and forgery were in a great measure ascribable,

‘ both in Hindus and Musalmans, to the want of due instruc-

* tion in the moral and religious tenets of their respective
* faiths they therefore resolved to support two new colleges,

at Tirhut and Nuddea. These colleges were confined exclu-

sively to the promotion of Oriental studies for many years:

their value in the practical improvement of the minds and lan-

guage of the natives at large diminishing with their age. Eng-
lish studies were, for a time, introduced into the Calcutta San-

skrit College ; but were again expelled, to the great joy of all
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the pandits and stipendiary students. The medical classes of

that college and the Madrissa gave place to the Medical Col-

lege. Lord William Bentinck next abolished the stipends of the

students : but his successor, fearing the utter destruction of

both institutions, partially revived the stipend system by founding
numerous scholarships to be held by deserving students. The
measures of Lord W. Bentinck produced great excitement among
the Calcutta Musalmans, and they presented a petition to Go-
vernment, signed by 8,312 persons, praying that their college

might not be destroyed ; but that the Government, to preserve

its own fame, and to ensure its own stability, would maintain it

still. As philological institutions, tending to preserve a know-
ledge of the ancient languages of India, and the literature exist-

ing in these languages, none can object to their preservation. As
to their utility in improving the vernaculars, in raising up a bet-

ter class of teachers for village schools, or books for the use of

such schools, many who know their past history will doubt.

But as far as they become means of teaching the errors and
follies of the Koran, the Vedas and the Purans ; as far as they

tend, by the conveyance of their musty learning, to pervert

men’s reason and moral powers, and to turn them into living

mummies, they can only be viewed as positively perpetuating

an injury to society. So much for the lower Provinces of the

Presidency of Fort William.
In the North Western Province, or Presidency of Agra, the

Government was singularly free from interference with native

religious institutions. In a few cases, however, such interference

was more or less exercised down to the year 1845.

In the city of Dehli, a few mosques were placed under the

collector’s charge, and his attention was occupied with much
detail in the management of servants and arrangements for

lights. He also had to gather the revenue of certain shops,

and superintend its expenditure. In Chunar, the Government
had a share in appointing the head mullah of a mosque ; and.

at Mirzapore bore the “troublesome responsibility” ofguarantee-
ing the payment of some pensions connected with the Thug tem-
ple of Bindachal. Near Agra, the collector retained, under his

charge, the beautiful tomb of Sheikh Suleim Chisti, the friend

of the Emperor Akbar. He interfered, however, in no way with
the religious ceremonies carried on there ;

the engineer officers

attending solely to the repairs of the shrine, one of the finest

specimens of architecture in Upper India. In Kumaon, the

rawuls of the temples of Badrinath, Kedarnath and Gopeswar,
received a kind of investment to their office, on political grounds.
The temple of Srinagur, with its numerous dancing women.
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and that at Badrinath, with its marble idol dressed in gold
cloth, received gifts of money : and at a few shrines a small
sum of money was collected, which was devoted to a dispensary
for the poor. From a letter of H. M. Elliot, Esq., Secretary to

the SudderBoard of Revenue in 1841, it appears that the sum of
money paid by the Government to institutions connected with
the Hindu and Mahommedan religions, amounted to £11,047
annually. Of this, £10,321 were given in continuation of
grants bestowed by former Governments. The money was thus
distributed :

—

Payments in the North West Provinces.

DIVISION. British Grant Former Grant. Total. Maliomedans.
|

Hindus.

Delhi 5,476 15 0 4,215 1 0 9,692 0 0 8,596 9 0 1,095 7 0
Mirut ... 300 0 0 41,020 2 8 41,320 2 8 30,333 9 4 10,286 9 4
Kuraaou .. • • • ,, 11,816 7 7 11,816 7 7 • •• .. 11,816 7 7

Rohilcuud 994 6 5 11,985 9 5 12,979 15 10 7,702 4 6 5,277 11 4
Agra ... .. 17,991 II 7 17,991 11 7 1.727 15 4 16,263 12 3

Allahabad 175 0 0 8,582 6 9 8,757 6 9 1,685 5 1 7,072 1 8
Benares... 249 3 0 3,209 4 0 3,458 7 0 2,028 2 0 530 5 0

Saugor ... 63 0 0 4,396 4 0 4,459 4 0 863 8 c 3,598 12 0

Total, Rs. 7,252 8 5 103,216 15 0 110,475 7 5 53,834 5 3 56,641 2 2

In the Presidency of Bombay, the connection was much
more complete than in that of Fort William ;

and was car-

ried much more into details. Various documents, published

in Bombay, amply illustrate the degrading part, which the Go-
vernment of that place had, by degrees, assumed in relation to

the Hindu and other religions of their native subjects; and are

fully confirmed by the statements made in a “ resolution” of the

Governor in Council in 1841, which is contained in the “Parlia-

mentary Return” for 1845. The chief points in this connection

are thus described in a memorial addressed to the Governor,
Sir Robert Grant, by numerous Christian gentlemen of Bom-
bay, at the commencement, we believe, of 1837 :

—

The countenance and support extended to idolatry, and the violation

of the principles of toleration to which we refer, consist principally in the

following particulars :

—

1.

—In the employment of brahmins, and others, for the purpose of

making heathen invocations for rain and fair weather.

2.

— In the inscription of “ Sbree” on public documents, and the dedica-

tion of the Government records to Oonesh and other false gods.

3.

—In the entertainment in the courts of justice of questions of a

purely idolatrous nature, when no civil right depends on them.

4.

—In the degradation of certain castes, by excluding them from par-

ticular offices and benefits not connected with religion.

5.

— In the servants of Government, civil and military, attending in their

official capacity, at Hindu and Mahommedan festivals, with a view topartici-
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pate in their rites and ceremonies, or in the joining of troops and the nse of

regimental bands in the processions of Heathen and Mahommedan festivals,

or in their attendance in any other capacity than that of a police, for the

preservation of the peace.

6 —In the firing of salutesby the troops, or by the vessels of the Indian
Navy, in intimation and honour of Heathen festivals, Mahommedan idols,

&c.

We, therefore, most respectfully solicit that inquiry may be made, by
your Excellency in Council, into the topics to which we have adverted

;

and we would further suggest that the following particulars ought also to

be included in the inquiry, as it may often be found that, where justice or

charity was intended, an unnecessary and criminal support of native super-

stition has been, or is liable to be, afforded.

1.

—The support given to Hindu temples, mosques, and tombs, either

by granting endowments, pensions, and immunities, or, by the collection

and distribution, by the officers of Government, of the revenues already

appropriated to them.

2

.

— 'The granting allowances and gifts to brahmins, and other persons,

because of their connection with the Heathen and Mahommedan priest-

hood.

3

.

—The present mode of administering oaths in the native courts of

justice ;
and whether it be such as is proper for a Christian Government

to allow and sanction.

4.

—The endowment and support of colleges and schools for inculcating

Heathen and Mahommedan ceremonies, and practices

The following extract from an able paper on the subject,

published in 1840, in the Oriental Christian Spectator at Bom-
bay, describes the reasons for which sums of money paid by
the Government to the support of temples, and other religious

establishments, have been given, and the objects on which they

have been spent :

—

A great part of this sum is composed of grants, which our predecessors

viewed as entirely discretional, and which varied with their own caprice ; of

taxes for the support of the devasthans in the Dekhan, which are raised

under the denomination of gram Icharch, or village expenses, by our own
authority, and which the natives themselves would thankfully see us remit

;

and of endowments for obsolete purposes, and for temples which have no
proprietors! Our Government, in fact, has sometimes already taken this

view of the case, by curtailing the amount granted to temples, as to that of

Parvati at Puna and Pashan in its neighbourhood ; and by the same argu-

ment thatasit hasdone this, it may go farther In many instances we collect

the revenue of temples ;
while their proprietors should be left to do the need-

ful for themselves The contributions directly made to the shrines in the

collectorates of Oujarat are extensive. In the case of Dakor, we not only

collect the endowed income of the temple of Ranchod, but actually

employ a native to see to its regular disbursement, in the feeding, clothing,

scrubbing, illuminating
,
perfuming , and amusing the idol

!

The contract of

the Plmrza Ghat ferry over the Nirmada at Baroch, contains the following

clause ;
“ Judicial and .Revenue Commissioners, and their servants, peons,

and articles passing and re-passing under their charge, are exempted [from

the usual rates], as are mendicants, fakirs, gosains, brahmins, and bhats.”

This order conveys the unhappy minister of superstition gratuitously

across the river, while it leaves tho preacher of the Gospel, bent on an errand
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of mercy throughout the country, to pay the established hire. At Nirmal,
near Bassein, in the Northern Concan, our Government, with a zeal which
does not fall short of that of Baji Rao, the Ex-Pashwa, annually expends the

sum of Rs. 300 in the very meritorious work of feasting brahmins during
the jattra. The Company pays for the “ sounding of the cornet, flute, harp,

sackbut, psaltery, dulcimer, and all kinds of music,” at some other festivals

celebrated throughout this collectorate. •

In the Southern Concan, the connection of the Government with idolatry

is so intimate and extensive, that we have neither space nor time at present to

describe or characterize it. We confine our notices to the Anjanwell and
Severndrug Talukas. In the former Taluka there is a temple named Shri

Bhagava Rama, and in the latter, another named Shri Haresbavar, in connec-
tion with which several clerks are employed by Government. They collectthe

revenues derived from the inams held by the temples, and from the offerings

which are presented. They regulate all disbursements, such as the payment
of the servants of the idol, and the expenses incurred on feast-days; and that

under the control of the Mamlatdar, or Company’s district native collector,

and a committee of trustees appointed by the European collector. They
make regular periodical returns relative to their proceedings to the collector’s

office ; and their accounts find the same place in the general dufter, or record,

as those connected with the regular business of Government. The Mara-
latdar, or his substitute, makes a regular visitation of the temples, as the
“ master of ceremonies.” The clerks appointed by Government have charge
of the idol’s property, and hire dancing-girls, and engage readers of the

Puranas, when they are in requisition ! ! The temples, of which we now
write, are, from time to time, repaired by order of the European col-

lector ; and there are instances on record of the orders having been issued

for the European assistant collector to proceed to the temples to see that

the repairs were executed ! It is a well known fact, and one observed both
by Natives and Europeans, that the present prosperity of the idols’ estates,

the neat conservation of the shrines, the regularity of the attendance upon
them, and the zealous performance of the heathen rites, are principally to

be attributed to the services of the Government

!

At Surat there is annually celebrated a great festival called

the cocoanut festival. For many years the Government took

a conspicuous part in this festival, while some endeavoured to

show that all the ceremonies were harmless, and merely in ho-

nour of the season of the year. The Rev. W. Fyvie thus des-

cribes the manner in which they were conducted in 1837 :

—

The festival was introduced in the usual manner by a salute of guns
from the castle, which was returned by a salute from the Honorable Com-
pany’s vessel in the river. The flags were hoisted about the same time, and
continued flying till sunset. The ceremonies in the court-house were the
same as last year. Some Hindus said the prayers in Sanskrit for the occa-

sion. Then the Nawab threw the cocoanut into the River Tapti. A plenti-

ful supply of cocoanuts, ornamented with yellow and water-coloured leaf,

in twelve baskets, had been provided for the occasion, which were now
handed round among the company. After the identical cocoanut had been
thrown, the castle guns and those on board the Honorable Company's
ship in the river began firing. The prayers used in presenting cocoanuts
are in substance :

“ O Tappi Goddess, daughter of the sun, wife of

the sea, pardon all our sins. As thy waves follow each other, so

let happiness follow us. Send us a flood of mopey, and preserve us in the
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possession of wealth and children.” It appears very evident to me, that
while the ceremony is performed in a Government office

; while cocoanuts
are provided and ornamented for the occasion, and guns fired by authority,
the natives will justly consider Government as taking part in the Tapi
puja.

The city of Puna was the capital of the Mahratta empire
; it

was only natural, therefore, that the Peishwa, who was a Hindu,
should patronize old temples, erect new ones, grant endowments
ofmoney and land for their support, and in other ways, contribute

by his example and influence to the stability of the Hindu reli-

gion. It could only be expected that the city and district

should be filled with temples, and the brahmins be found in the

enjoyment of large incomes. When the British Government
conquered the country, this circumstance attracted their atten-

tion
; and with a view to conciliate the religious classes, they

promised not only protection to their rights and property, but a
continuance of their endowments and gifts. These donations

were made without change till a recent period. The follow-

ing report will show how numerous they were, and how great

was the interference exercised with the temples in this collec-

torate in former days. The substance of the report is printed

in the “ Return” for 1845.

I beg leave to state, that Government exercises an entire control in the
management of tbe temple of Parbutti near Puna, and other subordinate
temples, the allowances for which are included in the sum of Rs. 18,617,
annually allowed by Government. The whole management of tbe concerns
of the temple are under a Government Carcoon, acting under the principal

collector’s orders, who renders to Government monthly accounts of the
expenditure. Tbe only village in this Zillab, the revenues of which are

collected by Government, and paid from the treasury for the purposes of
tbe temple or “ musjid,” is Mouza Nowli.

There are several temples and idols, and Other religious ceremonies in

this Zillah, in which the Government, in some way, interfere as follows. In
the Anusthan * of Bihma Sunker Mahadeo, at Mouza Bowargira, Pur-
gunna Khair, the sum granted as Anusthan is Rs. 865, w.hich is expended
under the control of Moro Dixit Munhorr, who held the office of manager
during the Peishwa’s time, and it was continued to him by the British Go-
vernment. There is, besides, an allowance of Rs. 101 on account of Pujah
Navid, f to the same temple, which is paid monthly by the Mamlutdar of

the district to the *• Pujaris” or officiating priests, who expend it accord-

ing to custom. The idol of Shri Wittoba at the Mouza Alundi,

Purgunnah Khair, was annually covered with clothes of the value of

Rs 111 by the Mamlutdar, till prohibited by Government order. The
“ Chau Gurrah” \

at the temple of Kundoba, at Mouza Jajuree, Byroba at

* Performance of certain ceremonies in propitiation of a god.

t Offering of something valuable to the idol.

I An assemblage of four little kettle-drums beaten by two men, two by each.
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Sassur, and Moreshwar at Mouza Maregaum, are paid monthly their

salaries by the Government revenue officers.

In the BJnmturry district the “ Chau Ghurras” at the temple of
Gumputti at Theur, and at the temple of Feringhi Devi, at Kur-
koomb, are also paid by Government Rs. 1,690. In the Havailee dis-

trict, the temple of Mahadeo, in the Mouza Pashan, receives an annual
allowance of Rs. 4,450-8. The “ Anusthan” is under the management of
Vedeshwur Shastri Tokakur, and has been some time in his family,

having been given to Ball Shastri, the uncle of the present manager, and
continued to Vedeshwur Shastri by tbe British Government He renders
accounts to the Government, and is subject to the control of the Govern-
ment officers. The sum of Rs. 1,050 is granted on account of Sivaratri,

and is expended under the management of Sewram Bhut Chitrow.

In the same taluka, the Deo of Chinchor, Dhurnidhur Deo, when he
stops at Puna on his way to the temple at Eoregoan, is presented by the

Dufterdar in the collector’s office, with a pair of shawls, and rupees equi-

valent to five Gold Mohurs annually, amounting in tbe aggregate to Rs.

166-8. In the time of the Peishwa, his Highness himself presented shawls
and mohurs to the Deo, according to his pleasure ; but on the accession of
the British Government, the amount of donation was fixed at the sum
above recorded.

In tbe Barsi district, tbe temple of Bugwunt (Vishnu) receives the
sum of Rs. 1,364, which is expended under the management of the Govern
ment officers.

In the City of Puna, the Chau Gburra of Shri Ramchundra in

tbe Tulsi Bhag, receives monthly Rs. 69-10 annas, and annually Rs. 800
from the Government treasury ; and there is an allowance on account
of Ramnowmi of Rs. 454 per annum, part of which is expended in

clothing the idol, and part in putting ready money before tbe idol, by the

Government officers ; or if the idol require no clothes, the money is spent
in making ornaments, or anything else which may be necessary !

!

In the Cusba Pima, the sum allowed for Ouchaos, at tbe temple of

Gunputti, is Rs. 280-8, which is spent under the control of Sewrambhut
Chitrow, who had the appointment in the Peishwa’s time, and to whom it

was continued by the British Government.

One special endowment, called dakshina, was bestowed by the

Peishwaon learned brahmins. It amounted annually toRs. 35,000.

The British Government, in imitation of his superstitious

bounty, continued the donation. In 1836, the plan for distribut-

ing it was modified, and a resolution expressed by Government
to continue it only to the present incumbents. In relation to this

dakshina, and another form of Government connection with

brahminism, the maintenance of a Sanskrit College, the Specta-

tor says :

—

In the Pima collectorate, our connexion with idolatry is more intimate

than in any other district of tbe country. The Puna Sanskrit College,

though greatly improved of late, and restricted to the teaching of the

ancient literature of tbe Hindus, is still an organ for upholding the supe-

riority of the Brahmins, as no youths of any other class are permitted to

enter within its walls ; and to make it extensively the instrument of good,

to prevent it from being the means of propagating the errors and absurdi-
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ties with which the Hindu literature, in its best estate, abounds, it should
be uuited with the Government English school in that city. Jn such a

connexion, it might contribute to the cultivation and improvement of the

Maratha language, which is closely connected with the Sanskrita; and thus

enable the students of English effectually to communicate the stores of

knowledge which they acquire, to their benighted countrymen. The annual
dakshind, the distribution of about Rs. 25,000 to brahmins, we believe, is

now so regulated as to encourage the study of the branches taught in the

Sanskrit College ; but as long as it is confined to the priestly class, it must
be considered objectionable. The Government share in the Dhabi collec-

tions at Jijuri, has been properly abandoned
;
but the Government gifts to

that infamous shrine, (of which an account is given in another part of this

number) have been in no degree diminished. The Government connexion
with other temples is such as no Christian can contemplate without the

deepest sorrow. Under the head of gram kharch, or village expenses, it

makes an annual remission from the revenue for the support of some thou-

sands ! Of many others it retains the management.

We might add other items, illustrative of our subject, from
the “ Parliamentary Returns,” but these will suffice to show, with
how little scruple the Government of India, at the commence-
ment of the present century, allied itself with idolatry. At
two places, Belgaum and Dliarwar, it received a small revenue.

That at Belgaum was derived from pilgrims visiting the annual
fair at the temple of Yellama, where some of the most abominable
scenes witnessed in the whole of India, were accustomed to

take place. That at Dharwar was derived, we believe, from a

tax on the cocoa-nuts presented to the temple.

We will conclude our notice of the Bombay Presidency with
the following table, taken from the “Returns” for 1849. We have
omitted one column, specifying the allowances in grain, without,

however, altering the general total. From this return, it ap-
pears, that the sum total alienated in Bombay from the revenue,
for the Hindu and Mussalman religions, amounted to near
£70,000 : that grants were made to them in almost every
district of the presidency

;
and that, in almost all the districts,

the sum thus alienated, was equal to the grant to Puri, to which
so much objection was made ; while, in several cases, they ex-

ceeded four or five times its amount. Jagannath now receives

Rs. 23,000; but the Hindu temples and brahmins of the Puna
collectorate, received Rs. 1,08,000, or nearly £11,000. It also

appears, that of the whole amount, the Hindu institutions re-

ceived Rs. 2,83,000 in money, and Rs. 3,14,000 as the revenue
of land : or nearly Rs. 6,00,000 : while the Mahommedans re-

ceived Rs. 83,000 from both sources; the Parsees, Rs. 1,013,

and the Jews six rupees!

T
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Government Allowances to Native Religious Institutions in

the Presidency ofBombay.

Collectorates.

Money. Land. Total.

Recipi-
ents.

Amount.
Recipi-
ents.

Amount. Recipi-
ents.

Amounts.

Ahmedabad .

.

1,735 *Rs. 19,962 452 Rs 22,625 2,200 Rs. 42,828
Ahmednuggur... 287 35,268 1,480 24 508 1,773 69.899
Belgaum 5,935 18,901 4,221 1,34,139 11,641 1,57,690
Broach 778 5,991 1,050 27,160 1,828 53,151
Colaba 325 3,933 157 9,388 634 14,460
Customs 37 300 • •• 37 300
Dbarwar 2,103 16,933 3,67] 72,184 5,774 89,118
Kaira 1,184 12,593 579 9,629 1,763 22,223

Khandeisb
^

3,248 20,573 289 7,274 3,538 27,850
328 3,970 32 1,075 360 5,045

Puna 2,873 1,11,185 896 9,697 3,769 1,20,883

Rutnagiri 1,040 14,938 94 10,443 2.013 33,784

Sliolapore 5,171 19,682 873 9,257 6,044 28,940
Surat 829 9,272 1,072 20,801 1,901 30,073
Tanna 716 12,767 1,105 16,257 2,228 32,342

26,589 3,05,875 15,971 3,74,445 ... ...

Total... 45,503 6,98,593

In the Presidency of Madras the Government connection

with the native religions was much greater than in the other

Presidencies ; and the sum of money given by the ruling powers
to their support exceeded that of all the others put together.

The more general features of the connection at Madras resem-

bled greatly those at Bombay, and are well stated in the follow-

ing Memorial addressed in 1836 to Sir F. Adam, the Governor
in Council, from a large number of the clergy, and of civil and
military officers. One of the latest acts of Bishop Corrie was to

forward this memorial to the Governor, with a strong expression

of his personal approval. The principal “ grievances” it enume-
rated were :

—

First.—That it is now required of Christian servants of the Govern-
ment, both civil and military, to attend Heathen and Mahomedan religious

festivals with a view of showing them respect.

Second.—That in some instances they are called upon to present offer-

ings. and to do homage, to idols.

Third—That the impure and degrading services of the pagoda are now
carried on under the supervision and control of the principal Europeans and
therefore Christian officers of the Government ; and the management and
regulation of the revenues and endowments, both at the pagodas and mosques,

* We have omitted the annas and pie in this, and the other money columns, in

order to reduce the breadth of the table.

—

Ed. C. R.
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are so vested in them under the provisions of Regulation VII. of 1817,

that no important idolatrous ceremony can he performed, no attendant of the

various idols, not even the prostitutes of the temple, be entertained or dis-

charged, nor the least expense incurred, without the official concurrence and
orders of the Christian functionary

.

Fourth —That British officers, with troops of the Government, are also

employed in firing salutes,and in otherwise rendering honor to Mahommedan
and idolatrous ceremonies, even on the Sabbath day ; and Christians are thus

not unfrequently compelled, by the authority of Government, to desecrate

their own most sacred institutions,and to take part in degrading superstitions.

Protestant soldiers, members of the Church of England, have also been
required, contrary to the principle declared in his Majesty’s regulations, that

every soldier shall be at “ liberty to worship God according to the forms

prescribed by his religion,” to be present and participate in the worship of

the Church of Rome.
By the requisition of the foregoing and similar duties we cannot but

sensibly feel, that not only are Christian servants of the State constrained to

perform services incompatible with their most sacred obligations, and their

ju<t rights and privileges as Christians infringed ; but that our holy religion

is also dishonoured in the eyes of the people, and public and official sanction

and support given to idolatry and superstitions destructive to the soul,

and to apostacv from the only living and true God.

Other instances of the evil must be added to these, before

the matter will be understood in all its bearings. Thus; as

in Bengal and Bombay, oaths were regularly administered in

the names of Hindu idols and on the Koran; documents were
consecrated by inscribing at their head the names of Ganesh
and other deities ; idolatrous cases, in which no civil rights were
concerned, were continually adjudged by the collectors under
a special regulation

; and all efforts to disturb the existing evils

were frowned upon and discouraged. The spirit, which had
dictated Mr. Place’s letter, had animated many officers subse-

quent to his time
;
and in all possible ways, in trifling as well as

in important concerns, the Government prominently showed
itself to be the intimate friend of the native religions. A few
illustrations of a state of things, which once existed at Madras
on a large scale, may be interesting to the reader, although we
have said so much in relation to the other Presidencies.

A Native Almanac used to be published annually in Madras
at the expense of the Government, and was circulated by the
chief secretary among the Government establishments. It

opened with the following invocation :

—

Salutation to Sri GanEsha.
I invoke the aid of this god, who is honoured by Brahma,
Krishna and Maha-eswaram and all other gods, in the hope that
I shall succeed in my present task.

Those who, in the beginning of the year, accompanied by their relatives
and friends, offer sacrifices to the nine planets, and make such offerings to
astrologers as they possibly can, and pay a strict observance to what is laid
down in this Almanac, the said planets will contribute to affjrd them every
good throughout the year, &c.

Again; it is well known that the Hindus, throughout the
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country, worship the implements of their trade, and that on the
Saraswati Puja writers especially worship their pens and ink.

Will it be believed, that at Madras the Government permitted
this icorship to be offered in their own public courts and offices,

to their own account-books, stationery, records and furniture ?

The following is a programme of the ceremony :

—

“ All the dufftars (bundles) containing accounts and the like to be placed
in the cutcherry or office in a row ; and in the evening, about four o’clock,
the religious brahmins of the town, together with the cutcherry servants,
will assemble to worship them in honour of the goddess Minerva; in the
interim music will be sounded, and the dance of the church (pagoda) will

then be commenced. After this is done, cocoa-nuts, plantains and betel
will be distributed among the religious brahmins and cutcherry people, and
a few gifts in specie [provided of course by the Government) will also be
given to the former people.

The following letter exhibits one of the numerous applica-

tions from the Court-servants for the customary allowances out
of the public treasury for Hindu worship. It presents the Go-
vernment both in a ridiculous and humiliating position

; their

money paid for idolatry, and the idol honoured in their own
offices of business

!

Honoured Sir,— I humbly and submissively beg leave to acquaint your
honour, that on the 29th of this month, Wednesday, being Venanygauk
Chouty or Belly-God feast, it is custom to allow us rupees ten every year

from Circar [the Government], in order to perform certain pujah
;

after

keeping one idol in the court house on the same day, and granting leave to

all the court servants for the said pujah
;

the said sum is to be carried into

contingent charges. I saw the civil diary and other accounts too and find

the same in them
;
therefore I highly request your honour will be pleased to

spare ten rupees and perform the said pujah on the very day. I must pur-

chase various things for the same.

—

See Friend of India, 1839.

Thefiring of salutes, on occasion of Hindu and Mahommedan
festivals, was an every-day occurrence: while troops, both Eu-
ropean and native,were marched out to join processions in honour

of idols and their festivities. Not unfrequently these proces-

sions and salutes occurred on the Sabbath-day ! The following

are illustrations :

—

MADRAS GARRISON ORDERS.

G. O. 26th May, 1839 —(Sunday.)
A Royal Salute to be held in readiness to be fired from the Saluting

Battery at sun-rise, to-morrow, in answer to one which will be fired from

the Chepauk Gardens on the occasion of the anniversary of the Rub'ud-

Uwwal Festival.

G. O. 1 5th October.—(Tuesday.)

A Royal Salute to be fired from the Saluting Battery to-morrow, on

occasion of the Dussera Festival.

G. 0. 1th December, 1839.

—

(Saturday.)

A Royal Salute to be fired from the Saluting Battery at 1 o’clock P. M.

to-morrow, (Sunday,) on the occasion of the Ramzan Festival.

Fort ST. GEORGE, 14th December, 1839.

—

(Saturday.)

A Detail of the R. H., the Governor’s Body Guard, consisting, of a Na-
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tive Officer, 2 Havildars, 2 Naiques, and 30 Troopers, together with the 19th
Regiment, to parade under the command of the Officer commanding the

19th Regiment, at 5 o’clock in the afternoon of Thursday next, on the
north side of the Palace Gate, at the Shadi Mahl, for the purpose of
accompanying the Procession of the Sundul to the tomb of His late High-
ness Nabob Azim-ud-Dowlah Bahadur, in the principal mosque at Tri-
plicane.”

Prayersfor rain (Varuna-pujam) were ordered by the col-

lector to be presented at the various temples in seasons when
drought and famine were feared. Many examples of this cus-

tom might be adduced. At Cuddapah, in 1811, the Madras
Board sanctioned the expenditure of 150 star pagodas for that

object : it was a common thing to do so. Mr. Cathcart, soon
after being appointed to Salem as Sub-collector, had to issue

orders for such a puja. He says :

—

1832.— Among the first official letters I received on coming to Salem
was one sanctioning fifty rupees to be expended in each of the three Taluks
or districts under me, for the invocation of rain. Some brahmins were to

engage in prayer to one of their gods for ten or twelve days, standing up to

their necks in water
;
others were to be employed to avert the anger of cer-

tain planets ;
and some to propitiate other gods : the whole to be fed at the

expense of Government, to be superintended by Government servants, and
to be in every respect on the part of Government, seeking for the attainment

of its revenue by these means. I could not order it : it seems to me most
gratuitous to engage in such an open violation of the laws of God.

By the same authority brahmins were fed

;

as they are feasted

by all wealthy Hindus on certain occasions, and for particular

ceremonies. As a specimen we may quote the language of the

Rev. C. Rhenius, the well-known Missionary of Tinnevelly,

written in December, 1831 :

—

The collector has, by order of Government, given 40,000 rupees to per-

form a certain ceremony in the idol temple of Tinnevelly. The pedestal of

the idol, for instance, has got some injury, from the oil which continually

flows down from the idol at the pujahs ; so that insects harbour and perish

there, which is a great indignity done to the Swamy, or god. They must
therefore mend ihe pedestal, shut up all the holes that have been made, and
make it fine and close again. For this repair, the Swamy must be request-

ed to remove from his place during the operation, and after that to return

again : on both occasions, a great many muntrums must be said by the

Brahmins
;
and 1,00,000 must be daily fed for 40 days. To gratify thisfolly

a Christian Government spends 40,000 rupees !

Another e\il, more serious in its character, that was long in

practice, was thq forced attendance of the poorer natives at the

great festivals, for the sake of drawing the idol cars. Facts are

the best illustration of the injustice to which they were subject.

In a pamphlet published at Madras in 1835, the writer says :

—

In the district of Tanjore alone, there are no less than 4,00,000 people

compelled, year by year, to leave their homes and proceed often ten, twenty

or thirty miles, without any provision or remuneration, for the purpose of

dragging the obscene and disgusting idol cars of the province. Unless Go-
vernment were to enforce their attendance, not a man of them would come,
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nor would they, when arrived, pull the cars, were it not for dread of Go-
vernment. At the car festival a respectable landholder came to complain

that he had just been beaten in the street by the curnum of his village, l'he

Tassildar pleaded for the curnum : he represented the impossibility of get-

ting the car drawn unless flogging were allowed : and stated, with much
respect, that he himself had beaten not less than five hundred on the oc-

casion.

The largest item, however, in the Government connection

with idolatry in Madras, was the direct and official management

of temples. From the time of Mr. Place such management had
increased every year. Having once established the fact, that

an English officer might conduct the affairs of a pagoda, might
interest himself thoroughly in its prosperity, and make offerings

at its altar, it was easy, whenever a native official was found to

misappropriate pagoda funds, to put him out and place the

institution under Government charge : or if temple-lands failed

to pay the land-tax, or their managers died without issue, or

mismanaged their trust, the appeal was again made to the Col-

lector, and the lands entrusted to him. Numerous causes of

this kind were at work ; the natives were pleased, the Com-
pany’s officers were willing

;
and thus, during a long series of

years, the native dharmakartas or managers were displaced,

and an immense number of temples, and large tracts of pagoda-
land, were handed directly over to Government. The causes of

such an anomalous and injurious proceeding are well stated in

the following paragraph of the “ Return” for 1849, page 438 :

—

When we first assumed possession of the various districts of the Ma-
dras Presidency, we did not find the religious instituiions of the Natives
enjoying that degree of support from the Government, which we have since

extended to them. Our connexion with the Hindu idolatry has grown
with our growth

;
we found that in many districts pagodas were enriched

by large landed endowments ;
that the lands attached to them were culti-

vated by ryots, under engagements with the dharmakartas or the priests of

the temples; in course of time we observed, that in many instances these

lands were mismanaged, the ryots brought complaints of oppression, and
the people pointed to the decay of their temples as the consequence of the

mismanagement and neglect of the lands. The result was, that in nume-
rous instances, we displaced the dharmakarta, and ourselves took charge
of his duties of the management of the temple and the culiivation of the

lands Wherever we adopted this course, it is evident, that to restore the

dharmaka’ta would be to revert to the original usage, and therefore a much
easier business than to find dharmakartas for temples of which the ma-
nagement had been in our hands from the first; not that it is by any means
certain, that these temples also were not originally under the management
of their own dharmakartas

;
for it seems very probable that the Govern-

ments, which preceded our own, adopted, under the same circumstances, the

same course of proceeding, displacing the dharmakartas, and assuming the

management of the lands and of the temples. Thus, the Collector of Tan-
jore, a district in which no less than 2.874 pagodas have hitherto been
under the superintendence of the Government officers, alludes to the origin

of this state of things in the following terms: “It has been usual for

Native Governments to alienate the whole or a part of the land-tax on por-
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tions of land, and sometimes on whole villages, and to vest the collection

of it in the grantee
; the tendency of such irresponsible management has

been, to engender abuse and to call for interference; and the mode of its

exercise has been to resume the privilege of control, without infringing on
the proceeds of the grant. Thus, the greater part of all the landed en-

dowments in Tanjore have for a series of years been under the manage-
ment of the officers of Government on this account.

At first the lands were placed under the stewardship of

the Collectors, who paid into the pagoda funds the nett pro-

ceeds of the estates. It was soon found, however, that in many
cases it was more convenient for the Governmei.c to resume

the estates altogether, and pay annually to the pagodas a sum
of ready money equal to their yearly value Direct payments
of money, therefore, became substituted for the revenue of

estates. In some cases sums of money were paid by Govern-
ment, as at Puna and in Kumaon, in continuation of grants

and voluntary donations bestowed by former rulers of the

country. In others again the estates were preserved to the

temples under the Collector’s management, and the clear

income paid for their use. In each instance, owever, the

closest tie was formed between the Government and the native

institutions. They who, with diligence and honesty, had paid

over the income to the temple, had also to superintend its

expenditure; and thus every item in the cost of idolatry had
to be sanctioned and supervised by the English officer. Orders
for the repairs of buildings; the purchase or construction of

idol-cars; the making of new idols, had all to receive his

signature. Every officer of the temple, the worshipping
brahmin, the musician, the painter, the rice-boiler, the watch-
man, had to be appointed under his official seal. The poor
dancing women even received their salaries, the pay of vice,

through his hands. All this is fully acknowledged by these

officers themselves :

—

The reports received from the collectors of the different «illahs of the
Madras Presidency, show that the superintendence of no less than 7,600*
Hindu establishments, front the famous pagoda of Seringham to the common
village temples, has hitherto been vested in the officers of Government. And
this was something more than a nominal superintendence; the people did
not merely regard the Collector as the friendly guardian of their religion,
but they looked up to him as the regulator of its ceremonies and festivals
— as the supervisor of the priests and servants of the pagodas— as the
faithful treasurer of the pagoda-funds—and the comptroller of the daily
expenses of idolatry. “We have hitherto,’’ says the Collector of North
Arcot, “ stood to these pagodas in the obligation of sovereigns, and our
interference has extended over every detail of management; we regulate
their funds, superintend the repairs of their temples, keep in order their
cars and images, appoint the servants of the pagodas, purchase and keep

* The exact number is more than 8,000. See the Table following.
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in store the various commodities required for their use, investigate and
adjust all disputes, and at times even those of a religious nature. There
is nothing appertaining to or connected with the temples that is not made
a subject of report, except the religious worship carried out daily in them.”
The Collector of Tinnevelly, a district never visited by the violence of
Mahommedan zeal, where Hindu idolatry has always flourished undis-
turbed, writes in terms very similar : “ The present control and interference

of the district Government authorities extends over almost every thing con-
nected with the pagoda

;
from the collection of its revenues (from what-

ever source derived,) and the management of its lands, to the regulating
of its daily usual expenses, its periodical festivals, and its repairs. Ac-
counts in detail, including every item of receipt and expenditure, are

kept and controlled, and the appointment and dismissal of its servants

made by the officers of Government.”—P. 437.

It would be interesting to examine some illustrations of these

practical services for idolatry: but we shall mention only one
or two. Perhaps one of the most scandalous instances of

Government patronage of Hindu gods was seen in the festival

of the idol Yeggata in the town of Madras itself. At one
time this festival had been suspended for more than thirty

years. It was revived, however, by the influence and exertions

of an Evropean Collector. On that occasion the idol was found
to be too large to pass through one of the town gates : but the

Government was persuaded by their officer to have the gate

taken down and the arch enlarged, “ in order to convey to the
‘ natives a full proof of the disposition of Government to faci-

‘ litate the due observance of their religious ceremonies.” Our
rulers agreed also to defray all the expenses. The following is a

description of the Company’s share in the celebration of the

festival by an eye-witness :

—

Madras, December, 1839.—The idol Yeggata, tutelar deity of Madras,
is to be brought out to-night; the compound of her temple presented a

most extraordinary appearance when I passed through it about 5 p. M.

I passed through the crowd of natives, and had a full view of the process.

The Honourable Company's presents, consisting of a scarf of crimson silk,

a thali or ornament for the neck, apparently of gold, and attached to

a yellow string, and another scarf of scarlet woollen cloth, exactly resembling

that of which soldiers’ jackets are made, were borne several times round
the idol stage, with wreaths of flowers, broken cocoa-nuts, &c. A peon, the
white metal plate of whose belt bore the inscription “ Collector, of Mad*
RAs,” led on this procession, clearing the way with his cane, and a number
of men followed with long trumpets, which they pointed towards the

idol and sounded. There were several of these peons on the spot, each

having “ Collector of Madras” inscribed on the plate of his belt
;
and

when the presents were brought on a brass dish, 1 observed one of them hold

it at arm’s length over his head, as if to display them to the idol, and to the

spectators—another of these peons held up, in the same way, a dish of cocoa-

nuts, broken, as is usual in offerings.

We mentioned above, when speaking of Bengal, that there

was only one temple in the Madras Presidency, at which the
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Government received a money profit, viz., the temple of Tri-

pettiy. This temple has been greatly honoured in Southern India,

especially by traders : hence it became the resort of crowds of

pilgrims from all parts of India : and offerings of goods, grain,

gold, silver, jewels, cloths, horses, and other articles were dedi-

cated on its altars. The expenses of the temple were com-
paratively small, being about Rs. 32,500 annually ; while the

income, from offerings alone, amounted to about Rs. 1,10,000.

The surplus, therefore, was paid into the Government treasury

;

and a long line of carts, preceded by a band of music, and
guarded by sepoys, was employed to convey it into safe hands.

In all other cases the Government had to give money, either

as a donation, or in commutation of resumed lands
; or as the

revenue of temple estates, of which its officers were stewards.

After a careful perusal of all the information contained in the
“ Parliamentary Return” for 1849, and a comparison of one part
of the Returns with another, we find that the number of temples
under the charge of the Government, and the payments made
to them, stand as follows :

—

Government payments for Idolatry in the

Presidency of Madras.

District.

No. of Pagodas
under Govern-

ment.
Money paid.

Income of lands
managed by Gov-

ernment.

Rs.
Vizagapatam 50 2,154 None.
Nellore 12 30,537 1,698
Malabar 29 3,571 3,530
Madura 34 49,155 59,197
Rajamundry 18 3,695 780
Masulipatam 2 280 1,148
Trichinopoly 116 56,298 76,541
Tanjore 2,874 1,26,806 1,91,047
Chingleput 24 38,143 5,313
Canara 3,668 1,33,152 None.
South Arcot 107 67,121 2,748
North Arcot 75 26,941 None.
Salem 193 55,237 562
Bellary 26 2,665 3,356
Coimbatur 132 60,000 49,407
Cuddapah 284 32,067 7,447
Tiunevelly 350 1,81,369 26,059
Guntur 2 2 374-

Ganjam 176 3,809 None.
Madras 16

Kurnul 104 3,780

8,292 8,76,780 4,31,107

u
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From this table it appears that the actual money paid by the

Government was nearly nine lakhs of rupees, or exactly £87,678:
and that the number of temples, mosques and shrines receiving

this sum was 8,292. We doubt not that the members of Govern-
ment were themselves astonished when these expressive facts first

came to light. Even their best friends, even the defenders of

the system, could scarcely explain, on sound “reasons of moral
or political obligation, why a Christian Government, whose
members profess to follow the law of the Bible, should have, in

two presidencies of their Indian Empire, nine thousand
temples and pagodas under their management, and should

endeavour, by the exercise of Christian virtues, to make their

idolatrous service efficient. A few comments on this table may
make its statements more clearly understood. By far the

greater number of institutions receiving the Government sup-

port were Hindu : there were a few Mahomedan mosques among
them, especially in particular districts, as Kurnul, but there

were none of much name. At Seringapatam, we believe, the

tomb of Hyder Ali, and the establishment of mullahs, both
there and at Tippu’s mosque at Colar, were supported by these

funds. The Tanjore and Canara provinces contained the

largest number of temples under the Government officers.

The former district, having never been occupied by the Maho-
medans, has preserved the Hindu religion in the greatest

strength and splendour. The pagoda of Tanjore is perhaps

the most beautiful Hindu structure in all India. That
at Seringham, in the neighbourhood, is without doubt the

largest, most extensive, and most wealthy. Its idol of solid

gold, fifteen feet in height, alone proves the power and resour-

ces of Brahminism in this ancient territory. As at Jagannath
and Punah, some of the Government endowments in the Ma-
dras presidency were princely. The pagoda of Seringham
received Us. 43,151 annually

;
that of Tripetty, Rs. 32,500 for

its expenses; and that at Trichenddr Rs. 19,000. A larger

number received a moderate donation. The great pagoda at

Conjeveram received Rs. 12,000: that at Trinomali Rs. 6,000;
and the Rock pagoda, at Trichinopoly, Rs. 8,200. But in the

greater number of instances, the annual donations were petty

in the extreme, making up in number what they wanted in

value. They were thus only an injury: they did the institutions

little good: and kept up the connection of the Government in

the most offensive form. Thus in many of the districts nu-
merous temples received less than fifty rupees annually. In
Canara, out of 3,668 temples, mosques and maths, only eighty-

three were “ great pagodas,” receiving more than fifty rupees
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each. Of these again only seventeen received more than Rs.

1,000. Of the whole number, 3,043 petty temples received less

than Rs. 50. In one taluk, out of 221 temples of this class,

fifty-three received less than five rupees. Of these again, some
received Rs. 2 ;

some, Rs. 4 ; Rs. 2-6-5
; Rs. 1-12-10

; Rs. 1-3-2
;

12 as. ; 8 as. ; and one received 6 as. 5 pie ! In other districts

also several temples received only one rupee. In Cuddapah,
out of 221 temples, only two received more than Rs. 1,000 ;

and the majority less than Rs. 100. The climax of Govern-
ment connection with Hinduism was reached, a few years back,

in the district of Kurnul. After the Pathan Nawab had been
removed from power, in consequence of his conspiracy, the
Madras Government, in return for all his guns and ammunition,
continued his annual gifts for religious purposes, and accord-

ingly they* presented annually to nine temples, the muni-
ficent DONATION OF ONE FARTHING EACH.
We said this was the climax: but we find that the real

climax in this connection, the lowest point of moral degrada-
tion, was reached, not by the East India Company, but by the
Colonial Government of Ceylon. As this island does not fall

within our province, it is not our purpose to describe the

patronage which the native religions once received from its

Government : we shall mention only a simple fact. The follow-

ing is a copy of a bill sent in to the Ceylon Government ; the
items, according to the superscription, having been provided for

Her Majesty’s Service :

—

£ s. d.

For the cost of sundry Articles for the use of the

Malagawa and 4 Dewalas since the procession, 3 10 6
For Devil-Dancing, called Waliyakun 3 13 2£
For 13 Out-station Dewalas 4 5 1

For carrying the Canopy over the Karanduwa,... O 16 0

For oil and rags, 3 15 0

£15 19 %

Let those who have seen the devil- dancer of South India

and Ceylon, after his draught of blood, with his long hair

streaming in the wind, whirl round and round with mad
excitement, consider, whether, when such a dance, a dance
which a heathen king forbade in his palace, is ordered for
“ Her Majesty’s service” for a period of seven days, the patron-

age of abominable idolatry can possibly descend lower.

From these details, it appears that down to a late period, the

Government of India placed itself in intimate connection with

* “ Nundial : Nine temples (small). .Rs. 0 1 7 ”—1849, p. 295.
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the temples, mosques and tombs of the Hindu and Mahomedan
religions; that it looked upon them as friends whoseinterests were
to be promoted, whose prosperity was to be an object of its care

;

that thus it afforded them not merely protection but patronage

;

and that this patronage increased in extent with the increase of
their Eastern empire. It appears that it was exhibited in a
variety of instances, both of greater and less importance

; that
in accordance with native custom, the names of idols were
inscribed with honor at the head of public documents ; that

oaths in the names of idols and upon the Koran were adminis-
tered in the courts of justice ; that their officers decided cases

where purely idolatrous questions were concerned; that in

Government colleges the authoritative standards of the native
religions were taught at the public expense ; and that native
scholars, brahmins and moulvies, because of their position in

native society, and their acquaintance with those books of error,

received from their rulers special gifts. It appears that the

Government by degrees began to take a conspicuous part in the

actual ceremonies of idolatrous temples and the maintenance of

Mahomedan worship ; that the British flag was hoisted and
salutes were fired in honor of their festivals ; and that troops

were marched out, under the authority of English officers, to

join in processions and tokens of respect to them that were no
gods. In the Madras and Bombay presidencies the revenue
officers gradually brought under their official management about
nine thousand shrines,belonging to false religions

; they sup-

plied the funds for their expenses, superintended their internal

arrangements, appointed all their servants, and were responsible

for the proper performance of all their usual ceremonies; they

were expected in seasons of drought to order invocations for

rain ; on the removal of idols, to feed large numbers of brah-

mins; in some places to use their influence in inducing

the poorer natives to draw idol-cars ; and on the great

festivals to present gifts in the name of the Government.
These officers held charge of large tracts of pagoda-land, made
terms with the peasantry for their rents, and thus secured

the largest revenue they could for the shrines to which

the land belonged : they could grant donations for the feast of

the “ Belly-God” to be paid for out of “ contingent charges
;”

and even permitted their account-books to be worshipped in

the public offices. It appears also, that the highest officers of

State have, on occasions, presented gifts to celebrated shrines

when travelling in their neighbourhood ; that by legislative

enactments, the Boards of Revenue are directed to see that

Hindu and Mahomedan endowments are really applied to the
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superstitious uses for which they were intended; and that in

these and a variety of other ways the Government has given a
public sanction to the doctrines, ceremonies and practices of the

false religions of their empire. Especially has it been notorious,

that they established taxes on pilgrims at Jagannath and other

places of Hindu resort ; and that from these taxes they reaped,

in the course of several years, the immense sum of two mil-
lions sterling.

The evils, which naturally sprang from these lamentable pro-

ceedings of the Government, were of no common magnitude.

Not that the Government is responsible for all the injury that

arises from false religion as such, but they maintained evils

already existing
;
they increased, they perpetuated them. Ido-

latry received new strength, and its services were rendered effi-

cient and attractive. The income of temples and pagodas was
carefully spent ; the buildings were kept in good repair

; the

tanks were cleaned and rendered serviceable ; vacancies were
filled amongst the officers

;
the festivals were celebrated with

zeal; the daily ceremonies were duly performed. Formerly,
the whole system was in a state of decay, but, under English
superintendence, it every where revived. Formerly, the endow-
ment-lands were ill-managed and proved unprofitable : on
this account, such large estates were brought under the Collec-

tors’ charge ; but, under Government, private peculation was
prevented, the cultivators were well treated, the income was
improved and rendered sure. So convinced were the natives

themselves of this fruit of the Government supervision, that in

many cases fear was expressed, lest for the want of it, idolatry

would speedily fall to utter ruin
;
and when orders were re-

ceived to give the temples back to native managers, in numer-
ous instances they were received with great reluctance. What
clearer confession could they have made that the Government
was the bulwark of their system? What could have more fully

proved the erroneous position which the Government was occu-
pying ? Is it their duty to sustain idolatry ? If false religions

cannot sustain themselves, the sooner they die away, the better.

Again
; the priests in the temples, under care of the authorities,

appeared with the character of Government agents, and wielded
the influence which such agents alone possess. The pandas of
Puri and the gaya-wals of Behar pleaded the virtues of their

respective shrines with new power. The whole system of
Hinduism, in short, was invested with a dignity and rank, which
its internal meanness, folly and immorality could never have
secured for it. The number of pilgrims to the three most re-

nowned shrines steadily increased, and at length became very
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large in every case. The pilgrim-hunters multiplied likewise ;

those at Puri having been recompensed in proportion to the
number of votaries they could bring. Even without Govern-
ment support, they seek for pilgrims

;
much more would they

do so, when that Government guaranteed their fees. As a
consequence, all the evils attendant on these pilgrimages, es-

pecially that to the car festival at Puri, were rendered more
intense, whether connected with the moral conduct of the pil-

grims, their physical privations, or their numerous and painful

deaths. The fame of our country and the name of Christianity

were greatly dishonoured among the heathen. The public sa-

lutes, the presents to idols, the subsidizing of priests, the atten-

dance of English officers in their official capacity at the festivals,

all tended to give the natives a low estimate of our religion, and
even led them to say that English people had no religion at all.

Many an argument was furnished by their proceedings to the op-

ponents of the Gospel, when the Missionary sought to preach its

truths. Hundreds of times have the Orissa Missionaries been
asked, “ If Jagannath is not god, then why does the Company
give him money ?” The same kind of enquiry has been made in

other parts of India, and upon a similar ground.

The greatest evil, which resulted from this attitude of the

Government, was the public insult, which they thereby offered to

the living and true God. All other reasons against their conduct

are absorbed in this : without this other reasons might possibly

have been invalid, and the support of the native systems have
been proved advantageous. Political expediency changes with

political circumstances. The tax, which produces harm in one

place,may be beneficial in another : while it increases a pilgrimage

in one district, in another it may prevent it. Even the dic-

tates of conscience may vary with the degree of enlighten-

ment which it receives, and the cases in which it is called to act.

But as to a Government support of idolatry, there is no room
for doubt. The root of all religion and morality is without

change. The dictates of the revealed law of God leave no

room for question. Idolatry is a crime against God. It can-

not be spoken of in soft terms. We cannot call it an unfortu-

nate error, nor style it a lamentable weakness, nor look on it

as an excusable fault. The Bible styles it a crime, an “ abo-

minable thing,” which God hates. On this account, therefore,

we object to the position, which the Government of India

held, and still partially holds, in relation to Hinduism. We
plead this ground, alone, of opposition, to their patronage of

its idols and its ceremonies. The Bible lays it down as a

law :
“ Thou shalt have no other Gods before me.” “ The
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* things, which the Gentiles sacrifice, they sacrifice to devils

‘ and not to God. I would not that ye should have fellowship
* with devils. Ye cannot drink the cup of the Lord, and the
‘ cup of devils. What communion hath light with darkness

:

‘ what agreement hath the temple of God with idols?” The
Government of India have sought to unite both, and have
therefore fallen into the guilt of him who openly disobeys the

word of God. To set aside the Governor of a country, and
obey another in his place, is in an individual reckoned treason.

He who worships idols, “ other Gods,” whatever be their names,
refuses to acknowledge the authority of God, ignores His exis-

tence, and sets up others in His room. He is guilty of treason

against God. Cannot this charge of spiritual treason be made
with justice against the Government of India? Have they not

given divine honours to them that are no Gods : have they

not patronized and endowed that religion, which sets up Maho-
met in the place of the One mediator between God and man ?

Even the heathen are declared by the Bible to be “ without
excuse” for their superstitious follies, because the works of

God before their eyes teach them of better things. Still

more are they without excuse who have been taught from
higher sources than the works of nature, even by the instructions

of Revelation :
“ To whomsoever much is given, of him shall

‘ much be required.” Whatever may be the degree of guilt in

the Hindu or Musalman, rude and untaught, man cannot de-

termine
; we know that the judgment of God is according to

truth. But why should an enlightened Government be a par-

taker of their sins ? The abettors of treason suffer the penal-

ty of treason : the abettors of false religion must bide the

consequences of their folly. He who has said, “ I will not
‘ give My glory to another, nor My praise to graven images,”

cannot but look with indignation on His professed followers

when they join with others in deifying the licentious Krishna,
Jagannath, and Mahadev, feasting the Belly-God, and bowing
the head in adoration to account-books and official records.

May the sure end of such a guilty course be averted : may the

improvement in their views and practice, which has been adopt-

ed by the Government, prove a lasting one ; and may every
single link, which binds them to these false religions, makes them
abettors of their fault, and sharers in their sins, be broken
decidedly and for ever !

It was natural and right that a patronage of idolatry so

wrong in itself, and productive of such grave consequences,
should, as soon as it was known, attract the attention and
arouse the indignation of religious men. From time to time,
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therefore, objections to it were offered, and the evils of
the Government system were discussed and exposed. The
pilgrim-tax at Puri was regarded as specially obnoxious : and
more than once servants of Government, in their official mi-
nutes, and editors of newspapers or Missionaries in the perio-
dical press, wrote against it on the spot. The result of the
agitation, both in India and in England, was the transmission of
the memorable despatch of 1833, which is generally attributed
to Lord Glenelg. In this despatch, his Lordship discussed the
question of the pilgrim-tax in all its bearings

; and referred
briefly to other details of the connection of Government with
idolatry. He stated, however, in emphatic terms, that that con-
nection must be wholly dissolved. On the general principles

involved in the subject, he wrote thus:

—

“ All religious rites and offices, which are in this sense harmless, that they
are not flagrantly opposed to the rules of common humanity or decency,
ought to be tolerated, however false the creed by which they are sanctioned.

.... Beyond this civil protection, however, we do not see that the maxims of
toleration enjoin us to proceed. It is not necessary that we shall take part

in the celebration of an idolatrous ceremony, or that we should assist in the
preparation for it, or that we should afford to it such systematic support as

shall accredit it in the eyes of the people, and prevent it from expiring
through the effect of neglect or accident. ... Arrangements, which im-
plicate the Government, be it in a greater or less degree, in the im-
mediate ministrations of the local superstitions of the natives, might well

be objected to in point of principle, even without any reference to their

actual or probable consequences. But that they also tend to consequences

of an injurious kind is evident
;
inasmuch as they exhibit the British power

in such intimate connection with the unhappy and debasing superstitions in

question, as almost necessarily to inspire the people with a belief either that

we admit the diviue origin of those superstitions, or at least that we ascribe

to them some peculiar and venerable authority.

The ground which the Government was to take in future,

and the particular points which all its officers were to observe,

his Lordship detailed in the following paragraph:

—

62. Finally it may be convenient to recapitulate, in a brief series, the

principal conclusions resulting from the preceding discussion. These are

the following : — 1. That the interference of British functionaries in the

interior management of native temples, in the customs, habits and religious

proceedings of their priests and attendants
;
in the management of their

ceremonies, rites and festivals
;
and generally, in the conduct of their in-

terior economy, shall cease. 2. That the pilgrim-tax shall be every where
abolished. 3. That fines and offerings shall no longer be considered as

sources of revenue by the British Government; and they shall, conse-

quently, no longer be collected or received by the servants of the East

India Company. 4. That no servant of the East India Company shall

hereafter be engaged in the collection or custody, or management of monies,

in the nature of fines or offerings, under whatsoever name they may be

known, or in whatever manner obtained, or whether furnished in cash or

in kind 5, That no servant of the East India Company shall hereafter
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derive any emolument resulting from the above-mentioned or any similar

sources. 6. That in all matters relating to their temples, their worship,

their festivals, their religious practices, their ceremonial observances, our
native Subjects be left entirely to themselves.’’

In spite of these express orders, for five years the Govern-
ment of India did nothing. They made no enquiry ; they

made no change in the ancient system. The unwillingness of

the Court at home was seconded by their older officers abroad :

and the passes were issued to pilgrims, their fees were received

into the treasury, the civilians superintended the temples, the

salutes were fired, and flags continued to be hoisted, as if nothing

whatever had been said concerning them. But the press was
free :

pamphlets began to be published, and information to be
collected in India, upon which the public papers fearlessly

commented. The two memorials we mentioned above, were
presented at Bombay and Madras, each signed by a large

number of the most respectable inhabitants, including Govern-
ment servants. In England also a Resolution was passed in the

Court of Proprietors, that the despatch of 1833 should be
carried into effect. But the Directors were unwilling

; the

Governor-General was unwilling
; and the revenue officers, es-

pecially those in the Madras Presidency, who reaped large pro-

fits from their temple management, were glad to see the ques-
tion shelved. At length, in October 1837, the Court of Direc-
tors, in one of their despatches, had the temerity to speak out
their real mind. Alluding to a minute of Lord Auckland’s,

written on the 1st of April previous, in which he had compared
the ceremonies of the cocoa-nut festival at Surat to the Eng-
lish feasts of May-day and Harvest-home, of Halloween and
Christmas, they expressed their entire concurrence in his views,

deprecated the disposition evinced at Bombay and Madras “ to

force extreme measures” on the Government, and declared it to

be their opinion that the time had not arrived for any “ osten-

sible change” in the old system. At the same time, knowing
that Lord Auckland’s views coincided with their own, they en-
deavoured to stifle the whole question by directing, that “ no
‘ customary salutes, or marks of respect to native festivals, should
‘ be discontinued at any of the Presidencies, and that no change
‘ whatever should be made in any matters relating to the native
‘ religions, except under the authority of the Supreme Govern-
‘ ment.” On the arrival of these despatches at Madras, Sir
Peregrine Maitland, the Coramander-in-Chief at that Presi-
dency, sent in his resignation, assigning as his reason for

so doing, that as the Court had drawn back from their own
orders of 1833, and wished to continue the system which they
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hail then condemned, he could not be a party to the oppression of

conscientious men, by commanding them to join in idolatrous

ceremonies. About the same time Mr. Robert Nelson, a Ma-
dras civilian, then in England, openly resigned the service for

a similar reason. These facts produced a profound sensation

in England in religious circles. The Court felt they had gone
too far, and endeavoured to shew that Sir P. Maitland had
wholly misunderstood them. But it was too late. The religi-

ous public, disgusted with the Directors’ hypocrisy, and con-

vinced that they had for five years been systematically cheated
in a matter where Christianity and conscience were concerned,
poured their petitions into Parliament

;
and the system was

doomed. On the 26th of July, 1838, Sir John C. Hobhouse, in

reply to questions on the subject in the Lower House, declared

that “ he should make a point of using that discretion, which,
‘ by the act of Parliament, belonged to him in his position as
‘ President of the Board of Controul, to direct such a despatch
‘ to be sent to India, as would render it impossible forany func-
‘ tionary there to make a mistake. He would take care, and he
* trusted the Court of Directors would agree with him, to have
‘ such a despatch sent out to India as would perfectly satisfy the
‘ most tender conscience.” A fortnight afterwards the despatch

was sent. By November 17th, Lord Auckland had written his

minute at Ludiana, on the mode in which it was to be carried out.

On that day the tax at Allahabad was abolished by an order

in Council : and the other pilgrim-taxes soon met with the same
fate. Such is the power of the House of Commons.
The Directors’ despatch, after the indulgence of a little spleen

at the decided conduct of Sir Peregrine Maitland, directs the

Governor-General as follows :

—

We have to express our anxious desire, that you should accomplish, with

as little delay as may be practicable, the arrangements which we believe to be

already in progress for abolishing the pilgrim-tax, and for discontinuing

the connection of the Government with the management of all funds, which

may be assigned for the support of religious institutions in India We more
particularly desire that the management of all temples and other places of

religious resort, together with the revenues derived threfrom, be resigned

into the hands of the natives
;
and that the interference of the public au-

thorities in the religious ceremonies of the people be regulated by the in-

structions conveyed in para. 62 of our despatch of February 20, 1833.

Whether it arose simply from a change of views, or from the

introduction of new men into their body, or from any other

secret reason, we know not ; but from the date of this des-

patch, an altogether new line of conduct was pursued by the

Court of Directors. Not another word of opposition meets

the eye in their letters : they issued clear and decided instruc-
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tions ;
criticised the proceedings of the Indian Government

;

commended them for activity ; and severely reproved the Madras
authorities for their supineness in carrying their plans into

effect. Their course has been steady and consistent ; they have

exhibited an earnestness and perseverance in getting rid of the

evil, worthy of all praise. Had they been seconded in India

with a zeal and determination equal to their own, their con-

nection with idolatry would long since have been thoroughly

dissolved. But local prejudices, fears and indolence have

thwarted their intentions. The more prominent evils, it is

true, have been laid aside ; but the work, as yet, has only been

half done.

It is not our intention to describe step by step all that was
done in the three Presidencies to fulfil the Court’s orders : our

space permits us only to indicate the result. The minor fea-

tures of the connection were soon removed. A few, in fact,

had been removed by Sir Robert Grant at Bombay before

the decisive despatch arrived. By a legislative act, oaths were
no longer rendered compulsory upon native witnesses in the

courts of justice : they were allowed to fall back upon their

ancient custom of making solemn declarations, without reference

to the Kor£n or Hindu Gods. The only defects in the act

were, that it did not apply to oaths taken on the enlistment

of sepahis, on the appointment of native magistrates, &c., and
that Her Majesty’s Courts in India were expressly excepted
from its influence. In places, where the collector’s influence

had been used to compel the poorer Hindus to draw the idol

cars, such influence was withdrawn, and the people were left

to do as they chose. The order for abolishing the compulsion
where it existed was greatly accelerated by the fact, that at

Conjeveram, in 1836, fifteen peasants, drawn from home against

their will to draw the great car there, had been accidentally

killed. The titles of Hindu Gods ceased to be written at the
head of official documents. By a special order, sanctioned by
the Court of Directors, the salutes at festivals and the atten-

dance of troops on idolatrous processions, were also discon-

tinued.

Among the important items of this connection, the pilgrim-
taxes occupied the foremost place. The tax on the Yellama
festival at Belgaum was given up in 1836; though the arrange-
ment made did not satisfy the natives concerned. By an Act
of Council, in April, 1840, the pilgrim-taxes at Gaya, Allaha-
bad and Jagannath were also entirely abolished. The Raja of
Gaya, Mitrajit Singh, received compensation for his loss of the
Gaya profits, by a remission of land-tax on his estates equal
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to that loss, viz., Rs. 17,000. The tax-barriers were all

thrown down at these great places of native devotion : and
at Pfiri, on the 3rd of May, amid the most tremendous storm
which had ever been known at that place, a storm in which
the boiling surf was rolled close to the European bungalows,
in which hundreds of huts were thrown down, and the sacred
wheel on the summit of the pagoda tower was bent, the gate
was thrown open, and the Hindu pilgrims of all ranks,
for the first time, in a long series of years, entered the barrier

free. In May of the following year, the tax at Dharwar, the
offerings at Puna, and those at Surat (amounting to four rupees

annually!) were given up: and in December, the last item of
idolatrous profits was cut out of the revenue accounts, by the
relinquishment of the proceeds from certain shrines in Kumaon,
amounting annually to Rs. 2,800.

The most difficult step to be taken was to surrender into

the hands of natives the nine thousand temples which the

revenue officers held under their charge, and to withdraw alto-

gether from that interference with their festivals, ceremonies
and customs, which these officers had so long exercised. Some
of our readers may not be aware how, among Hindus, temples

are maintained, priests appointed, and services performed.

There is no public spirit among them ; united subscriptions to

objects of public utility have not been, till late years, at all

common : how is it then that the country has been covered

with temples ; that many have been erected at immense ex-

pense
;
that they have obtained large landed endowments

;
and

support a considerable establishment of priests ? A few facts

may put the matter in a clear light : and indicate the course

required on the part of the Government in giving up their

shrines to native management.
In the province of Bengal, (and the same is doubtless true in

the other Presidencies of India), we believe, that all temples,

great or small, will be found to owe their origin to an individu-

al or a family. Temples are not built generally with a view
to public benefit, but solely from a wish on the part of the

founder to perform an act of merit, to honour gods and brah-

mins, to fulfil a vow, or to win himself a name. Only wealthy

individuals can bear the expense of such institutions, which

can be made as costly as their means allow. Small temples are

found all over the country, especially in villages, near the

houses of the great landholders. Just above Calcutta, for in-

stance, on the banks of the Hughly, in several places a row of

temples to Siva have been erected by Calcutta families. The
larger and finer temples owe their origin of course to the very
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richest families, to Rajas, millionaires, or to the ancient rulers

of the country in their palmy days. Thus the beautiful

temples at Sibnibas, containing the largest Sivas in the coun-

try, were erected by Raja Krishna Chandra Ray.
When a temple is built, whether great or small, the founder

looks out for a brahmin or brahmin family, to whom he may
commit it, and who will there perform the proper ceremonies.

In most cases he will endow the temple with some land, and
commit the land also to the brahmin for his support. All the

offerings presented in the temple belong to the brahmin, who
thus finds it his interest to serve his idol faithfully. In course

of time the family of the founder may die out or decay ; but

the descendants of the brahmin will hold charge of the land

and shrine. Both the founder and the worshippers, who visit

the shrine, know full well that what they give goes to the

brahmin
;
and in giving to the brahmin, they give to the god

in him. Thus he can almost be called the actual proprietor of

the shrine. Small temples have generally but a small endow-
ment of land, perhaps none at all

; the offerings made there will

be of little value ; and the whole can support but one brahmin
and his family. Larger temples, being built by richer men,
have usually more valuable endowments. For instance, the

temple of Kali at Panihati, near Calcutta, has a considerable

estate connected with it. The land was given to the idol by
R&ni Bhab&ni, and a family of brahmins was appointed to re-

ceive the income, on condition of offering to the goddess the

usual service. Joygopal Babu was the first priest, and
became very rich. The temple of Modon Mohun in Bagh
Bazar, Calcutta, was built under peculiar circumstances, and
illustrates another mode of management. The idol named
belonged to the Bagdi Raja of Vishnapur, near Bancoorah, and
he being in want of money, mortgaged it to Babu Gokul
Mittri of Bagh Bazar. When the mortgage was discharged and
the idol was to all appearance returned, the Raja found on
examination that only a copy had been returned, while the

original was retained in Calcutta. He endeavoured in vain to

get it back : he was told that the god found himself perfectly

comfortable in Calcutta, and declined to go back to the jungles.

The people of Vishnapur having thus lost their god, began to

worship his wooden shoes (hhorom), and do so to the present
day. The robber of the idol built a temple for the god, whom
he had so strangely stolen : on the land with which he endowed
it stands the Chandni Bazar, yielding annually a large income.
The endowment was not made over to any family of brahmins
as their hereditary trust ; but brahmins are appointed to the
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temple, as occasion requires, by the descendants of Gokul
Mittri, who retain their proprietorship in the temple still.

The temple at Tarokeswar furnishes an example of a large

endowment managed by an individual. This holy shrine of
Mahadev, situated in the Hughly zillah, is highly honoured
by the Hindus, and immense numbers of pilgrims visit it, es-

pecially at the Charak and Sibratri pujas. The temple and
its valuable endowments are all in the hands of a single pro-

prietor, who is called the Mahant Raj. He must not marry

;

and as he has therefore no sons to take his place upon his

death, he keeps a number of scholars near him, to whom he
teaches all his mantras. He himself chooses a successor from
among them, and although so much depends upon the appoint-

ment, the Government has never had reason to interfere. The
Mahant performs all the duties of the temple ; appoints all

officers ; and receive all the offerings. He is sole master
;

all

the pilgrims must see him before they get admission to the

temple
;
and only by his permission will the barbers cut off

the hair which the pilgrims devote to the idol. The great

temple at Kaligliat, illustrates the system of united management.
This celebrated temple was erected on the south side of Cal-

cutta, by a wealthy family, the well-known Choudrys of Be-
liala. It was endowed with a large quantity of land, lying all

around it
;
and was committed to the charge of a single priest.

The natives say, that this priest died, leaving four sons and a

step-son, who took his charge of the temple and divided the

land amongst them : from these sons have sprung the five

paras of Haidars or brahmin proprietors, numbering fifty-two

families, to whom the temple now belongs. These Haidars

are considered actual owners of the land, and of the offer-

ings presented to Kali ; they can sell their share if they

like, but always on condition of the purchaser performing

their part in the temple worship. Some parts of their service,

and some expenses connected with it, are performed by them in

common. Thus a bhattacharjya or priest is appointed by the

whole body to perform the daily service ;
to offer the rice and

curries which are given to the poor;, to present cakes, sweet-

meats, and milk to the idol ; to wave the lamp and conch, and

to ring the sacred bell. The drum-beaters, the chowkedars, the

lighting of the temple, are also paid for by the whole body.

The receipts of the temple, however, are not placed in a com-

mon fund. To prevent differences, in sharing them, the days of

the year are divided on a particular system among the proprie-

tors according to hereditary right ; all the Haidars thus take
“ turns ” in the temple, whence they are called pala-dars ; and
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each proprietor takes for himself all the ordinary offerings

presented on the day when it is his “ turn ” to preside. Be the

gifts many or few ; be they money, clothes or ornaments
; rice,

sweetmeats, sugar or plantains ; every thing is taken by the

paladar of the day. If however a rich man, who has his own
pi’iest among the Haidars, wishes to make an offering to Kali,

that priest makes an agreement beforehand with the paladar of

the day, as to the shares which each shall receive. Conflicting

as are the interests of the Haidars, and liable as they must be

to get into frequent quarrels, they settle disputes entirely

among themselves, and never trouble the Government with
their complaints.

Aware of this native system of temple management, the

Government of India, when it issued orders to its numerous
officers to withdraw altogether from the internal management
of the shrines of the native religions, naturally directed their

attention to it, as the only way in which that object could be

secured. Thus the Governor-General, writing to the Madras
Government on the subject, laid down the general principles to

be observed in their withdrawment from interference with

those shrines in the following words :

—

The administration of the affairs and funds of the native religious in-

stitutions should be vested in individuals professing the faith to which the

institutions belong, and who may be best qualified to conduct such ad-

ministration with fidelity and regularity, being responsible, together with
their subordinate officers, to the Courts of Justice, for any breach of the

duties assumed by them, which can be made the grounds of a civil action.

The proceedings carried out on this principle, for the separa-

tion of the Government from idolatry, are described in all

their details in the Parliamentary Returns
, whose titles

head this article. Those for 1845 and 1849 are most valuable

documents, and furnish an immense mass of information as to

the measures adopted for that end in the various districts of
our Indian empire. The instructions of the Court of Directors
to the Supreme Government in India

;
the directions of the

latter to the Governments of the three Presidencies
; the let-

ters of the collectors ; the account of their measures, their

difficulties, their success ; the reference of peculiar questions to

the Government of India, or to the Court of Directors ; the
Court’s approval of what had been done ; and urgent instruc-

tions to complete all that had been required
; these and many

other things are spread over the Returns with a profuseness
which is quite confusing. The “ Return” for 1845 is shorter but
much better arranged than its successor

; that for 1849 is very
ill put together ; the different letters having only a general
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arrangement, and the divisions of subjects not being clearly

indicated. It contains nearly all the papers on the proceedings
of the Madras Government, including a masterly Summary of
those proceedings, presented to the Government of India by
D. Eliott, Esq. of the India Law Commission, together with
valuable minutes by the Secretaries of Government and Mem-
bers of Council.

But the “Returns” have many omissions. The proceedings in

the Bombay Presidency are only briefly described in the letters

of the Government to the Government of India, and the ori-

ginal letters from the collectors of different districts are given
in only a few instances. Several letters from Madras collec-

tors are also omitted. The letters and observations of the

Court of Directors are only partially extracted
;
and it is self-

evident that some of their communications have been left out
altogether. The “ Return” for 1851 is especially defective.

Though professing to be a continuation of the papers for 1849,
it contains no information at all on several important matters

which had not been decided when those papers were printed.

Be that as it may, we think no one can have a perfect idea of

the amount of labour required to secure the desired end, and of

the questions which had to be met in the process, without read-

ing the whole of these “Returns.” We think also that all who do

so will be impressed with the conviction that the Court of Direc-

tors deserve high praise for the steady perseverance with which
they have endeavoured to carry out the avowed wishes of the

English Parliament and the English people : for the thorough

change which they admitted into their own views ; and for the

energy with which they urged on their own officers when the

latter were inclined to adopt only incomplete measures. We
think also, that from those “ Returns” it will be acknowledged
that in the Bengal and Madras Presidencies, the Government
service contains a considerable number of very able men, ac-

quainted with the condition of those over whom they rule,

anxious to conciliate them in matters where they feel most deep-

ly, and to carry out the measures of their superiors with pru-

dence, justice and decision.

It is not our intention to enter into all the details of the

measures which the Directors ordered, and which the local

Governments carried through. We can only enumerate their

results. Adopting as their basis of action, the principle which

we mentioned above, the officers of various districts sought out

the best men they could obtain, to become henceforth the

trustees of the temples which the Government had retained

under its charge. In Bengal and Bombay these measures were
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begun in 1841 ; the Madras Government occupied in them the

year 1842. Though later than the other Presidencies, for

which the Court of Directors administered a severe rebuke,

the work was done at last. By the conclusion of 1843, there

were no longer any shrines left in the hands of Government
officers.

In Bengal, the pagoda of Jagannath at Puri was given

over entirely to the charge of the Baja of Khurdah, whose
ancestors originally built it ;

and the Government ceased to

take any part in the internal management of the shrine. In
the N. W. Provinces, the mosques at Dehli, which had been
managed in minute matters by the collector, were transferred to a

committee of respectable Mahommedans, chosen from those who
were accustomed to frequent them. At Chunar, the Govern-
ment withdrew from the committee which appointed the mana-
ger of the Kasim Sulemani mosque. The pensions at Mirza-
pore, amounting to Rs. 415, which the pandas of the temple at

Bindachol had paid under Government superintendence, were
taken out of their hands, and the Government itself agreed to

pay them, till the death of the present incumbents. The
beautiful Durgah at Futtehpore, Sikri, was also ordered by the

local Government to be surrendered to the managers of the
endowment ; but on the earnest intercession of the collector,

who predicted its certain destruction, the Court of Directors,

on an appeal to them, consented to keep its buildings in repair.

An arrangement was also made concerning the appointment of
the rawuls or head priests of the pilgrim temples in Kumaon ;

but what it was, we are unable to say, as the letter describing
the details is omitted from the “ Returns.” Similar arrange-
ments were completed in the Presidency of Bombay. In most
of the districts there seem to have been no difficulties in the
way of surrendering the temples to native management, and the
officers appear to have been prompt and zealous in fulfilling the
orders of the Supreme Government. At Sholapore, where grants
ofmoney had been made in three places, and the temples super-
intended by the collector, the people themselves chose ma-
nagers, whom Government approved. At Belgaum, the temple
of Wanshankari, together with its large store of jewels, many
thousands of rupees in value, was made over to the pujaris or

temple brahmins. The temples around Nassik, to which the
Government appointed pujaris, were given up in like manner
to an individual or a native committee. In the Puna col-

lectoratc,where the Government of India, following the example
of the Peishwa, had allied itself completely with idolatry, the
numerous temples were committed to native agents : amongst
them the celebrated temple of Parbati was given over to six na-
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tive gentlemen well known in the neighbourhood. The Deo of
Chinchor was also informed, that on his annual visit to the tem-
ple of Murgaon, he would no longer receive in the collector’s

office at Puna the pair of shawls and small sum in cash which
he had been accustomed to receive there. In furtherance of
their object, when a vacancy on one occasion occurred among
the temple trustees at Puna, and the collector was asked to

appoint another, the Supreme Government forbade him to in-

terfere, and directed that in all such cases the vacancy should
be filled up by the community of worshippers attending the

temple in question, or where no such community existed, the

remaining trustees should elect another member. This rule

was communicated to all the collectors of the Presidency ; it

merely continued the Hindus’ own system, among whom,
village municipal government is a very ancient institution. The
Governor-General then expressed his great satisfaction at the
complete execution of the orders of the Court of Directors in

the Presidency of Bombay.
In the Madras Presidency, while adopting the same princi-

ple, in giving up the 8,300 temples which the Government had
superintended, some variety naturally sprang up in the
details of the surrender. Mr. D. Eliott has well described

this variety in the following passage of his report :

—

“ The Mahomedan institutions had been seldom interfered with. Where
a certain degree of controul was (formerly) exercised, it seems that it has
been dropped, and the institutions left 6imply to the charge of those who
before managed their internal affairs. In Beilary, in every village a sabha
was formed, composed of the leading members of the community, to which
was left the election of a single superintendent for the village. In Salem
also the principle of election was followed

;
but the superintendence was

committed to panchayats, consisting for the most part of three members.
The arrangements which have been made with respect to Hindu institu-

tions are various. The small village Pagodas had oot generally been under
the charge of Government officers : but, where such charge had been assum-

ed, it has been resigned to the pujari, who “ is looked upon in the light

of one of the village functionaries, entitled to merafis, with the smith,

carpenter, and the like. In the case of larger temples, with more consider-

able endowments, two or more of the principal inhabitants, including gene-

rally the official head of the village or the Carnum, have been conjoined

with the pujari in a committee or panchayat. Temples of more importance,

with a reputation and interest extending beyond the vicinity, have been

placed under the charge of committees, composed of persons of weight

and influence, -selected from among the residents within a wider range.

Endowments belonging to matums or gurus have been left to the care of the

parties interested ; and institutions of which the managers have been usually

appointed by such matums, have been deemed to need no other superin.

tendence.”

A short notice of some of these arrangements will help to

illustrate the pi'oceedings of the Madras Government. In

Canara, out of the 3,668 temples under the collector’s charge,
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2,871 were made over to their respective pujaris. All the

remainder were made over to committees. In Tanjore, 2,247
small temples were also handed over to their respective priests.

Wherever a temple of importance could be conveniently-

entrusted to the hereditary custody of the neighbouring
zemindar, or other persons of local weight, that course was
invariably adopted

;
only a few districts however allowed of it.

The pagoda of Trinomali, which received a large income from
private contributions, and nearly six thousand rupees from the

Government, was made over to five native gentlemen of Mad-
ras, who were personally interested in its pi’osperity. The
pagoda of Trichendur, in Tinnevelly, with an income of twenty-

thousand rupees from Government, and private donations

worth several thousand rupees more, was transferred to three

wealthy trustees in the district. The great pagoda of Nelleam-
balum, also in Tinnevelly, with a similar income, was made over
to the most extensive landholder of the province. The large

pagoda at Conjeveram, with a Government grant of Rs. 12,000,
after a great deal of discussion among two rival sects, who
worship there, was entrusted to an individual, whose ancestors

had managed the pagoda in former years. The temple at

Trivalur was surrendered to the jeer or high priest. The great
pagoda of Seringham, with the consent of the most respectable

persons connected with it, was transferred to two wealthy
landholders, in conjunction with the pagoda stalattars. The Rock
pagoda at Trichinopoly was at the same time given up to one
of those landholders. The greatest difficulty was experienced
with the pagoda at Tripetty, for whose superintendence there
were numerous claimants, the annual surplus amounting to
Rs. 77,000. Eventually, it was surrendered to the mahant of a
college of boyragis, and to his successors in office.

Thus was completed the first great series of proceedings,
after the abolition of the pilgrim-taxes, for disconnecting the
Government from an interference with the native religions.

The result was to withdraw the officers of Government from
all interference in the internal management of the temples,
mosques and tombs of those religions. Henceforth, the reve-
nue officers had nothing more to do with the repairs of the
buildings, the preparations for festivals, the enrolment of tem-
ple servants, the painting of the cars, and the custody of the
offerings. All their duties were given over to the native com-
mittees or individuals, and to them was committed the custody
of the temple property. They were thus assimilated to thou-
sands of dharmakartas, pujaris and managers, with whose tem-
ples the Government had never interfered. To these committees
were also paid the sums of money granted to such temples, and
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which h;id been drawn by the collectors from the public revenue.

They also received the proceeds of the pagoda lands, which
the Government still retained under its management : and
from these two sources of income, in addition to the usual

offerings, they furnished all the supplies necessary for the tem-

ple service.

At the time when the revenue officers thus gave over charge of

the money endowments, there existed in almost every collectorate

of the Madras Presidency, a surplus balance which had gra-

dually accumulated from these sources: an important question,

therefore, arose how these funds, called Pagoda funds, were to

bp disposed of. There were no such funds in Bengal, or the

North West Provinces. The “ Parliamentary Returns” contain

not even a hint of any such existing at Bombay : only in connec-

tion with Madras, therefore, was the question started : and the

matter was referred by the Government there to the Govern-

ment of India. The source of these funds is thus stated in

Mr. Eliott’s report :

—

In general the ordinary expenses of the pagodas have been regulated according

to fixed tables, in which are put down all constantly recurring charges allowed as

necessary for the due maintenance of the establishments, the payment of servants,

and the performance of all the customary ceremonies. To meet these fixed charges,

periodical payments have been made out of the income arising from money allow-

ances and the revenue accruing from lands under the management of the officers

of Government, and the surplus had been held in deposit. Out of it all extraordinary

charges for repairs, &c. have been defrayed, and sometimes disbursements have been

made for purposes unconnected with the institutions to which the funds appertained.

The amount, which now stands in the public accounts to the credit of these institu-

tions therefore, has accrued entirely from an excess in the endowments above what

is needed for keeping the temples, &c. in repair, and for the due performance of the

requisite service and duties.

The amount of the pagoda-funds, remaining in deposit in

the provincial treasuries, on March 31, 1846, after the payment

of all necessary expenses, was Rs. 11,86,557. By the end of

June, 1847, a further surplus had accumulated of Rs. 1,70,873,

making a total at the disposal of Government on the latter date

of Rs.° 13,57,430: or £135,743. The former surplus is detail-

ed in the following table, in the “ Return” for 1849:

—

Nett Surplus of

Vizagapatam
Masulipatam
Guntur
Nellore

Madras
Cuddapah
Salem
Canara

Madras Pagoda Funds.—March 31, 1846.

713 15 4

258 8 1

7,000 0 0

4,310 1 9

3,420 8 0

4,919 3 10

109 3 7

6,961 2 5

Tanjore
Tinnevelly ...

Chingleput .

Trichinopoly

Madura
South Arcot
Coimbatore .

Bellary

4,85,656 0 0

3,81,306 7 8

68,311 13 5

65,000 0 0

80,195 6 10

26,687 3 11

38,835 6 7

12,872 7 2

27,692 11 0 11,58,864 13 7

Minor sums... 27,692 11 0

Total, Rs.... 11,86,557 8 7
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Discussions had often occurred, among the officers of the

Madras Government, as to how these and similar sums should

be appropriated : and after mature deliberation, it had been
distinctly allowed, that for the Government to apply them
to purposes of public utility, was not only unobjectionable,

but a positive duty. The Court of Directors, when asked for

their final opinion, laid down the following rule for the guidance
of their officers.

“We are anxious that the principle hitherto observed in Tanjore, of keeping
the pagoda-funds entirely separate from the Government revenue, should be
rigidly maintained. We are of opinion, that all grants and endowments should
be, in the first instance, appropriated, if possible, to their original purposes. When
the funds arc more than adequate to that end, instead of allowing them to accumu-
late without limit, they should be applied to purposes of general utility, taking
care that the particular district, in which the endowments are situated, should derive

full benefit from the new appropriation of the surplus.”

This rule was considered by the Supreme Government, as

applicable not only to the accumulation above mentioned, but
also to the annual surplus from the same source, and to dona-
tions or endowments that might be resumed when a pagoda
falls into decay. The construction of roads and bridges, the

repairs and cleansing of tanks, the construction of ghats, the

support of refuges for the poor, and the establishment of schools,

were considered to be objects on which the funds might pro-

perly be spent. But the large surplus above detailed, was not
to be disposed of without some opposition. There was a class

of men, who were watching the proceedings of the Madras
Governor in respect to it with eagle eyes. These were the
members of the recently appointed committees, some of whom
were extremely anxious to receive the money, for the use of

their own pagodas. (One of these petitionersis named Parames-
war Gurcul of Strisuptaresheswaraswamegar

!)
These claims

were promptly set aside and the money appropriated. All the

smaller sums (in the left-hand column) were handed over at

once to the collectors of the districts where they had accumu-
lated, to be expended on bridges, choultries, tanks and wells,

that might be used by all classes. The Governor also ordered
Rs. 20,000 to be spent in Madura, and 80,000 in Tanjore, for

similar objects; and directed Rs. 1,00,000 to be disbursed on
the construction of a road to connect the cotton districts of

Tinnevelly with the port of Tuticorin. He asked for reports

as to the necessities of the remaining districts
; and of the large

surplus (derived from the first five districts in the second co-

lumn) set apart eight lakhs, £80,000, to the general education

funds of the presidency. To this last item the Supreme Go-
vernment demurred as excessive, and an unusually warm dis-
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cussion took place on the subject ; but both Governments
adhered to their original opinion, and the matter was referred

to the Court of Directors. What became of the eight lakhs,

and what has since been done with the surplus of 1847 and
following years, we cannot say ; the “Return” for 1851, which
ought to have conveyed the information, being silent on the

subject.

The next step in the proceedings of the Government was to

surrender the pagoda-lands. In the eai’ly part of this article

we shewed that the Madras Government had, during a series of

years, and for various reasons, assumed charge of a large por-

tion of the landed estates with which both the great and small

temples had been endowed. These lands were managed by
the collector of each zillah, who paid the nett proceeds into the

funds of the pagoda or institution to which they respectively

belonged. We shewed also, that in that Presidency the nett

income from the estates under Government management
amounted to Rs. 4,31,107. When the order arrived to

disconnect the Government from the native religions, an im-
portant question arose, as to whether these lands, as well
as the temples, were to be committed to native management.
The question was not without its difficulties

; but the Ma-
dras officers, with one single exception, proposed to get
rid of the difficulty, by keeping things as they were. They
argued, that in all these estates, the Government had made
engagements with the cultivators, who held the land directly

from them: and that the honour and justice of the former
were concerned in securing to the cultivator that treatment
which he could not expect at the hands of a native landlord.

They suggested also that the Government might take perma-
ment possession of all the estates, and pay to each temple an
annual rent for them. Such a plan, which involved an addi-

tional payment of ready money from the Government treasury,

though for an equivalent, was considered by them to further

the object which the Government of India had in view, of dis-

connecting itself altogether from the shrines of idolatry ! But
the Court of Directors had anticipated the difficulty, which
was first referred to them in connection with the temple of

Jagannath : they also knew how the ryots were situated, and
they wrote thus :

—

4. In our despatch of the 2nd of June, 1840, we adverted to your resolution

to retain the lands belonging to the temple of Jaggannath under the management
of the revenue officers, which you had considered to be expedient, in order that

protection and justice might be secured to the ryots.

5. In all cases, however, where the revenue has been, or may be fixed for a
term of years, as has been done in Cuttack, we think that the collection of the
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revenue so fixed, belonging to temples or other endowed religious institutions, may-
be safely transferred to agents, to be appointed by the parties in whom the manage-
ment of the affairs and funds of such institutions may be vested

; subject only to
such penalties against exactions, and other abuses of their trust, as the native
servants similarly employed on the part of the Government would he liable to.

The foregoing observations are also applicable to entire villages, which may have
been assigned to temples or other religious institutions in all parts of our territories

;

provided, however, that the revenue demandable from such villages, or portions of
villages, has been clearly defined, and a pottah or lease issued to each ryot, specify-

ing the extent of land, the amount of the revenue, and the periods at which it

becomes due.

6. It is not our intention that the revenues of mosques and pagoda-lands should
be exempted from any charges for irrigation and for the general management of
the districts wherein they are situated, to which they may justly be liable

; and we
desire that provision may be made for defraying such charges before the revenues
are applied to other purposes. You will perceive that in the directions now conveyed
to you, it is our object to give complete effect to the principles recognized in the des-

patches to which we have referred, and we rely on your promoting that object to the

utmost extent which may be practicable.”

In consequence of these orders, the Supreme Government
determined that, as far as possible, the pagoda-lands should be
transferred to the native committees, as well as the money dona-
tions. But various measures were adopted at the transfer, such
as the grant of special leases, by which the interests of the cul-

tivators were fully secured. In fulfilment of these wishes of the

Court of Directors, the Satais Hazari estate, the only land-en-

dowment belonging to the pagoda of Jaganndth, and which had
been held under Government management nearly forty years,

was given over to the Rajah of Khurda, the superintendent

and manager of the temple. Small estates, belonging to mos-
ques and durgahs at Delhi and Allahabad, were placed by the

collectors in the hands of Mussalman committees. There were
few cases in Bombay, as compared with the other presidencies, in

which the revenue officers had charge of endowment-land

;

but such as there were, were transferred without difficulty, and
without fear of injury to the cultivators, to the hands of the

native trustees, or to the pujaris of the temples and institutions

to which they belonged. The Governor of Madras first or-

dered all the smaller lands to be transferred
;
and as this

arrangement occasioned no difficulty, and merely placed them
upon the same footing as all the lands under private manage-
ment, he proceeded to enquire into the “ Great devastanam
estates,” the large endowments belonging to the most cele-

brated pagodas. Of the result of this enquiry, the “ Return”
for 1851 makes no mention. We believe, however, that all

the estates have been transferred, and that a small fund, called

the Tripani fund, constitutes the only sum received by Go-
vernment for the uses of idolatry. In thus withdrawing from
the effective management of pagoda-endowments, the Govern-
ment officers have met with much opposition from the natives,
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who felt that that management hail hcen for many years the
firmest support of their system. This opposition has produced
delay ; but we are thankful to say, that the transfer has been
completed at last.

In spite, however, of all the anxiety and labour thrown upon
the subordinate Governments in India for the purpose of dissolv-

ing their connection with the native religions
;

in spite of all

the agitation in England
; in spite of the positive and distinct

orders of the Court of Directors, it must be confessed that the

very ROOT of this unhappy connection has been left untouched.
While the arrangements were in progress, two questions arose

with respect to the trustees : how were vacancies in their

number to be filled up, and to whom were they to be held respon-

sible ? In the Bombay Presidency, as we have shewn, the

Governor-General directed, that where it was possible, vacan-
cies should be filled up by municipal election : if that was
inconvenient, by surviving trustees. Both modes of proceed-

ing are common in Europe. In Madras no rule was adopted,

and the matter ended in the collector appointing to vacancies,

and thus keeping up the old system of superintendence. The
reason given for this is, that the newly-appointed trustees have
no legal existence. Instruments were in some cases executed

on their appointments, but they were set aside as invalid ; and
a general trust-deed, to be adopted in all the collectorates,

was promised in their stead. Had the Madras Govern-
ment fallen back entirely upon the native system, the

difficulty would not have occurred. Had they made the trust

hereditary (as is the usual rule), or established the principle of

municipal election, the village panchayats would .have saved

them all the trouble and scandal from which they now suffer

:

and those temples would have been managed like all others. Na-
tives never look after a temple on public grounds ; why should the

Government do so ? Why should they endeavour to secure

greater prosperity for the pagoda of Seringham than for that of

Chillumbrum? Why should they care for Jagannath’s temple at

Puri, and not for that at Mohesh ? Why should they watch over

the shrine of Parbati at Punah, and leave the temples of Sib-

nibas to decay ?

The responsibility of the temple trustees in two Presidencies

has not yet been settled by Government regulations. For
securing the faithful discharge of their duty and the right appro-

priation of their endowments, it is of course necessary that they

be subject to the courts of law: but the following regulation

of Bengal (XIX. of 1810), and of Madras (VII. of 1817),

stands directly in the way of such an accountability, and di-
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rccts those collectors to examine into the endowments, whom the

Court of Directors have forbidden to interfere :—
BENGAL REGULATION, (XIX. OF 1810.)

Whereas considerable endowments have been granted in land, by the preceding
Governments of this country, and by individuals, for the support of Mosques, Hin-
du Temples and Colleges, and for other pious and beneficial purposes : and where-
as there are grounds to suppose that the produce of such lands is in many instances

appropriated contrary to the intentions of the donors, &c., and whereas it is an im-
portant duty of every Government to provide that all such endowments be applied

according to the real intent and wilt of the grantor
, Sfc. Sfc. : The general superin-

tendence of all lands granted for the support of Mosques, Hindu temples, Colleges

and for other pious and beneficial purposes, &c. is hereby vested in the Board of
Revenue, and Board of Commissioners, &c. It shall be the duty of the Board of
Revenue and Board of the Commissioners, to take care that all endowments made
for the maintenance of establishments of the above description be duly appropriated
to the purpose for which they were destined by the Government or individual by
whom such endowments were granted.

In Bombay no such regulation existed : and it was easy
therefore for aggrieved parties, in case of malversation, to cite

the trustees in the ordinary civil courts, since those Courts pos-
sess so much latitude as courts of equity and good conscience.

We have heard that the Bombay collectors have sometimes
listened to complaints against the trustees, but they need not
have done so, and such conduct is contrary to Government
orders. In Madras, however, the effect of this contradiction

has been to leave complainants altogether without redress.

The collector is forbidden, under the new system, to en-
tertain complaints : the civil courts refuse to take up cases
which the regulation commits to the collector : and thus
for nine years, the interests of those endowments, for which
the East India Company cared so long, have been without any
legal protection whatsoever ! The warmest opponent of the
Government connection with idolatry never advocated such
injustice. The system established by these regulations has
been very fully discussed at Madras in all its bearings

; and the
officers are unanimous that the old regulation must be repealed.
Opinions differ, however,as to theenactment which should take its

place : a very excellent Draft of such an Act was carefully pre-
pared by the Madras Government, and sent up to the Government
of India many years ago. In Bengal, and the N. W. Provinces
also, the question was discussed, and the opinions of the reve-
nue officers upon it were collected. It appeared from almost
every report, that the regulation had fallen into disuse

;
(a clear

proof of its unsuitability to the present circumstances of the
country

;) and that where it was most popular, it was least
enforced.

It is impossible, at the close of this long paper, to discuss the

Y
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Regulation fully : we refer the reader to the “ Parliamentary

Return” of 1849, where he will find ample materials for a tho-

rough investigation of it in all its bearings. We shall content

ourselves with one or two extracts from the opinions of the

Govermnent officers, with respect to its influence upon religious

endowments. Mr. Pattle, the senior member of the Revenue
Board, wrote concerning it in 1844 :

—

I would ask on what ground of reason or justice can the native subjects of this Go-
vernment expect, for their institutions, a more perfect protection than is granted

to the Christian subjects of all classes. In our own country, endowments are in

the custody of trustees, amenable by suit in the Courts of Chancery. In like man-
ner all such institutions, within the jurisdiction of the Supreme Court, have similar-

ly the protection of that Court ;
surely a Government fully discharge every obliga-

tion of protection to its native subjects, when no distinction is made, and when to

their endowments and institutions is granted the same meed of justice and protec-

tion accorded to Christians of all classes. Indeed, unless it can be proved that

the English Government is bound to extend to the establishments of false religions

special protection not granted to the establishment belonging to the true religion

of the State, and not considered necessary for the Christian subjects, I conceive, it

must be admitted, that every due consideration is paid to the former by both being

on an equal footing.

The junior member of the Board of Revenue, in giving his

opinion, insisted that it would be a clear dereliction of duty

were the Government to refrain from taking direct trust of all

religious endowments : the Deputy Governor thus replies to

the principle he had advocated :

—

In the first place, as has been pointed out by the Senior Member, the inter-

ference of the Government in these endowments is now partial, and not general,

as it ought to be, if Mr. Lowis’s argument were sound
;
for it is exercised only

over Hindu and Mahomedan religious endowments, and is never extended to the

pious trusts of the Christian, or any other religion. And, in the second place, it is

not, His Honor conceives, true in the sense in which Mr. Lowis quotes the terms,

that it is the duty of any Government to see to the right appropriation of religious

endowments, except so far as it is the duty of all Governments to provide for the

regular and orderly execution of wills and testaments of every description
;

viz.,

by^making laws for their due execution by the trustees and executors selected by

the testators, and providing courts to prevent those laws being broken.

It is notorious, that the direct interference of Government with Hindu and Ma-
homedan religious trusts under the regulation in question, is exceedingly distaste-

ful to the professors of those creeds, and that far from being expected by them

from the Government as a duty, it is deprecated as a profanation. The practice,

therefore, which was introduced by this regulation, was a mistake in two ways ; it

was a departure from sound principle, and it was displeasing to those for whose

benefit it was erroneously intended. It has now been found to be displeasing also

to those who are appointed by the regulations to carry its provisions into effect ;

and for all these reasons it never, in his Honor’s opinion, ought to have been

enacted, and may now most properly be repealed.

Mr. C. W. Smith, in his minute, pointed out that peculiar

feature of the regulation, which has led to its introduction into

the present discussion. He shows, that so long as it remains

in the law of the country, it is impossible for the separation of
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Government from the direct patronage of false religions to be

rendered complete. He might have added, that the regulation

is the very basis of the patronage
;
as its object is to secure, by

force of law, administered by a Christian Government, such an
efficient administration for the endowments of the Hindu and
Mahommedan religions, as the internal principles and practice

of those religions could never have secured :

—

I have hitherto reviewed this measure merely as it regards the feelings of our

native subjects ; but there is another light in which it is also to be considered
; and

that is, its connexion with the principle which has induced the home authorities to

urge upon the Government of India its obligation as a Christian Government, to

separate itself from all interference with, or management of all funds assigned for

the support of religious institutions ; a consideration which originated the measures

already completed, or those now in active progress to disconnect the Government
from the temple of Jagannath and the pilgrim-tax at Gaya. To carry out this

important principle is alike due to the character of this Government, and to the con-

scientious scruples of its Christian officers : but the disconnexion cannot be complete

so long as the revenue authorities and the Government of India, acting under Re-
gulation XIX. of 1810, may every day be called on to inquire into the appropria-

tion of funds to the worship of mosques and temples, or, as was the case last year,

to take into consideration the propriety of repairing, beautifying, or re-constructing

such decayed places of idolatrous worship entrusted to their care.

The matter was discussed in the Legislative Council, and as

it was deemed right to make the law of the country agree

with its practice, the following decision was announced to the

Government of Bengal :

—

The Right Honorable the Governor-General in Council is of opinion, that

Regulation XIX. of 1810 should be repealed, and the Government of Bengal
empowered to provide for the appointment of committees to discharge the functions

which that Regulation requires the Board of Revenue and the local agents to

perform, in respect to endowments for the support of the religious institutions of

the natives. The draft of a law on this subject is under consideration.

The Court of Directors fully acknowledge the necessity of

repealing or modifying the two regulations named. Indeed, it

was they who first pointed out, in their celebrated despatch

of 1841 ,
the bearing which they had upon their connection

with the native religions : it was also in obedience to the

orders of that despatch, that the opinions above expressed,

with those of all the revenue officers in the presidency of

Bengal, were called for :

—

It is by Regulation VII. of 1817, that the Board of Revenue at Fort St.

George is vested with “ the general superintendence of all endowments in land

or money granted for the support of mosques, Hindu temples, or colleges,” &c.

and as the provisions of that Regulation are the same as those contained in the

Bengal Regulation XIX. of 1810, we are of opinion that a similar inquiry ought

to be instituted, and reports made by the Boards of Revenue in the presidencies

of Bengal and Agra, with the view of relieving the officers of Government from

the management of the lands and control of the funds and affairs of all religious

endowments whatsoever.

We are also desirous, that the regulations above-mentioned may be modified,

and that the rules, which require any of our European officers to interfere in the
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management of any mosque, pagoda, or temple, may be rescinded, and we request
that you will take into consideration the best means of accomplishing this object.”

In spite of the concurring testimony of so many of the

officei's of Government
; in spite of the orders and the con-

sent of the Court of Directors ; in spite of the unjust with-
drawal of legal protection from the endowments of Madras

;

in spite of the aid furnished by the Madras Government in

sending up the draft of a law, every clause of which, except the

last, might instantly have been passed ;
in spite of the inconsis-

tency of their position
;
in spite of the oppression of Christian

consciences
;

in spite of the disgrace and guilt of being upheld
as the patronizers of the Hindu and Mahommedan religions,

the Supreme Government of India have not yet removed the

obnoxious regulation, nor prepared another in its place. For
this culpable negligence they have offered no explanation,

though the matter has now been lying before the Council for

more than ten years. Whatever differences of opinion may
exist as to the new law that is required, in one thing all par-

ties are agreed, viz., that the old regulations, the root of the

connection with idolatry, must be repealed.
We wish it were in our power to think, that this was the

only measure required for the separation of the Government
from the religions which it has patronized. We have already

indicated some items of an inferior kind, that still exhibit

their favouritism. But we shall not dwell upon them now.

They are not unobserved by Christian men interested in the

matter
;
and we hope that the Government will also observe

and remove them. Besides the regulations mentioned, the

great link, which still connects Government with native shrines,

and which we know most deeply impresses the minds of the

natives, is seen in the money-payment made by collectors in

various places to the pujaris of temples, to the managers of

pagodas, to the moulvies of mosques
;
and to individual brah-

mins. In each of the presidencies, it has been reported to the

Supreme Government, that the connection of the Government
with native institutions has been dissolved, and all parties have
congratulated each other on the result. We scarcely think,

however, that any man, who sees Rs. 2,000 paid every

month by the collector of Puri to the superintendent of the

pagoda of Jagannath, would allow that such is the case.

We scarcely think, that any man who saw Rs. 43.000 paid

annually to the temple of Seringham ;
Rs. 13,000 to that at

Conjeveram ; Rs. 1,26,800 to temples in Tanjore ; Rs. 19,000

to the pagoda of Trichendur ; who saw Rs. 1 8,000 given from
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the collector’s cutcherry to the temples of Pavboti at Puna and
Kutrur; with other sums of hard cash to the temples at Nas-
sick and Sholapore, at Nirmol and Belgaum

; who saw actual

money paid at Saharunpore and Guhrwal
; at Bareilly and

Muttra ;
at Agra and Allyghur

;
could possibly allow that the

Government has nothing to do with the support of the Hindu
and Mahommedan religions. And yet such money is being
paid, month by month, from the collectors’ cutcherries, to the

amount of many lakhs of rupees every year. We allow that

the present connection of Government with the native supersti-

tions is almost entirely a money one, but such a connection is

to them most valuable, for money is power. The whole sum
now paid annually by Government may be stated as follows :

—
In Bengal Jagannath Rs. 23,321 Rs.

Boyragis at Puri for) ... 6,417

“holy food”! 29,738
In the North West Provinces 1,10,475

In the Bombay Presidency
;
allowances in ... ) f _ Q

money, grain and land £
’ ’

In the Madras Presidency 8,76,780

Total Co.’s Rs. 17,15,586

Next to the repeal of the old idolatrous regulations, these
grants of money are the one most prominent feature of the
subject requiring the attention of Government. If the Governor-
General does occasionally give a donation to the brahmins of
Brindaban or Jwala-mukhi ;

if the gunga-jal still appears in

the Queen’s courts as the basis of Hindu oaths
;

if in Govern-
ment colleges, the Koran, the Upanishads or Purans are intro-

duced into the curriculum of study ; much as we may regret
such things, may count them wrong and wish to see them laid

aside, we think them almost nothing, when viewed side by
side with these large sums of money paid over to idol shrines.

This latter connection is patent to all
;
money passes from the

Government to the temples; that money, which in the eyes of
natives, is almost the summum bonum of existence. That these
payments are a great evil, may readily be seen by asking the
natives what they think of them. There may be a reason for

the payment, or not ; the matter may be explained or not; all

we say now is, that the natives will universally reply
;
“ The

Company gives our gods money.” That they say so in the case
of Jagannath, is notorious throughout Bengal.

Some of our readers may ask, why the money is given at
all. The payments are not a simple donation from the Govern-
ment, given of their own free will as a gift of love : we believe
that two reasons are assigned for them.
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First : these allowances in money are, to a very great extent,
grants made to temples and mosques in lieu of the revenue of
certain lands. These lands were their own,being a portion of their

endowments,but were taken possession of by Government,either
for arrears of the land-tax, a failure in their management, or
some similar reason affecting the Government revenue. Some of
these lands were resumed under the Mahommedan Govern-
ment

;
others, in some parts to a considerable extent, were re-

sumed by the East India Company. A very interesting illus-

tration of these facts is contained in page 2 1 9 of the “ Parlia-

mentary Return” for 1849. Mr. Blair, the collector of Canara,

there states, that out of Rs. 1,51,870 paid by him to the 3,600
temples formerly under his charge, no less than Rs. 1 ,05,923

are payments for the revenue of lands resumed by the Madras
Government. The Government, in other words, took the estates

on a perpetual lease, and paid that sum for rent.

Secondly : another item in the money allowances consists of

actual donations, which were originally presented by former

Governments, and which, on the conquest of India by the East

India Company, were continued by them with a view to con-

ciliate the recipients and their co-religionists. Thus the money
paid in the N. W. Provinces consists almost entirely of money
gifts begun by the Mogul Government. Thus also the dakshina

at Puna, and the many sums paid to the temples of that collec-

torate, originated with the Mahratta Peishwa. Thus, too, ori-

ginated the nine farthings bestowed on the temples of Nundial
in Kurntxl.

The present donation of Rs. 23,321 to the pagoda of Jagannath

is represented as having a somewhat similar origin, though

its case is quite peculiar. It is said, that among the old endow-
ments of the temple, in addition to the Satais Haz&ri Mahal,

there were some sayer duties, a poll-tax, and assignments on

the revenue of a district in Orissa. These sums constituted

a kind of donation presented by the Rajas of ancient days

;

but the taxes were of the most precarious kind ; have long

since been abolished
;
and certainly ought not to be compen-

sated now : especially, when the Government has by its roads

and free communication opened up to the temple a source of

revenue, which it never had in the days when those taxes

existed. Then the chief income of the temple was derived

from Orissa itself : now the largest proportion comes from the

pilgrims of Bengal and Upper India. Of all the money allow-

ances to temples, that granted to Jagannath has the weakest

ground to stand upon. Were the Legislative Council there-

fore to pass into a law, the Draft Act which they recently
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published respecting the discontinuance of the donation, they

would do no injustice, and remove a public scandal. The Raja

of Khurda would be legally permitted to collect the usual

fees from the pilgrims ; and receive from them an annual

income greatly exceeding what his ancestors enjoyed in former

years.

The two classes of money allowances, which we have de-

scribed, stand upon a very different footing. In appearance

they are equally bad ;
they equally lead the people to be-

lieve that the Government of the country supports the

native religions in the most efficient way : they equally

keep up the connection of the Government with those reli-

gions : and we hope, on this account, to see them both entirely

set aside. But as they have a different origin, they require

to be differently dealt with. The former class of payments

is undoubtedly the bona fide property of the institutions.

They are the rents for those estates which the Government is

holding under a perpetual lease. To them, therefore, they have

a sacred right, and we have no wish to see that right violated.

But ought not the obnoxious payments to be got rid of ? If

in the outset their land was commuted for money, why should

not that land be restored ? The estates resumed by the Govern-
ment of late years, as in Canara, must surely be known, and
what objection can apply to them which does not apply to the

pagoda-lands that have already been transferred to their

owners? If these lands, which are known or can be found out

on enquiry, were surrendered, we imagine that only a small

number of donations of this class would remain. These would
represent the lands resumed by the Moguls and by the English
Government during the last century, the locality and boundaries

of which are now unknown. Even these also might be com-
muted for land. They were paid for land : why may not the

process be reversed, and land be given for them. If the matter
were properly explained, no scandal could attend the transac-

tion. Such cases are not like the land which some members of

the Supreme Government proposed to give to Jagannath : in

the latter case, a precarious income from taxes liable at any
time to be abolished would have been turned into an endow-
ment of the most certain kind: in the case we are describing,

the temples and mosques would merely receive an endowment
similar to what they once possessed. This very plan was pro-
posed in 1845 in connection with a mosque at Quilandy, and car-

ried into effect by the Supreme Government.

The second class of payments, those made in continuation

of the gifts of former Governments, contain, we conceive, a
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radical defect in their very constitution, and ought to be
discontinued altogether. They were given by Hindu and
Mahommedan Governments for the support of religious insti-

tutions, which they believed to be true. They are continued
by a Christian Government to religions, which it knows to be
false. They were the voluntary gifts of those Governments

;

gifts of their benevolence, which the necessities of their

kingdom, the demands of war, or an unwillingness to pay
them longer, might at once have set aside. They were pen-
sions, not perpetual endowments. Where then is the obliga-

tion of the present Government to continue them ? They
are voluntary gifts now, as they were then. If it was felt

to be wrong to supervise the expenditure in an idol temple,

is it less wrong to furnish the very means of that expenditure ?

If the Government must not manage temples, shall it pay for

that management and supply the funds ? If it may not be
an idolator openly, may it be an idolator by proxy ? Looking
at the inherent error in endowing the shrines of false religions,

at the voluntary nature of these gifts, and the absence of all

but a political reason for paying them, we suggest whether
the Government ought not to consider the propriety of alto-

gether discontinuing them. They need not be abruptly given
up. Donations to individuals might be allowed to expire with
the present incumbents. In the case of larger sums a notice

might be given of three or five years, as might be thought most
proper. All sums under fifty or a hundred rupees (a large

proportion of the whole,) might be given up at once. But in

whatever way the members of Government may deem most
cautious, most wise, and most complete, let the great end be
secured of separating the Government from the native institu-

tions, not in appearance only but in fact. Until the payment
of money ceases, can it be said that such separation has really

taken place.

To facilitate such a final settlement, there is required, first

of all, a detailed statement of every pice spent upon the native

religions in every district of our Indian empire. Such a

statement should specify when the payment was first made,
and the ground on which it was made. It should specify what
payments are donations of money begun by former Govern-
ments, and what payments are made in commutation for re-

sumed land ; whether the resumed lands are known, or whether
the boundaries cannot be specified. The enquiry completed,

it will be easy to deal with every case, according to its intrinsic

merits.

With these two measures, the repeal of the idolatrous
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regulations, and the withdrawment of money-payments, would
fairly cease that patronage, which has been conferred upon the

native religions for more than half a century. So long as

either is left unfinished, so long can it not be said that the
Government relinquishes the special favour which they have
shewn to them. In making direct efforts to see that Mahommedan
endowments are really applied to the “pious” purposes of their

founders ; to see that lands devoted to the maintenance of the

Charak Puja are efficiently applied ; in presenting voluntary
donations to the brahmins of Puna and the shrines of Kumaon;
they are keeping up systems injurious to their subjects ; they
are disobeying the law of God. It is only for political reasons

that the patronage has been bestowed ; it is only because the

friends of those systems are so numerous, that countenance has

been shown to them. Thus did the people of old, “ who loved

the praise of men more than the praise of God.” Not for this

did the God of Providence bestow upon the Government of

India their splendid empire : not for this was English influence

rendered paramount in the Eastern world. But that the Go-
vernment might secure to every man his liberty, property and
rights

;
and let religions stand or fall by their own intrinsic

merits. Hinduism and Mahommedanism have never yet elevated

a single people. They have proved a curse wherever they have
prevailed. If we wish to see the people of India raised, we
must look elsewhere for the power to raise them. We need not
go far. The King of kings has declared :

“ Righteousness
exalteth a nation, but sin is a reproach to any people.”

z
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Art. VI.— Travels in Ceylon and Continental India ; including

Nepal and other parts of the Himalayas, to the borders of Thi-
bet, with some notices of the overland route. Appendices ; I. Ad-
dressed to Baron Von Humboldt, on the Geographical distribution

of Conferee on the Himalayan Mountains. II. (Jn the Vegetation

of the Himalayan Mountains. III. The Birds of the Himalay-
an Mountains. By Dr. IV. Hoffmeister, Travelling Physician

to his Royal Highness Prince Waldemar of Prussia. Trans-
lated from the German. Edinburgh. 1848.

Our readers will remember the young physician, who fell

by the side of the Prussian Prince at Ferozeshaliar, in 1845,
although they may have forgotten his name. It was Dr. W.
Hoffmeister, the author of the volume mentioned above. He
had accompanied Prince Waldemar of Prussia from Europe,
and had followed him through many countries and many ad-

ventures, when his career was cut short by a stray shot from
a Seikh gun.

On the 2 1 st of December, the British army advanced towards Feroze-

pur, and encountered the Sikh forces at Ferozeshah, their main body be-

ing drawu up in a thick jungle. A bloody battle ensued. The British

troops, marching in close array, attacked the enemy
; but the murderous fire

of artillery and grape-shot brought them to a stand. At this critical junc-

ture, the Governor-General, Lord Hardinge, himself rode along the front

ranks, encouraging them to the onset. Prince Waldemar accompanied
him, surrounded by his fellow travellers. While riding close beside the

Prince, whom, in this moment of extreme danger, he refused to quit, Dr.

Hoffmeister was struck by a grape-shot, which entered his temple. He
fell forward to the ground. The Prince instantly sprang from his horse,

and raised him
;
but the vital spark had already fled

;
at the same moment,

the advance of the forces rendered it necessary to move on. The slain

were unavoidably left on the field of battle. Not until two days had elaps-

ed was it possible to inter them.

He was laid in tho same tomb with several of his friends who fell on that

bloody day ;
and a simple monument in the burial-ground at Ferozepur,

erected by the Prince to the memory of his faithful physician and beloved

companion, records his tragic fate, and marks his journey’s utmost bourn.

The book is a much more interesting one than the some-
what forbidding title-page would lead one to expect, with its

“ Appendices I. Addressed to Baron von Humboldt on the

* geographical distribution of Coniferae on the Himalayan Moun-
* tains. II. On the Vegetation,” &c., &c., and ending with that

—

“ translated from the German,” which suggests to the general

reader, the idea of something very learned, very comprehensive,

and very dull
;

in short, very exhaustive, both of the matter
discussed, and of the reader’s patience. But we can assure our

readers, that they will find it a very readable book, with all the
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Conifer® and other indigestible matters put snugly away in

the three appendices. We do agree to some extent with those

who maintain that a scientific traveller is a bore, as much almost
as a scientific lady. Acting on this, which is one of our fixed

principles, we shall carefully exclude from our extracts, all such
barbarisms as sparus erythrinus, mullus barbatus, pistacia

terebinthus, vultur percnopterus, and so forth.

Our travellers sailed from Trieste on the 16th September,
1844, and touched at Ancona and Corfu, where they are sur-

pi'ised to find, that no one knows any thing of the remains of

Calliope, “ the ancient city of Corcyra the true name being
Cassiope, now Santa Maria di Cassopo. At Patras the follow-

ing amusing scene occurred :

—

Two remarkably handsome lads, of ten or eleven years of age, especially

attracted my attention. I drew the portrait of one of them : he stood
perfectly still, with decorum and respect, not knowing what I was going to

do with him. Some men, who had pressed forward to peep over my shoul-

der, began to notice the thing, and when at last they discovered the likeness,

they cried aloud again and again, “ KaXov! KaXouT And now each man would
have his picture taken,—each one pressed forward to the spot where the boy
had stood, smote on his breast, and gestipulated with extraordinary vivacity,

placing himself in the best attitude, and adjusting his dress in the most
becoming manner. It was a wonderfully pretty scene. One of the most
refined-looking, and best dressed among them, had the honour of being
sketched

; and when, at last, he actually stood there upon the paper, the
fellow himself and his neighbours could not contain themselves for joy ; he
hopped and jumped, first on one leg, then on the other, snapped bis fingers,

and talked on without ceasing ; at length he took Count Gr and me
aside, and drew us almost by force into his hut at no great distance, brought
out his arms, displayed to us his medals won in the Turkish war, and laid

before us his best belts and jackets ;
then be went into the little garden,

tore down with both his hands some bunches of grapes, which he con-
strained us to accept, and gathered besides for each of us a large nosegay of

odoriferous herbs.

In due time, we find our author seatedon the Acro-Corinthus,
and surveying the sea and land from that elevated spot :

—

On the extreme summit, we seated ourselves on two pillars of the Tem-
ple of Aphrodite,—mere broken pieces, requiring the skill of An archaeo-

logist, such as Professor Ross, to trace their story,—and surveyed the Isth-

mus of Corinth,—the calm blue waters on either side— death-like,—without
one vessel,—the two large and magnificent harbours of ancient Corinth.

How narrow did the neck of land appear, when viewed from above,—how
trifling the distance separating us from Helicon and Mount Parnassus on
the opposite shore ! These also are now but naked rocks;—these heights
that once were crowned with groves of pines and oaks,— so lovely—so much
sung. Pity it is indeed, that the death of all vegetation should produce in

the mind so melancholy an impression ;
wherever one turns one’s eye,

trees are wanting—men are wanting ;—one sees only inquisitive English-
men, telescope in band, searching out the traces of former grandeur. Not-
withstanding the burning heat of the sun, the precious spring-water, collect-

ed in the ancient Greek subterranean water-courses—which even the many
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centuries of barbarism have not succeeded in destroying—never fails to

rise on the surface of this rocky summit.

At length they land at Athens. Although we are in all

haste to reach Ceylon, we must linger a while amid the scenes

which bring back to us all the dreamings and aspirations of

school-boy life. Who that ever read a page of Xenophon or

Plato, or Demosthenes or Sophocles, has not wished to stand on
the Acropolis ? As the heart of the Christian beats with high

emotion at the thought of Jerusalem, with its brook Kedron,
its pool of Siloam, its Zion and its Olivet

; so the heart of him,

whose boyhood has been spent (in spirit) amid the enchanting

scenes of classic story, must ever feel some re-kindling glow of

young enthusiasm, when he thinks of Athens, with her Piraeus,

her Makronteichos, her Acropolis, her Hymettus.
On the 21st September, our author and some English tra-

vellers ascend the Acropolis :

—

The impression made on first viewing the Parthenon is sublime beyond
all conception ; it is the most beautiful monument of antiquity that I

have seen. The colossal bas-reliefs, which filled up the pediment, are now
in the British Museum, to which they were sent by Lord Elgin. I have
seen them there, standing upon the floor, where they have a mournful
aspect, as every thing must have that has been torn down from its proper
position under the free canopy of heaven. The digging up and the

carrying away of old Turkish mosques, and other buildings, have afforded

a rich treasure of marble fragments ; one shed is here filled with broken
statues and friezes, another with vases and coins.

The temples of Erechtheus, of Apollo, and of Bacchus, are now but groups
of ruined pillars scattered here and there ;—none of them indeed so large

as the glorious Parthenon, but each in its own way, beautiful and astonish-

ing. Had the rays of the sun been less intensely scorching, how gladly

would I have sat for hours longer, on the high marble steps, where I

beheld around me the magnificent remains of the past, while the dirt and
rubbish of the present age lay far beneath.

At some distance from the town, in a street which, as yet, is only marked
out, and has no houses, stands the theatre. The university and the hospi-

tal, on the other hand, are situated in a tolerably pretty part of the

neighbourhood, which is already covered with pleasant houses, and has the

honour of possessing the only green trees any where to be seen. The quar-

ter of the town nearest to the Acropolis is, on the contrary, most horrible
;

abounding in dingy rubbishy ruins; yet one sees there scarcely a wall that

has not variegated fragments of marble columns, or the heads or trunks of

statues built up in it. The figures that usually meet the eye, running or

crawling among the debris, are those of sordid, dusky coloured boys, or

ugly, tattered old hags. In many parts the rubbish is lying twenty-four

feet deep ;
and, on attempting to excavate, one meets with the capitals of

pillars that yet stand erect.

But a great deal of our author’s time, while he was at

Athens, seems to have been taken up with visits to King
Otho’s Court, and pic-nics with their Majesties in various di-
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rections. Now, a pic-nic is a very good thing ; and a merry
Court, with an affable young king, and a “ sprightly, active

lady” of a queen, who “ decidedly prefers a swift-galloping

horse to a tea-party,” may also be a very good thing, (we have
not tried it

;) but, on the whole, we should prefer to spend our

days more contemplatively, if it should ever fall to our lot to

visit the once glorious hills of Attica. However, we must
take our author as we find him. He that travels with princes,

we suppose, must do as princes do. Here we have, then, his

account of the king and queen, and of their first excursion :
—

On Tuesday (the 22nd of September) I had the honour of being pre-

sented to the King and Queen ; and since then, I have been at court nearly

every day, and have taken a lively share in the enjoyment of all the

pleasure parties The king is a young man of prepossessing appearance,

and his countenance is always marked by a friendly expression. He is

habitually attired in the Greek costume, and never lays aside his broad
silver sabre. He graciously did me the honour to enter at once into a

long conversation with me ; and, on subsequent occasions likewise, he
seemed to have a predilection for talking with me on zoological subjects,

especially when I had the honour of being seated opposite to him at the

dinner-table. The Queen is an elegant, sprightly, active lady, of an even,

bright, and happy temper,—fond of making, in person, the arrangements
for all the parties of pleasure

;
and decidedly preferring a swift-galloping

horse to a tea-party,—and social games in the open air to musical enter-

tainments. Although the ladies of her court were clad in the graceful

costume of Greece, she always appeared in a simple attire of French or

German fashion.

On the appointed day the proposed excursion took place,—to the ruined

mountain fortress of Phylae, situated on Mount Hymettus. It was a most
frightful ride. I could never have scrambled up these paths on foot; but,

with Greek steeds, these four hours of clambering up and down again
were a mere trifle, which the queen and her ladies accomplished at a

gallop ; while to me, the deep chasms, and the loose, tumbling masses of

stone, afforded matter of no small uneasiness. Professor Ross always led

the van, ready to solve any doubts that might arise, aud to throw light on
the various antiquities. Unfortunately, time is too short

;
otherwise I

should have had pleasure in dealing out to you much learned information,

which l picked up by the way.
The view from the colossal rocky masses, of which the ancient fort was

composed, was indeed transporting It included Athens,— the royal palace,

shining in all its whiteness in the blue distance,—the fir-clad mountains,
illumined with a rosy brightness,—and, rendering the effect more vivid,

—

grey, sombre-looking cliffs predominating on every side. At nine o’clock

we returned to the village, where we had left the carriages It is a large

and prosperous place. Here we found the royal tent ready pitched, and a
liberal repast was served, in which nothing was lacking that could satisfy

the most dainty palate.

Then follows a dance of the people of the neighbouring
village, first of the men, and then of the women, the whole
being wound up with a race “ run by the young maidens of
‘ the village, which caused prodigious laughter.”
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At length the day of departure comes, and our travellers

must bid adieu to Athens, with its dirty coffee-houses, majes-
tic ruins, and sprightly queen:—
The most exquisite sunset glow was illuminating the Acropolis as we

wended our way homewards
;
every mountain shone resplendent in the

roseate light. What a magnificent prospect ! As darkness cast its shroud
over the landscape, we perceived the fires of the gipsy groups on the level
plain below.

Monday passed away in preparations for our departure
; after dinner I

rejoined the Prince at the palace, and about five o'clock, we drove to the
Piraeus. The Parthenon was shining brightly in the serene light of even-
ing; the white pillared ruins were looking down upon us, as though they
would bid us farewell,—awakening in our minds thoughts of home. At
the fort we met our English acquaintances ; some of whom took leave of,

while others accompanied, our party. To many others besides, we bid a
hearty adieu, the little bark rowed off. and at the same moment, the men-of-
war lying in the harbour thundered their farewell-salute !

After the usual events of a Levant steam voyage, our tra-

vellers reach Alexandria. We pass over our author’s descrip-

tion of the motley crowd of Turks, Persians, Greeks, Africans,

&c., who travelled by the steamer ; the old Turk, whose tooth

he extracted; the popularity and gifts of water-melons that

followed this exploit
; the shout of joy raised by the crowd,

when they come in sight of the African coast
;

the shouting
and fighting of the donkey-boys on the beach

; the “ very
elegant caleche, lined with white silk,” in which they proceeded
to the town ;—and land them at once in the great square :

—

We at length reached an open square, surrounded by a number of

thoroughly European-looking houses. They were built, as a speculation,

by Mehemet Ali, who asks a high rent for them. We baited before one
of those,—the Hotel Oriental

;
a large stone-house, with lofty saloons, all

the blinds of which were closed Behind each apartment is an alcove,

with two beds ; a handsome sofa, a piano-forte, and a number of Parisian

engravings adorn the rooms : the cuisiue is excellent ;—in a word, it unites

all the advantages of a good French or German hotel ; the only drawback
being the nightly plague of the musquitoes, which unfortunately in this

country never fail to disturb our slumbers. We speut some time, on our first

arrival, in lounging on the window-seats, amusing ourselves with watching

the sorrowful-looking and noiseless trains of dromedaries, laden with stones,

constantly passing by, with slow and monotonous pace ;—the Mahometan
population, clad in the gay and motley costumes of the East ; and the

multitude of English and French travellers, even ladies, mounted ou horse-

back and on asses ;—all seen at a glance, on casting oue's eye round this

spacious “ place." Venders of pastry and sweetmeats, of lemons and sherbet,

—gracefully carrying their goods on the top of their heads,—and water-

carriers, with their bags of goats’-hide,—made by skinning a goat in a tfery

clever manner, and afterwards sewing up the neck and the legs,—some on
foot, and others mounted on camels, all jostling each other among the

crowd.

After the usual round of sight-seeing, Pompey’s pillar, the
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Pasha’s palace, &c., they started for Atfeh and Cairo. Perhaps
all our readers are aware, (even those of them who have not
travelled from Southampton to Calcutta by the “ three-pound-a
day” route,) that Atfeh is the point of junction between the
Mahmudieh Canal and the river itself. To those who have
not travelled that way, the following may give some notion of

the water transit from Alexandria to Cairo :

—

On the 5th of October, in the morning, we went on board the vessel by
which we were to proceed, on the Mahmudieh Canal, taking with us a

good supply of provisions Our interpreter,—a black man with fine

eyes,—followed us in a small, neat track-boat, made of painted wood. The
country around, destitute equally of life and of verdure, makes a melan
choly impression on the traveller. Mud-huts, a “ SaJcieh,” many Egyptian
vultures, and a few miserably poor and half-savage men, were the only

objects that attracted our attention The whole course of the canal lies

through a stratum of sand and clay, and in most parts the rude mound
which confines it is not even clothed with grass.

It was late in the evening ere we reached the place where the canal enters

the Nile, beside a wretched village, (“ Atfeh,”) whose inhabitants dwell in

common with their poultry, in a kind of swallow’s nests. The junction of

the canal with the waters of the sacred stream is effected, at this point, by
means of a lock with sluice gates. A stately steamer, beautifully lighted

up, was lying at anchor in front of a house two stories high, in which coffee

was served ; and as we went on board, we were greeted with loud music.

We found every thing in the boat arranged in the best possible style ;— the

after-deck was surrounded with purple velvet sofas ; and the cabin set apart

for our use was cool and airy. Certainly, whether from the effects of

imagination, or really from the beneficial influence of the mild and tepid

air of the Nile, with its silky, balmy softness,—we did, as we lay there

stretched beside each other upon the floor, enjoy a slumber so refreshing,

that no other could be compared to it. Meantime, every three or four hours,

all the numerous domestics belonging to the vessel renewed, in pleno, their

vigorous exertions in the way of performing, with the accompauiment of

drums, kettle drums and serpents, airs of Bellini or of Donizetti
; it never

occurred to any one among them to think of our poor ears being torn to

pieces by their discord ; on the contrary, all this was done for our enter-

tainment, till at length we gave them clearly to understand that we were
no amateurs. In the morning, (on the 6th of October) we partook of a
most scanty breakfast, as our provisions were rapidly disappearing. We
were therefore most agreeably surprised, when, at dinner, the cook of the

steamer set before us a great number of dishes, all choice Arabian dainties,

for the most part consisting of very greasy preparations of rice or of flour

—several of them really excellent,—but many, according to our taste, too

fat and doughy.
But truly, neither the good fare, norths noisy Egyptian music and drum-

ming, could indemnify us for the ennui of watching the view along the

banks of the Nile. The broad expanse of water, turbid and of a dark
yellow colour, winds through a low and barren plain, which displays none
of the fresh verdure that one might expect to see so soon after the inunda-
tions. On the exterior margin of the river only, is there a little half-dried-

up grass, to consume every particle of which, with all possible expedition,

affords matter of rivalry to the young camels, and to the numerous herds
of buffaloes, which stand up to their muzzles in the muddy water. Here
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and there appears a palm-grove, of from fifty to a hundred date-palms ; as
far as f could judge, the height of some of these trees might be eighty or
ninety feet.

“ Sakieh” is Arabic for water-wheel, a large wheel with
buckets attached, to scoop up the water from a lower channel
and pour it out in a higher one. As to the “ cool and airy”

cabin of the steamer, we merely remark, that what is cool

and airy for half-a-dozen, may be hot and close to half a hun-
dred. Any one, who has sailed either up the Nile to Boulak,
or up the Hugli, will sympathize with our travellers in their

grumbles at the monotony of the process. To persons who
are fresh from the beauties of the Thames, or Dee-side, or Clydes-
dale, or the vine-clad banks of the Rhine, the monotony of a two
days’ sail through a flat expanse of muddy land, against a strong
broad current ofmuddy water, is intolerably irksome. As for us,

in this monotonous Bengal, we think such grumbling quite un-
reasonable. Two days on the canal and river ! exclaims our
friend from Allahabad; what would they say to two months?
However, if there is any truth in what our Howrah and Burd-
wan friends tell us, we are to have a railway here in the course
of time. If they are not playing upon our credulity (as we
half suspect they are), and the said railway is not one of those

fabulous prospects with which our country correspondents,

from time to time, seek to relieve the dull tranquillity of our
city life ;

if, we say, we ever do get a railway, with real time-

tables and real trains and locomotives, then even we old plod-

ding Bengalis will learn to grumble. But as things are at

present, we say again, the canal and Nile voyage to Cairo is a
mere trifle. And if it is somewhat irksome to the traveller

fresh from Europe, we ask,—is it not worth a great deal more
of patient endurance to attain the first burst of the beauty of

Cairo? Our author speaks of this with becoming enthusiasm :

—

It is now once more day. The Venetian blinds are opened. What an
enchanting prospect ! To our left, a long row of oriental houses, with
richly carved “ mushrebihs," (latticed projections instead of windows,) in-

terspersed with mimosas and palm-trees, rising picturesquely above the

garden walls ;
the long line of houses and palaces is terminated by a tall

and splendid minaret : several similar buildings, gaily painted red and
white, appear in the fore-ground : the centre of the back ground is a grove
of palms gracefully pencilled against the blue horizon

; adjoining it, to our
right, tower the two gigantic Pyramids of Gizeh. They supply in some
measure the place of hills, which are wanting to perfect the beauty of the

landscape. To our right, on the horizon, lies the desert, easily recognizable

by its atmosphere, for over it floats a thick vapour of yellowish greyish hue.

The fore ground here, however, is all the prettier for this ; it consists of a

thick forest of acacias, clothed in the freshest vernal green, and broken at

intervals by flourishing fields of maize ; in the centre of the picture a

small piece of water, bordered by Labbck acacias, Near this basin passes
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one of the greatest thoroughfares leading to the city ; it extends across the

wide square called “ the Uzbeldh," upon which the windows of our hotel

look out. A multitude of asses laden with fruit, followed by swarthy young
drivers, is approachiug the town ; then draws near a long train of slowly-

pacing dromedaries, each fastened by a rope to the one before it : women in

blue shifts and trousers, a large urn on the head, a smaller one on the up-

lifted palm of one hand, and often a naked infant astride on the shoulder

of the other side ; white Copts, with their black turbans
;
black Nubians,

with their long white togas; lean, wizzenea, filthy-looking Arabs ; and fat,

well-fed, cleanly Turks and Armenians ; all are moving on, en masse, to-

wards the city. Close in front of our windows, the eye is refreshed by the

rich foliage of acacias and sycamores. It is impossible to describe the de-

light we feel in once more beholding really 'green trees, which we have
mourned the want of ever since we quitted Vienna. Here is shade ; hero

is water ;
here are clean beds, and a most comfortable breakfast. Having

done honour to the latter, our curiosity could be restrained no louger. Wo
jumped upon the backs of the asses that stood in readiness under our

windows
;
and off we set, without loss of time, bound for the interior of the

- city of the Caliphs.

The learned physician appropriately wound up his acquain-

tance with Egypt, by creating an interesting case of incised

and contused wounds, and bones as nearly broken as whole
bones could be. Like a good enthusiastic traveller, as he was,

he made a point of descending into every dangerous and ugly
hole he could find. Not content with creeping into the pas-

sages of the Pyramids one day, he goes down an old well or

shaft the day after, and nearly ends his career by letting go
the rope and falling to the bottom :

—

The graves of animal-mummies, (ibises, oxen, sheep, snakes, &c
) situated

in the neighbourhood, near the village of Abousair, we only found after a
difficult search ; and a very long rope was necessary, to let us down the
half-filled-up-shaft.* While being drawn up again, having seen little or

nothing, my hands slipped, I lost my hold of the rope, by which I was en-

deavouring to pull myself up, and fell, when I had nearly gained the top.

down again to the bottom,—a great depth With hands excoriated and
shockingly wounded, I at length contrived to get out, and, mounted on an
ass, not without pain and difficulty, I reached the Nile, by which, fortunate-

ly, we were to return home; for I should have been utterly unable to hold
the bridle. At midnight we found ourselves standing before the gates of
Cairo, and it was only owing to a lucky accident that we were saffered to

enter, though ignorant of the watch-word.

We must enter our protest against this passion for under-
ground explorations. Miners, no doubt, must descend into

the bowels of the earth. It is their trade. Many things must
be done professionally, which one would never do for the plea-

sure of the thing. One would not like to cut off a friend’s

arm ; but the surgeon, who performs the operation, loses none of

* Mr. Lucas, who, in 1714, wandered, by the aid of Ariadne’s thread, through
nearly all of these catacombs, imagined, from embalmed ox-heads found there, that
the god Apis had been buried in them.—

T
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our respect by doing so. Nay, we must acknowledge that the
butcher had the best of the argument when he asked the
sentimental young lady, “ Why, miss, would you eat

your lamb alive ?” Miners must go down shafts, and
butchers must—be butchers. But why should any respect-

able young gentleman, (for an elderly gentleman wmuld
surely not think of such folly,) with a good coat to be torn,

good lungs to be choked, and a good neck to be broken, (we
say nothing as to brains) ; why should he deem it a part of his
“ mission” to poke himself into Peak caverns, old Roman
sewers, Pyramid passages, and mummy pits ? It is absurd.

But the Hindostan is waiting at Suez, so we must mount our
camels and jog wearily across the desert, or else we shall be
another month in reaching the spicy isle.

After their first night in Galle, they proceed to examine the

country, beginning with the garden of the “ Queen’s house”
or Governor’s residence. The scientific botanist does show him-
self a little, but after the horrors of the mummy pit, even a
Hibiscus or a Plumeria speaks of cheerful sights and pleasant

smells :

—

But a peep into the garden soon enticed us away from our spacious

apartments into the luxurious freedom of the open air.—Wbat a splendid

profusion of red and yellow Hibiscus,—what beautiful, rich, velvety turf,

such as I have never seen since I was in England! Here the gorgeous
Plumeria, with its sweet fragrance, there gigantic banana-trees (Musa
Sapientum), Papaws (Carica Papaya ), and bread fruit trees ( Artocarpus

invisa), towering above the walls. We descended a flight of steps,—green

from the continued warm moisture,—into the tree-garden, or shrubbery,

which is on a level twenty feet lower. It is a perfect wilderness, peopled

by innumerable animals. Among the tall grass,—which was full of long-

tailed green lizards,—were shining forth blue creepers of wondrous beauty

(the Clitoria), and a uumber of red-blossomed balsams (Impatiens
Ooccinea) ; above them rose bread-fruit trees, with dark, shining, sinuated

leaves, at least a foot in breadth and two or three in length, white stem,

and rough, heavy, round fruit, of a greenish yellow colour,—the elegant

Papaw tree, with regularly tapering, hollow stem, from the top of which
bursts a tuft of rich foliage, each leaf broad spreading like an umbrella,

thick clusters of fruit somewhat resembling small melons haugiug below

the crest of leaves. Here too we found the plantain-tree (Musa Paradisi-

acaj, universally known in India as the Banana-tree : its reed-like, thick,

sappy stem bears the leaves, which are eight feet in length and two or three

in breadth, springing in an upright position out of its top ; but their thin

and tender texture, while it exposes them to be torn by the wind, causes

them to droop gracefully as they expand. Who could imagine that this

tree, with a stem of one foot in circumference, and twenty feet in height,

and with foliage so luxuriant, is the growth but of one year? The fruit

grows in thick, regular clusters, on a spike hanging from the top of the

stem, at the axil of the tuft of leaves ;—this spike or fruit-stalk, which is

about four feet long, has usually some eight or ten clusters of fruit nearly

a foot in length, each of which, again, contains some twenty or thirty
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plantains. This beautiful greenish-yellow fruit has a charming effect,

amid the freshness of the gigantic spreading foliage ; its flavour is far more

delicious here than at Cairo, where we had it at dinner daily. Each plan-

tain is about four inches long ; its skin is soft and leathery ;
beneath that

is a pulpy fleshy substance, very sweet, and without either seeds or kernel.

But as Galle is now more or less known to almost every one,

we shall take leave of it, and accompany our author and his

friends to Colombo. The following gives a very good idea of

Ceylon travelling in the neighbourhood of Galle. When our

author gets beyond sight of the steamer’s funnel, we must de-

cline to indorse his descriptions, although we have no doubt

they are equally correct with those which appeal to our own
recollections of youthful travel :

—

We now took leave of the civil and military officers of the place, Mr.
Cripps and Captain Tburlow, and, at four o’clock in the morning, on the

15th of November, we set out on our journey in what is here called a
“ diligence," or “ mail-coach," which in fact consists merely of a box made
of boards, with a linen roof spread over it, and with seats too narrow for one
man, but which, on the present occasion, must needs suffice to contain

two ! Notwithstanding our being deprived of the power of moving freely,

great contentment reigned among our party, as we proceeded on our palm-

o’ershadovved way, keeping close to the coast, and watching the reflection of

the still young and harmless rays of the rising sun on the ocean’s clear and
placid face. We crossed handsome bridges over more than one broad
stream. There was ever something that was interesting to look at, now the

Pandanus (Screw-pine) growing to an uncommon height beside the sea,

—

now stately palms rearing their crowned heads towards the sky,—or again

fishermen’s boats, drawing in their heavy nets. We were ferried across

two small streams, whose banks were indeed enchanting. Along the

whole road we saw the people adorned in their gayest stylo, in motley and
picturesque costumes ; the bead men with their Dutch coats and their

insignia, and the wealthier part of the Malabar population distinguished
by a number of rings in their ears and on their fingers. They all saluted
the long-expected Prince* with the deepest respect, folding their hands before

their faces, and slightly bending forwards ;—nevertheless it was not difficult

to discover in them symptoms ot disappointment, when they beheld,—instead

of the Oriental Potentate, loaded with gold and jewels, mounted on an ele-

phant, and wearing a crown,—only Prince Waldemarin his simple travelling

dress: it was evident that their imagination had conjured up some extra-

ordinary coup-d’oeil. They have, in the East, no conception of the simplicity

of a German Prince.

Thus they travelled on amid cocoa-nut trees, old Dutch
residents, magistrates’ houses, sunshine, tropical showers, singing
birds, &c. &c., to Caltura. The royal salute must have had an
odd effect when contrasted with the torn and soaked and clay-

* Instructions had been sent by the Secretary of State for the Colonies,—Lord
Stanley,—to the Ceylon Government, to receive Price Waldemar in a manner be-
coming his rank, and suitable to the intimate and friendly relations existing between
Great Britain and Prussia,—and to afford him every aid and facility on his travels.
In pursuance of these directions, arrangements were every where made for the
Prince’s reception by the native chiefs in the provinces, and for his being treated
with the honours due to the Governor himself.—Tit.
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spattered shooting jackets of the travellers. The annoyance
felt by our author, at the over-assiduous attentions of the troops
of servants, is wbat every griffin has experienced, and is not to be
wondered at. But a few hot seasons in India change all that,
and the man who, when fresh from Europe, felt as if he should
make a speech of grateful apology to the man who condescend-
ed to punka him, very soon learns that the multitude of ser-
vants is in many respects a nuisance, (especially on the fifteenth
of each month,) yet they do after all give one a good deal of
physical comfort, and save one a good deal of bodily labour :

—

We were received, at this place, [that is, Caltura,] by a deputy sent by the
Governor of Ceylon, who conducted us to His Excellency’s equipage.
1 hence we advanced at a rapid pace towards Colombo, changing horses
every half hour. We were preceded by two finely equipped out-runners
(horse-keepers), who wore red and white turbans, short breeches, and sleeves
trimmed with red ribbons. The country now became more and more beau-
tiful at every step : nature and art seemed to conspire to render the land-
scape a charmiug one ;— picturesque country seats,—a rich vegetation,

—

several rivers flowing softly between banks of exquisite loveliness,—distant
vistas of mountain scenery,—and the mellow radiance of evening light over
the whole ;—the scene was like one vast and blooming garden. For a con-
siderable distance we passed on between the most celebrated cinnamon
gardeus of Ceylon :* the cinnamon trees, however, though brilliant from
their shining foliage, are mean-looking, as contrasted with the luxuriance
of the varied vegetation around and are kept, by pruning, to a height
of only about twelve or fifteen feet. The sun was beginning to dip be-
hind the glorious horizon as we approached the capital: a courier was
despatched before us, to announce that the Prince was at hand. The
whole population were on the qui vive :—dandies in European attire,

mounted on wretched nags, saluted us as we drove through the handsome
open square in front of the town ;—and we could distinguish, among the
varied crowd, many well-dressed English gentlemen, and even gay ladies

not a few. It was a most cheerful scene, and our satisfaction would have
been complete, had our own appearance been in character with this grand
and triumphant entry

; but wetness and filth had, at the last stations, con-
spired to the no small injury of our never very splendid habiliments !

On reaching the gate of the Fort, we were greeted with military music,
and with the firing of cannon, which noisy salutations were reiterated on

* These gardens, though the boast of the island—the south-west part of Ceylon
being the only country of which the cinnamon tree is known to be a native—are
comparatively of recent formation. A strange idea had obtained among the Dutch
rulers of Ceylon, that the spice was only valuable when growing wild in the jungle,

and it was never cultivated till after the year 1766. The Dutch were strict to the

extreme in their monopoly of cinnamon. The injuring of the trees, peeling any
portion of the bark, exporting or selling cinnamon,—were all crimes punishable with

death.—To keep up the price, bonfires of cinnamon occasionally perfumed the streets

of Amsterdam, as recorded by M. Beaumare, who witnessed it in 1760. Besides

constantly supplying the European market, Ceylon exports large quantities of cinna-

mon to South America, where it is in daily use among the workmen, as a preservative

against the noxious effects of the fumes of quicksilver used in the mines. Of the

bales of cinnamon imported into Great Britain, far the greater proportion is not for

home consumption, but for the foreign market,—being exported to Spain, Portugal,

and other Roman Catholic countries, where it is largely used, with frankincense, &c.,

in the servioes of the Church.—

T

k.
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our finally halting in front of the magnificent “ Queen’s House.” The
Governor and Commander-in-Chief, Sir Colin Campbell, a venerable old

man, with hoary head, gave us a most kind reception; and Captain
Maclean* conducted us to our respective apartments, in a wing of the Palace
opening into the garden. Unfortunately, my swelled face prevented me
from appearing at table, so I passed a quiet evening on the sofa. Here
again, we were followed, at every step, by a host of copper-coloured domes-
tics,— men and boys,—some wearing jackets, others wearing no clothes at

all : many and vain were my attempts to get rid of their attendance ; before

I was aware of it, the sneaking fellows were at my heels again.

The “ swelled face” alluded to was caused by his first ex-

posure to the tropical sun, that is, (we presume,) on shore.

How he escaped at Aden, we know not. We suppose it was
rather his first of those boils tvhich break out on most new-
comers. The swelled face, however, prevented our author

from seeing much of Colombo. At Kandy, “ the capital of the

ancient Cingalese rulers, those proud and mighty kings,” he
made his first acquaintance with the leeches, which seem to be
a very pestilent brood :

—

Towards evening I was tempted, by the infinite multitude of fire flies

which were fluttering over the lawn, to step out upon its velvety grass, and
succeeded in collecting several dozen of these splendid insects. When
dinner-time arrived, I observed, to my horror, in the brillfantly lighted

apartment, that my white trowsers were streaked with blood ! I was not
long left in suspense as to the cause of the disaster : this was our first

acquaintance with those leeches with which we afterwards became but too

familiar. I actually found several hundreds of them clinging to my legs ;

they had penetrated through my trowsers ; however i freed myself, by
means of the established recipe of lemon-juice, of these unwelcome
guests.f

The following sketch of Nuwera Ellla will be Interesting to

our Indian readers, since the place is becoming every year more
important as one of our regularly recognized sanataria. The
mistake, as to the discoverer of the retreat, is corrected by the

translator, who, we may observe in passing, seems to be a man
well fitted for the task he has performed. They are an unfor-

tunate race, translators. Most useful labourers, as they are,

they are somehow looked upon as mere drudges, whom critics

* Sir Colin’s son-in-law and aide-de-camp.—

T

r.

+ The Ceylon leech is of a brown colour, marked with three longitudinal light-

yellow lines ;
its largest size is about three-fourths of an inch in length, and one-

tenth of an inch in diameter ; but it can stretch itself to two inches in length, and
then becomes sufficiently small to be able to pass between the stitches of a stocking.
It is nearly semi-transparent in substance

;
in form, tapering towards the fore-part,

—above, roundish,—below, flat ;
it apparently possesses an acute sense of smell, for

no sooner does a person stop in a place infested by leeches, than they crowd eagerly
to their victim from all quarters, unrestrained by the caprice sometimes so annoying
in their medicinal brethren. Loss of blood, itching, and sometimes slight inflamma-
tion, form the extent of their injuries in the case of a person in good health, but
animals suffer more severely from their attacks.—

T

r.
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are not called upon to praise, nor publishers to pay liberally.

It ought not to be so.

The sweet, inviting spot, Nuwera Ellia, lies in an open plain among
moor-lands, encircled on every side by craggy mountains, which, in our
climate, would be clad in eternal snows ;

bold and lofty peaks tower to the

very skies ;
among them the highest summit in the island, is Pedro-talla-

galla, which rises to the height of eight thousand four hundred feet above
the sea

The level ground, oh which, scattered here and there among the thick

hushes, stand the few detached buildings of which Nuwera Ellia (or New-
House) consists, is but two thousand feet beneath this high level

;

no wonder therefore that the whole vegetation of the neighbourhood should

assume altogether a new appearance, and more of a European character.

Few trees are to be seen ; among these I may mention Rhododendron
arhoreum (tree rhododendron) with its flowers of burning crimson, Vibur-

num opulus (the “ snow-ball tree,” or guelder rose,) Euonymus (the Spin-

dle-tree,) and several species of Acacia. The peach, the apple, and the

pear tree thrive extremely well here ; and above all, the potatoe, and every

possible variety of European vegetable, turnips, cabbages, &c., &c.—One
object the eye seeks in vain in all this highland district ; I mean the fir-

tree ;—for throughout the whole of Ceylon no trees of the order of Conferee

are to be seen. The moors are overgrown with a kind of hard grass, two

or three feet high,* among which luxuriate many beautiful alpine varie-

ties of Campanula, and a most fragrant species of Pliysalis (winter cherry),

I think, probably, the Pliysalis Pubescens,— all in as great abundance as

the stinging nettle in our meadows ! The winter-cherries are here called

Cape gooseberries, and no fruit makes a better tart.

This beautiful retreat is said to have been discovered by a rich English

gentleman, (I think his name was Horton,) while engaged in a wild-hoar

hunt, and I am assured that he laid out the ground as a park some fifty

years since. £e that as it may, the posts of a spacious gate way, rising

above the moor, still meet the eye; and the place all round them, wherever

it is not too boggy, is covered with thick bushes of Pelargonium, Tagetes,

and various other plants, all of which we are wont to see in pots
; and

which are here probably the relics of former cultivation.!

* This is the Lemon-grass, Andropogon Schcenanthus,—one of the most characteris-

tic productions of Ceylon, and of some parts of the adjaceut continent. It is the

general covering of such parts of the hills, near Candy, as are not overgrown with

jungle • and in its young and tender state affords good pasture to buffaloes; it emits

when bruised a strong lemon-scent, which, although pleasant at first, becomes, if one

is long exposed to it, particularly oppressive. Its taste is a refreshing acid.—Tn.

+ A slight confusion, not surprising in a stranger and a foreigner, seems here to

have arisen on the subject of names. Nuwera Ellia, though visited and described

by Dr Davy in 1819, when its solitude was but rarely broken by the natives who

resorted thither in quest of iron or of gems, was little known to Europeans till, in

1829 Sir Edward Barnes, then Governor of Ceylon, having accidentally wandered

thither in the chase, fixed upon it as a military convalescent station, and built the

residence above alluded to. Its wonderfully temperate climate, 65° being reckoned

its mean temperature by day, and 55° by night for the entire year, freedom from

piercing winds, and proximity to the mountain peaks, and the extraordinary purity

of its water render it equally salubrious and congenial ;
there are also chalybeate

springs in the neighbourhood. The “fifty years since” spoken of by our author is

thus probably an error for fifteen years since. But the allusion to the “ gentleman

of the name of Horton,” doubtless refers, not to Nuwera Ellia, but to an interesting,

wild and solitary table-land, at no great distance from it, known as the Horton

Plain thus named in honor of Sir Robert Wilraot Horton, Governor of Ceylon, from
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The following gives a very lively description of elephant-

shooting. It is no doubt a very exciting occupation. But why
should elephants be shot ? So long as they keep to the jungle,

what harm do they do ?

Every morning, before night had fully yielded to the dawn of day, we
started from our lurking-place, in pursuit of elephants, which are met with

in large herds ; and usually, even before sunrise, we were wet to the skin.

When the natives perceived, by their quick scent or otherwise, that the

elephants were at hand, which they announced by a particular sign, we all

instantly dismounted, and the huntsmen rushed, head-foremost, through the

thicket, while I remained with the attendants at the halting-place. The
crash of an elephant, running at full speed, may be heard at the distance

of half a mile ; a whole herd makes a noise such as one might imagine
from an avalanche falling over a vast forest. The terrific and portentous

cry, not unlike a fearfully loud note sounded from a broken trumpet, is

uttered by the mighty beast at the identical moment in which it turns

round, either to crush its enemy, or itself to receive the fatal ball
; I

therefore always knew, even at a distance, when the crisis of danger bad
arrived.

On one occasion T had remained nearer than usual to the hunt, because
the danger of being isolated in a broken and rocky ground, all alive with
elephants, is really greater than that of following close to the chase. Sud-
denly a crash was heard to the right and to the left,—behind us sounded a
trumpet-tone, and before us appeared the bead of a huge and powerful
animal, stirring among the thick bushes;—we were standing on a smooth
rock, only slightly elevated above the surrounding ground. How fortunate
that just then, Major Rogers, the most expert marksman of the hunt, was
close to us. He sprang in among the elephants, and, advancing towards
the one nearest him on the right, to within the length of its trunk, he fired

a shot into its ear, then turning with lightning speed to the one on the left,

he discharged the contents of his other barrel into its temple. Both fell

with a hollow groan, as if blown down by a sudden whirlwind
; the others,

on hearing their giant comrades sink crashing into the bushes, hastily fled
;

for their fall produced a resounding noise like the report of two distant
cannons.

After that day, I had seen enough of elephant-hunting, and always sought
some pretext for remaining at home. On the following day, Major Rogers
killed a female elephant, and by that one shot he brought down two victims,
for she crushed, in her fall, a young one that was running beside her.

Besides these, a young elephant had been already numbered among the

1831 to 1837. A picturesque description of the primaeval desolation of these plains,
—the most elevated in the island,—of their sombre forest,—and mountain ram-
parts,—and of the adjacent sources of the Bilhul-Oya or Walawe River, and
the Mahawelle-Ganga, is given by Major Forbes : One of his characteristic touches
is as follows :—“ In these vast jungle solitudes, on the ascent from Nuwera Ellia,
on every twig, round every tree, the stilly damp of ages has twined a mossy vesture :

their mouldering rocks, moss-clad forests, and silent plains offer so few signs of
animated nature, that the notes of a small bird are a relief from universal stillness

;

and the occasional rise of a snipe is absolutely startling. In following up the green
banks of a rill on one of these mountains, I called to my companion and proposed
a change of direction

;
he answered, ‘ Very well.’ Instantly, as if these words had

burst the magic-spell which bound the demon spirits of the waste, the joyous sounds,
‘ very well ! very well ! very well !

’ came hurrying forth from every copse and
winding glade in these, the farthest bounds of the forest labyrinth.”—

T

r.
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slain, and many were wounded. The Prince himself was at one time in

instant danger of being overtaken by an elephant rendered furious by three

wounds in the bead. Fortunately the creature was laid low by another shot.

On the 9th December the party started for Adam’s Peak.
At the foot of the mountain a hut had been rudely fitted up
for their use, in a village named Palabadulla :

—

After a few hours' rest, we started with early dawn, on the 10th of De-
cember,—leaving all . our luggage behind us,—for the ascent of Adam’s
Peak. Here the tropical vegetation ceases; long ere now we bad bid

farewell to the palmy groves ;—yet for some distance further, the thick and
gloomy forest, with its masses of dark verdure, cast on us a welcome shade
as we proceeded on our toilsome climb. We had nothing now before us but
to clamber up the steep ascent, over the wet, smooth rocks, or the slippery

roots, without a halt or a resting place.

As the path up to Adam’s Peak is annually trod by many thousands of

pilgrims,—Mahometans as well as Brahmins and Buddhists,—one might
expect to find there an easy way ; but on the contrary, nothing has been
done but what was absolutely indispensable; here, against a cliff so steep

as to be quite impassable, a ladder of feeble twigs has been placed,—there,

in some peculiarly polished and slippery part, a few steps have been hewn
out of the living rock,*******

Climbing several steep rocks,—on whose surface are chiselled figures of

Buddha and very ancient inscriptions,—we scrambled on with the aid of

hen-roost ladders and roughly hewn steps. Now the path led us, to our
great annoyance, after having ascended the abrupt elevation, down a no
less abrupt declivity; now we were forced to wade, for a quarter of an hour,

through running water; or again, to scale cliffs so smooth, and as it were
polished, that to fall was inevitable, aud to escape with unbroken bones,

almost more than we could hope for. How delicious and refreshing here

were the fruits of the burning zones that now lay far beneath us,—the

cocoa-nuts and the oranges, which our natives had carried up with us

!

Those Cingalese were running and springing in advance of the party, like

goats, though they were bearing heavy burdens on their beads; they

climb the smooth rock so nimbly and easily with their bare feet, that £

began to esteem our pilgrimage as far more meritorious than that of the

unshod Buddhists.

Much fatigued, we arrived towards the end of our fourth hour, at one of

the elevated platforms, a level, open space
;
the sharp peak,— a single coni-

cal mass of rock,—rises majestically beyond it. It was the first time that

we had beheld its full outline ; but, how were we ever to gain its summit?
The feet of a fly or of a lizard seemed to be indispensable requisites for

accomplishing that exploit. A small rest-house stands in the centre of the

little valley.
* ******
You will easily believe that, having been accustomed in the lowland

valleys, to a heat of from 22® to 24° (about 81° to 86° Fahrenheit) we felt

the air now, at a level of nearly six thousand feet, cool and thin. But
indeed the thermometer bad fallen even here only to 14° (59° Fahreuheit),

which at home is not reckoned cold enough for lighting our fires.

* * * * * * *

From time to time we had splendid panoramic views of the mountain
glens and the lower ranges of hills ; and in a deep vista below, but at no
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great distance, a narrow stripe of tlie sea,—of whose immediate proximity

we could scarcely persuade ourselves,—was glancing brightly in the sun-

shine. The mountain is not higher than those which travellers commonly
climb in Switzerland; but nowhere in that land can the eye measure the

height, by comparison with a plain so nearly on the level of the sea. On that

eide of the peak on which the path leads up, all vegetatiou ceases at some
six hundred feet below the highest point ; not indeed by reason of the great

height, but because the summit is oue single huge mass of rock,—gneiss

with hornblende,—without the least covering of soil on its steep sides.

Here the traveller, if at all inclined to giddiness, can scarcely escape suf-

fering from it A most singular expedient has been resorted to for diminish-

ing the dangers and difficulties of pilgrims in the way. To hew steps in

these mighty rocks, would have been too great an undertaking; instead of

attempting it, numberless chains, of every variety of link, are riveted in to

the living stone. They hang in dozens to the right and to the left; some
antique and rusty, some of newest stamp

;
for it is esteemed a meritorious

work to lay one of these chains along the path, that so, if any pilgrim

should chance to fall, he may be caught in this iron net work. After drag-

ging myself up for some fifty paces or so, as if by a windlass, 1 reached a

sort of flat landing place, upon which one may set foot to ground firmly,

and enjoy a breathiug time ; but immediately I beheld, to my horror, an
overhanging precipice, which L could scale only after a most aerial fashion,

by the help of strong iron chains The end of the ascent is extremely
disagreeable; au iron stair is here suspended in the air, and has been so

completely forced out of its original position, that the steps are now nearly
perpendicular. When this last difficulty has been overcome, the cry of
“ Land, Land!” may at last be raised,. and the pilgrimage is completed !

The Prince was the first to gain the summit, followed by Count O .

I had too many plants packed all about my person, besides being encum •

bered with the weight of sundry apparatus, to allow of my sharing the
honour A stair leads up to the entrance of the walled enclosure, which
surrounds the apex of the peak. The flat space within the wall, in the
centre of which this highest cone rises, measures about seventy feet by thirty.

The height of the conical apex is about eight or nine feet. The whole of the

eastern side is resplendent with the gorgeous scarlet blossoms of the Rhodo-
dendron arhoreum ; and an exuberant abundance of other flowers of unrivalled
beauty luxuriates among the thick grass. Everything that here meets the eye
is strange and wonderful. The most singular object is a small temple of iron-

wood, adorned with much carved work, under a low roof of tiles : I should
think it is about eight feet in height, and covers a space of ten feet square.

Within is to be seen the holy relic, which attracts such multitudes of pil-

grims, the celebrated “ Sri Pada,” or sacred footstep, believed by the
Cingalese Christians and Mahometans to be that of Adam

; by the Bud-
dhists, of Gautama Buddha

;
and by tbe Brahmins, of Siva. The rocky

mass, on which this footstep is engraven, forms the floor of the little wooden
edifice, dignified with the name of temple. There is certainly here to

be seen something resembling a foot-print, an impression between five

and six feet in length, and upwards of two feet in width, in which the parti-

tions of the toes are very clumsily restored or formed with gypsum ; but
what cripples should we all have been, if our great progenitor Adam had
stood on feet like this ! The mark of the sacred footstep is enclosed within
a golden frame, studded with gems of considerable size, a few only of which
are genuine.

They slept in a hut on the top of the mountain, and next day
effected their descent, not without many falls and bruises,

B B
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They then returned to Colombo, and sailed in H. M. War-
steamer Spiteful to TrincomalL We must, however, passover
Madras, Calcutta, and other more familiar places, and pass at

once to Cathmandu, the capital of Nepal. To reach the British

Resident’s house, the travellers passed through the town from
side to side, and our author thus records his first impressions

of it :

—

We entered the city itself through several very narrow streets, whose
entire width was just sufficient to admit of an elephant passing along.

The rich wood carving lavished on the rosettes of the windows, on the

pillars, architraves and corners of the roofs, reminded me of many an
ancient German commercial city

;
yet, on the other hand, the Oriental

character stamped on the whole scene is very conspicuous. The gilded

roofs of the temples, hung round with hells and adorned with flags of many
colours, and the gigantic images of stone, betray the influence of Chinese
taste. The rain, which was falling in torrents, did not prevent our gazing
with surprise at many an ancient and splendid edifice, nor admiring the

skill in the fine arts displayed in the horses, elephants and battle-scenes,

carved on the houses, the rich designs of window rosettes through which
the rays of light penetrate, the colossal dimensions of the hideous monsters
of stone, (toad-headod lions, dragons and rhinoceroses,) and the many armed
red-painted images of the god.

More surprising than all the rest was the coup d’ceil presented by the
market-place, notwithstanding its moderate size. On either side of it stands

a great temple, whose eight-stories, with their gilded roofs, are peopled by
innumerable minas and sparrows. A flight of broad stone steps, guarded
by two monsters, leads up to the entrance of the temple ; above, gigantic

rhinoceroses, monkeys and horses adorn the edifice. The multitude of these

strange figures, the stunning noise that resounded from within, the antique
gloomy air of the surrounding houses, with their projecting roofs, and the

solemn grandeur of the whole scene, awakened in my mind a feeling as

though I had been suddenly carried back to some city of a thousand years

since: I was involuntarily reminded of the description which Herodotus gives

of ancient Babylon. For how long a time may all these things yet continue

to appear exactly as they now do ! The durable wood, the indestructible

stone,* and a people who, like their kindred and instructors, the Chinese,

cling to all that is primitive, unite in effectually resisting the destroying influ-

ence of Time.
We rode on, meantime, through a high, but narrow gate wav, into a

court, where we saw several tame rhinoceroses, kept here on account of the

custom of the country, which requires that, on the death of the Rajah,
one of these creatures should be slain, and imposes on the highest person-

ages in the State the duty of devouring it If

Passing through dark and narrow streets, and traversing squares,—in

which Buddhist pagodas, with their many-armed images of Mahadeva,

* Described by Dr. Hamilton Buchanan as being found disposed in vertical strata
in large masses, as containing much lime, being very fine-grained, having a silky

lustre, cutting well, and admirably resisting the action of the weather,—

T

r.

t Menu, the law-giver of the Hindus, enumerates the articles of which the offerings
to the manes of deceased ancestors should consist, and which, when the ceremony had
been duly performed, were to be eaten by the Brahmin and his guests ;

among these is

tfhe flesh of the rhinoceros.—Tk.
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Indm and Parvati alternate with the Brahminical temples* that rise tior

above tier,—we at length found ourselves at the other extremity of the town.

The gate is, like all the other gates of the city, a simple, tall, whito arch,

with a large eye painted on either side; indeed every entrance is, according

to Chinese fashion, adorned with these horrid eyes surrounded with red

borders. On the flat roof above the gate stands a slender iron dragon,

with a tongue a yard long, exactly of the form usually represented by the

Chinese.

The travellers made an expedition to the Kaulia Pass, which

brought them within sight of Dhawala Giri :

—

In six hours we gained the bead of the pass and our night’s quarters,

—a bungalow, erected by Mr. Hodgson, at a height of two thousand feet,

near the summit of the mountain-peak. Unfortunately the shades of even-

ing prevented us from enjoyiug a full prospect of the chains of mountains.

Of the Himalayas, we saw only the Dhayabun group, still irradiated by the

crimson glow of sunset : all the others were wrapt in clouds. Early in the

morning of the 2 1st of February, the most glorious and enchauting land-

scape burst upon our view, that imagination could picture in any highland

scenery : a boundless ocean of gigantic snowy mountains, towering one
behind the other on the clear horizon; four distinct ranges were visible ;

the peak of Dhayabuu in the north-west seemed almost to vanish amid so

many other giants ; but lo ! in the north, while we were gazing at the huge
Gossainthan, its eastern surface caught the bright glow of morning light.

Now again our attention was attracted to the W. N. W., where a sharp and
lofty summit seemed to pierce the very skies, its three needle-like peaks

one after the other, illuminated with the most exquisite crimson tints. We
could hardly venture to believe it the Dhawala Giri itself

;
yet, according

to its position, it could be no other

Our maps, the compass, and the testimony of several old men, soon

removed all doubt. Who could have imagined that a distance of thirty

German milesf could thus shrink into nothing P It was an overpowering
impression, filling the soul with awe. The realization of a perpendicular

altitude of a German mile,]; there it stands, like a giant spectre, and in vain

does the astounded beholder seek for similes whereby to shadow forth the

sublimity of the spectacle : 1 can only say that the outline of the Alps of

Switzerland, so deeply engraven in my memory, now shrunk into compara-

tive insignificance, and as it were vanished into nought

It must truly be a glorious spectacle. And yet after all

what is twenty-six thousand feet? When rigidly examined as

a matter of measurement, it seems no great thing ; but yet we
all feel a lofty mountain to be a magnificent object to contem-

* The creeds, deities, and superstitious rites of the Nepaulese are no less diversified

and intermingled than their tribes. While the Brahminism of the majority of the popu-
lation is looked upon by the natives of Bengal as corrupt in the extreme, the Bud-
dhism of the remainder is not unmixed with divinities, rites and Customs borrowed
from the Pantheon and the sacred books of the Hindus.—

T

r.

f Upwards of a hundred and thirty-eight English miles.—

T

r.

I Mr. Hamilton, in his account of Hindostan, gives the height of Dhawala Giri

(or the White Mountain) as exceeding 26,862 feet above the level of the sea. Dhay-
abun, he gives as 24,768, and states that it is visible from Patna, a distance of 163

geographical (about 186 statute) miles. Dr. Wallich makes the height of Gossain-
than, 24,740.—Tr.
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plate. And however rigidly we may measure the object by
our scientific standard, there it stands as magnificent, as over-

powering, as sublimely poetical as before.

“ I ask not proud Philosophy

To tell me what thou art,”

says the poet to the rainbow. But the truth seems to be, that

an acquaintance with the science of an object never interferes

with the sense of its poetry. And tliis, of course, holds more
especially true in a case like the present, where the anti-poeti-

cal quality is mere magnitude. And, besides, it is by compari-

son with other mountains that a very lofty one claims our

admiration. Five miles along a level road is a trifling distance,

because you may go on five hundred miles further. But five

miles perpendicular above the earth’s surface is felt to be a

sublime elevation, because few men are accustomed to any
thing approaching it.

It may seem to be taking the step from the sublime to the

ridiculous to descend from the majestic Dhawala Giri to a

Nepal court ceremony. But there are some points of half-

civilized society exhibited in the sketch, which it would be a

pity to pass over :

—

On the third day after our arrival, (the 12th of February,) the ceremony
of our reception by the Rajah took place. His elephants were sent to con
vey the prince aud his suite. We were conducted to the usual reception

palace,—a sort of court-house; but were not admitted to the proper "Durbar,"
—the Royal Residence

; the interior of the latter however is said to be very

shabby, and even its exterior is by no means imposing.
The large wooden building, in which the reception took place, had certainly

no resemblance to a palace. It contains dark stair-cases, and rooms filled

with dust and with old armour The audieuce-chamber is on the third

lloor. Two rows of chairs were placed at the sides, and a couple of sofas

against the wall at the end of the apartment. The dirty yellow hangings
were but partially concealed by old and very bad French engravings, aud
portraits as large as life, among which 1 remarked a Napoleon with
cherry cheeks, and the whole succession of the Rajahs of the last century,

tvs well as many of their kinsfolk, all painted, after the flat and rude manner
of the Chinese, by native artists. Coverlets of white cotton served instead

of carpets. No display of wealth or magnificence appeared, save in the

costly and brilliant costumes of the Rajah and of his courtiers aud house-

hold
Upon the divan to the left side of this presence-chamber, sat the young

Rajah (he is only sixteen years of age), and beside him his father, the

deposed sovereign; both have quite the air of rogues,—the young Rajah
even to a greater degree than his father, if his face had not that disagree-

able expression, which lie has heightened by the habit of distorting his

mouth and nose abominably, be might, with his large black eyes, his loDg,

finely shaped, aquiline nose, and his small, delicate mouth, have been rec-

koned very handsome. Young as he is, his actious prove that the opinion

formed of him from his outward man, is not an erroneous one. He appears

to have every quality best fitted to make an accomplished tyrant. The
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father,—a man of milder disposition,—has still many adherents; but, for-

tunately for the country, the real ruler is Martabar Singh.

Both Rajahs were not only magnificent in their apparel, hut literally over-

loaded with gold gems and brilliants.

The divan on the right-hand side was occupied by the Rajah’s three

younger brothers, boys of eight, ten and twelve years of age. The two
elder ones are already married.

The Prince sat on the side row, next to the Rajah, and, as I took my seat

at some distance and on the same side, I could, to my great regret, follow

hut little of the conversation. Meanwhile, it afforded me no slight amuse-
ment to see how Martabar Singh made a point of showing off his power,

as he now rose, now again seated himself; for all those present, even the

members of the Royal Family, are obliged to stand up the instant he rises;

there was therefore an incessant rustling up and down, and he took care

moreover to give occasion for perpetual bowings and salutations.

At the conclusion of the audience, presents were distributed : various

and costly furs, Chinese silken stuffs, and beautiful weapons. My turn too

came to stand up and to receive a fur dress made of otter’s skins, a po-

niard, and a “ Ichikri in a gilt scabbard. The Rajah touched my hand,
which honour, graciously conferred on me, I was instructed to acknowledge
by a low salam, while Martabar Singh threw the gifts over my arm.

As we are at ceremonies, we may give here the form of

salutation in use at the Nepal court, as exhibited in the travel-

ler’s introduction to Martabar Singh, then the “ Minister and
‘ Generalissimo of the Kingdom,” afterwards murdered, by
Jung Bahadur (if we mistake not), which last our author re-

presents as <c a kinsman of the Rajah, a man of very intelli-

* gent countenance, by far the most educated and agreeable
‘ of them all”:

—

Martabar Singh advanced to meet the Prince, first made a most graceful
“ salam,” then stepping forward about two paces, bowed himself over the
left, then over the right shoulder of the object of his salutations, in a way
similar to what is practised in embraces on the stage ; a second salam, and a
retreating step, concluded the ceremony, which each of our party was in his
turn obliged to undergo. His sons too, and the officers, all performed it

with the same formal solemnity, the whole operation occupying, os you may
imagine, a considerable time.

This done, we seated ourselves on the chairs which stood readv in the
tent, and a short but most interesting conversation took place, during which
Major Lawrence, Captain Ottley, and Dr. Christie, had enough to do to

satisfy every claim upon them as interpreters, both in putting questions and
in answering them.

From Cathmandu the Prince and his companions retraced
their steps to Sugouli, and proceeded by Gorucpore, Benares,
Allahabad, and Cawnpore, to Lucknow. It is pleasant to hear
ourselves abused now and then, especially when it is done in

the form of a comparison which is flattering to our beloved
neighbours :

—

No other city that I have seen presents as lively a picture of the mode

* That is, a short, broad, sword, crooked forward, like a Bengali wood-cleaver.
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of living of the people of India, their manners and their customs, as
Benares. How poor and monotonous in comparison of it is that great me-
tropolis, Calcutta, so often extolled by the English,—wedded to all their
home luxuries,—because, forsooth, roast beef and pickles, and everything
that appertains to good living and to “ comfort," may there be had in
abundance, to their very heart’s content!

Like good, earnest travellers, they regarded the English
towns, the cities in the British territory, more as places of rest

than any thing else
;

so we soon find them at Lucknow. In
this, we think, they were right. Perhaps the fact is rather,

that Dr. Hoffmeister, eschewing the exhaustive system adopted
by so many of his countrymen, has merely left out of his

letters descriptions of places, which are familiar to every reader
of travels, and so appears to have passed over the British cities

with a summary inspection. Perhaps the thanks should rather
be given to his editor. How different from the plan of those book-

making travellers, who make no scruple to repeat what has been
said by others, and sometimes even wrap up their second-hand
wares in unacknowledged quotations from their predecessors :

—

We entered Luknow, (the natives pronounce it Lachno

)

after traversing,

in our palanquins, the weary plain that extends from Allahabad, and
passing through the town of Caunpor, spending Maundy Thursday and
Good Friday itself, en route, as heathen among the heathen.

If it is heathenism to travel on Maundy Thursday and
Good Friday, we fear many are heathens, who were not before

aware of it. We have not noticed our author make any allu-

sion to the heathenishness of travelling on Sunday. Let us

hope that he went to church on Sunday when there was any
church to go to.

The travellers reached Lucknow on the 25th March, about

half a year after leaving Athens :

—

On tbe 25th of Marcb, we had alighted from our palanquins at five

o’clock in the morning,—for we travel On, night and day without intermis-

sion,— to take our morning walk, and run a race with our palki-bearers.

Not imagining ourselves in tbe immediate vicinity of the city of Lucknow,
we bad not changed our usual travelling guise,—loose trowsers of thin

red silk, with only a shirt and a “ solah” hat,—when, to our utter amaze-
ment, at day-break, we found ourselves in tbe narrow streets,—then peopled

only with dogs,—of a suburb of that great city. The clay-walled hovels,

with their outer coating of cow-dung to exclude tbe moisture, soon came
to an end, after we had passed through the last of several large gates of

Saracenic architecture, with painted arches. Brick houses, entirely open
on the ground floor, with shops and workshops, at this early hour still

occupied as bed-chambers, formed, within tbe city-gate, wide and regular

streets. Here and there appeared a buildipg of greater size, and of semi-

European aspect. Another gate, larger than the preceding ones, presented

itself at the extremity of the great street through which we had
proceeded ;

beside it was drawn up a detachment of soldiers, with red

jackets and iron morions, but wearing, instead of trowsers, the simple
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white cotton handkerchief hanging about their legs. One of the veteran

officers felt himself called upon,— in his great zeal to imitate European
civilization,—to run up behind us, most respectfully, desiring to know our

names. So unreasonable a demand we had never yet met with in India, and
Mr. Fortescue seemed inclined to reply by brandishing his stick. I con-

tented myself with informing him in a most confidential manuer, that my
name was “ Seeks und sechzig seeks eckige Heelitskopfe,” (" Six and sixtg

six cornered, pike's heads''

)

upon which, after repeated and unsuccessful

attempts to pronounce the name, in the course of which be nearly dislo-

cated his tongue and his jaw-bone, he retired, grumbling and indignant

;

for neither Sanscrit nor Persian could furnish the necessary sounds.

A peep at English society at Lucknow :

—

We had reached our goal, and Mr. Shakspeare, the British Resident,

gave us a most friendly welcome in this his chateau. The Prince and his

companions had arrived the day before ; we were all delighted to meet
again after a separation of four or five days, such as often happens in the

palanquin travelling of these lands, and mutually to recount the adventures

of our journey. Our kiud host is himself a bachelor ; hut three or four

other English gentlemen are resident at Lucknow with tlieir families; and
in this little circle we could clearly mark the pleasure caused by the arrival

of foreign guests, as introducing a little variety into their dull and mono-
tonous life. The stiff and aristocratic tone that prevails among the fashion-

able society of Calcutta, does not reign here
; consequently the drives,

pleasure parties and evening entertainments, which were of daily oc-

currence, were most cheerful and agreeable. Music was all the fashion ; the

most trifling performance seemed to give universal satisfaction
; no voice was

so poor or insignificant, as not to be exerted with pleasure, to display its

owner’s skill in the tuneful art, by pouring forth some simple melody
; no

piano-forte so discordant as not to enable one to shine by striking up a few
hackneyed waltzes.

A tomb filled with fancy glass-ware is a pretty good sample
of oriental aesthetics :

—

We also visited the burial-place of the present Royal Family, a wonder-
fully fine work of art, for Moslems spare no expense on their sepulchres.

The dwellings of the living may indeed be filthy and scarcely habitable,

provided only the departed are lodged in splendour. The entrance to the

royal tomb is a lofty white gateway, surmounted by a cupola, and from its

appearance the stranger would never expect to find a place of sepul-

ture within. In the first court, surrounded by buildings, fountains are ever
playing in beautiful marble basius, encircled by myrtles, roses and cypress-

es; palm-trees grace each corner of this garden, on every side of which
glittering turrets and walls of dazzling whiteness rise amid the fragrant

and shady bowers. The balmy air of evening was loaded with the per-

fume of roses and jessamine, and the deep azure of the vault above formed
a striking contrast to the whiteness of the domes and the corners of the
roofs, still illuminated by the last rays of the setting sun. A brilliant

light shone through the arched windows of the lofty Moorish hall, under
the marble gateway of which we now passed.

If the entrance court and external appearance of the burial-place pro-

duce an indescribable and magic impression, the charm is somewhat bro-

ken in the interior, where the eye wanders, distracted by the confused mass
of incongruous yet brilliant objects

;
the tone of feeling caused by the first

general view being, meantime, unpleasantly disturbed. The inner space,
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from its overloaded magnificence and unbounded profusion of gold and
silver, pearls, gems, and all the valuables the East or the West can afford,

had rather the appearance of a retail shop or of a fancy glass-warehouse,

than of the resting-place of the dead. Glass cupolas, and candelabra of

every variety, may be seen standing in dozens, pell-mell, upon the ground;
lustres, ten feet in height, of bright and many-coloured glass, brought
hither from England at an immense expense : and among these are depo-

sited many trophies, swords and other weapons, of the finest Ispahan steel.

The glare of the innumerable lamps so dazzles the eye, that it is difficult

to find the principal thing among the multitude of other objects of interest.

Here, stand a couple of tigers, as large as life, formed of pieces of green
glass, joined together with gold, presented by the Emperor of China.
There, the attention is arrested by a silver horse, five feet high, with the
head of a man, and the wings and tail of a peacock,—the steed sent down
to the prophet from heaven. Another horse, carved in wood, is an original

likeness of the late Nabob’s favourite charger. Vases, bronze figures, mar-
ble statues of moderate size, plans of the city and of the palaces, painted
upon a gold ground, and a thousand other toys and trifles, were gathered
together in this extraordinary place.

At length, however, amidst all this chaos, we discovered the tombs them-
selves, enclosed within massive golden railings.and cauopied with a baldachin
of gold, filigree-work, pearls and gems, large and small, lavished upon them.
Besides the father of the reigning sovereign, who lies buried in the prin-
cipal tomb, several of his wives repose on either side of him.

But the royal gardens quite eclipse even this :

—

The centre of the garden is usually occupied by a marble tank, in which
many fountains are playing, and cypresses alternate with roses in embellish-

ing its margin. The water works are very tastelessly modernized
;
soldiers

in red jackets, sheep, crippled dogs and lions, all spout forth water in the

most wonderful manner !

The bowers and flower-beds are, in the hot season, owing to the great

drought, in a poor condition, in spite of their being every morning inundat-

ed by means of multitudes of small canals, which, along with the straight

paved walks, produce a very stiff effect in the general aspect of the grounds.

In addition to this, a mania prevails at Lucknow for placing marble or plas-

ter statues, as large as life, at every turn and corner, without the slightest

regard to the choice of figures, which seems to be left to the discretion of

the sculptor. He copies the most antiquated French models, the originals

of which have been out of date for many a long year, and manufactures,
for a very reasonable price, shepherds and shepherdesses, British soldiers,

Neptunes, or it may be Farnese pugilists, or dogs, lions, and sundry other

beasts. Among them all, I espied busts of Jean Jacques Rousseau,
D’Alembert, and Napoleon, standing on the ground amid the fauus and the

monsters of Indian mythology, all gathered together in the most perfect

harmony to defend a flower-bed ! Whatmarvellonslv enhances the brilliant

effect of these works of art, is a discovery which certainly is worthy of

notice in Europe, viz., the custom of painting the hair, eyes and fpet, (whe-
ther bare or shod,) with a thick coating of lamp-black. The Venus de

Medici appears to wonderful advantage in this improved edition.

The Nawab was to give a dejeuner in honour of the Prince.

His Majesty’s son was to come for them ;

“ but instead of him,

came the news that he was indisposed. It was rumoured that

he had taken rather too much opium !”
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At length they reach the palace. The picture of the Royal
family is not flattering :

—

The long table was already set, and soon his Majesty appeared, grave

and dignified in his demeanour, and surrounded by his suite, all glittering

with gold. His entrance was proclaimed in a clear and sonorous tone by
various officers. The King is a tall, stately person, of enormous embon-
point; his apparel resembled that of his son, except that it was yet more
splendid and more richly ornamented with diamonds. He was accompanied
by another of his sons, who, though still more corpulent, much resembled
him. The physiognomy of the reigning family is expressive rather of

good nature than of shrewdness or talent, if indeed character can be ex-

pressed at all in such a mass of fat ! How different were the portraits of

their ancestors, even of the father and grandfather of the present Nabob !

In their features power and energy are strongly marked, while the living

faces around us bore the stamp only of luxurious eujoymeut, and of a life

of indolent pleasure.
• • • » * * *

Exactly opposite to me sat three most lovely little hoys,—the younger
Princes,—in whom I could see clear marks of a good appetite, and of the
eagerness with which they longed to attack the ragouts that stood before

them. Their heavy golden turbans seemed to be no less an oppression to

them than the moderation they were constrained to observe. The King, on
the other hand, was in a most merry mood. He himself helped Prince
Waldernar, and did the honours of the beautiful delicacies of Indian con-
fectionery. Flower pots were set upon the table, the flowers, twigs, leaves
und soil in which, were all eatable, and when they had all been devoured,
the flowerpots themselves were demolished in like manner; again, on
breaking off the pointed top of a small pasty, which he caused to be
handed to the Prince, out flew a pair of pretty little birds,—which playful

surprise threw the corpulent Nabob into an immoderate fit of laughter.

We allude to the beast fights merely for the purpose of re-

probating the unwomanly conduct of our country-women in

countenancing such spectacles. The page in which their shame
is recorded has been quietly headed by the editor “ humane
entertainment

—

The combats of wild beasts were now to commence. We were conducted
to a gallery, from which we looked down upon a narrow court, surrounded
by walls and gratings. This was the arena on which the exhibition was
to take place. Unluckily the space allotted for spectators was, on account
of the great number of English ladies present, so circumscribed that we
could find only a bad standing-room, and oue moreover in which the glare
and heat of the sun were most oppressive : however, the spectacle exhibit-
ed before our eyes in the depth of the battle-field, was of such a nature
that all discomfort was soon forgotten.

We there beheld six powerful buffaloes, not of the tame breed, but
strong and mighty beasts, the offspring of the Arnees of the mountains,
measuring at least four feet and a half in height to the back, with huge and
wido-arcliiug horns, from three to four feet in length. There they stood, on
their short, clumsy legs,—snorting violently, and blowing through their
distended nostrils, as if filled with forebodings of the approaching danger.
What noble animals ! what strength in those broad necks ! Pity only that
such intense stupidity should be marked in their eyes!

C C
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A clatter of sticks, and the roar of various wild beast3 now resounded,
to which the buffaloes replied by a hollow bellowing. Suddenly, on the
opening of a side-door, there rushed forth a strong and formidable tiger,

measuring, I should say, from ten to eleven feet in length, from head to

tail, and about four feet in height. Without deliberating long, he sprang,

with one mighty bouud, into the midst of the buffaloes, and darting un-
expectedly between the redoubtable horns of one of the boldest champions,
he seized him by the nape of the neck, with teeth and claws. The weight
of the tiger nearly drew the buffalo to the ground : a most fearful contest

ensued. Amid roars and groans, the furious victim dragged its fierce as-

sailant round and round the arena, while the other buffaloes, striving to

liberate their comrade, inflicted on the foe formidable wounds with their

sharp and massive horns
Deep silence reigned among the audience, &c., &c.

But enough of Lucknow. Let us refresh ourselves with a
glance at Nainethal:

—

“ Nainethal” signifies the lake of Naina, the latter name being that of a
renowned heroine. The lake lies between lofty cliffs of black limestone on
the one, and loose deposits of argillaceous schist on the other side : its

depth is very considerable
;
the plumb-line proved it, in several places, to

be from sixty to seventy-five feet. Near its centre is a shallow spot, which,
from the adjacent mountain summits, shines with emerald hue. The narrow
end of the lake is towards the south-west; the north-eastern extremity is

broad, and is the only place where, for a short distance, its margin is flat,

scarcely raised above the level of the water. According to the measure-
ments of Colonel Everest, its height above the sea is six thousand three

hundred feet, and its circumference three miles and one third. The calcare-

ous spar, which appears on the highest point of the surrounding rocks of

clay-slate, the greenstone-trapp, detached blocks of which lie upon its

western side, and the broken, indented form of its shores, would lead to the

conclusion that this lake is of volcanic origin. Three others are situated

in the neighbourhood, within a circuit of from ten to fifteen miles.

Our stay in this charming valley was prolonged from day to day, as the

provisions necessary for our further wanderings in the mountains could

only be procured,—and that not without many delays,—by a mountainous
and circuitous route from Almora. I thus enjoyed abundant leisure for

collecting botanical and zoological specimens.

The remainder of the volume is so full of interesting details,

that we must allow our author to speak for himself as much as

possible.

We have all heard of the hanging bridges of the Hima-
layas :

—

“ A Sanglio," or rope-bridge, leads across, not far from the village of

Bamoth, situated on the right bank. These bridges, in universal use
among the mountains, consist of two strong grass ropes, tightly stretched

across the river from side to side, to which are suspended, so as to hang
perpendicularly, short grass ropes, not thicker than a finger, bearing trans-

verse pieces of wood, fastened at right angles to their lower extremity ; over

these horizontal sticks, are laid lengthways, split bambus, which, properly

speaking, form the bridge. As its width is scarcely one foot, and these

bambus do not afl'ord a very substantial footing, the passenger, who ven-
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tures to traverse this primitive suspension-bridge, must be free from all

tendency to vertigo.

At Gauricand they visited the temples and hot springs :

—

A multitude of pilgrims had gathered round the sacred springs of this

spot, where, amid many ceremonies, they perform their ablutions. A basin

of twelve feet square, with three gradations of depth, receives the water of

one hot spring, Toctacund, which flows down from it in copious streams,

by brazen conduits. Here wm witnessed several singular bathing scenes.

The temperature of the spring is 41.°5 (125° Fahrenheit) the devout pil-

grims, therefore, could not come into contact with its sacred waters without
experiencing a certain degree of pain ; the female bathers especially found
the heat decidedly too great for their softer skins. They popped in alter-

nately, first one, then another foot, without venturing a leap ; many, even
of the men, betrayed their pain while in the water by a most doleful mien.
Others again displayed great heroism, standing in the centre amidst the

bubbling of the fountain. One fakir stepped in, without moving a mus-
cle in bis face : remained in the water fully three minutes, then rubbed his

whole body with ashes, and, shortly afterwards, without having put on his

clothes, was seen squatting in the cool evening air. What an enviable

impossibility ! I entered into conversation with this man regarding his

mode of life. His expressions were as follows :
“ I left Juggernaut!), my

family property and home, and followed the god, by whose inspiration I

was moved to wander hither. For twenty years I have been a fakir.

The god has ever given me all that I could need. The god has likewise

kept me from being sensitive to cold, preserved me from suffering the
pangs of hunger, and, when sick, raised me up again. In winter, the god
must needs send me something in the shape of a mantle, something where-
with to clothe myself

;
yet, if it be not so, he will not suffer me to sink

under the chilling blasts !”

When the pilgrims have at length contrived to perform their three pre-
scribed immersions, their garments are next washed in the holy water,
amid continued prayer. Among them may be seen men and boys running
up and down at the edge of the basin, without the least idea of devotion,
simply to wash their feet, or to cleanse various goods and chattels in its

sacred fountain
; guu-barrel3 and lamps were being cleaned in it ; never-

theless, I was not permitted to descend to its margin, to estimate the tem-
perature of its holy source.

The towering peaks of the Himalaya again. They visit the
Temple of Kedarnath, and after ascending the Pass of Tso-
rikhal, contemplate the lofty peaks once more :

—

Never before had the giant mountains to the north appeared so completely
to pierce the very skies, as when seen from this point, where a deep and
wide glen lay at our feet. Like crystal palaces of ice, they towered into
the air; to our right, the Peak of Budrinath, with its immense slopes of
smooth and shining snow ; to our left, our old friend, the Peak of Kedar-
nath. Sharp and clear were the outlines of these bright summits,—pencill-
ed against the azure sky,—and difficult would it have been to decide which
was the more beautiful of the twin pair. Two beds of snow,—bordered
with lovely, pale rose-coloured auriculas, and primroses of bright sulphur
yellow and of delicious fragrance,—must needs be crossed ; after which,
scaling a steep rock of mica schist, the surface of which had been reduced
by disintegration to a somewhat soapy consistency, we gained the summit,
the crowning point of all these lofty passes. Here we again beheld the
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glorious snow capped peaks of the higher Himalaya range ; but it was only
for a moment ; the next instant, glittering icy needles alone towered above
the dense mass of vapour, at such a height, that we might have deemed
them an airy mirage, had we not, but a few seconds before, been gazing
upon the entire chain, down to its very base.

The rumour of their approach appears sometimes to have
alarmed the ignorant natives :

—

A strange rumour had spread among the people in the dominions of
the Rajah of Gurwal, to wit, that the Prince was preceded by a host of
three thousand military, carrying fire, devastation and pillage, wherever
they went. With the utmost difficulty were the terror-stricken populace
convinced that the plundering army, and the splendid court with its golden
pageantry, all consisted merely of a few pedestriau travellers, clad in simple
attire, and followed by their luggage-bearers. Our party has unfortunately
been diminished by the loss of one most useful member,—the Prince's

personal attendant,—who, being seized with repeated attacks of the nature
of cholera, probably caused by the sultry air of the valleys, was left be-

hind. His place was taken by the aforementioned English hunter, who
is intimately acquainted with all the windings, the ups and downs, and
the narrow passes, of these mountain roads, and is moreover well versed in

the “ Pahari Zubaun" or language of the mountaineers, a dialect unintel-

ligible even to our interpreter.

After much fatiguing travel, they reached Gungotri, some
interesting notices of which are given in a note by the trans-

lator :

—

Until a comparatively recent period, this region was unexplored by any traveller,

save some wandering Hindu devotees. Mr. j. Fraser, who visited Gungotri in

1816, was the first European who penetrated thither
; he ascertained the elevation

to be 10,319 feet. Even among the devout Hindus, this pilgrimage is considered

an exertion so mighty as to redeem the performer from troubles in this world,

and to ensure a happy transit through all the stages of transmigration. The three

pools,— Surya (the Sun) Cund,— Vishnu Cund,—and Brahma Cund,—are said to be

of pure Ganges water, unpolluted by any confluent stream. The water taken from

hence is drawn under the inspection of a brahmin, who is paid for the privilege

of taking it, and much of it is carried to Bengal and offered at the temple of Baid-

yanath. The ascent of the sacred stream is, beyond Gungotri, of extreme diffi-

culty
;

it was however accomplished by Captains Hodgson and Herbert, who after

ascending an immense snow bed, and making their second bivouac beyond Gun-
gotri at a level of 12,914 feet, found the Ganges issuing from under a very low arch

from which huge hoary icicles depend, at the foot of the great snow-bed, here about

30" feet in depth :
proceeding for some thousand paces up the inclined bed of snow,

which seemed to fill up the hollow between the several peaks, called by Colonel

Hodgson, Mount Moira and the Four Saints, and geometrically ascertained to vary

in height from 21,179 to 22,798 feet, they obtained a near view of those gigantic

mountains described by our author as seen from Mukba. As Colonel Hodgson
justly observes, “ It falls to the lot of few to contemplate so magnificent an object

as a snow-clad peak rising to the height of upwards of a mile and a half, at the

short horizontal distance of two and three quarter miles.”

Failing in the attempt to penetrate into Thibet, they pro-

ceed direct to Ivunawar “ by one of the mountain passes.”

In this journey they endured many hardships. For exam-

ple :
—

We were perpetually sliding back upon the wet grass, and a full hour of tedious
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climbing bad passed away, ere we arrived, half-way up the hill, at the base of an

over-hanging precipice of granite, which, although the level space below was

limited enough, afforded some slight shelter to our party from the ice-cold rain.

We halted here. Our naked coolies cowered around us, shivering, and their teeth

chattering from cold. It proved however actually impossible, with our coolies

and baggage, to pass the night on this platform of only ten feet square. There

was not room sufficient to allow of pitching our tents, and not a spot was to be

found in the neighbourhood bearing the most distant resemblance to level ground,

—nothing but rugged acclivities and precipitous cliffs on every side.

Count O ,
meanwhile, had gone in search of a better resting-place. The

wind was every moment becoming colder and more piercing, and our limbs

more and more benumbed ; and still no messenger arrived to announce the dis-

covery of an encampment-ground. Thus an hour passed away in dreadful discom-

fort and suspense ;
at the end of that time, one of the guides returned, to conduct

us to a spot which he had at length found.

It was nearly dark from the heavy rain
;
we stumbled on,—following our guide,

over the almost impassable mountains of debris,—so stiff from cold that, when we
slid down, it was scarcely possible for us to rise up again, and our benumbed
hands almost refusing to grasp our much-needed mountain poles. At length we
reached the spot selected as our resting-place, a somewhat less steep declivity,

above the deep glen of the Gumty’s parent stream. Our tents were pitched as

well as could be managed, but the rain poured through them on all sides. Before
our camp-beds could, with the help of large stones, be set up, another hour and a
half had elapsed, and we had not yet got rid of our drenched clothes. As to

establishing any thing like a comfortable abode, such a thing was notto be dreamt
of for this night

;
and the wood we had brought with us was so thoroughly wet,

that it would not ignite. At length, after many vain attempts, a feeble flickering

flame rewarded our perseverance, and, cherishing it into a small fire, we boiled our
own chocolate, the cook being ill from the cold, and incapable of doing any work :

but neither chocolate nor brandy,—in which last we indulged more largely than
usual,—succeeded in thoroughly reviving the natural warmth of our frames.

I was scarcely in a state to make any measurements of height by the thermome-
ter ; however, the result of my calculations, such as they were, was an altitude

of eleven thousand, seven hundred and nineteen feet above the sea.

THE “ MOUNTAIN SICKNESS.”

Nearly an hour and a half passed away before the van-guard of our troop of
coolies, with their load of baggage, arrived at the head of the pass. They were in

a deplorable condition, and suffering, as was also our interpreter Mr. Brown, from
headache, which they described as intolerably severe. Anxiety, debility and sick-

ness aro the other symptoms of the disease, known here by the name of “ Bisk''
poison, or “ Mandara.” Travellers among these mountains, ascending within the
limit of eternal snow, are generally attacked by it. It showed itself among the
coolies even half-way up the pass. They take, as an antidote, a paste prepared of
the small sour apricots (“ Choaru'") which I before described, the kernels being
bruised, and mixed up with it

;
it has an unpleasantly sour taste, from . which it

derives its name of “ Khutai.”

Finding the way blocked up with snow, they had to descend
in another direction :

—

We set out on the march, and had scarcely gained the highest point, when a chill

and soaking mist, gradually changing into a violent hail-shower, enveloped us in a
gloom so dense, that the pioneers of our long train were altogether cut off from
the rest.

Everything however conspired to make us earnestly desirous of reaching the
foot of the mountain with the least possible delay ; for the day was already on the
decline, and it would have been utterly impracticable to pursue, amid . the perils of
darkness, a march in itself so replete with danger. As little could we, without risking
our lives, spend the night on these heights. Our guides, themselves apparently
anxious and perplexed, were urged forward with the impatience of despair.
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We arrived in safety at the base of the first snowy steep ; but here we found that

tlie lowest, and unfortunately also the most abrupt declivity, consisted of a smooth
mass of ice, upon the existence of which, we had, by no means, calculated. We
forthwith began, axe in hand, to hew steps in it. It was a painfully tedious opera-
tion

;
and, while engaged in our fatiguing labour, we were obliged, hanging over a

giddy abyss, to cling fast with our feet and our left hands, lest we should lose our
hold and slide down to the bottom. This did indeed all but happen to the Prince
himself ; his pole, however, furnished with a very strong iron tip, checked his fall.

I too slipped, and darted down to a considerable distance, but fortunately with the
aid of my “ alpenstock,'’’ I contrived, in spite of its point being broken off, to keep
myself in an upright position. Thus the Prince and I, accompanied by the guides,

arrived prosperously at the end of the ice, and reached a less dangerous surface of
snow ; but not a creature had followed us, and the thick rimy snow that darkened
the atmosphere, prevented us from casting a look behind, towards our lost compa-
nions and attendants. One of the guides was sent back in quest of them ; and it

turned out that the coolies had refused to descend by this route. Neither money
nor cudgelling seemed now to be of the least avail.

At length the snowy shower somewhat abated ; the curtain of mist opened for a
moment, and we descried, standing in aline on the crest of the ridge, from which
we had descended an hour before, the whole array of coolies. Not one of them could
muster resolution to venture upon the icy way

;
they looked down in despair.

When they perceived us standing below, a few of the most courageous,—urged on
by Count O with voice and stick,—at length agreed to follow in our steps.

They got on pretty well as far as the smooth icy precipice
; but here several of

them lost their firm footing and slid down the steep descent with their heavy bur-

dens on their backs. It was a frightful scene, and, to all appearance, full of danger ;

not one of them however met with any injury
;
even Mr. Brown, whose shooting

descent from the highest part filled us with terror,— as he slid down a distance of
at least a hundred feet, into a crevasse, in which he was apparently engulfed,

was at last brought to us safe and sound, with the exception of considerable excoria-

tion and torn raiment. It cost half an hour, however, to hew a long flight of steps

for him in this icy wall. During all these proceedings, which occupied more than
an hour, the Prince and I were standing at the foot of the declivity, up to our knees

in snow, exposed to a freezing blast and to incessant sleet, but most heartily were
we rejoiced, when at length all our people were gathered around us, without one
broken neck or limb. The coolies had latterly given up the attempt to scramble

down the fatal precipice of ice, and had glided down “ a la montagne Russe,”

abandoning themselves to their fate.

The Lama’s hymn seems to have been very like what some
of our readers may have heard in Armenian churches :

—

From the top of a cliff, over against Puarf, we enjoyed, for a long while, the

pleasing view afforded by the groups of neat houses surrounded by smiling vine-

bowers and verdant corn-fields,—the frowning rocks in the back-ground, crowned
on their summits with dark cedar-forests,—while the light clouds flitted across the

silvery peaks of Raldung, (“ Reildang”) in the far distance, and we were refreshed,

after our day’s fatigues, by the soft and balmy breath of evening. Already the

valley was veiled in twilight, when the Lamas (Priests) of the temple appeared,

with their long red mantles thrown round them in imposing drapery, and com-
menced, in honour of the Prince, a strain of melancholy singing. First, a leader gave
forth the melody, as if intoning a Latin prayer ;

then the whole chorus, consisting

of four other voices, joined in chanting the response, as in the “ Responsorium” of

a Roman Catholic church. The scene produced a wonderfully grand and solemn
effect. It was long before we could summon resolution to quit this enchanted spot

;

and we did not return until a very late hour to the shady walnut trees under which
our tents were pitched.

At length they reached Chinl.

Our path,—here very steep, and rendered slippery by the fallen leaves of the

cedars,—soon led us above the wooded region, and we found ourselves upon a
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well-made and carefnlly kept-up road, the Dak-road to Chini. It has been

made, for the distance of at least a hundred miles, across the roughest mountain

country, by a company of British merchants, simply on a speculation, for the sake

of carrying grapes with the greatest possible expedition to Simla, from the few

places where they are successfully cultivated ; they arrive at that station fresh, and

in excellent condition. A contract has been entered into with the authorities of

the district, according to which the grapes are packed by people appointed for the

purpose, and transported from one village to another. Each station is fixed, and

the Dak has scarcely arrived, when the Mukdiar makes his appearance with fresh

coolies, ready to forward the grapes without a moment’s delay. Thus they travel

on from village to village, till they reach Simla. The baskets, in which they are

carried, are long dossers, or back-baskets, painted at the lower end. Cotton is sent

up the country for packing them
;
in this the grapes, gathered not in bunches but

singly, are packed in alternate layers. When they come to table at Simla, they

have, by no means, the tempting appearance of a handsome, full-grown cluster, but

rather resemble gooseberries ; an immense quantity of them is however disposed of.

In this grape trade, to which the Rajah of Bissahir presents no obstacle, a singlo

English merchant is said to realize, in the course of each season, a profit of four

hundred pounds sterling, and the demand for grapes is greater than the supply.

It is strange that the Rajah knows all this, and yet it never occurs to him that he

might carry on the traffic in this article with the low country on his own account,

by which means he would make much larger gains, as the grapes are his own pro-

perty.*******
We had now gained an open height, commanding a view of the left bank of the

Sutlej. Behind the chain of mountains which rises from its banks,—in the rugged

defile of which we could yet recognize the ruinous avalanche and the masses of

snow which we had so recently traversed near Barung,—appeared heights, treeless

indeed, but clothed with fresh verdure : above them rose the outlines of the Ral-

dung group, piercing the very skies with their eternal snows. Unfortunately a

shroud was wrapped round the highest summits, for a storm was advancing to-

wards us. How magnificent the contrast of the dark cedar forests, the alpine

pastures of tender green, and the white dazzling snow.

From Chini they at length succeed in penetrating within

sight of the Chinese territory :

—

But what a surprise awaited us on reaching the highest ridge ! A single, sharp-

ly drawn crest of white granite, destitute of all vegetation, (such are all the loftiest

ridges of the Himalayas,—one cannot even walk along them), now rose before us ;

at one spot only there is a passage broken through it, a narrow opening like a sort

of gate. The instant we entered this, the most magnificent Alpine panorama,
beyond what fancy could have pictured, burst upon us : the mountains of tho

Chinese territory,

—

Purkyul,—which we now beheld for the first time. How
strange, how interesting, the thoughts that filled the mind on thus finding oneself,

as it were, magically transported to the very gates of the Celestial Empire ! Alas !

we knew too well by former experience, how securely defended these were : So
much the more ardent was our desire to penetrate the barrier 1 so much the more
vivid were our imaginings of the beautiful and the wondrous enclosed within !

The mellow violet blue of the long lines of hills towering one behind another, had
something in it so mysterious, so enchanting, that the most intense longing to see
them more closely, to perambulate them at our leisure, was kindled in our minds.
We did not then know how little they gain by nearer approach,—how, at last, that

landscape, which from a distance appears so attractive, resolves itself into cold,

naked, ruinous-looking rocks, crowned with everlasting snow. We afterwards
reached these heights, and so far crossed their barrier, that we saw before us no
more blue mountains, and even no more snow,—but only the monotonous hori-

zon of that table-laud of Thibet, which, most unpromising in its sterility and de-
solation, stretches far as the eye can reach.
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EXTEMPORE BRIDGE (NEAR OHASU.)

There was here but one route by which we could descend. It consisted of the
remains of an avalanche, which in spring had choked up the bed of the river, and
had hitherto served as a bridge. Unfortunately this mass of debacles had recently fallen
in, and one gigantic tower of snow was now left standing alone on either side ; evtn
these mighty piers of the quondam bridge had been partly washed away by the
current at their base, while the glowing sun above, no less fatal a destroyer, caused
the melted particles to trickle down their sides. We descended with great difficulty

on these wet and dirty banks of snow, and when all was done, we found ourselves

at the very margin of the river indeed, but without any means of transit across its

rapid waters. We were constrained, on account of the distance from the wood, and of
the difficulty of transport, to relinquish all idea of bringing down timber and
beams for building ; ropes of sufficient length too were wanting, and if we had had
them, they must have proved useless by reason of the frowning crags on the oppo-
site shore. At length a huge cedar-stem, torn down by the rushing avalanche,

was disentangled, and one grand effort was put forth to drag it to the narrowest
part of the stream

;
after long and arduous labour, in the course of which we -were

all drenched to the skin, and covered with black mud, we were forced to abandon
this plan also

;
for the tree became deeply imbedded in the sand, and no power of

ours could move it from the spot. In this dilemma, we at last learned that a better

place for constructing a bridge was to be found elsewhere ; for actually our pio-

neers had been too indolent even to obtain proper information regarding the locality.

In order to reach the spot pointed out to us, we were obliged to clamber up an
abrupt cliff, then to ascend a steep acclivity, several hundred feet in height, and
covered'with loose fragments of rock, and finally, to scale a conical mass of granite

without the slightest vestige of a path. The slope of loose debris was expected

to present the most insuperable obstacle : it proved otherwise ; the blocks of stone

did not yield beneath our feet, and when we reached the granite rock above, we
found flat ledges and narrow fissures enough, so that, clambering up with hands
and feet, we did at last gain the top of the cone, just in time to guide our coolies,

who -were at that moment coming up,—to the right course by our shouts.

The second spot selected for the passage of the river, seemed, at any rate, less

dangerous than the first
;
for although the stream, fifty feet across, dashes its raging

billows through the narrow gorge, a solid pier presents itself in the midst of its

eddy, in the shape of a huge mass of rock. If it be but possible to gain that point,

all is safe ;
for it lies not very far from the opposite shore : unfortunately however,

it offers no jutting corners, but presents, on the side towards which we descended,

a smooth face of from sixteen to twenty feet in height. Without delay we pro-

ceeded to the work of building
;
there was no time to lose ; for already, in the

depths of this contracted defile, the shades of twilight were threatening to over-

take us ;
each coolie must needs give a helping hand ;

stones were collected, and
trees hewn down and driven into the bed of the river.

The work advanced more rapidly than I had expected. As soon as a few firm

points in the stream had been secured, the rock in its centre was, with the assistance

of a hastily-made ladder, speedily gained ;
from it a second rock was reached

by means of a short bridge laid across, and thence the opposite bank itself was at-

tained. At each hazardous spot, one of our party seated himself, to stretch out

a helping hand to the coolies and coolias, and thus bring them safely aeross. After

three hours of very arduous toil, the whole party and the whole baggage were on
the further side. But we were still far from our station of Chasu

; a steep ac-

clivity rose in front of us, and when, with much difficulty and fatigue, we reached

its top, we found ourselves deluded, again and again, by a false hope, as, at each turn

of the path, we expected to see the village immediately before us.

KORA AND ITS INHABITANTS.

We were soon surrounded by a throng of the inhabitants, attired completely

after the fashion of Thibet. The profusion of amber ornaments, and the brownish

red of all their garments, the thoroughly Thibetan complexion, the general use of

boots and trowsers, even among the women, which prevails from this place forward.
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all mark the influence of the manners and customs of Thibet. The men wear
skull-caps, sandals or high cloth boots, and a broad belt round the red vestment, in

which are stuck a knife, a pipe, spoon, and a number of other little articles. The
only thing which distinguishes the women’s costume, is the absence of the belt, and
the manner of wearing the hair, which, divided into numberless thin plaits, and
interlaced with coral, shells, amber, and silver bells, hangs down like a sort of net-

work upon the back.

The Tartar physiognomy is, by no means, very predominant ; and although the

noses are generally somewhat broad, and the cheek-bones large and prominent,

yet I saw some faces which, in any country, would be acknowledged to be pretty

and expressive. The figures are slender and yet athletic, resembling those of the

inhabitants of the valley of the Buspa, near Sungla.

FRIENDLY FAREWELL.

Our departure, on the 4th of August, was, as had been our arrival on the 3rd,

a universal fete. The path was enlivened by numbers of blithe and merry women,
maidens, and children ; and the male population escorted us as far as the river,

—

at least an hour and a half’s walk,—and even there parted from us only one by
one. Tiie women remained on the vine-clad hills commanding our path, singing

in clear but plaintive tones, “ Tantun ne re lio /” which, I understand, signifies,

“ happy journey !” The kindly salutation was still heard resounding, long after the

songstresses had vanished from our eyes.

ENCAMPED.

Our last steep ascent for the day accomplished, and a spot selected for our
encampment, our first concern is to fix our tent. Each one sets his hand to the

work, and in a few minutes the tent is pitched
;
our cloaks are unrolled, our blankets

spread, and thus our night’s quarters are prepared. But there stand, expecting

their pay, the whole troop of coolies
;

the poor fellows must not be kept too long
waiting for their hard-earned pittance. Many a rope must be unbound to get at

the money, and forthwith tied up again in dexterous knots, the substitute for a lock

and key. Suddenly, I bethink myself of my beautiful gathered plants
;
what a pity

that they should be left to wither ! The paper too, saturated with moisture, must
be laid out in the sun to dry. To release from suffering the various living crea-

tures, swarming and sprawling in all manner of bottles, and to file them on nee-

dles, is likewise a duty that admits of no delay. While I am occupied with

it, numbers of people gather round me, with imploring gestures. One points

moaning, to his stomach ;
another brings a sick child, and without more ado lays

it silently at my feet ;
while yonder group are carrying hither an unfortunate man,

with shattered legs. There is no time to lose : not a moment to linger among my
zoological treasures : I must at least show my willingness to afford relief, even
where I cannot give a remedy ; and alas ! how rarely can an efficacious remedy
be provided in such haste ! Yet it would be hard, indeed, to send away with worth-

less or fatal advice these poor people, who have come from their far-distant homes,
confidently anticipating their cure from the “ Bara Doctor Saheb !” When the

wonder-working medicine has, at length, been rummaged out of the deep hud close-

ly-packed chest and duly dispensed, and the bandages applied,—though not with-

out making large holes in the remains of my linen shirts, - 1 begin to think of in-

dulging in a little repose. But lo ! a sudden torrent of rain threatens destruction

to the plants I had but just prepared for my hortus siccus : I hasten out to rescue

my treasures. Thus the rest of the day slips away ; darkness comes on with swift

and unlooked for strides ; and, as evening closes in, our simple repast is devoured
with voracious appetite. Scarcely have the dishes been removed, when the con-

versation dies away, and our eye-lids drop heavily
;
but no ! hence lazy sleep ! my

journal must be written before the vivid impressions of the day have faded from
my mind. A solitary candle,—sheltered from the draught of air by an ingenious

paper bell, lest it should be too often extinguished,—sheds its faint and murky
light upon my work. In what a poetic mood must I then indite, in what interesting

and witty language clothe my descriptions of the adventures wc have gone through

D D
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or the scenes we have beheld ! At length, I am free to sink down on the hard couch
of coarse, scratching, woollen stuff

;
and refreshing enough would be my slumbers,

if the incessant blood-letting, occasioned by gnats nnd stinging flies, and other little

hostile animals of the sucking or stinging kind, would but suffer the dreamy doze
to merge into a sound sleep. After a short rest, morning dawns

; a noisy menial
enters, and unmercifully pulling away the bed-clothes, compels me to throw on my
apparel, yet damp from yesterday’s rains. The tent vanishes no less quickly

; and
we are left to stand shivering in the chill morning blast.

IN THIBET AT LAST.

After repeated unsuccessful attempts, His Royal Highness succeeded, on the fitli

of August, in traversing the boundary of Thibet ;
not indeed at the place originally

contemplated, but in a highly interesting part of the country
; and thus we actually

penetrated within the barriers of the Celestial Empire !

Four sturdy yak-oxen stood in readiness for us to mount their woolly backs
;

the baggage-sheep were saddled and packed, and a merry band of village dames and
maidens, all clad in the loose red trowsers, were bustling about with the remainder
of our luggage, amid incessant laughter and singing. The men, on the frontier and
in Thibet, act as bearers only when forced to do so ;

and the whole burden of agri-

cultural and of domestic toils they also leave to the women. It was a matter of
some difficulty to gain a firm seat on the backs of our novel steeds, caparisoned with
our Greek capotes by way of saddles ; for they are very shy, and kick with their

hind-feet, turning their heads round perpetually, as if about to gore their riders.

About half-past nine o’clock, we set out on our expedition, leaving behind us the
apricot-groves of Namdja, and thus bidding farewell to the last oasis in the desert

of rocks and of debris through which the Sutlej forces its way.
Although our path appeared, from a distance, to be extremely dangerous, it

proved quite sufficiently firm and level for our broad-footed yak-oxen, noble beasts

with the thick, silky, white fringe under the body, and the bushy tail, both of which
sweep the ground : but soon the steepness increased so much that these poor ani-

mals began to groan, or rather grunt,* in the most melancholy manner, and this

unearthly music gradually rose to such a violent rattle, that,—driven rather by its

irksome sound than by the discomfort of our saddleless seats,—we dismounted at

the end of the first half-hour.

How dreary, yet how imposing, is the prospect of those rude, steep, rocky
masses of shattered slate, between which the roaring Thibetian river thunders
its dark yellow waves. Not a shrub, not a green herb to gladden the eye ; as far

as it can reach, nothing is seen but rock after rock, tumbled together in wild ruins, or
frowning in stern crags, descending in deep and startling precipices, or towering,—if

indeed the mist allows a glimpse of those stupendous heights,— into bold mountain
peaks and lofty pinnacles, crowned with everlasting snow.**********
Our resting-place, the frontier village of Shipki, was not yet visible

; but we could
descry three or four more distant villages, and could follow,— alas ! with our eyes
only,—a path winding across the barren mountain-ridges, into the interior of that

hidden land. How much did I envy the lammergeiers the freedom of their flight,

as, poised in mid-air, they circled high above our heads !

To our left towered the majestic 1’urkyul, with its thousand sharp cones and pin-

nacles, like some gigantic Termites-hill : the greater part of it was covered with
snow.
We descended from this commanding point by gentle zig-zags, through tall bushes

* From this peculiar sound the animal derives its name of Bos-grunniens
;
by some

naturalists it is designated the Buspoephagus. Besides the important article of trade
furnished by the yak-oxen in their tails, which are sold in all parts of India as
chowries, and as ornamental trappings for horses and elephants, and commonly used
in Persia and Turkey for standards, dyed crimson and known under the name of
horse-tails, they are valued by the natives of Thibet for the long hair, used in the
manufacture of tents, ropes, &c., and for their rich and abundant milk.

—

Tk.
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of fur/.e, the home of a multitude of partridges and of small mountain-hares (Lago-

mys

)

;* and in two hours we arrived at Shipki : the last portion of the way only
was fatiguing from its steepness.

FORBIDDEN HOSPITALITY.

Notwithstanding the Emperor’s mandate, which forbids the supplying of any
victuals to foreigners under pain of being ripped up, these villagers brought us milk
and apricots in as great abundance as we could possibly desire. By degrees, the

whole population, men, women and children, assembled to stare and to laugh at the

strange, unwonted intruders. The men are tall and well made, and have moreover,
generally, agreeable features : still, the Tartar descent is betrayed by the broad
cheek-bones, and the long oblique eye turned upward at the outward extremity.

The difference between the population of Northern Bissahir and that of Thibet is

scarcely perceptible ; the features, the costume, and the manners and customs are the

same, with this distinction only, that the inhabitants of Bissahir are friendly, merry,
and yet modest ;

those of Thibet, on the contrary, the most impudent, filthy, vulgar
rabble upon the face of the earth : they cheat and chaffer like the Jews, and practise

deception whenever opportunity offers.

The costume of both sexes consists of a caftan, a pair of loose drawers, and high
cloth boots of motley patch-work ; the women are marked only by their drawers being
a little longer, and by theirplaited cues of black hair, shining with grease,which hang
down the back in a multitude of narrow cords, bound together with imitation-

agates made of glass, innumerable shells, and pieces of amber. Round the neck they
wear, besides amulets, from ten to twenty strings of lumps of amber, false stones,

lapis-lazuli, and turquoises of great beauty. The men content themselves with one
cue, which, to make it very long and thick, is interwoven with sheep’s wool.

Among the numerous dignitaries of this little place, who without the slightest

shyness forced their way into our tent, were two doctors, an elderly and a younger
man. They intimated the most earnest desire to make my acquaintance, and the elder
one by way of salutation, touched my brow with the points of his folded hands. Our
conversation was necessarily somewhat monosyllabic, as neither our interpreter
nor any of our attendants could speak the language of Thibet. I understood
only enough to convince me that these people are extremely ignorant, and physi-
cians as it were by inspiration alone. One showed me his case of surgical instru-

ments, which hung from his girdle ; a long iron case, with a little drawer, beauti-
fully inlaid with brass. It contained a number of lancets, or rather fleams, which
are struck with a hammer to open a vein, a variety of rudely wrought iron knives,
and a razor. He had set his heart on exchanging his instruments for mine, and
for the sake of curiosity, I actually gave him one of my lancets for two of his
fleams : he departed quite proud of his new possession.

SINGULAR TERROR.

One of the elders of the people, a fine-looking old man, with a shrewd coun-
tenance, on my attempting to draw his portrait, flew at my sketch-book, and
endeavoured forcibly to snatch it from me ; when that measure of violence failed,

he had recourse to the pathetic, throwing himself on his knees before me with
gestures of the deepest anguish, and seizing me by the beard.

This was the only means which I discovered on this occasion for distancing

* An animal unknown to scientific tourists among the H imalayas, until a compara-
tively recent period : it was discovered by Dr. Royle and named after him the Lagu-
wys Roylii. To the Zoologist it is peculiarly interesting, as the other species of the
Genus, from all of which it differs more or less, have been found only in Northern
Asia, and among the rocky mountains of North-west America. The length of the
Layumys Rnylii is about nine inches : like most of the other animals inhabiting the
elevated regions of Kunawar, Thibet, &c., it has a soft rich fur below the coarse
outer hair. The former is of a blue-black colour

;
the latter dark-brown

;
and usu-

ally about an inch in length : the face is somewhat shaggy, and the ears are of a
singular funnel-like form. By some travellers the Lagomys has been erroneously
described as a tail less rat.

—

Tr.
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from our tents the uninvited guests ; whenever their importunity exceeded
all bounds, I assumed an attitude as if about to draw their portraits

; instantly
they fled, neck and heels, as if driven away by some evil spirit. Nevertheless, I
did succeed in committing to my sketch-book some few costumes.
The faces were, for the most part, of really frightful and repulsive ugliness,—the

bridge of the nose deeply depressed,—the nasal stump scarce visibly protruding.

—

and the mouth very large and gaping wide.

They return to Namclja and thence descend to the Sutlej,

and so on to Chim attain.O

VISIT OF THE RAJA OF BISSAHIR.

The following morning (the 25th of August} Ilis Highness the Rajah kept us all

very long waiting
; noon had already arrived, when we at last heard the sound of

trumpets and of drums, announcing his approach The Sovereign appeared on
foot

; a small, decrepit man, clothed in violet-coloured silk, with morocco-leather
boots of the same colour, and a huge and most unshapely cap of gold tissue : he
was led forward by the Vu/.ir (“Bum”) and another exalted dignitary, both ar-

rayed in white.

Count Von O and I advanced to meet him
;
the Count took his left, and I

his right arm, and so, amid the acclamations of the people, and the loud shouts of
“ Maha Rajah," “ Maha Rajali!"—we proceeded to the tent, where, already, the

presents sent by His Highness as precursors of his visit were deposited on large

brass dishes. Our camp-beds, with Indian shawls thrown over them, served as

divans, on which the Rajah and his suite immediately reclined. Our interpreter, Mr.
Brown, translated questions and answers at a brisk rate, and the conversation flowed
on with vivacity and zest ;

for the aged Rajah, however dulled and enfeebled in his

outward man, displayed no lack of life and quickness in his mind and language.

Among the presents was a piece of Russian leather, which has thus the oppor-

tunity of making the great round and travelling back to Europe ! There were also

several singular weapons, arid webs of silken and of woollen stuffs, musk bags, and
the highly-valued Nerbissi root.

The same ceremonies took place at the departure of the Rajah
;
however, he very

politely declined our further escort, not without symptoms of secret uneasiness.

After dinner the Prince returned his visit. The Vuzir came to conduct us to

the palace. Passing through a half-dilapidated gateway, surrounded by an eager

throng of inquisitive spectators, we entered the great court, over which was spread

a baldachin. A grand yet simple entrance leads into the interior of the palace, an

edifice distinguished by the severe and unadorned style of mountain architecture.

Three elegant silken sofas were placed in a circle ; behind them and on either side,

stood hosts of couriers clad in white, with drawn “ Khukries” (short sabres) in their

hands : a few only were marked as heralds by the insignia which they bore,—the

long, gilt staff, separating at the top into two curved points. The counter-presents

now offered as an acknowledgment of those received,—in compliance with the

oriental etiquette of exchanging gifts,—were accepted, apparently with great satis-

faction, by the Rajah. He conversed for a long while with the Prince, and ex-

pressed a great desire to obtain information concerning the position, size and state of

our native land, as well as to know the name of every sovereign in Germany
;
on all

which subjects it was no easy matter to give His Highness an intelligible reply. He
refused, through the medium of his “ Bujir,” to allow us to see his palace ;

excus-

ing himself on the plea that “ the gods were in it,” and only grauting us permission

to be conducted round its outer gallery.

Altogether, the audience was a highly interesting scene, and one of peculiarly

orientaf character. By the crimson light of an exquisite evening sky,—a rarity in

this part of the country,—we wended our way back to the tents.

KOTGHUR.

We followed the course of the Sutlej, from Rampur, along easy and well-made

roads, on the 30th of August
;

till, quitting the river-glen, we struck off in a
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south-westerly direction, towards Kotgiiur, where we celebrated the termination
of our mountain wanderings in a most solemnizing manner at the home of two
German missionaries, Messrs. Rudolph and Prochnow.*

These very amiable and excellent men,—the first a native of Berlin, the second
of Pomerania, have done wisely to settle in this paradise of Kotghur, where they
have created very neat and pretty dwellings, surrounded by a charming park, and
have established a large school for the Hindus, who appear also to flock in numbers
to the Church. Thus a foundation seems to be laid for forming a Christian Church
in Kotghur ; for the mountaineers, though they themselves indeed come apparently

only from curiosity to the Church, send their children to the school
; not one of

them however has been baptised as yet, but the boys are admirably well instructed,

have learned English very quickly, and can read the Bible both in English and in

Hindui, and intelligently explain what they read. In Germany, these two mission-

aries would doubtless be mere “ candidates whereas here, they are already be-

ginning to gather a family circle around them. Herr Rudolph yesterday announc-
ed to us an addition to his, requesting the Prince at the same time to stand god-
father to his child.

We heard a Hir.dui sermon, and afterwards a German one, which was very

excellent, although Herr Prochnow has not spoken a word of German for three

years. I am bringing home with me a Hindui Bible, which I received from him.

SIMLA.

On the 4th of September, we arrived at Simla, the English convalescent station,

where there is a crowd of English officers, who have resorted hither with their fa-

milies in quest of health. The place lies on the same level as at Nainethal, but

there is this difference between them, that the latter is just springing into existence,

—

scarce twenty Englishmen are there, and no ladies except the daughters of Mr. Wil-

son,—whereas at Simla, some hundred and fifty officers reside, half of that number
being married, and provided with daughters or female relatives besides

;
in addition

* Agents of the Church of England Missionary Society. The Himalaya Mission,

of which Kotghur is still considered the centre, was established at the request and
with tlie assistance of the British residents at Simla and elsewhere, in the year

1843, since which time the Gospel has been preached in the villages of the district

and at the annual melas, or fairs ;
Thibetian and Hindui tracts have been distribut-

ed : medical and surgical advice and assistance given by the missionaries
; orphan

institutions opened
;
and day-schools established : in 1844 the boys’ school, under

the charge of Mr. Rudolph, numbered from thirty to forty ; while Mrs. Prochnow had
a school of ten or twelve girls, whom she taught to sew and knit, to read and write.

Since then, the war in the Punjaub has caused some interruption to the labours of

the missionaries, who were obliged to remove for a time to Simla
;
but from the latter

part of 1845, Kotghur has again been their head-quarters, and their operations are

carried on with uninterrupted
-

activity, and not without evidences of that blessing

which alone can give success. Another step has been taken in the extension of the

mission towards Thibet, by the establishment of a new school at Kepu, between

Kotghur and Rampur ;
and another school has been opened at Theog, between

Kotghur and Simla. Mr. Prochnow mentions that many people from the adjacent

villages, and travellers from a distance come in, and with the children of the schools

and the native servants from the plains, listen attentively not only to the services on

the Lord’s day, but to the daily family worship, at which he has read and explained

the Scriptures, particularly the Parables, the Sermon on the Mount, and the History

of the Death and Resurrection of our Lord. He had met on the road between

Kotghur and Simla a wandering Lama from Chinese Tartary, who had one of the

Thibetian Christian Tracts which he had received from a travelling Zemindar, who
told him that a Sahib had distributed many of them at the Rampur fair the year

before : hi other instances these Tracts having been distributed in Lower Kunawur
and Bissahir, have been met with and found to be read and highly valued in Chinese

Tartary : so that these silent and unobtrusive messengers of the Gospel, clad in no

foreign garb, have found their way into the Celestial Empire itself, across that very

barrier which has been found so impassable for Europeans.—

T

r.
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to which, many widows are settled here, and not a few solitary matrons, who con*
sole themselves at balls and varied festivities for the absence of their lords.

At the end of our long and wild Himalayan peregrinations, we arrived at the

new and handsome English hotel in a somewhat barbarian costume
;
instead of a

coat was substituted something between a cloak and a coat of mail, formed of
coarse woollen stuff,—in the broad belt confining it at the waist was stuck the cut-

lass ; feet shod with sandals by way of shoes, long hair combed back over the top of

the head, and rough and shaggy beard completed our grotesque appearance. The
whole skin of my face had peeled off twice from the reflected glare of the snow,
and that which had now succeeded it was of a dark brown hue.

Now,

—

we draw French kid gloves over our sun-burnt hands ;
force our feet,

broadened by exercise, into delicate dancing-boots
;
and never dream of appearing

otherwise than in dress-coats and white waistcoats ;
for the most rigid etiquette is

here observed. How strange does it still seem to me when I awake in the morning,
to find myself, not in the dripping tent, but in a comfortable bed-room furnished

with all manner of luxuries. The lack of pedestrian activity too is an unwonted
slavery ; for our limbs, accustomed to scaling mountains and scrambling down
precipices, are now exerted only to pay morning visits, or to dance polkas at a
ball 1

There are, at Simla, three great Bazars, i. e. streets consisting only of shops and
warehouses, occupied chiefly by Cashmere merchants. A great number of native

artisans also live in this place. Here is to be seen an infinite variety of costumes
;

those of the mountains mingling with those of the plains ;
Sikhs with the high,

pointed turban, on which they generally wear an iron ring with a sharp polished

edge,—a dangerous missile
;
Affghans with the red caftan and the noble, flowing

beard
;
and Cashmerians, never failing to display upon their persons their beauti-

tiful shawls. The latter people arc usually merchants or tailors, but the goods they

sell are not suited to my purse. To complete the picturesque effect of the varied

throng, there are the gay and motley uniforms of the Indian troops.

From Simla our travellers visited Ferozepore, Ludiana,
Atscheriko and Mtidki. The last words written by our
author were :—

•

To-morrow the army is to advance towards Ferozepore, and I cherish a confident
hope that we shall get through successfully, fresh reinforcements having now arrived.

Farewell ;—may we soon meet again 1

Alas ! he met them no more.

This is altogether a most interesting book. The travellers

seem to have been most patient, persevering, courageous, and
cheerful. The wonder is, how Dr. Hoffmeister contrived to

write so full an account of every thing they met with, amid
all the turmoil and hardships of their long journey.
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Art. VII.— Transactions of the Medical and Physical Society of
Bombay for the years 1849-50. No. X. Bombay, 1851.

We have long felt that the members of the Medical service

of Bengal are wanting in a sense of what is due to the public

at large, and to their own character as a class of highly edu-

cated and intelligent men, in having no organ through which

to record the results of their experience in the treatment of

diseases peculiar to this country, or of their investigations into

the history and properties of the many substances used by
the Baicls and Hakims of India, as remedial agents in their

village practice. With a far more extended field of observa-

tion, and numerically much stronger than their brethren of

the sister presidencies, they have shown themselves far less

anxious than these, to promote the interests of their profession,

and far less ready to support, with either pen or purse, the

several attempts which have, from time to time, been made to

supply a want, which all must feel to exist.

As a class, there are few who come out to this country more
fitted by their previous training than Medical oificers, to take a

high position in the ranks of science and literature. They have
received a highly finished collegiate education, are supposed to

be possessed of fair classical attainments, and, from the more ad-

vanced age at which they enter the service, have had opportuni-

ties of acquiring knowledge beyond those enjoyed either by the
Civil or the Military officer. With all these advantages, however,
but few have attained to any eminence even in their own pro-

fession. There are many causes to which this may be ascribed.

From the harassing nature of the duties devolving upon the
youngofficer on his first arrival in this country, the habits of study
acquired at College are lost, and where this is not the case,

with the exception of the few resident in larger stations, he
labours under no small disadvantage, in having no access to a
well-stored library, or to the Medical literature of the day

;

while his isolation from others of his own profession, throws
him entirely upon his own resources, and rarely affords him an
opportunity of comparing his experience with that of others.

Under these circumstances, the energy, zeal, and love of his

profession with which he set out in life, gradually, from the
utter absence of any stimulus, become annihilated.

We believe that a well-conducted Medical periodical would
greatly tend to advance Medical science in this country

;
and

we cannot but consider it as an opprobrium to the Bengal
service, that they have not one at their command.
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Both Madras and Bombay have their Medical Societies, support-

ed by the bulk of the officers of their respective services
; and

these from time to time, issue volumes of Transactions,

goodly octavoes, like the one before us, containing a mass of
highly important facts and statistics, which, but for the fostering

aid afforded by the Society, would never have been communi-
cated to the world.

Bengal, we believe, was the first to organize a Society of this

character, when in 1823, chiefly through the exertions of Dr.
James Hare, there was formed—“The Medical and Physical So-
ciety of Calcutta.” Its objects, as stated in the resolutions passed
at its establishment, were “ the advancement of professional
‘ knowledge, for the mutual benefit of the members, more
* particularly with reference to Indian diseases and treatment

;

‘ and the promoting, by every means in their power, the study
‘ of such branches of Natural History as are connected with
‘ the practice of medicine, or lead to Medical research.”

The publications issued by the Society, during a period of

twenty years, sufficiently prove how fully the objects, as above set

forth, were attained. The “ Transactions of the Medical and
Physical Society of Calcutta

”
deservedly ranked with the best of

their kind published in England, and acquired, for many of the

contributors, an European reputation.

It would lead us too far to endeavour to trace out the causes,

which led to the decline of this Society, until its final dissolution

about the year 1842, when, with the consent of its then existing

members, its library and museum were made over to the

Medical College.

We cannot believe that the energy and zeal, which orga-

nized, and, for so many years, supported the Society, is extinct in

the Medical service
;

and we confidently look forward to

its re-establishment, at no distant date, under the auspices of the

talented professors of the College, and the medical men resi-

dent at the Presidency. We hold, that it is incumbent upon
the members of the service, for their own reputation, to take

some measures,—and we know of none offering the same faci-

lities as are afforded by a Society, to record and perpetuate, for

the benefit of others, the results of their experience in the

treatment of disease in this country.

We have been led into making these remarks by the appear-

ance, upon our table, of the 10th volume ofthe Transactions of
the Bombay Society ,

the contents of which we shall briefly

glance at, as from their professional nature, a critical analysis

would be hardly suited to our pages. The first paper is enti-

tled “ Medical History of the 1st Bombay European Regi-
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‘ ment (Fusiliers), during its service in the Punjaub in 1848,
« 1849, and 1850, by F. S. Arnott, M. D., Surgeon oftheRegi-
‘ ment.”
On the breaking out of the war before Multan, in August

1848, this regiment, then stationed at Kurrachi, received orders

to proceed with the Bombay force to the seat of war, and in

October embarked on steamers on the Indus for Ron. The
Bombay Commissariat appear to have taken a lesson from the

victuallers of Her Majesty’s Navy, for we read—“ When on the
‘ river, the men had much reason to complain of their rations.

‘ The biscuit was so bad, as often to lead to its being rejected,

* and indeed no man ever ate it, who could get any thing else ;

‘ and the one pound of meat, which is at no time sufficient for

‘ a day’s consumption, was now, from its leanness and general
* indifference, found quite inadequate

;
and there being no

‘ bazars, where they could supply the deficiency, the men suf-

‘ fered a good deal, till at length an order was issued, directing
‘ the meat ration to be augmented to a pound and a half; and
‘ this quantity was continued till after the battle of Guzerat,
‘ when, from its not assimilating with the Bengal allowance, i(

‘ was again reduced to one pound.”
The Bombay force, according to our author, would appear

not merely to have had more capacious appetites for food than
their brothers of Bengal, but also “ more stomach to the

fight —it may be as a sequitur ; for further on, speaking of

the retreat of Shere Sing’s army from Guzerat, Dr. Arnott
writes:—“ We were scarcely astonished, when we were ordered
‘ off next day in pursuit of the enemy

;
but when we found that

‘ a great part of the Bengal force, which had been almost sta-

‘ tionary for months, was to remain behind, it did seem odd
‘ that the Bombay army, which, since the beginning of
‘ November, had been incessantly engaged, either in marching,
‘ or before the enemy, and during the previous twenty days
‘ had marched upwards of 240 miles, should be selected for this

‘ duty. But the Bombay troops had turned the tide of war,
* had sustained no reverse, and were flushed with success, and,
‘ above all, had imbibed none of that extraordinary, and, to them,
‘ incomprehensible over-estimate of the Seikh prowess and
‘ strategy, which pervaded the Bengal army

;
so that the

‘ selection was perhaps a judicious one. The men, too, had
‘ confidence in themselves and their officers, and their officers
‘ had every confidence in them.”
We leave our readers to judge how far this is applicable to the

men who fought at Mudki, Ferozshuhr and Sobraon. These well-

contested and hard-fought fields taught them that they could

E E
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hardly over-estimate the valour of an enemy from whom they
had suffered so severely, and who, in the two first engagements,
had, for so long a time, disputed possession of the field, and left

them but a doubtful victory.

After the dispersion and surrender of the army of Shere Sing,

the Bombay Fusiliers proceeded to Peshawur, where they

arrived at the latter end of March, and encamped at the foot of

the Khybur hills near Jumrud. Here, or in the neighbourhood,

the regiment remained under canvass during* the hot months
of May, June, and July. In addition to this exposure to

extreme heat as a cause of disease, Dr. Arnott enumerates many
others incidental to the life of a soldier, not merely at Peshawur,

but in all parts of India. We are much disposed to think, that

the danger from exposure to the sun has been greatly exagge-

rated as a cause of acute disease in India
;

for though it

cannot be doubted that cases of death from this cause do oc-

casionally occur, yet we believe they are much more rare than is

commonly supposed. The seamen of ships in the river at

Calcutta may be seen at all seasons, at all hours, employ-

ed in the rigging, exposed to the direct rays of the sun

;

yet cases of disease among them, which can be fairly and solely

attributed to such exposure, are rare. Among the European
residents of Calcutta, the hot months of April and May are

usually considered healthy, and such the experience of medi-

cal men generally has pronounced them to be. The soldier in

barracks, during these months, is, from the utter inertness and

listlessness in which he lives, tempted to indulge in drinking, at

first from mere idleness, afterwards from habit. His whole

system of life renders him peculiarly obnoxious to disease
; the

carelessness with which, reeking with perspiration, he throws

himself on the damp ground : and other causes, well known
to all professional men, tend to fill the regimental hospital.

Our author points out several of these pre-disposing causes

—

a high temperature among others; but as before stated, we think

it a question whether the sun has the effect upon the system,

which is generally ascribed to it. Major Tulloch, in one of his

invaluable reports, on sickness in H. M. army and navy,

of which we shall afterwards speak more fully, expresses

the opinion founded upon statistical evidence, that mere heat

has little influence in the treatment of disease, though he

is disposed to attribute power in this way to heat co-operating

with moisture. He establishes that in Antigua and Barbadoes,

where the range of the thermometer is rather higher than in Do-

minica, Tobago, Jamaica, or the Bahamas, the sickness amounts

to little more than one-third of its prevalence in the latter stations.
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The prevalence, too, of epidemic fever during the winter months,

of which the reports furnish many exanqiles, is an argument
against the abstract effect of heat. Moisture, abstractedly consi-

dered, as a cause of disease, is met by similar arguments.

British Guiana has more rain by one-half than Jamaica, but the

mortality among troops in the latter situation is twice as great as

in the former. Were excess of moisture the cause of excess of

disease, the same effect should be observed in this country; yet

the Malabar coast, which for six months is deluged with rain, is

generally the most healthy quarter of the Madras presi-

dency.*

Dr. Mackinnon, speaking of the Indigo planters of Tirhut,

a class notorious for their contempt, it might be called, of the

sun, writes :
—“The Indigo planters lead active lives, enjoy the

‘ comforts of good country-houses, and generous wholesome
‘ diet

;
but, on the other hand, they are subject tomuch exposure.

‘ Their appearance of rude robust health, so different to most
‘ Anglo-Indians, and even to the civil servants residing at the
* same station, was remarkable, and appeared to show that being
‘ much in the open air is conducive to giving the constitution a
‘ high tone ;”f and again speaking of apoplexy, he writes :

—

“ Solar apoplexy is clearly a misnomer for this disease—but
* apoplexy is perhaps a better appellation. We often see soldiers

‘ exposed to very high ranges of temperature, and even to the
‘ direct rays of the sun, without even one person suffering

;
while

* at other times the disease would appear to attack as an epidemic,
‘ and as if its invasion depended upon something besides mere
‘ heat.”

In considering the causes of the greater mortality among the

soldiery during the hot months, their mode of life in the bar-

racks must be kept in view. It is during the cold weather
only that troops are moved, and marching is eminently condu-
cive to their health, as compared to the idle and inactive life of
cantonments. On this point we will let Dr. Arnott speak :

—

“ Simple is the fare of the European soldier on the line of
‘ march, more especially in a distant campaign, and steady and
‘ regular are his habits. On the march he is necessarily regu-
‘ lar in his exercise, and he soon learns to be regular in his diet,
‘ in his drink, and his hours of retiring to rest. Well aware
* is he of the penalty any infringement of the rules of prudence
* there entails upon him, and carefully does he avoid all tempta-
‘ tion. When a march comes to a close, a change takes

* British and Foreign Medical Review, passim,

f Mackinnon on Hygiene, Public Health, &c.
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‘ place
; tlie soldier has no longer his regular service, he has

‘ no occupation, and few amusements, consequently time hangs
* heavy on his hands

;
and it is scarcely to he wondered at that

* he is then ready to give way to every impulse, and to gratify
‘ his inclination to the utmost

;
and it must be an extraordinary

‘ country where the European soldier will not find the oppor-
‘ tunity of doing so.”

Again :
“ These six months” (of marching) “ had conse-

‘ quently been a period of great mental excitement and
‘ bodily activity, labour and exposure

;
and were succeeded

‘ by a period of idleness, inactivity, and want of excitement,
‘ which almost uniformly exerts an injurious influence on
* the health of the soldier. Accordingly, as appears from the
‘ returns, though we lost only three men by disease in the

‘ preceding six months (when marching) we lost in the six

* months succeeding April, 1849, no less than eighteen men
‘ by disease ;

we lost two in each of the three following
‘ months; and as again exemplifying the beneficial effects of men-
‘ tal and bodily activity, regularity of habits, &c., I am happy to
‘ say, that during our loiig and tedious march from Peshawur
‘ to Ptinah, in the end of December, 1849, January, February,
‘ March, and the beginning of April, 1850, we lost only two
‘ men by disease, though we brought every sick man from
‘ Peshawur with us. The effects on the men of change from
* the active, regular, and excited life of a campaign to the
‘ sedentary, inactive life and looser habits of a standing camp,
‘ soon became apparent in then- diminished relish for their

* meals, their predisposition to indigestion, jaundice, and in the
* prevalence of nausea and vomiting after meals, which during
‘ the time we lay at Jumrud, affected nearly every man and
* officer of our regiment, and indeed, I believe, almost every
* man of the force.”

We have latterly heard much of the fever of Peshawur,

which seems to have changed its type : for though extreme-

ly prevalent among the fusiliers when stationed there, it

appears to have been of a mild character. The greater

number of cases occurred in July and August, when it

might almost have been considered an epidemic; no fewer

than 798 cases having been admitted during these two months
alone, and of these, we are told, not one provedfatal.

Of late years, fever at Peshawur has assumed a far more
formidable character, the mortality from this disease being

unusually high, but the cause is still enveloped in mystery ;

the thermometrical range is unchanged, and as far as observa-

tions have been made, there has been no appreciable difference
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in the seasons, but of all inscrutable matters connected with
etiology, these epidemic aggravations of endemics are the
most inscrutable. In Major Tulloch’s statistical report of
sickness among Her Majesty’s troops serving in the east,

printed by order of the House of Commons,* there is an account
of the epidemic fever, which raged at Kandy, in Ceylon, in 1824.

It appeal’s that the highest rate of annual mortality of white
troops, prior and subsequent to 1 824, was eighty per 1 ,000, the

lowest was twelve, and the average of sixteen years, exclusive

of the epidemic year, was forty-three and a fraction, whereas
in 1824, it amounted to the ratio of 333 per 1,000, in other

words, to one-third of the entire force. “ A slight increase

of temperature,” remarks Major Tullocli, “ and a longer con-
‘ tinuance of dry weather than usual, were the only circum-
‘ stances which preceded or marked the continuance of this
* epidemic, but its subsequent re-appearance in 1824, and July,
i

1825, was not marked by any such indications, and since then
‘ every variety of season, hot and cold, wet and dry, equable
‘ and changeable, has passed over without inducing a greater ex-
* tent of febrile disease than would be likely to occur among an
* equal number of troops in the most healthy of our colonies.”

Whence arises this occasional aggravation of a disease ordinarily

existing, but in a mild form ? If it is supposed to arise from
any increase in what are commonly supposed to be the excit-

ing causes, such as a high temperature, moisture and miasma,
how account for the exemption from fever of parts of South
America, where these combined powers abound equally as in

Ceylon ?

Dr. Wilson, in a report upon the health of the Navy, states

that H. M. S. the Warspite, with an average complement of
600 men, lay the whole year in Rio Janeiro harbour, and did

not lose a man, and had only seven cases of fever. He states

also “ that epidemic diseases are almost unknown, and though
* the inhabitants are not free from febrile diseases, they suffer

‘ but little from them, and from severe sweeping epidemics of all
* kinds they are exempt. What is the cause of such immuni-
1 ty ? Why is it that in a land-locked harbour, in this part of
1 the world, under a powerful sun, surrounded by marshes and
‘ rank vegetation, ships lie for months or years without the oc-
‘ currence of a single case of concentrated fever ?”

But we are wandering far from our regiment, which we left

at Peshawur, in our search after this will-o’-the-wisp, for equal-

ly intangible appears to be the cause of fever, call it by what

• Vide Britith and Foreign Medical Review.
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name we will, marsh-miasm, or malaria, it is but a name
representing an agent, or agencies, of the nature of which we
must be content to admit our utter ignorance

; we only know
it by its effects, which resemble those of a poison upon the hu-
man constitution, but the substance itself has yet eluded our
grasp. We may indulge a hope, that the great progress made
of late years, in organic chemistry, will eventually lead to the
discovery of this, as of other agents, the causes of disease.

Of diseases affecting the brain, of an apoplectic nature, but
eight cases occurred during the nine months the regiment was
at Peshawur. Of these the author writes:—“As far as I could
‘ ascertain, insolation, that is, exposure to the direct rays of the
1 sun, was in no instance the cause of the attack, as the
‘ orders of the time were most stringent against men exposing
* themselves in the sun.”

Yet the general impression is, that affections of the brain are,

in particular, the result of exposure. On the 30th December,
the Bombay Fusiliers commenced their march to Pdnah, which
they reached on the 3rd April, 1850 :

—

Having thus come a distance of eighteen hundred miles in three months and five

days, and having descended from a latitude of 34° to one of 18°, of which 12°

were completed within the last month. Gradually, as we came South, the weather
became warmer, and towards the end of March, in Lower Scinde and the Coucan,
the heat began to remind us that the season was sufficiently advanced to make
a change of residence desirable from crowded tents into more spacious barracks.

During this three months’ march, as before stated, the regi-

ment lost but two men by disease, and during the nine preced-

ing months, while at Peshawur, but twenty-four, out of a total of

840, a result which we think must be, under Providence, ascrib-

ed to the zeal, discrimination, and medical skill of Dr. Arnott,

of whose highly interesting paper we now take leave, with a

hope that the medical history of the regiment under his charge,

so ably reported in the volume before us, will be continued in

the next number of the “ Transactions.
”

It is not our purpose, nor indeed have we space to enter into

a detailed consideration of each of the papers contained in the

volume before us. We shall, therefore, content ourselves with

the following extract from an interesting account of the medi-

cal topography of Baghdad, by the residency surgeon, Dr.

Hyslop. We have heard much of the hot winds as they pre-

vail in the N. W. Provinces, but few of our readers are aware
of their effect in the neighbourhood of Baghdad, according to

the testimony of Dr. Ives :

—

In December and January, ice is frequently to be seen, and frost is still more
common. March and April are the two most pleasant months in the year ; the

gardens are then in full foliage, and the atmosphere is delightfully loaded with the
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perfume of the orange blossom, which is occasionally wafted on the breeze to a
considerable distance from town. In August and September we have occasional

hot winds from the NE., during which the air is generally obscured with dust,

which is so fine and subtile, as to penetrate even into the works of a watch when
carried in the pocket. I have seen the thermometer stand at 117° at 10 o’clock at

night in one of these winds, but I have never seen nor heard of it proving fatal,

except in one instance, in the summer of 1847, in which forty people, working at a
canal in the neighbourhood of this city, were struck down in one day, and many
of them died. But this might easily be accounted for, without supposing anything

poisonous in the wind, as the name Sanm implies : the heat in 1847 was intense,

and the mere exposure was enough to produce the consequences. I do not deny,

although I am inclined to doubt, the existence of the pestilential vapour in the arid

deserts of Syria ; but I do deny its existence in the neighbourhood of Baghdad.
Many strange stories have been told, and much that is improbable has been written

of this hot East wind ; as an example, we transcribe the following extract from a
quaint history of travels, in 1758, by Mr. Ives, a surgeon in H. M.’s Navy at that

time. After describing the precautions adopted by travellers to escape the “sudden,

death” produced by this “ fatal blast,” called Samiel, he continues (page 275):

—

“ And when it is over, they get up, and look round them for their companions ;

and if they see any one lying motionless, they take hold of an arm or leg, and pull

and jerk it with some force ;
and if the limb thus agitated separates from the body,

it is a certain sign that the wind has had its full effect
;
but if, on the contrary, the

arm or leg does not come away, it is a sure sign there is life remaining, although to

every outward appearance the person is dead
;
and in that case they immediately

cover him or them with cloths, and administer some warm diluting liquor to cause a
perspiration, which is certainly but slowly brought about.

I have not been able to learn whether the dead bodies are scorched, or dissolved

into a kind of gelatinous substance, but from the stories I have heard there has

been frequent reason to believe the latter ; and in that case I should attribute such
fatal effects rather to a noxious vapour than to an absolute and excessive heat.”

Professional readers will find mucli to interest them in Dr.
Hyslop’s report, and may learn a new cure for ague as prac-

tised by a Persian haldm :

—

Among the disciples of Esculapius there are hosts of Arabs, Persians, and Jews,
men of reputed skill and large practice, who know a hot disease from a cold, and
who treat them accordingly ; who, while they pursue most active treatment, prac-

tise upon the credulity and superstition of the natives, and kill their patients with
great eclat. As an instance of active treatment, during the fever of 1849, a
Persian Hakim was called to a patient, whom he found shivering and shaking in

an ague. This was decidedly a cold disease, and the remedy was evident. He
ordered an earthen oven, such as they use here, to be heated, and the patient to be
put into it. This was done, and the mouth of the oven was covered with a thick

bed-quilt. The poor patient shouted and struggled, but the attendants were order-

ed to keep him down until he perspired freely. After a time, one of the friends of
the patient removed the quilt, and took him by the arm to assist him out of the

oven ; the skin of the arm peeled off in his hand ; the man had been roasted to

death 1

This reminds us of one among the thousand cures for cholera,

which we have seen recommended by a Frenchman as a specific.

The patient, rolled in a blanket, was to be suspended as in a
hammock, over a huge cauldron of boiling water, steamed in

fact to death or life, as the ingenious proposer averred.

The next paper is a very complete and important report of
the European General Hospital at Bombay, from April, 1850,
to March, 1851, by Mr. Stovell, surgeon to the institution. It
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is difficult to estimate sufficiently the importance of a report of
this nature. Had the vast mass of valuable returns, which have
accumulated in our Medical Boards for so many years past,

been made available, and a condensed arrangement publish-

ed annually, with a selection from the reports accompany-
ing them, the profession would now have been in possession
of data, upon which to found somewhat authentic conclusions

as to the salubrity of different parts of India, and the hygienic
and therapeutic measures, best adapted for the preservation of
health. The report under consideration is so exclusively of a
professional character, as to debar us from dwelling as long on it,

as its merits would otherwise warrant. We therefore pass on to

a second paper by Dr. Arnott, entitled “ On the moving of
troops,” which contains many useful hints, as well for the com-
manding officer, as for the medical man, derived from his experi-

ence during many years in India. How true are the following-

remarks on marching :

—

Marching.—There are very few men in the service, however inexperienced or
young, who see any difficulty in conducting a march : every man thinks he under-
stands the subject, and indeed that it is too simple to require the slightest pre-con-
sideration. Many military men suppose, that if they can conduct a body of armed
men from one camp to another, without suffering from the enemy, without loss of
baggage, and without complaints from the villagers, that they do all that is required.

A good deal more than this, however, is required ; for on the manner of march-
ing much of the healthiness and comfort of the troops depends ; and, to conduct a
march properly, it ought to be as exact, regular, and precise, as an ordinary parade.

With one man, the hour of starting will be determined by no fixed rule, but proba-

bly by his own caprice ; and the hour of arriving at the new ground will be a
matter of the merest indifference. The pace will probably be guided by the pace
of his own horse, and the halts by his own feelings of cold or fatigue. But this is

not the way to march : the hour of starting ought to be regulated by the distance

to be traversed, and, of course, in some measure by the nature of the roads. The
hour of reaching the new camp ought to be such that the men are not exposed
unnecessarily to the sun ; the pace should be guided by the physical powers of the

men ; and the halts should be at regular intervals, and regulated so as to rest and
relieve them from their fatigues.

To accomplish these objects, it is laid down by the best authorities, and is now
practised by all having any experience of marching, that the best pace at starting,

and for the first hour, is at the rate of three miles ; at the end of the hour a halt of

five minutes is allowed. For the next hour, the pace should be at the rate of four

miles, and at the end of it there should be a halt of twenty minutes. The third

hour ought again to be at the rate of three miles, with a halt of five minutes ; and
then to start off at the rate of four miles, when, it may be supposed, in ordinary

marching, the halting-ground will be reached within the hour ; so that the time

consumed in a march of fourteen miles ought never to exceed four hours and a
half. In forced marches, a halt of at least an hour ought to be given about this

time, and then to commence again as at first.

Experience has proved that the above mode of marching is the best, and that the

less it is deviated from the better : a very quick pace exhausts a man by the violence

of the exercise ; a slow one by its long continuance under his heavy accoutrements,

and perhaps under exposure. A varied pace, therefore, is considered the best, as

it avoids the extremes, and brings into play alternately a different set of muscles.

The halts are intended to recruit a man’s wearied energies, to re-invigorate him for

the remainder of the march, and give him an opportunity of refreshing himself
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with his pipe, and, if necessary, of relieving nature, and adjusting the stocking

over an incipient blister, and so on. As the bugle sounds the halt, the men should,

as much as possible in the order they are marching in, and without delay and
bother, halt, pile arms, and fall out, so that when they again move off, they have
merely to unpile, fall in, and start.

By marching in this manner, and the distance being known, the time of reaching

the new ground may be calculated to a nicety
;
and so well have I seen things

arranged and managed, that we could always calculate to within ten minutes at what
time our march would end,—and that time ought never to be later at any season than
one half hour after sunrise. By this method of marching, almost any soldier, na-

tive or European, can accomplish, even at the commencement of a campaign, an
ordinary march with ease ; and those who do feel distressed, soon get over it. A
man knows beforehand, and therefore sets his mind to it, that a certain quantity of

exercise is before him ; that he has a certain distance to go, and that with almost
the same regularity as on his ordinary parades, he will at a regulated time com-
plete it ; that he will in the most moderate space of time be relieved of arms and
heavy accoutrements, that he will be able to undress, drink, wash, and get rid of

the dust he was smothered in, and either rest till the kit comes up, or, what is more
generally the case, provide himself with firewood, water, or supplies, from the

neighbouring village or bazaar. He in this case exerts himself cheerfully
;
he ar-

rives fresh, little fatigued, and full of buoyancy and joy, in tbe cool of the morning :

he has time to cook and enjoy his regular meals, and, if inclined to snooze in the

heat of the day, he does so.

In Bengal, it is, we believe, the almost universal practice to

halt the men when about half through the march, which is

usually about day-break, and serve out to them a cup of hot

coffee
;
and experience has proved the wisdom of this measure.

It may be conceded as a generally admitted, although not

proved, fact, that the system is more obnoxious to miasmatic and
other pestilential influences when fasting, than when the diges-

tive process is going on. We are also disposed to believe,

that with the rising of the sun, and the evaporation of the

dew deposited during the night, these subtle agents of

disease may be more widely diffused through the air, and
more active in their effects than at other hours of the

day. Should there be any truth in these suppositions, they
would confirm the wisdom of the hot cup of coffee at sun-

rise, the good effects of which have been observed, and
supposed to be owing to its stimulant properties.

We shall pass over the “Statistical Report of the Jamset-
jee Jejeebhoy and Native General Hospital, for the years
1845—48,” by J. Put, assistant-surgeon to the hospital, as be-

ing too professional for our pages, merely extracting the last

paragraph, in the truth of which we are disposed, from our own
experience, to believe. Comparative statistical tables would
settle the question, and could easily be procured :

—

In concluding this very imperfect report, I would wish to make one remark in

reference to a peculiarity alleged to exist in natives of this country, bearing upon
the subject of operative surgery, and the management of severe accidents. It is a
very commonly-received opinion that Hindus, from the simple nature of their diet,

their abstemious habits, and other circumstances, are much more favourable sub-

P F
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jects for the performance of surgical operations than the inhabitants of other coun-
tries (England for example)

; and that they recover from injuries which would be
fatal to Europeans. Statements to this effect may be found scattered throughout
almost all the journals. Not only does experience lead me to doubt the accuracy
of this opinion, but actually convinces me that the reverse of it is the truth : so
far from natives recovering from injuries which would be fatal to Europeans, I am
firmly of opinion that they sink under injuries from which Europeans would recover
without difficulty

; and further, that operative surgery is less successful amongst
them than it would be, under the same circumstances, amongst Europeans. I would
wish it, however, to be understood, that my experience is confined to the class of
persons who are admitted into this hospital, and who are, for the most part, residents

in Bombay : whether experience amongst the inhabitants of rural districts, or
amongst the better-fed class of sepoys, would warrant the same conclusion, I am
unable to say. It would appear, however, from the reports of the late campaign in
the Punjaub, that surgical operations amongst the native troops were less successful

than those performed upon Europeans.

“ Notes on the Cape of Good Hope,” by Mr. Stovell, is a paper
which will interest many of our readers

;
for to the Indian resi-

dent, all that relates to what he should look upon as a sanatarium,

must be an object of interest. The subject has been so fully

considered in the fourth volume of our Review, that we shall

not dilate upon it here, referring such of our readers as desire fur-

ther information regarding the exceeding salubrity, the climate,

the mode of life, and the amusements of the Cape, to that volume.
We shall confine our observations to the advantages it offers to

the invalid necessitated by disease, or weakened by too close ap-

plication to the desk in India, to seek a renewed state of health

in some “ more genial clime.”

In connexion with the furlough regulations, a modification

of which has been long demanded by the Indian services, the

question of the Cape as a preferable climate to that of England
for the invalid, becomes a matter of high importance. So
long as the present regulations continue in force, by which an
“ officer is permitted to proceed to the Cape for two years for
‘ the benefit of his health,” without forfeiting his appointment,

sacrificing more than half of his allowances, or having his

leave deducted from his period of service
;
so long as these high

inducements are held out, the number, who would, from choice,

proceed to Great Britain in preference to the south of Africa,

must necessarily be very limited
;
but there is every probability

that these provisions in the furlough regulations will be materi-

ally altered. Since the establishment on a permanent footing

of steam communication with England, the Indian presidencies

are really much nearer that country than they are to the Cape ;

and officers on leave there, in the event of their services being ur-

gently required, could be ordered to,and wouldjoin, their regiments
in India in little more time than it would take to communicate
the necessity for their services to those at the Cape. Remove
the pecuniary advantages, which, under the present system.
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leave the invalid no choice, and the services would then be

nearly in the position as regards proceeding to Europe as

the other numerous and daily increasing European residents

in India. These, almost invariably when necessitated by illness

to leave the country, proceed to take their passage by the over-

land steamer, and once remove the restrictions, it would be the

same with the members of the services. There is a feeling which
no length of absence entirely eradicates, even in the most worldly

heart, which leads us to think our native clime would restore, in

some degree, the feelings and the freshness of youth ;
and in

illness, with the despondency thence arising, this desire to re-

visit the scenes dear to us from our childhood exerts two-fold

power. We are ready to exclaim with Coleridge :

—

* Sickness is a wasting pang :

This feel I hourly more and more ;

There’s healing only in thy wings,

Thou breeze that play’st on Albion’s shore.’

But poetry and reality are two widely different things, and
we fear that in rushing to the bracing climate of Great Britain,

the invalid too often rushes into the gates of the tomb. Dr.
Martin, than whom no one probably has had greater experience

in the treatment of Indian disease and its sequelae, as shown in

the persons of retired officers and others, writes in terms of the

strongest caution on this point. He says :
—“The return of the

‘ tropical sojourner to the land of his fathers, strange as it

‘ may seem, is not unaccompanied by serious risk to his

‘ health, and by many moral considerations of a painful and
‘ distressing nature.” Again :

“ This state of activity,” (of

the cutaneous system, &c.,) “ which holds during eight months
* of the year, will explain how it is that in such climates as India,
‘ diseases of the air passages, lungs and kidneys, are of but rare
‘ occurrence, while on returning to Europe, dangerous diseases
‘ of these organs are liable to occur. My experience here (in

‘ London) during the last nine years, would lead me to conclude
‘ that, ifthere be really any such immunity from cold, during the
‘ first year of residence in England, as we hear spoken of so

‘ generally in India, it is enjoyed only by the healthy and robust.
‘ N umberless examples have satisfied me of the truth of this

‘ observation. A dry, or even frosty cold, is well borne com-
‘ paratively, even by the enfeebled tropical invalid

;
but the

‘ damp cold produces sensations of indescribable distress and
‘ depression in persons possessed of considerable powers of re-
‘ sistance. Many invalids, again, arriving in England in an
‘ enfeebled state, seek what they call ‘ the bracing air of Brigh-
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‘ ton, and other such places, during the winter and spring
‘ months, in forgetfulness, or in ignorance, that without a
‘ previous restoration of health, this said bracing is impos-
‘ sible of attainment. Many lives are annually sacrificed in
‘ this vain endeavour.”
These and many similar passages, the warnings dictated by

his experience, should make us pause ere we too confidingly

trust ourselves, as invalids, to the treacherous climate of Great
Britain. We are convinced, that in that numerous class of
ailments dependent upon derangement of the liver, and biliary

secretion, so common among old residents in this country, a
residence in the equable and mild climate of the Cape, is infi-

nitely more likely to prove beneficial than the colder air of
Great Britain. Without entering into medical technicalities, we
may state as briefly as possible what is now the received opinion

among medical men, as to the influence of a high temperature
over the functions of the lungs and liver respectively. There is

a certain amount of carbon taken into the system in the shape
of food, to be again eliminated, partly by the lungs, partly by the

liver and other emunctories of the system. The carbon in part is

said to be consumed in respiration
;
and from it is supposed to be

derived the heat of the body. This consumption in the lungs

takes place, when the oxygen of the air taken into the lungs at

each inspiration comes into contact with the carbon circulating

in the blood. Carbonic acid is formed and given out in expira-

tion. Now the theory is, that at a high temperature the air is so

much rarified, that the same volume contains less oxygen than
an equal volume at a lower temperature, hence as the capacity of

the lungs is the same whatever the temperature, there is less oxy-
gen taken in at each inspiration, and consequently a less amount
of carbon consumed in a warm than in a cold atmosphere. To
compensate for this deficient consumption of the lungs, a vica-

rious decarbonisation of the blood is established by an increas-

ed flow of bile, and hence it is, as remarked by Dr. Johnson,
that “the function of the liver weakened and torpid, in pro-

‘ portion to the excitement of the hot and rainy seasons,
‘ becomes disposed to congestion, or inflammation of its paren-,
‘ chyma during the cold season, and thus are produced the
‘ dangerous states of disease noticed.”

Dr. Martin, referring to this as a cause of disease among
Indians on their return to Europe, writes :

—“To the tumult of
‘ the nervous, vascular, and secreting functions, within the
‘ tropics, has now succeeded an exhausted condition of all

‘ three. The system at large, and the organ now principally at
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‘ fault, have lost their power of resisting the cold and damp
* atmosphere of Europe. To be more precise, the circulation

‘ through the skin, and also its function, which had been
‘ raised to the greatest degree by the high temperature of
‘ the tropics, is reduced to the opposite extreme by the cold
‘ and damp atmosphere of our northern climate. The blood,

‘ which had long been drawn to the periphery, is now driven
‘ to the centre. Vascular reaction seldom ensuing, the conges-
‘ tion is of a passive nature. There is stagnation of the portal

‘ circulation, and a consequent contamination of the blood, with
‘ languor and oppression of all the abdominal functions.”

We have entered more fully into this question than is perhaps

adapted for the pages of a review addressed to non-medical

readers
;
but it is one deserving of high consideration from all

classes of the Indian community, as consequent upon the facility

and speed with which the overland journey is performed, it has

become, may we not say a fashion, except in the case of an
officer where pecuniary considerations prevent it, that the invalid,

whatever his ailments, should proceed to Europe. Where the

patient is young, having been but few years in India, particular-

ly if the disease driving him from the country has been of a
sudden acute character, leaving him weak and emaciated, with

no actual organic disease, this may be all well and proper.

But to the old Indian, who has been, probably, for years labour-

ing under more or less biliary intestinal disorder, whose health

at length gives way with little or no actual severe attack of
illness, to these, such a step is fraught with great danger. In
all such cases, and in those of hepatic derangement generally, we
are disposed to think highly of a residence at the Cape, as afford-

ing every possible chance of recovery that climate alone can
give.

As regards the mercantile man, or man of business, his posi-

tion is so far the reverse of that of a member of the service,

that he has every reason and inducement to prefer a trip to
England, to a voyage and residence far away from the sphere
of his interests

;
and in his case, it becomes his medical adviser

to weigh well, and point out strongly to him, the comparative
advantages of the two countries, and not leave him under the

impression that England is, from being his native clime, on that

account best suited to restore his health.

The conclusions derived by the author, from his personal
experience of the climate of the Cape, are corroborative of
the view we have now taken. He attaches much importance,
although probable not more than it deserves, to the long sea
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voyage, as greatly enhancing the probable benefit to be derived

from a residence there :

—

From the preceding statements relative to the physical character of the climate,

it is evident that important modifications in the system are likely to be produced by
a change from India to the Cape ; and, with ordinary prudence on the part of an
invalid, such modifications will be found to be highly salutary, more particularly,

as such change involves the important measure of a long sea voyage, thus gradually

putting the system into the most favorable state for deriving ulterior benefit, for it

is ofteu of the utmost importance that a change of climate should neither be too
6udden nor too great. This again, is one great advantage which a change to the

Cape must ever have over one to a hill station, even when in other respects the latter

change may be perfectly unexceptionable.

Probably the great majority of Indian invalids who seek health by going to the

Cape, are gentlemen in the different services, who have suffered more or less from
functional disease of the stomach and bowels, or chronic derangements of the

liver
;
men, whose secreting and assimilating functions are very imperfectly perform-

ed. In many of these cases I have not the least doubt that a residence at the Cape
is even more beneficial than a change to Europe, and certainly far more so when
this latter change is obtained by a rapid run overland, more particularly if in win-
ter. I doubt whether the important element of a long sea voyage for the restoration

of health is sufficiently kept in view
;
yet it is usually of incalculable benefit, not

only in its immediate results, but more particularly in its ulterior effects. How
often do we hear that invalids running home rapidly overland, particularly in the

winter months, find the sudden change to a cold atmosphere extremely hurtful
;

and this can easily be understood. The exhalant organs of the external surface

are liable to become constricted, and the internal viscera, in consequence, congest-

ed. The result is frequently an aggravation of derangement in those organs

which may previously have been weakened, either by disease or by the influence

of an Indian climate. Relapses in England from hepatic affections, as well as

from dysentery and other diseases, are proverbially common. Now at the Cape
we do not often meet with this. The reduction of temperature has been gradual,

has been preceded by a long sea voyage, and is never sufficiently great of itself to

produce visceral congestion, provided invalids are careful to guard against it by
taking exercise, by using warm clothing, and by preserving a rigid adherence, at all

events for a time, to great moderation in eating and drinking. Most of the in-

valids from India improve greatly before reaching the Cape, and seldom bear in

mind sufficiently the importance of persevering in that regimen and mode of life

which both the climate and the nature of their disease render necessary
; yet this

is evidently a condition on which alone they can reasonably expect to derive per-

manent benefit.

Among the chief elements of disease, great and rapid alter-

nations of temperature are justly regarded as not the least

important ; and the salubrity of a climate may be said to

be dependent, cceteris paribus, upon the extent of the an-

nual, and more particularly the daily range of the thermo-

meter. We subjoin a table, by which it will be seen, that this

range is very inconsiderable at the Cape, as compared to most

other parts of the globe; Madeira, the superiority of the climate

of which is so universally acknowledged, has a mean annual

range of only 14°. At Rome, Naples, Nice, and the Medi-

terranean generally, the extent nearly doubles this, and about

equals that of the Cape
;

but in the equable distribution of

heat throughout the year, this latter assimilates much more to
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Madeira than the first named places ;
for example, the mean

difference of temperature of successive months at Madeira is

only 2°—at the Cape 3°, at Rome and Nice 4°, and at Naples

and Pisa 5°
;
while in steadiness of temperature from day to

day (a very important quality in a climate) the Cape may

equally rank with Madeira :

—

Date.

Barometer corrected

.

Mean

Tempera-

ture in the

Shade.

Humidity.

Mean Temperature. Extreme Temperature.

Tempera-

ture and

Capillarity.

Tension. Maximum. Minimum. Maximum. Minimum

1848. inches inches degrees degrees degrees degrees degrees

January ... 29-874 29-384 70-435 68 77-33 63-99 86-6 58-9

February.

.

29-879 29-397 67-845 73 74-56 61-27 83-6 54-4

March 29-927 29-428 68-048 75 74-61 61-22 85-7 54-0

April 29-914 29-486 61-219 83 67-22 54-80 74-4 43 0

May 30-042 29-658 58-241 84 63-59 52-74 75-4 47-0

June 30-141 29-777 55-206 85 59-49 50-17 69-7 43-2

July 30-118 29.761 54-831 84 59-14 50-02 101 43-4

August.... 30 104 29-750 54-276 85 58-50 48-45 69-8 39-9

September 30-087 29-710 57-494 81 62-67 51-67 75-2 450
October.... 30-082 29 686 61-876 74 68-14 54-50 89-5 45-9

November. 29-983 29-543 65-075 73 71-13 58-27 84-2 46-0

December. 29-911 29-453 67-428 71 73-06 60-43 81-2 55-6

Means 30-005 1 29-586
1

61.831 78 76-445 55-627 78 783 1 48-025

This Table embodies full particulars on all points connected with the character

of the atmosphere, in relation to its three principal conditions of pressure, tempera-

ture, and humidity. Each column contains the monthly means of daily obser-

vations, concluding with the annual mean. These daily observations are the means
of observations made five times in the twenty-four hours. The first column contains

the height of the barometer reduced to 32’, and corrected for capillary attraction of

the tube. In the second the readings are corrected for the elasticity of the

vapours suspended in the atmosphere. The humidity is expressed in parts of 1 00,

considered as complete saturation. It seems unnecessary to refer to the remaining
columns of the Table, further than this, that the thermometers are all expressed in

terms of Fahrenheit’s scale, and corrected for index errors by comparison with the

standard themometer of the Royal Society. They might, therefore, be taken as

the indications of that thermometer, supposing it to have been transported to the

Cape.
It will be seen from this Table that the mean maximum temperature is 78°, and

the mean minimum 48°, showing an annual range of only 30°, while the difference

between the means of the hottest and coldest month is only 1 6°. It will thus

be apparent that the temperature is equally removed from the extremes of

heat and cold ; and, moreover, that there is considerable equality in the distribu-

tion of temperature throughout the year. It will also be seen that the mean differ-

ence in the temperature of successive months is less than 3°. This is a point of

great importance in forming a correct estimate of climate, for it shows that there are

no sudden or great variations in the thermometer as the seasons successively change

;

but that they glide into each other almost imperceptibly.
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We have dwelt somewhat fully upon this subject, believing it

to he one of high importance to the Indian community, for

the temptation of a trip to England is so great, that the

advantages offered by the Cape are lost sight of. Some of
them are here set forth by Mr. Stovell :

—

Upon the whole, I certainly formed a very favorable estimate of the value of the
Cape as a sanatarium. There appeared to be but a very trifling amount of disease

in any shape, and a most happy exemption from the disease which surrounds us
here. No cholera ;

no remittent fever, and but very little continued fever ; dis-

eases of the lungs far less prevalent than in Great Britain, or in any of the colonies

named in the last Table
;
and no unusual prevalence of disease either of the brain

or of the stomach and bowels. Its perfect freedom from remittent and intermittent

fever may easily be explained by the fact of the total absence of marsh, and from
the nature of the soil, which is formed mainly of sand, decayed vegetable matter,
and the debris of the neighbouring mountains, the partial decomposition of the
granite making it in some places a little tenacious.

There are yet several papers in this volume, which will well
repay the attentive perusal of the medical man, but we must
pass them over, having already intruded too much of a profes-

sional nature upon our readers. We cannot, however, close the
volume without drawing attention to the report in the Appendix,
upon the treatment of the cholera in the Infirmary at Bombay
on the plan recommended by Dr. Mosgrove. We deem it

unnecessary to apologize to our readers, if we enter more
largely into details than may seem quite suited to the pages of
this work, but the subject is one of such vital interest, that

any means of combating the disease, recommended strongly

as this has been by Dr. Mosgrove, deserves examination.

We shall explain this mode of treatment, after having
briefly considered one or two points in the history of cho-

lera, and first as to that questio vexata, “ the contagiousness

or otherwise of Cholera.” Notwithstanding the almost in-

numerable observations, which have been made with a view
to determine this one all-important point, like every thing

else connected with the disease, it is still as much unset-

tled as when it first excited the attention of the profession.

What is contagion ? Dr. Todd defines it as “ a poison differing

from that produced by the putrefaction of animal and vege-
table matter, inasmuch as it originates, not external to, but
within the body, and may be designated as a subtle secretion

from the blood itself, the mode of the primary generation of
which is, however, wrapped in the greatest obscurity. The
intimate nature of this poison, like that from paludal sources,

is quite unknown, and it is therefore better to confess our
ignorance of its exact nature, rather than to attempt to enume-
rate the physical or chemical qualities of a substance which
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does not, with any degree of certainty, come directly under the

operation of the senses. We cannot lay hold of the poison for

analysis, consequently we are obliged to be satisfied at present
with knowing, that, like the fever poison, emanating from
paludal sources, it is a something generated in abundance in

the human body in a particular class of diseases—a peculiar

and morbid power imparted to certain animal secretions in

consequence of some particular, though unknown, actions

excited in the living body when pre- disposed—a poison capable
of floating through the atmosphere around the dwellings of the

sick, and thus contaminating the very air we breathe, and spread-
ing disease and death to those exposed to its influence.” This
influence is, however, presumed to be communicable, only within

the distance of a few feet, even in diseases of the most acknow-
ledged contagious nature. Does cholera possess this character, or

is it not rather an epidemic dependent on some unknown state of
the atmosphere, as regards its electric condition, or constitution ?

Sydenham remarks, as one of the peculiarities of epidemics,

that “ at their first appearance they seem to be of a more spi-

‘ rituous and subtle nature, in other words, more violent and
‘ acute, as far as can be judged from their symptoms, than when
‘ they become older,” and this is exactly what has been observ-

ed in cholera. It is one of the causes to which may be attri-

buted the numberless “ certain cures and nostrums, which, from
time to time, have been forced upon the attention of the public

by medical men and others. At the outbreak of the disease

in any one place, the mortality is invariably so high, that the

medical man runs through the Pharmacopeia, in the vain

attempt to find a remedy capable of arresting its fatal march
;

as it wears itself out, after exhausting, as it were, its vio-

lence upon the first victims, recoveries become much more
numerous, and the physician, ascribing such recoveries to the

last remedy he has tried, rushes forthwith into print, extolling

the virtues, it may be of strychnine, it may be of cold water,

as his tendencies have led him to adopt the heroic, or the expec-

tant line of treatment. Need we say that both prove equally

unsuccessful when tried on a larger scale. But to revert to

the question of contagion, which we have lost sight of, the

experience of medical men in India is strongly against it. Dr.
Rogers of Madras, in his report upon cholera at that presidency,

after citing the opinions of various regimental surgeons, sums
up as follows :

—
“ The authors of all these reports have recorded

‘ their deliberate opinion, that the disease did not originate
* from contagion, and I believe the general voice of the medical

G G
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‘ profession in India has always been in favor of this doctrine,
* and the non-contagion of cholera is assumed as an axiom, by
‘ all non-medical persons, both European and Native.” It

would be easy to fill pages with facts supporting this side of
the argument, but equally easy to state others, which scarcely

admit of explanation, except by allowing that the disease is

contagious : in Europe the medical world may be said to be
divided in opinion. Dr. Copland, who first writing on the
disease in 1 822

,
has since watched its progress, traced its causes,

and investigated its phenomena with all the philosophical

acumen which so strongly characterises him, is a most weighty
authority in favor of the contagionists

;
after weighing, we must

admit, with impartial scales, the arguments on both sides, he
delivers the following verdict :

—

116. Having devoted much attention to the phenomena of this pestilence, and
to the circumstances characterising the dissemination of it, and having had ex-
tensive experience in it during its prevalence in this country, * I proceed very suc-

cinctly to state the conclusions at which I arrived as to its causation and propa-
gation.

117. (a) The distemper was caused by infection, which was traced in many cases

—in most of those which I saw in private practice
;

it was manifestly infectious

according to the definition I have given of Infection, in the article devoted to the

consideration of this topic (see § 3, et seq).

118. (<!>.) It was not caused or propagated by immediate or mediate contact—by
a consistent, manifest, or palpable virus or matter ; but by an effluvium, or miasm,
which, emanating from the body of the affected, and contaminating the air more
immediately surrounding the affected person, infected the healthy who inspired

the air thus contaminated, especially when pre-disposed in the manner above shown

(§ 99 ).

119. (c.) This morbid effluvium or seminium of the distemper—this animal poison

emanating from the infected—was often made manifest to the senses of smell and
even of taste it attached itself to the body and bed-clothes

;
remained so at-

tached for lengthened periods, if these clothes were shut up in confined places ;

and reproduced the disease when the air respired by pre-disposed persons was con-

taminated or infected by the clothes imbued by the effluvium or poison.

120. (d.) The disease was thus propagated in numerous cases j and, as I was
convinced, in my own person, even by the clothes of the physician, without him-

self becoming affected. An infected or contaminated air—infected in the way just

shown—caused an attack, without immediate or mediate contact, which was entire-

ly innocuous, provided the air contaminated by the affected person was not inspired.

121. (e.) Placing the hand upon any part of the surface of a person in the cold

or blue stage of the distemper, was often followed by a peculiarly unpleasant or

tingling sensation in the course of the nerves of a healthy person, but this would

not occasion infection, if breathing the contaminated air surrounding the affected

was avoided.

122. (f) When the poisoned air was breathed by a healthy person for the first

time—especially the unpleasant air in the wards of a cholera hospital, or that sur-

rounding the dead body, or that contaminated by the evacuations, a morbid im-

* On the introduction of the pestilence into this country, I was desirous of ob-

serving it in the cholera hospitals within my reach, especially in those first establish-

ed ;
and my friends at the Privy Council Office furnished me with every facility in

accomplishing my intention. I saw also many cases in private practice, both in my
own vicinity and in various parts of the metropolis and suburbs.
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pression was often felt and referred to the chest and epigastrium, giving rise to

frequent forcible inspirations or expansions of the chest. This impression and its

immediate consequences generally disappeared after a recourse to stimuli, or full-

living
;
but were followed by some grade or other of the distemper if other de-

pressing agents, as fear, &c., or high pre-disposition, favoured their develop-
ment.

123. (g.) On occasions of subsequent exposure to the efficient cause of the

malady—the morbid impression was somewhat less manifest ; and each successive

exposure was followed by less evident effects, unless the morbid effluvium was more
concentrated in the respired air.

124. (h.) The operation of the morbid effluvium or animal poison was violent

in proportion to the concentration of it in the air respired, and to the weakness of

the person inspiring it, and to the grade of pre-disposition.

125. (i.) There is no evidence to account for the generation of the choleric

poison in the first instance, and there is as little of its reproduction de novo, on
subsequent occasions. It is also impossible to form a correct idea of the period
during which the infectious miasm or seminium may be retained by clothes closely

shut up from the air, or by the dead and buried body, and be still capable of in-

fecting the healthy.

Notwithstanding the weight of this authority, we are still

disposed to agree with the majority of the profession in this coun-

try, that it is not contagious, but epidemic, dependent upon
some peculiar state of the atmosphere often localised, and show-
ing no tendency to spread. We were particularly struck with

this feature of the disease in the year 1844. In the month of

March there had been unusually hot weather for some days,

when, on the 23rd of the month, cholera broke out among the

chumars, or curriers, attached to the regiment to which we were
attached. Their huts were about one quarter of a mile to the

southern or windward side of the regimental hospital, and about
double that distance from the lines occupied by the sepoys

;
while

in their immediate vicinity stood the elephant-shed, where the

elephant-drivers, and attendants numbering about a hundred
persons, resided. On the afternoon of the 23rd, there were nine

of these chumars attacked by cholera
;
by 3 o’clock next day, the

number was doubled. At this hour there was a most violent

thunder-storm, with the wind from the north and west, which, it

was anticipated, would check the disease, in place of which it wras

rather aggravated, as on the following day, the number attacked

by the disease more than doubled that of either of the preceding

days. On the fourth day the number somewhat diminished,

and no cases occurred thereafter. During these four days, of

a small community numbering about ninety persons, forty-seven

were attacked with the disease, and thirty-five died, notwithstand-

ing the application of the then most extolled remedies. Beyond
this small cluster of huts the disease did not extend, although

there was no sanitary cordon drawn around it, nor any measures
adopted to prevent contagion

;
the hospital servants were con-
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stantly in attendance with medicines, the friends of the patients
had free access to them going and coming from the bazar, and
yet not another case occurred in the whole cantonment.
We consider that the occurrence of the disease, in connexion

with a disturbance in the electro-magnetic state of the atmos-
phere, calls for more minute and extended observation than it

has hitherto met with, for although it has attracted the attention

of many able members of the profession in Europe, their experi-

ments, with a view of testing the accuracy of the hypothesis,

have not been conducted with that simultaneousness which is

required ere their deductionscan be received as in any way conclu-

sive. We have remarked for some years past that the isolated

occasional cases, which occur annually to a greater or less

extent in Calcutta, during the hot weather, generally pre-

cede or follow close upon some change in the electric tension

of the atmosphere evidenced in a thunder-storm or nor-wester.

We know that when the disease first originated in an epidemic

form in the district of Nuddeah in 1817, the season had been
unusually wet and accompanied with frequent storms of great

violence. It is an ascertained fact, that whereas the electricity

of the atmosphere, under ordinary circumstances, is positive,

whenever it is observed to change to negative, it is certain that

rain, hail, or mist, are in the neighbourhood, or that a thunder-

cloud is near ;
if further observation confirm our experience

that occasional cases always, or frequently, occur in connection

with atmospheric disturbances, it would go far to support the

opinion advanced by Mr. Ainsley in his work “ On the diseases

of India,” as stated in the following paragraph:

—

“ Dr. Johnson observes, in speaking of the diseases of the

‘ Mediterranean, that during the strong southerly winds, the
‘ circulating system in the human frame becomes wonderfully
‘ deranged, and according to Ritter, the electricity of the posi-

‘ tive pole augments, while that of the negative diminishes the

‘ actions of life ;
benefaction is produced by the former, depres-

‘ sion by the latter
;
the pulse of the hand” (he says) “ held a few

* minutes in contact with the positive pole is strengthened, that

‘ of the hand in contact with the negative pole is enfeebled, the

* former is accompanied with a sense of heat, the latter with

‘ feelings of cold.

“ From these facts and considerations, therefore, I am led to

‘ conclude, that either the absence of electricity from the hu-
‘ man body, or some important change in its electrical state,

‘ arising, perhaps, from exposure to a negative electrical atmos-

‘ phere, may be the cause of the dreadful and destructive epi-
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‘ demic, which has recently ravaged the East, and that the
‘ vicissitudes of the seasons preceding this formidable visitation

‘ may support this opinion. If, then, this view of the subject

‘ be correct, we may readily account for the sudden attacks of
‘ the disease, the change in the temperature and sensibility of
‘ the body, and in the fluids, which changes seem chiefly to

‘ characterize it, and for the manner in which it has been limit-

‘ ed to some districts, extended to others, and has successively

‘ ravaged all.”

There is a curious fact stated in regard to the deflection of

the magnetic needle, during the visitation of cholera in Russia.
“ Every one is familiar,” writes Sir J. Murray, in his report of

experiments on the nature of cholera “ with the ordinary pheno-
‘ mena of a magnetic needle freely suspended, and with its ten-

‘ dency to assume a position more or less approaching to paral-
‘ lelism to the earth’s axis, that is to say, all over the world, a
‘ magnetic needle points nearly north and south. Most persons
‘ are also acquainted with the common phenomenon termed the
‘ dip or inclination of the magnetic needle

; thus in the latitude of
‘ London, a needle exactly poised and freely suspended, instead
‘ of assuming a horizontal position, will settle at an angle of 70°,

* the north pole being downward. It is said however that the
‘ needle did not obey these natural attractions in Russia during
‘ the late awful visitation of cholera.” A further observation of

the same character was made as to the loss of magnetic power
in an artificial magnet. A large horse-slioe magnet was
found, during the period that cholera was raging, to have lost

a considerable portion of its magnetic power, being incapable

of supporting the same weight which it had done before the

breaking out of the disease. From the fancied resemblance of
cholera to a paroxysm of intermittent fever, it has been fre-

quently surmised, that the two diseases are identical, the former
being merely an aggravated form of the latter, both being iden-

tical in the progression of their stages, and originating from the

same cause ;
and upon this erroneous view of the nature of

the disease, quinine has been strongly recommended and widely

used as a remedy, but with little success. The two diseases

present contrasts even more marked than then- points of resem-
blance. As to their origin, there are no grounds for supposing
the cause of cholera to be miasmatic, as that of intermittent

fever undoubtedly is
;
in its steady onward progress from the

heart of Hindostan to the westernmost parts of the earth,

regions, in which ague was unknown, were devastated equally

with those in which it reigned supreme.
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•In the phenomena of the disease, the differences are equally-

striking. Dr. Ayre has placed them in strong contrast, and
we cannot do better than give them in his own words. In both
the attack commences with a cold stage, but who would com-
pare that “ of cholera to that of ague. In the former there
‘ is no feeling of coldness on the part of the patient, though
‘ with death-like coldness of the skin, whilst in the ague patient
‘ there is the most distressing sense of it, with little or no cold-
‘ ness of the surface, and whilst one desires to have external heat
‘ applied, the other is oppressed by it. In the paroxysm of
* ague, the perspiration succeeds the fever as this does the cold
* stage, but the moisture on the surface is a part of the cold
‘ stage of cholera, and not its sequence. Ague is essentially a
‘ febrile complaint, and so rarely stopped at its first paroxysm,
‘ that we may predicate of it, that an individual attacked by it

‘ will have a succession of paroxysms before he is fully cured; but
‘ of the cholera, whether mild or malignant, one cold stage suf-

‘ fices, and if he recovers from the first cold stage, he has no
‘ second attack of it.” The laws, which govern the origin and
march of cholera, we may say also of other epidemics, are still

hidden from us by a veil through which science has as yet ob-

tained but a few dim and obscure indications, the glimmerings of

light, which we may hope under God’s providence may burst

forth into a brilliant dawn. That these glimmerings of light

indicate an electric agency, the whole tendency of later observa-

tions goes far to prove
; but to secure the full advantages deriva-

ble from these, it is almost essential that they should be carried

on simultaneously, and as nearly as may be irf the same manner,,

over large portions of the earth’s surface. Theories founded
upon a few isolated facts are notoriously false in the vast

majority of cases
;

it is only when a considerable number are

collected and compared, that any thing like legitimate deduc-

tions can be drawn
;
these, notwithstanding the folios which have

been written on the subject, are yet wanting in cholera
; each

author has taken up his own theory, and rejecting unwittingly all

that did not, has exaggerated all that did harmonize with it,

till there are almost as many true theories as there are certain

modes of cure ;
and yet alas ! cholera is equally fatal in the pre-

sent day as when on its first appearance it carried havoc and
dismay throughout the globe.

We purposed making a few remarks on the treatment re-

commended by Dr. Mosgrove, which, as stated by Dr. More-
head, is as follows :

—

The treatment, as explained to me by the assistants in the Infirmary, consisted of.
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on the patient’s admission, the administration of three or four pints of cold water
;

after the free vomiting caused by the water had ceased, one or two ten grain doses
of calomel were given, with an interval of four hours between the doses, when two
were exhibited

;
ammonia was also given more or less frequently, according to the

state of collapse. Three or four persons, either the friends of the patient or the
attendants in the Infirmary, sat upon the bed, and while the state of collapse con-
tinued, assiduously applied heat by means of hot bricks moved about over the trunk
and extremities, and outside of the blanket with which tho patient was carefully

covered. After the first copious draughts of water had been taken and rejected,

then iced water was given in smaller quantities, according to the desire of the pa-
tient, and after a time sago with wine was occasionally given. No part of the treat-

ment seemed to be directed towards checking the serous purging. It was allowed
to go on till it stopped in the natural course of the disease.

The results do not seem to have been more favorable than
those attending other modes of treatment. Of eighty-two

admissions, thirty died and fifty-two were discharged
; but of

the thirty fatal cases, Dr. Larkworthy, the officer in charge of
the hospital, discards ten, six on account of their having already

been treated by opium, four from their having proved fatal

before the treatment could be brought to bear
;
but even with

these deductions, which would leave a mortality of forty per cent.,

the mode of treatment would hardly warrant the conclusion

with which Dr. Larkworthy winds up his report :

—

Taking all the foregoing circumstances into consideration, I have no hesitation

in saying that I believe the plan of treatment recommended by Assistant Surgeon
Mosgrove to be the most efficacious that has come under my observation

; simple,

but requiring great and immediate assiduity, recovering a greater number and more
advanced cases of collapse than I have before been witness to, and apparently cer-

tain of curing all cases that have not reached that state, however nearly approximat-
ing to it

; and in this opinion I think that I am fully borne out by my analysis of
the Register I have had the honor of sending in to the Medical Board.

We are more disposed to concur with Dr. Morehead in his

estimate of the efficacy of this treatment :

—

If, however, it be expected that in this mode of treatment, as compared with
others, we have been provided with a means of materially lessening the mortality

of cholera, I have no hesitation in stating it to be my belief that such expectations
will not be realized.

Having expressed myself thus so far favourably to the mode of treating the col-

lapsed state of cholera witnessed by me in the Infirmary, it is necessary that I

should explain myself a little more fully. If the plentiful draughts of cold water
he had recourse to, with a view of bringing about a distinct and more rapid reaction,

I would remark that it does not seem to me that this object is, in general, effected

by them. The result of my observation is distinctly, that in the large majority of
cases in which collapse is fairly present, the draughts of water and the vomiting
are not followed by any sensible effect on the pulse

; and I have witnessed many
cases in which the issue was in recovery, in which the state of pulseless collapse

continued from six to twenty-four hours after the commencement of the exhibition

of the cold water. I would, moreover, observe, that in some instances the frequent
draughts of water seemed to me to keep up an irritable state of the stomach, which
it was afterwards troublesome to subdue. From all this I infer that whatever good
may accrue from allaying the sufferings of thirst, or from giving the opportunity for

replacement of watery constituents of the blood by the free exhibition of cold

water, this good is altogether hidden. We have not in the kind of cases of which I
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speak any sensible evidence of it : yet I agree with those who would give diluents

in cholera according to the desire of the patients
; and I cannot but think that they

are of advantage ; but the exhibition of cold water did not seem to me the most
influential part of the treatment in the Cholera Infirmary. I would attach much
more importance to the praiseworthy assiduity with which external heat was conti-

nuously applied throughout the period of collapse, then to the judicious use of am-
monia, and the abstinence from the use of opium. I cannot but think that Dr.
Mosgrove, in giving almost undivided prominence to the use of cold water, has

withdrawn attention from the strong points in his system of management of col-

lapsed cholera. These I take to be an assiduous watchfulness and care, and an
avoidance of officious medical interference.

We add a statement as to the results of the homoeopathic
treatment of cholera as practised at the Hospital Saltpetriere

in Paris.

Dr. Guillot, attached to the Hospital Saltpetriere, annoyed at

the ill success his treatment of cholera was meeting with, and
staggered by the high-sounding promises of the adherents of
Homoeopathy, lately gave one of the latter six beds in the above-

named establishment, the patients to be treated homoeopathi-

cally. Hahnemann’s follower immediately set to work, and
began to exhibit, first globules of Arsenic, then globules of

Bryony, and lastly of Charcoal. Out of seven thus treated, not

one recovered. Similar trials have been made at the Hospital

St. Louis, with pretty nearly the same results.*

We take our leave of this Volume, with our cordial good
wishes for the continued prosperity of the Society to which we
owe its publication, and a hope that year after year may add
another number to the “ Transactions,” presenting as heretofore

to the medical world, papers containing so much valuable and

useful information.

* Lancet, 1849.



MISCELLANEOUS NOTICES.

1. Michele Orombello ; or the Fatal Secret. A Tragedy in three

Acts. By George Powell Thomas, Author of “ Vicivs of
Simla," Sfc. Thacker.—London, Calcutta, and Bombay, 1852.

2. The Assassin ; or the Rival Lovers. A Tragedy in five Acts.

By George Powell Thomas. Thacker.—London, Calcutta,

and Bombay, 1852.

The issue of two regular tragedies from our Calcutta press is au
event too important to be left by us uncbronicled

; and we are

happy to be able to say, that in our humble judgment, the intrinsic

merits of the compositions before us, entitle them to a very favour-

able notice, even independently of the partiality which we are natu-

rally inclined to feel for the products of our local press. We are free

to confess that the review of Dramatic Literature is somewhat out

of our line. It is indeed an “ art, trade, and mystery” by itself ; a

special department of the critical craft
;
and we, not having been

specially initiated into this branch of criticism, can only express the

judgment of a non-professional critic, and state the impression that

the perusal of the works before us has left on our own mind. That
impression is, upon the whole, favorable. The tragedies contain

many passages of very considerable power. The diction, despite of

occasional slips and marks of haste, is generally vigorous and clear ;

the plots are indeed somewhat inartificial, and the catastrophes .

withal too tragical ; but for this it may be pleaded in excuse, that the

events are historical, and that the catastrophes are justified and borne

out by that truth which is confessedly “ stranger than fiction.”

Michele Orombello is the son of a quondam Duchess of Milan, the

sole issue of a previous secret marriage. On his birth he had been,

Norval-like, taken to a peasant’s hut, and brought up without know-
ledge of his parentage. His mother was told that the child was dead ;

and shortly her husband did actually die, without the secret of their

marriage being divulged. In process of time, she was wooed by the

Duke of Milan, and gave her hand, while her heart was in the grave
of her former lover and husband. Her coldness and ill-concealed indif-

ference soon alienated the affection, (or what at first passed for

affection) of her lawful lord. After many instances of unfaithfulness,

or rather a continued course of profligacy, he was attracted by the

charms of the Princess Carrara ; she shared his passion, or coveted a

share of his burgamot ; but this could not be, until the Duchess should

be removed out of the way. Meantime, there came a youth (Michele

Orombello) to the Court of Milan, in the train of the Ambassador from

the native principality of the Duchess ; and being attracted by a

young lady, who had come in the suite of the Duchess, and whom he.

a.
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had known in the days of childhood, he was admitted to the palace on
a ball night, disguised as a minstrel. Being asked to sing and play

before her Grace, she immediately recognizes his voice. She shews
great emotion, which causes the young minstrel to unmask, when, on
sight of his face, she actually swoons away. The news is immedi-
ately carried to the Duke by a spy, whom he had set to watch the

Duchess, in the hope of discovering something in her conduct, which
might enable him to enlist the law on his side, in his endeavour to

make an opening for the Princess Carrara. The young man is imme-
diately sent for ;

and after rating the Duke in very severe, and, as we
think, very inappropriate terms, for his treatment of his excellent

Dichess, the Duke professes to be captivated by his spirit and frank-

ness ; he appoints him to a situation near her Grace’s person, in order

that he may be convinced how much the Duke has been maligned,

and how very kind and forbearing he really is to his wife. Michele

is soon “ put up to a few things ” by his compatriote, Elvina, res-

pecting the Duke, and his motive in patronizing him. He makes vio-

lent love to her, and she does not give a very violent denial
; only

hints pretty plainly, that she also thinks the Duchess’s conduct at the

ball stands sadly in want of explanation ; but is satisfied on being

assured that her Grace’s emotion had been caused only by some fan-

cied resemblance, in the voice and features of Michele, to some lover

or friend of her early years. Meantime, Michele is in attendance

on the Duchess ; one day in her boudoir, he tells her the whole
story of his life, and acknowledges that since the first hour of their

meeting, he has entertained towards her sentiments of “ half-friendship

—half-love.” She explains to him, in terms that he cannot in any
way understand, that it is pure instinct ; and throws herself fondly

into his arms. This is the signal for the Duke to rush into the room,

attended by several Lords. The Duchess declares that the young man
is her son ;

but this idea being derided, Michele undertakes her vin-

dication, and does battle with the spy, who has all along inflamed the

Duke’s dislike to his wife, and who first brought him intelligence

of the ball scene. The Duchess is condemned to death on the spot,

and Michele is hurried off to prison. The Duchess, as a last request,

demands a private interview with her husband. This is reluctantly

granted ;
she tells him the whole story of her previous marriage, and

of her having discovered in Michele the child that she had long

thought dead. Knowing, however, that her death is necessary to

the progress of the Duke’s schemes, and that it is already determined

upon, she consents to admit her guilt, and to suffer death without a

murmur, provided the life of Michele be saved. She is then

brought out into the presence of the Lords, and admits all that the

Duke says respecting her guilt. Meanwhile, the Duke has given an

order publicly, that Michele shall be conveyed beyond the frontier

and set at liberty ;
but has added a private injunction, that on his (the

Duke’s) making a signal, he shall be immediately put to death. The
signal is accordingly given, and Michele, after performing prodigies
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of valour, and slaying one, two, three, four, five, is at last overpow-

ered, and put to death. The Duke having thus broken the faith that

he has pledged, the Duchess tells the whole story to the Lords ; but the

Duke orders her to instant execution. Immediately he is informed,

that the Princess of Carrara, having been a witness of the assassina-

tion of Michele, had been seized with a fit, to which she was subject,

had burst a blood-vessel, and died. The Duke, being thus baulked of

his purpose, orders the execution of the Duchess to be stopped, but it

is too late, she is dead.

Such is briefly the history of Michele Orombello, as written by
Captain Thomas. He says, in a prefatory note, that “ the facts upon
which the tragedy is founded, will readily recal themselves to the

reader of Italian history.” Now, we have to confess that we have
never gone very deep into the history of Italy ; but it struck us on
reading this tragedy, that our author gives a very different view
of the state of matters from that which we had formerly entertained.

We therefore referred to the only history of Italy that was at hand,

viz., that contained in the Universal History
,
whose accuracy is gene-

rally admitted
;
and found that either our author, or the author of that

history, greatly misrepresents the matter. That our readers may judge,
we transcribe what the history says respecting this incident. In the

first place, it is distinctly stated that Beatrix was confessedly a widow
when she was married to Philip, Duke of Milan. She was the widow
of Facino Scaliger, for the sake of whose money it was that Philip

married her. The historian states, that at the time of her marriage
with Philip she was 38, while he was only 20. Captain Thomas
represents her as only 33, while her husband was 45. But the younger
she was, it was all the more unlikely that she should have been secretly

married before she became the wife of Scaliger. We now give, in his

own words, the historian’s account of her connection with Orombello :

—

We are now come to an incident in Philip’s life, that represents him in a very
different light from that in which we have hitherto considered him. The death of
a mother and a brother, and the dismemberment of so many cities and states,

justified some severity against the authors ; but his behaviour to his wife was barba-
rous, ungrateful, and wicked, to the last degree. We have already taken notice of
the disproportion there was between their ages, which had disgusted Philip so much,
that he had abstained from her bed. It does not appear that the lady resented this

provocation in any indecent, or indeed passionate manner
; and she had even sub-

mitted to serve him in the most menial offices. Unfortunately for her, she eiiter-

tained as an attendant one Oronibellit a young man accomplished in the arts of
music, dancing, and the other embellishments that are most acceptable at a court.
Philip, considering her life as an obstacle to his pleasure, accused her of criminal
conversation with this youth ;

and though nothing could be worse founded than
the charge, certain enchanted utensils were pretended to be found under her bed.

Upon this villainous pretext, the duchess was seized, and confined prisoner in the

Castle of Binasco. The youth was imprisoned at the same time ; and, according
to common report, both of them were put to the torture. Whatever might be in

this, it is certain that he was tortured ; and unable to withstand the force of the
pain, he confessed the criminality, for which both of them were condemned to

death, after being confronted with each other. On this occasion the duchess shew-
ed an invincible constancy. She reproached Orombelti with his weakness, in yield-

ing to tortures to confess a falsehood, and, in the most solemn and affecting manner,
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she called God to witness for her innocency
;
only she implored his pardon for

having yielded to the archbishop of Milan, in persuading her to so unequal a match.
She declared, she never had resented the duke’s abstaining from her bed ; and she
mentioned the great fortune and acquisitions she had brought Philip

; concluding,
that she the less regretted her death, because she had preserved her innocence.
Having finished the pathetic declaration, Orombelli was put to death before her

eyes, and she followed him with the most heroic constancy. By the accounts of all

historians, she was a woman of a very exalted character, and no reproach remains
upon her memory, but the inequality of her match with Philip. The young man
was so perfectly conscious of his own innocence, that he might have escaped when
she was made prisoner ; but instead of that he came as usual to court, and declared,

he knew nothing of the matter, though his friends told him of his danger. Soon after

the execution of the duchess, the duke brought to his court a young Milanese lady,

whom he had ravished some time before. As to the duchess, her unjust death was
thought to be partly owing to the vindictive temper of Philip, who resented her
having been the wife of Faeino, and the partner of his victories.

There may be other versions of this history, and it is very pro-

bable that there are ; but still we suspect that our author is guilty

of the charge of departing to .a greater extent than is allowable,

from historic truth.

We shall now present our readers with a few extracts, from

which they will be able to judge of the poetical merits of the

tragedy. The following is the speech of the Duchess on per-

ceiving the resemblance between the masked minstrel and her former

husband :

—

Duchess, (aside.) His form ! His form ! His step ! His very voice !

The very cadence that its music gave !

Again !—With what an awful mystery,

As from the grave, it summons back the past

!

Surely the very grave hath rendered up
Its tenant, and Giraldo lives again !

(Aloud) Stranger, who art thou ? Pity me and speak !

Nay tear that vizard from thine eyes !

(He unmasks.)

Great God !

It is himself ! It is mine own Giraldo !

(Faints.)

The Duke’s soliloquy on being told of the emotion of the Duchess,

strikes us as possessed of a good deal of power. The comparison in-

stituted between the late lover and the person cured of blindness

is good in itself, although it may admit of question whether it is

altogether appropriate to a person in Philip’s circumstances and state

of mind. The idea appears to be borrowed from Dr. Clieselden’s

account of a youth on whom he operated for cataract :

—

’Tis strange if true ; and yet it may be true !

What if she love at last ? She still is young

—

Still young in fact, and younger far in looks ;

And—oh ye gods !—whene’er they come to love,

They who love latest, how they love at last !

As one horn blind,—left blind for many years,—
If late and sudden he receiveth sight,

Shrinking at first from light, in pain and fear,

Shuts fast lvis eyes, and makes it night again
;

So they who first love later than our wont,

First shun Love’s light, and close their mental orbs,
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Ami dread Love’s boon
;
but as the healed blind,

Again soon quaffs a little draught of light,

Another and another, and a deeper,

Then drinks it in like nectar, and still revels

In all the magic of the twilight skies,

And dawn, and noon, and still and starry night,

—

And ne’er can gaze enough on rocks and woods
And stately deer, (the spirits of the woods,)
Sheep-sprinkl’d meads, swift streams, and mighty ocean,

And flowers of every kind, from rose to primrose,

And, most of all, on faces (young and old).

Own’d by dear voices lov’d since very childhood,

For kindness—as the rose was for its odour,

—

So he on whom Love’s light doth latest fall,

Becomes Love’s warmest worshipper of all.

And now I pray it may be so with her !

I lov’d her once ! How could I choose but love her ?

She smil’d so sweetly with her large soft eyes,

And lips so full of Earth, so full of Heaven
;

Body and soul, they captur’d both ! That smile

Was Heaven or Hell ! Hell when it blest another,

But brightest Heav’n for him on whom it shone.

On me how brief its shining ! This it was
That chang’d my love to hate ! To sec that smile

Lavishly squander’d upon every stranger,

And never, never, never turn’d on me !

This ’twas that chang’d my nature, and transform’d me
Into the false, vain, fickle thing I am !

But not on me alone the curse shall fall,

If ( which I scarce dare hope !) I can but prove her

As false to me as I am false to her ;

Or ev’n can make her seem so to the world.

Here is a part of the scene between the Duke and Michele, when
he was brought into his presence. We cannot commend it ; but it is

fair that we should give specimens of the worse, as well as of the

better parts of the play :

—

M. O. It does me honour to salute your Grace ;

But what it is that gains me so much honour,

I cannot guess.

Duke. You cannot guess ? You’re young
To say without a blush you cannot guess !

And yet, you are so very innocent

( Besides being young,) perhaps you cannot guess !

Yet virtuous tho’ you be, ’twould seem you’ve eyes,

So let me ask you frankly whom you deem
The fairest lady you have seen at Milan ?

Come, who shall’t be ? ’Mid ladies all so fair,

Who is your lady fairest ?

M. O. Is it for this

I have been summon’d to your Grace’s presence ?

If so, metliiuks you might have better priz’d

Your time and mine—your dignity, and what
My youth may claim instead of dignity.

Duke. A ijd what may that be ?

M. O. Courtesy, at least ;

The guest’s admitted due, from any host

!

Duke. True ! Yet you embryo ambassadors,
Floating for ever, freely, as ye do,
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(Indeed too freely), on the tide of fashion
And pleasure, have such all refined tastes,

That I must crave an answer to my question.

M. O. (aside.) His words offend, and wittingly
; and yet

Less than his gestures ! But he cows not me !

(Aloud) My lord, I tell you frankly, had you ask’d
Not whom I deem the fairest lady here

—

(Who could say that, ’mid ladies all so fair ?)

—

But whom all deem the worst entreated lady,

It had not been so difficult to name her !

Duke. Ha 1 Then be that the question 1 Now, let’s have her !

What, do you quail ?

M. O. Quail ? and for you ? I quail ?

My lord, you know full well whom I do mean 1

For not your basest sycophant of all

Can shut your ear or heart against that truth.

Oh no, one whispery voice ne’er acts the courtier !

And give your heart, or let your courtiers give you,
What flattery you will, full well you know
There’s but one only lady I could mean !

I need not name her further ! For your taunts
Or threats, I must desire you understand,
My lord th’ Ambassador Malizia
Will hold you closely to account for these.

When I report them to his Grace to-morrow
;

Meantime, I take my leave.

(Proceeds to go out.)

Duke. Nay, not so fast !

Young gentleman, I like you for your spirit !

Your hand ! I love you for it ! Yet to prove
You’re wrong, I pray you to accept an office

Most honourable, near my lady’s person,

So shall you see how rumour hath belied me !

I blame not you, so innocent and young,
For having credited each malcontent !

Will you accept my offer ? In a year

I will restore you to your lord Malizia ;

He’ll lend you freely, for our friendship’s sake
;

I know he will !

To us it appears that Michele’s indignation, so freely expressed, is

unnatural. He could but have got some hints from Elvina, and per-

haps from the general gossip of Milan, that the Duke was not the most

tender of husbands ;
and we do not think there was any occasion for

him to “ flare up” so suddenly on being asked a harmless question.

A single scene between Michele and Elvina constitutes the whole

of the under-plot of the play, or rather just affords a hint that there is

an under-plot. This scene appears to us well managed, with the

exception of the following speech, which, we confess, somewhat passes

our comprehension :

—

Oh, his is treble guilt ! And mark you me !

Such is the population of these parts ;

’Tis said, for every soul that quits this life,

Three enter it (whether for weal or woe,

Only th’ Eternal knows) ; so when he’s dying,

With all his heap of sins weighing him down
To warmer worlds, it still may be his hope,
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That albeit one such devil as himself

Scarce once a century doth burthen earth,

Three spirits, each one-tliird as vile as he,

May share his devilish craft, and work it out !

We have said that tills speech puzzles us. We suspect it would no
less puzzle an actuary. Three births for one death ! Perhaps there

was a tide of emigration from “ these parts,” and it is not impos-

sible that the poet intended by this refined hint to intimate the Duke’s
tyranny, which led his people to emigrate from his territory. If

this was the poet’s intention, we suspect he has drawn it too fine. But
what doctrine is it, that the guilt of each one who died was shared

amongst the three who were born ? We have heard of the transmi-

gration of souls, but never before of their tri-partition !

The Duchess’s discourse upon instinct is good, but might be made
much better, we think, by the omission of the lines that we put into

italics. It at least makes the passage more grammatical, and, we
think, improves it in various other ways :

—

Duchess (aside.) Something ’twixt love and friendship ? Surely ’tis

The blessed, precious instinct of the child

For its lost mother ! (Aloud) List what Moslems say,

The infant early pass'd away to heaven

Willfeel upon the awfuljudgment-day,
When, millions upon millions, sinful souls.

Appear before the Mighty Judge of all,

Cow'ring beneath their unrepented sins,

More ev'n than 'veath the Godhead's 71Tajesty !

They say that when God’s justice hath decreed

Eternal punishment to those who’ve died

Impenitent - then, even as young lambs,

(Pent in the fold all day,) at even time,

When home from pasture come the bleating flocks

Of milk-full ewes, each from a thousand dams
Finds out its mother, and clings fast to her

—

So, on that awful day, each cherub child,

(Ta’en spotlessly to Heaven, e’er it knew
Or sin or sorrow,) in that sinful throng
Shall find its parents out, and fly to them,

And nestle close to both ! And when great God,
Seeing their works, shall call them back to Heaven,
They still shall cling unto their earthly parents,

Until their heavenly Father melts with pity

And spares the parents for the children’s sake !

It may be difficult to picture the attitude of a child “ nestling close

to both” its parents ;
but, upon the whole, we think, the simile is

well stated.

Here we must close our extracts from Michele Orombello. Indeed,

we fear it will not be in our power to do equal justice to The Assas-
sin.

This is a more complete tragedy than the other. The plot is more
complicated, and the interest is better sustained, although we do not

think that there are so many good passages in it as in Orombello.
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Three rivals, Luigi, Rinaldo D’Urbino,* and Henrico di Mocenigo
are in love with Clara, daughter of the Duke of Salerno, llinaldo

is the favored suitor, and the marriage day is fixed. Luigi employs
a Bravo to murder Henrico, in order that suspicion may fall upofi

Rinaldo, and that either his life may be forfeit to the laws, or at least

his character may so suffer, that the Duke will not give him Ins daugh-
ter. He therefore abstracts a dagger of peculiar make from Rinaldo’s

apartment and gives it to the Bravo, wraps himself in Rinaldo’s

cloak, and is seen walking in that disguise with Henrico in his gar-
den. Immediately after they have parted, the Bravo commits the mur-
der, drops the bloody dagger, and throws the body into a well. This
is on the day preceding that fixed for the wedding

; but the Duke
being summoned to Florence, the marriage is hastened by a day, and
the ceremony is just concluded, when the murder is announced, and
the dagger produced. Rinaldo is apprehended and brought in chains

before the Senate. There is no evidence against him, but the circum-
stance of the dagger, which lie at once acknowledges to be his, and
the fact of a man in his cloak having been seen by an old gardener
walking with Henrico just before the murder must have been com-
mitted. On this evidence, however, he is found guilty, and committed
to the torture. This he bears with heroic firmness, and persists in

maintaining his innocence. Meanwhile, the Bravo is arrested on
another ‘ charge, and confesses that he murdered Henrico at the

instigation of Luigi. Rinaldo is brought in, and having declared his

belief in Luigi’s innocence, dies from the effect of the torture. Luigi

is found guilty, condemned to instant execution, but stabs himself and
dies.

The first scene seems to us to indicate our author’s possession of a

power of analysing the workings of the human heart, which he is

only too chary of putting forth. Fieschi is the father of Luigi :

—

Fieschi. Luigi, have you heard

—

(Rare news to gladden our return to Naples !)

—

That young Mocenigo is coming back ?

Luigi. That news, indeed, were rare enough to startle

The living
;

for if true, ’twould raise the dead !

He and his father were returned as killed

Beyond all hope or doubt.

Fieschi. Yet ’tis not true.

Wounded he was, beside the General

—

The Count his father—in the gallant charge

That won the day and crown’d our arms with glory

—

(Or added to the glory of those arms)
;

But rumour err’d in saying he was slain.

The sire has fall’n. The son returns, to read

The praise that should have been his epitaph :

Aye, and to win whole argosies of honour,

Both from the State and people.

* There seems to be an error in the list of the Dramatis Persona?, which introduces

sad confusion into the tragedy. Rinaldo and Mocenigo are evidently identical, and
so we suppose that Henrico ought to be D’Urbino.
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Luigi. It cannot be I

Fieschi. It is ! Nay more, he comes affianc’d to

Luigi. The devil !

Fieschi (smiling.) Not the devil, but that angel

—

That fairest angel in a maiden’s form

—

The young and lovely heiress of Salerno.

Had you sped boldly on the course I gave you.

And sought fair honour where your friend has won it,

You might have been, instead of him, the proud
And honour’d lover of Salerno’s daughter 1

Luigi. But, sir, I never lov’d her 1 (Aside) False, false, false 1

I’d give this hand to win her 1

Fieschi. Shame on you
If you did never love her 1 At your age
I could have died for such a girl !—have dared
All Earth and Hell, for one sweet smile of her’s.

But now-a-days the world is all too old,

And boys do flout their grand-sires ! Never lov’d her ?

What would, you love, boy ? Would you have an angel
Wing down from Heav’n, to love you and to woo you ?

But what boots now to heed what might have been,
When all is lost, that, then, you might have won,
Had you but acted in those hours you gave
Unto your visions, musings, meditations

—

(The meditations of a sage of twenty !)

Nay, look not downcast, Lui ! Well you know
You are my only hope, my only pride ;

And if I feel a trifle bitter— aye, bitter

—

’Tis not ’gainst you, but ’gainst the fav’ring fortune

Which sides so foully with my rival’s son.

(Exit Fieschi.)
Luigi. Aye, that it is that stings—“ my rival’s son” !

The good old story of a good old hate,

Which, now its object is no more, must needs.

On the first rumour of that son’s return.

Be visited, it seems, upon his son ;

Little he knows how willing is his son
To play his part in this same foolish feud,

If it indeed be true Rinaldo lives !

If it be true ! Alas ! can it be true ?

Oh, rather may his ghost return to earth

To haunt me in the watches of the night !

( Walks up and down.

Curse on his coming ! But a week ago,

I mourn’d him even as an only brother.

For then the way seem’d open to me ; now
The very rumour of his death conspires

Yet more against me ! She has mourn’d for him,

Till, if she did but coldly love him living,

She may have learnt to idolize him dead !

And now he comes in time to wear the glories,

With which (like halos) his imagin’d death
Had crown’d his name. Nay more than this

;
he comes

So rich in honourable services,

Not Slander’s self dare strike a dart at him,

Lest it should light upon some new heal’d wound !

And now my father twits me, that I have not
His fame or his success. This settles it

!

If he come back, then I must conquer him,

And all his rarest triumphs, so, are mine.

b
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’Twas so, i’the chivalry of old, and so

It shall be still
;
yea, tho’ my mother’s ghost

Should bid me pause ! Yet hold ! It may be false,

And poor Rinaldo may be dead indeed !

Yet ah ! it may be true

!

The worst were better

Than this detestable suspense ! I’ll end it !

The two lines that we have italicized approach rather too nearly

to a plagiarism from Prince Henry’s speech to his father ; and this is

not the only instance which we have noticed of our author’s tendency

to appropriate the thoughts of the great dramatist. But we suppose

that this is a privilege claimed by all.

The following soliloquy of the Bravo, and subsequent dialogue

between him and his son, is good and truthful :

—

Bravo, alone, cleaning his dagger.

Bravo. That was a good night’s work, and paid so well

!

A few more such would make me free for ever.

A good night’s work, and cunningly perform’d 1

Tho’ ’tis scarce praiseworthy to praise one’s self,

There’s not a truer hand, or trustier steel,

Than these, in all broad Italy ; to strike,

And need no second blow. By any light,

Or none, I care not ! Give me but my man

—

Receding from his overtaking doom,
Or, front to front, coming to die—I care not

!

When we two strike, and need to strike again.

May I ne’er hope for mercy ! Ha ! that word—

•

That dreadful word, how it doth startle me
And yet I know not wherefore ! I but ply

The trade my father plied before,—and his

Ev’n before him, teaching it unto him
As he to me. And yet, oh, God ! must I

Teach it unto my little innocent,

My fair-hair’d, happy-hearted innocent,

Whom oft I shudder to caress, with hands
Tainted with blood ? I’d rather cut him down
Now, with his fresh green beauty all around him,

An ornament and blessing on the Earth,
Than have him grow a weed of stings and thorns,

A curse on Earth, as I am ! Hateful steel,

Would I could cast thee from me, and for ever !

(Puts itfrom him, on a table hard by; throws himself into a chair to

its left, and shades his eyes with his right hand, as if in thought.')

Enter his son Federico, a beautiful child, office or six years old.

Federigo. My father sleeps ! Oh ! what is this ? A present

For me I think. To-morrow is my birth-day,

And this I’m sure is what

( Stretches over to reach the dagger, and in dragging it towards him, arouses

his father.)

Bravo. What noise is that ?

Put down the dagger ! Put it down, I say !

What do you here, boy ? Nay, my child, come here,

I am not angry ! Sit upon my knee,

My precious boy ! Come, come I was not angry !

( The child hisses him.)
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Federigo. Isn’t that sword for me ! You know you told me
To-morrow is my birth-day ! ’Tis for me !

( Claps his hands joyously.)

Bravo. No ! Never shall it be for thee,

My sinless boy ! No ! There ! I’ve lock’d it up !

Not a good toy, Federigo ! Come, we’ll go,

And buy all sorts of play-things for to-morrow !

With one more extract, we close our notice. It is the soliloquy of

Luigi after the perpetration of the murder, and before its disco-

very :

—

Luigi. Now then the game is mine ; or, if not mine,

Nothing can make it so. And if not mine,

At least not his. He fondly thinks to-morrow
Shall see him honour’d as a happy bridegroom

;

Ha ! It shall see him crouch, a branded felon ;

But ! let that pass
—

’tis not of him I’d think !

When he is gone, then comes my turn again

—

My turn to plead again my suit with her,

Who was my playmate in my boyish years,

And hud been mine ere now, had he not come,
With his robust and animal comeliness,

To eclipse me ever both as boy and man,
And baffle me, when first my boyish love

Was winding quietly about her heart ;

With a soft twining nothing could have snapt.

Had it been left to strengthen but a little !

Had it, indeed, been so, I might have been
Far other than I am—I might have been
Happy and true, and good. But what I am
’Tis he has made me. Ha ! I must not think

Of what I am! I dare not linger there,

Nor even glance that way 1 Whate’er I am
’Tis he has made me ! Ev’n from our boyish days

Unto this hour, he through the past has been
My curse and destiny, and I shall be
His through the future ! ’Twas a game between
Two daring hearts—a game for life and love,

Or death and infamy. With ev’ry chance
Against me, I shall win ! When he is gone,
I have no fear that all the old kind feelings,

That he so turn’d aside, will flow again
Into their former bed, and I shall bo
A happy man 1 A good and honour’d man,
As good at least as many, whose white heads
Go honour’d to the tomb. What is to do,

I shall not, dare not, dread 1 What has been done

—

Why should I shrink from that? For some few years

That love-sick youth might have liv’d on to bear

A weight of joyless life, from which I’ve spared him 1

Yea, I have wrought him benefit, not wrong

!

He would himself have ended all, but dar’d not

;

And oft I’ve heard him say, he’d thank the man
Who’d end his misery ! And tho’ the law
Not sanctions such relief as I’ve bestow’d,

Yet no laws justly punish or reward ;

And words and deeds oft pass for excellent,

Which break some ordinance of God or man ;

Thus the diplomatist, who feigns a truth,

Not lies, if he but lie successfully
;
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But let disaster follow on his crime,
And straight ’tis falsehood to the end of time !

Or say a General, who boldly breaks
AVeak orders, gain some wondrous victory.

How triumph magnifies the recusant
Into a hero, saviour, demi-god,
Who from the State consenteth to receive
Parks, titles, palaces, and hero-worship ;

But say he fail, how shame and death ensue
To wreak revenge, and give a warning too

!

I’m nor Ambassador, nor General,
Nor serve no Government, but I will serve

—

(Ev’n if I break some edict in my zeal)

—

Right heartily mine own especial ends
;

Full sure that if my errors serv’d the State,

They would be pardon’d and rewarded too

!

Upon the whole we must repeat, under protest of our own incompe-
tence to sit in judgment upon compositions of this class, that we
regard these tragedies as very creditable performances. As to their

fitness, or unfitness for the stage, we know absolutely nothing
; but we

do not suppose that their author intends them for representation.

Supplementary Contributions to the Series of the Coins of the

Patan Sultans of Hindustan. By Edward Thomas, Esq.,

Bengal Civil Service. (Printed for Private Circulation.)

Delhi. 1852.

It is always somewhat embarrassing for a reviewer to receive books
marked as “ printed, not published,” or “ printed for private cir-

culation.” If they are intended for notice, it may be concluded that

it is considered an object of desire to make them known as widely as

possible ; but how is this consistent with their being printed for pri-

vate circulation ? But if they are not intended for notice, why are

they sent to editors in their official capacity ? In the present case,

however, we have but little difficulty, as there is very little in the

body of the pamphlet before us that we could have made use of either

in the form of a “ review” or a “ notice,” since it does not consist

of much more than a catalogue of coins ;
while in the “ Prospectus”

and “ Introductory Notice,” there is sufficient matter, which is evi-

dently designed for the public generally, or for “ all” of that public
“ whom it may concern.” We cannot do better therefore than trans-

fer these notices to our pages. If this serve no other good purpose,

it will at least fulfil the object of an advertisement :

—

prospectus.—It is proposed to publish a second Edition of “ The Coins of the

Patan Sultans of Hindustan”—incorporating the Supplement, now printed for pri-

vate circulation, with the original work—which will be generally re-cast, and in all

points carefully revised—as well as still further enlarged and improved by any new
materials that may become available previous to actual publication.

As a work of this description has necessarily, under the most favourable circuin-
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stances a very limited sale, it is needful to assure to the Publishers a certain

amount of return, before they can be expected to undertake the risk attendant upon
the production of a volume alike costly in Oriental Printing and Engraved
Illustration.

Hence it becomes requisite to ask for the specific adhesion of intending Sub-
scribers— to determine whether a new Edition can claim such support as will

justify its being commenced upon.

It will be the object of the Author, not only to make the letter-press portion of

the work as complete and comprehensive as possible, but also to secure for the

Subscribers,from the Publishers, as large an amount of Illustration as the extent

of the Subscription list can in any way be made to bear.

The eventual price of the work has been fixed at 8 Rupees—and for this sum
it is expected that the Publishers will be able to give Engravings or Wood-cuts of

at least 150 coins—which in themselves will suffice to furnish ample pictorial illustra-

tion for the entire Series. Subscribers’ names will be received by the Editor of the

Delhi Gazette—Messrs. Thacker, Spink and Co., Calcutta—or Messrs. Smith,

Elder and Co., London.

introductory notice.—The coins herein described are chiefly taken from the

collection of Mr. E. C. Bayley, Bengal Civil Service, who has most liberally placed

his entire cabinet at my disposal, to enable me to augment and improve a previ-

ously published series of these medals, entitled “ The Coins of the Patan fcultans

of Hindustan.”
The number of new specimens now available, as well as the direct interest and

historical value attaching to many of them, has induced me at once to print this

brief notice, in the incomplete and detached form in which it now appears, in pre-

ference to attempting to incorporate these additional materials into a second edition

of the original publication, which might involve both delay and uncertainty.

The subject of numismatology is one of great interest and impor-

tance, worthy almost of being ranked with geography and chrono-

logy, which, according to the dictum of a great philosopher, are the
“ eyes of history.” It has been to a considerable extent cultivated

in India, especially by Prinsep and Wilson ; and the results are wor-
thy of the labour bestowed upon it ; but as yet little more than the

coasts of the territory have been surveyed ; all within is a terra

incognita. We shall therefore hail the appearance of a complete work
on the subject of the coinage of the Patan Sultans from the pen of

Mr. Thomas, who is, as we believe, of all men now in India, the best

able to do justice to the subject.

1. A Treatise on the Doctrine of the Trinity
,
designed for intelligent

Hindus and Mussulmans. By the Rev. E. Storrow. Calcutta.— G.
C. Hay and Co. 1 852.

2. Vedantism, Brdlimism, and Christianity examined and compared.
A Prize Essay. By the Rev. Joseph Mullens, Missionary of the

London Missionary Society, Calcutta .— Tract Society. 1852.

We place these little works together, not only because they are

written by Missionaries of the same Society, but chiefly because,

though materially different in their plan and immediate object, they

are designed for the same class of readers, and correspond in their
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general scope and purpose. The class of readers to whom they are

specially addressed, is one of great, and constantly encreasing, im-
portance ; consisting of all those who, through means of an English
education and the general ditfusion of knowledge, have been convinced
of the falsehood and hurtfulness of the Puranic superstition, and have
either been reduced to a state of mind bordering upon utter scepticism,

or have fallen back upon that system which Mr. Mullens calls Brah-
mism, which may be briefly described as a system of Deism or

Rationalism, mixed up, rather than incorporated, with a modification of

Yedantism. But although we have placed the two treatises side by
side at the head of this notice, we intend to speak of them separately.

And, first, of Mr. Storrow’s Treatise on the Doctrine of the Trinity.

There are those who argue that the special and peculiar doctrines of

Christianity should never be brought under the cognizance of un-
believers, or of any who are beyond the pale of the church ; and who,
especially, regard it as a casting of pearls before swine, to attempt

either to state or vindicate the sacred mystery of the Trinity in the

presence of heathens and unbelievers. To all such they would say

—

“ You are first to come into the bosom of the church, who is opening
‘ her arms in all affectionateness to receive you, and then she will
‘ set before you that form of sound words to which you are to assent,

‘ and will feed you with food convenient for you—first, witli the
‘ milk that is appropriate for babes, and then, as you are able to

‘ bear it, with stronger and more manly food.” Others, again, of a
different school from these, would insist upon the heathen and un-

believers studying the evidences of Christianity simply as a question

of evidence ; examining the historical Catena by which the genuine-

ness and authenticity of the several books of the Bible are ascer-

tained ; and then proceeding to the facts of miracles undoubtedly per-

formed, and of prophecies undoubtedly uttered, as demonstrative of the

Divine authority attaching to the sacred records, and then submitting

themselves, without question or reserve, to the teaching of the Divine

oracles. Now, neither of these views is wholly unsound, but both,

we suspect, are partially so. Although we cannot admit that there is an

exoteric and an esoteric doctrine in Christianity, yet it is quite true

that there is an order to be observed in the teaching of Divine truth ;

and that the simple doctrines of man’s sinfulness, and of the method
of salvation through the obedience and sufferings of Christ, ought to.

take precedence of the mystery of the Trinity. Again, we admit

that, it being ascertained that the Bible is the word of God, the part

of man is to reverently listen to it, and receive its teachings in a hum-
ble and teachable spirit. But then it is a mere fact, with the

rightness or wrongness of which we have at present nothing to do,

that scarcely any of those who hjive been brought up without the

pale of the church, will give themselves up either to the direction and

guidance of the church, or to the careful and unprejudiced study of

the evidences of Christianity, without starting certain preliminary

objections. They will hold that certain scriptural doctrines arc
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unreasonable and false, and that consequently the question is decided

at once against the credibility of the church, and the inspiration of

the books, that teach these doctrines. And one of the doctrines

against which they most generally take exception is that of the

Trinity. Now, then, it does seem to us to be clearly the duty of the

Christian Advocate to remove or set aside these preliminary objections,

and to show that the doctrines in question, however they may be

above reason, and undiscoverable by its unaided efforts, are not con-

trary to reason, and ought not to form an obstacle to the reception

of the Gospel. And this is precisely what Mr. Storrow undertakes

in the pamphlet before us. His object is not to refute the Socinian or

the Aidan, who receives the Bible, but denies that the doctrine of the

Trinity is contained in it ; nor so much to unfold the doctrine of the

Trinity as to vindicate it from the charge of unreasonableness and
self-contradiction ; not so much to expound it and to deduce from it

those lessons of comfort and instruction, which it is calculated to

afford to the Christian soul, as to remove that stumbling block, which
erroneous notions regarding it are apt to interpose in the way of the

unchristian soul.

In pursuance of this design, of course the main drift of his argument
is to show that in all departments of knowledge, we are met at every

step with mysteries that are altogether beyond our comprehension ; and
that these are often most closely connected with our most incumbent
duties and our most essential interests ; that it is, in every way, to be
expected that mystery of the most incomprehensible kind should at-

tach to such a subject as the constitution of the Godhead, and that

while the mystery that the Scriptures disclose is in fact far above
our comprehension, there is nothing in it contrary to our reason

; since

we have no right to say that that which in one respect is possessed of

Unity may not in another respect be possessed of Trinity. Yea, he
hints,—rather than argues,—that for aught we know, this very Trinity

may be essential to that absolute perfection, which all acknowledge to

be the attribute ofDeity ; and lastly, he shows, that so far is the doctrine

of a Trinity in Unity from being abhorrent to the human intellect, that

it seems to have been caught at by the most powerful and penetrating

intellects in every age. Of course he does not adduce the Egyptian,

the Platonic, or the Zoroastrian triad as a 'proof of the Christian

doctrine of the Trinity, but simply as an indication that the assertion is

untrue, which is so commonly hazarded by those to whom his argument
is specially addressed, that none but enslaved intellects can entertain

the doctrine for a moment. Upon the whole, it appears, to us, that Mr.
Storrow has succeeded remarkably well in a delicate and difficult task ;

and we only wish, that those for whose benefit he has undertaken it,

may “ read, mark, learn, and inwardly digest” what he has written.

Mr. Mullens’s book is, as is stated in the title-page, a prize essay—

•

having been the successful competitor for a prize offered by the Cal-

cutta Christian Tract and Book Society to the best essay that should

be produced on the subjects of which it treats. It is a work of great
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labour and research—research in a very dry and uninviting field ;

and although we do not anticipate that it will produce any very marked
immediate effect in drawing many of the disciples of the Vedant, or the

members of the Brahma Sabha to Christianity
;
yet we doubt not that

it will, from time to time, fall into the hands of studious and thought-

ful and earnest men, who will be convinced, by its arguments, to

reject the false, and won by its appeals, to embrace the True.
Mr. Mullens first of all states fully, and as clearly perhaps as a

very misty subject admits of being stated, what Yedantism, as taught

by Vyasa and his followers, really is. He then enquires to what
extent the Vedantic doctrine is to be found in the Vedas themselves,

or to what extent Vedantism is accordant with Vedism. As the doc-

trines of the Vedantists have been more than once explained in our

pages,* we shall not say more respecting this portion of the work
than that it appears to us to be well executed. Next follows an
account of what Mr. Mullens calls Brahmism, or the doctrine of

the Brahma Sabha established in Bengal by the late Ram Mohun Roy.
This, as the creed and worship of a considerable body of the people

amongst whom we live, is, to us, of far more moment than the Vedantic

system, which, although it undoubtedly modifies and influences, to an

immense extent, the modes of thinking, feeling and acting of the great

body of Hindus—probably of every Hindu in the land—yet is actu-

ally professed as a systematic creed, only by the Pandits of the old

school. We scarcely know how it has occurred ;
but so it is, that it

is generally believed that the system of Ram Mohun Roy and his

followers is fundamentally and essentially Vedantic ;
and if Mr. Mul-

lens’s labours should have no other fruit, we conceive that he has done
good service indepriving Brahmism of thatprestige, which has attached

to it in the estimation ofmany, from the supposition that it is a revival

of the ancient religion of the country. It is worthy of being generally

known, that it is avowedly for the purpose of securing the advantage

of that prestige, that they have incongruously engrafted upon an es-

sentially rationalistic system many of the doctrines of Vedantism.

That their system is truly rationalistic, and that their adoption of

some points of the Vedantic system is little more than a ruse in order

to gain access to the people of India generally, and the Pandits in

particular, are two points that are clearly evinced by an official let-

ter addressed by the Secretary of the Sabha to Mr. Mullens, from

which Ave borrow the following extract :—“ The doctrines of the Brah-
* mas, or spiritual Avorshippers ofGod, whom Ipresume you meanby mo-
‘ dernVedautists, are founded upon a broader and more unexceptionable
‘ basis than the scriptures of any single religious denomination on the
‘ earth. The volume of nature is open to all, and that volume con-
* tains a revelation, clearly teaching, in strong and legible characters,the

‘ great truths of religion and morality ; and giving as much knoAvledge
‘ of our state after death, as is necessary for the attainment of future

* See Calcutta Review, No. V. Art. 2 ;
and especially No. VII. Art. 2.
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‘ blessedness
;
yet adapted to the present state of our mental faculties.

‘ Now, as the Hindu religion contains notions of God and of human
‘ duty, which coincide with that revelation, we have availed ourselves
‘ of extracts from works which are the great depositaries of the national
‘ faith, and which have the advantage of national associations on
‘ their side, for disseminating the principles of pure religion among our
‘ countrymen.” Now, from this authoritative extract, it clearly ap-

pears, first, that the only revelation acknowledged is the works of

nature, and that consequently the foundation of the Brahmic creed is

identical with that of the Deistic ; secondly, that the Yedas and other

writings, deemed by the Hindus as inspired, are not adopted as a reve-

lation, but only extracts from them are diffused, as containing doctrines

in accordance with those deduced from the contemplation of the works
of nature; and thirdly, that the object of this diffusion is the very sus-

picious one of “ accommodation,” by means of which it is sought to gain

access for their system to the minds of those who are prejudiced

in favor of the Yedas as a revelation from God.
The second part of the work before us contains a refutation of the

Vedantic and Brahmic systems ; and without pledging ourselves to the

soundness of all the arguments employed,* we may safely say, that

we think Mr. Mullens has completely succeeded in demolishing these

systems.

The work concludes with a brief summary on the evidences of

Christianity, and a detailed contrast of the Christian system with
the Vedantic and the Brahmic. In this part our author is very
successful ;

and we know not whether the excellent Society under
whose auspices the work is published, would not do well to publish

this part separately. It is complete in itself, or could be made so

by some slight modifications, and the omission of allusions (if there

be any) to the preceding parts ; and it would be read by many who
will not have patience for the necessarily dry and uninviting details

of the other parts. Altogether, we cannot do otherwise than express

our conviction, that the work is a good one, and we cordially commend
it to our truth-loving native readers.

* We think, for example, that the argument from analogy against the transmigra-
tion of souls is quite inconclusive. The advocates 'of that doctrine plead that the
sufferings of infants, and of men righteous in this life, indicate that the sufferers

must have been guilty of sins in a former life. Now, Mr. Mullens shows that we have
many instances of sufferings brought upon men, not by, or in consequence of, their

own sins at all, but in consequence of the sins and faults of others. But the trans-

migrationist might reply, that this argument is all on his side
;
that these sufferings

are but an additional proof, that these sufferers must have sinned before they came
under our cognizance, and that it is for their own sins, committed during a former
life, that they are punished, although the sins of others may be made the occasion
and the instrument of bringing the punishment home to them. We are not sure also

that our author does not inadvertently do injustice to his opponents in the following
sentence :—“ Respecting love to God it is said, ‘ If a man worships the Supreme as
one beloved, his beloved ones shall never die’—a sentiment which is utterly untrue in

fact
;
since many excellent people lose their parents, children, brothers and sisters by

death.”—True
; but if God be the one beloved, or the only beloved of a man, his be-

loved one cannot die, since his one beloved is eternal and unchangeable We point
out with all frankness these little slips, which have occurred to us in the course of
our perusal of the work, satisfied that though they were far more numerous than they
arc, the author could quite well afford to retract them, and leave his argument still

triumphant.

c
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The Odes of Petrarch ; translated into English verse
,
by Cap-

tain P. 0. Macgregor. London. Smith, Elder and Co. 1851.

We have read with great admiration the spirited and accurate

translations of Captain Macgregor—and with no little surprize. It

would be difficult, perhaps, to fix upon a poet, whose writings are less

capable of being transfused into another language without suffering

loss
;
and of all the writings of Petrarch, his Canzoni, although in-

comparably the most beautiful, present the greatest difficulties. They
abound with allegories and playing upon words, where the sense is

sometimes so obscure, that the best commentators fail to trace it.

They are written in a varying, graceful, but highly artificial rhyme,
for which the Italian language affords unusual facilities

; or, when
unrhymed, the versification is modelled with still greater complicity ;

and their very excellence, the charm and flow of the words, the pure
and sparkling style, and the happy and felicitous epithets, that fix

themselves in the memory like household words, seem to render any
thing like a faithful literal translation, (preserving the measure and
rhyme,) into any other language, all but impossible. The translations

of the Iliad and -ZEneid by Pope and Dryden, notwithstanding

their great and acknowledged merits, are not faithful translations ;

and if Coleridge and Shelley have been more successful with Wal-
lenstein and Faust, it must be remembered that they had to

deal with blank verse chiefly ; and that Coleridge shrunk from

the task of even attempting the first part of Schiller’s great

drama. We cannot affirm that Captain Macgregor will take rank,

as a translator, with Shelley and Coleridge ; but his task was
greatly more arduous ;

and, though we meet not unfrequently with

a stiff line, or a harsh and inverted idiom, his version will enable

the mere English reader to form nearly as just an estimate of

Petrarch’s genius, with its characteristic beauties and defects, as if

he could read the Canzoni in their own mellifluous Italian tongue.

To turn an Italian into an English sonnet, thought for thought,

and line for line, is no easy task, as any one, who has tried it, will

bear witness ;
but to sustain a flight, through every variety of rhyme,

and all the caprices of a mind like Petrarch’s, for upwards of two

hundred pages, requires a steadiness of purpose and a strength of

wing vouchsafed to few in these degenerate days.

It is no paraphrase, or diluted imitation, that Captain Macgregor

has produced ; but a conscientious, finished and scholar-like transla-

tion, which would do no discredit to the most accomplished name in

living literature. The amount of his labour must have been prodi-

gious ;
and, we believe, the commencement at least goes back for

more than twenty years. As a specimen of the fidelity of the trans-

lation, we select at random the opening sonnet, subjoining the

original :

—

PROEM.

Ye, in my devious rhymes, who hear the sound

Of those oft sighs, wherewith, in hot youth’s first

And fondest error, I my weak heart nurst,

When I unlike what now I am was found ;
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My song, where plaints and reveries abound,

As with vain grief, with hopes as vain now curst,

Shall, if one heart there is in true love vers’d,

Be with your pity, if not pardon, crown’d :

For now full well I see how I became
A fable to the world, and late and long

Myself have lower’d in mine own esteem !

Thus of my vanity the fruit is shame,

Repentance, and a knowledge clear and strong

That mortal joy is all a passing dream !

FROEMIO.

Voi, ch’ascoltate in rime sparse il suono
Di quei sospiri, ond’ io nodriva il core

In sul mio primo giovenile errore,

Quand’era in parte altr’uom da quel, ch’i’sono ;

Del vario stile, in ch’ io piango, e ragiono

Fra le vane speranze, e I van dolore ;

Ove sa chi per prova intenda Amore,
Spero trovar pieta, non che perdono.

Ma ben veggi’ or, si come al popol tutto

Favola fui gran tempo ;
onde sovente

Di me medesmo meco mi vergogno :

E del mio vaneggiar vergogna e’l frutto,

E’l pentirsi, e’l conoscer chiaramente,

Che quanto piace al mondo e breve sogno.

Here it is evident that the English sonnet is at least as good as the

Italian ; that it is a literal and accurate translation ; and, with the

exception, perhaps, of the seventh line, that it is as smooth and life-

like, as if it had never been cast in any other mould.

The history of the Fourteenth century has yet to be written. It

was fertile in great men and in great events. Then, and not in the

sixteenth century, were laid broad and deep the foundations of tole-

ration, reform, and civil and religious liberty. The revolutionary

spirit pervaded Europe, as widely as in our days, but with far other

lustre and event. In these stirring times, every year had its battle, and
every nation its hero ; and events, second to none in historical impor-

tance, excited and astonished the minds of men. Scotland had her

Wallace and Bruce : Switzerland, her William Tell ; Borne, her Bi-
enzi

;
Ghent, her D’Arteveldt ; and France, ever purposeless and

unstable, her Du Guesclin and her Jacquerie ; while far above them
all in lasting influence on the world, rises the great English name of

Wickliffe. The age of Tamerlane and Bajazet, of Louis of Hungary
and the Black Prince ; the age of Peter the Cruel, and Joanna of Na-
ples, and Isabel of Bavaria

;
the age that can boast of Dante and

Petrarch, and Boccacio, and Chaucer, and Froissart, and Gerson,

and Du Clemangis, and Thomas a Kempis—forms an era in his-

tory, and will yet, we trust, be embalmed in the pages of some
future Tacitus or Macaulay.

Among the great men of that remarkable era, Petrarch

held a commanding place : and, it is doubtful, whether any of

them, or any man in all time, enjoyed, during his lifetime, so
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much and such long continued celebrity, and national and po-
pular applause. The crowning in the Capitol was but the confirma-
tion of the unanimous verdict of his countrymen ; and, though mix-
ing largely in the troubled politics of the day, and the personal friend

of men notorious for faithlessness and crimes, his own reputation

remained unsullied
; and all the factions and all the ruffians of Italy

looked up to him with pride, and gloried in his fame. Without under-
valuing his political talents, or the skill with which he sometimes
employed them, there can be no doubt that his popularity rested

then, as it does now, upon his writings. These consist of a collec-

tion of letters, modelled after Cicero’s, not without a certain interest,

but altogether unworthy of his fame
; of certain common-place and

unreadable moral and philosophical treatises ; of an obscure historical

work—a dull Latin Poem on the second Carthaginian war—and of
the Sonnets, Canzoni, and Trionfi.

He owed his laurels immediately to the prospective merits of his

poem on Africa, while it was scarcely commenced ; but the Canzoni
had already filled Europe with his fame, and surrounded the name of

Laura de Sade with a halo of sweetness and purity and lustre, which
no other woman has won, when wedded to immortal verse. He has

conquered the worse than doubtful difficulties of his position. He
has shown that love, like his, need not be a guilty passion. Sensual-

ity will find no congenial food in his lofty and passionate singing.

His poems are one great successful effort to eradicate the base and
sinful from a strong human passion ; and to raise it up on earth to

the height of its heavenly spiritualism. But he never pretends to be
insensible to sensual beauty, or to dissever the beauteous spirit from
its beautiful habitation. He rejoices to think that that fair form
will rise again a glorious and spiritual body ; and that sense and
soul and intellect shall have in heaven, not only a sinless, but their

highest and most perfect, delight.

Such undying strains have never been addressed to woman, before or

since ; and, though there are many parts (and some the most admired)

which, like the relish of olives, require a peculiar education to be

appreciated, enough remains of fresh and exquisite description, of

delicate and graceful beauty, of grand and solemn thought, to vindi-

cate for Francisco Petrarca a place among the foremost in the second

rank of true poets, although he does not attain to the first.

We select as a favourable specimen of Petrarch’s genius and fancy

in its most genial mood, and of the skill and masterly hand of his

translator also, the beautiful ode

—

“ Chiare, fresche e dole: acque.”

Ye waters, sweet, cool, clear.

Where she, sole Lady mine,

Her beauteous limbs so often would recline :

Green boughs, which gladly made
(Sad memories, yet dear)
At once for her fair form support and shade :

Mosses and flow’rs which lov’d to rest

’Neath the light flowing vest,

Which her angelic bosom bound :
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Serene and sacred air.

Where Love from her bright eyes first dealt my wound,
Attend, and hear me now, and bear

Calmly, the last sad words of my despair.

If such my fate at last,

If Heav’n the doom have past,

That Love ere long shall close these weeping eyes

—

My latest hour the thought would cheer,

That my poor dust might slumber here,

When to its native home my free soul flies :

Death will less cruel be
If to the dark and doubtful grave
I bear this hope with me :

My weary spirit would not crave

A softer bed for its eternal rest,

Nor could my frame, with toil opprest,

To shades more calm or spot more lovely flee.

A time may come perchance.

When to her old retreat,

Shall turn my tyrant, beautiful and sweet ;

And, where her lustrous glance

Beheld me on that happy day,

Yet shall her kind eyes bend their asking ray.

And, when, amid the stones,

She sees where moulder my poor bones,

Love may some softness wake :

Then will she mourn my fate, with sighs

So sweet and pure, they shall my pardon make,
And force my passage to the skies,

As with her veil she checks her gushing eyes.

From the full boughs on high,

Still dear to memory,
Oft on her lap the blossoms fell in show’rs,

As she the while reclin’d,

Meek in her glory, to her beauty blind,

Half-cover’d with a wanton cloud of flow’rs ;

Some lodg’d on her rich vest,

Or fell on her fair curls.

Which, fitly then, seemed drest

With finest gold and pearls
;

Some on the earth, some on the waters fell.

Or in fond fairy whirls

Seem’d to exclaim, “ Here mighty Love does dwell.’’

How often have I said,

Fill’d with a holy dread,

Surely from Paradise this being sprung 1

Her port of majesty and grace,

Kind speech, sweet smiles, and lovely face,

Over me such forgetfulness have flung.

And made to truth my mind,.

Unconsciously, so blind,

That ever I sigh forth

“ How, and when came I here—

”

Thinking myself in heav’n and not on earth :

Each spot seems comfortless and drear

To me, save this where first my love had birth.

As thine the wish, my Song, if thine the art

To please like her who prompts thy lays,

Boldly might’st thou depart

And challenge of admiring worlds the praise !
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We are unable to appreciate the excellence of the “ Three Sisters”

or “ Three Graces” (as three of the Canzoni have been named by
commentators), notwithstanding their high fame ; and we confess that

much, even in the Canzoni, is caviare to our unprepared and Transal-
pine mind. But we are not now criticizing Petrarch

; and we hasten

to present to our readers the interview between the laidy and
death from the Trionfi, which has something of the march and gran-

deur of Milton, and may have been in his eye in after years :

—

Returning from her noble victory there,

That beauteous Lady and her comrades fair,

Gently advancing in a bright group came :

Few were they, for on earth few seek true fame.

Yet, each and all, fit themes they seem’d to give,

In poet’s lay or history’s page to live.

Their conquering ensign to the view reveal’d

A spotless ermine on a verdant field,

Its soft neck bound with gems and finest gold.

Scarce human seem’d to hear and to behold

Their speech so holy and their angel gait :

Blessed is he whose birth secures such fate !

Bright stars they seem’d— she, in the midst, a sun
Adorning all, yet taking light from none.

With violets and roses garlanded,

In modest dignity of well-won fame
That joyful company right onward came

;

When lo ! obscure and dismal, overhead
A banner rose, and, clad in sable vest,

A terrible spectre, on whose grisly brow
A stern insatiate fury was imprest,

Stood forth, and hoarsely spake :
“ Lady ! who now

“ Walkest in pride of youth, in beauty rife,

“ Ignorant of the bounds which limit life,

“ I am that pow’r, who cruel and unkind
“ Am call’d by mortals—a weak race and blind,

“ Whose brief day vanishes ere night be come :

“ Mine was the voice, beneath whose with’ring doom
“ Greece and proud Ilium fell, and mine the blade
“ Which low in dust the Roman glory laid :

All climes and every age my sway confess ;

“ Arriving ever when expected less,

“ My frowns a thousand sanguine schemes destroy ;

“ And now to you, when life has most of joy,
“ My course I bend, ere, changing as she will,

“ Fortune some bitter in your sweet distil.”

Calmly that peerless Lady thus replied :

“ Well know I these your utmost hate have tried
;

“ O’er them you have no pow’r, little o’er me ;

“ Yours is my body,*but my soul is free.

“ Nor grieve I for myself—but that the blow,
“ To me tho’ welcome, lays another low.”

As one who, bent in curious wonder o’er

Some form late-found and never seen before,

Long doubtful stands, yet seems his doubt to blame,

So stood the fiend ;
addressing then the Dame,

Slow he resum’d, with countenance more bland

And gentler tone, “ I recollect them well
“ And when beneath my poison-tooth they fell :

“ But you the leader of this lovely band,
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“ Who ne’er hast felt my blighting bitter sting,

“ I could compel, yet as a friend I bring
“ To you my counsel

;
better will it be

“ Old age and all its many ills to flee.

“ An honour, which I am not wont to pay,
“ For you I destine, that, from life, your soul
“ Fearless and without pain shall pass away.”

—

“ As pleases Him, whose pleasure rules the whole,
“ Whom earth, sea, sky their Lord and Maker own :

“ To me, as unto all, His holy will be done.”

Not less deep and fervent was the poet’s love for his native land ;

and when did such love find nobler expression than in the following

glorious ode ?

—

Mine Italy ! tho’ words all idle be
The mortal wounds to close,

Which on thy lovely form so oft I see.

At least it soothes me that my sighs are those

From Arno, Tiber, Po,

Where mournful now I dwell, alike which flow.

Great God ! I thee implore,

By the fond love, which led thee erst below,

To visit this thy favour’d land once more :

* * * * * *

Ye, to whose guiding hands the reins by Heaven
Of these fair lands are given,

Can all our wrongs no pity from you gain ?

These crowds of armed strangers whence, and why ?

Is it that each green plain

Their savage gore, and not our own, may dye ?

With a vain error blind,

Dimly you see, yet deem that you see well,

Who love, or faith, expect in venal mind ;

Tho’ such in myriads swell

Around, we are but girt with hostile brands.

Hark ! the fierce deluge pours
From distant desert strands

To inundate our lov’d and lovely shores ;

Who shall our cause defend,

When thus from our own hands the deadliest blows descend ?

Well did kind Nature for our land provide,

When she the barrier gave
Of the tall Alps from German hate to save ;

But, blind, and working her own ruin still,

Her arts Ambition plied,

Till the sound body felt the eating ill.

And now, in the same fold,

Wild wolves and harmless herds so mingled throng,

That still the weaker groan beneath the strong
;

And they, ah ! be it told .

With shame, of those wild lawless tribes the seed,

Whom, as our annals write,

Marius so quell’d in fight

(Still lives the memory of the glorious deed )y)

That, bending to the flood.

His tir’d and thirsty bands not water drank but blood.*

* So Plutarch in his life of Marius : also Lucius Florus, “ Itaque tanto ardore
pugnatum est, eaque cades hostium fuit, ut victor Romanus de cruento fiumine non plus
aqua biberet quam sanguinis barbarorum.”
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I name not Ciesar over ruin’d plains,
Whose good sword from their veins
In crimson signs his savage conquests trac’d :

But now, nor know I by what evil stars,

Heav’n marks us with its hate
;

Thanks be to you in whom the pow’r was plac’d,
Whose causeless ceaseless jars

Have the first fairest land on earth defac’d !

What crime, what judgment leads yon, or what fate
To trample on distress ?

Why all your hate upon the wretched wreak,
The fallen why oppress, f
And the false stranger seek
Who sheds his blood and sells his soul for gold ?

In truth’s great cause I speak,

Neither by angry hate, nor secret scorn controll’d !

* * *
I,

Ah ! is not this mine own old land where first

I trode ? and this the nest

My careless boyhood which so gentle nurst ?

My kind good mother, country of my trust,

In whose beloved breast

All peaceful sleep my parents’ mould’ring dust ?

Let, let this thought subdue !

To pity stirr’d, the fallen nation view
Too long in tears, by tyranny opprest,
Who, after God, in you
Alone can hope : and if one sign speak grief,

E’en now if mercy warms,
Valour shall take up arms
Against brute force : and be the combat brief ;

The bravery of our sires

Each true Italian heart still warms with its old fires !

Mark, mighty Lords, how swift of Time the race !

How as life flies away,
Death presses on its rear with giant pace !

Now are you here, think, think on the last day :

The doubtful pass to free

Who hopes, of soul must pure and single be ;

To gain the narrow gate

Who seeks, must leave behind him scorn and hate,

Blasts ever adverse to a life serene ;

Whose time till now has been
To others’ harm, let him with mind, hand, heart,

In some more worthy cause
Espouse the honest part,

And in this nobler study win applause.

Thus peace is gain’d and joy,

And the path open lies which leads to bliss on high.

We make no apology for this long extract. It is noble poetry
; and

Captain Macgregor has done it no injustice in adding it to the trea-

sures of English literature.

We fear that the subject is too far apart from modern sympathies ;

and the book, therefore, unlikely to be popular or much read. But we
commend it again most heartily to our readers, as the work of an
accomplished and elegant mind, and as an honour to our Anglo-
Indian literature.

SANDERS, CONES AND 00., TIPS., NO. 14, E01X BAEAU,
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CALCUTTA REVIEW.

Aut. I .—A Lady's Voyage round the World. A Selected Trans-
lationfrom the German of Ida Pfeiffer . By Mrs. Percy Sin-

nett. London
,
1851.

It were to do as much injustice to our readers as to Mrs. Pfeiffer

to suppose that they are unacquainted with her name, or with
the fact that she is a very remarkable woman, who, leaving the

beaten tracks of fair tourists, and abandoning the courses pricked

out on satin-paper charts by delicate yacht voyagers, adventured
boldly forth on the stern realities of foreign travel, and unescort-

ed, save by those whom casual meetings and their natural good
nature or gallantry enlisted as her escort from time to time, and
unprotected, save by herown matronly propriety and good sense,

(aided by a pair of double-barrelled pistols), traversed as large

a portion of our globe as it has ever fallen to the lot of a single

person, with very few exceptions, to peregrinate. It is with
no little respect that, in these days of Berlin wool and the accom-
plishments,

,

we are disposed to regard such a lady ; and with no
little indulgence should we be disposed to pass over any slight

inaccuracies that her book might contain. Truly gratifying

would it be to our instincts of gallantry, were we able to hold up
the record of her adventures as a model to be studied by all

future travellers, and to say to them, “ In proportion as you
‘ approach to the accuracy of her observations, and to the vivid-
* ness of her descriptions, you will gain the commendation of
‘ those whose commendation is desirable, and the no less desira-
‘ ble censure of those whose tastes are depraved.” Stern truth

will not allow us thus to gratify these instincts. But still the
little volumes before us contain much that is interesting, and
not a little from which students, albeit not gifted with the
alchemical lore necessary to perform the problem of extract-

ing sunbeams from cucumbers, may derive instruction.

With Mrs. Pfeiffer’s history we are not acquainted, further

than as it is developed in the volumes before us. It appears that

she was born in the last century ;—that in her childhood she
had a great love of seeing all that was visible ;—that in her youth
she made the ordinary tours in company with her parents ;—that

she was married, and lived a domestic life ; that after she was,

it H
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by the removal of her sons to public schools, relieved from the
charge of watching over them, the desire of seeing the world
came back upon her with increased strength ;—that she visited

Palestine and other countries,—and at last adventured upon this

great periplus, which forms the subject of the volumes now
before us.

A journey round the world may mean almost any thing,

inasmuch as upon a globe any circle, larger or smaller, may be
traced ; and every such circle may strictly be said to be traced

round the globe. The circle round which a mill-horse paces his

weary round is a circle tracedupon the sphere—

“

a girdle placed

round the earth,” no less than the equator, or a meridian, or

any great circle of the sphere. In one sense therefore every
person who departs from his home for a constitutional walk,

and returns by a different road from that by which he set forth,

may be truly said to go round the world. But it is not in this

sense that Mrs. Pfeiffer performed her journey round the world,

as will appear when we indicate her route. She sailed from
Hamburgh to Rio Janeiro—rounded Cape Horn and arrived

at Valparaiso. Sailed thence to Tahiti—thence to China,

Singapore, Ceylon, Calcutta. Made an overland journey to

Delhi, and from Delhi to Bombay ; from Bombay by sea to

Muscat, from Muscat to Bagdad ; visited the ruins of Baby-
lon, Mossul and Nineveh

;
passed over into Persia

;
passed

through Armenia and Georgia to Odessa—thence to Constan-

tinople—thence to Greece—and back to Fatherland. Thus it

appears that it was in no jocular sense, but in sound downright

earnest that this voyage round the world was accomplished.

The journey occupied exactly sixteen months, viz., from the

29th June, 1846, to the 29th October, 1847 ; during which time

our wanderer truly

Mores hominum multorum vidit et urbes ;

—

was in various circumstances that might have tried masculine

nerves, and retained throughout a calm subdued enthusiasm,

sustained apparently by no very earnest desire after any of the

pursuits that generally urge on men to travel, but simply by the

desire to see with her own eyes, and to be able to say with her

own tongue, and write with her own pen, “ I have seen.”

We intend to confine our notice of this book to that part of

it which relates to India
; but we cannot deny ourselves the

gratification of extracting the record of Mrs. Pfeiffer’s prowess

in very trying circumstances that befel her in Brazil. We have

already stated that our authoress began her sojourn in this world

during the currency of the last century, and that she began this
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voyage round it on the 29th of June, 1846; she was therefore

as old as the century at the least, and how much more we have

no means of ascertaining. Having two months to spend in

Brazil, she resolved to pay a visit to a colony of her country-

men, established at a place called Petropolis, within a short

distance of Rio de Janeiro. A Count Berchtold, who had been

her shipmate from Hamburgh, agreed to accompany her. In

seven hours from Rio they reached Porto d’ Estrella : and now
we must let her tell her own story :

—

From Porto d’Estrella to Petropolis we had still seven leagues. The
distance is usually done on mules, for which you pay four milreis a piece

;

hut since we had been told in Rio de Janeiro that there was a most beauti-

ful walk to it through the woods, quite frequented and safe, as it formed the

principal communication with Minas Geraes, we resolved to travel it on
foot, and for this we had also another inducement, as the Count wanted to

hotanise, and I to collect insects. The two first leagues led through a

broad valley, for the most part covered with thick underwood and young
trees, and surrounded by lofty mountains. The path was beautifully adorn-

ed on either side by wild pine-apples, not yet quite ripe, but of a glowing

rose colour ; bat unluckily they are not quite so good as they look, and are

therefore very seldom plucked. I was delighted too with the humming
birds, of which I saw several of the smallest species. Nothing can be ima-

gined more delicate and graceful than these little creatures. They get

their food out of the cups of flowers, hovering about them like butterflies,

for which, indeed, they may be easily mistaken. The trees rather disap-

pointed me, for I had expected to find those of a primeval forest with thick

and lofty trunks, but this was not at all the case. Probably the vegetation

is too strong, and the large trunks are choked and rotted beneath the mass
of smaller trees, shrubs, climbing and parasite plants. The two latter are

so numerous and exuberant that they often completely cover the trees, hid-

ing not only the trunks but the very leaves. We had made a rich harvest

of flowers, plants, and insects, and were quietly pursuing our way, enchant-

ed by the rich woods and the glorious prospects that opened to us from time

to time over mountain and valley, sea and bay, even to the very capital it-

self ; and the frequent troops of negroes, as well as other pedestrians, which
we now met, freed us from any fear respecting the safety of the road, so

that we took little notice of a Negro who had been for some time following

us, when, all at once, as we reached a rather lonely spot, he sprang upon us.

He had in one hand a long knife, and in the other a lasso, and he signified,

by sufficiently expressive gestures, that it was his intention to murder us
and drag us into the wood.
We had no weapon with us, as it had not been thought necessary, and

had nothing to defend ourselves with but our umbrellas. In my pocket,

however, I had a penknife, which I managed to draw, firmly resolved to

sell my life as dearly as possible. We parried a few of his blows with the

umbrellas, but they were not strong enough, and besides, the Negro seized

hold of mine
; we struggled and it broke, leaving only a bit of the handle

in my hand, hut during the struggle he happened to let fall his knife, which
rolled away a few steps. I darted after it, but he was quicker, and got

hold of it again, striking me as he did so with both hand and foot, and
giving me two deep cuts in the fleshy part of the left arm. I now gave my-
self up for lost, and only despair gave me courage still to make use of my
knife; I made two stabs at the breast of my assailant, but only wounded
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him in the band
; but in the mean time the Count sprang towards him and

seized him from behind, so that I had time to get up again from the ground.
All this had happened in less than a minute, and the wounds he had receiv-

ed now made the Negro quite furious ; he gnashed his teeth, flew at us like

a wild beast, and wielded hi9 knife with terrible rapidity : but God sent us
help at this last moment ; for we heard the steps of horses on the road, and
the negro immediately left us and escaped into the wood ; and directly after-

wards two horsemen made their appearance round the turning. We has-

tened towards them, and our cut umbrellas, as well as our bleeding wounds,
explained our situation : they enquired after the direction the fugitive had
taken, sprang again on their horses, and endeavoured to overtake him ; but
their exertions would probably have been in vain, had not two Negroes
come by and offered their assistance. He was soon brought back, tied fast,

and when he refused to walk, he received such a shower of blows, especially

over the head, that I feared the poor creature’s skull would have been frac-

tured. He uttered no sound, however, but remained lying on the ground,
and the two Negroes had to carry him along—biting like an enraged beast

—to the next house. The Count and I got our wounds bound up, and then
continued our ramble, not without fear, however, especially when we met
any Negroes, but unmolested and in constant admiration of the lovely

landscape.
sk * * :k * :k *

At Petropolis, as well as afterwards on our return to Rio de Janeiro,

people wondered so much at the attack made upon us, that if we had not
bad our wounds to show, they would certainly not have believed us. It

was said, the fellow must have been drunk or mad, but we learned after-

wards that his master had shortly before inflicted punishment upon him
on account of some offence, and when he met us in the wood, he probably

thought it would be a good opportunity of revenging himself on the

whites.

We will not be so ungallant as the people of Petropolis and
Rio, but will constrain ourselves implicitly to believe that the

adventure occurred precisely as it is here related, although we
have not the wounds of Mrs. Pfeiffer and the Count for our
vouchers. We should like to adorn our armoury with that

pen-knife with which two lounges were made at the monster’s

breast.

Undeterred by this adventure, our authoress set off for an

excursion into the interior of the country, to visit a tribe of

Indians, and to spend a night in one of their villages. She
was accompanied at the outset by Count Berchtold ; but ere

the journey was well begun, he was laid up by the inflamma-

tion consequent on his wounds, and she undauntedly pursued

the journey alone, having received “ a sort of half-and-half

assurance” as to the probable safety of the road, and taken the

precaution to add “ a pair of good double-barrelled pistols”

to her equipment. It does not appear that she ever had occa-

sion to use these formidable weapons, although we have repeat-

ed intimations that she did not henceforth relinquish them and

trust to the pen-knife alone. But it were from our purpose to
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linger with our authoress in the Western Hemisphere. Our
readers must therefore consider that she has doubled Cape Horn,
seen what was to be seen in Chili, paid a flying visit to Tahiti

—

seen the lions of Macao, Hong-Kong and Canton, and expatiated

on the hills and valleys of Ceylon; and once more we beg to intro-

duce them to her on board one of the P. and O. Co.’s Steamers,

approaching the City of Palaces. As it is good for us occa-

sionally to “ see ourselves as others see us,” we shall hope to be
excused if we should dwell at disproportionate length on that

part of our author’s narrative which relates to Calcutta. Here
is the account of her first arrival :

—

About fifteen miles below Calcutta, a palace-like building made its appear-

ance, with a pleasant dwelling-house beside it ; this was a cotton factory ;

and from this point many most elegant mansions in the Greek-Italian style,

and richly ornamented with columns, terraces, &c., presented themselves on
both sides of the river ; but we flew too quickly past to catch more than a

glimpse of them. Many ships of the largest size sailed by,—steamers
dashed up and down, taking them in tow, and the strange and animating
bustle constantly increased, and made it easy for us to see that we were ap-

proaching the metropolis of Asia. We anchored ntGarderich [Garden- Reach,]
some miles below Calcutta, and our engineer took compassion on the difficul-

ty I found in making the natives understand where they were to take me, as

signs would not always answer the purpose, and took me ashore, engaged a

palanquin for me, and gave the bearers proper instructions.

We should not have thought of applying the epithet “ palace-

like” to Fort-Gloster Mills; but as we have seen very few
palaces, our idea of what is essential to such an edifice is

very contracted, and therefore probably very erroneous. The
mistake as to the name of Garden-Reach is very excusable
in a foreigner

;
but we wonder that it was not corrected by

the translator. In one of the Garden-Reach “ palaces,” the

residence of Mr. Heiliger, a German merchant, Mrs. Pfeiffer

stayed during her residence in Calcutta. She was of course
“ quartered with true Indian luxury—having a bed-chamber,
‘ a reception room, a bath-room, and a dressing-room placed at
‘ her disposal.” We have next the usual dissertation on
native servants, and the other details of Indian house-keep-
ing :

Every family inhabits a palace, and keeps from twenty-five to thirty

servants ;—two cooks, a dish-washer, two water-carriers, four to wait at table,

four room-cleaners, a lamp-lighter, half-a-dozen stable men (for there are at

least six horses, and every horse must have his own attendant), a pair of

coachmen, ditto of gardeners, a waiting maid for the lady, a nurse for

every child, and a maid to wait upon the nurses
; two tailors, two punkah

pullers, and a porter. I have visited families that kept as many as sixty or

seventy servants. Their wages run from four to eleven rupees a month,
hut they receive no food, and only a few sleep in the house ; board and
lodging are reckoned in the wages. Most of them are married, and go
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home daily to eat and sleep ; they also buy their own clothing, except tur-

bans and girdles, and provide for their own washing. The linen of the

family is put out to wash, notwithstanding the crowd of servants ; and a
common rate for this is three rupees for a hundred pieces ; but the quantity
of linen required is extraordinary, for every thing is worn white, and the

entire dress is usually changed twice a day.

Provisions are not dear, but horses, carriages, furniture, and clothes

excessively so ; the three last come from Europe, the horses frequently from
Australia or Java, though sometimes from Europe; and I have known
people keep twenty of them.

In my opinion, all this inordinate expenditure is, in a great measure, the
fault of the Europeans themselves. They see the rajahs, and great people
of the country with these swarms of idle attendants, and they will not
he outdone by them ; by degrees the custom becomes established, and
now, I believe, it would be difficult to break through it ;

I was told

that it could not be otherwise, as long as the Hindoos were divided into

castes. The Hindoo who cleans the rooms would, on no account, wait at

table; the child’s nurse would scorn to clean the basin that the little one
is washed in

;
yet, nevertheless, even allowing for this, the number of

attendants is needlessly great. Even in China and Singapore I was struck

by the same circumstance, but here the number is double or treble what
it is there.

We do not think that residents in Calcutta usually have their

washing “done” at so much for the hundred pieces; but as

this would be the way in which Mrs. Pfeiffer, on her arrival

from a sea-voyage, was accommodated, the mistake is a very
pardonable one. We should say, that of the thousands of

carriages in Calcutta, very few have been brought from Eu-
rope, also very little furniture

; we do not think that clothes

are excessively dear, and we never heard of any importation

of horses from Java. We presume Burmah is intended. As
to families in Calcutta keeping from sixty to seventy servants,

that is, properly domestic servants, not employed in any work
connected with their master’s profession, we should suspect

that it is a mistake. The following short extract will surprise

our Calcutta readers, and show them how little they know of

the city in which they dwell :

—

The notorious “ Black Hole,” in which, in the year 1756, the Rajah

Suraja Dowla, when he took Calcutta, shut up and suffocated 150 of the

most distinguished prisoners, is now turned into a warehouse ;
but before

the entrance stands an obelisk about fifty feet high, on which the names of

the unfortunate men are inscribed.

We are really sorry for the occurrence of this passage ; as

it tends, whether we will or not, to shake our confidence in

our author’s veracity. Little inaccuracies, of which there are

multitudes in the book, are very excusable, and frequently very

amusing ;
but this is a statement intended to make us believe

that the author saw what she certainly did not see. We
cannot even believe that it is the result of the “ tricks upon
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travellers” which some people love to display their ingenuity

in perpetrating ;
for there is not a single building in Calcutta

with an obelisk fifty feet high before it, which any mischievous

youth acting as her cicerone might have told her was the Black

Hole. The only explanation that we can give of the matter,

and it is one on which we fall back very unwillingly, is that Mrs.

Pfeiffer, all the time she was in India, forgot all about the

Black Hole ;
but that when she was preparing the work for

the press, it struck her that this was one of the things that

she ought to have seen, and that she had recourse to some
book for information as to its present state, but unfortunately

referred to some one of an earlier date than 1820. At all

events no trace of the Black Hole, or of the monumental
obelisk, has existed since that date.

Our author went to visit a native gentleman, “ whose pro-
‘ perty, with that of his brother, is estimated at £150,000
‘ sterling.” Unless we mistake the person alluded to here, she

might have stated his property at a very much higher “ figure”

than this. Indeed, if native rumour is at all to be depended
upon as to the havings of the two brothers whom we suppose

alluded to, one of whom is now dead, she would have been
much nearer the mark if she had added an additional cypher :

—
The great man sent for his two sons, handsome boys of four and seven

years of age, to present to me, and I inquired after his wife and daughters,

though aware that I was a little out of order in so doing. Our poor sex

stands so low in the opinion of a Hindu, that even a question about them
is half an insult ; he forgave me for it however, as I was a European, and
ordered his girls also to be summoned : the youngest was a lovely baby of

six months old, tolerably white and with splendid eyes
;
the eldest a rather

common looking little girl of nine, whom her father presented to me as a
bride, and invited me to the wedding, which was to take place in six weeks

;

I was so surprised, that I said J supposed of course he meant not wedding
but betrothal, but he assured me that the child was to be really married and
given over to her husband.

When I asked whether she liked the bridegroom, I was told that they
were to see each other for the first time on the wedding day ; and he assur-

ed me further, that among his people a father must make all possible haste

to provide husbands for his girls, as an unmarried daughter would be the
disgrace of the father, who would he regarded as wanting in natural affec-

tion. When he has found a son-in law whom be approves, he describes

to his wife his qualities, person, property, and so forth, and with his descrip-

tion she must be content, for neither as bridegroom nor husband does she
ever see the man to whom her daughter is given. He is never considered
as belonging to the family of the bride—but the young wife goes over en-

tirely into the family of her husband.

Bad as the condition of Hindu females is, this picture seems
to us considerably over-coloured. There is no reason whatever
why a Hindu lady should not see her son-in-law either before
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or after marriage, if she has any desire to do so ;
and in point

of fact all ladies do occasionally see their sons-in-law if they

live within reach.

Before I left the house, I went to see an apartment in the lower story, in

which, once a year, a domestic religious service is performed, called the

Natsch. This festival—the greatest of the Hindus— falls at the beginning

of October, and lasts fourteen days, and during that time both rich and
poor carefully refrain from every kind of work. The merchant closes his

shops and warehouses, the servant procures himself a deputy to do his work,

and master and man pass their time, if not in prayiug and fasting, at least

in doing nothing else. The Babu related to me that during the festival

his saloon was richly ornamented, and the ten-armed goddess Durga set up
in the middle of it. She is made of clay or wood, painted in the gaudiest

colours, and decorated with flowers, ribbons, gold and silver spangles, and
often real jewels. The saloon, the court-yard, and the outside of the house
glitter with hundreds of lamps and lights intermixed with vases and gar-

lands of flowers. Many animals are sacrificed, though they are killed not

in the sight of the goddess, but in some remote corner of the house. Priests

come to wait upon the divinity, and dancing-girls display their art to the

sound of loud music : there are among these women, I was told, Indian
Elslers and Taglionis who, like them, obtain large sums for their perform-

ances ; at the time I was there, there was a Persian dancer, who never
came for an evening under 500 rupees.

During the Natsch, crowds of visitors, amongst whom are many Euro-
peans, go from temple to temple, and the more distinguished guests are

entertained with sweetmeats and fruit.

The supposition, that the term natch, which has almost

been naturalized as an English word, is synonymous with the

Durga Puja, is one of those amusing little mistakes to which
we previously alluded. We are happy to say that not many
Europeans of respectability now attend the natches given on
occasion of this puja. Would that there were none, who so far

forget what is due to themselves, their country, and that reli-

gion to Avhich they owe so much ! Our authoress seems to

have been rather industrious in her enquiries into the idolatry

of the Hindus :

—

Festivals in houourof the four-armed goddess Rally take place several

times a year, and there were two while I was in Calcutta. Before every
hut I saw a crowd of little idols, formed of clay, and gaily painted, but repre-

senting the most horrible figures. The goddess Rally is of the size of life,

and stretches her tongue as far as possible out of widely opened jaws ; but
she is adorned with garlands of flowers. Her temple is a wretched build-

ing, or rather a dark hole, with a few turrets at the top of it : the statues in

it are distinguished by most enormous heads and long tongues ; their faces

are painted red, yellow, and sky-blue.

This I saw through the door ; for as I belonged to the feminine gender,
I was not deemed worthy to enter so great a sanctuary as the temple of

Rally, but I was quite resigned to the prohibition.

The latter paragraph is very rich, as a specimen of theoriz-

ing upon false data, and is worthy of being placed side by side
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with the question wherewithal Charles the Second is said to

have puzzled the philosophers of his day:—"What is the

reason why a living fish put into a vessel of water does
not increase its weight, while the same fish, if dead, would
make it weigh more by the whole amount of its own weight ?”

—

“

What is the reason why a European woman is not
allowed to enter a Hindu temple, while a European man
may enter freely ?” This specimen of griffinish theorising re-

calls to us an amusing anecdote, which was related to us only

a few days ago by the lady to whom it occurred. A gentle-

man newly imported was listening to a conversation between
her and a durzi, who becoming very earnest, repeatedly

assured her with folded hands that she was his father and mo-
ther. The gentleman asked what it was that he had so eagerly

said, and on being informed, replied that he supposed that must
be owing to the Hindu notions of transmigration ! ! Of course

the hoary-bearded son of our informant was a Mussulman ; but
that was a trifle.

After the visit to Kali’s temple, Mrs. Pfeiffer went to the

Nimtola Ghat, the place in Calcutta where the Hindus burn
their dead. We presume she is the first European lady that

ever passed the limits of this enclosure, and we may safely

predict that her example will not be extensively followed :

—

In this place I saw^one dead and one dying man, and on six funeral piles

six corpses, which the high darting flames were rapidly consuming. Birds

of the storlc kind, larger than turkeys, small vultures, and raveus were

sitting round in great numbers on the neighbouring roofs and trees, and
eagerly waiting for the half-burnt bodies. * 1 hastened shuddering from the

spot, and could for a long time not banish its painful image from my
memory.

Such is the whole amount of Mrs. Pfeiffer’s gleanings during

a residence of five weeks in Calcutta. It is true there is not

much to be seen or remarked on in our city
; but surely she

might have found a few more matters of interest.

Mrs. Pfeiffer’s next movement was through the Sunderbunds,

and up the Ganges to Benares, on board the Steamer General

Macleod. Nothing strikes us particularly in her account of

this voyage, except her strange mistakes as to the names of

places, Katscherie for Kedgeree, Gulna for Coolneah, Bea-
leah for Rampore Beaulea, and Gur for Gour. On stopping at

Rajmahal, our authoress set out in search of the ruins of this once

famous capital. But she did not succeed, or at least all the

ruins that she found, “ certainly did not occupy a space of two
‘ English square miles.” From this she seems to conclude that
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the existence of Gour, as a city that occupied twenty square
miles, is very apocryphal. Our Indian readers will not be
surprised at her not finding the ruins of Gour at Rajmahal,
since their site is a good dozen of miles from that station

!

She made the discovery, that Monghyr “ is considered one of
‘ the unhealthiest places in all India, and whoever is ordered
‘ here for a few years, may generally take a final farewell of
‘ his friends.” This, we think, will be news for our medical
statisticians. Her description of Benares is very meagre, but
so far as we are able to judge, not inaccurate. The principal

event recorded is a visit to the titular raja, who treated her
with great kindness, got up an extempore natch for her gratifi-

cation, and mounting her on his own elephant, sent her off to
visit his garden.

From Benares, she proceeded to Allahabad in a “post-dock a
conveyance whose nature it is not easy to understand, the latter

word being Pfeifferian for dak ; and the former being English
for the same ! Here also her romanizing is amusingly at fault,

converting the native name of the city Pruydg into Brog.

From Allahabad, she went to Cannipoor, (Cawnpore) and
thence to Agra. The following is her account of the far-famed
Taj :

—

The last sight I went to see in Agra was the admired and world-renown-

ed Taj-Mahal, a monument erected by the Sultan Jehan to the memory of

his favourite lady, Narr-Mabal : hut the sultan’s own memory has been
more indebted to it: for every one who sees it naturally asks after the

name of the monarch whose word of power called such a structure into

being. The names of the architect and builder have unfortuuately been
lost: many have ascribed it to Italian masters; but when we see so many
magnificent works of Mahomedan artists, we should either deny them all,

or be willing to acknowledge this.

On an open terrace of red sandstone twelve feet high, standing in the

middle of a garden, is reared an octangular mosque of white marble,

with high arcades and minarets at the four corners. The principal cupola

rises to a height of 260 feet, and is surrounded by smaller ones. All round
the outside of the mosque are sentences from the Koran in letters of black

marble, inlaid. In the principal apartment stand two sarcophagi, in one

of which repose the remains of the sultan, and in the other those of bis

favourite, and they, as well as the lower half of the walls, are of the richest

mosaic, inlaid with semi-precious stones. One of the most beautiful things

about it is the trellis-work of marble by which the sarcophagi are surrounded,

and which is so delicately and exquisitely wrought that it looks like carved

ivory : it is also enriched at top and bottom with semi-precious stones, and
among them one was pointed out to me called the “ gold stone,” and which
has perfectly the fine colour of that metal : it is very costly, more so than

lapis-lazuli.

Two other mosques stand at a short distance from the Taj-Mahal, which

anywhere else would be much admired, but they are little noticed in the
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presence of a structure, of which a traveller says, not without reason, that
“ it seems too pure—too holy to be the work of human hands. Angels,”
he adds, “ must have brought it from Heaven and a glass case should he
thrown over it to preserve it even from every breath of air

;
yet this mau-

soleum has already stood 250 years, but it is as perfect as if it were just

finished. Many travellers have asserted that its effect is peculiarly en-
chanting by moonlight, and accordingly I paid it a visit when the moon was
shining gloriously, but I did not at all agree with them that the effect was
improved, and almost regretted to have weakened thus iny first impression.
Amidst ancient ruins or Gothic buildings, moonlight exercises a magic
power, but not so on a monument of polished white marble, for that only
falls into vague undefined masses like heaps of snow. 1 cannot but suspect
that the first traveller who visited it by moonlight, did so in company that

made everything charming, and that the subsequent ones have only repeat-

ed after him.

We quite agree with Mrs. Pfeiffer on this point in aesthetics.

The light that is suitable for “ fair Melrose ” cannot be the

light in which to see the Taj -Mahal aright.

Through Futteypore to Delhi was her next stage ; in her

ignorance, she sadly libels the fair children of the Hindu
community :

—

The prettiest girlish faces peep modestly out of these curtained bailis

;

and did not one know that in India an unveiled face is never an innocent

one, the fact certainly could not be divined from their looks or behaviour.

Unhappily there is no country in the world where there are more of this

class than in India ; and in a great measure on account of an absurd

and unnatural law : the girls of every family are betrothed when they are

only a few months old ; and should the bridegroom die even immediately

after, the child is considered as a widow, and cannot marry again. The
estate of widowhood is regarded as a great misfortuue, for it is supposed

that only those women are placed in it who have, in some preceding life,

deserved such a punishment. Most of the young women so situated become
dancing-girls.

We yield to none, in our estimate of the evils arising from

the practice of early marriages; but it is too much to suppose

that the children in Delhi sent out to take the air in an even-

ing are all prostitutes, and that most of the young widows
throughout India become dancing-girls ! Upon the whole,

however, we find more information, and fewer mis-statements

respecting Delhi, than generally occur in our traveller’s descrip-

tion of places and things ; which is probably due to her

having been the guest of Dr. Sprenger, who showed her great

kindness, knew what he had to describe, and could describe it

in her own language. That in Calcutta she had fallen amongst

wags willing to play on her griffinism, is evident from the

strain of many of her remarks
; and not least from the fact

that she was strongly impressed while here with a sense
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of the danger of proceeding beyond Delhi, on account of
the country being positively over-run with Thugs ! Al-
though this impression was dissipated at Delhi, she still

could not proceed to Simla, on account of the season ;
and

therefore took the nearer road to Bombay through Central
India. Her first main station, after leaving Delhi, was Kotah,
where she did not find the Resident, Captain Burdon, but was
kindly entertained by the Surgeon, Dr. Roland. Her next
stage was Indore, where she was hospitably received by the
Resident, Mr. Hamilton, who treated her with princely hospi-

tality, and made arrangements for forwarding her to Ajunta. On
her way to the fortress ofDowlutabad and the temples of Ellora,

she made a digression to take part in a tiger-hunt. We must
give the account in her own words :

—

When Captain Gill understood that I wished to visit the renowned for-

tress of Dowlutabad, he told me that no one was admitted to it without an
order from the commandant of Aurunjabad

;
but he added, that he would im-

mediately send a messenger thither for one, and he could at the same time
bring me a card of admission for Ellora. There and back the messenger
would have a distance of 140 miles to go, and all this courtesy was shown
by Englishmen to me, a German woman, without rank or distinction of

any kind.

At four o’clock in the morning the captain favoured me with his company
at the coffee-table, and half an hour afterwards I was sitting in my baili

pursuing my journey.

March 9.—Early in the morning I mounted my horse, to visit the rocky

temple of Ellora; but, as it often happens in life, I was reminded of the

proverbial saying, “ Man proposes and God disposes,” and instead of the

temple I saw a tiger-hunt.

I had scarcely turned my back on the town where I had passed the night,

when I saw advancing towards me from the bongolo several Europeans,

sitting upon elephants. We stopped on coming up with each other, and
began a conversation, from which it appeared that the gentlemen were out

on a tiger-hunt, as they had had information of some being in the neigh-

bourhood, and they invited me, if such sport did not terrify me too much,
to join them. J was very glad of the invitation, and soon found myself in

company with two of the gentlemen and one native, seated in a box about

two feet high, which was placed on the back of a very large elephant.

The native was to load the guns ; and they gave me a large knife to de-

fend myself with in case the tiger should spring up to the edge of the box.

Thus prepared, we set off for the hills, and after the lapse of some hours,

thought we had come, probably, pretty close to the tiger’s den, when sud-

denly one of our servants exclaimed, "Bade, bach,* that is Tiger!” Glaring

eyes were seen through the bushes, and at the same moment several shots

were fired. The animal was soon pierced by several bullets, and now dash-

ed at us full of fury. He made such tremendous springs that I thought he

must infallibly soon reach our box, and choose himself a victim out of our

party. This spectacle was terrible enough to me, and my fear was presently

increased by the sight of a second tiger. I behaved myself, however, so

* Pfeifferian for Bhag, Bhag.
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valiantly, that no one of the gentlemen suspected what a coward I was.

Shot followed shot. The elephants defended themselves very cleverly with

their trunks, and after a hot fight of half an hour’s duration, we remained
victors, and the dead animals were in triumph robbed of their beautiful

skins. The gentlemen were so courteous as to offer me one of them, but
I declined accepting it, as I could not have delayed my journey long

enough to have it dried and put into a proper state.

I got a good deal of praise for my courageous behaviour, and I was told

tiger-hunting was really extremely dangerous where the elephauts were not

very well trained. If they were afraid of the tigers, and ran away, one
would be very likely to be dashed off by the branches of the trees, or per-

haps left banging upon them, and then would infallibly become the prey

of the enraged animal. It was of course too late for my visit to the tem-

ples this day, so I had to put it off till the following morning.

In seven weeks from Delhi our traveller reached Bombay,
where she cultivated an acquaintance with the Parsi doctrines

and ritual, visited Elephanta and Salsette, and saw all that is to

be seen in the metropolis of the Western Presidency. She
then left India, in a small steamer bound for Bussora ;

and here
we must take our leave of her.

From all that we have said, and especially from the extracts

we have introduced, our readers will form their own judgment
as to the merits and demerits of this book. It is certainly a
curiosity in its way, and is pleasant to read; but for any
purpose of information or instruction its value is not great, on
account of the inaccuracies with which it abounds. In fact,

whatever gratification Mrs. Pfeiffer herself may have received

in the course of her voyages and travels, we do not think that

her narrative is particularly valuable. In the course of our
perusal we have frequently put the question Cui bono, and echo
in reply, has faintly whispered “ No. ”
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Art. II.— The Life of Taou-Kwang, late Emperor of China,
with Memoirs of the Court of Peking ; including a Sketch of
the principal events in the History of the Chinese Empire during
the last fifty years. By the late Rev. Charles Gutzlaff, author
of the “ History of China," “ China Opened," Sec. London,
1852 .

Although this volume was probably not put to press till

after the death of its author, and was not published till after
the tidings of his death had reached England, yet it does not
labor under the disadvantages usually incident to posthumous
publications

; since it was fully prepared for the press, and trans-
mitted for publication to England, by the author himself. We
cannot but regard it as matter of thankfulness, that he had
completed this work before his summons came

; for although
the account that it contains, both of the late emperor’s life, and
of the events of his reign, is but meagre, yet we believe we
may safely assert that Dr. Gutzlaff has not left any man behind
him who could give even so complete and so accurate an account
both of the one and the other. Accustomed as he was for

so many years to live on terms of familiar intercourse with
thousands of Chinese of all ranks and classes—acquainted with
the language and habits of thought of the people, to an extent
to which no European ever was before—he was able to bring
the discriminative powers of a shrewd and intelligent mind to

bear upon the sentiments of the Chinese, respecting the character

of their sovereign, and the important events that occurred in

the course of his reign : while the position that he occupied
during and since the war between Britain and China, and the

important part that he had to take, as principal interpreter, in

all the negotiations carried on between the representatives of the

two nations, gave him better opportunities than any other man
enjoyed, to trace the tortuous windings of Chinese policy and
diplomacy, as exhibited in that most important crisis of China’s

history. As it would have been deeply to be regretted that

Dr. Gutzlaff’s knowledge of these things should have died with

him, so it is a matter of corresponding satisfaction that he lived

long enough to prepare the work before us for publication.

We are at issue with Dr. Gutzlaff respecting the sentiment

contained in his opening paragraph :
—“ To be an emperor of

* China is perhaps the highest dignity to which a mortal can
‘ aspire. Leaving out all that superstition has added to the
‘ exalted rank the monarch holds, there remains still very much
* which would fill minds like those of Alexander and Napoleon,
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' even at the acmd of their glory, with envy. It is not neces-
* sary to talk about the great emperor as the prince of princes,

* the vice-gerent of heaven upon earth, the very representative
* of all living beings, to give a sublime idea of his position

;

‘ the simple fact of being sovereign over three hundred and
f sixty-five millions of human beings, is enough to raise the
* autocrat in worldly estimation.” When we say that we are

at issue with our author respecting this sentiment, we do not

mean it merely on the high ground, that there is a dignity to

which mortals may aspire—and which mortals may attain

—

above that of any earthly sovereignty whatsoever. We speak

merely of the comparative dignities of earthly thrones ; and
we know of at least one which we would far rather occupy

—

we trust there is no treason involved in thus permitting the

thought to glance through our mind—than that of China. We
will not allow Alexander and Napoleon to be the best judges

on such a question ; and without doubting that their sentiments

would have been akin to those that our author imputes to them,

we can say for ourselves, and for all right-thinking and sound-

judging men, that it were far better, and a far higher dignity,

to be the constitutional ruler of a free, happy, and loyal people,

than to be the nominal sovereign of a third part of the human
race. And that no emperor of China can be more than the

nominal sovereign of his vast dominions, the work before us

seems to us indisputably to evince. We deny not that the

character of the emperor will exert a considerable influence on
the condition of a portion of the people, nor that a man of

goodness and energy combined might do much good were he
placed on the throne of China—as indeed where in the wide
world will a good and energetic man not find or make the

means of doing much good ? Neither do we deny that such
an emperor might derive some degree of happiness and satisfac-

tion from the consciousness of diffusing blessings around him.

But for all that, we are very certain that the throne of China is

not the seat on which a wisely ambitious man would seek to sit.

We have all along known that the power of the emperor
is scarcely felt in the remote provinces of his dominions ; that

in fact the Mandarins, as a body, are the supreme rulers; that

while they are individually responsible, the supercession of

one only makes room for the appointment of another, so that

the authority of the body is still maintained
; and that the

emperor’s power extends no further than to the choice of those

who are to exercise a virtually irresponsible authority. But
while we have long known this in the general, we do not re-

member that the impression that so it is, and that so it must be.
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was ever so vividly produced on our mind, as it has been by
the perusal of this plain and straight-forward naiTative. The
author has no theory to maintain—no point of political doctrine
to establish

; he simply relates events as they occurred, and
represents the state of things as he saw it daily before his eyes.
But simple as is the relation, and plain as is the representation,
it clearly indicates that the mis-government of the country,
even under a good emperor, is greater even than we had ima-
gined, and that the emperor has almost nothing in his power,
either for the prevention of evil, or the accomplishment of good.
We leave out of view the tyranny of custom by which the

occupant of the imperial throne is swayed and shackled
; the

necessity of his acting according to empiric rules, and the ab-
solute impossibility of his exercising independent judgment on
any occasion. True, it may be said that any emperor may break
through these rules, and refuse to be for ever wrapped in the
swaddling clothes of tyrannous custom. True, he may do this,

but can he do this and continue emperor ? We suspect that
this is an impossibility

; and that the first symptom of an em-
peror’s independence of thought and judgment would be the
signal for a revolution. At present it seems to us that the em-
peror of China has but one thing to depend upon for the stabi-

lity of his throne—that is the mutual jealousy and hatred of

the nobles and Mandarins. Divide et impera is the maxim, on the

adherence to which his safety must depend
;
but let any emperor

attempt an innovation which it would be the interest of the

whole of this body to resist, and his downfal would be sure.

Meen-ning, who on ascending the throne took the name of Taou-
Kwang, was born in 1781 . His succession to the imperial dignity

resulted from a combination of unlooked-for occurrences. His
grand-father, Keenlung, in the exercise of that right which al-

lows the emperor to choose any one of his sons as his successor,

had designated several of his sons in succession
;
but those de-

signated had either died, or had forfeited the affection of their

father. His final choice fell upon Keaking, his fifteenth child,

the son of a concubine. Keaking was the father of Meen-ning,
who also was the son of a concubine, and who had attained the age
of maturity when Keenlung abdicated the throne. The reign

of Keaking was distinguished by nothing more than by licentious-

ness and mis-rule. His court was a scene of endless debauchery,

the people were fleeced unmercifully in order to furnish to the

monarch and his dissolute courtiers the means of riot and excess

;

and various attempts, in which some of his own sons were en-

gaged, were made upon the life of the emperor. On one of

these occasions, Meen-ning (Taou-Kwang) saved his father’s life,
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and was in consequence nominated his successor. Thus it was
contrary to all reasonable expectation, that Taou-Kwang became
emperor

;
his father having been chosen only after several of

his brothers, and he in like manner having been chosen by his

father in consequence of a single act of intrepidity.

It was fortunate for Taou-Kwang that his grandfather lived

so long, and that his tastes were formed in his court, and not

in that of his own father. In that court he had acquired a taste

for athletic and manly exercises, which preserved him from

the debauchery and effeminacy that disgraced the court of Kea-
king. The following brief account of his character is given

by our author :

—

Meenning could not fail to be occasionally present at the parties given

by his father, and to behold the abandoned characters of those who consti-

tuted his bosom friends ; and that he, in such a hot bed of vice, should have
breathed a pure atmosphere, and left this den of all that was vile, unsullied,

is matter of admiration, and speaks volumes in favor of his character. He
avoided, on the other hand, all interference, and never remonstrated, what-
ever might happen. Nor did he come forward, as the appointed heir of the

crown, to arrogate those honors which in that character would fall to his

share. Had be shown the least inclination to exhibit himself as the future

ruler of the vast empire, he would, with many of his best contemporaries,

have soon ceased to behold the light of the sun. It was his unassuming
character that pleased his father most; for he gave no rise to suspicion,

.

and betrayed no emotion amongst the most trying scenes, when his kindred
and acquaintances were hurried to execution ; and he lived without making
any party for himself. When he had his bow and arrows, his match lock

and horse, Meenning was satisfied, and cared very little for the affairs of

the State, which were beyond his reach. Being totally devoid of the talent

for plotting, none of the grandees ever made him a confidant of their

plans; and even slander could not accuse him of having meddled with
politics.

Such was Meen-ning, when the death of his father in 1820
raised him to the throne. If we had reason to believe that it

was purely the love of field-sports, and indifference to politics,

or disgust at his father’s licentious and tyrannical proceedings,

that induced him so stedfastly to stand aloof from public affairs,

we should sympathize, somewhat more cordially than we actually

feel ourselves able to do, with the eulogium just quoted from the

work before us. But we confess that we can see but little in

his character save selfish caution, nothing in his refraining from
taking part in the plots of the day, but a deeper plot to retain

the position in the emperor’s favor, which by a fortunate accident,

he had won. However, even in this view of the matter, we
must remember that caution and deep plotting are qualities

more in esteem among the Chinese than amongst us.

Be this as it may; it requiredaman of mature judgment (Taou-
Kwang was in his thirty-ninth year) and of cool and cautious pru-

K K
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dence, to succeed an emperor like Keaking, under whose bad
reign the kingdom had fallen into a state bordering upon anar-

chy ;
disorder and misrule having obtained the unchecked as-

cendancy in all departments of the Government. His first act,

after being fairly seated on the throne, was to clear the Augean
stable of his father’s harem and court. “ The silent, the pensive
‘ Taou-Kwang” (says our author) “ whom every one believed
‘ to be unfit for holding such a high station, began to look about
‘ in order to effect the necessary reforms. The Harem had been
‘ made a place of abomination, and the vilest of woman-kind
* reigned there supreme. Thither, therefore, the attention of
‘ Taou-Kwang was first directed : he dismissed the women, al-

‘ lowing each to return to her parents and relatives : there
‘ were few that had not secured large sums by the most nefarious
* traffic. The comedians, buffoons, and all that class were
‘ also discharged, and the whole establishment was cleared.” *

* * “ And now Taou-Kvvang’s care was directed to the Govern-
‘ ment. The cabinet claimed his first care ; and the removal
‘ of ministers, partly on account of their age, partly for having
‘ been the creatures of his father, took place successively. But
£ in these proceedings no violence or injustice was done. It

‘ had been customary, on the accession of a new emperor, to
‘ mulct the richest among them, and having done so, to draw up
‘ a register of their crimes, in order to condemn them to the
* utmost penalty. Now, the changes took place gradually,
‘ without the slightest vituperation.”

So far all well. But the work of destruction is proverbially

easier than that of construction ;
and Taou-Kwang was not the

first monarch who found it easier to remove a bad cabinet than

to replace it by a good one. At no time have good, unselfish,

and patriotic men abounded amongst the Chinese nobles
; and

the dissolute reign of Keaking had well nigh rendered the

breed extinct. The emperor therefore tried the hazardous ex-

periment of being his own minister ; but the experiment did

not succeed, or at least but partially. By degrees, therefore, he
took to his counsels the best men that he could find

; and the

descriptions which our author gives of these men seem to us to

be masterly sketches, with an air of reality about them that in-

dicates that they are drawn from the life, and with no appren-

tice’s pencil. We cannot give a more favorable specimen of the

work before us than by extracting one or two of these accounts

of the counsellors of Taou-Kwang. We begin with Lung,
whose name is not unknown to Europeans.

The people, however, hoped that the famous Lung, once so celebrated

as a statesman, and now banished from the court, would again be called
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into power. This did not take place immediately
; Taou-Kwang disliked the

man on account of his boisterous, imperious manner. When he was up
braided for neglecting such an excellent statesman, he simply remarked
that he was willing to receive advice, but would uot in this case leave the
intermeddler unpunished. Lung remained a mouth at the court, and was
then sent in charge of the pleasure grounds of Gehol.

There are few adventurers who have lived such a chequered life as this

courtier. He was always happy, always buoyant; no punishment could
cast him down entirely, no promotion or good fortune make him proud aud
overbearing. Profuse in his expenditure, always poor and harassed, he
never took a farthing from the poor ; nor did he in any manner encroach
upon the rights of the people. This gave him great popularity; and when-
ever any calamity afflicted the country, it was Lung to whom the people
looked. He remained for some time at the pleasure-garden

;
perceiving how-

ever very soon that mere merit never proved sufficient to retain the imperial
favor, he managed to get a daughter into the Harem ; aud having succeeded
in this, he had a very strong advocate at Court.

In a short time be was made Governor-General of the province of Chih-le,

a very high post, as Pekin is situated within its jurisdiction. He obtained

quite the ascendancy in the cabinet, talked a good deal, and wrote still

more. Being given to hard drinking, he often appeared in the council-cham-
ber with a napkin dipped in water round his head, to cool his cranium. He
then was the soul of the ministry, discussing all the points with great volu-

bility, giving much good advice, and proving of some avail to Taou-Kwang.
But the emperor wished to be free from vain interlocutors, and therefore

availed himself of an opportunity to send this too powerful grandee to Ko-lo
to settle some quarrels there. Thus he was freed from Lung's presence, and
began to breathe again.

The blustering, swaggering, reckless Lung, does not at all har-

monize with the current ideas respecting a Chinese grandee

;

and we suspect that he was not a type of a large class. Much
more in accordance with the general ideas respecting the class

to which they belonged, are the characters of Keying and
Hegan, the former being a better than average specimen, and
the latter perhaps a little worse ; but both possessing the generic

characteristics, flexibility, sycophancy, and unadulterated selfish-

ness. Another pair equally displaying the characteristics of the

order, were Muhchangal and Keshen. But we pass all these

and others over ; and extract with pleasure the sketch of Elepoo,

of whom we do not now hear for the first time ; and our good
opinion of whom we are glad to have confirmed by Dr. GutzlafF.

The very opposite of this great statesman was Elepoo, a man older

than Taou-Kwang, and in early life attached to his person. His
whole character was that of straight-forwardness, without blandishment; he
had little talent, but great honesty of purpose : whenever this was wanted,
he was the man. As he often spoke his mind freely, he gave frequent
offence, and was repeatedly exiled to the provinces; where however, he held
high offices. Yet his master never took off his eye from his faithful servant

;

and when every one thought that he was forgotten, a summons was all at once
issued to call him to the capital. There he was again treated with great

respect, until his unconquerable uprightness brought on another rupture.
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It is truly refreshing to meet with such an honest John-Bull-
like old fellow amongst such a squad. Truly a sturdy, brave,

heroic man, a truth-loving and faith-keeping man, in the midst
of a nation of liars and covenant-breakers. With all the
fearlessness of Lung, and without his boisterousness and
immorality, a man of the hedge-hog* breed—happier, we
dare say, in his exile than in his recal—liking better to
“ hear the lark sing than the mouse chirp,” having a consti-

tution better attempered to the atmosphere of the country
than to that of the court. Such a man was worthy of a better

fate than to be subject to the malice of Keshen and the caprice

of Taou-Kwang. We set out by stating that our ambition
does not point to the occupancy of the Chinese throne as an
object intensely to be desired ; neither does it lead us to wish
for a place at its foot. We will not spoil the effect of the de-

scription of this fine fellow by extracting any more of our

* On the Snum cuique tribuitn principle, we ought to acknowledge our obligation to
Mr. Douglas Jerrold for the idea that leads to this comparison. As many of our read-
ers may be ignorant of the peculiar merits of the hedge-hog, it is altogether due to
Elepoo, that we should quote the passage at length, in order to vindicate the claims to
be regarded as a compliment, of an epithet that will not, perhaps, be generally acknow-
ledged in that quality.

“ Give me all bosom friends like him,” (says Mr. Jerrold in the person of Mr. Cap-
stick), for then there’d be no deceit in ’em : you’d see the worst of ’em at the begin-
ning. Now look at this fine honest fellow. What plain, straightforward truths he
bears about him ! You see at once that he is a living pin-cushion with the pins’
points upwards, and instantly you treat him after his open nature. You know lie’s not
to be played at ball with

:
you take in with a glance all that his exterior signifies, and

ought to love him for his frankness. Poor wretch ! ’tis a thousand and a thousand
times the ruin of him. He has, it is true, an outside of thorns—heaven made him
with them—but a heart of honey. * * * He bears a plain exterior

; he shews so many
pricking truths to the world, that the world, in revenge, couples every outside point
with an interior devil. He is made a martyr for this iniquity—he hides nothing. Poor
Velvet 1”

“’Tis a pity,” said King-Cup, “that all hedge-hogs are not translated after
your fashion.”

“ What a better world ’twould make of it!” answered the Cynic. “But no, Sir
no : that's the sort of thing the world loves and Capstick pointed to a hand-
some tortoise-shell cat, stretehed at her fullest length upon the hearth.” “ What a
ineek, cosy face she has ; a placid, quiet sort of grandmother-look—may all grand-
mothers forgive me ! Then, to see her lap milk

;
why, you’d think a drop of blood of

any sort would poison her. The wretch 1 ’twas only last week she killed and ate one
of my doves, and afterwards sat wiping her whiskers with her left paw, as comfort-
ably as any dowager at a tea party. I nursed her before she had any eyes to look at
her benefactor, and she has sat and purred upon my knee, as though she knew all she
owed me, and was trying to pay the debt with her best singing. And for all this, look
here—this is what she did only yesterday;” and Capstick shewed three long fine
scratches on his right hand.

“ That’s nothing,” said Mr. ICing-Cup. “ You know that cats will scratch.”
“ To be sure I do,” replied Capstick

;
“ and all the world knows it

; but the world
don’t think the worse of ’em for it, and for tliis reason

; they can when they like, so
well hide their claws. Now poor little Velvet here—poor vermin martyr !—he can’t
disguise what he has, and so he’s hunted and worried for being, as I may say, plain-
spoken

;
while puss is petted, and may sleep all day long at the fire, because she’s so

glossy, and looks so innocent
; and all the while, has she not murderous teeth and

talons ?”

—

St. Giles anti St. James.
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author’s sketches Such a jewel does not require a foil. We
shall meet with Elepoo again.

The first four years of Taou-Kwang’s reign passed over in

peace and unexampled prosperity
;
the emperor had little to do,

but that little he did well. His ruling passion was the love of

money ;
but that passion was gratified in a decent old-gentle-

manly fashion. The people were indifferently well pleased

with him, and he had no special fault to find with them. He
had no qualities fitted to call forth admiration ; but he was
tolerably just, and no doubt sought the good of his people, and
was willing to secure it, if that could be done without much
trouble, or any expense. “ It does not seem” (says our author)
<c that the emperor engaged in any particular pursuit ; his mind
‘ needed not to be constantly occupied, and required relaxation
‘ rather than incessant application. The eunuchs were the prim*
* cipal men who appeared before him, and they received his be-
‘ hests in a few words, often very unintelligible.” A good easy

man, such as you meet with in many an English manor, enjoying

of a morning his new-laid eggs and his newspaper, and then
sauntering out with a gun on his shoulder and a pointer at his

heels, not so much from a desire of doing execution amongst
the partridges, as with a view to check a hereditary tendency
to corpulency.

But these halcyon days, these “ piping times of peace
”

could not last always. The first interruption was from a

revolt of the Turkomans, whose country had been added to the

Chinese empire in the days of Keenlung. These men, goaded
to madness by the oppression to which they were subjected,

and having their national animosities inflamed by religious

enthusiasm, were organized and led on by Jehangir, a man of

dauntless courage, but little skill in strategetic arts. A great

army was raised and sent against him, and the balance of vic-

tory vibrated for a considerable time. There was every pro-

bability that it would finally settle in favor of the Turkomans,
until silver was brought to the aid of steel. The followers of

Jehangir, even those that he had considered the most faithful,

could not resist the soft persuasion of the Sycee. They de-

serted him one after another, gave up the cities that he had
taken, and at last one of them betrayed himself into the hands of
his enemies. The fate of this Oriental Wallace was not
unlike that of his Caledonian prototype. He was taken to

Pekin, and there his body was hacked to pieces, Taou-Kwang
the while looking on, and taking such pleasure as he might in

the spectacle! The Turkomans were now at the mercy of the
Chinese, and their tender mercies were cruel. Turkistan was
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turned into a desert
; thus Taou-Kwang took what some men

call a noble revenge !

This rising took place in 1826 and 1827. The effect was
to drain the treasury of the empire, and thereby to entail

difficulties upon the emperor, from which he seems never
afterwards to have been wholly extricated. For one tiling

it led to the virtual sale of all offices. That is to say,

patriotic gifts were solicited. These were given with the tacit

understanding that the donors should be recompensed for their

gifts by official appointments. These they no sooner received, than
they set themselves to fleece the people for their own re-imburse-

ment; and they did not of course keep very accurate accounts,

or cease the operation of fleecing when they had realized the

sum that their offices had cost them.

The next disturbance of the emperor’s peace of mind arose

from an earthquake which occurred in the province of Honan,
by which thousands of lives were lost; and from an inundation of

the river Yang-tze-keang, which overflowed the whole country

around Nankin, drowned many persons, and by destroying the

crops, introduced all the miseries of famine. Taou-Kwang
seems to have been deeply affected by these calamities, and to

have really exerted himself to relieve the distress.

In 1830 fresh disturbances broke out in Turkistan; but the

emperor, profiting by his former experience, managed to put

them down by judicious applications of money. But while

peace was thus established, domestic calamities pressed heavily

on the emperor. The detail of these we must give in our

author’s words :

—

The emperor had several children horn to him; amongst others a son

who had now (1831) reached his twentieth year. He was the heir-presump

tive, as many believed ; and proud, perhaps, of his high destiny, he gave

offence to his father. A quarrel ensued, in which it is said the emperor lost

his temper, and gave personally, with his own hand, chastisement to the

prince. The young man was infected with the vice of opium smokinv, at

that time very common in the Harem, and died from the consequences of it.

This occasioned many evil rumours, and Taou-Kwang was himself accused of

being the murderer of his child ; though there is certain evidence to prove that

he was almost inconsolable at his death. * * * The shock, however, was
too great for the emperor : he fell sick of a very serious disorder, his life was
despaired of, and his brother, Hwuy-wang, fixed upon as his successor,

the very prince who at his accession was too young to be entrusted with the

cares of the State. A strong faction was formed at the court in favor of this

prince, who had a great name for sagacity aud moderation ; but the spell was

soon dissolved by the recovery of the sovereign, who hence conceived a

great dislike towards the competitor, and repeatedly degraded him. This

was not, however, the only misfortune that befel TaouKwang; one much
more deeply felt by him, was the loss of his spouse, in whom all his affections

were centred. He had loved and esteemed her while still a prince, and he
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shared with her all the imperial pomp. This event happened not long after

the celebration of his fiftieth birth-day, when he was just recovering from his

malady. lie seemed to be stupified by this bereavement, aud withdrew for

some time from public business, aud indulged his grief When he was at

length roused from his lethargy by the ministers, he was so indignant at their

intrusion, that he disgraced them all.

The emperor’s grief at the loss of his son would not be
received by a judge and jury as in itself affording proof posi-

tive that he had no hand in his death. But yet we think it is

exceedingly improbable that he had. Although he might so

far forget himself as to strike a hasty blow, it would have been
inconsistent with the whole current of his character, that he
should have contrived the death of his son. The passage we
have quoted is somewhat obscure, but we do not suppose it

is intended to express that the rumours referred to, imputed the

prince’s death to the chastisement he received at the hand of

his father
;
but rather that the fact of that chastisement inflict-

ed so shortly before his death, gave rise to the suspicion that

the enraged father carried his resentment so far as to compass
the death of his son by other and less violent means

; and this,

we think, is unlikely to an extreme degree.

As to the emperor’s concentration of his affection upon his

wife, there are several passages in the book which we find it

difficult to reconcile. Take for example the following :
“ To

‘ give an example of continence, Taou-Kwang confined himself,
‘ in his intercourse with the sex, to the woman of his choice,
* whom he had long before married

;
and he raised her to the

‘ dignity of empress.”—P. 51. Compare this with the follow-

ing:—“Thither (to a country-seat near Pekin) the emperor
* retired, to spend the time with his friends and some concu-
‘ bines ; and there he was seen to glide solitarily through glades
* of trees ;

or in company of some women, proceed in a boat
* along the miniature rivers. He was then lost to all the world;
* eunuchs guarding carefully the entrance, and all business
‘ being banished from these sacred precincts.”—P. 74. This is

represented as the life that he habitually led, and we confess

that it does not in our opinion indicate a very strict continence.

Take another extract.—“ His mind was partly relieved by the re-

* port that two Chinese concubines had borne him two sons, (one,
‘ the present emperor, Hien-Fung, born in September, 1831,) to
‘ be a support to his declining years.”—P. 102. We confess our
inability to reconcile these statements, and strongly suspect that
they are irreconcileable.

Several years seem to have passed in a sort of disturbed
peace, or petty warlike operations against sundry rebellious pro-
vinces ; the armies that the emperor sent against them, were.
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generally, as it appears, unsuccessful ;
and then he had recourse

to the means that had stood him in so good stead in Turkistan.

The insurgents were bribed to give up their leaders. These
were sent to Pekin and cut in pieces, and a famous victory

was gazetted. This is a singular feature in the Chinese charac-

ter. The emperor is perpetually issuing proclamations which
he knows to be utterly false; the people know them to be false ;

but they profess to believe them. The emperor probably knows
that they do not believe them, and they probably know that

he knows that they do not believe them; but the surface is kept
smooth ; and that is a great matter in China,—and elsewhere !

In the midst of these distractions, Taou-Kwang solaced him-
self by a second marriage. The object of his choice seems to

have been a paragon of excellence. Let us give Dr. Gutzlaff’a

account of her :

—

Taou Kwang was still mourning ou account of the death of his consort, with
whom he had enjoyed for twenty six years conuubial bliss, when a beautiful

woman, with the highest accomplishments, drew upon herself his choice

as second empress. She was a Manchoo maiden, who, instead of whiling

away her time in frivolous pursuits, had betaken herself to literature, aud
studied statistics. Being acquainted with all the details of Government,
she filled her now exalted sphere with much dignity. She knew how
little judgment her husband possessed, how unable he was to sway the em-
pire ; and she resolved forthwith to become his proxy without appearing so.

So then it appears that bas bleus can be made to fit the small-

est feet ; and certain other garments to fit other Chinese female

limbs ! We continue our quotation:

—

The Chinese look upon the government of women as the worst slavery

and would never allow any to assume supreme authority. The lady there-

fore, instead of ostensibly meddling in politics, lived in the innermost recesses

of the Harem, and directed the whole machinery with consummate skill.

There was not a single important measure in contemplation, of which she

did not previously receive notice. The attachment of her husband to her

was unbounded, and she used this power for the weal of the country, to

guide his steps. The most distinguished statesmen were recommended by
her to his choice ; and all proceedings was so arranged that they answered

this end.

No period during his whole reign shewed so much vigor and activity.

The new men she chose, and the measures which she put into operation,

proved efficient ;
and from one end of the empire to the other her bene-

ficial yet invisible power was felt. She was for years the guardiau angel

of the empire; the faithful, affectionate counsellor of the emperor, and
the mother of the country ; for in works of benevolence she shone conspicu-

ous. Yet she never usurped power; never obtruded herself ; never kept

favorites to promote them to high offices Thus she was a powerful aid to

her august spouse for almost six years, incessantly occupied with the welfare

of the nation, and never giving any occasion for slander to say that she held

the reins of Government.
Unfortunately, she had no children, and another woman more beautiful

than she herself, being put in the way of her husband, he fell in love, neg-
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l6cted his faithful and affectionate wife, and caused her death by his indif-

ference.

A good, likeable, sensible woman this, and well worthy of a
better fate. With these details before us we can scarcely

endorse our author’s certificate of Taou-Kwang’s exemplary
conduct in his domestic relations. He might be much better

in these respects than many others—his own father for exam-
ple ; but it was one of the first lessons that we learned,—and
we have never since unlearned it—that “ two blacks do not
make a white.” But in judging of Taou-Kwang, it is only fair

to consider the circumstances of his birth and education. He
was a Manchoo, brought up in the court of a tyrannical grand-
father, and afterwards in that of a monstrously licentious

father. He was not a man of much mind or character, and it

is surprising that he resisted so well as he did the evil influ-

ences to which he was exposed. These considerations, while
they must not lead us to approve much of his conduct, may
well incline us to charity in our judgment of the man. He
was good for an emperor of China, at the very top of his class

;

but that class is a low one in the scale of morality and intelli-

gence.

We may safely presume that our readers are in general well
acquainted with the relations that subsisted between China
and Great Britain during the existence of the East India Com-
pany’s monopoly of the China trade, and with the constant
bickerings that ensued between the agents of the Company
on the one hand, and the Hong merchants and authorities of
Canton on the other. The abolition of that monopoly on the
granting of the present Charter, and the appointment of a Bri-
tish nobleman to protect the interests of our commerce, then
thrown open to public competition, was the beginning of that
series of events, which eventually, in 1840, brought matters
to a crisis. It was a great grievance to the Chinese authori-

ties, that Lord Napier, the appointed guardian of British trade,

insisted on remaining at Canton. They insisted upon his resi-

ding at Macao, and visiting Canton only on permission granted,
when he had business to transact. They refused to receive
his letters, and directed the Hong merchants to stop the trade.

The following is a fair specimen of the tone that they adopted.
It is an official despatch from the governor of Canton to the
emperor :

—

The disposition of the English barbarians is ferocious. They trust in
the strength of their ships, and the effectiveness of their guns ; but the
inner seas having but shallow water, with many banks and rocks, the said
barbarian ships, though they should discharge their guns, cannot do it

L L
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with full effect. The barbarian eye having placed himself in the central
flowery land, we are in the state relatively of host and guest. If he should
madly think to overleap the bounds, our troops may composedly wait to
do their work ; and he will be found powerless.

These utterances were given forth, as we believe, in perfect

sincerity and good faith. The Chinese were perfectly igno-
rant of our resources, and of the power of our ships, guns and
troops. In the very first number of the Calcutta Review, it is

humorously, but sadly, shown, that this ignorance was mu-
tual, and that it was the cause of many sad events. The Eng-
lish had been accustomed to regard the Chinese with a degree
of contempt, quite equal to that with which the Chinese re-

garded the English
; and the idea that they could make any

head against a British army, never entered into any sane mind.
But we are anticipating the order of events. The emperor
and his advisers did not at this time expect that war would
ever befal, or that the “ outside barbarians” would ever dare

to incur the severe displeasure of the prince of princes. No
preparations were made for war. The army was sadly disor-

ganized; the navy was little better than a nullity; the forts

at the mouths of the rivers were supposed to be amply suffici-

ent to keep the foreigners at a distance. When, therefore,

two British frigates passed the Bogue forts, heedless of the

fire that was opened upon them, and moved up to the anchorage
at Canton, the emperor fulminated a tremendous despatch

against those who had so far forgotten their duty as to

permit them to pass. He also suggested that the army and
navy should be improved ; but nothing was really done ; and
Lord Napier’s death, and the settlement of the difficulties be-

tween the traders and the Hong merchants, put a stop for that

time to any further proceedings. The trade went on ; opium
became an indispensable necessary to hundreds of thousands

of the Chinese people of all ranks
;
and notwithstanding the

prohibition of its importation, was actually imported to so

great an extent, that the price of it not only swallowed up the

whole price of the tea exported, but besides drained the coun-

try of silver to a great extent. This alarmed the emperor,

who put forth all the severity of those penal enactments with

which the Chinese code abounds, in order to stop the importa-

tion of the drug. The Commissioner Lin was appointed, as

the most unrelenting functionary in the whole empire, with

full powers by every means to repress the evil. The history

of this anxious time, and especially of the conduct of the Bri-

tish Commissioner Elliott, in giving up the whole of the opi-

um then in the ships off the coast for destruction, must be
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fresh in the remembrance of all our readers. It was now
evident, however, even to the emperor, that the English were
not disposed any longer to submit to his arbitrary measures

;

and in 1840, when a small British squadron appeared off the

coast, they did not find the Chinese wholly unprepared to re-

ceive them.

The whole events of the war are so fully sketched in the

article to which we have already alluded in the first number
of the Calcutta Review, that we need not repeat any of the

details here. As to the efforts that were industriously made,
in India and in England, to vindicate the war from the charac-

ter ascribed to it of an “ opium war,” we must say that in our

estimation they were unsuccessful. It might be called a war
in defence of free trade, and so it was ; but only in defence of

free trade in opium. It might be called a war of vengeance

for the injuries done to British subjects and their property

—

but that property was opium, and these persons were injured

solely in consequence of their violating the Chinese laws in

their capacity of opium-traders. As to the abstract right of

a nation to interfere with the freedom of trade, we shall say

nothing ; but it is a right that is claimed and exercised by
every nation under heaven that engages in foreign commerce

;

and by the English no less than the Chinese. Our opinion there-

fore is that the war on our part was wholly unjustifiable. This
is a humiliating confession; but we cannot help it. We be-

lieve that good has come out of the war, ultimate good to Chi-
na ; but this is to be ascribed to the all-ruling providence of

Him, whose sublime attribute it is to be <c from seeming evil

still educing good,”—aye, and from real evil too.

We are not sure that the amount of the despair to which our
victories reduced the Chinese has ever been so fully stated as

it is in the work before us. It is well known that every de-

feat sustained by the Chinese was reported to Pekin, and
blazoned forth in official gazettes, as a glorious victory. But
our old hedge-hog friend Elepoo had courage to tell the truth

;

and when there was every appearance to indicate that our army
would advance upon Pekin, he dared to tell the emperor so.

Such was the effect of this intelligence upon the mind of the
emperor, that he actually “ gave orders that his effects should
‘ be packed up, that he might fly to some of the interior pro-
‘ vinces.” This fine fellow had previously been disgraced, be-
cause he had fulfilled an engagement to give up some Eng-
lish prisoners

; but his master knew that, despite that honesty
which was in his eye the greatest fault, he had qualities which
made his services too valuable to be dispensed with ; and it is
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to him that the termination of the war is doubtless to be as-

cribed. He died just after the conclusion of the negotiations,

—clearly the saviour of his country.

The British war was the last event of any importance in the

life of Taou-Kwang. His old age was not spent in peace.

Insurrections in various parts of the empire, and the low state

of his treasury, were constant sources of grief and anxiety.

Above all he was made to feel that the prestige of invincibi-

lity had departed from him. Although the gazettes represent-

ed matters as if the result of the war had been a complete
victory on the part of the Chinese, yet every man in the em-
pire knew that this was not the case, although they might not

know the full extent of the humiliation to which the emperor
had been subjected, and of the concessions that he had been
compelled to make. The effect of this knowledge was doubt-
less a diminution of his authority over his own subjects, and
an increase of the frequency of insurrections, which even in

the early part of his reign were of frequent occurrence. To
the insurgents he was obliged to make concessions; and of

course their demands rose gradually as they discovered their

own power, till at length many parts of the country were in

a state bordering upon anarchy. He now made a bold stroke

for popularity by espousing the cause of the people, as against

the nobles and Mandarins—a course of policy not unknown
amongst despotic rulers. This course of proceeding gained

only in a very trifling degree the affections of the people, with
whom he never came into immediate contact, while it alienated

from him those of the nobles with whom he associated—if af-

fection indeed they had, other than the one master-passion of

self-interest. Amidst those distresses he had but one satisfaction,

a wretched one truly—but fitted to the calibre of his mind.
“ Whilst the national treasury was empty, Taou-Kwang’s was
* full. Even during the war, he had been accumulating large
* sums of money from the confiscated property of unsuccessful
* grandees ;

who were, without distinction, sentenced to heavy
‘ penalties, or who lost their all by a single stroke of the ver-
‘ milion pencil. With encreasingyearstheavarice of Taou-Kwang
1 increased : he would not part with a single ounce of sil-

‘ ver, which lay then in an immense heap, useless to himself
‘ and others : his heart was entirely in his treasure, and he felt
‘ wretched if he could not constantly survey the glittering
‘ baubles spread before him.” An attack of severe illness in

1845 gave occasion to a re-production of the same discussion

respecting the succession, that had vexed him so much in 1831.

On his recovery, he entered into a compromise with his brother.
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to the effect that Hwuy-Wang should succeed, but that he

should adopt the son of Taou-Kwang, and ensure to him the

next succession. Six long and weary years did the old man
wear out,—years of distraction and anxiety, relieved only by
the contemplation of his well-filled coffers.

At length that death, in whose “ warfare there is no dis-

charge,” removed him, at once from the anxieties of empire, and

from the delights of wealth, on the 25th February, 1851. He
died in the seventieth year of his age, and the thirty-first of

his reign.

An eventful reign it was for China, beyond any that had gone

before, and fraught with results which will only be developed

in the distant future. The future ! China’s future ! What
is destined to be its complexion ? It is a solemn question

;

and the full answer to it is hid in the counsels of Him who
alone “ knoweth the end from the beginning.” But this we
may safely say, that things cannot very long remain in their

present state. Even now China no longer stands quite apart

from the world ; her people have been, to a small but a real

extent, constrained to acknowledge the brotherhood of humanity.

Commerce is exerting its civilizing influence upon them to a

degree unknown before. The Gospel, which ever makes pro-

gress, however imperceptibly, has been introduced amongst the

teeming millions, and it will work upon them a sure ultimate

effect—that effect which it has ever produced upon the nations

amongst whom it has been diffused in its purity
; the growth

of the highest order of civilization, the gradual development
of free political institutions, the diminution of human sufferings,

and the augmentation of rational enjoyment.

Whether China is destined to continue an undivided empire,

is a question beyond our power to solve. Certainly it appears,

that under its present form of Government, it cannot long hang
together. But whether the Government shall be modified, or

whether the empire shall be broken up, it is impossible to pre-

dict. Equally beyond our reach it is to answer the question,

whether, in the event of a disruption, the fragments will conso-

lidate into independent kingdoms or republics under native rule,

or whether some of them will become provinces of foreign powers;
whether some section of the Anglo-Saxon race is destined to rule

over portions of this mighty empire, and Japhet to dwell in the
tents of his brethren, or whether they are to dwell together in

amity and peace, united by the ties of a mutually beneficial

commerce, a common civilization, and a common faith. That
the one or the other of these events will be yet realized, we
do not hesitate to affirm with confidence ; and although a
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long time may yet have to elapse, and many sad and deplorable

events may be appointed to occur, we have no doubt as to the
ultimate issue.

And now to return to the work before us ; we have freely

expressed our dissent from our author’s opinions on some points,

but we have great confidence in the truth of his statements,

and the general correctness of his views. The volume will

well repay perusal, and we have much pleasure in cordially

recommending it to our readers, both as the life of a somewhat
remarkable man, sketched with judgment and discrimination,

and one casting much light on the condition of a large portion

of the human family.

As to the character of Taou-Kwang himself, intellectual and
moral, we must, as we have already said, judge him as a Tartar

prince. We have been struck in the course of reading his life

with the resemblance of his mental character and habitudes to

those of a late English monarch. “ He would have shone,”

says Dr. Gutzlaff, “ as an honest farmer ; and in any position
‘ of life where solid qualities, but not a bright understanding,
‘ were required.” Economical to a degree bordering upon penuri-

ousness ;
kindly and gentle in his own feelings, and affable to

an unusual extent, yet stern to excess in the maintenance of

the severity of a barbarous penal code. Devotedly attached to

a religion, not in its genius intolerant, yet personally intolerant

from a mistaken notion of what that religion required of him.

Fond of the quiet of retirement, yet unhappy in his own
family to whom he was devoted

;
a lover of peace, yet

engaged in an endless succession of wars, and in his latter days
in the most important warfare that ever employed the arms of

his country—all this might be said indifferently of Taou-Kwang
or of George the Third. And as the latter prince was a worthy
man, and not upon the whole a bad king, so was the former

perhaps as good a man as the religion and morality of China
could be expected to produce, and as good an emperor as the

political system and constitution of the empire would admit.
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Art. III.

—

Saunders's Monthly Magazine
, Nos. V. and VI.

—

Article “ Vedantism ; or, the Religion of the Vedanta."

In noticing Mr. Mullens’s Prize Essay on Vedantism, in our
last number, we refrained from entering into a full discussion on
the subject, having already frequently alluded to its character

and dogmas in prior numbers of the Review. But the simultane-

ous appearance of an essay on Vedantism in Saunders' Delhi
Magazine directs our attention to the theme once more

;
and we

embrace this opportunity of contrasting Vedantism with Christi-

anity, not with respect to their origin, but with respect to

their quality. We shall not ask whence the rival systems
severally come, but only what they are. We shall leave the

question of revelation altogether apart for the present, and
examine the rivals only in an utilitarian light. The world
is getting more and more utilitarian every day. Let Utility

then answer if she prefers Vedantism to Christianity.

Vedantism declares that God is one, one without a second
;

absolutely, and by necessity of nature, one. This is also the
Christian’s faith—yea, it is the very fundamental article of

his creed. “ Hear, O Israel ! the Lord our God is one God.”
But the monotheism of the Bible means only to deny the
existence of other gods. Vedantism goes further, for it also

denies the distinct existence of all other creatures. God alone

exists, alone in all the universe, and nothing exists but He.
Every other apparent thing, that lives, moves, or hath a being,

is only a part of His eternal and uncreated spirit, and destin-

ed, when purified from the pollution it has derived from its

connection with matter, to be absorbed into Him again.

This is the orthodox Vedantic opinion. Some regard it as

overwhelmingly grand. An absolute unity

—

one ivithout a se-

cond, displaying itself in diverse characters, through the medium
of illusions, is perhaps a magnificent idea, that overwhelms us
with a vengeance ! It is certainly one well calculated to amuse
the genius of speculation, of fancy, and of dogmatism. But it

brings with it no conviction ; for it is too far removed from the
sphere of reason and common sense. Our own faculties rebel

against the hypothesis, and reject it as sublimely fantastical.

The Christian feels that he cannot subscribe to it. His God
too, he believes, is every where, filling heaven and earth with His
immensity, and present alike in beings animate and inanimate.

Yes, He is the beauty of the stars, the brightness of the sun,

the purity of the heavens ; from Him the politician derives his

sagacity, the philosopher his wisdom, the soldier his coolness
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and undaunted courage : we all breathe His air, His spirit

animates us, His power upholds us, His guidance directs us
in short, “ in Him we live and move, and have our being !” But
this idea of the divine nature is independent of the existence
of the things and lives thus pervaded by the Deity, and the
spirit of God is never confounded into sameness with the spirit

of man. The Christian believes that all life has been created by,
and is distinct from, God. Nothing approaches him either in na-
ture or in magnitude, and no virtue can render the spirit of man
absorbable into that of his Maker. Nay more, he believes that

not only is the human soul distinct from God, but distinct in

each individual. As many men, so many souls. The Hindu
farmer has not a common soul with the czar of Russia, no,

nor with the wandering Esquimaux of the Arctic regions.

Now, we ask not which of these doctrines is true, but
we ask which is more useful ; whether it is more for the advan-
tage of men that they should receive a doctrine which is in

accordance with the consciousness and judgment, and common
sense of all mankind, or that they should strive to persuade
themselves into a belief that they do in some way believe a

doctrine which is contradictory of all the dictates of conscious-

ness and common sense.

The God of the Vedanta is again represented as apathetic to

the concerns of the world—inhabiting, in a state of profound
abstraction and infinite blessedness, his own eternity. This too

is a strange idea, and must have originated in the mistaken
notion, that the conduct of the world would be an employment
sufficiently irksome to disturb his felicity. It leaves us expos-

ed to the buffetings of a cruel world, without a single prop to

support us, deprives us of every hope of assistance, and throws
us, infirm as we are, altogether on our own imbecile resources.

It too militates strongly against the Christian’s belief, who
recognizes the Divine Providence exercising a constant su-

perintendence over the affairs of life, and continually in-

terested in the well-being of His creatures. The God of

the Bible sleeps not ; and nothing happens in all the universe

but what He has designed and foreknown. He is represented

as standing to us in the nearest relations, as our “ father,” by
whom we are protected every moment of our lives

; as our
“ counsellor,” by whom we are instructed in the duties of our
station

;
as our trust and stay in danger, and our solace and

comfort in affliction. If God were indeed “ like one asleep,”

as the Vedanta represents Him, and unmindful of our ways and
doings, there could be no utility of such a being, as far as we
are concerned, and the necessity of paying him any sort of
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adoration or homage would altogether cease ; for he that cares

not for his creatures, of course cares little whether they exalt

or neglect him. The necessity of acting well in life would
necessarily cease also.

The Christian again clothes his God in a radiant panoply of

moral attributes, but the Vedanta allows no such perfection to

Brahma. He is omnipotent and he is eternal, self-existent and
unchangeable ; in a word, the greatest of beings. But the qua-

lities that could alone make such a nature attractive to man are

not allowed to him. He is merely a great being. Not a single

feature in his character is calculated to win for him the affec-

tions of the human heart. He does not love, and he does not

hate—he is neither merciful nor benevolent, neither jealous nor

capable of wrath. Even the fundamental point, that God con-

ceived a desire to create worlds, is hotly contested by subtle

disputants, on the ground, that it is impracticable for a simple

being like Brahma to feel any feeling, and that it would be a

reproach on his immutable nature to suppose that he should

cherish any desire. He is nirgun
,
or devoid of qualities. Chris-

tianity, on the contrary, speaks explicitly, not only of the love

and mercy, the goodness and truth of God, but, also, of His
jealousy and wrath ; and almost seems to assert, that to deny
Him these attributes is to deny, so far as human nature is con-

cerned, that there is a God at all. He is wrathful because of

His bitter hatred of sin, and He is jealous because He will not

relinquish His glory, nor His praise, in favor of graven images

;

for beside Him there is no other God.
The notion of God, as inculcated by the Vedanta, is also too

metaphysical to answer any useful purpose. All classes of men
alike require religious instruction. The unlettered workman
stands in as much need of it, as the learned sage ; the poorest man
wants it as urgently as the richest. But all have not the

same mental powers. The intellects of all are not equally

strong. Hence the need of a religion, simple in all its principal

bearings, adapted to every understanding, and competent to

guide all men to one peaceful haven. And this need the Ve-
danta does not supply. It is not only beyond the appreciation

of the vulgar, as it itself very candidly presumes, but, we
should say, it is unsuited to the apprehension of all. At every
step the enquirer finds himself lost as in the intricacies of a
labyrinth, for even its most essential doctrines partake more of

the character of metaphysical and enigmatical problems to puz-
zle the wise, than of admitted religious truths for all to accept.

The very Upanishads themselves bear testimony how some of

the subtlest philosophers were perplexed in endeavouring to

M M
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appreciate the religion. As an instance, we need cite only the

queries of Ushwaputi, in the Ch’handagya Upanishad, to the

six enquirers after divine knowledge, who came to him for in-

struction, together with their answers. “ Whom dost thou
worship ?” he asks of each of them individually

;
and one an-

swers that he worships “ heaven,” another “ the sun,” the third
“

air,” the fourth “ ether,” the fifth
“ water,” and the sixth

“ the earth.” These were the answers, not of ignorant men
unlearned in the Scriptures, but of sages who were, to quote
the language of the Upanishad, “ deeply conversant with holy

writ.” In another place, in the same Upanishad, Naruda, soli-

citing instruction from Sanutcumar, says of his previous stu-

dies, “ I have learnt the Rig Ved, the Yajur Yed, the Sam
‘ Ved, the Atharvan, the fourth, the Itihasa and Puran,” &c.
* * * “ All these have I studied, yet do I only know the
‘ text, and have no knowledge of the soul.” Few enquirers ever

come so prepared to the search after truth
;
and if even

those who do this can err so widely, the fault must be in

the system, and not in the men. How far the Vedanta
would have been sufficient to meet the wants of the human
race, if all men had been philosophers, is not the question

;

though its success even in that case may well be doubted.

We must take men as we find them, and not as we might

wish they had been ; and we find them ignorant and

wretched, poor victims of their passions and prejudices, the

best sullied with sin, the worst wallowing in iniquity. For

such a multitude, a religion so obscure can have no charms,

and people might well prefer, as they have done, rather to bow
to stocks and stones, and images created by themselves, than

approach the pale of its mysteries. Christianity is wholly

free from such obscurity. It is open to the comprehen-

sion of all, the learned and the unlearned, the sage philosopher,

and the illiterate peasant. The fundamental truths of the

religion lie within reach of people of the meanest capacities.

To the lowly in spirit, and the humble in heart, was it origi-

nally preached, and, though more than eighteen hundred years

have elapsed since its first promulgation, the lowly in spirit and

the humble in judgment are still its staunchest followers. It

does not appeal to philosophy in addressing the ignorant, for

philosophy mistrusts herself, and has never yet succeeded in

curing a distracted mind. It appeals to its own pure doctrines,

and to the heart of the sinner who approaches it. Hence has

such triumphant success attended its footsteps, hence have men
of every variety of temper, rank and circumstance acknow-

ledged its influence.
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Vedantism believes also in the perfection of the human
spirit. The soul is a spark of the Deity, and can never err.

“ As a crystal may receive on its surface the reflection of the
‘ colours of a flower, itself remaining clear and undergoing no
‘ change,” even so the soul is unaffected by sin. All that is

wrong is its connection with matter, or rather with illusion

;

and it is this only that renders it liable to rewards and punish-

ments, to neither of which, as pure spirit, it would otherwise

have been subject. Christianity, on the contrary, is founded upon
the fact of the soul’s depravity, and points to all its doctrines, as

forming together one great scheme to redeem it. The one says,

“ think on God wholly and exclusively, and you will be re-united
* to Him —the other,

—

“

kneel and pray, and repent of your
‘ wickedness, and do what is lawful and right, that you may be
* saved from destruction.” The one, like Satan in the Bible his-

tory, says, do this and ye shall be gods—the other avers that the

highest virtue will not cover all the transgressions of our
sinful nature, and that the holiest of men must be indebted to

the mercy of God for final salvation. Of the two, the belief of

the Christian is surely far better calculated to teach us humility,

and our immeasurable distance from the Deity. Man, oppressed

by the weight of his iniquity, can find neither comfort nor
consolation in the idea of being consubstantial with his Maker.
It does not satisfy the longings of the soul. It is a vain chi-

mera of philosophy, and as pernicious as it is vain ; for it not
only deludes the understanding, but also corrupts the heart

;

unsettling the very foundations of virtue and religion. The
mortifying fact that we are sinners all, cannot be repeated to

us too often.

Again, while Christianity requires us to purify and elevate

our passions and affections, Vedantism reckons them a reproach,

and directs us to extirpate them altogether. While the one enjoins

on us the practice of piety and moral rectitude, the other upholds
apathy as our only duty on earth. Spiritual and secular occupa-
tions, the Vedantic system presumes, cannot be pursued together.

Heaven, or rather absorption, is to be won only by eschewing
the earth, and by completely withdrawing ourselves from it; and
the beau-ideal of a human character is represented to consist

in the absence alike of love and antipathy, of joy and sorrow, of

good and evil desires, or, in one word, in total self-unconsciousness.

On the plea of seeking the knowledge of God, one may ease him-
self altogether, ifhe likes, of the yoke of works. You need not love

your neighbours, nor relieve the poor, you need not admit even
the claims of your family on your affection and assistance.

If you endeavour to make yourself profitable to others, it will
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be a drawback to your attainment of final beatitude ; for soci-

al feelings are all unrealities, the workings of nature within
the heart are indicative of sheer ignorance ; and while ignorance
continues, there is no hope of salvation. Virtues have their re-

wards, but the rewards of virtue are impediments to absorption.

Be indifferent therefore to the affairs of life, and alive only to

the misery you are born to—the misery of being connected with
matter. The object of life is only to get free from the trammels
of an individuated existence, and all its duties therefore con-

sist simply in thoughtless abstraction, which alone can secure
to the soul her freedom. Christianity, on the other hand, con-
siders perfect indifference a monster in morality, and enjoins

on all a life of constant well-doing. The glory of the great

God, whom the Christian recognizes, is intimately allied with
the good of His created millions, and the noblest duty of those

who look forward to a future world, is stated to consist in the

endeavour to realize to the whole human species the greatest

amount of happiness in this.

Vedantism again has no moral code to define good from evil

actions. A general and vague recommendation of virtue it may
boast of indeed, in common with all other religions ; but in what
that virtue consists it does notclearly lay down. Scattered pas-

sages in the Vedas are referred to, in order to show that this should

be done, that not ; but these precepts too often diametrically

contradict each other, and the declarations of duty are enforced

by no moral suasion. He that does not perform what he is

required to perform, is liable not to any punishment for his dis-

obedience, but only to a loss of the reward attendant upon com-
pliance. The Bible throughout, on the other hand, is perfect

as a code of moral precepts, defining clearly and authoritative-

ly the duties of man to God, to himself, and to his fellow-crea-

tures. Not content with a vague recommendation of virtue,

it minutely lays down the details of our obligations, and these

precepts are not only taught but also exemplified. Christ tells

us what we ought to do, and at the same time shows us how it

is to be done—while his lessons inform us of the duties which
ought to be practised, his conduct convinces us that they are

all practicable. And the performance of these obligations is

enforced both by promises and threats—promises to the obedi-

ent, and threats to the uncomplying. We are surely not

hazarding anything outrageously extravagant in maintaining,

that the superiority of Christian ethics over those of the Ve-
danta, is in itself a sufficient argument to establish the point,

that, as a religion adapted to the necessities and instruction of

mankind, Christianity is far superior to her rival.
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Vedantism further attaches too much importance to sha-

dows, leaving the substance unheeded, to be of much real

utility. “ All rites ordained in the Vedas, ” saysManu, “obla-
‘ tions to fire, and other sacrifices, pass away ; but that which
‘ passes not away is the syllable Chi, the symbol of God ;

’ and,

with reference to the same term, says the Cutho Upanishad,
“Man having recourse to this word shall either be absorbed in

‘ God, or be revered like Brahma ;

” as if the repetition of a

single word, whatever may be its supposed sanctity, were suf-

ficient to purify one from crimes. Mark what counterpart

Christianity presents to this—“ When the wicked man turneth
‘ away from the wickedness which he hath committed, and doeth
f that which is lawful and right, he shall save his soul alive.”

It is not sufficient to utter the name of God repeatedly

over and over, and tire our lips—it is not enough even to

reiterate our prayer, but we must bring our contrite hearts

as a sacrifice to the Lord, and in words—or without words,

but in unutterable agony, with groanings of the spirit, ask

for forgiveness.

So also Vedantism speaks of God always in the highest tone.

We frequently meet with lofty conceptions of his attributes,

expressed in striking and beautiful language, in many of the

commentaries and strictures which treat of the subject. But
when these glowing descriptions are analysed, when the per-

fection and sufficiency allowed to the Deity are attempted to

be reconciled with the dogmas of the faith, alas ! there is no-

thing at bottom but “ words, words, words. ” He is omnipo-

tent, but, except in the simple wish which gave birth to maya,
his omnipotence appears never to have exerted its energy.

The world he created through the agency of that wish is an
illusive world, because even he cannot create matter out of

nothing. He is omniscient, but totally unencumbered with
the cares of the world, and absorbed in his own unity ;

—

all-

perfect, but having no positive moral qualities ;

—

supremely

happy, but insensible as a clod of earth ! How correct and
consistent, compared with this, is the representation of God in

the pages of the Bible ! His absolute and supreme authority

is therein everywhere asserted, and nowhere compromised; His
infinite knowledge and wisdom are everywhere exalted ; His pa-

ternal solicitude is described in terms the best calculated to make
it endearing ; and the perfection of His character is vindicated by
the admission of the noblest qualities in their highest and in-

conceivable purity.

The adoration of God, as enjoined by the Vedanta, also,

seems to us to be nothing more than a recognition of the existence
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of the Deity, and a meditation upon Him in some such sense, we
believe, as some grand metaphysical problems are meditated
upon. He is directed to be sought by profound contempla-
tion

; but there is no religious or moral worship for Brahma.
By devotion and virtuous practices, says the Mundaca, the

Supreme Being is not to be conceived. A dreamy and passive

meditation is everywhere pointed out as the only way of

knowing Him. What this sort of worship, in a sound rational

point of view can be conducive to, we see not. Controversies,

writings and disputations can never reconcile it to the human
heart. And hence, in the absence of other beliefs, has the Hin-
du mind so completely sold itself to a debasing superstition,

thus virtually recognizing the claims of heroes and other earth-

ly benefactors to their gratitude, in preference to those of an
Almighty Creator, who is to be worshipped only by apathe-

tic abstraction. Christianity, on the contrary, directs us to

love God with all our heart, with all our soul, with all our
strength

; and this constitutes the basis of the worship enjoined

by Christian ethics—a worship simple enough for the most
illiterate mind, and at the same time satisfying the mightiest

intellects.*

This world, again, according to the Vedanta, is all an illu-

sion—this world, where man is placed to act, hedged with so

many faculties, is nothing but a show—a picture—a dream,
not metaphorically, but actually an illusion. This, as a theo-

logical speculation, is, to say the least of it, too mystical

and refined, and followed out to its logical consequences, is

more calculated to plunge us into scepticism than confirm us

in religion. It is with reference to just such a hypothesis, that

M. Cousin so very pertinently observes, that, “ A God without a
‘ world is as false as a world without a God.” Christianity, too,

speaks of the nothingness of this life, but quite in another

sense. It points out to an eternal future, compared to which
this is indeed a fleeting existence, and to be prepared for which

is the consummation it upholds. But Vedantism holds out

no individuated future existence to the knower of God. As a

separate being he lives in this life alone, and this life is an

illusion ! Alas, for humanity

!

But why is this world an illusion ? What are your proofs

that it is so? asks common sense of the Vedantist. And what

* The Brahma Subha maintains that, according to the Vedanta also, God
should be worshipped with gratitude, veneration and love. To this we can only an-

swer, in the words of Colonel Vans Kennedy, that “ such expressions as love and fear

of God never occur in those sacred books, (the Vedas,) nor in any Vedanta treatise,

although the terms themselves are frequently used” to express a different

meaning.
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is his answer? From spirit, says the subtle metaphysician,

actual matter cannot be educed, and, as nothing else existed

from everlasting but the spiritual first cause, nothing else exists

at this moment but he. He could not have created the world

without materials :—the world—the universe is therefore a de-

lusion ! The Bible, in noble contrast to these little subterfuges,

maintains that God created the heavens and the earth, sum-
moned them out of nothing by His Omnipotent mandate, and
hung them out as witnesses of His power !

The idea of immortality, also, as inculcated by the Vedanta,

even were it reconcileable with reason, is too speculative, super-

fine, and curious to suit the nature of mankind. Dissolution of

individual existence, “ with faculties transcendent for enjoyment,
‘ but not for action,” is the greatest reward held out to man.
The enfranchised spirit is for ever identified with the divine

nature. “ As rivers flowing merge into the sea, losing both
* name and form, so the knower of God, freed from name and
‘ form, merges in Him who is the excellence of all excellencies”

—

as bubbles bursting are lost on the parent stream, so is the spirit

of man after death resolved in the immensity of God. This as-

suredly is very unsatisfactory. We agree with Jumudugni, who
observed, that “ the idea of losing a distinct existence, as a drop
‘ lost in the ocean, is abhorrent:” for after all, this much coveted

absorption is but a sort of annihilation. The futurity preached by
Christ, though not so arrogantly high, is far more attractive. It

is, in fact, what Prithu, the grandson of Suaymbhuba, is stated

to have preferred, when he rejected both the sorts of blessedness

which the Vedanta offers, both absorption into Brahma, and
pleasure with the minor deities in their paradise. “ I neither
f want the one nor the other,” said he, “ but give me a place
‘ where I may hear and learn the glories of God.”—“ O God

!

* I desire not absorption,” said also Vilwu-mungulu, the poet

;

“ I ask for a distinct existence, and to be always near thee,
‘ my lord and master.” That men endowed with intellects

—

philosophers, poets and sages—should have preferred any other

condition, and that through successive ages, is indeed very
strange. The Bible holds out just the sort of felicity which
Prithu and Vilwu-mungulu had longed for—a felicity sa-

tisfying the most exalted and enlarged desires of the

heart, without partaking in nature with the Vedantist’s impious
aspiration. “ Eye hath not seen, nor ear heard, neither have
* entered into the heart of man, the things which God hath pre-

‘ pared for them that love Him.”
The idea of transmigration, also, which the Vedanta consi-
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ders so well calculated to expiate guilt and wipe away sin, and
which the Brahma Subha exultingly upholds as offering

“ a better view of our prospect in future, and one more in

‘ accordance with our notions of justice and mercy acting in

‘ unison with each other,” than the Christian idea of eternal

rewards and punishments, judged prejudice apart, must he pro-

nounced as exceedingly absurd. It teaches man to believe that

he is born under the influence of actions performed in a prior

state of existence. If his circumstances in life are wretched,

he is required to believe that it is a visitation of sins, com-
mitted when he was perhaps a Kalmuck Tartar, or a Mohican
Indian, or may be a bird, or perchance a fish, or perhaps a

horse. If he prosper, he is rewarded for the virtues he had
done in like forms and conditions. But he retains no sense of

his identity with the Kalmuck or the Mohican, nor with the bird,

fish, or horse ;
and to all real purposes the Kalmuck, or the Mohi-

can, the bird, fish, or horse is therefore neither rewarded nor

punished, for they know nothing about the matter. It also

encourages a spirit of procrastination in matters of religion, to

which the human heart is all too prone. There can be no urgent

necessity for making the most of our time, if besides this

birth there be other opportunities of cultivating religion. “Let
* us enjoy our pleasures while we can,” the sensualist will urge

;

“let me be ignorant fora season,” will be the sluggard’s excuse,

“some other time we will make up our defection by our piety.”

Lastly, its dispensations are unjust. It suggests no solid hope
of felicity to the good man after death. As a punishment
for misdeeds done, transmigration holds out to the offender

another opportunity for repeating them, and as a reward for

virtuous actions, a repeated trial to the probationer, wherein

one false step may annul past merit, and remand him to the

abodes of pain. It cannot but surprise us that this perpetual

transition from bliss to pain, from good to evil—this endless

round of births under the influence of merit and demerit, this

long-drawn string of exits and entrances, whereby the human
soul is made a dependent agent—dependent on the influence of

the works of a former birth—that even this has been by some
professedly preferred to the Bible account of the destiny of

man, so congenial to his nature as an accountable and moral

agent, that after death comes the judgment

!

Then again, the exclusiveness of the Vedanta renders it con-

stitutionally unfit, as an universal religion. The Vedas are for

the twice-born classes alone. The lower tribes are all debarred

from the sacred books; and not only these, but along with them,
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the whole female sex, or one-half of the human race. And the

Vedanta cannot receive such to her bosom. Christianity, on
the contrary, is for all men and women without exception.

a Beneath the open sky she spreads the feast ;

’Tis free to all
”

But we need not continue the contrast further. We have

said enough to establish the position that Christianity is in every

respect better suited to humanize the mind, and better calcu-

lated to improve it, than the Vedanta; which, though containing

glimpses of the sublimest truths, and retaining terms and
ideas expressive of high moral elevation, appears to us to be
altogether inadequate, as a religion, to meet the wants and ne-

cessities, the hopes and aspirations, of mankind. If all the

arguments we have used be insufficient to shake the strong pre-

judices of our Neo-Vedantists, we would ask them only to

examine the practical success of the Gospel, which is traced in

characters too broad to be unnoticed, or misread, and to an-

swer what counter-part the Vedanta has to offer to that. Chris-

tianity has vindicated the rights of nature, upset customs and
practices which in former ages were a disgrace to the human
character, mitigated the horrors of war, assuaged the evils of

slavery, and put a stop to barbarous amusements and public

licentiousness. Even where existing in its worst form, cor-

rupted and abused, it has raised the standard of public morals
far beyond what heathen philosophy, in its highest perfection,

ever did there before. Never, in the days of Pythagoras, So-
crates and Plato were the Grecians,—low as they are at this

moment,—so high as a moral people as now, though Christianity

amongst them is like a withered trunk—a rotten tree. Never,
in the days of Brutus, Cato, and Cincinnatus, were the Ro-
mans,—dark as their present corruption is,—more practically

moral as a nation than noYr, even though perverted doctrines

have marred amongst them all the sublimer features of Bible
religion. All this has Christianity achieved, and all this has

never been achieved by the Vedanta.

N N
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Art. IV.— 1. Instructions to Settlement Officers.

2. Report on the Settlement of Cawnpore.

3. Parliamentary Papers on the Renewal of the Charter.

It will be in the memory of most of our readers, that after the
land customs and transit duties of Bengal were abolished,
a long interval occurred, before a similar boon was conferred
upon the Presidency of Madras. The principal cause of this

delay was, the extent of revenue at stake. That is to say, the
fact that the land customs at Madras were more numerous,
more burdensome, and, consequently, more destructive of the
internal commerce of the country, was one of the principal

circumstances which deprived Madras of that relief, which
this very fact proved the Presidency more particularly to

stand in need of. Another equally important circumstance
was, doubtless, the position of Madras, as a subordinate Presi-
dency, the result being one which is scarcely separable from
the extreme centralization of power which now prevails in the
Government of India.

Tardy justice on these points has now been awarded to Madras;
but similar results, from precisely the same causes, pervade, we
believe, other branches of the administration

; and our object in

the following pages will be, to point out some instances in which
they affect the settlement of land revenue. We hope to do
so in no captious spirit. If the Presidency which enjoys the
presence of the head of the Government is the first to benefit

by the enlightened views of a Governor-General, or of those

who have access to him, it is only natural that it should be so.

If more distant provinces are neglected, it is not because any
unfair partiality is intentionally shown, but because a written

report is of less interest than a personal discussion, and a per-

sonal discussion than an actual knowledge of a country and its

people.

But if it can be clearly shown, that while reforms have been
carried out in the North Western Provinces, those reforms are

still more emergently called for in the older and more heavily

assessed possessions of the South;—that while the cultivators of

the North Western division of the empire have been relieved

from a portion of their burdens, those of the South still bear
a greater weight of taxation than was ever yet imposed upon
the North West;—that while more enlightened principles of

taxation are applied in the former division, the latter still

groans under the weight of a land assessment, inherited from
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the most oppressive of native governments ;—if this is fairly

and fully shown, we have perfect confidence, that neither the

amount of revenue at stake, nor the difficulties in which the

subject is supposed to be involved, will long deprive the indus-

trious cultivators of some of our most valuable districts, of

that consideration which is due to those whose industry may
be almost said, during our early struggles, to have fought the

battles which gained us the Carnatic, and thus laid the founda-

tion of our magnificent empire.

With a view to this result, we are desirous of placing, in

juxta-position, the assessment as it now prevails, under the new
settlement of the North Western Provinces, and in a Ryotwari
district under the Madras Presidency, giving a slight sketch of

the origin of the Ryotwari settlement, as prevailing at Madras,
and of the revised settlement of the North Western Provinces,

the principles laid down by the Government for the guidance
of the settlement officers, and the manner in which those prin-

ciples have been carried out. If we then take a single district

under each system, and endeavour to approximate to a compari-
son of the amount of taxation borne by the land, we shall have
a tolerably correct criterion, by which to ascertain, whether the

just claims of the people, and the interests of Government, in-

separable from those of the people, require that some such mea-
sures as have been adopted in the NorthWest, should be appli-

ed to the heavily assessed lands of the Madras Presidency.

In following this course, we believe we shall show, that the

measures, which have now given to the North West an im-

proved system of revenue administration, differ but little from
those which have been advocated, for a long series of years, by
the ablest officers of the Madras Presidency, and urged upon
the Government, with a force of truth and earnestness, which
nothing but the pressure of financial difficulty could have re-

sisted ;—that if the same amount of relief should now be extended
to Madras, as has been conferred upon the North Western Pro-
vinces, the system of Ryotwari settlement would then be fully

carried out, and amply prove the wisdom and forethought of

the able and excellent man, who may be considered to have
been its author, and of the eminent statesman, who was its con-
stant advocate and unwearied supporter.

Among the districts of Madras, we should naturally choose
our illustration from that of Salem and Baramahl, as it was in

this district the Ryotwari system was first established, and,

perhaps, most fully carried out. But there are also certain

peculiarities in the financial history of the province, as we shall

have occasion to notice hereafter, which render it remarkably
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suitable to the purpose we have in view, of illustrating the
effects of the Ryotwari settlement, when aided by a light or
impeded by a heavy assessment. We have also in this district,

the experiment of Ryotwari and Zemindari settlement equally
under trial, with their several results; and we have the interest-

ing opportunity of comparing the speculations of men of re-

markable philanthropy and talent, at a time when Indian reve-
nue was comparatively little known, with the result of their

labour, after the lapse of more than half a century.

Of the settlement of the North Western Provinces, we only
propose to speak in very general terms, taking, as our guide, the
printed papers whose titles we have placed at the head of the pre-

sent article. We shall merely give an abstract of the princi-

ples laid down for the guidance of the settlement officers
; and

then, selecting one of the districts as an example, shall endeavor
to show the amount of assessment, which was then deemed to

be excessive and to require modification, the amount of remis-
sion which was conceded, and the amount of assessment which
the land now bears. If we then place the result of our enqui-
ries in these two districts in juxta-position, we shall have esta-

blished the comparison we desire. A fuller detail of the

settlement of the North Western Provinces, its progress and
results, would be extremely interesting, but at present does not

come within the scope of this article.

The Ryotwari system of land settlement, prevalent through-

out the greater portion of the Madras Presidency, originated

in the labours of Colonel Read and his assistants, in the dis-

trict of Salem.

The district of Salem and Baramahl was ceded to the Com-
pany, by the Government of Mysore, in 1792, and with some
small additions subsequently acquired, now forms the Collecto-

rate of Salem. The admirable letters of Sir Thomas Munro
will have made most of our readers familiar with the country,

in which his administrative talents were first fully exercised,

which, through his long and glorious career, held so large a place

in his affections, and in which his name is still held in the deepest

veneration. It is a mountainous country, situated partly in the

Ghats, which form the boundary of the Mysore territory, and
partly in the fertile plains, which stretch from the mountains to

the river Cavary. Several chains of hills run southward, nearly to

the river, and only the south- western portion of the district affords

any continuous plain. The Shenvaroy hills, and those of

Shendamungalum, reach to a height of about 5,000 feet, and are

now found to afford a delicious retreat from the extreme heat of

the plains, in the months of April and May.
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The whole district, exclusive of the Balaghat, since added,

vas computed to contain 6,448 square miles, of which one-

eighth was classed as hills, the rest as plains, being, properly-

speaking, cultivable table-land at various elevations, or fertile

valleys situated more immediately among the mountain ranges,

as well as the flat country bordering on the Cavary, in the taluks

of Salem Proper. At the time of the conquest, it was bounded
on the north by the kingdom of Mysore, from which it had just

been wrested ; on the west and south-west, by the Cavary river,

separating it from the province of Coimbatore, which was, at

that period, also a portion of Mysore
;
on the east and south-

east, by the disorderd and ruined territories of the unfortunate

Nabob of Arcot. The province itself had suffered its full

share of the evils of protracted warfare and despotic misrule ;

but the state in which it was handed over to our care, will be best

described in a later page, in the words of Munro. As we are

not attempting a full description of the country, we shall only

add, that a surface so varied, necessarily implies an equal
variety of products and modes of culture. In the jungles of the

hilly districts, amidst their abundant pasture, herds of cattle

are reared for the supply of the enclosed taluks of the

south, as well as for export to foreign markets ; sheep are abun-
dant throughout the district, and the system of penning them
on the land, is universally practised

;
the fields produce almost

every kind of tropical grain, as well as cotton, sugar, and
indigo; the mountains and higher flats yield wheat; and the

coffee of the Sherwaroy hills bears a high price in the Eng-
lish'markct. When to this we add, that the inhabitants be-

long to both the manufacturing and agricultural classes,—that

the looms of the weavers give employment to the females of

the ryots’ families, on whose wheels their thread is prepared,

—

that iron and saltpetre are among the products of the soil,—that

numerous weekly markets, and occasional fairs, give constant op-

portunities for the free interchange of commodities,-—that many
large towns and holy shrines attract the merchant and the de-

votee ;—when it is remembered that its principal towns are situ-

ated on the high road from Bangalore to Trichinopoly, and from
Madras to Coimbatore,—we think it would be almost impossible

to select any country in which it would be more interesting to

trace the effects of a new administration through half a century
of peace subsequent to ages of war.

This portion of our conquests was intrusted to the manage-
ment of Colonel Read, an officer of experience, with three

younger officers, Munro, Macleod, and Graham, as his assis-

tants. To appreciate the labours of these officers, it must be

remembered that, up to this time, no accurate system of revenue
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administration was known at Madras. The assessment levied
upon the zemindar of the Northern Circars was merely a feudal
tribute, paid or withheld, as feudal tributes generally are, in

proportion to the influence of the zemindar, or the strength
of his countiy. In the management of the Ilaveli lands, or
those belonging directly to the Government, the native system
of farming had been generally adopted, that is to say, the cul-

tivators were handed over en masse to be pillaged by a Go-
vernor’s dubash or other adventurer. Every attempt at reform
had signally failed, because it was sought to ascertain the state

of the country from the curnum’s accounts, or the evidence of
the heads of villages, instead of deducing it from the land. It

was reserved for Colonel Read to lay the foundation of that

system, which ensures, at the same time, the just dues of the

Government, and the just rights, not of a new made zemindar,
but of an industrious peasantry, and of such landlords as may
be found to exist, and of those who must spring up by the

necessary progress of events, in proportion to the amount of
rent which the Government may see fit to renounce, in order to

ensure the prosperity of the country.

Of Colonel Read, it would be injustice to speak in any
other words than those of his illustrious pupil. In writing to

his father of his new appointment, Munro says, “ Read is no
‘ ordinary character : he might, in Mysore, have amassed as much
‘ money as he chose, and by fair means too ; but he was so far

‘ from taking advantage of his situation for this purpose, that he
‘ even gave up his bazar, and many other perquisites of his

‘ military command, and received nothing but his prize money
c and commission, which, altogether, I believe, amounted to about
* six thousand pounds. Whatever I might have done, had I
‘ been left to myself, I could get no pickings under such a
* master, whose conduct is invariably regulated by private
‘ honor, and the public interest. These, and unwearied zeal in
‘ whatever he undertakes, constitute the great features of his
c character. The enthusiasm in the pursuit of national objects,

* which seizes others by fits and starts, is in him constant and
1 uniform. These qualities, joined to an intimate knowledge of
‘ the language and manners of the people, and a happy talent
‘ for the investigation of every thing connected with revenue,
( eminently qualify him for the station which he now fills with
‘ so much credit to himself and benefit to the public.” To this

high character must be added the testimony of Colonel Wilkes,

in whose work on Southern India, we find the following

note :

—

“ It is known that the local institutions of Salem and
‘ Baramahl do not materially differ, and have been entirely
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'* assimilated by Colonel Read, who, in spite of a speculative

* tendency, which is too often the associate of genius, and the
‘ acknowledged error of over-assessing the lands, may be con-
‘ sidered as the founder of all correct knowledge of the revenue
‘ of the South, and, perhaps, of a more correct and detailed know-
‘ ledge than had previously existed in any part of India.”

If any further testimony were necessary to the indefati-

gable zeal and pure unaffected philanthropy of this excellent

man, the whole of the public records, and the traditions of the

district, afford it in ample abundance ;
and there is something

peculiarly interesting, in comparing, in these local records, the

speculative views, the imperfect sentences, and even the im-

perfect spelling of this pioneer in Indian revenue, with the

clear and decisive views, the transparent style, and the strong

practical decision of the pupil then rising into fame, and who
was destined for so many years to carry out and improve his

master’s views. If ever a Biographic/, Indica shall be com-
piled,—and a more interesting work could scarcely be pro-

posed,—the name of Alexander Read will hold an honored
place by the side of a De Haviland. We should then be able to

trace the excellent man through the walks of private life, and
into his well-earned, and, we feel sure, peaceful retirement. At
present all we know is, that he lived to retire, and in his re-

treat had the satisfaction of looking back with pleasure on
his valuable and valued service, and remembered to the last,

even the native friends who had been associated with him in

his labours. A codicil of his will directed that the sum of

£100 should be laid out in the purchase of a gold snuff-box,

to be presented to one of his tahsildars, to whose faithful

services, the codicil stated that he ovrcd much of any success

lie had obtained.

Under such a chief, the three officers to whom three several

divisions of the district were entrusted, laboured with unweari-
ed zeal, and conquered the greatest difficulties. A body of

revenue servants had to be created, instructed and overlooked ;

and in the scarcity of persons acquainted with the English
language, even the mechanical duties of a writer or copyist

devolved upon the superintendents themselves. But, not-

withstanding these disadvantages, within four years, the whole
subject of landed tenures had been completely investigated ; the

rights of every party examined and registered ; every cultivated

field measured and assessed; the currrency, the weights and
measures, even the computation of time, explored

;
the customs

and transit duties, to a certain degree, regulated ;
roads con-

structed
; commerce facilitated ; and a mass of statistical informa-
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tion prepared and arranged, which rendered the final settlement

of the land revenue a matter of pure reasoning, on premises
more correct than had, perhaps, ever before been submitted to

the decision of a Government.
These labours, however, were looked upon by Colonel Read

as merely preparatory to a decision by higher authority than his

own, of the important questions which then occupied the atten-

tion of Indian statesmen. The collections, in the meanwhile,
were made in each division upon the assessment formed by the

respective superintendents, and varied in a remarkable degree, ac-

cording to the estimate formed by those officers of the produce of

the land, as well as according to their views of the effects of assess-

ment on agriculture. To this variation, we wish to call particular

attention. We shall, however, first extract somewhat largely,

from a letter of Captain Munro, descriptive of the state of

the country when ceded to our Government, and of the labours

of himself, his colleagues, and his chief. It is addressed to

Captain Allen, and published in his life, vol. 1, page 174.

To Captain Allen, explanatory of the Revenue System
pursued in Baramahl, 8th June, 1794.

“ You seem to think that I have a great stock of hidden
‘ knowledge of revenue, and other matters, Avhich I am unwil-
‘ ling to part with ; I have already given you the little I had,
‘ and your own experience of the ceded countries will supply
‘ the rest. I have more than once endeavoured to convince
c you, that we have no mysteries, that we have made no new
‘ discoveries, and that our only system is plain hard labour.
‘ Whatever success may have hitherto attended the management
‘ of these districts, is to be ascribed to this talent alone

;
and it

‘ must be unremittingly exerted, not so much to make collec-
‘ tions as to prevent them, by detecting and punishing the
‘ authors of private assessments, which are made in almost
‘ every village in India. We have only to guard the ryots
‘ from oppression, and they will create the revenue for us.
e Captain Read, in order to be enabled to turn his attention to
‘ general arrangements, has divided the ceded countries among
‘ his assistants into three divisions. These are again sub-divided
‘ into tahsildaries, few of which are under ten or above thirty
‘ thousand pagodas. The tahsildars, who have charge of them, are
‘ mere receivers of the revenue, for they cannot either raise or
‘ lower the rent of a single individual. They are not permitted to

‘ give any decision, unless on matters of the most trifling nature,
‘ —to refer all disputes respecting property to a Court of Arbi-
‘ tration, to order the members of such Courts to assemble, to
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* receive the kists from the head farmers of the villages, and

‘ the accounts from the village accountants, and to transmit

‘ them to the collector of the division, is the whole of their

‘ duty. Every tahsildari is farmed out in villages to the gours,

‘ or head farmers, who, having the management of the details of

* cultivation, may be considered as renters of the country,

* though they are, in fact (unless in some particular cases), an-

* swerable only for the amount of their own particular lauds,

‘ for the whole inhabitants are jointly answerable for the reve-

* nue of the village, which is seldom less than ten pagodas or

* more than one thousand. Every man, who pays a single
£ rupee to Government, has the rent of his land fixed by the

* division collector, for which he has a roll, signed by him, speci-

* fying the nature and quantity of it, and the periods of pay-
* ment. As the gour can demand no more than the stipulated

‘ rent, he can, of course, gain nothing by the ryots, and as every
‘ man enjoys the profits of his own land, it is for these reasons,

* that the whole are made jointly responsible for any deficiency.

‘ The gour, in consideration of the troubles of his office, has a
‘ small piece of ground rent free. By farming the country in
‘ such detail, every division contains near twenty-one thousand
f renters, the greatest part of whom, having been always accus-
‘ tomed to be plundered by their gours, in league with an army
* of revenue officers under the Mysore Government, still (not-
‘ withstanding constant exhortations to pay no more than their

‘ fixed rent, and to give no money without receipts,) submit to

* private levies without complaining. It is the most difficult part
‘ of the collector’s business, to discover these impositions; but in

‘ the present state of things, it is impossible wholly to prevent
* them. If he is vigilant, he may reduce them, perhaps, to five

* per cent. ; if he is remiss, they will soon rise to fifty : nothing
‘ will effectually put an end to them, but a long lease, which
* for this, and many other reasons, ought to be hastened as much
‘ as possible. From many circumstances which have come to
‘ my knowledge, I am convinced, that the Brahmans of the
* different katcherris in the ceded districts, collect privately
‘ above fifty thousand rupees a year, for favoring certain indi-
* viduals in the valuation of their lands at their annual settle-
‘ ments

; and this may be estimated as the cause of the loss
* of more than a lakh to the public, because the sum of rents
‘ excused, must be more than the sum paid, otherwise no ad-
‘ vantage would arise to the payers from the transaction, and
‘ because every ryot must keep a little money in hand to bribe
* the Brahmans, which ought to have been laid out for the
‘ purpose of cultivation.”*#*#**##

o o
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“ The gross revenue ofthe present year, which ends in July,
‘ is five hundred and eleven thousand pagodas. The expenses of
‘ collection will, I imagine, be about seven and a half per cent,,
‘ surveyors one and a half, and commissioners five percent. The
‘ land rent is about four hundred and sixty thousand, the remain-
‘ ing fifty thousand are customs, which are composed of road
‘ duties, taxes on ploughs, houses, and particular castes. The last

‘ has been in part abolished, and ought to be wholly so, as well as
‘ the first, with the exception, perhaps, of one or two articles,
‘ which might affect our own manufactures ; but all duties ought
‘ long ago to have been taken off cotton. Almost the whole of
* the land rent arises from grain, of which raggy, rice, and bajera
‘ are grown from the end of June to the end of August ; if later,

‘ they will hardly cover the expense of cultivation. Reckoning
* back to the beginning of May, the earlier they are sown, the
‘ more abundant the produce

; but sowing is uncommon in May,
* for rain is hardly in sufficient abundance till the end of June.
‘ Of these grains, the two first remain six months in the ground.
‘ Dali and the oil-nut are sown with raggy, and pulled a month
‘ later. There are several kinds of rice which remain only four
‘ months in the ground, and are grown at all seasons of the year
‘ when there is water; but two crops from them do not yield so
‘ much asone ofother rice. The time of collection is from January
‘ to June, in order to give the ryots time to convert their grain
‘ into money. Cotton and sugar are grown in such small quanti-
* ties that they cannot be called sources of revenue. The remain-
‘ der of the land produce consists chiefly of different kindsof dall,

‘ and the nut and small grain from which oil is made. The ceded
£ countries have very little trade—the jealousy of Tippff’s go-
* vernment prevents much intercourse with Mysore—his posses-
‘ sion of Coimbatore cuts them off from the Malabar coast, to
* which they used formerly to send great quantities of cloth, and
* the heavy duties check the communication with the Carnatic

;

‘ there being no less than sixteen stages where customs are ex-
‘ acted between the Baramahl and Madras. The imports from
e above the Ghats are cotton from the Nizam’s country, and
‘ beetle-nut and dyeing woods from Tippti’s dominions. The ex-
‘ ports to the westward are a small quantity of cloth and bajera.
* To the eastward, little cloth goes, but that of the Company’s
‘ investment

; dall and oil-nut are the principal articles sent there ;

‘ they amounted, last year, to about a lakh and a half of pagodas,
‘ and the demand appears to be increasing. The imports from the
‘ Carnatic are only salt, and a few trifling European articles.
‘ The inhabitants of this country, from the long series of op-

* pression they have undergone, are, in general, very poor ;
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* few of the farmers are, I believe, worth a thousand pagodas,
* and scarcely one merchant worth a thousand pounds. The
‘ exertions of industry have always been restrained by the
‘ demands of Government keeping pace with their profits, and
* often outrunning them. The tanks are few, and having been
‘ neglected ever since Hyder made himself master of Mysore,
‘ are in so ruinous a condition, that it will require a considerable
‘ sum to save the present produce of the land beneath them from
‘ being lost altogether. The ceded countries have, however,
‘ many natural advantages, and are capable of great improve-
‘ ments. The first step for the attainment of this object, must
c be the settlement of the lease at a moderate rent, for all at-
‘ tempts to better their situation will be in vain, as long as the
* land tax is not only high but arbitrary

;
let it be low and

* fixed, and it will be soon seen that the prosperity of the for-

* mer will extend to every source of revenue. By the lease
‘ every man will become sole master of his own land ; when
* he pays his rent, there will be no farther claims against him,
* unless when it may be necessary, which will rarely be the case,
‘ to contribute, jointly with the other inhabitants, to make up the
‘ deficiency in the village. Every man will have as much ground.
‘ as he can cultivate ; the waste will be reserved by Government,
‘

to be disposed of as population and cultivation increase. The
* gradual but certain progress of the country in wealth and
‘ industry will, in a few years, make ample amends for any
‘

little sacrifice of land rent ; we shall have no long arrears of
4 balances, no calls for remission

; the collection of the revenue
‘ will become easy and regular, and the present shameful system,
‘ if such it may be called, of a continual struggle between the
‘ inhabitants to elude, and the collector to enforce, payment,
‘ will be done away. The former, when convinced by the
‘ experience of two or three years, that he has not been deceived,
‘ as formerly, by false promises, but is, in reality, the proprietor
‘ of his land, and that all its produce, beyond the rent, is his

‘ own, will begin to exert himself, and, where he now cultivates

‘ grain for a bare subsistence, will raise cotton and sugar-cane.
c The road duties must be abolished, to enable these articles

‘ to go to market to advantage, and it were to be wished, that
‘ the Nabob could be prevailed on to do the same in his country.
‘ The weavers should be left at liberty to work when they
‘ please—and not forced or inveigled into the Company’s service,
‘ and when once engaged, never allowed to quit it. The fear of
‘ this treatment deters many from coming from Tippu’s country,
‘ who wish to settle here

; no restraint of any kind should be
‘ used, if it is wished that manufactures should thrive. The
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f abolishing of road duties, the giving liberty to weavers to work
‘ whenever they find it most for their advantage, and the fixing
‘ the land rent, would soon change the face of the country. The
‘ people, as they advanced in wealth, would become more expen-
* sive in their modes of life, and their luxuries becoming, in the
‘ course of time, articles of taxation, would amply compensate
* for the loss of road customs.
“ Hyder’s system of finance was much the same as under all

* other native governments
; he rented the country in large dis-

‘ tricts to amildars, who were pretty regular in their payments,
‘ because the terms were favorable

;
but besides collecting the

* public revenue, they amassed large sums for themselves. Hyder
f having information of this from the numerous spies he employed,
* ordered them to the durbar, stripped them of their money, gave
‘ them a small present, and sent them to another district, to renew
e the same operations. Tippu began his reign with changing
* every civil and military arrangement of his father ; and he
‘ changed his almost every year, and always, on these occasions,
‘ framed new codes of regulations to send to different provinces;
‘ his last was much the same as we have now in the ceded coun-
‘ try ; only that he endeavoured to excite the warfare between the
‘

civil and military powers, after the manner in which it has been
* so long and so successfully carried on in the northern chiefships.
* The two lines were entirely distinct. The military was under
* an officer called the Suddur, and the civil under another called
* the Assoph. One of each was stationed at Kistnagherry and
‘ Lukledrug. The Baramahl formed one government, and
‘ Darampur, Pinagre, and Tengercottah, with the country below
* Toppur, another. Though all killadars were under the Suddur,
‘ he could neither remove nor appoint without orders from Tippu,
‘ and in the same manner, though the Assoph had the superin-
‘ tendence of the revenue, his power over the tahsildars, who were
* at every district, as at present, was equally confined: he could
* not interfere in the detail of the revenue; every tahsildar settled
‘ the amount of his own district, and rented the villages separate-
‘ ly to the gours or head farmers. The tahsildar received a small
‘ monthly pay, and was supposed to derive no other advantage
* from his situation

; he remitted his collections to the Assoph,
‘ by whom they were forwarded to Seringapatam. The Suddur
‘ and the Assoph were directed to hold their katcherries in the
‘ same hall, in order that all the transactions of the two depart-
‘ merits might be public and known to both ; but all these
‘ checks served only to diminish the revenue; all parties soon
‘ found that it was wiser to agree and divide the public money
‘ than to quarrel and send their complaints to the Sultan; the
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* Assoph and the Suddur, with their katcherries, the tahsildars

« and their katcherries, and the land farmer and accountant of

‘ the village, all had their respective shares, which were as

* well ascertained as their pay. The whole amounted, on an
* average, throughout the extent of Tippu’s dominions, to above
‘ thirty per cent., being in some provinces more, and in some
‘ less, according to their distance from the seat of Government.
‘ Then, as well as now, the farmers were the only renters. The
* total collections were nearly the same, and the difference be-
‘ tween the sums carried to account of the Company, and those

« which found their way to Tippu’s treasury, is to be entirely

‘ ascribed to the difference between the personal character of

‘ Captain Read and of Tippu’s Assophs.”

We have stated above, that at the end of four years, the sta-

tistics of the district had been completely examined
;
the result

was submitted to the Board of Revenue, in 1796, in the form of

a statistical table, accompanied by a paper of explanations,

by Colonel Read, embodying the result of his investigations,

and replete with curious facts and speculations. From this we
shall have occasion to quote largely, when we speak of the actual

assessment of the district. The future system of management,
however, was still undecided, and the great question of the

zemindari, ryotwari, or lease settlements, was still to be dis-

cussed, and we quote the following letter from Colonel Read
to his assistants, as illustrative of the style and opinions of the

writer, as well as of the perplexing questions which then occu-

pied the care and forethought of those who first sought to re-

duce to order and system so confused and perplexing a mass.

“ To Assistant Collectors,
“ Baramahl and Salem districts.

“ Gentlemen,— 1. You had reason, from myletterof the 8th
‘ July, to expect the whole detail of the mode of management,
‘ which I therein gave you only a sketch of ; but revenue being
‘ so comprehensive, that the numerous items of it only occurring,
‘ as one brings another to recollection, the entering each in its

‘ place has occasioned so many revisals, as with other causes, to
* retard my progress much beyond what I expected ; so that
‘ I am able to furnish you yet, with only a part of it, and being
* now obliged to turn entirely from it to the business of another
* line, it is very uncertain when I may be able to supply the rest.

“
2. The desire to understand the business of my civil depart-

‘ ment, and the vast importance of devising something like a
‘ system in revenue, suggested, as soon as I became a collector,
‘ the idea of reducing it to definite and fixed principles, and had
‘

it been in my power to have devoted the whole, instead of a
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‘ part ofmy time,to that pursuit,I doubt hot,that ere this, I should
* have been able to effect it. I feel, however, such advantage from
* having directed all my enquiries, these five or six years past, to
‘ the same object, that I reject now hypotheses, the original of
( our present system, and am able to build upon facts ; the source
* from which alone regulations can be formed to answer the
‘ various purposes of political economy which are comprised in
‘ the revenue management of this country. Nevertheless, the
* first draft of it must have many defects, which can be only
* remedied as they may be discovered in the carrying them into

* practice.

“ 3. Whether I, by a superintendence of the whole and daily
* enquiry, or you, as assistants occupied in carrying on the
‘ service, making settlements and afterwards realizing them, can
‘ be best judges of revenue regulations, may be made a question.
* It may be that we have each our advantages

;
you, from trans-

* actions with individuals
;
I,from enquiry into modes and effects;

‘ and that both have our disadvantages, proceeding from the
* means of information, which, whether from the mouths of the

‘ parties themselves, or of corrupt agents,often are perverted to
* deceive. Whatever is beyond the power of prevention,cannot,
‘ in respect to self, be a matter of solicitude with me.

“ 4. At all events different men in the same pursuit, and
‘ with the same opportunities, would acquire many points of in-
‘ formation, and form ideas differing from those of their contem-
* poraries, colleagues, or rivals. On that account, and no rivalship

‘ subsisting among us, I hope, (unless it be, that of who shall do
‘ most for the public good), I submit what I have done to your
‘ consideration, and request your sentiments upon every article,
c for the purpose of forming a code fitting in all respects for
£ general adoption.

“
5. This being a final attempt to bring forward a complete

c knowledge of revenue matters, from that obscurity in which it

‘ appears they have always been in these countries, the sense I
* have of every assistance I receive in so arduous an undertaking,
‘ demands in this place an acknowledgement to Mr. Munro, for
‘ his having favored me with his opinions in regard to the reform
‘ proposed, as requested in my letter of the 8th June.

“ 6. From what I now send, you may observe, that it is more
‘ calculated for the management of a zagir, than such an exten-
‘ sive country as the ceded districts, and that the carrying it

‘ into practice, with the desired particularity, requires that the
* ryots shall all be able to read, and the village curnums as expert
‘ writers and accountants as our own katcherri mfittasuadies.
‘ The same, however, may be said of the rules you have each
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‘ given out for the interior management of your respective divi-

* sions ; for as superintendent, I can inform you,how inadequately
‘ they have been followed up, and the more your observations
* will apply to these regulations, the better they are adapted to our
* purpose, which, as may be easily shown, is more properly the
* collection of what should be -private than public revenue. While
‘ that is our object, it must be kept in view, and it is only to be
‘ attained by such a mode as that proposed, which I would there-
‘ fore hold up as the standard of imitation in management. Pur-
‘ suant of this design, I intend to circulate the cowlenamah,
‘ generally, over the districts in which the reform may be intro-
‘ duced, to furnish every curnum with a copy of it, and the direc-
* tions to the village servants, every tahsildar with both, and direc-
* tions now making out for district servants ; and every collector

* with copies of the whole,and directions for division servants. Thus
‘ the servants of every class will be furnished with whatever is

‘ necessary to themselves, and all below them, and the whole
‘ may, when improved by our several amendments and additions,
f form a code for effective management. While we endeavour to
‘ establish that, making our own katcherri do what the village
‘ servants cannot, till fully instructed, we may carry as much of
‘ it into practice, asthetime on hand or other means may render
* convenient or practicable.

“ 7. Correspondent with my original design, you will find my
‘ grand objects are these, ‘The securing the revenue its dues;
‘ to the industrious their fair advantages, and to all the inhabi-
‘ tants every accommodation consistent with good policy.’ If our
‘ present system were not defective, there would be no room
‘ for the reform I am desirous of introducing by the regulations.

“ 8. It was intended to add notes, showing the room for each;
* several of them, like those providing for joint security, being
‘ in my opinion oppressive, but justified by necessity, to obviate
c enquiry into the affairs of every defaulter (which is not in the

‘ power of collectors) and to secure the collections. All these
‘ regulations resulting from my experience, some are, of course,
* the same as already obtained in all your districts, others,
‘ though evidently proper, may require amendments, and
* you may think a few altogether objectionable. Whatever
‘ amendments, additions, or abrogations you recommend,
£ I request your utmost endeavour at simplicity, for heretofore
4 our communications have been too diffuse and abstracted, for
‘ others to understand and apply them.

“
9. Many things in revenue, naturally branching out from

‘ affinity in sucha manner, to make discrimination often difficult
* and induce digression, I have, you may observe, in my endea-
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‘ vours at perspicuity, made every point I am anxious the ryots
‘ should comprehend, the distinct subject of a paragraph in my
£ cowlenamah, and to ensure the keeping close to the subject in
£ hand, I request you to observe the same rule, furnishing articles
‘ entire, whether amendments of those, or proposed additions,
‘ and if necessary, referring to forms ; for our aim must be, to

* give every thing hitherto but vaguely and imperfectly conceiv-
‘ ed, such shape and subsistence, as to be evident to the senses,
‘ and, if possible, to minds the most uncultivated.

“ 10. If either of you have drawn up regulations, or will
£ please to draw up such, as you think would answer better
£ than these, all the purposes desired,—I shall be happy, if you
‘ will bring them forward, and cheerfully submit them to the
‘ Board’s consideration, that whatever may seem to it the most
* eligible, may be preferred.

"11. I shall hope, by thus collecting and digesting all our
* knowledge and experience into practical rules, we shall, very
‘ shortly, be able to form such a code as may be generally adopt-
‘

ed. I see nothing proceeding from customs, prejudices, or lo-
‘

calities, against the same rules obtaining in every district, and
£

till then, it cannot be said that any system is established.
‘ You will find that I even propose to extend the same regula-
e tions to every village, in such manner, as that the affairs of each
‘ may be wholly conducted within itself, after the settlements
‘ are concluded, and all disputes about property, public or private

,

* settled without reference to the collector or his katcherri
; to

£ render which practicable, separate and definite objections be-
£ tween the circar and the ryots, and the ryots with one another,
* appear all that is necessary. This is required to make it prac-
‘ ticable for Courts of Judicature to exercise their functions,
£ without interruption to the collections, and with benefit to the
£ inhabitants ; and the preparing the way for them, is my anxious
£ endeavour.
" 12. This intimation of the main objects proposed by these

£ regulations, though general, being written in haste, will, I hope,
£ enable you to follow me in the pursuit of them.
" 13. Though I have thus invited you, severally, to contribute

£ your stock of knowledge and experience in revenue, for the
£ completion of our system, such is my dependence on the
£ propriety of the regulations I have drawn up, and so firmly
£ am I of opinion, that the lease settlements are not only ruinous
£ to the inhabitants, and impracticable for any length of time,
£ where so great a portion of the produce is required for Go-
£ vernment, that I hesitate not as to the expediency of immediate-
‘ ly adopting the reform, and desire that you follow my example,
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c in one district, at least, of your respective divisions, the current

‘ year. That no time may be lost in making so valuable an
‘ experiment, and that I may have every opportunity, myself, of
* ascertaining all its effects by personal investigations, I have al--

‘ ready adopted it in the Salem district, and intend, if practicable
* by my katcherri, within the period for concluding settlements,
c to take two other districts, one in the centre, and one in the
* northern division, under my own immediate management,
* for the same purposes. As circumstances admit, I shall ad-
‘ dress you, severally, on the subject of this district.

“ 14. As already mentioned, these regulations being calculat-
‘ ed for what I have styled an effective management

, they appear
‘ to require abler assistants than we have in the village curnums,
* and what is intended for the business of the whole year, must
‘ be performed in the few months that remain, of those which
‘ compose the period for settlement ;—but these objections are
* already answered, the requisition made of you being, to carry
* only as many of them into practice, and to such extent as the
‘ time on hand, or other means,raay render convenient and prac-
‘ ticable. To facilitate the measure, these regulations are trans-
‘ lating into Hindustani for circulation, and though the forms
* will be delayed by reason of my present interruption, I hope
* to furnish you with copies of the forms, both for the village de-
‘ tail, and the district abstracts, in a few days, which last, of the
‘ districts in which you may introduce the form, I shall expect
‘ with your jummabundies for the current year.

“ I am, &c.”
This letter was accompanied by a hukamnamah and cowle-

namah, consisting of rules drawn up for the guidance of each
revenue officer in succession, from the head of a district, to the
head of a village, upon which the opinions of the several super-
intendents were invited. From Munro it elicited an admirable
reply. But Colonel Read, still anxious for further information,

still theorizing and speculating, submitted again, to his superin-

tendents, a series of propositions, regarding the state of the dis-

trict, dictated partly by the demand then so prevalent, for a
fixed unfluctuating revenue

;
partly, evidently, by the specula-

tions of Arthur Young, whose writings were most attractive to

a man of Read’s turn of mind, on the relative merits of large and
small farms ; but chiefly by his own earnest desire to moderate
the demands of the Government, and to ensure the prosperity
of his district.

This second demand elicited, from Munro, a letter so full, so
able, so admirably descriptive of the state of the country, and
so just in the views, which at that early stage of^olitical science,

p p
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he had either discovered or adopted, that nothing but its great
length prevents our inserting it entire. We believe it has
never yet been printed

;
it lies buried among the voluminous

records of the district, in the hand-writing of its author, as

much a monument of the clearness of his views, as of his inde-

fatigable industry. In this letter, the principles of Ryotwari
settlement are fully laid down and admirably illustrated, and,

with a few concessions in favour of a lease settlement under
certain modifications, that system is distinctly described, which,
through the rest of his public service, Sir Thomas Munro inva-

riably advocated.

The principles of the Ryotwari system, thus commenced by-

Read and Munro, we may say, are simply these, that the land

assessment should be fixed on each plot of land, being deduced
from a measurement of the land and an approximate estimate

of its produce ;—that it should be limited to something less

than the rent of land, so as to leave a portion of the rent in the

hands of the people ;—that each holder of land, small or great,

should be entitled to pay his rent direct to the Government,
and should not be placed at the mercy of any intermediate

party ;—that in this way the Government should await the

silent progress of improvement, to give a saleable value to the

land, and to create a body of large landholders, who must,

necessarily, spring up as population increases and cultivation

extends to the poorer lands ;—that no attempt should be made
to create such a class, by assigning a portion of the existing

revenue, or all its prospective increase, to a factitious aristocracy,

or by attempting to interfere to regulate the size of farms ;—but

that where the means of Government admit of a sacrifice of

revenue, the rise of a class of superior farmers should be hastened

by the simple means of a reduction of the assessment.

This admirable letter ends with the following paragraph :

—

“ I have now fully stated my sentiments on your different

‘ queries,and shall proceed, by combining the results of them with
* what I have said in my letter of the 18th of July last, to deli—

‘ ver my opinion, as to the best mode of forming a permanent
‘ settlement of the revenue of this country. The lease founded
* upon this survey, having been abandoned, cannot, possibly, for

* many reasons, (para. 10) be re-established. Its duration of
* only one year in most districts, and two in a few, was of too
* short a date to admit of any accurate estimate being formed of
‘ its probable consequences ;—it appeared most likely, however,
‘ (para. 11) that though the settlements might always have
‘ been realized, yet the condition of the inhabitants would have
‘ been little bettered without a considerable reduction of them.
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The great point in making a settlement, is the rate of assess-

ment; all other regulations connected with it, are of very in-

ferior importance. It needs no argument to show that the lower
it is, the better for the farmers. I have proposed such an abate-

ment, as when the cheapness of cultivation and the great return

from the seed are taken into consideration, will be found to

leave them in possession of as great advantages as any race

of husbandmen in the world. It must not, however, from this,

be inferred, that land will become saleable on a sudden, for the

frontier situation of these districts, and other reasons (para. 7)
must long prevent it from generally attaining any value at all,

and, perhaps, for ever from attaining that value which it beax’s

in Europe. The plan which, it appears to me, would be best

calculated to secure to the people tlie fruits of their industry,

and to Gevei'nment a permanent revenue, is comprised under
the following heads, in which references are made to the pai*a-

graphs in which the particular reasons for each are given at

length ;

—

“ ‘ 1. A reduction of 15 per cent, to be made on the lease

settlement, (para. 6).
“ * 2. The countiy to be rented immediately of Goveni-
ment by small farms as at present, every one receiving just as

much land as he demands, (paras. 8, 15 and 17).
“ ‘

3. Settlements to be annual, that is to say, every man
to be permitted to give up or take whatever land he pleases

every year. (para. 10).
“ ‘

4. Every man to have a part, or the whole of his lands in

lease, who wishes it; and in order to encourage the application

for leases, all lands held under annual tenures, to betaken from
the occupants and given to such other farmers as may demand
them in lease, on their paying to Government, as purchase-

money, one year’s rent, for any particular field, or one-half

year’s, for the whole farm. (para. 10).
“ ‘ 5. Villages and districts to be responsible for all indivi-

dual failures, (pai’a. 14).’

“ The following regulations are from my letter of the 18th

July last :

—

“ ‘ 6. All lands included in the lease, should remain invari-

ably at the rent then fixed after the proposed reduction of 15

per cent.
“ ‘

7. All lands not included in the lease, should be rented

at the average of the village to which they belong.
“ ‘ 8. Lands included in the lease, being given up and allow-

ed to lie waste, for any number of years, should, when again

occupied, pay the very first year the full vent as before.
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“ ‘ 9. All castes, whether natives or aliens, to pay the same
‘ rent for the same land.

“ ‘ 10. No additional rent ever to be demanded for improve-
‘ nients—the farmer who, by digging a well or building a tank,
* converts dry land into garden or rice fields, to pay no more
‘ than the original rent of the ground.

“ * 11. No reduction of the established rent ever to be al-
‘ lowed, except where the cochineal plant, mulberry, &c., are
* cultivated.’”

Such was the rise of the Ryotwari system, and in thus alluding
to its early history, we are aware that we may be thought by
those who are familiar with the Madras records, to have un-
necessarily entered upon a discussion, exhausted, and long ago
set at rest ; but we have so constantly heard the question, even
now, misrepresented, that we have been most desirous to use our
endeavours to free the principle of Ryotwari settlement from
a load that sinks it ; and we think that in stating the views of

its authors, and thus tracing the early progress of the settle-

ment, and showing its adaptation to the state of the country as

they found it, we place it in the fairest light. But our chief

object is, to show that the system, as proposed by its authors,

contained within itself a principle of reform, and is free from
many of the objections often urged against it. We have heard

it attacked by some as discouraging improvement, because the

assessment rises with the change of culture ;—by others, because

the Government, by taking the whole of the rent, constitutes

itself an universal landlord, while it is utterly incompetent to

discharge the duties of one;—by others as being subversive of all

existing rights, and as reducing all parties to one low standard of

mere competency. Now we assert that this is mixing up two dis-

tinct questions, that of Ryotwari settlement, and that of over-

assessment. The over-assessment has arisen from the fact, that

the necessities of the Government have never yet allowed of that

alleviation of the burdens of the people, which has, from the

first, been so strenuously advocated in Madras, and has now
been granted to the North Western Provinces. It has nothing

to do with the principles of collection. That Government
never should be the landlord properly so called, that is, that

Government should never take the whole of the rent, has been

repeated from the time when the above admirable letter was
written, in every form of remonstrance, up to the present day.

The extreme sub-division of land does not arise from Ryotwari
settlement, but from the Hindu law of inheritance, and from

the fact that waste lands are still available to every person who
can procure a plough and pair of bullocks, and prefers the
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situation of a small proprietor to that of a hired labourer ;
and

so far from destroying proprietary rights, a Ryotwari settle-

ment discovers, protects, records, and creates them.

That improvements are, in many instances, taxed, that Go-
vernment frequently takes the whole landlord’s share, that the

remissions declared indispensable to the prosperity of the coun-
try have never, in the last half century, been granted, is most
undoubted; and this it is our wish most distinctly to show.

But we wish also to show, that this is so far from being a part

of the revenue system, that only let the remissions be conceded,

and we have not even to seek the machinery for carrying them
out. They are, as it were, a part of the original plan of the

settlement.

To return from this digression, we proceed to sketch, as

shortly as we can, the subsequent history of the revenue
settlement of the district. We shall, pei'haps, render this most
clear, by going back a step to 1796, and stating at once that

the amount of assessment fixed by the superintendents of the

three divisions has, from that time to this, formed the demand
upon the land. We have stated above, that while Read pursu-
ed his investigations, the collections were, in the mean time,

made according to the assessments of the superintendents
; and

when we find that Macleod and Munro differed so much in

opinion, that while Munro was writing the above letter, Mac-
leod was arguing that a high rental promoted cultivation and
industry, we shall not be surprised to find how vastly their

several assessments varied. But besides this, Munro’s own
assessment varied considerably; and when, after settling the

taluks of Trichengode and Senkerrydrug below the Ghats,
he proceeded to that of Darampury, he satisfied himself that

his first settlement was much higher in proportion than the re-

lative produce of land would warrant. Graham’s and Read’s
settlements were still more favorable than that of Munro’s
Balaghat taluks.

Thus when Read came to collect and compare the statistics

of the three divisions, they presented the following enormous
inequality.

The dry lands were estimated to yield in the southern,

centre and northern divisions, in the proportion of seven, four,

and three rupees per acre. The wet lands in the proportion of
twenty-eight, eighteen and fourteen.

Southn. Centre. Northn.

The average assessment per acre was in the same
divisions on the dry land 2 1£ 1

On the wet land 11 6£
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The individual contributions varied also in the following
proportions :

—

Contribution per head in rupees 4-15-9 3-5-2 2-9-G

That an assessment so obviously unequal, would, for half-a-

century, be considered as a settlement of the land revenue.
Colonel Read never could, for a moment, have anticipated.

His report was sent in to Government, not as showing that he
had settled the revenue, but to enable the Government to do
so ; and in the strong and earnest hope that a Government,
which had thus the happiness and prosperity of a fertile pro-

vince actually at its disposal, would take those measures, by
which alone those blessings could be ensured.

This report of Colonel Read’s is one of extreme interest.

The result which he drew from the statistics which he had
collected, and from the careful analysis which he instituted, was,

that in the district upon which he was reporting, “ the company
‘ was literally the farmer of the circar lands, or five-sixths of
* those actually in cultivation

;
and if the lands alienated in fee

‘ were included, it was the farmer of nineteen-twentieths, which
* is, probably, what no Government ever was before.” By this Co-
lonel Read distinctly meant that the Government was receiving

the whole of the landlord’s rent. He showed, that while in the

rich plains of Bengal, the Government received forty-seven

pagodas per square mile, in Salem they were collecting seventy.

“The difference between forty-seven and seventy,” he observed,
“ may appear extraordinary, and the more so when it is consider-
* ed,that a quarterof the district is barren mountains and jungles,
‘ that its only trade is with the Carnatic

;
and that Bengal is a

‘ level country, extremely fertile, and the greatest source of
‘ wealth and commerce in India. Here Government receives
‘ the rent of the land, and there only a tax or part of that
4 rent.”

Taking this fact then as established, viz., that throughout

the whole of the district, the Government appeared to be

taking the whole of the produce, beyond what was necessary

for the mere subsistence of the actual cultivator, Colonel Read
proceeded to discuss the question, which was then, in the early

stages of political science, still an obscure one, whether high

rents promoted or impeded agriculture. We need not follow

him through this curious discussion. If he did not anticipate

the discoveries of Maithus and Jones, as to the true theory of

rent, still the result he arrived at was worthy of his talent

and philanthropy. He described, in forcible language, the state

to which a people must be reduced, if Government constituted

itself the universal landlord. “ It is easy,” he said, “ for the
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* proprietor or renter of a village, or small district, to supply the
* wants of all his servants, and accommodate them in all respects;
‘ but it is impossible for a collector to hear all the representa-
‘ tions, to inform himself of all the affairs, to guard against all

* the impositions, and to adjust every thing necessary, concern-
‘ ing 40,000 or 50,000 tenants. It cannot be doubted that, un-
* der the circumstances which occur in ordinary (years), many
‘ of them, and their progeny, perish for want of food, and the
* inference is but too plain, that the effects of such a high rental
* would be extreme poverty and desolation. Exclusive of the

* gradual decline of agriculture and revenue under this mode of
* arrangement, it seems probable that three-quarters of the rents
* of such a multitude of poor could not be collected without a
‘ contribution from those who might pay up their own, which is

* always extortion, and that the cruelties which the tahsildars,
‘ to gain credit with their principals, would exercise to collect

* the last instalments, would drive the inhabitants into other
‘ districts, while the collector, ignorant of their condition or
‘ insensible to their distress, might remain inexorable in his

‘ demands, or, overwhelmed with complaints from every quarter,
‘ and desirous of granting relief, he would find the task of
‘ informing himself as to individual capacity, totally impracti-
* cable, and a reduction of the rental, or the abolition of such
* a parsimonous and ruinous system, the only remedy.”

“ It is hoped,” he emphatically adds in another passage, “ that
‘ these will not be thought fancy pictures ; for they are drawn
* from example and experience, and to show the futility of any
‘ Government, or its officers, attempting to conduct the affairs of
‘ the common people, and the necessity of permitting that to be
‘ done by a middle rank of them, which is to be found in every
‘ country, unless among savage nations, ivhere, like ryots under
( such a management,

all are equal, because equality is the offspring
( of poverty and wretchedness, inequality the effect of wealth and
‘ happiness.”

This able reasoner then proceeds to draw a contrast to this

picture, on the supposition of a liberal reduction of the Govern-
ment demand. He pictures a class of small landlords gradually

springing up between the Government and the people, a saleable

value imparted to the land, and capital applied to its purchase
and improvement;—the labourer, with a friend at hand, whose
interest it is to assist him in his difficulties ;—the revenue easily

collected, and the time of the collector left free for the duties

of administering justice ;—cultivation extending to the poorer

lands, and manufactures encouraged by the enhanced comforts
of the agricultural classes.
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The prevailing opinion, 44 that an high rental promotes agri-

culture and, of consequence, national wealth,” he next more
directly discusses

; and his object is to show that a high rental in

the hands of local landlords, and a high rental appropriated by
the Government, are two very different things. The abandon-
ment of rent might, he observed, render the cultivation of less

land necessary ;

44 but as already shown, it is the part of the far-
4 mer,not of Government or its officers, to assess the cultivators.
* If the farmer doit, he may leave them just sufficient to supply
* their wants, and, without loss, by making them pay their debts
4 when they have the means ; but if the Government do it, it
4 must be satisfied with less, and, however moderate itmay be, it
4 never can depend upon their industry and prudence, nor can
4
it expect to receive all their rent, but by an act of oppression

4 and injustice, that of making others pay the balances of the
4 defaulters by an extra assessment. The disposition of all des-
* criptions of men, to get as much as possible for themselves, is suffi-
4 ciently prevalent to ensure thefarmers taxing their tenants as highly
4 as circumstances will admit. In other words, by supplanting the
4 farmers,

they involve the necessity of attending to the duties and
4functions of private persons, which are equally below their
4 dignity, and beyond their ability, to perform.

“ It is owing to this system, that the Government in this coun-
4 try are not only under the necessity of constructing tanks and
‘ other buildings, and of keeping them in repair, but of supplying
4 the wretched cultivators with the means of purchasing the im-
4 plements of labour, and even of subsistence.”*

After stating that, even under the native government, a

remission of rent was made in favour of Brahmins and
Mussulmans, in order to induce those to become farmers,

who could not or would not be cultivators, Colonel Read adds,
44 this is a parsimony disgraceful to Government. The indul-
4 gence should be extended to all descriptions, by such a general
4 remission as would make the lands saleablefor at least two or three
4 years’ purchase.”

The writer then proceeds to compare the distribution of the

produce of land between the landlord, the farmer and the

labourer, as prevailing in England, with the state t>f things he

has described above, and after quoting the authority of writers

on political economy in proof, that the profit left to the farmer,

* The system of making advances to the ryots, under the name of Tuckary, was
continued till within a few years, but was then abandoned, as it was found, that it be-

came, as may readily be supposed, a mere means in the hands of the tahsildars of

postponing a certain amount of collection, which they found it difficult to realize.

It is said that the palliative should have been discontinued, before the over-assess-

ment in which it took its rise was corrected.
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is the principal source of agricultural improvement, he conti-

nues :
—“ Many quotations might be made from Stewart, Smith,

‘ Anderson and others, who have written on the subject, to the
* very same effect. If the opinion of such eminent men be
‘ so decidedly for allowing the farmers a liberal share of the
‘ produce, because they make so much better use of it than the
‘ landlords, though the greatest part of their income certainly
‘ contributes to the increase of productive labour, who can doubt
‘ what it would be, on a motion for absorbing both in the share
‘ of the sovereign ? And if 800,000 landlords, the estimated
‘ number in England and Wales, do so little good compared with
‘ the farmers in promoting agriculture, what would they expect
‘ from one ? The difference is not so great between the people,
‘ soil, or the climate in Europe and India, to suppose that the
* same causes would not, in the course of time, produce the same
£ effects in one country as the other. The supineness that is

* said to prevail among the natives of India, is wholly ascribed
* to the climate ; but whoever has lived among them, and reflects

‘ on the examples he may have seen of their activity and courage
‘ in the field, and of the spirit of industry he may have observed,
‘ where manufactures and trade are encouraged, will more
‘ easily suppose it the effect of our system of Government and
‘ finance, so different in every respect to that of countries so
* much more prosperous and happy.”

This valuable and interesting record is concluded in the

following remarkable words:—“ In the foregoing report, the errors
‘ and consequent evils of a parsimonious management have been
‘ exposed, and the contrasts of one more liberal exemplified.
‘ The object is to hold up both systems as in a mirror, demonstrat-
‘ ing that what brings most immediate advantage to Government,
* gradually produces poverty and desolation : and that what
‘ brings the least present advantage to it, is productive of plenty
‘ and happiness to the community, and proportionate increase
* of the public revenue.”

The peculiar aptness of a passage in the Esprit Des Lois, to

the present subject, will excuse, it is hoped, another quotation.
“ If the Government,” (says Montesquieu,) “ proportions its for-
‘ tune to that of individuals, the use or convenience of the latter
‘ will soon make its fortune rise.” The whole depends upon a cri-

tical moment. Shall the State begin with impoverishing the sub-
ject to enrich itself ? Or had it better wait to be enriched by its

subjects ? Is it more advisable for it to have the former or the

latter advantage ? Which shall it choose, to begin or to end
with opulence ? No sovereign, unless one that may have had the

same knowledge of the resources of the country and the same

Q Q
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power to command them, ever had the same option. The worst
and best policy being understood, it will be easy to judge of
what has been done, and the whole detail of revenue being
laid down, there will be no difficulty found in devising any
system that may be deemed the most eligible, either with re-

gard to particular interests, or the facility with which it may
be carried on, under every change of administration.

Such were the views which Colonel Read submitted to the

Government. The report from which we quote, is of a date

prior to that of Munro, and in some of their views. Read and
Munro will be found to differ. They did so, as will be seen,

by comparing their letters, as to the proportion of rent de-

manded by the Government ; but only in so much that Mun-
ro thought that the Government took too much—Read, that

it took all. Both agreed that the Government demand was
too high. Munro admitted this even in the Baramahl, and

Read had before him, not Munro’s division only, but Macleod’s.

Graham coincided fully with Read. One of the propositions,

which Read submitted to his superintendents, was as follows:

—

“ Increase of the public revenue, which is a lakh (of pagodas)
* more than Tippu’s village rental of 1788-89, when it was high-
‘ er than it ever was before, and, probably, is double of what was
* ever brought into the public treasury, an increase which must
* be a proportionate reduction of private income, and not only a
‘ consequent diminution of the capital formerly employed in

* agriculture, but equally a loss to trade and manufactures.”

Upon this proposition, Graham recorded the following com-
ments :

—

“ The increase to the public revenue of these districts, has
‘ been obtained, in consequence of Government having added
‘ thereto, that portion of the produce which is the life of fu-
‘ ture exertions in husbandry, and as a compensation for a
‘ variety of disasters, peculiar to the country, ought, undoubted-
* ly, to go to the farmer. Upon this view of the subject,

* although it may be deemed unusual official language, yet
* I hesitate not to regret every pagoda which has been thus
* added to the jumma, because I am sensible of its evil ten-
* dency, and because I have ever been taught to believe, that
f the affairs of Government flourish in proportion to the pros-

‘ perity of its subjects.”

But, unfortunately, the subject then so warmly discussed,

was not a high or low assessment, so much as Ryotwari or Ze-

mindari tenures, and in the latter question, the former was
almost completely lost. The fatal resolve was at last taken, that

the Zemindari system should be extended to Madras, and pe_
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remptory orders were received from Bengal, that this measure

should be immediately carried out. The remonstrances of lo-

cal experience, the difficulties of local circumstances, were over-

borne by the sweeping order, that those who were unwilling or

unable to introduce the new system, should make way for those

who could and would.

The district was accordingly parcelled out into zemindaries

of varying size
;
and schedules were prepared, showing the pre-

sent and prospective resources of each. Some remission of

revenue was provided for ; but, unfortunately, exactly in the

way which, Colonel Read had shown, was least likely to be
advantageous. The permanent assessment was fixed at some-
thing below the collections of the year Durmfity (1807), but

that remission was conceded, not to the farmers, but to the new-
made landlord. The original settlement formed the limit of

the demand upon each field, and the extent of the available

resources of each zemindari was shown from the original sur-

vey, under the heads of cultivated, fallow, and cultivable lands.

The permanent assessment was fixed, with reference to the
previous Government collections and those capabilities, and
with this liability, the zemindari or muttah (as it is there

called) was offered for sale. It will be easily imagined, that a
measure so commanded and so carried out, has left a legacy of
confusion and difficulty, which half a century of litigation has
not sufficed to adjust.

From what has been above stated, it will be seen, that the
marked difference in the relative estimate of the produce of land
and of the Government rights, according to the varying views
of the respective superintendents, continue up to the present
time to affect their several divisions, and as far as financial

arrangements affect the prosperity of a people, should be per-
ceptible in the present state of those divisions. And it is a
curious fact, that a heavy assessment may yet prove a blessing

to the people, in a way little foreseen. In the most heavily
assessed portion, the muttadars soon broke down, and the hap-
piness and prosperity of the people, is again, for good or for ill,

in the hands of the Government.
First, in large numbers, and, subsequently, one by one, the

mtittadars failed, and the district is now divided into Ryotwari
and Zemindari estates, the lapsed muttahs being managed by
the collector, under the orders of the Board of Revenue, on
the original Ryotwari principles

; that is to say, the holder of
the land pays the assessment upon the land he holds, whatever
may be its extent, directly to the Government. Whether under
the zemindar or under the Government, the original survey
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assessment forms the limit of the demand against the ryot; but
there is this difference, that the zemindar is enabled to modify
the demand as his supposed interest may require, whereas,

under the collector, the assessment is rigidly adhered to.*

The lapse of the mfittahs, has, in many instances, been due

to other causes than to over-assessment, but generally the most
highly assessed were the first to fail, and thus the worst estates

have come under Ryotwari settlement, while such muttahs as

remain, comprise some of the finest portions of the district. It

will thus be seen, that the two systems of Ryotwari and Zemin-
dari settlement are now on trial, side by side, but under cir-

cumstances the most favorable to zemindari. Many lands,

which have lapsed to the Government, bear an assessment,

which the zemindar found to be ruinous ; on the other hand,

the zemindars hold the more favorably assessed lands; and what
is particularly valuable, they are compelled to adopt a degree

of liberality not natural to their characters, by the fear of

their tenants emigrating to the Ryotwari lands.

Under the circumstances above described, it would naturally

be supposed, that the first measure of Government, on the failure

of the zemindari system, would be, to order an enquiry into

the condition of the muttahs, which lapsed into their hands in

a ruined and exhausted condition, with the view of ascertaining

how far the failure of the system, and the defalcation in their

revenue, were due to the amount of assessment originally im-

posed, and how far to the introduction of a system repugnant to

the habits and feelings of the people. That many of the lapses

were due to over-assessment, and that the assessment required

to be modified, was proved by the fact, that a very considerable

portion of the lands found to be under cultivation, when the

muttahs lapsed, were held by the ryots on lease from the

mdttahdar, at a rent below the survey assessment. Some of

the proprietors only held out as long as they did, by the wise

and judicious plan of cultivating more land at a lower rent.

That this was not done unnecessarily, was clearly shown by the

fact, that on the collector being forbidden to allow these leases

to run for more than a year, and being directed to revert to the

survey assessment, the cultivation was immediately and greatly

contracted, and, in some instances, the rental, even now, after a

long series of years, stands below what it was under the zemin-

dars’ leases.

So obvious a measure, as that above supposed, was not neg-

* It is true that a system of leases (or cowles) has been established, hut these are

only instalments of the fall assessment, to which the rent rises in seven years at the

outside.
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lected, and in 1818, such an enquiry was actually instituted.

But it will scarcely be credited that, from that time to the pre-

sent day, the assessment, unrevised except in one small instance,

remains as it was originally fixed by the three superintendents

;

and this, notwithstanding the clearest and most convincing

proof of so vast a difference in the Government demand in the

different portions of the district, as rendered it impossible that it

should be founded on any proportionate variation in the fertility

of the soil. The subject was forcibly brought to the notice of

the Board of Revenue, by Mr. Hargrave, the collector, from
whose reports we extract the following passages :

—

“ 7. Accompanying my report to your Board, under date
1 the 14th December, 1813, I had the honor to transmit the
‘ different sorts of assessment in Salem and Baramahl, and your
* Board cannot fail tohave observed the difference in favor of the
* latter; and I have now the pleasure to forward the scale of as-
* sessment inBalaghat,* which in Nunjah is lower and in Ptin-
‘ jah higher than the Baramahl.

“ 8. I had a calculation made in my katcherri, of the esti-

‘ mated value of an acre of land, both Nunjah and Punjah,
* in the Salem division, and also in the Baramahl and Balaghat,
‘ which I deem it right to forward for your Board’s inspection,
‘ and if this calculation be near correct, I can see no reason
‘ why the tfrvah should be so much higher in the Salem
‘ division than in the two others. I had it therefore in con-
‘ templation, to average each of the taluks in Salem with
‘ the Baramahl, and fix the firvah accordingly ; but as this
‘ arrangement would cause so large an immediate reduction of
f revenue, it has occurred to me that it would be better to let

* the reduction be more gradual.

“ 9. In order to enable your Board to form a more accu-
* rate judgment of what is mentioned in the preceding para.,

* statement No. 3, accompanying this letter, will exhibit to your
‘ Board what would be the actual reduction on the settlement
‘ of Fusly, 1223, if the tirvah was to be fixed upon an
* average of the Baramahl and Balaghat, and the respective
‘ taluks in the Salem division. If the amount of reduction
‘ in the several taluks were added together, it would show a
‘ total net reduction of no less than Star Pagodas 1 1 ,131-22-
* 63 on Star Pagodas 49,155-17-5, the settlement of 1223, or
‘ Star Pagodas per cent. 22-29-4.

“10. Presuming, therefore, that your Board will not be dis-
* posed to make so large an immediate sacrifice, I considered,

The Balaghat taluks were added in 1799 to the Salem district.
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* that if a reduction in the tirvah, to the extent of one-half
‘ of the above sum. Star Pagodas 11,131-22-63, was conceded,
‘ it would greatly encourage the inhabitants; but as the reduction
‘ or otherwise is different in every taluk,—in statement num-
‘ ber (3) before referred to, I have shown what, I propose, shall
* be the average tirvah in the Amani estates in the Salem
‘ division, and if your Board approve of the same and confirm
‘

it by your authority, I shall introduce the new rates in the
‘ approaching season for cultivation, for Fusly 1225, when of
* course some notion can be formed of the effect of the
‘ concession. I therefore take the liberty to express a hope,
‘ that your Board’s answer to this letter may reach me by the
e 20th of next month.”

In answer to this, the Board called for a more minute investi-

gation and a more detailed report, which led to the enquiry we
have just alluded to; and a remission of assessment, to the extent

of Rupees 1,09,434, was actually made by Mr. Hargrave.
Unhappily, however, this measure was marred by the usual

impediment to all improvements in India,—the villany and rasca-

lity of the native servants of Government. Suspicions of fraud

arose, and enquiry showed that they were well-founded
;
and,

unfortunately, the collector who succeeded Mr. Hargrave com-
menced with the impression that any reductions were unneces-

sary
;
and all that had been done was cancelled, with one trifling

exception, in which Mr. Hargrave’s remissions held good. This

unfortunate step has never been retrieved. In the very next

year, Mr. Cockburn begged to retract his opinion, and to recom-

mend a general reduction of 18 per cent. Adopting the views

of Munro, he observed, that “ the stability of a Ryotwari settle-
‘ ment arises from the lands being so easily assessed as to
‘ render them saleable ;

and until they shall be saleable, cultiva-
‘ tion will never be carried to any high point of perfection, nor
* will revenue be permanent, unless with more good care than
* cau generally be expected from collectors.” This general

reduction was never conceded, but Mr. Cockburn made partial

and local reductions, by giving the highly assessed lands on

monasib cowle, (discretionary leases): but even this has been

disapproved of, as too lax a system, and it has been ordered that

these concessions shall cease with the life of the holder. The
result is, that the abandonment of two-thirds of the land has

been added to the overwhelming proofs of over-assessment.

Mr. Orr succeeded ; and a long residence in the district, and a

perfect acquaintance with its condition, enabled him to

appeal emphatically to the Government for an alleviation of

its burdens.
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“ The fact is, however, unquestionable,” Mr. Orr observes,

“ that the portion of the district assessed by Captain Macleod, is

‘ made higher than it ought to be, and at least 30 per cent.

< higher than the rest of the district. This over-assessment,

‘ I think, is sufficiently proved, by the circumstance of its be-

‘ ing in Macleod’s division, that the muttahs first reverted to

« Government, and from its being in his division only that

‘ lands of the first quality, and bearing the highest rate of

‘ assessment, frequently immediately under the tanks, and, con-

* sequently, always sure of a supply of water, are left unculti-
‘ vated on account of their extravagant assessment, and lands
* of an inferior description, but having a less assessment, culti-

‘ vated in preference. That Captain Macleod’s assessment was
‘ much too high, was also the opinion of Colonel Read himself,

« as I learn from a letter of his to Captain Macleod, in which
‘ he mentions, that he considered his assessment much too high,
* and that it was upwards of 30 per cent, above what he (Co-
* lonel Read) would have made it from the same data. I regret

‘ I have not the letter by me, to extract the passage, but will

‘ revert to it when I resume this subject.”

Nor was the Government deaf to the appeal. The following

passage was recorded in the minutes of consultation, by Lord
Elphinstone, who then presided in the Councils of Madras :

—

“ The Board of Revenue do not appear to have noticed that

‘ part of para. 37, of the principal collector’s report, in which he
‘ adverts to the over-assessment of the lands in part of his dis-

* trict. Although in the minutes of consultation, under date the
‘ 29th of June, 1836, the Government were disposed to concur
* with the Board of Revenue, in considering the over-assessment
‘ here alluded to, as rather apparent than real, yet the tone of
‘ confidence in which the collector, whose long experience in the
‘ district must have furnished him with ample materials for form-
‘ ing an accurate judgment on these points, speaks of it as a
* fact, and his allusion to Colonel Read’s letter to Captain Mac-
* leod, by whom the assessment was made, in corroboration of it,

‘ require that the subject should be further and fully investigat-
‘ ed, and a revision of the assessment, iffound necessary, effected
‘ without delay. It is unnecessary to enlarge upon the evil and
‘ impolicy of over-assessment. These have often been pointed
‘ out, and are, indeed, almost self-evident. It is sufficient here to
‘ observe, that this appears to be the main circumstance, which
* has given rise to the various restrictions on, and interference
‘ with, cultivation, so coercive of the freedom of the ryot

;
and

‘ that where it is removed, therefore, all ground or occasion for
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‘ those restrictions, and that interference will be removed with
* it.”

Still the revenue remains unaltered, and we are yearly col-

lecting the revenue inherited, as we have said above, from the

most oppressive of native governments. And more than this, for

there is distinct and conclusive proof, that there has been a
gradual decline of prices since we first took the country, that

is, that the assessment in money has been virtually raised.

Such of our readers as have followed us through this

sketch, will be prepared, we think, to enter with interest into

the enquiry, as to what effect of circumstances so remarkable
can be discovered in the present aspect of the district.

But our limits warn us not to enter into detail. The ze-

mindari system has so completely deranged the accounts, (for

of the cultivation of the existing zemindars, we can learn

but little,) that we could not enter minutely into the subject

without trespassing on the patience of our readers. A general

view of the lapsed mfittahs is all we can give ; but this is

sufficient for our purpose.

Let it be borne in mind, that the southern division is consi-

dered to contain the most fertile lands of the district, that it

possesses great advantages of ii'rigation, excellent roads, and po-

pulous towns ;—that it came into our hands in a comparatively

prosperous state, while the Baramahl was comparatively waste

;

let it be remembered, that a permanent assessment was fixed at

a standard below the collections made in the year Durmuty,
(1801), and that as the field assessment has not varied, the

amount of collection represents the state of cultivation. Bear-
ing these points in mind, let it be asked, what is the present

state of those muttahs, the assessment of which is under the

control of the Government ;
and the answer is, that the amount

of cultivation was, at the end of fifty-five years’ peace, in some
instances twenty, thirty, forty and even fifty per cent, below
the permanent assessment, which was below the cultivation

which the country could support when just emerging from
ages of war, and of what we call oppression !

The effect of the system has been exactly to reverse the

ordinary course of things. Salem, with its fertile soil and
heavy assessment, has declined ; the Baramahl, with its poorer

soil and lighter assessment, has advanced.

This result is recorded in the proceedings of the Board of

Revenue, in 1847, on a review of the lapsed muttahs, when,

after showing that in the southern taluks, the collections fall

short of the permanent assessment by as much as 23 per cent.
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on an average of a whole taluk, they thus describe the more
favorable state of those of the Baramahl :

—

“ The four Baramahl taluks are lightly assessed, possess a
* ready market for their product, and a saleable property has
c been imparted to the land. The revenue from these taluks

‘ is accordingly proportionately favorable. The average of the
‘ last nine years exceeds the permanent assessment in three
{ taluks, and in the remaining taluk (Tengercottah) the de-
‘ crease is only Rs. 1,978 or per cent., partly ascribable

‘ to the remissions which it was found necessary to give to
‘ meet the unfavorable character of the seasons.”

The table of the taluks we give below, for the year 1255 :

—

Comparative statement of the permanent and present Beriz of Amany
miittahs, in the district of Salem, for Fusly, 1255.

Names of taluks.

Ahtur
Namacul
Paramutty . .

.

Salem
Senkerrydrug
Raizepur
Womalore . . .

.

Trichengode..

.

Darumpdry ...

Tengracottah
Kistnagherry .

Tripatur

Total

.

Total of per-
manent beriz

of miittahs

Comparison between columns 4 & 5.

Land revenue
now under cir- of Fusly, 1255,

car manage-

1,15,509
82,284
90,735

1,05,237

1,36,740
1,22,421

1,35,280

81,614
87,492
80,515
58,512
65,547

5 2
7 6
5
9
5
6
4
9 2
4 10
8 1

3
15

208 11,61,841 4 4 10,37,838 10 3

95,

75,

71,

1,08,

1,04,

1,12,

1,16.

71

89
71

61

58,

Increase.

039 8
587 7

441 1

,836 5

,206 5

,551 4

,931 15

,932 2
,661 15

,104 14 1

,742 12 5

,753

3,648 11 10

2,169 10 4

3,230 9

Decrease.

20,469 12 11

6,647 .. 2
19,294 4 7

32,533 15 10
9,870 2 4
18,348 4 9
9,682 7 1

9,410 10 ..

6,794 i5 7

9,048 15 2 1,33,051 9 3

Per
Centage.

17 11

23 12
8

13
11

1 ..

9 ..

13 10
2 7 8
11 11 ..

8 4
5 10

5
10

Net decrease 1,24,002 10 1

It will not surprise those who are used to such enquiries,

nor will it really invalidate our argument, that an invariable

proportion does not appear between the assessment of the seve-

ral taluks and the cultivation and consequent collections. In
many instances, even the pressure of Macleod’s assessment has
not been able to keep down the force of improvement which
peace generates ;

in others, the light assessment of Read or
Munro has been counteracted by the unusual severity of cho-
lera and the zemindars, and years will still be required to elapse,

before the country recovers. The general result is, however,
sufficiently clear. But the fact is, that these averages are of
very little value. Centralization and averages are two of the
greatest afflictions of India

;
and underneath these averages,

what a mass of misery and suffering lies concealed. A Govern-

R R
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ment which has usurped the place of a landlord, has no business

with averages. Minute investigation and local control are

then its most sacred duties. When the Government demand
is equal, or nearly equal, to the rent of the land, a very
trifling cause may affect the subsistence of thousands, and yet
be represented, in a statistical table, by a minute fraction of the

lowest coin of the country. It is only when the rent is so

low, as to leave room for a farmer, that a Government has any
right to contemplate the average of its collection, or judge of

the state of the people en masse. It is the local officer who
sees the gradual and painful decline of a village, which a small

assistance might save, or who watches the tardy progress of

improvement, to the promotion of which a liberal system of

reduction would be equivalent to the lapse of half a century of

labour. And again the question is, not only what the state of

the country is, but what it might and should have been ?

But let us consider the result of our administration in

another point of view. The following table exhibits the revenue
as collected in the year prior to the zemindari experiment,

1800, and in the Fusly year, 1257— (1847):

—

The total revenue of the district, the The revenue of Fusly, 1257, was as

year preceding the permanent assess- follows :
—

ment, was as follows :

—

Land Revenue
Hills

Abkarry, &c. . .

Moturpha
Customs...

19,00,635 13 8 Land Revenue 17,74,664 2 2
39,830 10 8

78,305
69,615

0
5

0

142,110

62,007

10 4 Moturpha
12 5 Sundry small farms.

.

11,829 4 5
1,61,865 3 8 Stamps 9,660 0 3

1,69,409, 9 6

Grand total 19,44,073 11 8

This table appears to us eminently instructive. It shows

that while the taxes generally have increased, the land revenue

has fallen off from 19,40,466-8-4 to 17,74,664-2-2; or an off-

falling of Rs. 1,65,802-6-2.

Of this sum, Rs. 65,000 may be considered as the sacri-

fice made on the estates still held by zemindars, the permanent
assessment of which was rated at about 10 per cent, below the

previous Ryotwari collections, and a lakh of rupees is left,

as the loss which has resulted from our management of the

lapsed estates. This has not been the result of a voluntary

sacrifice by which the country generally has benefited ;
it is

the representative of diminished cultivation, resulting from the

combined effects of an over-demand, and the zemindari ex-

periment.
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We have thus endeavoured to prove, by internal evidence,

the necessity which exists for that review of the land assess-

ment which we most strongly advocate, and which we claim

as due to an industrious and well-disposed people. We
think we have shown, that the common principles of economy,
as well as the opinions of all the officers of experience, speak

with one voice.

We shall next endeavour to establish the comparison we
propose between this district and one of the North Western
Provinces, and we think, if we first quote the following

words of Munro, written in 1821, we shall show that the

measures there carried out correspond with those which,

twenty-eight years ago, the veteran and revered statesman ad-

vocated, as due to the Presidency of Madras :

—

“ The task of improving our resources is one of much
‘ greater difficulty than that of maintaining the peace of the
‘ country; and this difficulty arises, principally, from the assess-
e ment being, in general, too high with respect to the condition
‘ of the people ; so that, in many districts, in order to have a
‘ further increase, we must begin by making a present reduction
* of our revenue, because the extension of cultivation, from
* which the increase of revenue must result, cannot possibly be
* expected under the present assessment. The Presidencies
‘ of Bengal and Madras were acquired under circumstances
‘ which have ever since continued to influence their revenue
* system. Bengal acquired at once the dominion of rich and
* fertile provinces, yielding a revenue much beyond its
e wants ; it had, therefore, no occasion to enter into any minute
‘ examination of the assessment; it was satisfied with what it got
* from the zemindars, and left them in possession of the lands on
‘ very easy terms. Madras, on the contrary, rose amidst poverty,
* and many struggles for existence. It never was able to pay its
‘ establishments: it acquired its territories by slow degrees,

‘ partly from the Nizam, but chiefly from Mysore
;
and though

‘ the assessment had already been raised too high by those Go-
* vernments, its own pressing necessities did not permit it to
* lower the demand, but forced it to enter into the most rigid
‘ scrutiny of the sources of the revenue, in order to keep it up

;

* and there has, in consequence, always been a pressure upon
* the ryots, which nothing but necessity could justify.*

“ The •present secure state of India will, Ihope, enable us to loioer

* To show the financial difficulties under which the Madras provinces were acquired
and the settlement formed, it may be mentioned, that the fact of Tippfi’s seizing the
revenues of the Baramahl, was one of the arguments used by Mr. Josiah Webb, to
dissuade the Marquis of Wellesley from a declaration of war against Tippfi in 1799.—
See despatches of the Marquis of Wellesley.
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* the assessment gradually in all those districts in which it is too

‘ high. This may be done, without materially affecting the general
‘ amount of the revenues, by taking the districts in succession, two
‘ or three at a time, and letting them make up, by additional cultiva-

‘ tion, the reductions of their assessment, before it is extended to

‘ others. We shall, by this means, ultimately increase the land-rent,

‘ and in a much greater degree, the customs and every other source

‘ of revenue ; and we shall render the payment of them much lighter

‘ to the inhabitants, because they ivill be enabled to augment the

‘ stock from which they are paid. I expect from a reduction
‘ in the assessment, that land will, in time, be everywhere re-
£ garded as hereditary private property by the ryots ; that their
£ circumstances will be so much improved, as to enable them to

* pay the revenue in all seasons, good or bad ; and that the
‘ country will be able, when war happens, to bear a temporary
‘ additional assessment, as a war tax, and save us from a great

‘ part of the heavy expense which we have already been obliged
£ to incur on account of loans.”

Turning then to the settlement of the North Western
Provinces, we find that the following principles were the

foundation upon which the Government desired that it should

rest :

—

“ Practically, in Indian Governments, there is no other limit
£ to the demand upon the land, than the power of the Govern-
4 ment to enforce payment, and the ability of the people to

« pay. Thus the Government is, in fact, the landlord of the

‘ whole country. It is the true interest of the Government, in

‘ this capacity, to limit the demand to what is just, so as to create
£ a valuable property in the land, and encourage its improve-
‘ ment. In order further to encourage this improvement,
‘

it is necessary to determine the persons, to whom all the
£ benefits belong, which arise out of the limitation of the
£ demand on the land. To perform these operations, is to make
£ a settlement; and under ordinary circumstances, the prosperity
£ of the country depends on this being justly and perfectly
£ done. The object of the present rules is to point out how it

£ should be done.”

The objects aimed at in the settlement are stated to be :

—

ls£.—The adjustment of boundaries.

2nd.—The survey.

3rd.—The assessment.

4th.—The record of rights.

It is the third head in which we are at present interested ; the

rest were sufficiently comprehended in the survey of the Salem

district, but with the disadvantage, that in those early days

scientific maps were not attempted.
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The principles upon which the assessment is to be fixed, are

contained principally in paras. 47—52 :

—

“47. The object of the fiscal part of the settlement is

‘ to fix the demand upon the land, for a certain period of years

* prospectively, within such limits as may leave a fair profit to
* the proprietors, and create a valuable and marketable proper-
* ty in the land.

“ 48. This end cannot be attained with certainty, by any
‘ fixed arithmetical process, or by prescription of any rule,

* that a certain portion of the gross, or net produce of the
c land, shall be assigned to the Government and the pro-

‘ prietors.

“49. If the net produce of anyone year, or any given
‘ number of past years, could be determined, it would afford
‘ no certain guide to the produce of years to come. The
‘ future produce may be more, if there is waste land to

* come into cultivation
; if the former system of cultivation

* were faulty and expensive
;

if the products of the land are
‘ likely to come into demand in the market

; or if the

« opening out of new channels of commercial intercourse
e is likely to improve the local market. The future produce
« may be less, if the reverse of all this be the case.

“ 50. Not only would the actual ascertainment of the net

« produce of an estate be a fallacious basis, on which alone to

« found any certain determination of the demand, but it is in
‘ itself often most difficult to accomplish, and the attempt to

« effect it is likely to produce many serious evils. In villages

« where the collections are in kind, or where the proprietors
‘ cultivate themselves, and pay the jumma by a backh, or rate,

« upon their seer land, it is almost impossible to ascertain either

< the net or gross produce with any certainty. When once it is

‘ known, that the Government demand is to be limited to a
‘ fixed portion of the proved produce, there is a general combina-
* tion to deceive and mislead the settlement officer. Yillage ac-

* counts are forged, or the true one suppressed, falsehood and per-

* jury are unhesitatingly resorted to. A struggle commences be-
* tween the proprietors and the settlement officer, in which it is

« most difficult for the latter to maintain that impartial equani-
* mity which is essential to the proper performance of this

* duty.

“51. Still the settlement officer should not neglect any
‘ opportunities that present themselves, for ascertaining the net
1 produce of every estate for a single year, or for any series of
‘ years, but he should not harass himself to attain accuracy
* in this respect, nor when he fancies that he has ascertained
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* the actual net produce, should he treat this as any certain
e basis on which to found his settlement. It is better to
* acknowledge at once, that the operation is not one of arith-
‘ metical calculation, but of judgment and sound discretion.
* It is necessary, therefore, to point out the object which the
‘ settlement officer should keep in his view, and the means
‘ which he has for attaining the proposed end.
“ 52. It is desirable, that the Government should not demand

‘ more than two-thirds of what may be expected to be the net
‘ produce to the proprietor during the period of settlement,
* leaving to the proprietor one-third as his profits, and to cover
* expenses of collection. By net produce is meant the surplus,
£ which on the estate held entirely by cultivating proprietors, will
‘ be the profit on their seer cultivation ; but in an estate held
‘ by a non-cultivating proprietor, and leased out to cultivators
‘ or asamis, paying at a known rate, will be the gross rental.”

It is unnecessary to continue our quotations, as the same rules

cannot be applicable to a village settlement in lease, and a field

settlement in perpetuity, but the following paragraph is of

universal application :

—

“ 61. It is a more fatal error to over-assess, than to under-
‘ assess. The Government will not test the settlement by
‘ the mere amount of direct revenue, which it brings into the
‘ treasury. They will judge of it by the soundness of the
* reasons assigned for fixing it at the amount assumed. If the

‘ jumma is less than it was before, they will be satisfied, if the
‘ reasons for the reductions are sound and sufficient

;
if it is

e the same as before, or more, they will expect that the grounds
‘ be explained on which the increase has been renounced or
‘ taken. No officer, who performs his work properly, will have
‘ any difficulty in assigning reasons for what he has done, or in
‘ convincing the Government that he is right. If he is in doubt
£ which of two jummas to fix, a high one, or a low one, he
‘ should always incline to the latter. Over-assessment dis-

‘ courages the people, and demoralizes them by driving them
* to unworthy shifts and expedients, and it also prevents the
* accumulation of capital, and dries up the resources of the
‘ country. Viewing the question simply in a financial light,

* an assessment which presses hard upon the resources of the
‘ people is most injurious. It checks the population, affects

* the police, and is felt in the excise, in the stamps, and in the

‘ customs. It is evident that the prosperity of the people,

‘ and the best interests of the Government, are inseparably
“ bound up together.”

We do not attempt to compare or contrast the two systems
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of administration. All we wish to state is, that the Govern-
ment considered it wise to institute an inquiry into the produc-

tive power of the land, and the existing rental in the North
Western Provinces, with the view of relaxing their own demand,
wherever this should prove to be higher than sound policy dic-

tated, and that a revision of the assessment has been made
on sound principles, at some sacrifice of the public re-

venue.

We now proceed to show, that the rental which was there

considered too high, was much lower than that of a Madras
Ryotwari settlement, and that the ryots of Madras are

therefore bearing an unjust portion of the burdens of the

State.

We select our example from the district of Cawnpore.
It may be necessary to inform some of our readers, that in

Madras, the cultivated land is generally divided into four classes,

viz., 1st, dry (Punjab) ; 2nd, dry garden or land irrigated by
wells ; 3rd, wet (Nunjah), or land irrigated from channels or

tanks, and 4th, wet garden, or Nunjah lands planted with
cocoa-nuts. The wet is again sub-divided into Nadini, or land

irrigated by running water, and Erap Nunjah or land irrigat-

ed from tanks and channels, but requiring the aid of machi-
nery.

The district of Cawnpore is a flat and fertile province, bound-
ed upon two sides by the Ganges and the Jumna, intersected by
several smaller streams, which do not, however, contribute either

to irrigation or to navigation in any material degree. It

is separated into two great divisions, that on the banks
of the Ganges, and that on the banks of the Jumna.
Of these the former is the most productive, the water being
within fifteen or twenty feet of the surface, and irrigation con-

sequently abundant. The depth increases as you approach
the Jumna, so that in the neighbourhood of that river,

few or no wells are to be found, and the produce is entire-

ly dependent upon the rains. In the northern pergunnahs,
all the more valuable crops, with the exception of sugar-cane,

are produced, the sugar being confined to one or two localities.

The indigo cultivation, once on the decline, is reviving ; cotton

is produced all over the district.

The district suffered much from mis-government and oppres-

sion. Many of the proprietors’ rights have been destroyed, and
the cultivators were found to be severely rack-rented by their

superiors. A portion of the district is inhabited by a parti-

cularly industrious class of cultivators called the Kfirmfs.

The ravages of famines or calamitous seasons have been par-
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ticularly severe, especially in those portions which are depen-
dent upon the periodical rains, without the assistance of artifi-

cial irrigation. But, notwithstanding these drawbacks, the cul-
tivation is described as presenting a remarkable appearance of
prosperity, and the district as having recovered wonderfully
from the effects of these reverses.

A careful survey gave the following per-centage of irrigat-

ed to unirrigated land :

—

Purgunnahs.

Billiore

Russullabad .

Shcoly
Ackburpur .

Bethur
Janginhow
Sulleimpur .

Sark

Per-centage of irrigation.

63

69
70

63
70

76
71

51

The following are the revenue rates as they existed before

the settlement :

—

Purgunnahs. Cul
Rates.

Mai*
Sulleimpur ... 3 9 6 3 5 6
Jariginliow ... • • • 3 8 5 3 4 O
Bithur 3 5 7 2 15 0

Sheorajpur ... ... ... 3 2 8 3 10 6

Sheoly 4 1 0 3 0 6

Bilhore 3 9 7 2 8 1

Russullabad ... 3 10 7 2 10 7

Sark 2 15 9 2 10 11

Ackburpur ... ... 3 1 3 2 7 4

Deirapur ... 0 15 o 2 6 5

Ghatumpur ... 2 9 11 2 3 3
Bliognipur ... ... 2 7 6 1 15 4

After collecting the statistical materials, and surveying the

past and present state of the district, the settlement officer

proceeded to consider, whether or not a remission of assessment

was called for. The conclusion he arrived at was, that a

remission was called for, and this remission was carried out, to

the extent of a lakh and a half of rupees, on a juinma of less

than twenty-two lakhs.

The reasons upon which the settlement officer considered that

a remission of the revenue was called for, are stated as fol-

lows ; and we earnestly beg the reader to bear in mind the state

of the Salem district, and to say whether, if these reasons were
such as to justify the abandonment of a lakh and a half of

rupees in the province of Cawnpore, it is just that the ryots

of Salem should bear their present burden.
“ 68. In coming to a conclusion, as to the necessity of a

Cul.—The cultivated area
;
Mai .—the malguzary or assessed arra.
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‘ reduction or the propriety 0/ an increase of revenue, the follow-

‘ ing are the three points which seem particularly worthy of
‘ consideration. First, the existing revenue rates. Secondly, the
‘ regularity of the collections. Thirdly, the means employed
‘ in realizing the demand, and the condition of the people as
* affected by the realization of the revenue. I shall proceed to
‘ consider these in succession.
“ 69. First. The existing rates. This is a test, which before

‘ the present statement, never was employed (probably, because
‘ they were never to be depended on); and yet of all tests, it may
‘ be said to be the least fallible. If we find two districts of coun-
‘ try, nearly similar in soil, situation, facilities of irrigation and
‘ habits of people, widely differing in the revenue rates, there
* can be but one inference, viz., that one is too highly assessed,
‘ or that the other is too lowly assessed.

“ 70. At the commencement of the present settlement, when
‘ the opportunities, of reference were confined to one or two
* districts, it might require considerable research and delibera-
‘ tion, to determine whether the assessment of highly rated
‘ tracts of country ought to be reduced, or that of the lowly rated
‘ enhanced. But at the present advanced period of the settle-
‘ ment, when we have the inquiries and experience of those who
* preceded us for our guidance ; and when a reference can be
* made to the rates of similar tracts of country already settled,
‘ to assist in determining those of the district or division under
* consideration—the testing the assessment by general rates, has
* become comparatively so simple, that no officer possessing a
‘ general knowledge of the topography of the country, and hav-
‘ ing the command of a reference to the settlements, which have
‘ been completed in neighbouring or similar districts, can well
* err.”

The writer then proceeds to show, that the rates are higher
than those of any of the neighbouring provinces, and concludes,

that there are no local or permanent advantages on the part of

Cawnpore, to account for its very high revenue rates, as con-
trasted with those of similar districts, and “ the fair conclusion
* to be drawn from this test is, that the present assessment of
‘ the district is severe.”

The second head, or the regularity of the collections, we need
not quote, as a comparison can hardly be instituted, where the
system of collection is so different.

The third test applied is, “ the condition of the people as
* affected by the realization of the revenue.”
The writer shows, that within the last five years, land yielding

137,000 rupees has been sold under decrees of the Civil Court,
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and argues that these sales being, in fact, for debts incurred by
the zemindars, to enable them to meet the demands of Govern-
ment, it proves that the malguzary profits were not sufficient

to enable the proprietors of the soil to fulfil their engagements
and retain their possessions ; and that had it not been for the

fortuitous circumstances, which caused the investment of foreign

capital in land, a reduction of assessment would, long before this,

have been forced upon the Government.
No such test as this can be applied iu Salem now. JBut we

have already adduced a stronger one, in the fact, that the ze-

mindars failed, and that their zemindaries could be bought
in by the Government at a low price. Few of the Ryotwari
lands are sold publicly, but numberless changes of proprietor-

ship are quietly effected by the tahsildars, in the process of

collecting the revenues of Government.
The former and the new assessment, on the completion of the

settlement, stood as follows :
—

Rates per acre for

former jumma.

1

1unnahs.

Cultivated.

Malguzary. Cultivated.

kN
'3
tf
CS

Sulleimpur 3 9 6 3 5 0 3 4 4 2 15 11

Janginhow 3 8 5 3 4 3 3 7 2 15 8

Bitliur 3 5 7 2 15 3 3 3 2 13 3
Sheorajpur 3 2 8 2 10 6 3 1 11 2 10 1

Sheoly 4 1 ... 3 • •• 6 3 4 7 2 7 7

Sark 2 15 9 2 10 11 2 11 8 2 7 6
Russullabad 3 10 7 2 10 7 3 3 7 2 15 11

Bilbore 3 9 7 2 8 1 3 3 1 2 4
Ackbarpur 3 1 3 2 7 4 2 12 9 2 4
Deirapur ... 2 15 2 2 6 5 2 10 7 2 3
Ghuttumpur ... 2 10 ... 2 3 3 2 6 6 2 5
Bhogmpur ... 2 7 6 1 15 4 2 1 10 1 io 10

Rates of new jumma,
including maufi.

Now if we endeavour to institute a comparison between
these two districts, we have, on the one hand, a flat and fertile

district, possessing in itself a vast market for its produce, and
bounded by two noble rivers connecting it with some of the

largest mercantile cities in the world, with water so near
the surface, that 58 per cent, of culturable area consists of

irrigated lands. On the other hand, we have a mountainous
and jungly district, with fertile valleys intervening, in which
(omitting the hills and jungles) the irrigated land is only 8 per
cent, of the unirrigated, the latter being an inland district.
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possessing only towns of moderate size, no military station and
no water carriage, except a trifling traffic down the Cavary.

Let us take a Purgunnah from one and a taluk from the

other.

The first named Purgunnah in Cawnpore, is that of Sul-

leimpur. The culturable area is 27,518 acres, of which 70

per cent, are irrigated ; the assessment Rs. 92,098, or Rs. 3-5-7

per acre.

The taluk of Namcul, in the Salem district, comes first to

hand. The total of assessed Government lands is acres

52,604,205, bearing an assessment of Rs. 1,22,214-14-8, or

Rs. 2-5 and a fraction per acre. But of this, only 6,376

acres are irrigated land, consisting of garden land, assessed at

an average of Rs. 6-7-10 per acre; and Nunjah or wet land,

assessed at an average of Rs. 9-5-7.

It may, probably, be said, that as the Nunjah lands are sup-
plied with water from tanks, kept up at the public expense,

the assessment ought to be higher, and that the comparison does

not hold good
; we will therefore take only the garden lands,

watered from wells, which seem to correspond with the irrigated

lands at Cawnpore, except that the wells are dug in a hard and.
rocky soil, and the supply of water is precarious and small.

Now, suppose the irrigated lands of Sulleimpur, consisting of

19,250 acres, to be assessed at Rs. 6-7-10 per acre, and the

assessment rises from 92,098 to 1,24,924-7-8, besides the
assessment upon 8,250 acres of unirrigated land.

The average rate of unirrigated land in Namcul is 1-7-7

per acre; therefore, if we add 12,160 rupees as the assess-

ment of these 8,250 acres, we have a total demand of 1,37,084
rupees. The difference between 1,37,084 and 92,098 therefore

represents the difference between the burden borne by the

lands of Namcul in Salem and of Sulleimpur in Cawnpore,
supposing the advantages of fertility, access of market, local

demand, &c., to be equal.

But as such calculations are imperfect, unless the price of

agricultural produce is ascertained, we have obtained a price

current of Cawnpore, and have instituted a comparison between
the selling prices at Cawnpore and at the town of Salem, of

the principal agricultural products ; and the result is, as might
be expected, greatly in favour of the farmer of Cawnpore.

In selecting the district of Cawnpore, we cannot, we think, be
said to have chosen an unfair example

; it is, with one exception,

the most highly assessed district of the North Western Pro-
vinces, and Salem is by no means the most highly assessed of
the Madras Ryotwari districts. “ The rate at which the dc-
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‘ mand of Government now falls on the acre, in entire districts
‘ in the North Western Provinces, varies from Rs. 1-0-3 in
‘ Gorruckpore, to Rs. 2-13-8 in Cawnpore, notwithstanding that
‘ it has been nearly trebled in the former district, and much
‘ lowered in the latter.”

—

See No. XXIV. of this Review, page
457.

We have, therefore, by no means, taken extreme cases;- and
it is not our object to do so. Our limits do not allow us to

enter into minute details
; and we wish to avoid doubtful ques-

tions, and minute estimates. If we show, generally, that the

poorer people are the more heavily taxed, if this is shown beyond
dispute, our object is gained, and our arguments are more likely

to carry our readers with us than if we exhibited stronger con-

trasts into which doubtful elements are admitted.

We shall now only add some more general remarks. In a

previous No. of this Revieiv, a sketch hasbeen given of the assess-

ment levied on the lands irrigated by the channels of the North
Western Provinces. We have there found reason to estimate

the Government rent at one-tenth of the value of the produce

of the land ;
under the Cavary channels of Salem, the assess-

ment is calculated on the principle that Government is entitled

to 75 per cent, of the gross produce
;
and this is where the

Government have not even borne the expense of constructing

the channel.

The highest assessment of irrigated land in the North
Western Provinces is five rupees per acre : in Salem it rises

to thirty. But a subject of such interest, as the irrigation of

the two Presidencies, should not be mixed up with other matter,

but deserves a separate article. What we have said is amply
sufficient for our present purpose.

A recent article in the Friend of India affords us the oppor-

tunity of making a more general comparison, with which we
shall conclude :

—

“ The average rent paid to Government, on the whole area
‘ of assessed land in the North Western Provinces,” (says the

Editor,) “ is 1-3-8 per acre, and on the acres actually cultivated

‘ 1-12, or three shillings and six pence per acre. If to the
‘ land rent we add 28,94,804 rupees obtained from stamps and
‘ the excise of spirits, the taxation per head will be found to
1 amount to 1-14—or about three shillings and nine pence for

* the year. To this must be added the revenue obtained from
‘ the customs and the salt tax in the North West.”

The average rent paid to Government on the acres of land

actually cultivated in the Salem district, with its scanty irri-

gation, is 1-14-10 per acre. If to the land rent we add
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the revenue derived from the Abkarry stamps and small

farms, the taxation per head will amount to Rs. 2-l-2£ per

head.

Where the ryots therefore of the North West pay 360 pice,

the ryots of Salem pay 398 ;
and we must observe that the

land rent of Salem has been taken at the net demand of
the year, which is exclusive of the village establishments, the
pay of which is about 7 per cent, on the jumma, and properly

forms a part of the cost of collection.

But as our object is to keep before the reader’s view both the
internal and external evidence in favor of a revision of the
settlement, we add the following table of the several taluks

of the province :

—

Names of Taluks.

Average as-

sessment of
cultivated

land.

Average
land-tax

per head.

Average of

whole tax-

ation per
head.

Ahtur 2 12 11 2 7 6* 2 9 41
Salem 2 9 1 2 1 3 2 6 3

Raizepur 3 7 9 2 6 1* 2 9 111

Namcul 2 9 0 2 6 0 2 8 7 2

Caramutty 2 12 6 2 8 10 2 10 n
Trichengode 2 5 11 3 0 6* 3 1 ii*

Senkerrydrug 2 0 7 2 10 6 2 12 7

Omalur 1 14 9 2 3 1 2 5 4

Darampury* 1 4 5 1 7 21 1 9 6

Tengercottah 1 2 6 1 8 1 9 Ilf
Kistnagherry 1 5 9 1 3 9 5 1 5

Triputtur 1 14 4 1 9 6 1 12 1

Dcnkencottah 1 12 2 1 8 Si 1 14 6

Ossur 1 14 11 0 13 54 1 1 0
Mullapady 1 3 3 1 6 11 1 8 3

Total... ... 2 1 Sit

Macleod’s division.

Half Macleod’s and
half Munro’s.

Munro’s division.

Graham’s and Read’s
division.

Balaghat, added in

1799.

We beg particular attention to this table, for it appears to us
a remarkable proof of what we have advanced above, as to the

necessity of descending from general averages to local inspection,

in order to ascertain the real state of a country. We have here
descended from a comparison between distant provinces, to a
comparison between the divisions of a single province, but this

is not enough ; the enquiry must descend to the villages of those

divisions, and the fields of those villages. The principle of

centralization must be reversed. It is not because the dry

* Above the Ghauts.

+ The stamps sold at the huzzfir, are included in the last average.
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lands of the zillah of Salem are assessed at an average of
1-6-2 per acre that we say that a revision of the assessment

is necessary; it is, because in some of the villages, the best lands

bear an assessment of even fifteen rupees per acre, and are lying

waste round the village, while the inferior and most distant

lands are cultivated. It is not because the garden land bears an
average assessment of Rs. 4-10-10, but because it is in some
instances assessed at eighteen rupees, and is lying waste in conse-

quence. It is not because the wet land bears an average as-

sessment of Rs. 6-15-3, but because in the taluk of Ahtur 1,152

acres are lying waste, and bear an assessment of 15,228 rupees :

—it is, in short, because the real state of the district is disguised

by these averages, while the system demands a careful local

scrutiny. Nor are we advocating a re-adjustment of the assess-

ment only because it is unequal,—an equal assessment is entire-

ly visionary. We advocate it because the assessment is too

high.

It is obvious that the above given averages are of no value

whatever, unless the proportion between irrigated and unirri-

gated land is known. To show still more forcibly how disguis-

ing these averages are, we descend only one step, from the ave-

rages of the taluk generally, to the averages of dry and irri-

gated lands, and mark the inequality shown.

Names of taluks.

Average

of

dry.

Average

of

gar-

i

den. Average

of

wet.

I

Average

of

wet

garden.

Ahtfir i 11 8 4 12 5 10 8 9 17 ] O
Namcul i 5 7 6 8 4 9 6 1 23 7 4
Faramutty i 0 0 5 15 6 12 2 11 25 i 9
Salem i 13 9 4 8 11 7 15 G 24 6 11
Senkerrydrfig i 11 0 3 10 6 6 10 6 19 5 10
Raizepdr 2 5 7 7 6 7 7 6 2 23 10 0
Oinalur 1 11 7 3 9 5 5 13 8 9 15 11

Trichengode 1 9 10 4 11 10 7 6 0 14 12 O
DarampGry 0 14 1 1 11 1 5 1 5 8 2 5
Tengercottah 1 0 1 1 11 G 4 3 8 7 15 9
Kistnagherry 0 14 7 1 12 11 5 5 2 12 1 3
Triputtdr 1 4 1 2 5 5 6 11 1 13 2 11
Denkancottah 1 G 5 1 13 7 5 0 9 G 7 11
Ossur 1 8 2 2 0 8 5 7 7 7 4 0

This shows only the average assessment of the land cultivated.

It is exclusive of the heavily assessed lands now lying waste.

It is also obvious that a similar taxation per head may be a

very different proportion of the income of two different people.
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We cannot here do better than quote the words of a late

Governor of Madras :

—

“ The chief point to be kept in view, and the object
* to the attainment of which the Government should direct its

* attention, is not whether a certain number of fields are
* assessed in proportions unequal to another, but whether
* the land is taxed above its ascertained value, or beyond its

* powers of production. It matters little in comparison,
* whether it can be made to pay more, but whether, in the eye
‘ of a forbearing landlord, it ought to pay less. In what degree
‘ the fertility of the soil may be increased by the application
* of more labour, more capital, and more skill, it is impossible
‘ to calculate

;
for although most of the operations of husbandry,

‘ the drill-plough, succession of crops, falloAvs, and dressing, have
* beenknown and practised in this country from a very remote era,
‘ expensive improvements in agriculture have never yet found
* their way to India. But putting aside these considerations,
* as every ryot is aware that his field will give him greater
‘ or less returns in the proportion that he attends to the
‘ culture of it, and knows that its produce will differ every
‘ year from the one adjoining it, as it is more or less irrigated
‘ and manured, it may be safely asserted that no equality of
‘ assessment can ever be introduced, and it may be well

* questioned, whether, if it were practicable, it would lead to
‘ more prosperity.
“ It never can be too often repeated that the great object

* of our administration of the land revenues of India should be
* to confirm private property in the soil where we hove found it,

* and to create it, inhere it does not yet exist, by lowering the land tax.

‘ The business of altering the demand upon the land according to

‘ its annualfluctuations, is not the business of a Government, but
‘ should be wholly and unreservedly left to the private ryot, who, by
‘ degrees

,
under a lenient collector, and a light land tax, will become

* in every district a proprietor.”

The Government should be content with imposing once for all

a moderate assessment, which ought not to be disturbed ; and
whatever modifications may hereafter be introduced, should be
left to the private bargains of the ryots, who, having established

a property in the soil, may be able to sell, use, or sub-rent their

lands.

We have now completed the task which we undertook. We
have endeavoured to show, that a revision of the assessment

of the Madras provinces, similar to that which has been so

admirably carried out in the N. W., is a measure which has

been advocated through a large series of years, by the ablest
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and best members of the Madras Government
; and that both

external and intrinsic evidence testify to its expediency and
its justice. To compare the revenue yielded by the whole
Presidency of Madras with that of Agra, has not been within

our scope. Such a comparison would be most valuable ; but we
doubt, whether, for our present purpose, the course we have
pursued, of instituting one less extended, may not be the most
advantageous. We have shown that every collector of the

district, from the time of Colonel Read to the present day, lias

suggested the measures which we advocate, and that Governor
after Governor, Munro, Lushington, and Elphinstone, have sup-

ported them. The home Government is surely prepared to

deal impartially with its provinces, and we have therefore full

confidence that brighter days are at hand.

The question why Madras is the last of the Presidencies to

benefit by more advanced principles of Government, is one

which we are not anxious to solve. In the beginning of this

article, we attributed it much to its distance from the seat of the

Supreme Government, hut we have learnt, that measures

such as we advocate, are already in progress in Bombay. Much,
we believe, is due to the amount of revenue at stake, or

supposed to be at stake
;
and much, perhaps, to the constitution

of the revenue administration by a Board, instead of by a

commissioner. But instead of speculating on these points,

we shall only add, that any member of the Madras Government,

whose influence shall do for Madras what has been done by
others for Bengal and Bombay,—who, taking his proper position,

shall adopt the general views of Sir T. Munro, and while

watching over the interest of provinces, shall leave local detail

to the industry and judgment of his younger fellow servants, will

confer a lasting blessing on thousands and thousands of his species.

It is sad to think that it is now more than thirty years,

since Mr. Hargrave wrote his report ;
it is more than fifty-

eight since Sir T. Munro wrote his letter.

And here, we may add, that the Government may be almost

said to be pledged to the British Parliament, to carry out the

measures which we advocate. In a paper delivered into the Com-
mittee, during the discussions on the present Charter, Mr. A. D.

Campbell, a gentleman high in the Civil Service of Madras,

states, that a reduction of the assessment in the Salem district

had taken place, “ that the rates were undergoing reduction to

‘ an unlimited extent in Baramahl and Salem, and in Madura
‘ and Dendigul, in such fields only as the local authorities deem
‘ too highly assessed on the plan observed in Coimbatore.” These

discussions must soonbe renewed, and must it then be said that
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Mr. Campbell was mistaken, that such remissions as had been
made have been recalled, and that during the twenty years of

the Charter they never have been renewed ?

We have said, in an early part of this article, that the district

which we have chosen for our example of the effects of a Madras
Ryotwari settlement, has the advantage of exhibiting, at the

same time, the effects of the zemindari experiment. We had
intended to offer a few remarks on the results of the two sys-

tems as affecting the happiness of the people, but we have al-

ready trespassed so long on the reader’s patience, that we fear

to enter upon so wide a field ;
and much has already been laid

before him in the progress of this sketch, from which his own
conclusions may be drawn. To us, we own, that the state of

the district appears to afford clear proof of the decided failure

of the zemindari system in Madras, though tried under the
greatest advantages. The previous survey assessment, and
careful registry of rights, have prevented many of the conse-

quences which followed upon this great and well-intended mea-
sure in Bengal and the North West Provinces, and ought, if

any thing could have done so, to have secured the success of

the system; but still it has failed. We cannot attribute the
failure to over-assessment, for under a Ryotwari system, many
of the estates have exhibited a marked, steady and most satis-

factory recovery from the state into which the mutahdars had
brought them. Its failure was owing, generally, to the avarice
and oppression of the mutahdars, to their neglect of the
sources of irrigation, and to their grasping demands upon the
people.

To illustrate this point, let us examine the history of some of

the mtitahs. It will be remembered, that they were handed
over to the mutahdars at a fixed assessment, generally 10 to

16 per cent, below the collections made under the Ryotwari
system ; but they reverted to Government in a ruined condition.

Their gradual recovery under Ryotwari management, though
no relaxation of demand was conceded, is, we think, a trium-
phant proof of the effects of limited field assessment, and
tenure direct from the Government.
For instance, the estate of Ramarapurara, in the taluk of

Senkerrydrug :

—

Permanent assessment 6,289 10 5

Collections in Fusly, 1247, the year of lapse 1,824 13 9

„ 1248 3,902 6 0
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Collections in Fusly, 1250

»

1251

1252

1253

1254

1255

1256

1257

3,899 0 0

4,405 0 0

3,611 0 0

3,690 0 0

4,006 0 0

4,085 0 0

4,543 0 0

5,020 0 0

We have taken this example nearly at random, we will now
take some others from the Namcul taluk :

—

Tirmullyputty Cerkarudapum Comorapolliam

estate. estate. estate.

Permanent assessment 3,675 0 0 ... 1 2.... 15 2

Revenue reached in July 1231... 2,472 5 5 ..
COCOfrT 12 7.... ..3,892 1 10

99
1232... 2,375 8 1 ... 6 2.... 5 11

99 1233... 2,363 1 6... ...3,797 12 3.... 5 11

99 1234... 2,520 11 8... 11 5.... 0 6

99 1235... 2,506 7 0 ... ...4,557 15 5.... 14 1

99 1236... 2,411 8 9... 7 9.... 8 5

99
1237. . 2,622 4 8... 2 1 .... 11 8

99
1238... 2,622 5 5... 12 11.... 12 1

99
1239... 2,732 8 0 ... 14 6 14 11

99
1240... 2,910 2 9... ...4,157 14 1 11 2

99
1241... 3,220 8 8... 8 3.... 5 0

99
1242... 3,195 1 9... 15 9.... 0 3

99
1243... 3,139 15 9... 15 11.... 14 8

99
1244... 3,543 1 0 .. ...2,352 12 11.... 13 9

99
1245... 3,848 5 2... 15 1 .... 1 6

99
1246... 3,870 8 3... ...2,844 2 10.... 4 2

99
1247... 3,829 9 11... 8 7.... 11 6

99
1248... 4,128 3 11... 0 9.... 7 11

99
1249... 4,366 15 9... 5 3. .. ..5,977 6 5

99
1250... 4,580 7 11... ...4,773 7 2.... 14 4

99 1251... 4,758 7 8... 14 2.... 13 3

99
1252... 4,649 0 6... 12 6.... 9 5

99 1253... 4,513 1 2... 4 10.... 3 2

99
1254... 4,530 1 1 ... 10 2.... 13 7

99 1255... 4,658 4 5... 6 0.... 6 10

99
1256... 4,581 0 3... 12 2.... 15 10

99
1257... 4,638 4 5... 4 0 .... » 6

On the other hand, where the zemindari assessment appears
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most successful, (and many of the estates are flourishing,) we
discover no results which would not have as surely followed

from a relaxation of the Ryotwari demand.

There is, most certainly, nothing in the character of the mu-
tahdars generally, calculated to exert a beneficial effect on the

people. With some few exceptions, what Francis Horner
describes as that odious character which an increase of wealth,

without an increase of knowledge, is sure to generate, is typical

of these factious landlords.

The effect of the system on the police of the district has been •

most unfavorable. We believe that it is not more strongly

ingrained in the minds of Englishmen, that the legislative power
and the executive should be distinct, than it is in that of the

Hindu, that the person to whom he pays his rent, is the person
from whom he is to expect protection

; and to secure this pro-

tection, he must obey his landlord’s orders. By the zemindari
system, this enormous prestige is transferred from the Govern-
ment to the zemindar, or from a responsible servant of the Go-
vernment to an irresponsible private individual, from a man
whom Government can remove, to one upon whose character

alone it depends whether he shall assist in putting down rob-
beries, or whether he shall organize them.

Very erroneous impressions, we believe, prevail on the subject

of Ryotwari settlement, and to some of these we have adverted
above ; but to one we have not so prominently alluded. It is

thought that the system gives rise to constant interference on
the part of the officers of Government; but when the principles

of Read and Munro are fully carried out, this interference is

very trifling. It only consists in an enquiry, whether the ryot
retains his land, whether he abandons it, or whether he takes

more ;
and it is obvious that even this enquiry is gradually dimi-

nishing, and must cease as soon as the whole land is taken up
and becomes saleable property, as it has done throughout near-

ly the whole of Canara and Malabar. So long as the assessment
varies on the ryot’s converting dry into irrigated land, some
inspection is necessary, but the same may be said of every spe-

cies of taxation. The fair question is, whether this interference

is more vexatious on the part of the tahsildar, than it would be
on that of a zemindar, or the contractor of a village lease, or the
heads of a village corporation. We most fully believe that it is

infinitely less so.

The zemindari system has been tried in Salem, the village

lease has been tried in Coimbatore ; both have failed. Let the

principles of Read and Munro be tried under a taxation as
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light as that of Bengal or of Agra, and we have not a doubt of

the result. No expensive process is necessary ; all that is re-

quired is a relaxation of the demand, first on the lands now
waste from over-assessment, and then on the district generally.

Before closing this article, we would beg to offer only a few
further remarks. In endeavouring to point out certain defects

in our administration of the country, which have tended to

render it less successful than we could have wished, we are far

from entering into the exaggerations of those who would repre-

sent the British rule to have been barren of all those blessings

which a semi-barbarous and oppressed people were entitled to

expect from a civilized and intelligent Government. We
believe that financial pressure, and a system of check and con-

troul, have prevented those local reforms which would have
proved of inestimable value to several portions of the province

;

but if, at the same time, we take a more general survey of the

effects of the Government, we shall find much to dwell upon
that is full of hope and encouragement.
The first great blessing that a Government can confer upon

a people is, undoubtedly, peace ; by which we mean protection

from foreign invasion and internal tumult. These blessings

the district has enjoyed for more than half a century, uninter-

ruptedly. The extent of this blessing will be appreciated by
comparing it with the state of the country previously to our

accession, as pictured in the following passage from Colonel

Wilkes:—
“ Illustrations of the manners and immemorial habits of a

‘ people are sometimes unexpectedly derived from a careful
* attention to the elements or the structure of their language.
‘ On the approach of an hostile army, the unfortunate inha-
‘ bitants of India bury under ground their most cumbrous
* effects, and each individual, man, woman, and child, above six

* years of age (the infant children being carried by their mo-
4 thers,) with a load of grain proportioned to their strength,
‘ issue from their beloved homes, and take the direction of a
* country (if such can be found), exempted from the miseries
‘ of war, sometimes of a strong fortress, but more generally of
‘ the most unfrequented hills and woods, where they prolong a
‘ miserable existence, until the departure of the enemy

;
and if

f this should be protracted beyond the time for which they
* have provided food, a large portion necessarily dies of hun-
* Ser-

“ The people of a district thus deserting their homes are
4 called the Wulsaof the district. A state of habitual misery,
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* involving precautions against incessant war, and unpitying de-

* predations, of so peculiar a description as to require, in any of
* the languages of Europe, a long circumlocution, is expressed in
‘ all the languages of Deckan and the south of India, by a
* single word !

“ No proof can be accumulated from the most profound
* research, which shall describe the immemorial condition of
e the people of India, with more authentic precision than this

‘ single word.
“ It is a proud distinction that the Wulsa never departs on the

* approach of a British army, when unaccompanied by Indian
‘ allies.”

Next to external and internal peace, the greatest national

blessing is, perhaps, the administration of equal justice; but to

enter upon this topic, would lead us too far from our subject.

It is sufficient to say, that the province has enjoyed the advan-
tage of Courts of Appeal, presided over by men, whose inte-

grity was never impeached, and whose endeavours to counteract

the national vices of falsehood, and fraud, have been unremit-
ting. If the comparative amount of revenue which reached the

Government under native rule and under the British Govern-
ment, depended, as Munro observed, on the difference between
the characters of one of Tippu’s Asophs and Colonel Read ;

the amount of justice received by the people from their pro-

tectors, would depend upon the difference between the charac-

ters of a native kazi, and such men as John Bird and Ed-
ward Bannerman.

After the administration of justice, we would place in the
list of national blessings the freedom of commerce ; let us
see what was the state of things when the Government came
into our hands.

The following table exhibits this state. It is an account of
the number of stations at which duties were levied on mer-
chandize, in only one division of the district, prepared in the
year 1795. It embraces the five principal lines of commerce,
from the chief town of the division, and shows that there was
a Custom House, at which every common article of merchandize
was taxed, on an average at every eighth mile.
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When it is remembered, that every article may now be

conveyed from Salem to the sea coast, without interrup-

tion; that not a single duty is levied at any town, fair or

market, throughout the district ; that the ryot (who was then

compelled to deal with the merchant, who had alone the

power of passing, by means best known to himself, through
these Custom Houses,) can now seek the best market, and
obtain the full price for the produce of his industry; we
need not carry the contrast farther: nor need we wonder,
if the abolition of the transit duties is a measure almost
universally condemned by the merchants and the servants

of Government, nor, if those whose statements can alone reach

the Government, complain of an imagined decline of commer-
cial prosperity. The interests of the few, the very few, have
been sacrificed to those of the many.
Next to freedom of commerce, we would place the facility

of locomotion, the state of public roads ;
and on this sub-

ject, we can speak with unmixed satisfaction. From one
end of the district to the other, from north to south, and
from east to west, excellent roads, bordered by flourishing

avenues, do honor to the zeal and perseverance of several

collectors, who have successively turned their attention to

this subject, and above all, the late Mr. John Orr. The
whole extent of roads within the district, which has been
completed, planted, guarded by ditches, and, with few ex-

ceptions, marked by mile stones, amounts to 726 miles.

They are traversed night and day, by hundreds of country
carts, without let or hindrance, and may be travei’sed by any
English traveller in his own carriage. The bridges built in

the district amount to eighty-four.

Peace, external and internal, justice purely administered,

commerce free and unfettered, communication facilitated
;

these are important ingredients in national prosperity ; and
we have strong proof that much prosperity has been their re-

sult.

Although it has been our object to show how some unfortu-

nate circumstances have, in many parts of the district, impeded
the progress of cultivation, and that in most of the estates

under Government management, it has actually retrograded in

comparison with the early years of our rule, still such is the

blessing of peace and free commerce, that taking the whole of

the district, the lightly assessed Balaghat, the moderately assess-

ed Baramahl, the rent-free Agraharams, and the best managed
of the zemindari estates, there has been, on the whole, anencreas-

u u
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ed production, evinced by cheap prices accompanying an encreas-

ed population
; and it will have been seen that there is reason to

attribute the decline which does exist, as much to the well-

intentioned zemindari experiment, as to actual over-taxation.

Nor will it be forgotten, that the fraudulent practices of

the people defeated the intentions of Government for their

good.

There are many indications of increasing prosperity visible.

There are not wanting, in the district, instances, now common
throughout India, of cultivation having driven the wild beasts

far from the haunts, where sportsmen now living used to find

them in abundance.

The following is a curious instance of progress. A regis-

try of the fruit trees in the district was made by Colonel

Head. The number of tamarind trees then entered was as fol-

lows

Enam lands. Back-yards. Byots' holdings. Jungles.

738 876 422 2,545

This was, doubtless, a most incorrect return
; but now the

trees planted by the road sides alone, of which a large proportion

are tamarind trees, amount to 162,374.—(Here we cannot help

remarking, byway of parenthesis, that the reason why the Salem
district excels all others in its roads is, that a local tax, on betel-

nut gardens, was assigned at an early date to local improve-
ments.—See Mr. Hargrave’s reports.)

The value of land is decidedly rising, and in many places, to

a considerable extent.

When the district was first handed over to our Government,
an application wasmade to Colonel Read, by the officer command-
ing, for bricklayers to assist in building the officers’ bungalows.
Colonel Read’s answer is on record, and states, that no such per-

son as a bricklayer existed in the district. In the last two seasons,

a bridge has been built over the river Cavary, of twenty-six

arches, each of sixty feet span, chiefly by bricklayers and
artificers of the Salem district.

The manufacturers of Salem are, decidedly, in a flourishing

condition
; and this is evinced by the great extension of the

principal manufacturing town, that of Salem itself. New streets,

with houses of a superior description, are springing up in every
direction, the abolition of the transit duties having given a
stimulus to the demand for their strong webs, while the cheap
prices of the articles of consumption, enable them still to

compete with the machinery of England in the Indian mar-
ket.
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A very rapid increase in the number of carts, built at Salem,
and Attur, evinces much commercial activity.

Such then are the mixed results of our Government. If it

be objected that the former and the latter part of our paper are

contradictory, we answer, that if a person seriously endeavours
to represent things as they are, his statements must be con-

tradictory, for he has to describe contradictions. A Govern-
ment conferring peace and justice, but maintaining a land tax

admitted to be too high—trade encouraged, but agriculture

repressed ;—remissions made for the benefit of a newly created

zemindar, and recalled from the industrious ryot—the industry

of peace struggling against the Government which confers

it—these are what he has to describe. But if they are fairly

described, if, while he candidly brings to notice the errors which
exist, he avoids alike the exaggerations of the agitator and the

glosses of the partisan, his statements will not fail to meet
with candid attention, or to yield their contribution towards
the great cause of improvement.
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Art. V.— 1. A Review of Public Instruction in the Bengal
Presidency

,
from 1835 to 1851. By J. Kerr, M. A., Principal

of Hooghly College. Part I. Calcutta. 1852.

2. The Bombay Gazette, February 11 th, 1852 .—Speech of Sir

Erskine Perry.

In Mr. Kerr’s book, the reader will find a complete and
scholar-like manual of the history, mechanism, and working of

native education, as conducted in the Government Institutions

of the Bengal Presidency, for the last sixteen years. It would
be very difficult to find a writer better qualified for the task,

which he has undertaken. The facts, which he narrates, have
fallen chiefly within the limits of his own personal observation

;

the questions, which he discusses, have been often before his

own mind
;
and with all the details of the Government system,

from his official position, he is intimately and familiarly

acquainted. His turn of mind also is clear, distinct, and
methodical ; and bis style, not wanting in a certain quiet

humour, is always dispassionate and gentleman-like. In the

treatment of a very delicate subject, he has chosen his ground
with much tact and good sense ; and so long as he keeps
strictly to the plan which he has chalked out for himself, his

work is all but unexceptionable. That which he proposes to

do, and which he has ably and thoroughly accomplished, will be

best learned from his own modest and well written preface,

which we quote at length :

—

It is proposed in the following pages to give a brief history of education
in the Bengal Presidency, from the year 1835 to 1851.

With the year 1835, a new era commenced in the history of education
in Bengal It was at this period that Lord Bentinck’s resolution appeared,

which put a stop to the expenditure of the educational funds on stipends to

students who had not earned them, and on Arabic and Sanscrit publications

which were little read ; and directed that they should henceforth be mainly
employed in imparting instruction through the medium of the English
language.
A fresh impulse was now given to native education. A more active in-

terest was awakened in the superintending authorities. Annual reports,

exhibiting the state and progress of public instruction, began to be regularly

published for the information of the public. New schools were established.

The old establishments were improved and enlarged. Libraries were formed
in the colleges and in the principal provincial schools.

The time appears to have arrived for the preparation of a book of the

kind proposed. Setting aside the consideration that all important ques-

tions relating to India, among which that of education undoubtedly occupies

a very prominent place, are beginning to attract a more than ordinary share

of public attention, as the period approaches for the revision of the East
India Company’s Charter in 1853, there are at present no means by which
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any one who takes an interest in native education, as carried on in the

Government institutions, can readily acquaint himself with its history for

the past sixteen years. The information is only to be found in the annual
printed reports, a complete set of which can scarcely be met with anywhere,
and in the manuscript records of Government, which are not open to the

public eye. Even those few persons, who possess a complete set of the

printed reports, will find it no easy task to obtain a clear view of what has
been done, from so many volumes, in which there are many repetitions and
some contradictions, much that is only of temporary use, and much that is

of no use. The time has arrived for condensing these reports, for extract-

ing from them whatever is valuable, and placing it before the reader arrang-
ed under appropriate heads.

Such an analysis may be considered as the main object of the following

pages. It is not, however, the only object. The writer hopes that the situa-

tion, which he has held in the educational service of Government for the last

ten years, has given him the opportunity of observing some things which it

may be useful to make known, and has qualified him in some degree for ex-

pressing an independent opinion on the various subjects which will come
under review. But he is anxious to deal with facts rather than opinions

;

the latter, whether his own or those of others, being introduced sparingly.

It is proposed to divide the subject iuto two parts. The first part will

contain a statement of the general principles and most prominent features

which mark the Government system of education, including the agency
employed for superintending and carrying on the system. The second part
will contain a brief report on each of the Government educational institu-

tions in Bengal, and in the North Western Provinces, embracing its founda-
tion and early history, its ordinary income and expenditure, a statement of

the number of pupils for the last sixteen years, a selection from the reports
of local committees and examiners, and other matters of general and
permanent interest.

There can be no question that Mr. Kerr has amply fulfilled

the promise, which he holds out ; but we must confess to a
very natural feeling of surprise and disappointment, on finding,

in a work which professes (in its opening sentence) to be a
history of education in Bengal, only one or two cursory and
incorrect references to the great Missionary institutions, and
the large and flourishing private schools and academies, the
pupils of which, in this city at least, out-number those attend-
ing the Government seminaries at least five-fold. His book is

really the educational history of the last sixteen years, with
all but the Government part, left out

; and the obvious
tendency of the work (most unconsciously, we believe, on the
part of the author) is to make that part bulk much more largely,
than it has any right to do, in the public eye. This erroneous
impression would be confirmed and deepened by a circumstance,
for which Mr. Kerr is in no wise responsible. The great vic-
tories of native education had been won before he came among
us. He did not witness the reign of barbaric ignorance,
intolerance, and superstition; or taken any part in the struggles,
by which it was overthrown. The Minute of Lord William
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Bentinck, which is the epoch from which Mr. Kerr dates his

history, was but a formal taking possession of the land. It was
the decree for the annexation of the Punjab, after the battles of
Mudki and Ferozepore, of Sobraon and Chilianwallah. Mr.
Kerr found us sailing on a smooth sea, with a fair wind, and a
flowing tide.

He knows therefore only imperfectly, and from report, how
very much had been done by others, and how very little had
been done by Government, to turn the tide of public opinion,

on which the state bark is now so confidently sailing. The
Government medicine for the benighted Bengalis was even
more minute than that homoeopathic globule of reform, which
Punch represents Lord John Russel as administering to the

astounded John Bull. But the globules of Sanscrit and Arabic
and Persian, which it pleased the Honorable Company to ad-
minister, found no favour with the unhappy patient, even
though he was paid for trying to swallow them. It never oc-

curred to the Government, that, when a man’s only complaint
is starvation, food is better than physic ; and the system of in-

finitesimal doses of poison—that is, of Heathenism and Ve-
dantism, and Muhammadanism—might have been going on to

this day in full vigour, but for the interference of men without

the Government pale, who won their way, step by step, over-

coming obloquy, reproach and superstition, by literary en-

thusiasm, or philanthropy, or faith.

In the year 1815, soon after the renewal of the Charter, a

few friends, among whom was Mr Hare, met together, one
evening, in Rammohun Roy’s house ; and the conversation

turned on the most fitting means for the destruction of super-

stition, and the elevation of the native mind and character.

Rammohun contended earnestly for the establishment of a

weekly meeting, for the purpose of gradually undermining the

prevailing system of idolatry, by teaching the pure and more
intellectual dogmas of the Vedanta.

To this Mr. Hare decidedly objected. His strong natural

good sense showed him the visionary and impracticable nature

of a scheme, which professed to act upon the masses, by teaching

them what they could not possibly comprehend. It must be

confessed, too, that he had a most impartial dislike for all

religions, and eschewed the religious element altogether. He
proposed, instead, the establishment of a college for native

youth ; and the two friends separated, each wedded to his own
plan, which they carried out with characteristic energy. The
Rajah founded the Bramha Sabha, an incomprehensible jum-
ble of monotheism, pantheism, and eclecticism ; and the in-
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tellectually inferior, but sturdy practical mechanic, originated

the Hindu College, and more remotely the whole system of

Anglicized native education.

Mr. Hare’s first step was to draw up a circular, stating gene-

rally the objects he had in view, and soliciting aid and coun-

tenance from the leading men in the European and native

communities. At an early stage, it fell into the hands of Sir

Edward Hyde East, the Chief Justice for the time being. This

gentleman not only remodelled the circular for the better, but
entered into the scheme with such spirit and cordiality, and,

from his influence and position in society, brought it forward

so prominently, that it was very generally supposed to have
originated with him. After frequent private meetings and
discussions, the first public meeting was held in his house, on the

14th of May, 1816, and was largely attended by native and
European gentlemen, and by many of the most eminent Pandits
in Calcutta. The proposal to establish an institution for the

education of the native youth was fully explained to the meet-
ing by the learned Judge, and was received with unanimous
approbation

In an adjourned meeting, held on the 21st, it was resolved

that the Institution should be called “ The Hindu College

of Calcutta;” and a committee and office bearers were ap-

pointed.

To form any just idea, and to take any fair view of the his-

tory of native education, or of the part which the Government
plays in it, one must look, not to the last sixteen years, but
to the twenty which preceded them

;
and, in after times, when

Hindustan shall have become an enlightened and Christian

nation, the educational annals of the period between 1815 and
1835, now obscure and half-forgotten, will be searched for

with avidity, and come forth into the broad day ; and the actors

take a place—and no mean place—among national benefactors.

There are two gentlemen still with us in the full ripeness of

intellect and manhood, who could write that history worthily;

who have seen the darkness which they helped to dispel, and
who may rightly claim the proud distinction of “ emeriti''

That keen sagacious eye, which still looks out from the watch-
tower of Serampore, with a little help from family traditions,

can trace the whole process from its germ to its present stage

of progress, and arrange, in orderly array and sequence, events,

misunderstood it may be, or slightly marked at the time when
they occurred, but to which the future has given weight and
significancy. No one can doubt the interest, with which Mr.
Marshman must have watched the struggle, in which, from
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personal and family associations, as well as on higher grounds,
his own hopes and feelings were so deeply implicated. We
trust that in the forthcoming biography of his gifted and vene-
rable father, we shall find all that we desire.

The other gentleman, whose reminiscences would be, to many,
perhaps even more interesting, is the Reverend Professor Ba-
nerjya of Bishop’s College. His experience, indeed, cannot go
back so far as 1815 ; for, we question whether he had been
born then : but no man living was more mixed up with the

movement, or has a better right to say, without vanity or ex-

aggeration, “ quorum pars maxima, fui.” He passed through
all the alternations of the struggle. He was the intimate

friend and associate of almost every name of note, which in-

fluenced the result, whether for good or evil. He was for a

time the acknowledged leader, the hero, and in some sort, the

martyr, of the ultra-liberal party among the educated natives :

and, we do him but justice, when we say, that he acted through-

out with a spirit, a boldness, a conscientiousness, and love of

truth, rare, if not altogether unparalleled, among his country-

men.
The time has come, we think, when Mr. Banerjya is at full

liberty to tell the truth, without fear or favour
;
and, if there be

one or two individuals still living, whose past offences it

might seem ungenerous to rake up, however well they may
deserve any censure that could be inflicted on them, it would
be easy to withhold their names, and to deal only with
their actions. Such a work, faithfully and conscientiously

executed, would not only be useful and worthy of Mr.
Banerjya’s position and talents

; but, we believe, would win
for itself, not only an Indian, but a British, and (not impro-
bably) a European reputation. It would teach lessons too,

perhaps, worth knowing—one at the least ;
that whatever amount

of change may be produced by the inlet of European know-
ledge into the native mind, (and that change was never mani-
fested, and never will be manifested again, with more of enthu-
siasm, and energy, and reckless boldness, than by the original

“Young Bengal”) the result shows but two issues:—it will

evaporate into worse than nothing, or condense into Christianity.

Thus much, at least, the last thirty years have determined. We
shall have to do with this subject again, ere we part with Mr.
Kerr.

In the mean time, we shall attempt to present a brief

outline of the leading events in the history of native education,

previous to 1835; and, following Mi*. Kerr’s excellent example,

we seek “to deal with facts rather than opinions ;”as to the lat-
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ter, however, by no means refraining from the free expression

of our own.
Whatever other influences may have been at work previous-

ly, the first great practical step towards the improvement of

native education, and towards rescuing it from the incapable

hands of the Pandits and Gurus, was the foundation of the

Hindu College. Nothing had been done, or has yet been accom-
plished, in the endowed oriental colleges and institutions,

which has not been better done by the natives, when left to

themselves. No revival of the ancient sciences of India, no
new work of importance, no distinguished scholar, ever proceed-

ed from a Government Oriental College. To perpetuate these

was to perpetuate false science and superstition
;
and it began to

be felt, that, if hope was to come for India, it must come from
elsewhere.

The man, who was the first to master this idea, and to turn

it to practical use, was the late Mr. David Hare.
The impetus, indeed, came from a very different quarter, and

originated long before. The labours and example of such men
as Buchanan, and Brown, and Corrie and Martyn, and the Se-
rampore Missionaries, drew the attention of many thoughtful

and benevolent men, who had little in common with them, to

the wants and to the woes of India. The “ Clapham sect” had,

at last, turned the tide of public opinion ; and in 1813, India, by
Act of Parliament, was open to the Gospel. But it ought to be
frankly acknowledged, that though the Missionaries were fore-

most in the field, and foremost in labour and zeal and love for

the natives of this land, they do not seem to have entertained

any scheme for national education, or any idea of introducing

on a large scale the science and literature of Europe, as helps

to Christianization, or means of social improvement. What
they may fairly claim is, that they did the work cf calling public

attention to the moral and religious degradation of the Hindus ;

and of those who thought with them on this subject, but differ-

ed from them in all else, no names stand out so prominently
as those of Rammohun Roy and David Hare.

The former was a man of distinguished ability, with a
versatile and highly accomplished mind, much given to meta-
physical speculation, and the first of his countrymen, who
can truly be looked upon as a sincere patriot and philanthropist.

The other was an illiterate and ill-educated man, with narrow
views, and without the gift of written or spoken utterance.

But his mind was eminently practical, and he had got firm
hold of one grand idea. These men, so opposite, were drawn
together by their common desire for the moral and political

w w
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improvement of the Hindus
;
and in both, this desire was a

passion.

The original committee was very large—too large for effi-

cient working—and contained far too much of the unchanged
native leaven. The following is a list of the members ; we
believe, it will be read by many, with interest and curiosity :

—

Sir Edward Hyde East, Knight ; President.

J. H. Harrington, Esq., Vice-President.

W. C. Blaquiere, Esq.,

Capt. J. W. Taylor,

H. H. Wilson, Esq.,

N. Wallich, Esq., M. D.,

Lieut. W. Price,

D. Heming, Esq.,

Capt. T. Roebuck,
Lieut. Francis Irvine,

Chaturbhiij Nyasrutten,

Subram Mohesh Shastri,

Mritunjoy Bidyalunkar,

Roghomuni Bidyabhosun,
Tarapersad Nyabhosun,
Gopimohun Thakur,

Harimohun Thakur,
Gopimohun Deb,
Jyekissen Singh,

Ramtonoo Mullick,

Obhoy Churn Banerjya,
Ramdulal Dey,
Rajah Ram Chund,
Ramgopal Mullick,

Boisnobh Das Mullick,

Chaitan Churn Set,

Shib Chunder Mukerjya,
Radhakant Deb,
Ramruttun Mullick,

Kali Sunkar Ghosal.

It will be observed here, that the name of David Hare does

not appear in the list. With his characteristic shrinking from
public appearances, he declined to take any official appoint-

ment ; although his services in procuring subscriptions and pu-
pils, and in many other ways, wrere unremitting. It must not be

forgotten also, that Mr. Hare had not yet acquired a reputation,

and was not in (what is called) “ society :
” and that already

“ the cold shadow of the aristocracy,” and the darkness of bigotry

and superstition, fell ominously over the projected institution.

On the 20th January, 1817, the school was opened for the first

time, in a house (304, Chitpore Road) hired for the purpose ;

—

Sir Hyde East, Mr. Harrington, and many other influential

gentlemen being present. Seven months had passed of active

and busy preparation. Upwards of 60,000 rupees had been sub-

scribed. The Committee alone numbered thirty members. The
scheme had the sanction of the pandits, the favour of the pub-
lic, and the countenance and active support of the leading mem-
bers of the Government : but after all this “ note of prepara-

tion,” only twenty pupils came forward to be enrolled on the

list. In three months more, the number struggled painfully

upwards to sixty-nine ; and there, the free scholars and an
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eleemosynary contribution of twenty from the Calcutta School

Society included, it remained stationary for upwards of six years.

Mr. Kerr is quite mistaken, in supposing that the Hindu
College “ was founded by a spontaneous impulse of the native

mind” (p. 6). The scheme was entirely foreign to the native

mind
; was forced upon it from without ; and, again and again,

would have been abandoned in despair or indifference, but for

the determined, enthusiastic, and solitary perseverance of David
Hare. So little desire or demand was there for the study of

the English, that the Managers were obliged to introduce, not
only Bengali, but Persian, and, (if we mistake not,) Arabic also,

in order to render the new fangled teaching more palatable to

the native mind.
During the six years that intervened between 1817 and 1823,

the school was shifted about from place to place. It was first re-

moved to another house in the Chitpore Road ;
then to a house,

afterwards occupied by Dr. Duff, for the General Assembly’s

Institution. Its next flight was of all the most eccentric. The
sapient Managers removed the so-called Hindu College into

the heart of the Bow Bazar
; which, when explained for the

benefit of the uninitiated, means, that they took it out of the

native town altogether, and set it down in a street, notorious

as the haunt of drunken sailors, and the most desperate and
dissolute characters of a great Heathen metropolis. From this

they again moved off to a scarcely more congenial vicinity—the

well known Tiretta Bazar.

Who the teachers were, during this dark period, or what they
taught, we have no means of knowing. The school made no
progress

; and the cause of native education seemed to be lost.

Its English supporters, disappointed by the insignificant re-

suit, thwarted in their plans of improvement, and disgusted

with the jealousy and absurd prejudices and suspicions of the

native majority in the Management, left it to its fate ; and that

majority, having, as may well be supposed, no very violent love

for European light and knowledge, would have liked nothing

better than to break up the college, and to get back the money
which they had so rashly subscribed. Mr. Hare alone stood

firm as a rock ; but even he, at last, saw no other means of

averting the impending catastrophe, than an appeal to Govern-
ment to come forward to the rescue.

Yet, that unpromising beginning is to us full of cheerful

augury. Not very long ago, the foundation stone of Mr.
Bethune’s Female School was laid with much pomp and cir-

cumstance. Cornwallis Square was honoured with the unwont-
ed presence of a Governor of Bengal, and Members of Council,
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and Secretaries, and an imposing assemblage of the great, the

gifted, and the fair
;

colours flashed in the sun ; speeches

were made ; and the future seemed full of brilliant promise

for the domestic happiness and social elevation of Bengal.

The master spirit of that institution, indeed, has passed away, :

—

but where are all its other well-wishers now ? Its dark period

has come very rapidly. Let us hope that better days are at

hand
;
and that our present G overnor-General, by a generous

and judicious patronage, may accomplish for the females of

India, as much as has been already accomplished, against diffi-

culties nearly equal, for the males. Such a consummation
would be a brighter gem in his coronet, than the annexation

of Burmah and the Punjab. Among the thousands of young
men, who have received an English education, and many
of whom are now heads of families themselves, there is, or

there ought to be, a powerful lever to ply against the dead
weight of prejudice and custom, which, for ages, has borne so

heavily on the mothers, the wives, and the daughters of Ben-
gal ;

and which native apathy will never lift up without

the helping hand of a more energetic race. But we have

been looking forward thirty years
;
and we are yet only in

“pleine” 1823.

The Government (it was in the time of Mr. Adam) listened

favourably to the request of the Managers. It had already

resolved to establish a Sanscrit college in 1821, and to allow

30,000 rupees annually for that purpose : and, when the question

of a building for the new institution came to be entertained in

1823, happily for the Hindu College, it was agreed to locate

them both under the same roof.

“ Rome,” however, “ was not built in a day.” The founda-

tion stone of the new building was not laid until the 25th of

February, 1824 ;
and we may notice here, that more than three

years elapsed after that time, ere it was ready for the recep-

tion of the students.

It was natural for the Government, which, in addition to the

building, had granted a munificent annual endowment, to look

for something in the shape of a “ quid pro quo.” The Managers
hitherto had done nothing to justify any confidence in their

wisdom or discretion. Every measure, which they originated,

bore the stamp of ignorance and incapacity ; and it was plain,

that, if the experiment were to be entrusted solely to their gui-

dance, its doom was sealed. The Government, therefore, de-

sired or demanded, that a properly qualified Visitor should be
appointed on their part, for the purpose (formally) of watching

over and directing the appropriation of their pecuniary grant.
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This reasonable and most salutary proposal was met with
the most violent opposition, as indeed might have been antici-

pated. Fortunately, there were a few men of sense in the

Management—such men, for instance, as Ramcomul Sen, Rus-
somoy Dutt, and Radhakant Deb. But for them, the propo-
sal of the Government would have been rejected

; and, it was
with considerable difficulty, that it received at last a reluctant

and ungracious assent. The speech of Russomoy Dutt (now
one of the judges of the Small Cause Court) on this occasion,

deserves notice. The Babu frankly confessed that, after

seven years’ labour, the college had produced nothing better

than a few keranis (native clerks in the public offices)
; and

that it was vain to expect, ever to accomplish the objects

which they had in view, or to succeed in giving their children

a liberal and enlightened education, without calling in the aid

of European talent and energy.

This was the real turning point in the history of the insti-

tution
; for it resulted in the appointment of Mr. Horace

Hayman Wilson, as Vice-President of the sub-committee, and
Visitor of the college. A better choice could not possibly

have been made. Perhaps, no man, since the days of the
“ admirable Crichton,” has united in himself such varied, ac-
curate, and apparently opposite talents and accomplishments.
A profound Sanscrit scholar, a grammarian, a philosopher, and
a poet, he was at the same time the life of society, and a practical
and clear-headed man of business. On the stage as an ama-
teur, or in the professor’s chair as the first orientalist of our
time, he seemed always to be in his place. He has written
on the antiquities and numismatology, on the history, literature,

chronology and ethnology of Hindustan ; and, on all these sub-
jects, no man, not even Colebrooke himself, has written so much
and so well. His works show all the erudition of the German
school, without its heaviness, pedantry and conceit ; and his

style is that best of all styles, the style of an accomplished
English gentleman.

This able and distinguished scholar speedily conciliated all

parties, and won all suffrages. His name alone was a tower of
strength to the Orientalists. His affability and courtesy of
manner endeared him to the students, and disarmed the preju-
dices of the bigoted party in the Management. He doubled
the hours of teaching. He introduced the system of public exa-
minations. He obtained energetic new masters, and infused
new life into the old. In the first year of his management, the
number of pupils rose to two hundred. He found 14,000 rupees
of arrears uncollected ; he realized them. Four thousand rupees
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had disappeared
;
he replaced them. The institution became

so rich, as to lose 60,000 rupees by the failure of Baretto and
Co. ; and it could afford the loss. In a few years, there were
four hundred names on the list, most of them paying pupils.

The Hindu College became the fashionable school for the

young Babus of Calcutta. It rose into notoriety and impor-

tance, and, for a time, threw all other establishments into the

shade.

In the expansion of heart, caused by this new and unex-
pected prosperity, Mr. Hare’s services were at last remem-
bered and acknowledged. He was appointed superintendent

of the pupils contributed by the Calcutta School Society, and
an Honorary Member of the Management.
But this gentleman’s work was now over. The cause, for

which he had toiled and fought, almost single-handed, was now
triumphant, and had reached a stage, where his services were
no longer required

; for, though an excellent pioneer, he was
not fit to be a General. No man was better acquainted with

Bengali human nature. No European ever went in and out so

freely and so familiarly among the people of this land. He was
far more at home with them than with his own countrymen

;

and, from his constant intercourse with the native lads, and his

earnest desire for their improvement, he earned for himself the

singularly inappropriate soubriquet of “ Padre Hare.”

The truth is, that he was a man of a very common-place
mind ; and, though much beloved by the students, he had no

weight, and little or no moral influence over them. He was a

man riding a hobby, and riding it with all his might. But he

had no large or enlightened views of the future, or of the spirit

he sought to raise; and when, like another Frankenstein, it rose

into sudden and portentous life before him, astonished and be-

wildered, he knew not how to find work for it, or whither to

direct its gigantic energies. What he wished or expected

Young Bengal to become eventually, if he had any definite

ideas on the subject, is unknown to us ; but, we have heard,

that, when the most distinguished of his favourite pupils was

about to become a Christian, he was surprised by a visit from

Mr. Hare, who came to remonstrate with him upon the absur-

dity of the step he was about to take, in exchanging “one
‘ superstition for another.” We believe that the reply, though
sufficiently respectful, was such, as to send Mr. Hare away
thoughtful but not displeased, and to seal his lips for the

future.

The Hindu College now enjoyed a brilliant reputation. Mr.
Wilson had raised it from a wretched petty school into a
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fashionable and flourishing college. This was no slight achieve-

ment in itself, even for a man like him ; but, when the pre-

judices, the suspicions, and the bigotry of the majority in the

Management are taken into account, his tact and success ap-
pear quite extraordinary.

It would be a great mistake, however, to identify Mr. Wilson
with the new Anglo-Bengali movement. An institution was en-

trusted to him ; and he did all he could to make it flourish. In
that institution an experiment was going on

; and he took care

that it should have fair play. But he expressed neither inter-

est nor sympathy in the result
;

and, when a storm arose,

directed against the rising movement, we give a favourable view
of his policy in saying, that he submitted and bowed to the

blast.

His position, indeed, was strikingly similar to that of the

Government, whose servant he was. The new experiment, on
trial in the Hindu College, was in no respect theirs. They
neither originated, directed, nor sympathized with it. All

that they did spontaneously for education, was done for the

study of Oriental literature ; and all the money at their dis-

posal flowed into that favourite channel. It is true, that, after

repeated solicitations, they subscribed to the Hindu College, and
sent one of their servants to look after the appropriation of

their money. But native education, as we see it now, was
an abomination in their eyes. The Government of that day
held the opinions of the Thoby Prinseps and the Tytlers, who
ridiculed the idea of teaching the natives English, and amused
themselves with publishing, as specimens of the results to be
expected, letters in broken English, or the patois of the

China Bazar. It needed ten years more of trial, and results

that forced themselves upon the consideration of the most
prejudiced, and the astonishing success of Duff, and all the

energies of Trevelyan, and the influence of Macaulay, and
the'determination of Lord William Bentinck, to compel the Go-
vernment—to drive it against its will—into a measured and cau-

tious patronage of Anglo-Bengali education.

We have mentioned that new and more efficient teachers had
been introduced into the college ; and now, at last, a pathway
for the native mind into the science and literature of Europe
was practically open. The result far exceeded all anticipation.

Hinduism, as is well known, is not only a system of false

religion, but a system of false science
; and its whole authority

depends upon tradition and custom. Hence there was scarcely

an elementary fact or axiom in geography, or astronomy, or

political economy, or indeed in any modern science, which did
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not clash with and demolish some time-honoured belief, or sa-

cred and hallowed observance. The work of destruction re-

quired no genius, learning, or eloquence ; Hinduism fell pros-

trate, never to rise again, at the touch of the veriest school-boy.

As soon as a little fellow could be made to understand that the

earth was 25,000 miles round, there was an end to his belief in

the Shastras.

It must be remembered that the young Bengali is re-

markably intelligent and curious ;—we might say with truth,

precociously so. His first glimpse into the science and
knowledge of the Western world filled him with astonish-

ment and delight. A new El Dorado spread before him

;

and his foot was on the strand. A new future was open to

him ; new faculties were developed within him
; and all, that

he heard and saw, carried with it self-evidencing truth and
power. Scales seemed to have fallen from his eyes

; he felt

giddy and intoxicated with the changed appearance of all

things. But, if there was one feeling stronger than all

others, and which, for a time, reigned predominant, it was
a passionate loathing, a mixture of hatred and contempt and
indignation, against the superstition, in which he had been
brought up. When he thought of the absurdities he had been
led to believe ; of . the pain and misery he had been compelled
to bear and to inflict ;

of the clay and wooden images and rab-

ble of so-called deities whom he had worshipped
; of the igno-

rance in which he had been kept ; and its results in making
every other Hindu a mere beast of burden for the Brahman

;

and when he looked at all in the light of his new-found know-
ledge, he blushed with shame and indignation, and felt that he
had been injured, humiliated, and degraded.

The master-spirit of this new era was Mr. Derozio. This
gifted young man entered the college as one of the junior

teachers in November, 1826, and speedily acquired an unbound-
ed influence and popularity among the students. He entered

into their feelings with all the fervour and enthusiasm of his

own highly poetic temperament, and spared no pains to fan

and to feed the flame. He encouraged them to the most un-
bridled use of their new-found mental freedom ; and, by an
extraordinary ascendancy over their minds, which no other

man ever attained, he transformed the supple and timid Ben-
gali into a bold and fiery iconoclast and reformer.

Unfortunately for himself and for them, he had no fixed

principles
;
and his chief delight was to speculate, to unsettle,

and to attack. Had he lived, and had his mind worked itself

clear (as it had begun to do) of the crude notions of his youth,
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great things might have been expected from him. As it was,

he was, for a time, the oracle of Young Bengal; and he has

found no successor in their affections.

It would be unjust to pass over unnoticed another East In-

dian gentleman, connected with the college about the same
time, and who has also, since, gone to his account—we mean Mr.
Woollaston, afterwards a Missionary of the London Society.

He was a man of a quiet, unostentatious character, who felt

the warmest interest in the new movement, but looked upon it

with the heart and with the eye of a Christian. It was his

delight to gather the more intelligent students round the so-

cial tea-table in his own house, and, without forcing it upon
them, to talk to them earnestly and calmly of the Gospel of

Jesus. One or other of the Missionaries was sometimes of the

party ; and the retrospect, we believe, must be pleasant to

all.*

It is not strange that youthful minds, from which had evapo-

rated every particle of faith and reverence for all that they
once held most sacred, and who looked upon their former con-

dition with rage and contempt, should wander for a while with-

out star or compass, and hold aloof from every thing that could

not be made palpable to their senses, or proved by mathema-
tical demonstration. It is not strange, that in the first rebound
of indignation, the very names of “ priest” and religion should

have been a bugbear, and their notions of the social relations

uncertain and confused. Unfortunately, instead of checking
these feelings, or guiding them into wholesome channels, Mr.
Derozio gave them the rein. Every thing became debateable,

and was debated. The being of God, the parental relationship,

the ties of consanguinity, were subjected to the crucible of these

youthful and giddy brains : and too often little came forth, but
pride and over-weening conceit, and open contempt for parents

and relatives, who believed in Sumeru and the seven oceans,

who drank the washings of Brahmans’ feet, and worshipped ,

Kali and Durga. But along with this, there was a generous
desire to impart their new knowledge to their youthful coun-
trymen

; and the lads, who, during the day, attended the col-

lege prelections, got up early to teach gratuitous morning
schools, and spent their evenings in social conversational meet-
ings.

The fire, which had been fast gaining- strength, broke out
into flame in the year 1829. In the swarm of debating societies,

* We are indebted to the materials, collected by this gentleman, and 'published in
the early numbers of the Calcutta Christian Observer, for nearly all the details in the
preceding sketch.

X X
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that sprang up, there was one universal execration of Hinduism.
The native town rang with glowing declamations on the plea-

sures and advantages of European knowledge. The young
Babus demanded that its blessings should be extended to their

wives and daughters, and lost no occasion, when they met
together, of expressing their scorn and detestation of the super-

stitious practices of their fathers.

It will be observed, that, up to this time, the Hindu College
had the field to itself, and was left, free and untrammelled, to

produce its natural fruits. There were no rival Missionary
schools ;

and with the Missionaries themselves, at that time, the

students could not be said to have ever come into contact. Indeed,

their dislike of Christianity was second only to their dislike of

Hinduism. The influence of the Europeans, whom they looked

up to with most respect, wasdecidedly Anti-Christian. The Wil-
sons, the Sutherlands, and the Youngs, were known to be latitudi-

narians in religion—if not something more ; while Mr. Hare, and
their idol, Derozio, with not a few of his more intimate friends

and associates, were avowedly (for the time at least) disbelievers

in the Christian revelation. We have heard of scandalous orgies,

where the most sacred mysteries and persons in the Gospels were
parodied and blasphemed by English gentlemen for the amuse-

ment of the young Hindus ;
and, it is notorious, that their

notions of the religion of Jesus were drawn chiefly from Paine’s

Age of Reason, and the pages of Gibbon and Hume.
We have a right, therefore, to ask those gentlemen, who

condemn, in the most sweeping terms, the Missionary institu-

tions, on the ground of their interfering with the rights of parents,

while they insist that no such charge lies against the Govern-
ment schools and colleges, to point out any period, in the

history of Christian Missions, or of British intercourse with

India, when faith in the religion of their fathers was more
thoroughly destroyed in the minds of the children—when the

rights (as they choose to call them) of the parents, were more
deliberately denied and disregarded—or when there was more
of hostile alienation in families—than were seen in the year 1829,

as the results of the Hindu College teaching.

It will not do to throw all the blame on Mr. Derozio, and to

make him the scape -goat for what was, undoubtedly, the direct

and natural effect of the Government system—what, indeed, it

ought to be, and what, in a less worthy form, it continues to be,

till the present hour. There is not one in a thousand of the

educated Bengalis, who believes, or pretends to himself to be-

lieve, in Hinduism ; and, if the modicum of morality and natu-

ral religion, which they are supposed to acquire, does not teach
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them to abhor human sacrifice, and sutti, and child-murder

—

to protest against the social and intellectual degradation of the

Sudras—to look upon its present foul idolatry as the bane of

their country, and to feel that it should be their glory and their

privilege to rid themselves and their posterity for ever of this

vast mass of ignorance and evil—then, surely, it is the most
miserable and the most worthless thing that ever was doled out,

under the imposing name of national education. The truth is,

that though the educated native is tamer and quieter now, he
does not believe a whit more in the superstition of his fathers

;

and we cannot but look upon it as one of the worst symptoms
of the moral degradation, to which the nation is reduced, that

the first spirit is extinct, and that the Young Bengal of the pre-

sent day has no heart to pity, and no hand to help or to remove
the evils of his country. His greatest exploit is a stolen visit

to the tavern, or the restaurateur

;

and the chief notoriety he has

of late obtained is, by aping the vices of the European. There is,

indeed, a small class of thoughtful and accomplished young
men, who seem to be on the way to better things ; but they
want the boldness and energy of their more out-spoken prede-

cessors ; and this great idolatrous land cares little for accom-
plishments and amiabilities: she wants patriots, reformers, and
active philanthropists.

In the alarm caused by the new spirit, which, through the

instrumentality of the morning schools, was spreading far and
fast amongst the rising generation, native society looked to the

Managers to check it, or to put it down. But the Managers
were at their wit’s end ; and their measures were at once feeblo,

intolerant, and stupid.

The first was the following order :

—

It having come to the knowledge of the Managers, that a belief prevails

very generally, that the students of the Hindu College are liable to lose all

religious principles whatever;

It was resolved, that Mr. D'Ansolme (the head master) be requested, in
communication with the teachers, to check, as far as possible, all disquisitions

tending to unsettle tho belief of the boys in the great principles of natural
religion.

This ill-written and absurd production had, of course, not
the slightest effect. It did not even look the real difficulty

in the face. “ The belief of the boys in the great principles

of natural religion,” was a mere flourish
;

for the Hindu youth
has no such belief. He will indeed assent in general terms to

the existence of one God, and of a future state of recompense :

but the slightest inquiry will show that he has no true, or
rational notion of either. Hinduism is the perversion, or rather

the antagonist, ofnatural religion. Instead of one wise intelligent
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and holy God, the Creator and Governor of the universe, it sets

up three hundred and thirty millions of capricious, impure, and
bloody demons, at variance with each other, and stained with
every crime—whose favour is to be won, not by goodness and
virtue, but by senseless and degrading, or cruel and revolting

practices. It denies the brotherhood of man, breaks down the

boundaries between right and wrong, which God has set up
within us, and throws additional darkness over the future. The
truth is, it was the Hindu craft that was in danger

; and the

native community has since shown again and again, that a

man may be Deist, or Atheist, or any thing he likes, without

exciting alarm or opposition, if he will only so far conform in

externals as to satisfy the fast relaxing requirements of caste.

We have never yet seen a Hindu parent, who viewed the

conversion of his child to a new faith, with any deeper or

higher feelings, than simply as a disgrace to the family.

The foolish half-measure of the Managers only made the lads

bolder. A few spirited young Brahmans refused, or flung off,

the thread of their order ; others composed parodies on the

mantras

;

and their declamations against Hinduism became
more and more open, scornful and insulting. The parents also

began to withdraw their children from the institution. The re-

s lit was, that the Management was forced into plainer speaking:

and the following more stringent order was published in Fe-
bruary, 1830 :

—

The teachers are particularly eppoined to abstain from any communica-
tions on the subject of the Hindu religion with the hoys, or to suffer any
practices inconsistent with the Hindu notions of propriety, such as eating

or drinking in the school or class rooms. Any deviation from this injunc-

tion will be reported by Mr. D’Anselme to the Visitor, immediately, and,

should it appear that the teacher is at all culpable, he will, forthwith, be
dismissed.

It must be confessed that these unfortunate Managers were
in a situation of no ordinary perplexity. That, which their

orders strove to prop up, their system undermined and over-

threw ; and here the fatal admission is made, that Hinduism is

not fit to be handled, or to be made the subject of “any” com-
munication between an enlightened teacher and his pupils.

There was but one measure that could avert the impending
doom of the Hindu religion : to burn their school-books, dismiss

their teachers, break up the establishment, return to the good
old times of ignorance and Menu—and drive the English into

the sea ! But while laughing at the folly, we must not forget the

injustice and intolerance, of the bewildered Babus. At a time

of unexampled excitement, and where, with something of the

extravagance, there was much of the keen inquiry and gene-
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rous ardour of youthful enthusiasm—while the sutti pile still

smoked, and the swing went round, and the blood flowed freely

to propitiate Kali, and in the immediate presence of all the

senseless and revolting, and degrading practices of idolatry—the

teacher was ordered, under pain of immediate dismissal, not

only to be silent, but, even if asked, to express no opinion.

We may imagine the high-spirited Derozio, with his ardent

and sensitive temperament, returning from the cold-blooded

murder of some innocent young girl
;
and, while the shriek,

that rose out of the flames, still rung on his ears, and a group
of his young native friends, trembling with horror and indig-

nation, gathered round him, eagerly asking, what his thoughts

were—replying, with cold precision, “ Expect no expression of
‘ opinion from me : the Babus in the Management have forbid-
‘ den it

!”

The most painful circumstance, however, connected with

this odious and senseless tyranny, is the fact, that Professor

Wilson, the visitor, should have lent to it the sanction of his

name, and publicly avowed himself to be ready both to ap-

prove and to inflict a sentence, which was disgraceful even to

Calcutta Babus of the old regime. But, as we have already

said, this distinguished scholar was but a cold friend to Anglo-
Bengali education.

In spite of brow-beating and opposition, however, the

rising spirit could not be repressed. Other circumstances also,

to which we shall afterwards advert, arose to increase the per-

plexity of the Managers, and the alarm of the native commu-
nity. An incident, slight in itself, brought matters to a crisis.

In 1831, a few of the more advanced students met together

(as was their custom) in the family house of Krishna Mohana
Banerjya, for friendly conversation and discussion. Mr. Ba-
nerjya was, at this time, the leader of the new school ; and all

the violence of pure unadulterated Hindu bigotry was directed

chiefly against him. He was abused, as only a Bengali tongue,
or a Bengali pen, can abuse ; he was threatened with loss of

caste ;
his own relatives were set against him ; and slanders and

calumny of the vilest description were systematically and un-
sparingly made use of. Unfortunately, on that particular even-
ing, he happened not to be at home

; and his friends thought that
the best way of amusing themselves during his absence, and at

the same time gratifying their curiosity in regard to the forbid-

den food of Europe, was by sending for a dish of roast-beef to a
cook-shop. The beef was sent for, and eaten ; and one of the
lads, in a moment of boyish levity, had the folly and imprudence
to fling some of the fragments into the inner court of a Brahman
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neighbour
; at the same time, shouting to the horrified inmates,

“Beef! Beef!”
The Brahman, roused to fury by the outrage, gathering toge-

ther his dependents and servants, and, breaking into Mr. Ba-
nerjya’s house, to which, in the mean time, he himself had
returned, gave the lads a sound and well-merited beating. But
the affair did not end here. No apology would be listened to.

A deaf ear was turned to their professions of regret and contri-

tion. A crowd assembled, and compelled his family to demand
from Mr. Banerjya an instant recantation of his new opinions,

and a profession of faith in Hinduism; or, on the moment, ex-
pulsion from his home, and from caste itself. He chose the lat-

ter
; and accordingly, late at night, he was driven out from his

own home, “ not knowing where to lay his head.” He escaped,

with some difficulty, out of the hands of the rabble, and took
refuge in the house of a friend. At this time, he had neither

faith nor hope
;
and the great mental excitement, and sudden

and violent severance from the bosom of his family, threw him
into a fever, and drove him almost distracted.

The news of this outrage on the national faith spread like

wild fire, and certainly lost nothing in the telling. More than
a hundred students were removed from the college.

The Managers once more met in conclave, and, this

time, not only threatened, but struck. The blow fell chiefly

on Mr. Derozio. He was dismissed without a hearing. Mr.
Wilson and Mr. Hare declined voting

; although the former
declared Mr. Derozio to be a teacher of superior ability, de-

nied the truth of the charge brought against him, and ex-

pressed the deepest regret, that the college was to be deprived

of his valuable services. One Babu voted for his retention

:

but six voted for his dismissal ; and the best teacher they had,

was turned off on a day’s warning, and without being allowed
to say a single word in his own defence.

The measures, proposed by the Managers for allaying the

popular ferment, as we find them stated by Mr. Woollaston,

were the following :
—

1. That Mr. Derozio, being the root of all evils, and cause of public

alarm, should be discharged from the college
;
and all communications

between him and the pupils he cut off.

2. That such of the students of the higher class, whose bad habits and
practices are known, and who were in the dining party, should he

removed.
3. That all those students, who Me publicly hostile to Hinduism, and the

established customs of the country, and who have proved themselves, as

such, (sic) by their conduct, should be turned out.

4. That the hoys should not he admitted indiscriminately, without pre-

vious inquiry regarding their character.
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5 That whenever Europeans (teachers?) are procurable, a preference
shall be given to them in future ; their character and religion (?) being
ascertained before admission.

6. That if any of the boys go to see, or attend private lectures or meet-
ings, they be dismissed.

The last two (the 7th and 8th) forbid the introduction of im-
proper or immoral books into the class rooms, and appoint
one particular room for the masters to eat in.

With the exception of the 6th, all these proposed resolutions

were more or less strictly carried into effect. But, ere we
notice the discussion on the principle involved in the 6th reso-

lution, we must go back a little to another part of the field,

where new actors appear on the scene.

The great and startling success of the Hindu College
attracted many eyes; and none, with greater interest, than
those of the friends and supporters of Missions. It was evi-

dent that a new door of access bad been opened into the

native mind. The college of Serampore and Bishop’s Col-

lege were the first steps, on the part of the Christian com •

inunity, to take advantage of the new opening: but the

former was too remote, at that time, from the centre of influ-

ence ; and the latter was too exclusively sectarian, and too nar-

row in its basis, to have any thing in common with a popular
movement. In the mean time, while the Church of England
and the Baptists were breaking ground, the Presbyterians had
not been idle. In 1823, the Rev. Dr. Bryce memorialized the
General Assembly of the Church of Scotland on the duty of
sending Missionaries to India—not, indeed, to teach, but to

preach to the educated natives. In 1825, the Assembly agreed
to establish a Central Seminary of education, with branch schools

in the surrounding district, and to recommend to the head
master, who was to be a regularly ordained clergyman, to give

lectures, distribute fitting tracts, and use every effort to culti-

vate acquaintance with intelligent and educated natives.

The Church of Scotland was even more fortunate in her choice,

than the Government had been in the case of Mr. Wilson.
The lustre of every other name, connected with native edu-
cation, pales before that of Duff ; and the General Assembly’s
school, opened by him in 1830, soon rivalled, and speedily

eclipsed, the popularity of the Hindu College itself. His vast

stores of information, his splendid oratorical powers, his ready
and astonishing argumentative resources, the warmth and kind-
liness of his manner, his happy gift in teaching of seizing the

attention and impressing the minds of the very youngest, and,

above all, the manifest fact, that his whole soul was in his work,
in a very short time, won for him a reputation, both native and
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European, which has gone on increasing to this day. By sheer

dint of good teaching, the school won its way into public favor.

The natives forgot or sacrificed their fears and prejudices ; and
Calcutta can now show the surprising spectacle of nearly 4,000
youths, sent by their Heathen parents, freely and of their own
accord, to be taught in Christian institutions, the avowed design
of which is proselytizing.

The first attempt to direct the minds of these ardent and
generous, but misguided, young men into a more wholesome
channel, wTas made in the year 1830. A series of lectures on
the evidences and doctrines of Christianity was announced.
The lectures were to be addressed to the educated Hindus in

the English language. They were to be delivered in the house
of Dr. Duff, which was very convenient for the purpose, being
situated in College square, nearly opposite the Hindu College.

The lecturers were to be Mr. Dealtry (now Bishop of Madras)
;

Mr. James Hill, now of Oxford; the late Mr. John Adam; and
Dr. Duff. It was agreed on the part of the young men
that the lecture for the evening was to be listened to with-

out interruption
;
but that any one should be at liberty,

after its close, to ask questions, or to state objections
;
and

that all, if they pleased, might then take part in the dis-

cussion. Even thus much was not obtained without much diffi-

culty and opposition, and was only granted as a boon to

the lecturers
;

for, whatever might be the virtues of “ Young
Bengal,” modesty, at this time, was certainly not of the number.
They looked upon Christianity as but a more refined system of

superstition, and upon the Missionaries as cunning impostors, or

ignorant fanatics—theBrahmans in short of the Europeans—and,

in freedom of thought and intellectual acquirements, as far infe-

rior to themselves
;
and when they did consent at last to listen to

these men, it was more with the view of giving, than of receiv-

ing, instruction.

The Managers, however, and the Hindu community, saw the

matter in a very different light. One of those inexplicable panics

arose, which confuse the firmest judgment. It was believed,

that the young men were to be driven by force into Christianity

;

and that the lectures were but the commencement of a scheme,
of which the Government itself was at the bottom, for bringing

coercive measures to bear upon the whole body of the people.

One lecture, introductory to the course, was delivered by Mr.
Hill, in August, 1830; and, in spite of the authority and en-

treaties of their relatives, and the alarm and exasperation of

the native community, a considerable number of young men
ventured to be present.
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In their indignation and alarm, the Managers issued the

famous order, which, though successful so far as the immediate

object was concerned, did more to enlist the sympathies of the

students on the side of the Missionaries, than any measure

that they themselves could have devised.

It ran as follows :

—

Tbe Managers of the Anglo-Indian College having heard, that several of

the students are in the habit of attending societies, at which political and
religious discussions are held, think it necessary to announce their strong

disapprobation of the practice, and to prohibit its continuance. Any student,

being present at such a society, after the promulgation of this order, will

incur their displeasure.

It was evident, that the Managers had no right whatever, to

dictate to the students, how their time was to be disposed of out

of school-hours, aud that the threat of punishment was at once
tyrannical and absurd. There was, indeed, something more than
ordinarily ridiculous, in seeing half-a-dozen fat bigotted Babus
girding themselves for the task of turning back the tide of

European knowledge, and setting about it, with as much zeal and
bustle, as the worthy Mrs. Partington in her celebrated attempt

to thrust back the Atlantic with her mop. Their intolerance

drew upon them a storm of censure from all the English jour-

nals
;
the more spirited of the students treated it with contempt;

and, some months after, when the subject came again before them
on the dismissal of Mr. Derozio, the Managers were compelled
“ to eat their own words,” and, with their usual lack of gram-
mar, to recall the obnoxious order.

Their recantation was expressed in the following terms :

—

“ Resolved, that the Managers have not the power, nor the right,

‘ to enforce the prohibition of the boys’ attending private lec-
‘ tures, or meetings.”

At the time, however, and in the face of the direct prohibi-

tion of the Management, the lecturers did not feel themselves
justified in going further

;
the lectures were immediately dis-

continued, and, in their original shape, never resumed.
But the unfortunate Babus had little reason to congratulate

themselves on the success, which they had achieved. Not only
did the debating societies increase in number and boldness

;
but

the indignant students had recourse to the mighty machinery
of the press. Three new journals appeared ; two in English,

and one in Bengali. The Reformer advocated the views held
by Rammohun Roy’s party

; the Enquirer, an English paper,

edited by Mr. Banerjya, and the Gyananeshun, in Bengali, re-

presented Young Bengal. With much youthful extravagance
of language and sentiment, they were all conducted with con-

Y Y
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siclerable spirit and talent. They attacked every thing ; but
chiefly the follies and abominations of Hinduism, which they
exposed with unction, and held up to public execration and
contempt.

In the mean time, Dr. Duff had been employed, with his

usual sagacity and tact, in making himself acquainted with
that phase of human nature, with which he had to deal.

He read the new journals
;
he attended the debating societies ;

he courted the society, and seized every opportunity afforded
him, of taking the moral and intellectual measure of “ Young
Bengal.’’ It was not likely, that a man, like him, should be
turned from his course by the Management : and, accordingly,

ere the first effervescence had passed away, a new series of lec-

tures was announced, conducted by himself, and on his own
responsibility. Perhaps, another name would be more suitable

than lectures
; for, so convinced were the young men of their

perfect equality with him at the very least, that it was stipulated

that they should meet simply as friends to discuss and to com-
pare opinions, and that two chairmen should preside, one ap-

pointed on Dr. Duff’s side, and the other on theirs.

In these meetings. Dr. Duff stood forth as a champion, who
had thrown down his glove to all comers, and who was ready to

meet them, at a moment’s notice, on any point they chose to

select. And there gathered round him Europeans, East Indians,

and Hindus, Atheists, Unitarians, Vedantists, Idolators, and
men of no faith at all. He had to encounter insolence, rudeness,

and levity. He had to answer, on the spm’ of the moment, every

sophism, that the memory or the imagination of his hearers

could suggest. We have, ourselves, heard the lie given to

him deliberately under his own roof
;

and accusations of

ignorance, stupidity and fanaticism flung at his head, publicly,

by a shallow Hindu lad. But he never lost his temper, or his

argument
;
gradually he baffled, or silenced, or convinced all

his opponents ; and, ere a year had passed, he had the satis-

faction of seeing the ablest and the boldest of them all con-

verts to the faith of Jesus.

It is now time to return jto Mr. Banerjya. We left him, an
outcast from his family, more than ever embittered and exas-

perated against Hinduism, regardless of God, and without hope
for the future. The sole object, for which he now laboured, was
(what he called) the reformation of his country ;

and he pro-

posed to accomplish it, by waging a war of extermination

against the evils and superstitions of his ancestral faith. It

was in this temper of mind, that Dr. Duff found him
;
and

he succeeded, after repeated conversations, in convincing him,
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that the mere destroyer can never be a reformer
;
and that the

proper and fitting duty of the true patriot and philanthropist

is to re-build, rather than to pull down. The deeply interest-

ing story of this gentleman’s gradual conviction and bap-

tism in 1832, and of other conversions scarcely less interesting,

will be found fully detailed in Dr. Duff’s well-known work
on India

,
and India Missions. It is therefore unnecessary

to dwell longer upon it in these pages.

The progress (if so it may be called) of Young Bengal, since

that time, will scarcely occupy a sentence. Long before he be-

came a Christian, and while he was yet at the head of the

movement, Mr. Banerjya wrote thus of his associates :

—

To oppose the machination of a whole set of people; to bear the threats

of zealots with indifference
; to withstand the attacks of fanatics and hy-

pocrites, are acts that pre-suppose a considerable degree of fortitude :—aud
this is a virtue very unequally gifted by nature. It will not, in consequence,
be surprising, if some of our friends, who have been refined by knowledge,
and enlightened by education, be dismayed at the excitement of the bigots.

This fear may lead to very serious evils. Observing the worldly incon-

veniences to which liberalism is subject, persons may very naturally be
iuduced to be inconsistent in their principles and actions. “ Blowing hot
and cold with the same mouth” will be the consequence. Professions and
feelings will not be reconciled with each other; and every misfortune, to

which hypocrisy—and that is a bad cause—gives birth, will befall the
(educated) natives.”—Enquirer Newspaper.

These words were prophetic. Deprived of their boldest spi-

rits, Young Bengal lost life, heart, and energy. The educated

native of the present day, with very few exceptions, vege-

tates without faith or object
;
he is either a hypocrite, or a

latitudinarian
;
and all has for a time, at least, subsided into

a dull, tame, discouraging mediocrity.

All this while the General Assembly’s school, in the Chitpore

Road, had been growing in public favour and reputation
;

aud branch schools began to shoot off from it. The “ intel-

lectual” system of teaching, transferred from the Edin-
burgh Sessional school, was there introduced for the first

time into Bengal, and exhibited, in all its freshness and
novelty, to the Calcutta public. But, perhaps, the most telling

characteristic of that institution, apart from its more direct

objects of conversion, and the preparation of a thoroughly
educated native ministry, was its success in training teachers,

who had drunk in the spirit of the system. Demands for

such multiplied from all quarters. They were applied for, as

private tutors to native princes
;

as teachers for other schools,

and (a little later) for Government institutions
;
nay, in more

than one instance, gentlemen in the Civil Service took them,
while still conforming Heathens, into their families to teach
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their Christian children. At the time, when Lord Wm. Beu-
tinck’s (or rather Mr. Trevelyan’s) celebrated Minute appeared,
it was, to a teacher (Mr. Clift) from the General Assembly’s
Institution, that the Government committed that experimen-
tum cruets—its first Mofussil school ; and from a Normal school,
to be gathered chiefly from the General Assembly’s Institution,

and to be entrusted to the General Assembly’s Missionaries, Mr.
Trevelyan proposed to supply teachers for the new Anglo-
Vernacular schools, which the Government were about to esta-

blish. It won the praise of Lord William Bentinck, and was
visited by Lord Auckland and his sisters

;
but it owed nothing to

their patronage or favour. It had won its way long before
to that public estimation, which attracted their notice, in spite

of its openly avowed proselytizing character
; and, at the

period when Mr. Kerr’s book opens, the place, which it occupied
in the field of native education, was indisputably the first.

Haring thus briefly and imperfectly sketched the origin of the
present system of native education, and its progress, for the first

twenty years, it will naturally be asked, what was the Govern-
ment doing, during a period, pregnant with the future des-

tinies of Eastern empire? We shall let Mr. Kerr answer this

question :

—

Previous to 1835, all the larger educational establishments supported by
Government, with the exception of the Hindu College of Calcutta, were
decidedly oriental in character. The medium of instruction was oriental.

The mode of instruction was oriental. The whole scope of the instruc-

tion was oriental, designed to conciliate old prejudices and to propagate
old ideas. The object of the Committee entrusted with the superinten-

dence of education, was chiefly to encourage the cultivation of Sanscrit and
Arabic, the classical languages of the Hindus and Mahomedans. It is

true some slight improvements were attempted. English schools' were
attached to the colleges at Delhi and Benares An English class was
formed in the Calcutta Madressa and in the Calcutta Sanscrit College.

In a few instances, new subjects of instruction were introduced, as Geo-
graphy, Astronomy, Geometry and Anatomy. But these attempts were all

on a small scale.

In connection with this leading object of encouraging the cultivation of.

Sanscrit and Arabic, an overflowing patronage was extended to the pub-
lication of works in these ancient languages. Translators were engaged on
very liberal terms. In one instance, 32,000 rupees were set apart for

translating a single work into Arabic.* Then, much money was spent in

printing operations, and in providing a capacious depository for these

oriental folios, for which, when printed, there was little or no demand.
Another favourite principle was to provide stipends for the maintenance

of the students, who attended the Oriental Colleges. In 1834, the year
before the system was abolished, 388 students attended the Delhi College.

* If the translation happened to be unintelligible, it was sometimes proposed to
engage the translator “ on a liberal salary,” to explain it !—Trevelyan on Education
in India.
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Of these, 359 received stipends, and only 29 were non-stipendiary. The
proportion of stipendiary to nou-stipendiary students was nearly the same

in the other colleges. To receive a stipend was the general rule ; to be

without it the rare exception.

The payment of professors and teachers of the oriental languages, the

expenses attending extensive printing operations, the profuse and in-

discriminate gift of stipends, absorbed all the funds at the disposal of

Government for educational purposes. There was not the means, even if

there had been the desire, to encourage the cultivation of English, and the

diffusion among the people of really useful knowledge. But about this time,

views began to be canvassed in the Educational Committee, unfavourable

to the exclusively oriental principle of action. To those, who were not

thoroughly wedded to orientalism, it could not but appear that the plans

hitherto pursued had been wholly unfruitful. They had produced no im-

pression on the public mind, no improvement whatever in native modes
of thinking. The loads of learned lumber in the oriental languages, under
which the shelves of the Committee’s book depository groaned, were un-

saleable. On the other hand. English publications were in demand. A
taste was spreading all around for instruction in English. The Hindu
College of Calcutta, which had been founded several years before by a

spontaneous impulse of the native mind, and in which the medium of

instruction was English, and the subjects of instruction English litera-

ture and science, was prospering beyond all expectation. Young men from

the best families of the city attended it in great numbers, attracted not

by the hope of stipends, of which there were very few, but by the more
laudable ambition of increasing their social respectability, and, in some
cases, we may venture to suppose, by a pure love of knowledge.

Influenced by these considerations, and others which need not be men-
tioned here,* the Government determined to change its system.

—

fp. 5, 6.

This is a lively and well-written account of a state of things

which, though separated from us, by an interval of only seven-

teen years, appears already ante-diluvian. It contains, as we
have already seen, one or two mistakes on points, which did

not come under Mr. Kerr’s personal observation. The Hindu
College did not arise from a spontaneous impulse of the native

mind; and, in 1835, Dr. Duff had been looked upon for years

as the Coryphaeus of native education. In the clever and ani-

mated controversy, to which Mr. Kerr alludes, and in which Dr.

Tytler fought manfully the desperate battle of the Orientalists,

the happiest hits of the humour, and no slight portion of the

gall, were directed against the new firm (as it was called) of

Duff, Trevelyan, “ and Co”—and to the somewhat startling

project imputed to them, of not only extirpating the native

alphabets, but of Romanizing the English language. The con-

troversy, however, though it was conducted with much warmth
and excited strong passions, was only a paper controversy.

The battle had been already fought and won : and Lord William
Bentinck’s Minute was but a bulletin of the victory. This

* See Trevelyan on Education in India.
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celebrated document is dated March 7th, 1835, and runs as

follows :

—

His Lordship iu Council is of opinion that the great object of the
British Goverumeut'ought to be the promotion of European literature and
science amongst the natives of India, and that all the funds appropriated
for the purposes of education would be best employed on English educa-
tion alone.

It is not the intention of his Lordship to abolish any college or

school of native learning, while the population shall appear to be inclined

to avail themselves of the advantages it affords.

His Lordship in Council decidedly objects to the practice which has
hitherto prevailed, of supporting the students during the period of their

education. He conceives that the only effect of such a system can be
to give artificial encouragement to branches of learning, which, in the

natural course of things, would be superseded by more useful studies ; and
he directs that no stipend shall be given to any student, who may hereafter

enter at any of these institutions
;
and that when any Professor of oriental

learning shall vacate his situation, the Committee shall report to the

Government the number and state of the class, in order that the Govern-
ment may be able to decide upon the expediency of appointing a successor.

It has come to the knowledge of his Lordship in Council that a large

sum has been expended by the Committee in the printing of oriental works.

His Lordship in Council directs that no portion of the funds shall hereafter

be so employed.

His Lordship in Council directs that all the funds, which these reforms
will leave at the disposal of the Committee, be henceforth employed in

imparting to the native population a knowledge of English literature and
science through the medium of the English language.

As soon as it was promulgated, Mr. Shakespeare, the Presi-

dent of the Educational Committee, and “ a staunch Orientalist,”

resigned; and Mr. Macaulay succeeded him. For the next
four or five years, the new principles were vigorously carried out

;

but there appeared to be some danger of confounding oriental

education, as taught in the Government Institutions, with edu-
cation through the Vernacular languages. We cannot do better

than borrow Mr. Kerr’s very clear and distinct explanation of

the difficulty :—
At an early stage of the proceedings of the new Committee, great misappre-

hension existed in various quarters in regard to the extent to which the Verna-

cular languages were to be taught in the Government seminaries. Some
were of opiuiou that, according to the most obvious interpretation of the

Government resolution, the Vernacular languages were entirely excluded,

and all the funds were strictly to be employed “ on English education

alone.” The General Committee promptly corrected this error. The follow-

ing clear statement of their views was published in the annual report for

1835. “ The General Committee are deeply sensible of the importance of

encouraging the cultivation of the Vernacular languages. They do not

conceive that the order of the 7th of March precludes this ; and they have

constantly acted on this construction. In the discussions, which preceded

that order, the claims of the Vernacular languages were broadly and promi-

nently admitted by all parties ; and the question, submitted for the decision

of Government, only concerned the relative advantage of teaching English
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on the one side and the learned eastern languages on the other.” “ It was
added that the phrases, “ English education,” “ English literature and
science,” were not set up in opposition to Vernacular education, hut in op-
position to oriental learning taught through the medium of Sanscrit and
Arabic.*

The General Committee also took occasion to explain, at this early period,

that in advocating English as the best medium of instruction, they bad in

view those classes only of the community, who had means and leisure for

obtaining a thorough education
;
and that no rule was prescribed as to the

medium through which “ such instruction as the mass of the people are

capable of receiving, ’ is to be conveyed. It appears to have been clearly

their opinion that, when the object is merely an elementary education, it

may be most easily imparted to the natives in their own language.
The practice of the Educational Committee has all aloug corresponded

with these views. Teachers of the Vernacular language were appointed to

all the institutions, and no opportunity was neglected of urging upon the

local Committee the necessity for its duo cultivation. An opportunity will

occur hereafter of explaining more particularly in what way, and to what
extent, this object has been carried out.

The period, that followed, was one of long and dismal collapse.

Lord Auckland’s Minute was well meant, and, for the most
part, sensible and judicious

;
but what movement it gave, if any,

was movement in the wrong direction. The succeeding ad-

ministrations of Lord Ellenborougli, Lord Hardinge, and the

present Governor-General, have been almost exclusively military

and political. The solitary exception is the merit-fostering re-

solution of Lord Hardinge, dated 10th October, 1844, which
has already been fully discussed in our pages. We look upon
that document as bearing honourable testimony to the impar-

tiality, and large-hearted benevolence of the noble Lord, to his

clear appreciation of the importance of education, and to his

desire of extending its advantages to the utmost : but we agree

with Mr. Kerr, that it exhibits little of the wisdom or foresight

of the statesman, and could scarcely fail to be inoperative. It

will be remembered in after times, chiefly for the petty and sec-

tarian spirit, in which the Council of Education impeded its

working, and for its injurious tendency to originate and to foster

the odious system of “ cramming’’ for the public examinations.

We subjoin Mr. Kerr’s sketch of this period of stagnation :

—

In the sketch, which has been given of the main features that distinguish

the system of Government education in this part of India, no subject

stands out so prominently as that of the medium to be chosen for commu-
nicating instruction. It has been seen that, previous to 1835, when Lord
Beniinck's Resolution was published, English met with very little favour

as a medium of instruction. All the encouragemeut the Government could

* To those who have been in India, or who are tolerably acquainted with its

history, it is not necessary to mention that Sanscrit and Arabic are no more Ver-
nacular or spoken languages in India, than Greek and Hebrew arc in England. The
Vernacular, or spoken languages, are Bengali, Hindustani, &c.
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spare was bestowed on Sanscrit and Arabic, with the exception of some oc-

casional and desultory efforts for promoting education by means of the Ver-

nacular languages. When Lord Bentinck’s resolution was promulgated,

English rose at once into the ascendant. There seemed to be some proba-

bility of its not only overshadowing the learned oriental languages, a con
summation scarcely to be regretted, but of its over-shadowing and pushing
from its place the Vernacular tongue likewise. A reaction soon took place,

Lord Auckland restored “ a measured degree of encouragement" to the Orien-

tal languages, and gave greater clearness to the idea that the Vernacular
languages, so soon as a sufficient number of good Vernacular class books had
been prepared, must be mainly relied on in any wide system of national

education, having, for its object, the improvement of the great mass of the

population. Since that time, the plan of combined instruction in English

and the Vernacular language, has been steadily extending in the colleges,

with one or two exceptions,* both of the Upper and Lower Provinces,

and in the provincial schools of the latter. In all these cases, success has

justified the system. But in the provincial schools of the more remote

districts of the North West, and in the outlying districts of Assam and
Arracan, the results of combined instruction iu English and Vernacular

have been less favourable. In these localities, we look in vain for that

growth and expansion, which would be the best proof of the system being
“ in unison with the feelings,” and adapted to the wants of the people.

Accordingly, iu these places, the system has undergone a radical change.

English has, generally speaking, been relinquished as the medium of

popular instruction, and the Vernacular language has taken its place.—-

pp. 19, 20.

During this period, we must not be supposed to mean that

there was any falling off in the amount of work done, or of

knowledge imparted. On the contrary, the teaching was de-

cidedly more efficient
;
men of higher character and attainments

were employed in the service
;
and the standard of literary and

scientific attainment was raised very greatly. With the system,

as it now stands, we may fairly question, whether fitter men

—

men of a better spirit, higher talents, or nobler and loftier aims

—than the late President of the Council of Education, and
its present excellent and zealous Secretary, could be found in

all India to preside over it. In all scholastic acquirements, the

students of the present day are far in advance of their prede-

cessors
;
indeed (as has been proved by experience) they are

fully competent to hold their own with any class of young men
in England, out of the great universities.

Nevertheless, it remains a notorious and ominous truth,

that the great majority of these young men, solidly and tho-

roughly educated in all secular knowledge, show no patriotism

or public spirit, no hatred of idolatry, no anxiety to rescue

their fellow-countrymen from its yoke, no lofty moral bearing,

* English has not gained much ground in the Calcutta Madressa, the Calcutta

Sanscrit College, the Hugh Madressa, or in the Sanscrit College at Benares. The
Oriental element has hitherto successfully resisted improvement in these institu-

tions, which remain almost unchanged—neither better nor worse, but stationary.
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no great aims or aspirations, no seriousness of spirit, or thought-

ful earnest inquiry after religious truth. In the flush and ardour

of youth, the great majority kill the conscience by outward
compliance with the idolatry which they despise, or by making
themselves over deliberately to worldliness. There is nothing

of healthy life connected with their intellectual activity.

It is not difficult to predict their future. A small class of

thinkers will be formed, like that of the Greek and Roman
philosophers, and equally powerless and purposeless, as

regards national reform or regeneration. A portion of this

class will unite themselves to the Neo-Vedantists
;
the remain-

der, floating at random on the sea of speculation, will conform
to the Hindu superstition. But the greater body, dissolute

and worldly, are but too surely tending to a state morally lower

than that from which education rescued them. The Hindu
idolator from conviction may have faith, zeal, and honesty.

He may be thoroughly conscientious, and ready to lay down
life and limb, and to sacrifice all that he holds most dear, from
a fervent, though misguided, devotion. But the mongrel class,

of whom we now write, too timid to break off
1

from what they
despise and disbelieve, will live the subtle faithless life of the

Greek of the Lower Empire, without courage or conscience,

and hide, but too often, the heart of the Atheist under the robe
of the idolator. Hinduism has nothing to fear from the edu-
cated natives. Her philosophers and men of science, in former
times, were as thoroughly unbelievers in the vulgar supersti-

tion, as the educated natives of the present day : and anci-

ent European Heathenism had its Socrates, and Plato, and
Cicero, and Plutarch, and Lucian, who attacked, and disprov-

ed, and ridiculed their ancestral faith—conforming all the
while. But Europe might be worshipping Jupiter and Juno,
and Odin and Freya, at this day, had not a new faith

sprung up, and other and more effectual opponents. It will

be the same, here and elsewhere, again, and again, and
again.

The learning of Europe may pass into the mind of Hindustan;
and the task could not be entrusted to better hands, than those
of many of the able and highly accomplished men, who teach
in the Government institutions. The science of Europe may
cover the face of Hindustan with a net work of rail-roads,

and electric telegraphs
; and the result may be increase of rich-

es and comfort to a very great degree. But Hindustan, in spite

of all this success, will be no better than ancient Rome, or

modern France; with an enlightened upper class of waverers,

z z
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infidels, and scoffers, and a populace, ignorant, degraded, and
superstitious.

In spite of sneers and cavils (the time for which has all but
passed away), it is felt by every thinking man, who calmly exa-

mines into this matter by the light of history and experience,

that the regeneration of this vast empire and its social and
moral deliverance have to be wrought, and will, with the bless-

ing of God, be effected by the labours of the Missionaries, and
of those, who are like-minded. The Gospel is the only remedy
that can efface the deep-eating brand of Hinduism

; and, where
the idol temple is demolished, it is most necessary, as well as

most desirable, that the Church of Christ should rise in its

place. Gradually, and by slow degrees, the most gifted and
truth-seeking minds among the Hindu youth will be attracted by
the congenial light of the Gospel, and the divine character of
Jesus. They will drink in his spirit; they will take up his

cross
;
and go forth, with human infirmities and weaknesses,

but in the strength of their new born faith, and with the
promise and helping hand of God, to proclaim the glad tid-

ings of peace and love, and to preach brotherhood, and
goodness, and pardon, and everlasting life, through Christ, the
incarnate Redeemer :—and, long after they have passed away
from earth, when this vast India shall have become an en-

lightened Christian nation, they shall have their fame and
their reward.

Until the appearance of the second part of Mr. Kerr’s book,
which will trace the statistics and fortunes of the Government
seminaries individually, we shall reserve the consideration of
the machinery and details of the system, it3 unsuccessful
Vernacular attempts, and its fitness, apart from religion

altogether, to produce any positively beneficial national re-

sults.

So far as science and literature are concerned, the progress

has been most satisfactory. The Hindu College curriculum of

1832, according to Mr. Woollaston, was the following :

—

Literature.—Shakespeare
;
Milton

; Pope’s Homer
;
Dryden’s

Virgil
;
Gay’s Fables.

History .—Introduction to Universal History ; Goldsmith’s
Histories of Greece, Rome, and England

; Russell’s Modem
Europe

;
Robertson’s Charles V., &c.

Mathematics, fyc.—Simpson’s Euclid
; Bonnycastle’s Algebra

;

Williamson’s Arithmetic
;
Introduction to Natural Philosophy.

Geography

.

—Goldsmith
; Guy

; Problems on the Globes.
Mr. Kerr’s list of the class books now used, shows a most de»
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cided and striking advance, which, we believe, may be affirmed

as truly in regard to the teaching, as to the things taught :

—

COLLEGE DEPARTMENT.
Senior Classes.

Literature.

Milton.

Shakspeare.
Bacon’s Essays.

Bacon’s Advancement of Learning.
Bacon’s Novum Organum.

Moral Philosophy and Logic.

Smith’s Moral Sentiments.

Stewart’s Philosophy of the Mind.
Whately’s Logic.

Mill’s Logic.

History.
Hume’s England.
Mill’s India.

Eipbinstone’s India.

Robertson’s Charles V.

Mathematics*

Potter’s Mechanics.
Evan’s three Sections of Newton.
Hymer’s Astronomy.
Hall’s Differential and Integral Calculus.

Junior Classes.

!.Literature

.

Richardson’s Selections from the English Poets.

Addison’s Essays.
Goldsmith’s Essays.

Moral Philosophy and Logic.

Abercrombie’s Intellectual Powers.
Abercrombie’s Moral Powers.
Whately’s Easy Lessons in Reasoning.

History.

Russell’s Modern Europe.
Tytler’s Universal History.

Mathematics

.

Euclid, six books.

Hind’s Alegebra.

Hind’s Trigonometry.

We now come to the “ quastio vexata ”
of religion. It is

handled by Mr. Kerr in an excellent spirit, and with much calm-
ness and temper ;

and he certainly makes out a strong case for

the present Council of Education. In 1832, it will be observed,

there is not a book of any kind on the class list, on morality or
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moral science. For 1852, there are three or four
; and two of

these, as Mr. Kerr justly observes, “ wholly Christian in their

spirit and tendency.” In 1838, the lecturers were required,

by the rules of the Hugli College, to be careful to avoid

any reference whatever to religion, in giving their lectures.

Among the present rules there is no such prohibition. We
believe further that a friendly feeling towards the Missionary
institutions is fast gaining ground in the Council

;
and that its

late President was not alone in his hope and desire for the
Christianization of India, as the best of all possible results.

But when Mr. Kerr, warming with the subject, asserts that
“ in practice, the teacher is left at liberty to speak to his pupils
‘ on religion, on Christianity, on the distinct evidences of
* Christianity, with nearly the same freedom as he might do
( in a theological seminary” (p. 65), the case involuntarily

occurs to us, which Mr. Kerr cannot well have forgotten, of a

teacher in the Hindu College, who was forced to quit it, within

the last two or three years, for simply answering an ensnaring

question, as to the truth of the Christian religion and the com-
parative merits of Hindu and Christian morality. If, indeed,

and in truth, the Government permits its teachers to speak of

the Christian doctrines and evidences, as freely as in a theologi-

cal seminary, there should be no time lost in proclaiming the

fact. It will, assuredly, take the world by surprize, and give

quite a new turn to the controversy on national education.

We fear, however, to use a vulgar proverb, that " it is too good
news to be true.”

Mr. Kerr’s views on the great question of introducing religi-

ous instruction into the Government institutions are candid and
moderate. His conclusion is, that such a measure is both practi-

cable and desirable
;
but we cannot help wishing that he had

kept to himself the reasons, on which he founds it. We regret

also, for his own sake, that he has gone out of his way unneces-

sarily to attack that which he does not at all understand, and to

defend that which is but too easily assailable. That we may not

misrepresent his arguments and opinions, we shall lay them
before the reader in his own words :

—

The primary design of the Government scheme of education is to ad-

vance the progress of civilization in India, by the diffusion of useful know-
lege, as the phrase is generally understood. The design of the Missionary
institutions is to convert the natives to Christianity. The two objects are

distinct, but they are by no means opposed to one another.

But it is said, the Bible is not a class book, the word of God is not
honored, in the Government Colleges. This subject is one of peculiar

delicacy
; and I must entreat the reader to peruse with kindness and for-

bearance the few remarks, which I have to offer upon it.
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There are only, as far as I have observed, two notices of much impor-
tance in the annual Reports on the subject of introducing the Bible as a
elass book. In 1843, Mr. H. C. Tucker, who had been deputed by tbe

Lieutenant Governor of the North Western Provinces, to visit some of the
schools, reported, among other suggestions which will be noticed in their

proper place, that, in his opinion, .the Bible ought to be used as a class book.
He thought that the means of Christian instruction should be provided;
it being left optional with the boys to read the Scriptures or not.

In 1846, Capt. Durand, the Commissioner of Moulmein, proposed that
the Bible should be introduced in the schools of that province. The De-
puty Governor replied that, “ although the objections, which exist on the
continent of India to giving a religious character to the educational insti-

tutions of Government, may not be so strongly felt there; still, the mea-
sure was so directly opposed to the injunctions of the Court of Directors,

that he could not, with propriety, give it bis sanction.”

Tbe question of introducing the Bible as a class book appears to turn
upon another question, viz., whether such a measure would be acceptable,

or at least not positively unacceptable, to the natives.

All that I have observed from personal intercourse with the students,

leads me to believe that the introduction of the Bible, in a quiet and
unostentatious manner, would, in tbe present day, create very little alarm.

The more intelligent students would view it with satisfaction, and welcome
it as a new means of improvement.

But would not the parents be alarmed and dissatisfied ? The parents, if

left to themselves, would look on with a feeling of indifference. Few of

them would be aware of the change, or feel any interest in it, unless pains
were taken to excite their prejudices.

By introducing religious instruction, two objects would be gained, to

which the Government might lend its support without being blamed for an
undue desire to propagate the Gospel. First, the students would be supplied
with the means of forming a correct estimate of the Christian religion,

which has exercised such an undeniable influence upon the progress of

society. Secondly, the introduction of religious introduction in a suitable

manner might be expected to improve the moral character of the students.

While admitting that the Bible might be introduced as a class book,
without creating much alarm, and with the happiest effects on the intellec-

tual enlargement and the moral improvement of the students, I am still

persuaded that the Government institutions, in their present state, without
the Bible, are exercising a very powerful and very beneficial influence on
tbe character of the natives. It has been usual to represent the Govern-
ment institutions as “ Nurseries of Infidelity,” and those engaged in the

useful office of instruction as doing the work of “ Satan.” It would perhaps
be best to regard this as mere declamation, undeserving of any serious

notice. And yet when it is considered that such statements may, by the

mere force of repetition, come at length to be seriously believed, it may be
well to offer, for the consideration of the reader, one or two observations

tending to an opposite conclusion.

In the first place, the efforts of the educational authorities and of those

immediately engaged in the business of instruction, are systematically

directed towards the object of communicating truth in historical, philoso-

phical and scientific subjects. Are the opponents of the Government sys-

tem prepared to say that the communication of true knowledge on these

subjects has a tendency unfavourable to belief in true Religion ? It would
be unreasonable to suppose that it has any such tendency.

Secondly, it is stated that we take from the Hindus their own belief, and
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give them nothing in its place. It is true that the knowledge we communi-
cate, clears the Hindu mind of much that is frivolous and false in their
own religious system. But it cannot be admitted that it shakes in tho
least their beliel in those principles, which form the foundation of all re-
ligion, such as the existence of God, the greatness and goodness of God,
the Providence of God, the probability of a future state of rewards and
punishments. So far from these invaluable principles being shaken by
our system of education, they are brought into clearer light by it, and be-
lief in them is confirmed. If our system had indeed the effect of depriving
the Hindus of their belief in these principles, and of the hopes built upon
them, it might fairly be denounced as most pernicious.

Thirdly, if we look at actual results, it will be found that of the well-
educated converts to Christianity, nearly as may have come from the Hindu
College and other Government Institutions, as from the Missionary Semi-
naries The fact is generally admitted; and perhaps it is not so strange as
may at first appear. In the Missionary seminaries, religious instruction is

commenced at an early age, before the understanding is ripe for its recep-
tion. The youths are systematically drilled in the Catechisms and in the
Evidences of Christianity. They acquire a habit of listening with appa-
rent attention, of admitting every thing that the teacher requires, of
answering questions on religion by rote, without any exercise of the under-
standing. In some cases, a habit of dissimulation is formed, unknown to
the Missionary who, unconsciously and from the best motives, has been
cultivating one of the prominent vices of the native character. It is surely
needless to point out that the youth, in whom this habit of dissimulation is

formed, is most unlikely ever to act with manliness, or to do auy thing that

demands a sacrifice such as conversion to Christianity very often demands.
From all these dangers, the Government Institutions are free. The princi-

ples of a foreign religion are not pressed prematurely upon unripe minds.
The pupils are expected ou no occasion to express what they do not believe.

When they begin, of their own accord, to turn their attention to the Chris-

tian religion, to enter into conversation and to read books upon the subject,

it is with a keen relish, and with minds untainted by habits unfavourable
to sincere reception of truth. The consequence is that some of the most
intelligent among them, voluntarily and from the purest motives, embrace
Christianity.

—

Pj>. 60—69.

It is of course gratifying (and we say so in all sincerity) to

know, that, in Mr. Kerr’s private opinion, founded on personal

intercourse with the students, native parents are not positively

unwilling that their children should receive Christian instruc-

tion, and that the young men themselves are still more favour-

ably disposed. But why does he state that as a matter of opi-

nion, which has long ago passed into the province of fact ? If

he chose to look beyond his own circle, he could not but be
aware, that more than four thousand Hindu youths at this mo-
ment attend the Missionary institutions in Calcutta and its

vicinity, by the free-will and spontaneous act of their Heathen
parents and relatives. The omission of any notice of so signifi-

cant and decisive a fact is, to us, inexplicable.

We are still less satisfied, with his arguments for the introduc-

tion of Christianity into the Government system. The first
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wotdd have equal force, were the religion to be introduced Poly-

theism, or Budhism, or the faith of Muhammad ;
for they have

all “exercised an undeniable influence upon the progress of

society” : and for the second, we are convinced, that Mr. Kerr

has a more adequate notion of the august mission of Chris-

tianity than might be inferred from the very cautions state-

ment that “ it might be expected to improve the moral charac-

ter of the students.”

But, while he allows that the introduction of Christianity into

the Government institutions would have “ the happiest effects,”

he affirms, that the present system exerts “ a very powerful and
beneficial influence on the character of the natives,” and denies

indignantly, as a calumny unworthy of serious notice, that it

may be truly called a “ nursery of infidelity.”

It will take stronger facts and better arguments than Mr.
Kerr adduces, to establish the truth of the last two of these

propositions. No one denies, that the object of the Govern-
ment institutions is “ to communicate truth in historical, philo-

sophical, and scientific subjects and no one affirms that such
truth is opposed to belief in true religion. The opponents, over

whom Mr. Kerr triumphs, are men of straw. What the real

opponents say, is what Mr. Kerr himself says elsewhere, that

the Government system utterly destroys belief in Hinduism

;

and, as it docs not, so far as we are aware, profess to teach, in

its stead, Pantheism, or Deism, or Christianity, or any form of
positive religion, it leaves the students without a faith, and,

therefore, infidels. Here is his own admission (Note, p. 65) :

—

It is sometimes said, that the education wo give, makes our students
sceptical. It does make them sceptical; sceptical of all those degrading
ideas, with which the notion of a deity is associated in Hindu minds.

This passage, especially so much of it as we have put into

Italics, is, we believe, the sober truth
;
and, because true, proves

the imaginary existence of that substratum of belief in the unity,

greatness, and goodness, of God, which the Government system
professes to find in the Hindu mind.

It is not there—nor any thing like it ; but, on the contrary,
degrading notions of deity, and of man’s relationships with
deity

;
notions, that debase, corrupt, and destroy the intellect

and the soul, and which have been for ages the bane and curse
of Hindustan. But the matter may be brought at once to an
issue. We will not lay stress on the Minute of Mr. Cameron,
which affirms, that the Government must teach morality without
religion : but we put a plain question, to be met by a plain and
direct answer

;
and that answer will set the question at rest.

If loung Bengal has learned a creed in the Government
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Colleges, as he has surely lost one, what is that creed ? If he
is not an infidel, and has a faith, as Mr. Kerr appears to con-

tend, nothing surely can he simpler than to tell us, what it is,

and so end the controversy. But it is needless to ask such a

question. The truth is notorious. Young Bengal has unhappily

no religion.

Mr. Kerr does not improve his case by going out of his

way to attack the Missionary institutions. We acquit him
of deliberate or conscious misrepresentation, of which we be-

lieve him to be incapable
;
but we cannot acquit him of a discre-

ditable ignorance of facts, which it was peculiarly easy for him to

have ascertained. In the first place he takes for granted that

nearly as many of the educated native converts have come
from the Government institutions as from the Missionary
seminaries.

Many years ago, when Christian schools were in their

infancy, and the number of educated converts might amount
to a dozen altogether, it was true that a half, or more than
a half, of them had been at one time in a Government
institution. It so happened, as we have already explained,

that Dr. Duff’s first three converts were thus circumstanced

;

and, chiefly through the influence of Mr. Banerjya, a few
others followed in their steps. But this state of things is

long past. Referring to the statistics of the Free Church Mis-
sion, and, from about eighty baptisms, selecting the cases of

educated converts, we find twenty-five males, and thirteen fe-

males, who have been trained in the Mission schools, and only

four, who had received their education in the Government
institutions. There were, indeed, but two converts from the Go-
vernment institutions for the last fifteen years

; and one of them
turned out tobe a plausiblebut worthlessimpostor. We believe the
proportion in the other two great schools—the General Assem-
bly’s, and the Bliowanipore institutions—tobe still more against

the Government seminaries: and, only in one of the Church of

England Missions, where less attention and labour have been
given to native education, and where the native converts have the
prospect of obtaining salaries and emoluments more than five

times greater than their less favoured brethren, is there any
thing like an equality ?* But, taking all together, the numeri-
cal argument, if there be any force in it, will be found to be more
than three to one in favour of the Missionary institutions. The

* Nearly the whole body of converts from the Government institutions are to be
found in the Church of England

; and the greater part were, or are, in connection
with Bishop’s College. Giving them all credit for sincerity, this fact lends but slight
support to Mr. Kerr's insinuation of superior purity of motives.
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fact therefore, which Mr. Kerr takes for granted, is no fact

at all; and the reasoning, by which he accounts for it, we take

accordingly to be a little gratuitous. But it has worse faults

than being gratuitous. One might suppose, from the confidence

of Mr. Kerr’s assertions, that he was actually cognizant of the

things which he describes, and affirmed them from personal

knowledge.
Let us compare the actual Missionary school with the carica-

ture of Mr. Kerr. Taking again the Free Church institution,

as the oldest and best known of the Missionary schools in Cal-

cutta, and referring to the latest annual programme, we find in

the school department twenty classes, and of these tivo only—the

most advanced—reading two of the Gospels. The next year, or

the year following, and always in the College department, they

commence the study of the Evidences, studying at the same
time Euclid, Algebra, and Logic. No catechism is taught in

the institution. The system of teaching, which Mr. Kerr des-

cribes, as “ answering by rote, without any exercise of the under-
standing,” is

“ the intellectual system,” which he ought to

know the meaning of, and which is, at least, well known to the

Calcutta public. It is precisely the opposite of teaching by rote,

which we thought every body was aware of ; and he might
quite as justly have accused Captain Richardson of neglecting

literature in his prelections, and of being too enthusiastically

mathematical. Even if he means to restrict the accusation to the
Evidences, it is no vain boast, but plain truth, whichmay be tested

very easily, that there are converts connected with that institu-

tion, who can give a clearer and more intelligent account of

the ancient and modern arguments, for and against Christianity,

than any Englishmen of their own age in this city, and, we
might add, than nine-tenths of the principals and professors in the
Government colleges. We believe it also to be a fact, that no
young man has been baptized by the Missionaries under the age
of sixteen, which is fully equivalent to eighteen or twenty in

England. To all these facts, we speak from knowledge, and chal-

lenge contradiction. They disprove the charge that Chris-

tianity is taught by rote, and prematurely forced upon unripe
minds

;
and we trust, that, should Mr. Kerr’s book reach

a second edition, his own sense of fairness will lead him
to repair, as he best may, his gross and inexcusable carelessness

of statement.

We do not mean to defend Dr. Duff, and his colleagues in

the various Missionary institutions, from Mr. Kerr’s charge of
ignorance of the native character, or of credulity, and incapa-
city as teachers ;—-or, to say any thing against his own su-

a 1
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perior knowledge and experience. On these matters the public

will form their own judgment. But he might have explained,

we think, how the Missionaries manage to get such a share of

the loaves and fishes, as to make it worth a native’s while to

flatter and deceive them
;
while, in the presence of the Govern-

ment, with all its power and influence, he stands upright as a

rock, in all the pride of conscious integrity ! It may be

well, however, to examine a little more gravely the reasons, if

there be any, why the students in a Missionary institution

should pretend to believe in Christianity. If they have no
intention of being baptized, it is utterly absurd to suppose that

they will voluntarily expose themselves, by such false pro-

fession, to the ordeal of being called upon, publicly, to avow
and execute their supposed intentions—at the hazard, if they

refuse, of being looked upon as hypocrites or cowards.

Many, again (indeed all at first), question the evidence boldly;

but are often compelled to assent, without being convinced,

simply because they can find no argument to withstand its force

and weight. But simple assent to propositions, which they

cannot refute, does not imply belief in Christianity, or any in-

tention or desire of being baptized
;
and the Missionaries, with

their handful of converts out of thousands of scholars, may be

supposed, by this time, to understand that it does not.

Again, such as really seek to be baptized, neglecting ex-

ceptional cases (if there be such), must do so either from

conviction, or cupidity. The best defence of the mission-

aries from unduly appealing to the latter of these i a-

tives, will be an appeal to facts. Out of the small numb
of Free Church converts, five held the gold medal of their year,

that is, were the most distinguished students in the institution :

and, we believe, a large majority of all the educated converts held

the first places in their respective classes. Three of these are

now licensed preachers of the Gospel, with salaries of forty-eight

rupees monthly ;
which is the largest salary ever paid to a Free

Church convert in connection with the Mission. The others

are employed as catechists, teachers, monitors, &c., on salaries

varying from eight to thirty-two rupees. One of these, Behari

Lai Singh, who had been educated in the institution, was in

charge of a Government school at the time when he resolved

to be a Christian. This was nine years ago. By the advice

of one of the Missionaries, who believed him to have peculiar

qualifications for the ministry, and with the full knowledge

of what awaited him, he resigned a salary of one hundred ru-

pees, with the fairest prospects of immediate advancement,

and lived contentedly for years, receiving only eight rupees
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monthly. He is now labouring cheerfully, as an active and
zealous Catechist, on a salary of thirty-two rupees. Another
gave up a situation in the Treasury, that he might be more
directly employed in his Lord’s cause, on a salary less than
one-third of that which he formerly received. By the present

rules, an ordained native missionary, as accomplished and as

thoroughly educated as the majority of his European colleagues

in the ministry—such a man, for instance, as the Rev. Lai
Behari De—can only look forward to a salary of sixty or seventy
rupees. Had he remained a Heathen, and entered the un-
covenanted service, he might have looked forward to seven hun-
dred. Such men can afford to fling back with honest scorn the
imputation of worldly motives

;
and there is not one of them,

who has not entered the church through suffering, and sacri-

fices and trials, most painful to flesh and blood. One might
see strange sights perhaps, if a test as hard were applied to

European professors of Christianity.

On the other hand, Heathen students of far lower attain-

ments have procured situations of far higher emolument, ou
the recommendation of the missionaries, with salaries varying
from twenty to 250 rupees, and even higher. They hold lucra-

tive appointments in the Government offices and institutions.

They are sudder amins, munsiffs, sub-assistant surgeons, daro-
gahs, and clerks in mercantile establishments. In the institution

itself, the Heathen teachers are better paid than: Christian

teachers of equal or higher attainments : and for every appoint-
ment, which the missionaries have procured for a Christian con-
vert, they have obtained, at least, ten for their Heathen pupils.

These are facts
;
and it is for the reader to judge how far

they support the charge, that the missionary system, consciously

or unconsciously, tends to foster habits of dissimulation. We
have the means of -knowing that a most friendly feeling towards
each other is entertained by the missionaries and the Heathen
students, or those, at least, who never professed a belief in the
Gospel, which long survives their connection as teachers and
scholars

;
and that the only class, that has drawn down upon

itself the rebuke and disapprobation of the missionaries, con-
sists of those, who have professed to believe the truths of

Christianity, and yet continue under the bondage of supersti-

tion and caste. Their dissimulation, if dissimulation it is,

deceives no one ;
and it seems hard to discover what benefit

they can expect from it, or for what purpose it is assumed.
But the learned Principal has yet another (and the crowning)

argument in favour of that system, which he delights to

honour.
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If we are to believe Mr. Kerr, the most direct and most
efficient means of conversion to the Christian faith are those em-
ployed in the Government seminaries ;—that is, to exclude

all knowledge of that religion from the course of instruction,

and to thrust the students forth upon the world, without any
faith at all, to the mercies of chance, or the bare possibility of

falling in with a man, who will, and can speak of the Gospel.

The utter absurdity of such a proposition does not need the

corroboration of experience : if it did, that corroboration hasheen
abundantly supplied. Our own experience knows nothing of

that keen relish, and those pure and lofty motives, with which
the Government students are supposed to approach the Chris-

tian faith. The last fifteen years have given our largest educa-

tional mission but two baptisms from those whom Mr. Kerr
lauds so highly

;
and although the first three converts had,

indeed, been educated in Government institutions, what
they learned there, as we have already seen, taught them no-

thing but hatred, contempt, and hostility for the faith, which
they afterwards embraced. All of them, by their own admis-

sion, left the Government institution, opponents of the Chris-

tian religion. It is preposterous, therefore, to claim for the Go-
vernment system, not the whole, but any part, in that, which,

under God, was then effected by the prayers and labours of Dr.

Duff and Mr. Banerjya. The truth is, that a greater number
of educated converts came over to the Free Church, during the

period in question, from the Jews and Mussulmans, than from
the Government schools

;
and the Talmud and the Koran might

as logically claim credit for the result, as the teaching of the

Government system.

We cheerfully grant, that a better spirit has been of late

infused into it, and that it is now conducted, in this Presidency

at least, with as much efficiency, and with as little tendency to

mischief, as such a scheme admits of. But we affirm, that, from
the religious point of view, its work is solely destructive

;
that

it in no way disposes the mind to love or to embrace the Gos-

pel ;
that it sets loose upon society a multitude of infidels,

hypocrites, and practical atheists
;
and abandons the task of

reclaiming them to chance, or to an agency utterly distinct

from, and unconnected with its own. We put it to any sane

man, wdiether there be in the whole world, among savages, and
the most degraded idolators, any class more hopelessly imper-

vious to the call of morality and religion, than the highly civi-

lized and enlightened Atheism of modern Germany and France.

It will take hundreds of years and millions of money to raise

Hindustan to the same intellectual elevation
;
and this is all
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that the Government system proposes to accomplish, or, with

its present instrumentality, can effect. But, if effected, cui

bono ? Is it a consummation, political or moral, so very desirable ?

Of course, in a large body of young men, taken chiefly from
the better and more intelligent classes of society, some minds
will be found that are naturally thoughtful and inquisitive; and,

with so novel a phenomenon before them as the religion of

their Christian rulers, it is natural that they should turn to exa-

mine it, if not with a keen relish, at least with deep interest

and attention. We believe, that a few such exceptional cases

are to be found
; and one case at least, that of Babu Gyanendra

Tagore, stands out in bold relief. This gentleman, to his honor
be it spoken, examined the matter for himself, and formed his

own independent conclusions. The habits of reading and reflec-

tion, which he had acquired, led him to an examination of the

Bible; and, aided by the advice and counsels ofone or two Native
Christian friends, carried him on to conviction, and public avowal
of the truth of Christianity. But even were it possible (as it is not)

to prove his baptism to have been the direct fruit of the Government
system, all that could be urged in its favour, would only amount
to this, that it had made thousands of hypocrites and infidels,

and one Christian. It is not by such a scheme that Hindustan
can be regenerated. The sole beacon lights for hope in regard
to the future of Young Bengal, are that he is still young—not
hardened and petrified into worldliness and religious apathy

;

and that Christian agency is at work on his behalf.

We part from Mr. Kerr in the hope of meeting him soon
again, on ground where we can walk pleasantly together. With
some cause for provocation, we have endeavoured to avoid
every thing offensive or recriminatory. The question be-

tween him and us is a public question of great importance.
We combat his opinions, chiefly, as the opinions of a party

;

and we are not sorry that he has given us an opportunity of
expressing our views on these matters, as freely and frankly, as

he has put forth his own. In his own department he is a safe

and trust-worthy guide. He describes clearly, praises judici-

ously, and dissents with good sense, candour, and moderation.
His book deserves to be a manual, and ought to be in the hands
of all, who wish to know what the Government system is, or
wdio are interested in native education. When he leaves his own
field to attack other institutions on careless and imperfect in-

formation, he has not only gone wrong, but done wrong. But
the wrong regards chiefly a careless and unconscious mis-state-

ment of facts
;
and his conclusions, though arrived at very dif-

ferently, are so nearly in unison with our own on the great ques-
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tion of religious education, that we look upon him much more'

as an ally than as an opponent.

Before we leave this subject for the present, we must request

the attention of our readers to a very singular exhibition, which
took place, not long ago, in the Bombay Presidency. We
allude to a Town Hall oration by Sir Erskine Perry, in the

presence of the Governor, the leading members of European
and Native Society, and the professors and students of the

Elphinstone Institution. This gentleman holds the high office

of Chief Justice in the Supreme Court, and has been, for many
years, President of the Bombay Board of Education. The
speech, too, was a parting speech, put forth deliberately and with

pretension, and intended to be a gift to the community of the

accumulated wisdom and experience of his Indian educational

career. That career has been sufficiently original, and more
distinguished for zeal than sobriety. Of his more noticeable

crotchets, we select the following. As the most effectual means
of extending the benefits of education to the people, with the

present limited amount of funds, he proposes, that the Govern-
ment should abandon its elementary Vernacular schools

;
that it

should select the Brahmans as the favoured class (excluding

the lower castes) for a gratuitous English education, leaving

it to them to communicate what they had received, to the

lower castes, and to the mass of their countrymen ! Another
somewhat less visionary speculation was, that of making Eng-
lish a lingua franca for all India. The last, which we shall

mention, but not the least characteristic, consisted in having his

own image stamped upon a medal, and awarding it as a prize

for an essay on the following subject :
—“The advantages, which

‘ would result to India by the establishment of a Serai, or public
‘ bungalow, in London, with compound, wells, &c., suitable for
* native travellers!”

Such Utopian fancies and innocent vanities at the worst pro-

voke a smile
;
and might well be forgiven to a far less able and

distinguished man. Were there nothing more objectionable in

his Town Hall speech, he might have returned to Europe with
the reputation of a zealous and enthusiastic supporter of native

education
;
and the claim, which he makes to the title of “ a

Christian philanthropist,” might have been left undisputed. Un-
fortunately, this rash and unadvised production abounds with

statements, mischievous in their tendency, damaging to his own
character, and most unbecoming the scene and the occasion.

It is because he is a British Judge, and a high Government
dignitary, and because he took undue advantage of his position,

but too well calculated in itself to influence the minds of the

/
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fourteen hundred young natives who listened to him, that we
feel it to be our duty, as public journalists, to call him to the

bar of that great English public, of which he is but an unit,

and which has nothing in common with the privileged clique,

or the apathetic and half-heathenish spirit, so prevalent in Anglo-
Indian Society.

On such an occasion, every word should have been carefully

weighed. The treatment of his subject involved very serious

responsibility, and demanded a correspondingly serious spirit; and
its higher bearings were suggested to him by the French writer,

whose desire to know what influence “ Christian ” Europe is

now exerting on heathen India, it was one of the professed objects

of Sir Erskine’s speech to satisfy. Here, too, was the flower of

the Bombay youth, prepared by all those external circumstances,

which work so powerfully upon the mind through the heart

and the imagination, to give ready hearing to words, which
might influence their whole future destiny. It was a noble
opportunity, and cruelly misused. That Sir Erskine was not

unaware of these things, will be evident from the following

grandiloquent exordium :

—

“ My Lord, I have been now for many years presiding over the educa-
tional institutions of this part of India. I have necessarily been called upon
to consider the subject in all its various bearings, and I have formed such
strong convictions and deeply-rooted opinions on many of the points on
which the judgments of many are still hesitating, lukewarm, or adverse,

that I feel sure, were I but able to clothe my views in vigorous and concise

language, I could render some service to Government, and to'the cause of

truth. But even without this power, the testimony of an experienced wit-

ness possesses a certain value ; and as this is the last occasion (I say it with
no pleasurable emotion) on which I shall have an opportunity of meeting
an assemblage such as this, I would fain, my Lord, request the indulgence

of the meeting to bear with me for a short time, whilst I endeavour to dis-

charge a duty, which though self-imposed, appears to me (I trust, not misled
by any undue feeling) to belong to my position and to the period.”

Sir Erskine then proceeds to notice an article, which appeared
in the “ Annuaire des Deux Mondes

”

for 1850, the writer of

which notices with approbation the efforts to extend native

education in India, passes a warm and well-merited eulogium on
the late Mr. Bethune, and laments the want of detailed informa-

tion as to the comparative results of the systems followed in the

Government and Missionary schools, and the degree to which
“ the ideas, information, and feelings, which form the patrimony of

Christian Europe,” have been appropriated by the native mind.

We shall not follow the learned Judge in his lamentations for

his past lack of Government favour and popular applause
;
or

in his unceremonious appropriation of the unconscious French-

man’s praise, which for the first time “ conveyed balm to his bo-
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som,
’’ and which he describes, in one of the queerest sentences

we ever read, as “ the voice of a stranger sitting on a hill,remote
‘ in a distant land, echoing back our own sentiments, and in lan-

‘ guage at times almost identical with our own—though it is clear

‘ the writer has never met with the reports of the Bombay
‘ Board

!”

We shall not even remark (much as it deserves the severest

reprobation) on his teaching such an audience, that “ it is the
‘ undoubted duty of every man of intelligence, in whatever
‘ department of life he may be placed, to act in accordance with
‘ the genius of the age —from which it would appear, that,

according to Sir Erskine Perry, the voice of conscience and the

word of God have very little to do in the matter.

We pass at once to the following statement, which we reprint

verbatim, as we find it in the Bombay Gazette :

—

There is still another subject broached by the French writer, which I

do not feel myself at liberty to blink. He desires to obtain exact information

as to the results produced under the different systems adopted by Govern-

ment and the missionaries. A prudent public man, who has objects of

ambition to serve, will not willingly encounter the odium theologicum, which

an inquiry of this kind may provoke, and which often, undoubtedly, calls

forth a superabundant mixture of angry feelings But it is a most important

question with respect to education, whether the Government system or that

of the missonaries is the right one. And as 1 feel myself in the indepen-

dent position of one, who has nothing to hope and nothing to fear, and as

moreover, the sincere respect which I bear for many of the reverend la-

bourers in tbe Missionary field whom I knew personally, enables me to

approach the question in what I fully believe to be an impartial frame of

mind, I will not hesitate to express tbe opinion which I have formed, as

a Judge, as a Citizen, and as a Father, for in all these characters the ques-

tion has been before me, that the Government system, with total absence

of religious instruction, is not only the most expedient system iu this coun-

try, but it is the only one that accords with my sense of what is just and
right. 1 will not cite the opinions of some divines, who bold that the Mis-

sionary system of education in India engenders hypocrisy

;

nor will l do

more than point to the example of the Dutch in Ceylon, who made
the nominal profession of Christianity a condition precedent to office; but

I content myself with the enunciation of a doctrine, which appears to me
indisputable, that it is tyranny of the w'orstkindon the part of the State

to interpose between the father and his child in the inculcation of religious

opinions not approved of by the parent. And if it is wrong to do so on the

part of the State by the exercise of mere power, it is almost equally wrong
on the part of an individual to take advantage of the plastic mind of youth

to introduce religious impressions by the exercise of temptations, which a

very poor and a rather cunning people are not able to resist, or are not un-

willing to encounter. I dwell on this subject the more, because I know
that many scrupulous and over sensitive minds in the Government educa-

tional service, from tbe want of any plain speaking by the supporters of

Government, have at timos beeu goaded into doubts as to the propriety of

their labors; and attempts have been made which have required firm con-

duct on the part of the authorities to resist, by which a departure from
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established principles would have been introduced. To all such men I

have argued, if you are satisfied, as I hear you say, that you succeed in pro-

ducing more truly Christian virtues in the young men whom you are train-

ing, than those produced by the Missionaries ; and if you disapprove of the
Hindu’s look of triumph, which assures you, as his boy returns from
school, of his inward conviction, that he has made a very good bargain by
getting an education for nothing from the Padres;—why do you not exhort
these reverend gentlemen to imitate the system of Government, and con-
fine themselves to intellectual and moral training, so long as the child is

immature and in statu pupillari, and only then address themselves to re-

ligious instruction, when the field becomes an open one, and the youth is

emancipated from the parental authority ? I should be sorry to see the
labors of the Rev. Mr. Nisbett, of Dr. Wilson, of the Messrs. Mitchell,

above all of the zealous and Catholic American Mission, and the writers

in the Dnyanodaya, from whom I have derived much instruction, withdrawn
from Education ; but I cannot offer any apology for the system adopted by
Government, or let it be supposed for a moment that we think the mission-

ary system superior or equal to our own ; and that our own proceedings are

persevered in, merely because we believe them to be expedient, and not
because we are satisfied they are wholly right.

There is nothing, which the English mind endures with greater

dislike and impatience, than to see the ermine trailing in the dust

of controversy, and a British Judge abandoning his own high and
dignified position to assume that of a passiouate and reckless

partisan. Public opinion surrounds the bench with a respect ap-

proaching to reverence, and guards it with jealous pride. It does
not indeed confer upon a judge the attribute of infallibility

;
but

it looks for a spirit, that will not lend itself to party,—for calm
and measured statements, for sound well-considered opinions,

and unbending moral principle. The providence of God raised

Sir Erskine Perry from this proud position to occupy a higher.

He was called upon as a Christian statesman and philanthropist

to counsel with his parting words the educated native

youth—the elite and hope of their country—and to point

out to them the only path, that can lead to national re-

generation. England will learn with amazement that a British

Judge and Christian statesman shamefully misused this golden
opportunity, by virtually assuring these interesting young
men, that it was their bounden duty, until they reached the

years of majority, to continue in idolatry : that their parents

had a right to teach them to dishonour God by the worship of
impure idols, and to bring them up to the practice of human
sacrifice, female infanticide, caste, sutti, or,—if Thugs, to

the profession of robbery and murder on the high road

;

and that it was “ tyranny of the worst kind” to teach them
differently, or to make known to them the Gospel of the

true and living God. All this is most distinctly implied in the

doctrine de statu pupillari
,
which Sir Erskine Perry so empha-

B 1
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tically puts forward before the Hindu youths, in his three-
fold capacity of “ a judge, a citizen, and a father.” His
reasoning, as might be supposed, is well fitted to his con-
clusions, and consists of unsupported insinuations, and reckless

assertions that cut both ways, conceived in the spirit of a last cen-
tury French “ philosophe.” If it needed an answer, we might
urge—that his own system is equally at variance with the religious

opinions of the Hindu parent, and as surely destroys that taith,

with which it falsely pretends not to interfere
;
that it is the

parents themselves, who send their children to the missionary

schools, knowing that they will be taught Christianity
; and that

sneers and insinuations, without any attempt at proof, fall harm-
less to the ground. Those, Who look upon the missionary en-

terprize as the grandest in the universe, and see already in the

germ the distant but inevitable and glorious consummation, will

estimate such cavils at their intrinsic worth. But they will learn

with sorrow and with shame, that a Christian judge and states-

man, in the middle of the nineteenth century, and in his official

capacity as President of a board of education, laid down, before

a large assemblage, applauded and unrebuked, the following

propositions for the guidance of the native youth ;—that the

youthful mind is peculiarly plastic
;
that Hindu parents have a

right to fill it with idolatry
;
that the attempt, in obedience to

the commandment of God, to teach to it the Gospel of his son,

by moral suasion, and fair argument, with the consent of all

parties, and in the open light of day, is not only wrong, but

very nearly “ tyranny of the worst kind and that, until the

age of sixteen years is passed, the soul may be left to its fate,

and has no need of salvation.

We trust that, in the new Charter, due provision shall be made
to avert the national disgrace of suffering such statements again

to be put forth under the implied sanction of a British Govern-
ment.
We refer all, who wish for a really impartial and unbiassed

testimony on these great questions, to the masterly treatise of

Sir J. Emerson Tennent on the history of Christianity in Ceylon.

There they will find no mock tinsel, no self-laudations, or

flimsy latitudinarianism
;
but the sterling gold of a profound

and philosophical judgment, and the lofty moral tone of a genu-

ine Christian philanthropist. The most enviable fate for Sir

Erskine’s Town Hall exhibition would be to be forgotten as

speedily as possible, and buried out of mind.
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Art. VI.— 1. Life of Mohammed : Bombay Tract and Booh
Society. Bombay, 1851.

2. The Life of Mohammed : London. Religious Tract Society.

3. Life of Mohammed. By Washington Irving. London. Henry
G. Bohn, 1850.

4. Mawlud Sharif The Ennobled Nativity. Lucknow, 1265,

Heg. Caumpore, 1267, Heg. Agra, 1268, Heg. f1852J

5. Kitdb i Istifsar : (Book of Questions) p. 806. Lucknow,

1261, Heg. (184*5.)

6. Hall ul Ishkal : (the Solution of Difficulty :) A Reply to

Kashful Astar, and Kitdb i Istifsar. Agra, 1847.

Within the last ten or twenty years, the mind of Christian

Europe has been directed, with more studious earnestness and
dispassionate enquiry, towards the rise of Islam, than in any
preceding period : and the progress made in searching out the

truths of that crisis in the world’s history, is characterized by
a corresponding success. Indeed, the amount of facts carefully

collected, and of data philosophically weighed within that short

term, is, perhaps, of greater value than all the labours of Chris-

tian writers during the twelve preceding centuries.

It is only necessary to mention the names of Weil, of Cous-
SIN de Percival, and of Sprenger—and very many more might
be adduced,—to call up to recollection the depth of study, philo-

sophy, and Oriental learning, which have been brought toibear
upon the subject. Some portions of these labours have been
cursorily reviewed in this journal. But they deserve, and will,

we trust, yet receive, a far deeper and more extended survey. The
task is one to which our pages may be well devoted. The faci-

lities for the study are, probably, greater in India, than in any
other part of the world : and the discovery by Sprenger of the
invaluable Wackidy, gives promise of, perhaps, still farther trea-

sures, purchased from the west, at some remote period, by the
riches of the Mohammedan conquerors and amirs, and, it may
be, still extant. However, if the exertions of Sprenger had
resulted in bringing Wackidy alone to the light, he had deserved,
even for that task, the gratitude of all the lovers of Mohammed’s
biography.

But our labors must not dissipate in literary phantoms, in
the mere charms of antiquarian research, or even in the sub-
stantial acquisition of remote historical truths. Dear as these
are to us, they are but baubles in themselves. It is because
they bear upon the faith and the superstitions of millions of
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Mohammedans about us, that these investigations are possessed
of an unspeakable value and importance.

Hitherto, we have been able to address the Mohammedan only
in the language of the west

;
we have told him of the dis-

quisitions of Maracci and of Prideaux, and he has looked with
contemptuous incredulity upon our words. In truth, he might
well do so : for they were but poor authorities, who ventured
with no tempered weapons into the momentous strife. They
were possessed neither of the native authorities, nor, apparently,

of the cool judgment and philosophy requisite for closing hand
to hand with Moslem adversaries.

But now we can boldly take our stand with the best of our
opponents. We have free access to their most authentic sources,

Ibn Ishack, Wackidy, Hishaml, Tabari. And we can, without
fear, confront them with an array of hostile weapons, drawn
from their own armouries.

How then, it may be asked, are we bringing these new advan-
tages to bear upon the delusions of the false prophet ? The
answer is one of shame and humiliation. Besides a few tracts,

generally, of a questionable composition, the only Vernacular
treatises likely to affect the Mohammedan mind, are the noble
works of the Missionary Pfander, which we have, in a former
number, passed under examination : but even these have little

reference to the historical deductions of modem research, and
deal more with the deep principles of reason and of faith.

The first work at the head of this article, professes to be a

direct step towards the object we have in view. It is a Life

of Mohammed intended for the natives of India, and for

translation into “ the Vernacular tongues.” The preface, after

dwelling on the inapplicability of European biographies of the

prophet, to the “ Asiatic public,” thus states the object of the

treatise. “ It was, therefore, thought advisable to prepare
‘ another Life of Mohammed

,
with special reference to the state

‘ of mind, and circumstances of the people of this country. This
‘ is now presented.”

This treatise is brought forth under the auspices of the

Bombay Tract and Book Society, ” an off-shoot of one of the

noblest institutions in the world, “ the Religious Tract Society

of London,” which has itself published a Life of Mohammed ;

and this life has been extensively used in the preparation of the

Indian work.

''We looked to see the investigations regarding the rise of

Islam, which have been prosecuted, with such success, in France

and Germany, in Austria, and India, taken advantage of in the

Bombay Biography. But our expectation was speedily dis-
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appointed by the authorities quoted in the preface, which are

as follows :

—

“ In preparing it, many works have been consulted, but the
* following, and especially the first three, are those which have
‘ been most copiously used, viz :

—

Butlis Life of Mohammed,
Washington Irving’s Ditto,

Religious Tract Society's Ditto. London,
Sale's Coran and Preliminary Treatises,

Gibbons History."

Of the three works thus chiefly relied upon, we have no know-
ledge of the first. But the second and third possess no pre-

tensions to critical accuracy, being simple digests, popularly

constructed from the current histories on the subject.

From such sources a treatise adapted for the uncritical

portion of the European public, might, perhaps, have been well

constructed, but it was a wrong step to lean upon such autho-

rities, in the preparation of a biography of Mohammed, intended

for the natives of India.

The biography of their prophet, it is true, is not a favourite

study with the Mohammedans of the present day
;
it forms no

part of the usual course of scholastic study or theological read-

ing
;
and is only taken up by those whose religious, or

whose antiquarian tastes attract them to the subject. Still

the main facts of the prophet’s life are generally known,
and the natives of India can, at any rate, readily ascertain

them by reference to the historical works scattered about
the country. Lives of Mohammed, edited by Christians, if

they attract attention at all, will challenge the closest exa-

mination. If errors be detected in them, their effect will

not simply be neutralized : their tendency will be positive-

ly injiu’ious. The natives will be impressed with the idea,

that our sources of information are imperfect and erroneous,

and will conclude, that our judgment of Mohammed and of his

religion, founded upon these, is imperfect and erroneous also.

They will thus be fortified in their scornful rejection of all

Christian evidence, and in their self-complacent reliance on the

dogmas of Islam.

This is, therefore, not a mere speculative criticism, in which
the reviewer may be accused of searching for faults, merely for

fault-finding’s sake. The most apparently trifling misrepre-

sentation has a real and important bearing in the controversy

with the Mohammedans. It is a subject in which every Christian

man has a deep interest at stake. And as such we take it up.

Let us now look for a moment at the two authorities above
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named, from which the Bombay life of Mohammed is mainly
constructed.

The Life of Mohammed, by Washington Irving, does not
aim at being more than a popular treatise. “ The author lays
‘ no claim to novelty of fact, nor profundity of research/' His
work “ does not aspire to be consulted as an authority, but
‘ merely to be read as a digest of current knowledge, adapted to
‘ popular use.” Yet even in such a biography, rigid accuracy, as

far as his authorities went, the public had a right to expect
;
but

in this treatise, the accuracy of truth is sometimes lost sight

of, amid the charms of a romantic style, and an enchanting
narrative.

This is not owing to any unfair bias in the historian’s mind.
For the conclusions drawn from his facts are generally such as

do credit to his feelings as well as to his judgment. It is

owing to imperfect knowledge, arising apparently in part from
want of diligence in using authorities actually at his com-
mand, and in part from the disadvantages which all labour
under, who approach the subject without a knowledge of

Arabic, and having no acquaintance with the early Arabian
authors.

In one respect, this is the more inexcusable, because Washing-
ton Irving confesses in his preface, to have “ profited by recent
‘ lights thrown on the subject by different writers, and particular-
* ly by Dr. Gustav Weil, to whose industrious researches and able
‘ disquisitions, he acknowledges himselfgreatly indebted.” From
such authorities he has, indeed, enriched his pages with many
facts hitherto new to the English reader, and with many a
story beautifully told. But he has not used them invariably as

he might. Had he studied with diligence the invaluable work
of Dr. Weil, he would have avoided many of the mistakes and
imperfections which must seriously detract from the value of

his biography.

Another objection, and one that runs throughout the book,

is, that the author writes too much for effect. The style is

beautiful. A charm of romance is thrown around the topics

so poetically pourtrayed. But truth is sometimes sacrificed to

effect. And thus the very essence, and only worth of an his-

torical treatise, is, in some measure, lost. It is true, that

very often, if not always, this may be owing to the indistinct-

ness or imperfection of the author’s knowledge. But the fault

itself is not the less to be denounced.

A most prejudicial result of this uncritical and rhetorical style

is, that the fabricated stories of supernatural and miraculous

events, which the pious credulity of later days engrafted on
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the biography of Mohammed, have been wrought into the histo-

ry, and no means have been afforded to the reader, for discern-

ing the real from the fictitious events : nor amongst the latter,

for discriminating, which were pretended by Mohammed him-
self, and which were long afterwards, without grounds, ascribed

to him.

The beautiful portrait of Mohammed, placed at its commence-
ment, is a fit emblem of the whole work. The countenance
beams with intelligence, struggling between sensuousness and
lofty resolve :—in the back ground is the caaba, with its som-
bre hangings

;
and a crowd of followers are flourishing their

scimitars and daggers with angry gesture at each other. A
charming picture ! But not that of the real Mohammed in his

Arab garb
;
for here he is sumptuously arrayed in an ermine-

bound robe
;
in one hand he holds an open volume, and the

other is stretched aloft, to enforce his earnest address. Now
Mohammed never preached from any book

;
the Koran was, in

fact, not even collected during his life-time, but remained re-

corded in scattered shreds. So much for the delightful, but
fancy-sketches of Washington Irving

:
pleasant, perhaps pro-

fitable, for the English reader, but in no wise suited for Moham-
medan countries.

It would be ungenerous to subject the unpretending little

treatise of the London Tract Society to too close a scrutiny.

For the purposes of that institution, and with the materials at

their command, it is, in many respects, an admirable abridge-

ment. How far it is fitted for the ground-work of an Indian
work, will appear from the following strictures upon the Bom-
bay Life ofMohammed, which has borrowed from it very largely,

—frequently entire and successive pages—especially in the his-

torical parts.

The first paragraph of this biography contains the following

statement, common both to the London and to the Bombay
treatise. Mohammed “ was left in his childhood to the care of
‘ his grandfather, who, at his death, intrusted the orphan to his
* son Abu Talib, on whom the honours and the wealth of the
‘ family then devolved. The uncle trained the youth at a pro-
‘ per age, to the business of a merchant traveller. He continu-
‘ ed in the employ of his uncle, till he was twenty-five years
‘ old

;
and this is all that is known of his early history.”

—

Lon-
don Life, p. 32. Bombay Life, p. 26.

This passage is erroneous in more than one respect. Abu
Talib, instead of being wealthy, was extremely indigent. A por-

tion of the honors of the family did, indeed, devolve upon him,
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but bis poverty forced him to abandon them to his brother Ab-
bas.

Nach Abd A1 Muttalibs Tode, ging das Recht, die Pilger zubewirthen, an
seinen Sohn Abu Talib uber, der aber bald so arm ward, dass er es seinem
Bruder Abbas iiberliess, welcbcr dann auch die polizeiliche Aussicht iiber den
Tempel erhielt. “After Abd A1 Muttalib’s death, the right to entertain

the pilgrims passed over to his son, Abu Talib, who however soon became
so poor, that he left it to his brother, Abbas, who received also the political

charge of the temple.— Weil’s Mohammed, j> 10; and so all the Arabic
authorities.

It was, in fact, Abu Talib’s poverty, which obliged him to sug-

gest to Mohammed, that he should seek for a livelihood in

Khadija’s service. Thus Wackidy :

—

When Mohammed reached his five-and twentieth year, Abu Talib thus
addressed him :

—“I am, as thou well knowest, a man without substance, and
the times deal hardly with me. Now here is a caravan of thine own tribe

about to set out for Syria, and Kbadija, daughter of Kbuweilid, needeth
men from amongst our people to send forth with her merchandise. If

thou wert to offer thyself in this capacity, she would readily accept thee,”

&c.— Wackidy
, p. 24.*

On a previous occasion,when Mohammed was a boy of twelve,

Abu Talib carried him on a mercantile trip to Syria : but this was
simply because the orphan lad clung to his paternal protector :

—

When Abu Talib was on tbe point of starting. Mohammed was over-

come by affection and by grief, at the prospect of being separated from
him : and Abu Talib’s bowels were moved, and he said, “ I will take him
with me, and he shall not part from me, nor I from him, for ever.”

—

Hishd

;

mi,p. 36.

These are the only two mercantile expeditions undertaken
by Mohammed, of which we have any account : and the pro-

babilities are, that he never entered upon any other. What
then becomes of the “ training at a proper age, to the business
‘ of a merchant traveller,! and continuing in the employ of his
‘ uncle till he was twenty-six years old ?”

Equally faulty are the concluding words, “ this is all that is

known of his early history.” Much more is known, and that,

too, of an important and interesting nature.

A little farther on, Mohammed is described as having “ a

piercing wit and lively imagination.” The latter he certainly

did possess, but tempered by a solemn dignity, which delivered

itself in pregnant and weighty words. He was given to silence

in society, and listened rather than spoke much. If he had

* The references to Wackidy and Hishami, are to the identical MSS., described in

Dr. Sprenger’s book
;
to which we possess the good fortune of having access.

-k. Dr. Sprenger also (p. 79.) speaks of Abu Trtlib "bringing up Mohammed to the

lS, tavan commerce :
” but, apparently, without adducing any authority for the asser-
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the materials of a piercing wit, he seldom or never exercised

them.

The following passage, regarding the evidence for the miracles

of Mohammed, is entirely wrong :

—

By some of the more credulous of Mohammed’s followers, there are,

it iS true, several miracles attributed to him, as that he clave the moon
asunder; that trees went forth to meet him; that water flowed from
between his fingers; that the stones saluted him ; that a beam groaned to

him ; that a camel complained to him ; and that a shoulder of mutton
informed him of its being poisoned ; together with several others. But
these miracles were never alleged by Mohammed himself, nor are they main-
tained by any respectable Moslem writer .—Bombay Life, p. 37.

On the contrary, these miracles are maintained by every

Mohammedan writer, whether respectable or not. Even the
honest Wackidy (as Dr. Sprenger well styles him,) excepting

the first, gives the whole of the miracles specified above, anti

very many more besides. Indeed, a Mohammedan would not
be regarded as orthodox, who denied any of these miracles.

An anonymous, hut carefully prepared Urdu Life of Mo-
hammed (written apparently at Delhi,) contains particulars of the

following, among a multitude of other miraculous works. A
dirty handkerchief cast into an oven, came out of the flames,

white and unsinged, because it had been used by Mohammed.
His spittle turned a bitter well into a sweet one

;
removed a

scald
;
cured the ophthalmia

;
restored sight to a blind man

;

mended a broken leg, and healed instantaneously a deep wouud.
A man’s hand was severed in battle from his arm

;
he carried it

to Mohammed, who, by applying his spittle, rejoined it as before.

Catada’s eye was knocked entirely out
;
the prophet placed his

hand upon it and healed it. A dumb boy was cured by drink-
ing the water he had washed his mouth and hands in. He laid

his hands upon a lunatic child, who was cured, a black reptile

being immediately discharged from his body. A great variety

of animals opened their mouths on different occasions, and gave
testimony in his favour. He laid hold of a goat, and the mark
of his fingers, impressed on its ear, descended to its posterity,

and still remains a living evidence ! Notwithstanding these,

and scores of other equally ridiculous stories, an intelligent

Mohammedan, intimately acquainted with the original Arabic
biographers, declared to us his conviction, that the book was
throughout credible, and based on well-founded traditions !

The same author abuses a set of heretics at Delhi, who, he
says, do not receive “ the miracle of the foot,” viz., that stones
received the impression of Mohammed’s step, while it left no
mark on soft or sandy ground. “It is a matter,” says he, “ of
4 extreme astonishment, that a lately established sect, notwith-

c 1
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‘ standing their claims to learning, deny the miracle of the
‘ blessed foot. And what is still stranger, they prohibit the
mention of the holy nativity, the Miraj, the miracles, and
the death of the prophet ;—some calling this, abominable

‘ veneration of the creature, others heresy. They seem not
‘ to know that to make mention of Mohammed, is tantamount
to making mention of God himself, a duty enjoined in the

* Koran. Such people may well tremble, lest they draw down
‘ upon themselves the wrath of the Lord, and a fearful punish-
1 ment.” Considerable pains are then taken to prove from the
Koran and tradition, that the mention of the prophet is equal
to the mention of God, and that it is lawful to invoke the pro-

phet in prayer, saying, “ oh Mohammed !
” a practice repro-

brated apparently by these Protestant Moslems.*
But to return from this digression to our English biographies

;—when the persecution of Mohammed by the Coreish became
very hot, Abu Talib, with the prophet and his kinsmen, retired

to a part of Mecca, where they remained shut up for three years.

They are described as “ finding a shelter in the castle of Abu
Talib.” (London Life, p. 39 ;

Bombay Life, p. 40 )

;

Wash-
ington Irving (p. 56,) falls into the same mistake. And still

more strange, Weil has also a “ castle” of Abu Talib. (Moham-
med der Prophet, p. 60 ;

and Einleitung, p. 9,)
“ entfernte er ihn

‘ aus der Stadt, und brachte ihn auf sein befestigtes Landschloss
‘ —he took him out of the city and brought him to his fortified

‘ country castle/' Sprenger has shown (p. 189,) that the Shah
of Abu Talib is nothing more than the quarter of the

town in which he lived. It probably occupied one of the de-

files or ravines running up towards the mountain Abu Cubeis,

which overhangs Mecca on that side : and having a narrow
entrance, was protected against the attacks of the hostile

Coreish.

The Miraj, or nocturnal journey to heaven, is given in great

detail, and the fictions connected with it are brought forward

as the statements of Mohammed himself. No orthodox Moham-
medan will object to this : but a more intelligent criticism

would trace the extravagant fancies of this wonderful tale to a

later era, and would place its bare ground-work only to the

credit of Mohammed. Indeed, throughout these books, the most

* The people here reprehended are called, we understand, Wahabies, and their

origin is probably connected in some way with the Wahabies of Arabia. Equally
with them, they reject much of the marvellous foolery and superstitions of the modern
Moslems, and have learnt to submit the current notions received from their fa-

thers to the judgment of reason. Arc they not hence prepared, in some measure,

to appreciate and to welcome our criticism of the early historical sources ? It would

be interesting to know something more of these Delhi Wahabies.
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marvellous and improbable statements are recorded, without the
slightest attempt to discriminate reality from fiction.

The battle of Badr is related with more circumstantiality and
correctness in the Bombay edition, than in the London one. The
latter makes the unpardonable mistake of asserting, that Moham-
med left Omar behind him to defend Medina (p. 51 :) while
the fact is, that Omar took part in the council of war on the
field of Badr, and in the action itself. The Moslems have care-

fully noted those who were absent from that memorable battle,

and no tradition notes Omar amongst them.
The accounts of this battle are singularly inaccurate, both in

Irving and in the Bombay biography. A slight reference to

Weil, would have obviated the mistakes. It is assumed that
the Mussulman force interposed itself between the caravan of
Abu Sofian and the Meccan army

;
while, in reality, the caravan

had securely escaped towards Mecca, some days before either of

the armies reached Badr.
“ The spies of the prophet informed him, that their rich and apparently

easy prey was within bis grasp. He advanced with a few followers, in pur-
suit of it; hut before he could overtake the unprotected band, Abu Sofian
had despatched a messenger to his brethren at Mecca, for a re-inforcement.
* * * Mohammed was posted between the caravan and the approaching
succour, with only 313 soldiers. * * * The troops were persuaded to

engage the superior forces of the enemy, abandoning, for the present, the
tempting prize of Abu Sofian’s wealthy caravan. * * * A slight en-
trenchment was formed, to cover the flank of his troops, and a rivulet flow-

ing past the spot he had chosen for encampment, furnished his army with
a constant supply of water. * * * At the commencement of the battle,

the prophet, together with Abu Beker, mounted a kind of throne or pulpit,

earnestly asking of God the assistance of Gabriel, with 3,000 angels; but
when his army appeared to waver, he started from his place of prayer,
threw himself upon a horse, and casting a handful of sand into the air,

exclaiming, “ confusion fill their faces !” rushed upon the enemy. * * *
This sum (the ransom of the prisoners) would compensate, in a measure,
for the escape of the booty

; for notwithstanding the defeat, Abu Sofian
managed to effect a decent retreat, and to arrive safely at Mecca, with the
greater part of the caravan. The spoils, however, arising from the ransom
of the prisoners, and the partial plunder of the caravan, amounted to a
considerable sum, the division of which very nearly proved fatal to the
victors themselves. * * * A furious altercation ensued, &cM &c,”

—

pp.
60—63.

The main facts preliminary to the engagement, are these. Mo-
hammed was on the watch for the return from Syria, of Abu
Sofian’s caravan

;
and as the time drew near, despatched two spies

northward to Hawra, who were to bring him intelligence of Abu
Sofian’s approach. They waited there, however, until the caravan
had passed. Mohammed, meanwhile, anxious at their delay, and
suspecting that Abu Sofian might have given them the slip,
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marched forth towards Badr, before their return. The event
justified his sagacity.

Abu Sofian had received intimation, while in Syria, of Mo-
hammed’s designs, and from thence had despatched Dham
Dham (not Omar, as Irving says,) to rouse the Coreish at

Mecca, and bring them forth to his succour. As Abu Sofian ap-

proached Medina, he was kept in continual alarm, and travelling

by forced marches, anxiously looked out for the Meccan succours ;

and well he might, for Mohammed’s army was not far off, and by
a rapid detour towards the sea coast, might possibly have cut

him off. As Abu Sofian approached Badr, he rode forward to

reconnoitre the spot, and by the well of Badr, came upon the tra-

ces of two scouts of Mohammed, who had shortly left, and whom
he recognized by the Medina shape of the date stones in the dung,

where their camels had been tied up.* In dismay he hurried

back to his caravan, and, without a moment’s delay, leaving the

road to the left, struck off towards the coast, and by forced and
rapid marching, was soon out of danger. He then sent off a

messenger to the Coreish army, to inform them of his safety,

and to recal them
;
but his mandate not being obeyed, he join-

ed the army himself.

Soon after he left Medina, Mohammed hadgained intelligence,

that a Coreish army had set out from Medina, and he likewise

learnt, from the two scouts, on their return from Badr, that the

caravan was expected there immediately. After a council of

war, he determined to set forth and attack the army. When
he came up to Badr, he was still ignorant that the caravan had
passed, and a watering party of Coreish was seized and beaten

by the Moslems, in the vain hope of extorting from them a con-

fession that they belonged to the caravan and not to the army.

It was a day or two after this that the battle occurred.

We have been particular in noting these facts, to show that

the statements of Mohammed’s army “ being posted betweenthe
* caravan and the approaching succour,” of “ the partial plun-
‘ der of the caravan,” and the account of Abu Sofian, “ notwith-
* standing the defeat, managing to effect a decent retreat, and to
‘ arrive safely at Mecca, with the greater part of the caravan,”

are not correct.

* Irving’s inaccuracy here deserves notice. “ At length he came upon the track
* of the little army of Mohammed. He knew it from the size of the kernels
‘ of the dates, which the troops had thrown by the wayside as they marched,”
p. 98. Mohammed’s army had not passed that way, but was, at the time, far behind.
The date-kernels were not thrown by the way, but were contained in the camels’
dung : and the traditions are particular in describing how Abu Sofian took up the
dung and crumbled it in his hands, scrutinizing the kernels.
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So likewise the description of the “ rivulet” flowing past the

encampment, is not borne out by native authorities, which

speak only of wells there* The assertion that Mohammed
mounted a “ kind of throne or pulpit,” and that he threw

himself upon a horse, “ when the troops began to waver,” are

equally unfounded, and occur in no original authority that we
know. The disputes as to the distribution of the spoil, are also

much exaggerated. There is no foundation for holding that they

had “ very nearly proved fatal to the victors themselves.”

The Mohammedans regard the victory of Badr, with more
than even their usual pride and vain glory. It is therefore

of the last importance, that in any history we put into their

hands, the facts should be so supported by acknowledged autho-

rities, as to inspire them with trust and confidence in our means
of information, and the care with which we use them.

Let us take another instance of the looseness with which
Mohammed’s military excursions are related. The expedition

to Muta against the Greeks, three years before the prophet’s

death, is represented as ending in a triumph
;

it is added,
“ the account of this victory so delighted Mohammed, that he
* bestowed on Khaled the title, ‘ One of the swords of the
‘ Lord/ ” {Bombay Life, p. 91 ;

London Life, p. 75) Irving

goes farther, and says that the Greeks “ were pursued with great
* slaughter. Khaled then plundered their camp, in which was
‘ found great booty.”

The Mohammedan historians are, no doubt, particularly sensi-

tive in describing anything like a reverse, and have endeavour-
ed, in the present instance, to patch up their utter discomfiture,

by counter-traditions of a later fabrication. But the facts of

the case, as delivered in the earliest accounts of Hishami and
Wackidy, are unmistakcable. The defeat of the Moslems at

Muta was complete, and the carnage amongst them fearful
;

it

was only by the most masterly generalship, that Khaled ma-
naged to save any portion of the army

;
and when its remnants

returned in disgrace to Medina, the inhabitants assembled to

meet them, and cast dirt in their faces, with taunts like the
following, “ Ah ye runaways ! shame upon you, that ye dare
* to turn your backs when fighting for the Lord !” Mohammed
stilled the people, and comforted the fugitives, saying, “ Nay I

* they are not runaways : but they are men who shall return
‘ again unto the battle, if the Lord will.”-f*

It is very right to bring, formally, before the Mohammedans,

* Burkhardt (travels in Arabia, vol. II., p. 301) speaks “ of a copious rivulet
flowing through the town” of Badr, but the field of Badr lay a mile to the south.

t Hishami, p. 359. Wackidy, 125J.
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such defeats as this,—the reverse at Ohod, and the tem-
porary, but nearly fatal, discomfiture among the defiles of

Honein. They have an important bearing on some of Moham-
med’s own arguments in the Koran, where victory is quoted
as a miraculous interposition of the divine arm in his favour.

Again, in the work before us, several essential features in

Mohammed’s life have been treated with great curtness, some-
times hardly alluded to at all. The frightful butchery of the
Bani Coreitza,—the whole of whose adult males, to the num-
ber of from six to nine hundred, were murdered in cold

blood, Mohammed himselflooking on,—and the numerous assas-

sinations conducted by the prophet’s express sanction and
direction, in the most dastardly and infamous manner, are suf-

ficient to brand his character with an indelible stigma of disgrace.

These incidents have not been developed with the fulness

they deserve.

It is strange that Washington Irving, with all his sources

of information, could have been led into so strange a misrepre-

sentation as the following :

—

He himself (Mohammed) is charged with the use of insidious means,
to rid himself of an enemy : for it is said, that he sent Amru ibn Omeyd
on a secret errand to Mecca, to assassinate Abu Sofian, but that the plot

was discovered, and the assassin only escaped by rapid flights. The
charge, however, is not well substantiated, and is contrary to his general

character and conduct.—p. 118,

The charge is proved on the evidence of the earliest and
best authorities, and is in entire keeping with the character

of Mohammed
Not to weary the reader with the specification of inaccuracies,

which abound everywhere, let us take two from the closing

scene.

After the death of the prophet, “ the body was placed in a
* magnificent tent. * * * When these preparations were com-
‘ pleted, Iris family led the funeral procession, followed by the
* surviving companions of his flight, by the principal citizens
1
of Mecca, and by a silent crowd of men, women, and chil-

‘ dren.”

—

{Bombay Life, p. 109
;
London Life, p 84.)

This is pure imagination. The body was never removed
from the little chamber in Ayesha’s house, in which the prophet

died, and there it was interred, under the couch on which he

had breathed his last.

Throughout both works, there is an utter carelessness as to

the correctness of the names
;
the most palpable errors being

admitted over and over again. As the most of these occur, both

in the London and Bombay editions, it is evident, that the latter
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has blindly copied from the former. The following are speci-

mens of the mistakes common to both. Jereera for Jezeera:
Hamya for Hamza : Tajif for Tayif : Khazrai for Khazraj :

Ledra for Sedra : Arnzu for Amru : Abdul Kahman for Abdul
Rahman : Safiza for Safia : Ghaftan, for Ghatfan : Zeinah for

Zeinab. But the most curious instance is, the substitution re-

peatedly of Hodeibirgia for Hodeibia, the famous spot where
the ten years’ truce was concluded with the Coreish. So, also in

quoting from Sura LIII. 8, the word “ pulpit ” has been in-

advertently printed in the London edition (p. 46) for “ prophet,”

and the mistake has been copied in the Bombay edition !

The reader of Washington Irving ought to be cautioned
against similar literal errors : as Otha for Otba : Gothreb for

Yathreb : Raab for Kaab : Rueim for Nueim, &c.

The historical part of the Bombay Life closes with the fol-

lowing paragraph :

—

Such are the particulars that have come down to us of the life of
Mohammed. The question arises, how far may we regard these accounts
as trustworthy ? When we consider that Abulfeda, the most judicious of
Mohammed's biographers, did not live till 700 years after Mohammed, we may
naturally entertain doubts concerning many things that are recorded concern-

ing him. What guarantee have we, that the legends invented long after the

death of the pretended prophet, have not assumed the rank of historical

facts? If it were not for the Koran, we would be utterly at a loss for

ground to stand upon. Many chapters, and a multitude of passages in this,

have evidently sprung out of particular exigencies in the career of Moham-
med ; and they very safely guide us to some knowledge of the event as to

which they refer. And, perhaps, we may aver that we have a sufficiency of

credible information, to enable us to form an estimate of his character, and
to understand the means by which his religion became established in the

world.”

—

p. 110,

The reference made in this passage to Abulfeda, is most in-

conclusive. With equal justice might it be applied to Charles

the Fifth, and his historian Robertson—“ when we consider that
‘ Robertson, the most judicious of Charles the Fifth’s biographers,
‘ did not live till three centuries after him, we may naturally en-
‘ tertain doubts concerning many things that are recorded con-
‘ cerning him !” There were many credible historians of the

emperor before Robertson, and many of the prophet also before

Abulfeda.

The remainder of the paragraph is sound and important
;
but

the truth it contains, ought to have been developed, and not
barely stated. It is evident, that a philosophical discrimina-

tion of the classes of alleged historical facts, handed down by
the traditions of the first and second centuries of the Hegira,

and the assignment to each class of its real value, constitutes,

along with the Koran, the true ground for a satisfactory biogra-
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phy of Mohammed. If the Mohammedan mind could be led to

such critical study, it would rapidly produce distrust of the
dogmas of Islam.

The concluding chapters of the Bombay biography, which
contain general remarks upon the character and system of

Mohammed, are, upon the whole, excellent, and the comparison
with Christianity is striking and just. The estimate of the

prophet is usually fair, hut on some occasions it is too severe.

While it is allowed that he deceived himself, lust and ambi-
tion are adduced, as the real and sole motives of his conduct.

Doubtless, he was moved also by other less questionable prin-

ciples of action : doubtless, he commenced with the sincere,

and, perhaps, single, desire of setting forth the truth : and some
vestiges of this sincerity unquestionably clung by him to the

close of his career. It is not only unjust, but highly inexpedi-

ent, to indulge in such strong and unqualified abuse as the

following :

—

But Mohammed shadowed these truths, by mixing them with fables, con-

tradictions and blasphemies: with foolish mummeries, and with fierce and
bloody principles

; and the entire system was moulded to the one base pur-

pose of bringing the sanctions of religion to support his schemes of lust and
conquest.—Bombay Life.p . 158.

Our chief object in discussing the subject now, is to show
the inexpediency of publishing any Vernacular version of the

Bombay Life of Mohammed in its present state. Much it con-

tains that is admirable, and well-suited to the natives of India

;

but it requires a careful revision : the numerous errors in the

biographical details should first be rectified by native authority*

the gaps and meagre slurring over of important passages, should

be filled in and completed, and a more equal proportion im-
parted to the various incidents, before it is presented to the

Mohammedan or the Hindu public.

It is, indeed, high time for us to bestir ourselves, and give to

our native fellow subjects a Vernacular life of the prophet of

Arabia. We have as yet presented them -with nothing of the

kind : and their own current biographies of Mohammed are the

veriest inanities, which, by any possibility, could be imagined.

To give some idea of the style of these biographies, it may
be advisable to jiresent extracts from a treatise in Urdu, which
has met with a favourable reception, and is much sought after

by Mohammedans.
It is called Maulud Sharif, or “ The ennobbed Na-

tivity,” but is not confined to the birth or childhood of Mo-
hammed. Three editions of this work now lie on our table,

the first printed at Lucknow in the year 1265, Hegira,
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(1843) containing 48 pp. royal octavo: the second at Cawn-
pore, in 1267, Hegira, (1845), 68 pp. : the third at Agra, in the

present year, much enlarged, pp. 94. No less than ten or twelve

editions are said to have been already printed at Lucknow.
The author is Grholam Imam Shahid, a polished and ornate

writer of some celebrity, and formerly an officer of standing in

the Court of Sudder Dewany, at Agra.

The work professes to be formed of traditions, each new
story being introduced by the words riwayet hai, or naql hai,

“ it is related,” or “ there is a narrative to the effect that,” &c.

It is interspersed with pieces of poetry, generally in Persian,

sometimes in Urdu, lauding Mohammed, and appealing to the

hearts and affections of devout Moslems.

The great bulk of the book is composed of traditions of a

late fabrication, such as are not to be found in the early bio-

graphies, as Hishami and Wackidy; or are disfigured by gross

additions. None of the early Arabic authorities appear to

have been consulted, but such late and untrustworthy Per-

sian works, as the Roiozat. id Ahbdb ,
the Madrij nl Nabuwat, the

Maddrij ul Nubuwat, &c. Moulvi Grhulam Imam of course

ignores criticism in any shape.

The legends recorded in this biography are incredibly ex-

travagant. The improbabilities are so great, that the most
childish intellect, honestly exercised, would not, for a moment,
entertain them. And yet all is told,—the visits of angels, and
their conversations, scenes of Heaven and Hell, both past and
prospective, and above all, that wild fiction, transcending mortal
imagination, of Mohammed’s existence cycles of years before the

creation,—with unhesitating credence, as mere matters of fact.

The first eight pages trace the progress of the “ Light of Mo-
hammed,” from its first creation, to the conception of the prophet.

After the usual introduction, the work opens thus :

—

Ye that are lovers of the face of Mohammed, and ye that be enamoured with
the curls of Ahmed, know aud be well aware, that the light of Mohammed is

the origin of all existing things, and the essence of every thing that hath a
being: because that when it pleased the Great Creator to manifest his glory,

he first of all created the light of Mohammed from the light of his own Unity

;

aud from the light of Mohammed produced every existent being. Now this

glorious personage was made the last of the prophets, solely on this account,

that, as the rising sun chaseth away the splendours of the moon and stars,

so doth the glory of the religion of Mohammed supersede all other religions;

had, therefore, that pi-e-existent light displayed its brilliancy at the first,

then would all other prophets have shrunk into obscurity, and been shorn
of their Apostolic dignity.

After tracing this light into the form of a star, its history is

interrupted by some stories such as the following:—
A tradition runs, that in tho days of the children of Israel, there was a

D 1
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sinful and flagitious man, who, for the space of 200 years, wearied every one
by the enormity of his offences ; when he died, they threw his corpse upon a
dunghill—no sooner had this been done, than Gabriel coming to Moses,
spake thus:—Thus saitb the Almighty God, “This day my friend hath de-

parted from the world, and the people have cast his corpse upon a dunghill.
Now let that corpse be dressed and prepared for burial, without delay : and
ye shall speak unto the children of Israel, that they forthwith recite the
burial service over his bier, if they are desirous of pardon.” Therefore,
Moses marvelled exceedingly, and enquired why forgiveness was required ;

and God answered thus :
—“ The Lord well kuoweth all the sins which that

sinner hath, during these 200 years, committed
;
and verily he never could

have been pardoned : but one day this wicked man was reading the Towrat,
and seeing there the name of the blessed Mohammed, he wept and pressed
the page to his eyes. This honour and reverence shown to my beloved, was
pleasing unto me, and from the blessed effects of that single act, I have
blotted out the sins of the whole 200 years.” Lovers of the blessed Mo-
hammed ! Rejoice in your hearts, and be assured, that love for the holy pro-
phet,—the Lord of the creation, is in every possible condition the means of

salvation .—

p

3.

A tradition follows regarding the judgment day, the exa-
minations of which are to be conducted solely with the object

of showing to Mohammed, how much the Lord forgives for his

sake ! Again, when Adam sinned and fell, the sentence went
forth to expel him from Paradise. He begged and prayed for

pity, appealing, in every variety of way, to God’s mercy and pro-

mise of future prophets. But it was of no avail ; after every
fresh entreaty, the command was repeated for the angels to

carry him away. At last, as they were dragging him off, the

blessed word passed his lips, “ have mercy on me for the sake
‘ of Mohammed instantly the Lord commanded the angels to

let him go, and even to treat him with reverence, “ for he hath
‘ taken hold of a great intercessor, and his sins are forgiven for

* Mohammed’s sake.”

Where such absurd legends are received as facts, to what a

state of superstitious credulity must the spiritual and intellec-

tual faculties of the Mohammedans be reduced ! Another ex-

ample will suffice. Satan used every day to receive from an
angel a blow upon his face, so severe, that the effects remained
till the following day. When the Lord of creation, the pro-

phet of Islam, appeared, Satan besought that he should not be

shut out from the benefits of his advent, seeing that these are

promised in the Koran to all creation : the Lord therefore com-
manded that from that day forward, the blow should be discon-

tinued. “ Oh Moslems, consider this ! If the rejected Satan
* was delivered from these calamitous blow;s, by the appearing
‘ of the blessed Mohammed, what wonder that his followers
‘ shall be kept safe from the pains of hell-fire ?”

—

p. 6.

After this digression, the history of the “Light ofMohammed”
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is resumed. The following is a brief sketch of the wearisome
details. When God wished to manifest himself, he formed the
“ Light ofMohammed,” a thousand yearsbefore the creation. This
light performed in the Heavens, the duties of circuit and obei-

sance for a long space of time. It was then formed into a sub-

stance, and divided into ten portions, viz., the throne, the tablet

of decrees, the sun, moon, &c., and last of all, the Spirit of
Mohammed. This spirit spent 70,000 years in adoration about
the throne of God, and 5,000 upon the foot-stool. Gabriel and
other angels then descended, by order of the Lord, to obtain a
small portion of the earth

;
and the earth, hearing the name of

Mohammed, split asunder and produced from the spot of the

prophet’s grave, a white piece like camphor. This was then
wrought up with aromatics into the essenceofMohammed’s being,

and carried round the worlds, by Gabriel, who sounded the glad

tidings to all creation, “ This is the earth of the beloved of
‘ the Lord of all worlds, the intercessor for the guilty,” &c.

Long before the creation of Adam, this remained suspended
like a lamp, or sparkling star, from the highest Heavens. It

was, in fact, the “ Faith,” which, according to the Koran, was
offered to all creatures, but the responsibility was shunned by
all. Rash men alone accepted it.

And thus the “ Light of Mohammed ” was given to man, and
beamed forth from the forehead of Adam. It descended from
generation to generation, through a favoured chain, and at last

shone in the brow of Abdallah.

The prodigies related of Abdallah, may be imagined from
the extravagancies of the preceding narrative. At times a
brilliant lustre encircled every thing around him : the earth

saluted him as “ the Light of Mohammed ;”at his approach, the

withered trees revived, and again drooped as he departed ; the

idol demons entreated him not to come near and precipitate their

destruction, and his father, Abdal Muttalib, prophesied, saying,
“ Hail Abdallah ! From thy loins shall be begotten the lord

of the prophets,” &c.

Then follows the transfer of this light to Amina, Mohammed’s
mother. The night of Mohammed’s conception was marked by
prodigies in heaven and in earth : 200 damsels of the Coreish
died of envy

;
the din of the angels’ joy was heard even on

earth : Gabriel affixed a green crescent to the caaba, &c.
The birth of Mohammed is at last recorded

;
pious Mohamme-

dans are stirred up by hymns and prayers to rejoice and to bless

the prophet. The prayers are composed of stale repetitions, but
the hymns are curious, and might help to a model Christmas
hymn, adapted to the native taste.
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The following are a few specimens of wonders that followed

the birth of Mohammed. Amina relates that she heard a fearful

noise, which cast her into an agony of terror, but immediately a
white bird came, and laying its wing upon her bosom, restored

her confidence : she became thirsty, and anon a cup of a deli-

cious beverage, white as milk, and sweet like honey, was pre-

sented by an unseen hand ; heavenly voices, and the tread of

steps, were heard around her, but no person was seen : a sheet

was let down from heaven, and a voice proclaimed, that the

blessed Mohammed was to be screened from mortal view : nu-

merous birds of Paradise, with ruby beaks and wings of eme-
rald, strutted along, regaling her with surpassing warbling ; men
from the mid heaven scattered aromas around her, &c.

No sooner was Mohammed born, than he prostrated himself on
the ground, and raising his hands to heaven, prayed earnestly

for the pardon of his people. He was then swept away in a

cloud of light, and carried to the four quarters of creation,

that all things might recognize the glories of Mohammed, and
“ know that in him all the excellencies of previous prophets
« centred ;—the vicegerency of Adam ; the beauty of Joseph ;

‘ the grace of Jesus,” &c.

Safia, Mohammed’s aunt, was present at his birth : and testi-

fies to six memorable incidents. First, the new-born prophet

performed obeisance, and prayed with a slow and distinct voice,

« Oh Lord
;
pardon my people, pardon my people !” Second,

in clear and eloquent tones, he repeated the Creed, “ I bear wit-

ness that there is no God but the Lord alone, and that I am his

apostle.” Third, the light of Mohammed obscured the lamp.

Fourth, she was about to wash the new-born babe,, when a

voice from the unseen world said, “ Oh Safia, trouble not

thygelf, I have sent forth the blessed Mohammed washed and

pure. Fifth, he was born circumcised and with his navel cut.

Sixth

,

on his holy back the seal of prophecy was visible in

letters of light, more resplendent than the morning star, viz.,

" There is no god, &c.”

Three persons, brilliant as the sun, appeared from heaven.

One held a silver goglet ;
the second an emerald tray; the

third a silken towel ;
they washed him seven times, then blessed

and saluted him with a glorious address as the prince of

mankind.
Abdal Muttalib, was, at the time, in the caaba, where a num-

ber of prodigies and voices from the holy temple apprized him

of the wonderful event. He instantly repaired to Amina, and

finding the light departed from her, insisted on seeing his

grand-child. She informed him that its invisible guardians
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had ordered that no one should see it for three days. Abdal
Muttalib thereupon fell into a rage, and threatened to kill

either himself or her. She Avas about to produce the child, Avhen

one, with a drawn sword, stepped between, and exclaimed, that

no mortal should set eyes upon the babe, until all the favoured

angels had visited him. Abdal Muttalib Avas affrighted, and
the sword dropped from his hands.

All the Kings of the earth were struck with dumbness, and
remained inarticulate for a day and a night : the vault of Kesra
was rent ;

fourteen of its battlements fell to the ground, &c.

After further prodigies of this description, there succeeds in

great detail the story of Halirna, the nurse of Mohammed. This
legend, in its earliest recorded form, is given by Dr. Sprenger

(p. 143) Avith a sufficiency of fabulous matter. It will not

be doubted that Ghulam Imam’s version adArances incompa-
rably farther. A few of the marvels of the prophet’s child-

hood may be added here :

—

“ There is a tradition, that the Lord of the universe—the
‘ blessed Mohammed, used to advance as much in one day, as
‘ other children in a year. When two months old, he made him-
* self understood by signs and beckonings

;
in the third month

* he arose of himself and stood upright
;
in the fourth he began to

* Avalk, takingholdof the Avail, and in the fifth, without assistance

;

* in the sixth month, he could Avalk fast, and in the seventh he
* could run ; in the eighth month he could talk, and in the ninth
* speak with the most perfect eloquence. After the tenth month,
‘ he contended Avith the boys in archery, and, Avhen in his second
e year, he appeared like a full-grown youth.”

Halirna adds, that the first words which issued from his bless-

ed mouth Avere the Creed : that he never took up anything in

his hands without saying, “ in the name of the Lord that his

infantile gear was never dirtied as is usual with children, nor

ever required to be Avashed, &c.

Mohammed himself l’elated to his uncle Abbas, in after years,

that Avhen an infant, his nurse happened to tie his hand rather

tight, and that he Avept sorely. But the moon addressed him
thus, “ If a drop of thy tears falls to the earth, it will never
‘ again be green and fresh, until the judgment day “ so for the
‘ love of my people,” continued Mohammed, “ 1 refrained from
‘ crying, and the moon talking Avith me, kept me engaged with
* her in prattle, lest I should cry.” Abbas expressed his asto-

nishment that his nepheAV should remember incidents that occur-

red Avhen he Avas six Aveeks old
; but Mohammed only added

to his Avonder, by telling him, that he perfectly recollected facts

which happened Avhen in his mother’s womb. The noise of
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the eternal pen on the tablet of fate, and the sound of the sun
and moon making obeisance before the Almighty !

Next occurs a long description of Mohammed’s person and
manners, to which is appended the following notable illustra-

tion of Mohammedan superstition :

—

Mohammed Huseia, manager of the Mohammedy press, respectfully

urges upon all those who love the prophet of the Lord, that they transfer

to the mirror of their hearts, this ennobled description of the personal ap-

pearance of the prophet, which is a literal translation from the traditions

of Tirmidzy; in order that if perchance, in a true vision they should see

the blessed prophet himself, they may know the vision to be a real one, and
give thanks to the Lord for it. Because, according to his own words,
“ whoso hath seen me, hath seen the truth,” that is, “ whoever hath seen

me in a vision, hath really and truly seen me the blessed Mohammed,” such

an one shall escape the deceptions of Satan: for Satan is unable to

assume the glorious appearance described above, but oft times, shows
himself in other forms, and claiming to be a prophet, beguiles the ignorant

worshippers, in their visions and reveries.—p, 21.

The legend of Mohammed’s chest being opened, follows in de-

tail. And after that, the death of Amina and of Abdal Mutta-
lib ; Abu Talib’s guardianship; Mohammed’s marriage ; the fits

of inspiration; the conversion of the early Moslems, &c., are

all disposed of, with a few meagre and apocryphal notices, in

two pages ! On the subject of miracles our author finds a more
congenial theme.

To give one hundredth, or even a thousandth part of the notorious mira-

cles performed by the holy prophet.—Even if the waves of the ocean
were turned into pens, its waters into ink, and the expanse of heaven into

one vast scroll,—would be utterly impossible. The least of them are

as follows.

—

p. 24.

This grandiloquent opening is but faintly sustained. The
absence of all shadow, (which is followed by a most blasphe-

mous application :*) the splitting of the moon : that birds

would not fly over, nor flies alight, on him : the evidence of a

corpse interred 100 years before, of the stones, of a porpoise,

and of a golden peacock, which issued from the rocks, are

stated to be too notorious to require farther description. But
the author, as is usual, enters into a very copious detail of the

Miraj, or heavenly ascent, which occupies eleven pages. The
absurdities and extravagancies of this narration are inconceiv-

able, but it is needless to recount them.

* “Ah! ye who love the blessed Mohammed ! a beautiful thought, of the amorous class,

here occurs to me, which will be pleasing to the pure-hearted sdfies. It is this, that

God Almighty dcclareth himself to be in love with the great source of love

(Mohammed :) but the lover doth not like to see his beloved accompanied by a
shadow :

—

“No shadow near thee let me see,

Lest love beget fond jealousy !”—p. 25.
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Passing over the rest of his Meccan history, and the whole
of his Medina career, the author hastens to the last scenes of

the prophet’s life, which he deems it necessary to introduce in

an apologetic strain, as if it were a matter of astonishment “ that

he, for whom Adam, nay for whom 18,000 worlds, were creat-

ed,” should be required to die. The death-bed account is

made up as usual of a number of apocryphal traditions and
conversations. Gabriel visits the prophet with messages of

condolence and enquiry from the Lord ;
and he offers him life

and health, should he desire it : at last, he comes to him, ac-

companied by Azrael, the angel of death, whom Fatima takes

to be an Arab, and refuses to admit. Gabriel delivers his

message, that Azrael was commanded, implicitly, to obey the

prophet’s orders, and either take his spirit, or retire at once, as

he preferred. Mohammed, in consternation and distress, applies

for counsel to Gabriel, who then pictures to him the glories of

Paradise, “ the black-eyed houries adorned from head to foot,

and waiting in expectation of his glorious approach,” the safety

of his people secured through his merits and intercession,

&c. Mohammed, re-assured by these exciting prospects, gives

the command to Azrael, and dies.

Till the hour of his burial, a thick darkness overspread Medi-
na, so that one could not see his hand or his neighbour’s face ;*

when Abbas lifted up the winding sheet, the lips of the deceas-

ed prophet were seen to move, and to repeat the same prayer
for his people, as issued from his lips when newly born. The
angels offered to convey his body to Paradise, but Mohammed
preferred not to be separated from the creatures he had come to

save ; a fact which is thus improved :
—

Ye lovers of Mohammed ! consider for a moment the wonderful compas-
sion and grace, which showered such favours upon us, unworthy handfuls
of the dust ! verily, it is incumbent upon us to sacrifice our very selves for

the sake of such a compassionate intercessor, and to become ennobled by
visiting his glorious tomb, and sacred resting place.

—

p 48.

There is much more in this strain : but we have already
trespassed too far. Two more extracts will suffice :

—

In his last illness, Mohammed entered the mosque of Medina, which was
filled to overflowing ; and as bis final request, he besought that if any one
bad suffered wrong or injury at his hands, he would there, without cere-
mony, declare it, and taking retribution for the injury done, thus enable

* This is a good illustration of the way in which such marvellous stories' grew up.
The genuine traditions of Waclddy speak of the gloom (social) cast over Medina by
Mohammed’s death : this was transformed into a physical gloom

;
and that again magni-

fied into thick darkness. The anonymous Urdu life quoted before, gives the following
correct tradition. “ Anis (Mohammed’s servant) said, that no day was so light as that
in which Mohammed entered Medina, and none so dark and dismal as that in which
ho died.” The metaphor became a fact.
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him to go to Heaven with an easy conscience. Hearing this, Okasha ex-

claimed, “ Oh Prophet of the Lord, on a certain stage, when marching with
thee, thou once, without due cause, scourgedst my back. I should never
have desired retribution, but when thou so straitly commandedst, I felt it

incumbent upon me to declare the matter.” The prophet answered :
“ The

Lord have mercy upon thee, Okasha ! Dost thou desire retribution !” “ Yea :

apostle of God !” Then the Lord of the universe, the blessed Mohammed,
commanded Balal to go to Fatima’s house, and “ bring with thee," said he,
“ that scourge, which I used to take with me in the war.” Balal, in con-
sternation and distress, proceeded to that noble lady’s house, and brought
the scourge. Then the prophet made it over to Okasha, and sitting in the

yard of the mosque said, “ the mercy of the Lord be upon thee, Okasha ! Take
thy retribution, without fear or favour.” Okasha receiving the whip, prepared
himself to administer stripes upon the prophet. But a mighty noise, like

that of the judgment day, arose from the assembled throng. The prophet’s
companions, one after another, stepped forward, and expostulated with Okasha
on the fearful temerity of scourging Mohammed, the messenger of God, who
was moreover in so infirm a state, and close upon his heavenly journey.
They offered to receive upon their own backs a thousand lashes in his

stead ; but Okasha replied, that vicarious retribution was not permitted by
the Lord. At last Mohammed, becoming impatient, said “ perform thy
work quickly, oh Okasha ! God forbid that death should rob me of the
opportunity, and that this claim should remain against me to all eternity.”

Okasha replied, “ Oh blessed of the Lord ! when thou scourgedst me
I was naked, and thou art at this time clad in raiment.” The blessed pro-

phet thereupon took off his raiment, and forthwith the whole assembly

burst into the wildest grief and passionate lamentation ; and the angels

nearest to the Throne, poured forth their deprecations, expostulating with

the Lord, &c.

At last Okasha arose, and kissed the seal of prophecy,—the signet of

apostleship : and then he spake as follows. “ Oh, beloved of the Lord ! It

was my earnest desire that at thy last breath, I should be ennobled by look-

ing upon the seal of prophecy ; and by the stratagem of retribution, I have
obtained this blessed fortune ; and neither didst thou, most holy prophet,

ever touch me with the scourge, nor could I have had the temerity, really,

to demand retribution.”

The prophet invoked a blessing upon Okasha, and departed to his own
abode .—

p

38.

It is hardly necessary to add that this, from beginning to end,

is a pure work of fancy, and that the early traditions contain

not a vestige of the tale.

The following is a common type of the childish legends, by
which the later traditionists have endeavoured to discredit our

scriptures :
—

A narrator relates, that there was, in the kingdom of Syria, a Jew, who,

while busily engaged one Sabbath day in perusing the Old Testament, per-

ceived the name of the blessed prophet written in four places ; and out of

spite he cast that leaf into the fire. On the following day, he found the

same name written in eight places; again he burnt the page. On the third

day be found it written in twelve places. The man marvelled exceedingly,

saying within himself, “ the oftener I cut out this name from the Old

Testament, the more do I find it written therein. If I go on at this rate,

I shall soon have the entire scriptures filled with the name.” At last he
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became desirous of visiting the prophet, and filled with this anxiety, by day
and by night, he travelled from stage to stage, till he reached Medina.
The story goes on to say, that when he arrived, Mohammed had been dead

three days. His followers concealed the fact from the Jews, fearing it might
stagger his faith. At last, learning the truth, he tumbled senseless on the
ground, beating his head and calling out :

“ Alas ! alas ! my journey is in

vain. Would I had never been born !” He then entreated to be shown the
clothes Mohammed wore, and they were brought forth from Fatima’s house,

patched in seven places. Immediately he smelled the fragrance of them,
and clasping them to his eyes, exclaimed, “ Let my soul be a sacrifice to
4 the sweetness of thy fragrance, oh Mohammed! Alas, that I missed the
4 sight of thee !” He then repaired to the tomb, repeated the creed, and
prayed thus: “ If my cry be accepted in the court of heaven, then call me,
4 this very moment, to the presence of my beloved !” He fell to the ground,
exclaiming, oh Mohammed ! oh Mohammed ! and expired in the arms of

his love.

—

p. 46.

It may be thought, that far too much attention and space

have been allotted to this pitiful work. But a little reflection

will justify the pains we have devoted to it.

The book is a type of the Mohammedan mind of India ;

—

credulous beyond belief. It is an important illustration of the

position laid down in a previous number of this Review,* that

although Mohammedans are captious, and pseudo-critical to the

utmost, when attacking other religions, they are incredibly

simple and superstitious, it may be wilfully blind, in reference

to their own faith.

This biography has been favourably received by the mass of

the people : it has been eagerly bought up, and has gone
through repeated editions.f It therefore bears the stamp of

popular approval. Farther, its author is a man of letters and
intelligence : for many years he held a ministerial office in our
highest court of judicature ;

and was there promoted to an
honourable post, implying that he possessed more than usual

intelligence and ability. The work of such a man may fairly

be viewed as a guage of the educated and literary mind of

India.

Regarded thus, as an index of the ideas and dogmas, against

which we have to contend, too much stress cannot be laid upon
such treatises. It is incumbent upon us to know well our adver-

* No. VIII. p. 470.

f The last edition was forwarded to us by the publisher, at Agra, just as this

article was going to press, with the following note. “The work Maul ud Sharif,

composed by our patron, Ghulam Imam Shahid, is well known throughout every king-
dom and district. In such demand is it, that ten or twelve editions, and thousands
of copies, have been printed at Lucknow, and are still being printed. There will

be found hardly a village or town in the country whither this book has not reached.”

This is, no doubt, somewhat exaggerated, but it is still proof of immense popularity.

The new Agra edition is considerably enlarged; containing ninety-four quarto

pages. A great deal of Urdu poetry has been added to it.

E 1
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saries’ ground
; and it is only by such enquiries as the present,

that we can hope to reconnoitre it.

It is very sad to find, amongst educated men, so utter a want
of the faculty of historical criticism, as we see here. With such
persons, our great difficulty will lie in placing before them the

means for discriminating the grains of truth from the masses of

fabricated traditions. The Bombay biography has but alluded

to the subject. Even for the unbiassed mind and intelligence of

the European, the work of disentangling truth from falsehood

in these traditions, is one encompassed by great difficulties

:

how much more difficult then to lead the Mohammedans them-
selves, to such principles of criticism ! It is however a task,

towards which much has been contributed already, by the

studies of our learned men ; and we should not shrink from its

farther prosecution.

The consideration of this subject is also useful, in pressing

upon us the necessity of extreme caye, that the historical de-

tails which we place before the natives, are thoroughly correct

Under the best possible auspices, they will receive our advances
with distrust, and our criticism with incredulity. But if we
give to them such histories as our English “ Lives of MohcimmecP
have generally been, we shall place ourselves in a still worse
position. Perceiving wrant of accuracy in our relations, and
imperfection in our means of information, they will naturally

doubt all our assertions, and summarily deny our conclusions.

But if, on the contrary, we carefully avail ourselves of the ori-

ginal sources of knowledge, which the investigations of a Spren-

ger and a Weil have placed in our hands,—(sources as good as

any open to them, and far better than those to which they are

in the habit of referring,) they will be compelled to give credit

to our facts, and to listen with deference to our conclusions.

If we can, from their own books, prove to them that they
are deceived and superstitious in many important points, and
can thus establish the untenableness of some of their positions

;

—while we at the same time admit those statements which are

grounded in fact;—we shall have gone' a great way to excite

honest inquiry, and to induce the sincere investigator to follow

our lead.

The native mind is at present not insensible to the subject.

The Urdu biography of Ghulam Imam is, by no means, a soli-

tary instance. There are many others. One of the most re-

markable is, perhaps, that which appears weekly in anUrdu news-
paper, the Asad id Akhbdr ,—published at Agra. Ever since its

commencement, on the 7th June, 1847, the biography of Moham-
med has formed the leading article of this paper, and the sub-
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ject is not yet concluded. This biography is consequently much
more extensive and elaborate than Ghulam Imam’s “ nativity,”

and goes in great detail into all the historical traditions and
legendary narratives. These are translated from the late and
credulous Persian biographers of Mohammed, whose narratives

are possessed of no historical weight whatever.*

That an article on the biography of Mohammed, should have
regularly appeared for the last five years, as the leader in a
miscellaneous Urdu newspaper, is certainly not one of the least

remarkable signs of the times, and warrants the hope, that in-

telligent and thinking Mohammedans are turning their atten-

tion to the historical evidences of their faith, and are comparing
them with those of Christianity.

These stirrings, however, of the native mind, bear but indi-

rectly upon Christianity. Let us enquire what has been done of
late directly towards the Mohammedan controversy. And
first it may be stated, that large reprints of Mr. Pfander’s trea-

tises, both in Urdu and Persian, have been published during
the last few years. This has been effected by the contributions

of the public (to whom an appeal was, not in vain, made in a
former number of this Review,) and by the ever liberal aid of
the noble London Tract Society.

The long threatened work of Mr. Pfander’s opponent, Syad
Ali Hassan,f made its appearance in 1261, Hegira (A. D. 1845).
It contains 806 large octavo pages ;

and is denominated “Kitab
Istifsar,” or the Book of questions. It is written in an
easy but desultory style, rambling from one subject to another,
with little logical precision or arrangement.

* The editor, Cararud Din, is not very familiar with Arabic, but even had lie
been qualified to consult the original Arabic authorities, it is doubtful whether lie
would have done so, as the Persian writers, with their marvellous additions, are the
authorities generally referred to by natives. The earlier portion of the articles, is
translated from the Mad&rij al Nubuwat, the later from the Itowzut al Ahb&b. Cam-
rud Din was long employed by Mr. Pfander, and assisted him in translating his
works into Urdu. He is therefore thoroughly acquainted with the Christian argu-
ments. His style is very neat and elegant.

f See no VIII. of this Review, p. 450, where notice was given that Ali Hassan “ is
now printing a work at Lucknow in refutation of Christianity, and in defence of the
Koran, at which he has been labouring for fifteen years, and which is, by the way, to
contain a full reply to the Mizdn as well as the Din Haqq.” It was stated in the same
article, that this author, as well as Ghulam Imam, was an officer in the Sudder Court
at Agra. After publishing his book, and holding his controversy with Mr. Pfander,
he was promoted to the independent post of Munsiff, or native judge a fact which
must have satisfactorily proved to his countrymen that, under the Company’s Go-
vernment, every man is free to hold, and publicly to maintain, his own religious
views, without prejudice to his worldly prosperity, or- official standing. Since that
time, however, both he and Ghulam Imam have been obliged to resign their posts,
and the Company’s service, in consequence of their having been implicated in the
accusations lately brought against the ministerial officers of the court.
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The first four questions, occupying forty -six pages, are devot-
ed to the refutation of the doctrine of the Trinity. The next
ten, extending over 137 pages, attack the genuineness and autho-
rity of the Bible. The main argument here is deduced from
variations in the different oriental versions,—each variety in the

translations being triumphantly adduced as evidence of variety

and corruption in the original

!

The word of man, it is assert-

ed, is mingled with the word of God, throughout our scriptures

;

and, unlike the Koran, there is no proof that every writer was
inspired. There is farther no proof of the early existence of

the several books, from the time of the prophets to whom they
are attributed, to the period of publication ; e. g., from the time
of Ezra to Ptolemy, and from that of the Apostles to Constantine.

The fifteenth question, or proposition, asserts, that the miracles

of Mohammed are the only ones of any prophet that can be proved
by testimony, those of all others being dependent upon his evi-

dence, (pp. 183—245.) The sixteenth holds that, notwithstand-

ing the corruption of the Bible, it contains more prophecies in

favour of Mohammed than in favour of Christ. This subject is

treated at great length, and with much sophistry, (pp. 245—385.)

The seventeenth and main proposition is that the same objec-

tions may be brought against Moses, Jesus, and the other pro-

phets, and their books, as against Mohammed. Under this head

is embraced the refutation of the Mizan, and Din Haqq (pp.

385—709.)
The eighteenth proposition closes the book, with a chapter on

the beauties and excellencies of Islam.

This work is written in pleasing language, and in a more res-

pectful style than generally characterizes such productions : but

this praise is only comparative ; for religious bigotry and igno-

rant pride often overbear the author’s natural good feeling, and
dictate passages respecting Christianity, which the dogmas,

even of Islam, should have led him to shrink from. Added to

the usual materials brought forward by Mohammedans on such

occasions, there is an ostentatious display of some shallow Eng-
lish learning, and ideas which the author has picked up from

translations and conversation. On the whole, the spirit of the

work, though abounding with the usual blasphemies which

make the ears of Christians to tingle, is better and more rea-

sonable than we usually find. A few specimens, taken pretty

much at random, will, perhaps, be interesting to the reader.

Thirteen pages are spent in labouring to prove that Moham-
med is

{C the prince of this world,” spoken of in the New Testa-

ment. In disposing of the objections to this view, he endea-

vours to explain away John v. 19. “ The whole world lieth
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in wickedness” ; finding that other versions translate the latter

words “ in the wicked one,” he adds :
—

Behold ! Two copies give it one way, and three the other. To which
shall the preference be given ? How conclusively the corruption of the ori-

ginal text is here proved ! This is what I call corruption, ( talirif)—p. 336.

In treating of the variations, or as he will have it, corrup-

tions of the MSS. of the Bible, such arguments as the follow-

ing frequently occur :

—

Urbauus VIII., of the Romish Church, Sergius Haruni, and other learned

Christiaus, admit, that in the original manuscripts, both Hebrew and Greek,
sorne degree of corruption has crept in, and that words and modes of con-

struction, opposed to the genius of the original languages, are found in these

books. See now, how my argument is proved by confession of the defen-

dants 1 There is this attempted explanation, indeed, that these errors ori-

ginated in the carelessness of the writers, or want of ability in the transla-

tors. But such a fanciful theory cannot impugn the confirmation afforded

by this concession, to my claim. Again, they say, that the Holy Ghost, and
the prophets themselves,were accustomed to write in this strange and errone-

ous manner (glicilat palat.J But this is in effect my very argument, “ that”

(in the words of the Koran) “ they write passages with their hands, and then
say this is from the Lord,” i. e., they say of what they have themselves com-
posed, that it is the word of God. Now to attribute such errors to the Holy
Ghost and to the prophets, is the same as attributing them to God.

—

p. 433.

He endeavours to rebut Mr. Pfander’s argument, that the

Bible was from an early date in the hands of multitudes through-

out the world, and that it was impossible all should unite in

corrupting it, in the following manner :

—

Twelth proof. It is evidently possible, that any book, say the Sbih Naineh,

might be in the hands of every man throughout the whole world, and that

every man might, in his own place, make the same alteration therein. This
is not an intellectual impossibility : at the very most it would be a miracle.

Seeing, then, that this is not a logical impossibility, the proof of it might
he established by the same species of evidence as that by which the mission

of Moses or Jesus is established that is to say, by him who is eudowed
with prophecy, and showed evident miracles,—the last of the prophets,

—

and who hath evidenced both facts equally by an inspired declaration.

Seeing how that copies of the Bible, at that early epoch, were uot spread

abroad to so great an extent as is now the case, but retuaiued for the most
part in the hands of those alone whose perfidy was foretold by Jesus and
his Apostles, and that it afterwards reached you, through those regarding

whom you yourselves testify, that for centuries they held an undivided power
and authority over that book, it results that its corruption would not

amount even to a miracle, and must consequently be admitted on the testi-

mony of the prophet of Islam ; and under any circumstances, the assertions

of such corruption cannot be regarded as reflecting on the prophetical claim

of Mohammed (as if he had advanced an intellectual impossibility
)

And the great injustice, aud departure from right, which ye commit, is

this, that ye do not regard the assertion of a logical impossibility to be an
argument against a cluim to prophecy, while you here hold the assertion of

a simple miracle to be so. That is to say, the statement of the incarnation

and manifestation of God, and of the equality of that which is produced to
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that which produces it, (as you hold with regard to Jesus on the authority of

the Bible,) is not regarded by you as falsifying the claim to prophecy ; and
yet ye hold a statement regarding the corruption of the Bible, which would
not amount even to a common miracle, to be a disproof of the prophetical

rank of the blessed prophet of Islam. Verily, this is a marvellous thing.

—

pp. 438—440.

Mr. Pfander had referred to the evidence of the Koran as

proving that our Scriptures were not altered prior toMohammed’s
appearance, and to the evidence of ancient manuscripts, that they
had not been altered since. The following is an example of the

way in which Ali Hassan endeavours to avoid this conclusion :

—

According to the above interpretation of the passage* (Sura xcviii.,

v. 3,) it might indeed be held, that tha prophecies regarding the last of the

prophets, were not corrupted until bis appearance, else why were the people

in expectation of his coming, and ready to believe upon him ? My reply is,

that even supposing this argument to be correct, all that would be proved
therefrom, would be that only those passages containing predictions of Mo-
hammed remained uucorrupted until his appearing

; not by any means, that

throughout the whole Bible no other passage had been corrupted. The
padre’s deduction that the entire Bible remained intact, thus falls to the

ground.
And if any one say that the passages which contain those predictions (thus

asserted in the Koran to have been altered after Mohammed’s appearing)

are still identically the same with the corresponding places in the ancient

manuscripts to which the padre has referred ; my reply is that the naked claim

of the padre, as to the existence of manuscripts thirteen or fifteen hundred
years old, is not worthy of being listened to, especially as his stories, con-

tradictions, and bigotry, have already been fully exposed. That paper and
writing should remain so many ages, and yet be legible, would be mira-

culous indeed. Some pope, or other such personage, in order to cast sus-

picion on the Mussulmans, must have produced forged manuscripts, and
declared they were older than the time of Mohammed. It is moreover very

unlikely that the character of such a manuscript could be even decyphered

by any one now-a-days—pp. 448, 449.

To Mr. Pfander’s account of the ancient manuscripts of the

New Testament, the Vatican, Alexandrine, &c., and explanation

of their value, Ali Hassan makes the following reply :

—

It is evident that the padre sahib is not on terms of intimacy with any
of the distinguished gentlemen who preside in our courts, otherwise he

would have known, that if contending parties adduce ancient documents in

favour of their claims, no reliance whatever can be placed on the mere
ancientness of the paper, and of the date. If then in worldly matters the

oldness of the paper is no test of the age of the writing, how shall it become
a test in religious affairs? And, especially, is this to be doubted, when wc
recollect that the heads of the Christian religion, in those days, were not

such as we find the English gentlemen now to be, but were very perfidious

and deceptive in their faith, such as those whom they call “ Pope" and
“ Papa." Therefore, until due proof be advanced, I cannot concede the

• “ Neither were those who possessed the Scriptures, divided among themselves,

until after the clear evidence (Islam) had come unto them.” See Sale’s note.
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ancientness of these manuscripts, as assumed by the padre. And the more
so, as such a conclusion would be in opposition to the commentators of the
Bible, Urbanus VIII. &c, for if these ancient manuscripts be really genuine,
whence and how came the corruptions of the text, which they admit to exist.

But all this reasoning would only then be necessary, if it were really ad-
mitted, that the padre spoke the truth, and that these manuscripts really do
exist, and bear the date of completion inscribed on them, and are clearly
legible

; otherwise, the whole statement seems to me to be unfounded.—pp. 454, 455.

With respect to the writings of the fathers, and the quota-
tions from the Scriptures contained therein, the following is one
of his replies :

—

It is evident, from the way in which the reverend gentleman speaks, that
these books are not written like our commentaries, which give tbo whole
text piece-meal ; but that the words of Jesus are quoted in them as in our
scientific or religious works, in which the Koran and the traditions are often
referred to. But where have I ever held that the whole of the Old and New
Testaments has been altered, or that the pure Gospel was not written by
some of the Apostles ? Thus even admitting, which I do not, that these books
are really true aud correct, and the authority of their writers acknowledged,
their correspondence with the manuscripts handed down, would neither
injure my argument nor benefit yours.

—

pp. 458, 459.

The Moulvi’s remarks on the advantages of conquest, and
its legality, as a means of spreading Islam, are very curious,

especially as he makes many references to occidental history,

to the spread of Christianity in Britain under Edgar, and to its

present favourable prospects under the prestige of British vic-

tory in India.

In concluding his answer to the Mizan ul Haqq, he explains
why he has not quoted his adversary at length, and answered
him word for word. “ If these unprofitable disquisitions were
f confined by the padres, to two or three treatises, and they
* were such sort of people that when the groundlessness of their
* assertions had once been proved, other padres would hide
* their heads, and English gentlemen would keep them back
‘ from advancing such absurdities in future,—then, indeed, there
f were some object in replying to their arguments word by
‘ word. But such is far from being the case: nay, thousands of
‘ padres earn their bread by this very trade, and their liveli-
* hood consists in attacking the religions of other people,—quite
‘ apart from the consideration of whether those religions are
* supported by reason or not. They are constantly writing
* and printing new treatises, without any sort of rational
‘ ground; but simply, in order to support their families, they
* labour night an$ day at this work. Besides, if you prove
‘ never so well the unreasonableness of a padre’s statements,
{

it seems to have no effect whatever upon any other Christian,
* and no one endeavours to persuade such a writer to give up
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‘ these Irrational arguments. Seeing therefore that it does not
‘ constitute our livelihood to spread abroad religion, and that
f English gentlemen, though they be lovers of fair argument,
‘ yet maintain only these padres in their service, and give
{ nothing to the professors of other religions, for the same pur-
‘ pose, say, how can it be expected of us to reply word for word
f to the arguments of these padres ? Indeed, we ought to re-

* gard ourselves as fortunate in not being hindered by the
1 officers of the Sirkar Company, from replying even to the
( pith of our adversaries’ objections ; and such of these of-
‘ fleers as are of a philosophical turn of mind, can themselves
* appreciate a well-framed refutation. The real objections, too,

* are, in fact, confined to narrow ground ; it seemed, therefore
* sufficient to reply only to them.”

—

pp. 605—607.

Ali Hassan does not treat the Din Haqq with so much res-

pect even as the Mizan ul Haqq.
“ Know,” says he, “ that whatever grounds of reasonable dispute,—such

as they are,—the Christians have against the Moslems, are (along with

much unreasonable matter,) contained in the Mizan ul Haqq. Now as to

the other treatise,— the Din Haqq hi tahqiq ; wherever in some little measure
it is the shadow of certain portions of the Mizan ul Haqq, it is upon the

whole reasonable. But the remaining, and by far the greatest portion, is

much more unreasonable than the unreasonable statements of this Mizan."—
p. 607.

We had marked many other passages for translation, hut

shall confine ourselves to one only.

The author of the Din Haqq, after alluding to the prophe-

cies and historical testimonies, Jewish, Roman and Christian,

in favour of Christ’s death, adds that the Koran opposes them
all, and that “ if its author had had the slightest acquain-
‘ tance with history, he would never have written so.”

The Moulvi denies the predictions, and proceeds thus :

—

“ The padre does not perceive that the Koran itself admits, nay
‘ expressly asserts, the fact, that both Jews and Christians hold
£ the crucifixion of Jesus; and yet he writes, that the author
‘ of the Koran was unacquainted with this historical fact ! such

‘ a babbler shall have his answer from the Lord. Reflect for

‘ a moment, and hide your face with confusion. Say, what
f advantage could he, who gave forth the Koran, possibly have
‘ in view, when he asserted, in opposition to a vast and influen-

‘ tial multitude, that Jesus was not slain, but had ascended to

( Heaven in his mortal body ! Had he made his assertion to

( accord with the views of these immense multitudes, then

* indeed he had gained an object, viz., the* lessening of their

‘ opposition, and he had obtained likewise an argument to

‘ strengthen his opposition to the Divinity of Christ (drawn
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c from the fact of his mortality.)”

—

p. 637. He proceeds to say

that the Gospel is perfectly correct, because the semblance of

Christ was actually taken and crucified ;

“ but there is no reply-
‘ ing,” he adds, “ to the argument you bring against us, viz., that
‘ where we agree with the Bible, it is plagiarism—where we dis-
( agree, it is false !”* No less than eighteen pages are devoted
to the explaining away, with extraordinary sophistry and disin-

genuousness, the plain declarations of the Gospel on the subject

of the crucifixion
;
but it is needless to multiply examples of this

style of reasoning. It has rather been our object to give spe-

cimens of the more uncommon and less unreasonable portions of

the book.

In 1847, Mr. Pfander published a treatise called “ Hall ul
Ishkal ” (“ the solution of difficulties ”), “ A reply to Kashf
UL Astar and Kitab i Istifsar.” The Kashf ul Astar has
already been noticed at some length in No. VIII. of
this Review. Mr. Pfander’s rejoinder is brief and pertinent,
occupying eighty-four lithographed pages. It is followed by
a translation of the remarks on the Kashf ul Astar which
appeared in this Revieio. Then follow ten questions put to
Mr. Pander by a Moulvi Syad Abdallah Sabzwari of Luck-
now, with their replies.f After these’ comes the reply to Ali
Hassan’s Kitab i Istifsar, the work we have just been review-
ing, (/?. 99—164.) The chief points of the Moulvx’s desultory
attacks are ably noticed and well refuted. The book concludes
with the entire correspondence, which passed between Mr.
Pfander and Ali Hassan, and which has been previously des-
cribed in the No. referred to above4

* It may be profitable to observe in what light this Mouvli regards one of our
social practices, that of dancing.

He endeavours to turn the tables against the Din Haqq, in which are advanced
some just strictures upon certain indelicate passages in the Koran, by asserting that
u>e are in the habit of justifying indelicate practices by the authority of the Bible.

“ Miriam’s dancing with cymbals is adduced by Christians as proving the innocency
of any kind of dancing : and supported by this and other instances in the Bible,
your countrymen take then- wives, daughters, and sisters, to dancing parties, and
regard the custom as one approved by religion : nay, you look upon the kissing of
the grown-up daughters, sisters and wives of other people, and passing the hand
round their waists, pretty much in the same light as we do for men to shake hands
with each other, or to fondle little children ;

—

i. e., as right and proper. If it be
really thus as I have heard, and such things are, in truth, not held by you to be for-
bidden by the Divine law, then it is deep disgrace to you.”—p. 622.
This passage (of which from necessity we have softened some of the expressions)

shows that either the Moulvi’s informants or his own bigotry have greatly misrepre-
sented our social practices

;
still it is matter for serious consideration whether some

of our dances,—as the Polka and the Waltz, do not really offer to the Mussulmans
a vulnerable point, of which they are not slow to avail themselves in their attacks
upon our faith, and in bolstering them in their self-conceit with their own.

f A translation of these appeared in the Christian Intelligencer, and was the
cause of some eorrespendence in that Journal.

t Vol. IV. No. VIII. p. 449.
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Mr. Pfander has not, since the publication of this volume,
entered into any farther written discussions with the Moham-
medans. But although this controversy is for the present

suspended,—and it is perhaps well that it should be so for a

time,—it must not be supposed that the native mind is inactive,

or that the attention of intelligent and thinking men is with-

drawn from the subject.

The following extracts from the Report of the Agra Tract

Society for 1852 will be read with interest, as giving satisfac-

tory evidence on this point :

—

At Dehli copies of the scriptures, and Christian books of a controversial

character, have been in great demand, in consequence of the controversy

between some Hindus and the Qazi, mentioned above. Many Moham-
medans seem to have been aroused from the slumber of their blind confi-

dence in their pretended prophet and his book, by the astounding fact now
presented to them, that they are attacked not by the Christians only, but
even by the Hindus, and that with a result not in anyway flattering to

themselves. To prepare for the battle, they have betaken themselves to

reading our books, many, no doubt, with a desire to find arguments against

us ; but still this excitement amongst them can only be viewed with interest,

and we cannot but hope that it will have a beneficial result in some way or

other.

A Hindu friend at Dehli, through whom many Mohammedans have
received tracts and books, wiites on the subject: “ f beg to inform you
that I have received the books you forwarded to me. They have all been
given away to learned Mussulmans, who required them very earnestly. At
their own request, I made over to them all copies of the Mizan ul Haqq I

had ; I have even been obliged to give them my own copy. Rut they

require still more copies, and, consequently, I beg that you will send me
another supply at an early opportunity.”

In another letter he remarks, “ In my opinion it would be very desirable

to publish a great number of small pampbrets, containing that part of the

Mizan ul Haqq, which shows that Mohammed performed no miracle, and
that also the Koran is no miracle. This will bring numerous Moslem
readers to one point, a point which is quite sufficient to show that they

have no firm ground to stand upon in defending their creed. It is this

point in which the Mohammedan religion is most palpably vulnerable.

The ignorance of this very subject, in my opinion, makes the majority of

the Mussulmans think, that Mohammed was as good a prophet as Moses
and Christ.”

In a subsequent letter he writes: “ A learned Mohammedan of Kurnaul
has written a large work, of about 000 pages, the chief object of which
appears an attempt to show that the same objections which Christians make
to the Koran, can be reverted to the Bible. He has studied, I believe,

with great care, all procurable translations of the Bible in Arabic, Persian

and Urdu, and all controversial w'orks, and he is very probably sincere in

his enquiries. As to his hook, part of which I have read, I thiuk ho will

find that he is highly mistaken
"

“ The other day I saw two Mohammedans disputing among themselves

about the objections contained in the Mizan ul Haqq, regarding the miracle

of Mohammed One of them was endeavoring to solve the difficulties;

but the other was altogether dissatisfiod with his explanations.”
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The same intelligent Hindu, with another Hindu co-adju-

tor (both of them, by the way, specimens of the good effects

that may be produced by the system of education pursued in

our Government Colleges,) has himself entered the lists with

the Mohammedans. The following account of a controversy

held by them with the Cazi of Dehli, is extracted from the

same Report :

—

A Controversy between a Hindu, and Qazi of Dehli. —This is a very

interesting argument: it is the one referred to at page 12 of the last year’s

Report : and was made over to the Committee by the Hindu, who is desir-

ous that it should be printed. It is entirely aggressive on the part of the

Hindu, who carries the battle into Mohammedan territory ; the chief

ground occupied, being the insufficiency of the evidence for the miracles

alleged to have been wrought by Mohammed. The argument opens with

a short paper by the Hindu, who states his doubts, especially as regards the
“ splitting of the moon,” and asks for evidence. The Qazi answers in a
paper of considerable length, endeavoring to bolster up the tottering

edifice of traditions
;
and to explain away the damaging admissions which

pervade the Koran. The Hindu rejoins in a long paper, in which he
completely demolishes the Qazi’s argument, proceeds to impugn the

morality of the Koran, aud closes with a decided expression of prefer-

ence for Christianity and its evidences. The Qazi made no reply.

The Committee are preparing a short paper by way of conclusion, and
opportunity will be taken to add something on the insufficiency of the

Historical evidence in support of the Mohammedan traditions. The Com-
mittee trust that this publication will be received with acceptance by the

Hindu community, and with interest by all.

This work is now in the press : and a most important docu-
ment was placed in the hands of the committee in time to be
added as an appendix. It consists of twenty-three questions

sent by a Mohammedan of Kerach, to his brother Moslems,
with the view of eliciting proofs—if any exist—of the truth

of Islam. The paper opens thus :

—

“ I was born a Mohammedan, and, at my twenty-fourth year,
‘ am still of the same religion: but I now perceive by the exer-
* cise of my intellect, that the Mohammedan religion is false, and
‘ the Christian true: because there is no proof whatever of the
‘ inspiration of Mohammed.” He proceeds to state that he
considers Islam to be wanting in evidence and miracles

; that

there can be but one true religion in the world given by God,
and that if he neglects that, he incurs the perils of hell.

“ Therefore I am urged by the fear of future punishment to
* ask the sages of Islam, if their religion be really true, to prove
‘ it to me. And it is their bounden duty either to prove or to
* forsake it. With this view I have prepared a few questions
‘ for my own peace of mind, and entreat a fair and reasonable
‘ answer, such as shall aid me in reaching the truth. May the
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‘ Almighty direct me to Himself, and let Him not be displeased
‘ with me !”

"W e believe this to be the genuine effusion of an anxious,
burdened spirit, and heartily join in its concluding prayer.
The twenty-three questions embrace the grand points of con-
troversy discussed in the Mizan ul Haqq : and are short, but
conclusive.

Such appearances are encouraging. We receive them as types
of the intellectual enquiry and spiritual thought now at work
both among the Hindus and Mohammedans. A few singular
cases have risen to the surface and attracted our attention. How
many similar instances may be occurring, deep and unknown,
among the masses of the people, we have no means of know-
ing. It is undoubted, however, that more correct and exten-
sive knowledge of Christianity is gradually permeating all classes

of our fellow-subjects, and that a slow, but sure, advance towards
enlightenment is in progress. It is true that, in the view of hu-
man agency, there are more hopeful tokens among the Hindus
than amongst the Mohammedans, but this should not discourage

us from our controversy with the latter, which indeed must
exercise a powerful, though indirect, influence upon the Hindus
also. This important fact has been established by the contro-

versy at Dehli. The Hindu, sickened by idolatry, turns to the

other two religions which surround him, and enquires into their

respective claims, and we must be ready at hand to meet him
with the proofs of our most holy faith. It is interesting to watch
on such an occasion the convincing effects of a comparison be-

tween the morality of the Gospel and of the Koran, apart from
all questions of external proof. The Hindu, who has cast off

his hereditary idolatry, is bound by no family shackles or na-

tional prejudices to Islam, and if his conscience be really awa-
kened, the comparison of the two religions—Christianity and
Mohammedanism, cannot fail to be of essential service, and,

under God’s blessing, to lead to practical results.

We must not then grow weary in following this noble voca-

tion. Britain must not faint until her millions abandon the

false prophet, and the idol shrines, and rally around that eternal

truth, which has been brought to light in the Gospel. At every

point of contact with Islam, Christianity has the temporal as-

cendancy. The political prestige of Mohammed is departed for

ever. The relation of France to Africa, and of Russia and

Austria to the Turkish and Persian dynasties, evinces in a

striking light the depression of Islam. But it is to be feared

that the spiritual influences brought into play by these Eu-
ropean powers are comparatively puny and ineffective. The
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corruptions of the Greek and Roman Churches cannot but in-

jure the usefulness of any efforts made by Russia or Austria,*

if any such be in progress ;
while the Government of the former,

by their expulsion from Shusby of Mr. Pfander and his band,
have cast aside the Protestant assistance that was so generously
afforded by Germany. Little is to be hoped for from the Ro-
man Catholics of France ; and we have no information of the

proceedings of the Evangelical Churches there. They have a
noble field opened for their endeavours in Algeria, and ought
not to be slow in occupying it.

From this review the mind reverts with pleasure and with
hope to the efforts now made in British India. Let them be
prosecuted with patience, with vigour, and with dependence on
the Divine blessing, and in due time that blessing will be vouch-
safed.

* A late journal illustrates the practical effects of this corruption in a very painful
manner. After describing the long standing disputes between the Greek and Roman
Churches, for the sacred places in Palestine, the rivalries and hatred which not un-
frequently end in “ bloody battles even within the interior of the Churches,” and
inspire the Mohammedans with contempt and disgust,—the writer proceeds :

—

“ The quarrel of these monks and pilgrims has lately reached its greatest height.
Diplomacy ensued. On the one side the chair of Rome, and France, supported the
demands of the Latins. On the other side the cabinet of St. Petersburgh defended
the cause of the Greeks. * * * The negotiations lasted a long time. The Otto-
man Porte was very embarrassed by these opposing claims, and knew not how to re-
concile them. At length the disputes appear to have been arranged. This was the
decision. First, the Latins shall have the outer key of the grand church of Bethle-
hem, and the two keys of the side gates, &c. * * * Tlius all the noise that has
been made, these strifes, battles, negotiations, diplomatic despatches, and long de-
liberations of the Ottoman Porte, concerned—what ? The restitution of two or three
keys, the fabrication of a silver star, the participation in such and such a compart-
ment of an old edifice ; what puerility ! what pity 1”

—

Evang. Christendom, April, 1852,

p. 104.

This is the Christianity displayed before the Turks, these are the efforts made by
tho Greek and Roman Churches, such the contrast between our political ascendancy,
and the spiritual humiliation to which the corruption of our faith has subjected us I
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Art. VII.— The Times Newspaper. 1852.

A year ago, our brief remarks on the subject of the future

administration of India, were introduced by quoting a touch-
ing lamentation of that eminently liberal member, Mr. Joseph
Hume, who had bewailed the sad fate of India, treated in

general, by the House of Commons, as if it were some minor
colony, scarcely worthy of a moment’s consideration. The
observations of the aged economist were not only perfectly

just as respected the past, but they also prove to have been
singularly prophetic

;
and that too in a manner which was hardly

to have been anticipated, unless the theory be adopted that a
prophecy has a tendency to originate and cause its own fulfil-

ment. In the present instance, the year scarcely completes its

circle when, proh pador, our Nestor himself catches the infection,

and, oblivious of the rights of India, which he had so lately cham-
pioned, most unceremoniously cuts short a conversation be-

tween Mr. Herries and Mr. Anstey on the subject of a

Committee of Inquiry into the laws and general management
of our Anglo-Indian empire, by asking the intentions of Her
Majesty’s Government, not with reference to the East Indian

Charter, but with regard to the future general policy of the

Derby administration. A question of such universal scope,

even if the Chancellor of the Exchequer had been present, was
not likely to elicit a very specific or satisfactory reply : but

when Mr. D’lsraeli was not in the House, the question was as

apropos as would have been the transition to a question as to the

length of a lady’s bodkin, or the range of a Minie rifle. The
occasion was favourable for evincing a sense of the importance

of that investigation, which the President of the Board of Con-
troul, scarce installed in his office, rose thus early to promise

the House ;
surely a word of encouragement to induce him to

persist in his avowed intention, would not have been out of

place ; and a timely show of cordial support to Mr. Anstey,

could not but have strengthened that gentleman’s laudable zeal

for the welfare of our Eastern Empire. But the veteran chartist

preferred an abortive attempt at catechizing the understrappers

of the ministry, and got his due,—a quiet snub from Mr.

Walpole, for his pains. This little episode of consistency is,

however, perfectly intelligible. Last June we noted Lord J.

Russell’s disingenuous mode of evading the weighty questions

raised by Mr. Anstey’s motion, and the premature develop-

ment of the tactics of the Court of Directors, through the in-

cautious eagerness of Sir J. W. Hogg and Mr. Mangles to secure
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the accomplishment of their notion of a “ satisfactory ” inquiry,

by early disseminating their ideas upon this important sub-

ject. Whig measures, or promises of measures, like soap bubbles,

had become proverbial
;
so that at that time a general expression

of sympathy for India, at the expense of the character of the

Houses of Parliament, formed as good and as safe a cloak under
which to convey homage, and adulatory remarks to the East
India Directors, as the most astute friend of that body could

have desired. The cravings of liberalism were thus cheaply

satisfied, at the same time that Mr. Hume not only be-praised his

allies to the public, but also avoided compromising himself on
the score of any real practical endeavours for improving the

administration of this great empire. The case was different

when a President of the Board of Controul, new in office, but

old in official experience, rose, and without any flourish or

exordium about that “ body of very able, and very experi-
‘ enced men,” simply enunciated the fact, that it was “ his inten-

* tion, on a very early day, to move for a select committee to
* enquire into the operation and result of the Acts in force for

* the management of Her Majesty’s territories in India.” Deck-
ed out with no prefatory compliments, this plain, straightfor-

ward announcement betokened a purpose of acting rather than

talking—of earnest rather than of make-believe
; it was even

free of the conventional compliment inherent in the periphra-

sis used by Mr. Anstey ; for, instead of “ the territories under
* the Government of the East India Company,” there was the

shorter, and more regal formula of “ Her Majesty’s territories

* in India.” Now, the general feeling in England at that time

being, that, so far as a factious opposition would permit them,

the new ministry were bent on having no shams, Mr. Herries’s

words were ominous of no mere matter-of-form inquiry ;

portended no mere parade of selected information, etherea-

lized in the Leadenhall-street alembic, but good honest inves-

tigation, and an impartial grappling with this great question.

Mr. Hume, with his directorial leanings, shrunk from the

very shade of such a probability
; and to divert attention,

threw his sparrow-hawk at nothing, or every thing, as the

case might be. Meanwhile, the Times was blowing hot and
cold with the same breath,—a strong and but little disguised

partiality for the Court of Directors was evidently somewhat
painfully in conflict with a shrewd perception of the real exi-

gencies of the case ; the wants of India, and of England as res-

pects India, were but too much apparent, and difficult wholly to

put aside; so, to reconcile antagonist influences, a little incense

was judiciously burnt, which, doubtless, was fragrant to the
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people of England, and to the magnates of Leadenhall-street

;

but which could not have proved quite so agreeable to the
senses of the new ministry. The latter, at the same time
that the possibility of improving the Home administration of
India was represented as most problematical, found themselves
twitted with shunning a matter of paramount importance

;

and the anticipated neglect of Lord Derby and his colleagues,

on so momentous a subject, was adroitly turned into a charge of

deliberately sacrificing the interests of India, to the satisfaction

of a blind, uncalculating hostility to Free Trade.

Keeping entirely out of view the consistency and justice of

a charge gravely advanced after such admissions, there was
something galling in the purpose to which it was applied ;

—

India made a lance for the champion of Free Trade, and rather

unhandsomely dug into the ribs of the conservative leader.

This could not have been agreeable, seeing that as both comba-
tants bore the same device on their shields—the Company’s
lion, with his paw on the Crown—there was somewhat traitorous

in the tilt, and, possibly, this passage of arms may have aided in

precipitating Lord Derby into a measure which, unprovoked,
he would evidently have preferred avoiding ; namely, the ap-

pointment of a committee to take into consideration the future

administration of India.

This measure, though only a preliminary one, seriously

alarmed and took by surprise the staunch adherents of the

East India Company. They were very confident, that the

embarrassments of a new Government, insecure in its tenure

of power, and struggling against a formidable and factious

opposition, would find the Derby administration enough work,
without any augmentation of its perplexities, by so serious

an enterprize as the revision of our Anglo-Indian administra-

tion. Sanguine, therefore, has been the tone of the letters to

India, that all was well in the citadel ;
and considerable has

been the exultation accordingly at the consolatory prospect that

the status quo was good for the next two-and-twenty years.

Suddenly these comfortable anticipations were over-clouded, and
the question of the future administration of India, instead of

being “ rudely shelved by the animosities of parties at home,”

is made an open question, and the Government pledging them-
selves to be guided by the reports of the committees, lay the

subject before the House of Lords for deliberate consideration,
“ by what means and by what instrumentality (remembering
* that this is no party—no political question—it is a question of
‘ empire) the great and important interests of that overwhelm-
c ing empire of India can best be promoted, and most steadily
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* advanced.” Thus spoke and pledged the head of the adminis-

tration; and although crumbs of comfort are sought in the evident

leaning of Lord Derby, the “ strong opinion,” which was implied,

but not developed, it was felt by the interested advocates for the

permanence of the existing state of affairs, that the point of

the wedge was in ;
that able and sturdy men were at hand

to impart cleaving blows, and that the probable results

scarce warranted the sanguine prospect hitherto entertained,

and sedulously disseminated in India, that the directorial mono-
poly of patronage and influence would outlive, for forty years,

the conclusion of the Company’s trade monopoly.

Lord Derby, on the subject of monopoly of patronage, spoke

apologetically for the Court of Directors. He seemed to feel

that it was a weak point, and labouring to place the matter
in as favorable a light as possible, he over-did it. Far be it

from us to hazard a surmise, as to the venerable and patriarchal

director, whom Lord Derby may have selected as the original

of his portrait ; it may have been any octogenarian whatsoever
of past or present times ; but, certainly, unless there was a

vein of sly, but subdued and dignified humour pervading his

remarks, the impression left upon the mind by the picture of his

Lordship’s drawing,—sons, nephews, and also grand-sons, group-
ed around the feet of a Leadenhall-street sage, who is holding

forth upon the good things of their land of promise, India,

—

is not precisely that at which the Premier’s harangue ostensibly

aimed. On the contrary, it was well calculated to bring
down upon his ideal patriarch the quotation that patronage,
like charity, “ will hardly water the ground where it must first

fill a pool,” and that in this case there must be filled not one
pool only, but thirty pools, before there could be an overflow of
patronage to be distributed among those who were deserving of
it, for the services they had rendered. Thirty pools, each of
that depth of sons, nephews and grand-sons, which, for some
reason or other, seems always to appertain to those who have
the precious liquid to dispense, undoubtedly swallow a
great deal of patronage; and Lord Ellenborough incontestably
had it all his own way when he quoted Bacon on so abstruse
a problem. We are not, however, going to repeat what
we said upon this subject in September last ; but we are
tempted to give instances, and those very striking ones, illustra-

tive of the powers of absorption of the pools in question, and as

a necessary result, glaring instances of the “ utter hopelessness
* of obtaining the least from the Directors for the benefit of their
* families,” by distinguished servants of the Company and of
Her Majesty, who, though the best years of their lives had

G 1
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been conspicuously devoted to India, had not the more pro-
fitable merit of belonging to one of the thirty pools. This sub-
ject, however, would be a trifle too personal ; and the observa-
tions it must elicit more caustic than might be agreeable : for

we should have to dissect the statement of Sir J. W. Hogg,
“that an inquiry which had been instituted, had shewn that out
‘ of 2,900 appointments, 1,100 were given to the sons of servants
* of the Company, 1,700 to the sons of the nobility, gentry, and
‘ professional men, and the rest were given, as they ought to be, to
‘ the sons of naval and military officers in the Queen’s service,
‘ and the largest proportion of all to the clergy.” This sort of

grouping goes with us for as much as it is worth, extremely
little; but Sir J. W. Hogg understands his craft, and he must
have laughed in his sleeve, at the simplicity of Sir R. Inglis’s

gratitude “ for his very valuable contribution of facts and
arguments.” Having no wish or intention to wound individuals,

we turn from the subject of the distribution of patronage, to a
consideration of some of the more general views which were
broached by Lords Derby and Ellenborough ; the former noble-

man with evident hesitation, and an avowed consciousness of

his comparative ignorance of the vast seas of enquiry on
which he was launching the House of Lords ; the latter Peer, on

the contrary, with a confidence and knowlege of detail charac-

teristic of the man, and of his admitted ability. We cannot,

perhaps, do better than make a few running comments upon the

Earl of Ellenborough’s notice of motion ; not foregoing, how-
ever, our intention of ultimately treating, in separate articles,

if necessary, the several heads noted at the conclusion of our

second article, viz., the home bi’anch of the Indian administra-

tion ; the Court of Directors; and the army, with its associated

departments.

Fictions, in the present day, whether judicial, or political,

do not meet with much respect ;
their day is pretty well over ;

and every fresh inroad upon the still extensive territory of

those two trusty allies, fiction and fallacy, is pretty sure

of success. The advocacy of avowed fiction has become a

forlorn hope, and he must be both a very bold and a very

dexterous pleader who fights under that banner. Now, the

boldness of the Premier was apparent enough ; but we think

his dexterity failed him entirely, when, after a tolerably

succinct review of the series of changes in the home branches

of the administration of India, he closed his retrospect with

the following candid summing-up :
—“ When looking thus

‘ to the working of this anomalous machine, conducted, in the

* first place, apparently, by Directors, elected by a body of
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* proprietors, who have little or no interest in the affairs of the

‘ country which the Directors are to govern ;—conducted
4 again by those Directors under the controul of the President of
4 the Board of Controul, and literally reduced to be, in fact, a sub-
4 ordinate Government Board,—the question naturally suggests
4

itself, to what purpose is it to continue this complex and
4 anomalous machinery ? Why not vest the nominal authority
4 in the same hands which are now possessed of the real ? and
4 why not altogether dispense with the unnecessary intervention
4 of the Board of Directors ?” This comes of defending a fiction

;

and the injportant question thus concisely and correctly put,

will be readily enough answered by the public. Simplify your

cumbrous and expensive machinery, which presents no advan-

tage, except the sinister one of eluding responsibility ; and

wipe off another legislative falsehood, another practical im-

position on the people. There was more of dexterity in the

leading article of the Times on this subject ; but, of course, less

of candour. The defence of fiction is necessarily disingenuous,

and that able journal could only escape a controversial dilemma,

by having recourse to transparent fallacies, and to the assumption

of that which is the main point at issue. After stating that 44 the
4 Government of India, by the agency of the EastTndia Com-
4 pany, is a fiction, inasmuch as the real authority is vested in
4 the Board of Controul, which can dictate unconditionally to
4 the Directors,”—it asks the question, 44 Why, then, should this
4 cumbrous machinery be retained ? and why should territorial
4 dominion be nominally lodged in a Court of Directors, when it
4

is actually exercised by a ministerial board?” To this most
rational question it proceeds to reply, by adroitly confounding the

essentially disconnected subjects of patronage and dominion,—of

the first appointment of writers and cadets in Leadenhall-street,

with the Government of India; and then concludes with doubting,

whether 44
it will prove desirable to disparage an authority which

4 we are forced to preserve, and which must needs be the visible
4 representative of British dominion in the East.” This mode
of reasoning is novel ; the very question at issue is, whether this

fiction of the Company’s rule, with all its acknowledged anoma-
lies, must needs continue, or conclude ; and because there is a
general willingness to leave the bone of contention, patronage,
which has nought to do with sovereignty, a good deal in the
hands of Directors, rather than wholly in those of the Crown,

—

to argue from this, that such initial patronage-holders must
remain the visible representatives of our Anglo-Indian Empire,
is to confound the administration of a mighty dominion with
the function of satisfying some thirty deep thirsty pools of sons,
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nephews, and grand-sons, to place the privilege of starting
in life some fourteen or fifteen young gentlemen, bearing the
honored name of their progenitor, upon the same footing as that
of bearing the responsibility, and the honor, of the cares of an
“ overwhelming Empire.” The Commissioners of Excise enjoy
some degree of patronage, so do various corporate bodies in

England
;
but we never heard it argued, that any of these

corporate bodies, in virtue of their patronage, must needs be the
visible representatives of British dominion. Argumentation
of this description may be all very passable as a jeu cCesprit,

but if meant for more, it certainly fails of effect. Sipgle-speech
Hamilton’s book of Parliamentary Logic is not now very fre-

quently to be met with, but Bentham!s Book of Fallacies is often

enough to be seen ; and among the amusing parts of that work,
the fallacies of confusion and fallacies of authority hold a high
place. The Premier seems to have devoted a good deal of atten-

tion to the latter, and to have appropriated what Bentham
designates the Chinese argument, glancing occasionally at an-

other section, in which the hobgoblin argument, or that ad
metum, figures

; but the leading journal, with greater tact, has

evidently been revelling in the former, taking care, however,
to blend the fallacies of confusion with no small spice of

those which belong to another department of this world-wide

subject, and which the great purist has designated vituperative

personalities, the fallacies ad odium. “ Of the fallacies belong-

ing to this class,” says Bentham, “ the common character is the
* endeavour to draw aside attention from the measure to the
* man ; and this in such sort, as, from the supposed imperfection
f on the part of the man, by whom a measure is supported or
* opposed, to cause a correspondent imperfection to be imputed to

‘ the measure so supported, or excellence to the measure so oppos-
‘ ed.” However exquisite the use made of this suggestive sentence,

we hold it entirely irrelevant to the matter in hand, whether
the impugner of Lord Derby’s laudatory remarks were influenc-

ed by love or hate of the East India Company ;
the question

with us is not whether the Earl of Ellenborough and the

Court of Directors have a brotherly affection for each other or

the reverse. Judging from the articles of the Times on Indian

affairs, it is clear that there is no love lost between the magnates
of Leadenhall-stneet and the man whom they are pleased to con-

sider as siding with the regal, against the corporate element of

Indian Government, and whom they seek to render obnoxious by
inculcating, that he is a partisan with the European army,
as against the Civil Service and the sepoys. These animosities

are nothing to the purpose ; and we venture to predict, that,
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ultimately, few thinkers will be cajoled by recourse to such well-

understood modes of diversion, but at last the simple question
will be, how does this very obnoxious individual grapple with
the monster fiction ? This is the question we propose to our-

selves to answer, and we leave the adjustment of the balance

of prejudice and hate, to those who have time and inclination

for the discussion. If it be true, that a fiction of law may be
defined, “ a wilful falsehood, having for its object the stealing of
* legislative power, by and for hands which could not, or durst
* not, openly claim it, and but for the delusion thus produced,
* could ngt exercise it,”—we affirm that a fiction of politics is

singularly analogous, and that the consequences of the delu-

sions it produces are practically far more noxious and objec-

tionable.

At the same time, we are willing to admit that the line of

argument adopted by the leading journal, was for the time re-

markably successful. Mr. Herries, when moving for a com-
mittee in the House of Commons, threw off the reserve which
the Premier had deemed it expedient to observe ; instead of

merely adumbrating his favorable opinion of the existing

machinery of the Home Government, he spoke with more con-

fidence than Lord Derby, and concluded his laudatory exposi-

tion of the working of the existing system, by deferring, indeed,

to the wisdom of Parliament to adopt any new mode of ma-
naging the affairs of India, which it might please to approve,

though, at the same time, “ he contended that the present was
the best.” With the exception of Mr. Anstey, others took up
this key-note, with more or less of reserve, according to the

party to which they chanced to belong, and the possibility of

the question becoming, at a future day, somewhat of a
party question. But our friend, Mr. Hume, made out the

ryots extremely comfortable on the whole ! the Court of

Directors impeccable save on the score of irrigation and road-

making ; made an auto-da-fe of the Board of Controul ; and
proposed as a panacea for the maladies of India, free Trade,

and that the Court of Directors should be the Council of

the minister of the day ! This display of the “ wisdom of

Parliament,” proved somewhat consolatory to the alarmed
dependents of Leadenhall-street ; but the Times, rather more
astute than its followers, and feeling the dangerous weakness
of the cause, when it came before the public in such guise; one

in which the public might chance to perceive no great difference

of opinion between an Indian Council, as proposed in the Upper
House, and the burkingof the Board of Controul as proposed by

Mr. Hume, with the view ofrendering the Court of Directors the
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Council, adopted the very extraordinary line of argument which,
in order that we may not be said to misrepresent, we give in

extenso, for the editorial is admirably penned, and its only fault

is, that truth is misapplied :

—

“ The vast questions involved in the debate on Indian affairs were treat-

ed by the speakers in the House of Commons, on Monday evening, with
more than usual earnestness, and by the House itself with its ordinary in-

attention to remote dependencies. Any one unacquainted with the manner
in which business is got through in the House of Commons, would find

it impossible to believe, that during a discussion involving the destiny of

one hundred and fifty millions of people, whom Providence has committed
to our care, it was several times difficult to keep together the forty members
required to form a quorum. There was nothing about beei^or highway
rates, to interest the country gentlemen ; no question of taxes or tariffs to

arouse the zeal of the man of commerce ; free-trader and protectionist

found no ground for contest in the affairs of a Company whose exclusive
privileges have long been cancelled ; the debate was only as to the
affairs of an Empire as large as Europe, and five times more populous
than the British Islands, for whose welfare we are responsible before

God and man. It is sad to think how little sympathy the chequered
annals of the East have raised, either in the minds of our leading statesmen,

or of the great body of our legislators, from the time when Burke almost
schooled himself to feel as a Hindu, in his intense desire to present to Par-

liament and the country, a true and lively picture of Indian manners and
sufferings.

And yet we cannot imagine a study more fruitful in lessons of weighty
and practical experience, and more rich in important results, than a care-

ful consideration of the principles which ought to regulate the relations

between us as a governing state, and this vast and dependent empire. Shall

the Government be vested, like that of our Colonies, in a minister respon-

sible to Parliament for patronage and administration?— shall the Government
be more localized than it is, and less interfered with from home ?—or shall we
adhere to the present system, anomalous, apparently provisional in its

character, but possessing on its side, the testimony of experience, and the

advantage of having been practically worked, and thoroughly understood ?

Without pretending to solve this weighty problem, we may, without
temerity, adduce some considerations which may tend to assist others in its

solution.

In the first place, we may learn from the scanty attendance on Monday
night, how impossible it is that any minister, to whom the affairs of India
may be committed, should ever act under a really efficient Parliamentary
responsibility. India is proverbially the dinner bell of the House. The
minister will never seriously dread his responsibility, because he is well aware
that complaints against him will always be made before thin, and inattentive

audiences. The House will not understand the accusation or listen to the

defence. It is not every century which produces a Burke ; and yet even
his genius and devotion were unable to prevent the prosecution of an Indi-

an delinquent from languishing, and dying out. The case of our Colonies

ought to teach us this. Inhabited by people of our own race, speaking our
own language, connected by blood and affinity with many of ourselves, and
possessing our national impatience of arbitrary and centralized power, the

Colonists have never been able to interest Parliament in their behalf, suffi-

ciently to make the Colonial minister feel the weight of a real responsibility.

How then shall Asiatics, aliens in race, in language, and in institutions.
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and ignorant of, and uDable to comprehend, our Parliamentary system, create

for themselves that sympathy, and for their minister that consequent respon-

sibility, which persons, iu every way so much more favorably situated, have
failed to obtain ? The condition then, of governing India more entirely

from home, would be irresponsible administration and patronage, the

appointment of incompetent servants, and the adoption of ill-considered

measures. The Colonies, up to a certain point, may be mis-governed with
impunity, but in India we cau neither afford to act with rashness, nor to

persist with pertinacity. The stake is too great, the game too hazardous, the

consequences of failure too disastrous, to permit of our handing over our
Indian Empire to irresponsible caprice and ignorance.

In the Colonies every one sees the remedy for such a state of things.

That responsibility which is sought in vain within the British Parliament,

is easily fouiM within the walls of Colonial assemblies. Make but the Go-
vernment responsible to the Colonist, and its principal evil is remedied. But
this analogy entirely fails when applied to India. Mr. Anstey does indeed
say that two establishments, one in Cannon Row, and one in Leadenhall-
street, are kept up to do that which the people of India can do better for

themselves; but there will be vei-y few found to echo an opinion so mani-
festly at variance with the teachings of experience. We cannot look to

self-government as a remedy for the difficulties of Indian Government,
because that Government is established over a race, which from the times
of their heroes and demi gods, never dreamt of any rule except that of an
absolute Monarch. Nor can we trust very much to native aid in directing

the higher functions of administration. The extraordinary code of morals,

which most Hindus possess, and which teaches them to consider forgery

and perjury among the most venial of offences, renders it quite necessary
to place our reliance on something more trust-worthy than native purity or

integrity.

It seems from this review, that wo are driven to look for good Govern-
ment for India, from sources quite different from those on which we rely in

regulating the affairs of the British Islands or their Colonies. An Indian
Government, responsible to the natives,is impossible,from their incapacity for

self-reliance and union, and to Parliament from its ignorance and apathy
on all but domestic questions. We must then be content, from necessity,

to suffer our noble eastern empire to be ruled on principles which we would
neither tolerate as applied to ourselves, nor wish, if it were avoidable, to

apply to others. There is no help for it. We may alter names and forms.

We may substitute an Indian council for a Board of Directors, and the
name of Queen Victoria for that of the Honorable Company. But still the
result will be, that whereas in this country Government is guided by public

opinion, in India its course must be directed by the personal character of

those to whom it is entrusted, and by the amount of their local knowledge
and experience.

The main problem then of Indian Government seems to be to select

persons for the office of administering its different functions, possessed of
the integrity, ability, and humanity, requisite to counteract the vices of a
system of necessarily imperfect responsibility. It may be doubted whether
this can be better effected than by the present plan, under which a depart-

ment of the Government, and a number of gentlemen possessing local

experience, act and re act upon each other, so that each in some degree
checks and controls the other’s motions. This is a fit subject for inquiry
and discussion

;
and any suggestion, which may have the effect of elevating

the character of the Board of Directors, by relieving them from the neces
sity of a laborious and humiliating canvass, or which could secure a better
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disposal of the patronage, would be of the greatest practical benefit. Possi-
bly, also, a system might be devised, by which the recent precedent of
making writersliips the rewards of superior merits, might be extended. At
any rate, we trust that the time of the committee will not be wasted in

speculations how to impart to our Indian Government an excellence which
the nature of things forbids it to possess, but rather in the consideration
how to train and appoint executive officers possessed in the highest possible

degree of those qualities which are required for the direction of a semi-
civilized empire. It is, after all, not so much by force of arms, as by
superior intelligence and high character, that we govern and retain India,

and the best reforms will be those which elevate that intelligence, and
exalt that character, to the highest possible standard.

Now reduce this argument to its simple terms, an^t amounts
to this, that because India is the dinner-bell of the House of

Commons, and under existing circumstances, from the pre-

sent difficulty of fixing responsibility on any one, the respon-

sibility of the President of the Board of Control to Parlia-

ment is shadowy, therefore, no attempt is to be made, by sim-

plifying that complex machinery, which is a main cause of the

evasion of responsibility and of the indifference of the houses,

to mitigate an evil which all deplore, and which evidently cannot

be remedied otherwise. The question is not that of govern-

ing India more entirely from home than at present. That is

not practicable, and no one wishes it ; but the real question is,

whether the present wholly irresponsible, and avowedly anoma-
lous administration can, by being simplified, be rendered prac-

tically responsible to Parliament, and freed from those funda-

mental errors of constitution, which render the defecation of

the local administration of India virtually impossible. This is

the main problem ; and the matters advanced by the leading

journal as the fit subjects for consideration by the Committees,

are, however important some of them may be, quite of seconda-

ry and ancillary importance. Moreover, they are involved in the

decision of the main problem as natural consequences of real,

instead of purely fictitious responsibility.

Throughout the debate in the Lower House, there was a con-

stant reference, mentally, if not verbally, to the following notice;

all more or less spoke at it. Although differing in some essen-

tial points from the propositions contained in this motion, the

fact of its thus influencing the debate, renders a comment upon
its provisions advisable.

The notice is as follows:

—

The Earl of Ellenborough. To move that it is expedient to amend the

laws relating to the administration of Indian affairs as follows:

—

1. That from and after the 30th day of April, 1854, the connexion be-

tween the East India Company and the Government of India do cease and

determine.
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2. That provision be made for the due transmission from India of the

requisite funds to meet the dividends on East India stock, and the interest

on East India bonds, and for the payment of such dividends and interest

at the Bank of England on the usual days,

3. That the powers now vested in the Commissioners for affairs of India,

and in the Directors of the East India Company, in regard to the Govern-

ment of India, be transferred respectively to a President of the Indian Council

appointed hy the Crown, and to the members of the Indian Council elected

as hereinafter mentioned.
4. That the persons qualified to vote at the election of Directors of the

East India Company, and all such persons as shall have actually served ten

years iu India, as Judges in the Supreme Courts, or as Bishops, or in the

discharge of an ecclesiastical function, or in any civil employment under
the Government of India, or as commissioned officers of the Royal, or of

the native army, or of the Indian navy, shall be entitled to vote at tbe

election of members of the Indian Council
;
provided that no vote at any

such election shall be given by proxy, and that no person shall have more
than one vote, and that every person claiming to vote shall have been duly

registered as a voter thirty days before the election.

5. That the Indian Council shall consist of twelve Members, elected

for five years, and re-eligible ; and that nine of such Members shall be
persons qualified to vote at the election of such Council, by reason of actual

service in India.

6. That the President of the Indian Council shall have control over

all payments made from the Home treasury.

7. That an Auditor of Indian accounts be appointed by tbe Crown.
8. That one-fourth of all cadetships and writerships be sold at a fixed

price ; the cadetships at the discretion of the Commander-in-Chief of
Her Majesty’s forces, and the writerships at the discretion of the President
of the Indian Council.

9. That the Commander-in Chief of the army in India, and of the native
army of each Presidency, shall be appointed by the Crown, and that
such Commander-in-Chief shall be ex-officio a Member of Council at tho
Presidency whereof he shall command the army.

10. That the Crown shall, from time to time, fix the number of tbe
Royal troops it may be deemed expedient to employ in India, and,
that the whole charge of all such Royal troops shall be borne by the
revenue of India.

11. That the appointments of Members of tbe Council of India, and
of the Councils of the several Presidencies, be subject to approval by the
Crown.

12. That the Crown alone shall have the power of removing from office

the Governor-General, and the Governors of the several Presidencies, and
the Members of the Council of India, and of the several other Councils .

13. That one Member to be selected from the Presidency of Madras,
and one Member to be selected from the Presidency of Bombay, shall be
added to the Council of India.

14. That provisions be made for defining the respective powers of the
Governor-General and of the Council of India, when the Governor-General
shall deem it expedient to be absent from the Council.

15. That provision be made for removing all doubt as to the power
of the Governor-General to over-rule the Council whenever he may deem
it expedient.

16. That all appointments in India be made by the Governor General
and the Governors of the several Presidencies ; and that the Indian Coun-

II 1
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cil shall have power to cancel any appointment, and to direct the re-ap-

pointment of any person removed without sufficient cause.

17 That the Governor-General and the Govei-nors of the several

Presidencies shall have the power of * appointing military officers to

situations in the Civil Service ; but the special grounds of any such
appointment shall in each case be recorded, and forthwith reported to the
Indian Council ; and at the expiration of one year, every officer holding such
appointment, shall be deemed to have retired from the military service.

18. That the provisional appointment of a Governor-General be
deposited with the Council of India in a sealed packet, to be opened
only in the event of death, resignation or departure of the Governor-
General, with the intention of leaving India.

19. That all orders addressed to India be signed by the President of the
Indian Council ; and that the Government of India be conducted in the
name of the Crown.

There cannot be a doubt upon the mind of any impartial

person, that the tendency of the 1st, 2nd, 3rd, 5th, 6th, and 7th
sections of this notice are eminently calculated to annihilate com-
plexity, and to simplify the Home Branch of the administration

of Indian affairs ; to substitute responsibilty for irresponsibility,

economy for profuseness ; and to secure all advantages of the

present system, without its manifold disadvantages, contradic-

tions, and baffling involutions. In lieu of two Indian councils,

in which the one paramount and controlling authority was
always so composed, as to have not a soul in it practically

acquainted with India, whilst the other, entirely subordinate,

and only by fiction governing, was composed of sea captains,

London bankers, and men of antiquated connection with

India, these sections substitute one Indian Council, the

President of which, as a member of the ministry, must
necessarily be directly responsible to Parliament, whilst the

members of that Council, by its very constitution, must, in

great part, be men experienced in Indian affairs
;
and their

tenure of office not being permanent but subject to a real,

and not a nominal re-election after five years of incumbency,
there would be a strong stimulus to exertion and to effi-

ciency. Every member would feel that the Council need
not suffer under the incubus of a useless or ignorant man,
beyond the period of the next election

;
whilst glaring cases

of an intolerable nature would be open to remedy, under the

provisions of the twelfth section, which lodges the power of

removal in the Crown, and thus renders the members of the

Council, as well as its President, directly responsible to the

Parliament of Great Britain. This would be a great point

gained, and one which last year was, in this journal, marked
out as of primary importance.

On the score of economy, not a doubt can be entertained of
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the value of substituting one complete and efficient establish-

ment, for two neither complete nor efficient, but very costly

;

that in Leadenhall-street being notoriously extravagant, and
alone amounting to upwards of £132,000 per annum, in salaries

to Directors (£7,558,) to secretaries and clerks (£95,572) and
contingent expenses (£28,972). Were its influence in originat-

ing extra and unnecessary expense, traced through every depart-

ment, and the burthen of pensions to home servants also

estimated, we should be found far under the mark in considering

that the substitution of one well-organized Council, and its

establishment, for the two inefficient ones now existing, would
produce a saving to India of at least £150,000 per annum.
This sum, added to that which we before estimated as easily to

be reti*enched from expenditure in India without detriment to

the efficiency of administration, viz., £250,000 per annum,
would give a total on the lowest calculation of £400,000 per

annum saved to the State, and which we should rejoice to

find devoted in equal portions to education, and to great

public works in India.

The advantages from such a simplification of the Home Branch,
would not be limited to a real, instead of nominal responsibility,

—nor to an economy favorable to the public purse, and not muti-
lating real efficiency of administration ;—but they would extend
farther, and be of a higher order. Fictions cannotbe worked with-

out additional fictions; and they, invariably, entail questionable,

if not dishonest evasions. Thus all the Acts of'Parliament may be
searched in vain for authority,sanctioning the system of unofficial

communications, styled “ previous communications.” These are

an expedient for avoiding constant collision between the India

Board and the India House ; but it is an expedient, destructive

of the responsibility of either of these Boards, for it has the

effect of blending and commingling the action and reaction of

both upon any question in such a manner, that it becomes the

interest of both, if it be sought to ventilate a subject by
inquiry, to mistify the public as much as possible. However
divergent the opinions of the respective Boards may originally

have been, they lose, in the course of these unofficial previous

communications, their individuality : and it would often be
extremely difficult to dissect the ultimate official dispatch, and
to push home responsibility to its proper quarter. Hence the

battledore and shuttle-cock game, in which these two Boards
excel before the Houses of Parliament, except when on an old,

and from elapsed time, a pretty safe subject, a Ilobhouse

chooses to avow, that he alone did it, i. e., lit the Affghan war.

All this is bad ; utterly defeats responsibility ;
arrays two
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organized Boards against the public and on the side of mystery ;

and drives a coach and four through the proyisions of an Act
of Parliament, which sought to render each Board, both the
controlling and the subordinate, clearly responsible for its

own opinions, instead of inviting them to confederate for the

concealment of their several views, and thus to shun individual

responsibility. Section XXX. Cap. 85 of 3 and 4, Win. IV., au-
thorizes nothing but official and recorded communications, whilst

Section XXXII. and XXXIII. confirm this view, by the provi-

sions they make in cases where representations have to be made
by the Directors upon the orders of the Board. The act evident-

ly never contemplated such an evasion of its intentions as that

to which wre have adverted, and which is contrary to its whole
spirit and purpose. The proposed Indian Council would have
no need for any such questionable, if not positively illegal

shifts.

Though the modification now proposed, be thus in general

harmony with the views before expressed in this Review, some
of the details, as concisely stated in the notice, appear to need
revision or further explanation. Thus the nineteen sections of

this motion leave it uncertain whether members of the Court of

Directors are, or are not, to be eligible to the Council of India.

Now this is an omission of very grave moment,for if Directors are

eligible to the Council of India, the whole scheme is vitiated,

and that separation between the chief dispensers of nominations

to the services, civil and military, in India, and those charged

with the control of Indian affairs,—a separation of distinct

functions, which is essential to the future good government
of India,—will not practically exist. Patronage will give the

Directors a monopoly of the nine seats in Council, and that

body will thus become far more mischievously influential than

at present, from enjoying a permanent majority in a Council

of greater direct weight and dignity, than is the subordinate

Board, now called the Secret Committee. This we regard as

an omission calculated to increase vastly the difficulty of

carrying out measures of economical and ministerial improve-

ment in India
; and as one so quick-sighted as the recorder

of this motion, was not likely to have over-looked the point, we
can only suppose that he considered the first section effectually

to prescribe against any Director being of the Indian Council.

But this the wording does not seem to bear out ; as though

the connexion between the East India Company, in its cor-

porate capacity, and the Government of India, should cease

and determine by its provision on the 30th April, 1854, yet,

there is nothing to prevent a Director of that Company, in his
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private capacity, canvassing for a seat in the Indian Council,

unless it be clearly stated that they are disqualified by the fact of

being Directors of the East India Company, which is not done.

Either Lord Ellenborough is no enemy, or his enmity was asleep

when he recorded this motion, without a distinct disqualification

of the patronage-dispensers from a seat in Council. We do not
observe that in the notice, or in the speech in the House of

Lords, the Directors of the East India Company are to be re-

duced in numbers to twelve; but if this were the case, the greater

increase of patronage, and therefore of influence, which such
a modification would yield to the lucky twelve, would render
the seat of eight or nine of them in Council pretty certain, if not
of the whole round dozen. The proposition under this aspect vir-

tually coincides with that of Mr. Hume. To the constituency, to

whom the election of members of the Council of India is, by sec-

tion 4, proposed to jbe entrusted, we have little objection to offer,

except that it might, in these days of rapid communication with
India, be extended with marked advantage to such persons, whe-
ther in the services orout of it, as are possessed of a certain amount
of Company’s Paper. None are more interested in the stability

of the Indian Government, and the proper administration

of its affairs, than those whose incomes depend on the state of

its public funds
; and fixing this money qualification at a good

high figure, say Us. 50,000, held at least two years by the voter

at the time of registry, the number of voters on this qualifica-

tion could never over-bear those qualified to vote on other
grounds. This portion of the constituency, and this alone,

should be permitted to have more votes than one to each
voter, and to vote by proxy, under carefully prepared rules.

The suggestion is made with reference to a variety of

considerations. Among them may be stated that it would, in

a thoroughly safe manner, give the wealthy natives of India an
indirect voice in Indian affairs

;
would encourage them to place

confidence in the public funds, and facilitate Government
transactions, whilst, at the same time, it would give a higher

value to Government Securities, than they could, in any other

manner, attain. We are convinced that were a vote attached

to each £5,000 of Government Securities in a man’s possession,

not only would Government Paper be in greater request

among the rich and influential natives of India, but also British

capital would find its way much more freely to India than at

present. As the Government has guaranteed a certain profit

upon the capital embarked in Rail Roads for India, the rule

might be extended to all proprietors of stock of that description,

upon which £5,000 had been bond fide paid up
;
and, as in
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Government Securities, every additional £5,000 paid up should
vest the holder of the stock with an additional vote. Such an ad-
dition to the provisions of section 4 would work well for India

;

it would afford to those most interested in its peace and welfare,

a voice, though an indirect one, in the controlling Council, and
it would encourage the flow of British Capital to India, and in

some degree make amends for annual drain on account of East
India Stock and Bonds. The noble Lord, who proposed section

4, and who, at the close of his administration, left the 4 per cent.

Government Securities nearly at pai’, a phenomenon not since

witnessed, would surely not oppose ' a modification calculated

to benefit India, and to facilitate the financial transactions of its

Government ; it might even possibly re-produce the wonder
of the 4 per cents, being some day again nearly at par.

However just his remarks may have been, as to the proprie-

tors of India Stock representing nothing but their £1,000 of

stock,—and that of 1,800 such, not above one-sixth of the whole
were really connected with India,—these remarks could not
apply to the holders of £5,000 of Indian Government Securities,

or of £5,000 paid-up capital in Rail Roads. Rich, well-informed

natives, public servants of considerable service and steady

economy, and English capitalists engaged in developing the

capabilities of India on her own soil, would form the classes

enjoying the money qualifications; and these are the classes

whose influence could not but prove advantageous to India.

Such a step would be a safe advance towards the gradual

admission of the natives of India to the benefits of self-govern-

ment
;
a step in the right direction, that is, by the enlistment

of those whose wealth and general intelligence led them to

appreciate the privilege of co-operation with the Anglo-
Indian community, in the selection of fit instruments for

the Indian Council. We are aware that difficulties of a

minor character may be raised against such an extension

of the suffrage to India ; but as before observed, in these

days of rapid steam communication, such difficulties may be

easily surmounted.
The tendencies of the age being decidedly democratic, the

fears of Crown influence, in matters of patronage, are an anti-

quated bug-bear. The Crown needs all the adventitious strength

that can be given to it,and thoughwe before advanced our reasons

for preferring that the bulk of the initial patronage to Indian ap-

pointments, should remain in the hands of a Court of Directors,

it was on no anachronistic jealousy of Court influence. We see

no valid objection to section 8, therefore
;
on the contrary, the

promise of real advantage, both to the civil and the military
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services of India. Three-fourths of the patronage remaining

in the hands of the Court of Directors, the other fourth may
be conceded to the President of the Indian Council, and Her
Majesty’s Commauder-in-Chief, that is, to the people of

England in general. Our quarrel with the motion would be,

that it leaves the present constitution of the Court of Directors

almost intact: the basis of their election in no way expanded;
and, therefore, that the flow of patronage would still hold on in

its old channels. Section 17 should have contained provisions,

by which a Governor-General, and Governors of the several

Presidencies, would have been vested with the power, not

only of appointing military officers to situations in the Civil

Service, but also of making use of the services of un-
covenanted residents in India, qualified by their attain-

ments, their previous employment in subordinate lines of the

service, and a certain period of actual residence. Section 17

appears too to err in proposing, that at the expiration of one
year, every military officer appointed to a civil situation, shall

be deemed to have retired from the military service; for if

intended as a period of probation, one year is too short a time;

and moreover we wholly doubt the policy in India, of divesting

Government of the option of calling, when requisite, for the

services of men whose civil training and occupations, superadd-
ed to previous experience in the military department, have
given them a thorough insight into the character and habits of

every class of our native subjects. Such officers, instead of

being struck off the roll of the Army, should be retained as at

present on the list of their corps, and should, though regarded
as supernumeraries, rise in their grades, and thus always remain
available in case of emergency for active service. Whatever
Martinets may say or think, such men often prove the best

officers on service. They need not be called upon, however,
except in cases of emergency. The anomaly of some corps

having more officers on their list than others, in consequence of
having a greater number of supernumeraries on civil employ-
ment, would be no detriment

; as the promotion would be regu-
lated by that of the officers with the corps and on military

staff employment, the rise of a supernumerary being dependent
on the promotion of the officer below him in the regimental
list.

To section 9 we have no other objection to make, except
that separate Councils at the Presidencies, being wholly unne-
cessary, only the Commander-in-Chief of the army in India
should, ex-officio, be a Member of the Council of India

;
the

Commanders of the forces at the minor Presidencies should have
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a subordinate designation, and should be regarded as the Lieu-
tenants of the Commander-in-Chief. Section 10 is undeniably
reasonable, for no apprehensions need be entertained, that any
administration will ever keep one European soldier in India,

more than is absolutely necessary. From the multifarious calls

of our wide-spread Colonial Empire, and the smallness of the

Royal army, the fear is, that the European troops will always
be too few.

Sections 1 1 and 1 2 are both absolutely essential for the good
government of India, and are in exact accordance with
the view formerly expressed in No. XXXI. of this

view.

The same remark applies to section 13. But we entirely

differ from the purport of section 14, maintaining that the

only provision upon this subject should be to cancel sections 69
and 70 of the 3 and 4 Wm. IV., Cap. 85, and to establish by
Act of Parliament, that the Governor-General of India, where-
ever he may proceed, must be accompanied by the Council of

India. On some pretence or other, it is always voted expedient

by a Governor-General, to be quit of his Council; and nothing

but a positive prohibition will prevent this most pernicious

custom ;—one, too, for which there is the less excuse, as the

Governor-General can, in questions involving the safety,

tranquillity, or interests of the British possessions in India, or

any part of them, whenever he may deem it expedient, over-

rule the Council, and act upon his own sole responsibility.

Although we are aware of no reasonable doubts that can be
raised as to the distinctness with which such exercise of his

discretion is, on momentous questions, by existing acts fully

vested in the Governor-General,—yet, if the acumen of lawyers

has entertained doubts upon a point so clearly in our opinion

foreseen and provided for, let the matter, by all means, be placed

beyond cavil, and the provision called for in section 15 be incon-

trovertibly established; but never sanction, directly or indirectly,

an expedient by which the Governor-General can act indepen-

dently of his Council by being absent from it, and thus perhaps

virtually over-rule that body without there being anything to

show that he has done so, and therefore with far less of per-

sonal responsibility for his acts. Indeed, if a Governor-General
is to be permitted to shelve his Council whenever the humour
takes him, it is a farce to talk of rendering the members of the

Council of India responsible to the Crown ; and the cost of this

expensive, but then useless piece of the administrative machi-
nery, had far better be saved to the Exchequer.
We have no objection to offer to sections 16, 18, and 19.
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The object in view in this article was circumscribed to" a ge-

neral and an impartial glance at the speeches and notice with

which the discussion of the East India Charter opened in the

Houses of Lords and Commons. It will have been seen that we
coincide neither with Lord Derby nor Lord Ellenborough, though

we consider the recorded motion of the latter to have higher merit

than the habit of indiscriminate vituperation is likely to concede

to the suggestions of one who is regarded by all under directorial

influence, much in the light that Luther must have regarded the

devil when he flung his inkstand at him. The contents of many
an ink bottle have been hurled at this “ Arch-felon” who

“ In contempt,

At one slight bound high overleaps all bound
Of hill or highest wall, and sheer within

Lights on his feet

but we reserve our own “ patent Mordan,” with its sharp corners,

until we see whether or not a section 20 be added to the no-

tice, utterly disqualifying the patronage-dispensing body, the

East India Directors, from having a seat in the Indian Council.

Formerly we laid down the axiom, that in order to secure a
sound, wholesome, improveable administration for India, the

independence of governors from the control of the dispensers

of initial patronage is absolutely indispensable. As the pro-

posed Indian Council would have to exercise this supervision,

whatever the advantages it offers in simplicity, economy, res-

ponsibility, and ease and rapidity of business, all will be vitiated,

so far as the welfare of the Indian administration is concerned,
if this fundamental axiom be lost sight of

;
and therefore, unless

all possible doubt on this head were removed by a distinct dis-

qualification, we must regard Lord Ellenborough as the very
best friend the Court of Directors have, and as insidiously

working to invest them with a certain majority in the Indian
Council, and thus doing his utmost to enhance, secure, and per-

petuate their direct and indirect control over every thread of
the administration. This point must be prominently dwelt
upon, for it is clear that among the unprejudiced and thoughtful
Lord Ellenborough’s speeches have made no transient impres-
sion. That able journal, the Spectator, by no means partial to

the man, writes :—“ The subject of India, which engaged the
* attention of the Lords at the close of last week, has been
‘ twice again pressed upon them by Lord Ellenborough. It was
‘

felt last week that Lord Derby, in the explanatory speech,
‘ with which he prefaced his motion for a committee on Indian
‘ affairs, was not equal to himself, even as an orator. He ap-
' peared like one who had been crammed in haste for the occa-

i 1
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‘ sion, but had not fully comprehended the lesson he repeated by
‘ rote. Lord Ellenborough, on the contrary, spoke with the
* weight of observation, practical experience, and matured re-
‘

flexion. Allowance being made for the exaggeration of his ama-
* teur military tastes, theview he took of the condition and wants
* of our Indian empire was sound and comprehensive. His com-
* ments this week on the war with Ava, and the abuses of the
* Indian press, heightenedand confirmed the favorable impression
f he had made. He placed, in a clear light, the rashness with
‘ which a quarrel with the Burmese Court had been precipitated';
‘ the unseasonable time at which warlike operations have been
* commenced ; and our imminent danger of being led by the war
‘ into cumbrous and embarrassing territorial acquisitions. His
* remarks on the Indian press were not less pertinent. That
‘ press is too much in the hands of officials, and the reckless
* manner in which secret minutes, and despatches of the utmost
* importance, are published, has, on several occasions, been highly
* detrimental to the public service.” Private communications

from a variety of quarters corroborate the fact of the deep im-

pression made by that nobleman’s remarks
; and if further proof

were needed, none could be more convincing than the whole

tone of the debate in the House of Commons on Mr. Herries’s

motion for a committee. The speakers, whether movers, sup-

porters, or opponents—a Herries, a Hogg, an Inglis, or an An-
stey—all alike spoke at the observations and the notice of the

Earl of Ellenborough. We cannot, therefore, be too careful in

dissecting that nobleman’s propositions, and in making sure that,

under a hostile guise, the principle of corrupt and sinister in-

fluence, antagonistic to all real improvement, and which ought to

be expelled from the system, be not, on the contrary, strength-

ened and preserved, instead of being eradicated for ever. If this

fundamental error be maintained, the tinkering in both Houses
will be waste labor, and sorry botchwork the inevitable result.

The existing internal administration of India is as far from

altogether meriting the black in which the Spectator arrays

it, as it is from deserving the couleur de rose with which

Mr. Campbell would clothe it. Whatever the proportion

of evil, much or little, we defy a Governor-General, or Govern-

ors, really to cope with the evil, and in any practical degree

to remedy it, so long as they are under the thumbs of the

four-and-twenty or thirty gentlemen, whose sons, nephews, and

grand-sons form the administrative machinery. This is the one

plague spot which needs the knife, otherwise you gangrene the

whole corporate system ;
unless that be cut out, away with the

flimsy twaddle “ of elevating the character of the Board of
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* Directors, by relieving them from the necessity of a laborious
‘ and humiliating canvass it is like telling a man writhing with
spasmodic cholera to curl his hair by way of a remedy.
Many most important subjects, which must press themselves

upon the attention of the committees, as eminently connected
with the future welfare of India, are untouched by the notice on
which we have been loosely commenting. The motion in ques-
tion is a mere skeleton of a modified administrative organiza-

tion, and does not aim at giving more than the main features

of such a scheme. All-important as the primary wheels of a

Government may be, and essential as the true free-working of

the parts of its mechanism undoubtedly is, still, after all, you
have only secured an engine, and how and to what purposes
the engine’s power is to be applied is, to the full, as momentous
a question as its fabrication. But for this ill-timed Burmese
war, the committees might have been congratulated on the op-
portunity, which peace and the acquisition of our natural fron-

tiers afforded for contemplating India, not as an empire to be
won, for that is fulfilled, but as an empire won and to be kept,—
vast indeed, but compact, and the theatre on which the civili-

zation, the arts, the knowledge, the religions of the East and
West being in hourly contact, must henceforth struggle for as-

cendancy. The war of material force being over, that of opi-

nions and of mind remains to be fought out, and is necessarily

unavoidable. Narrowing the view to the empire of force which
is won, are we to ignore the empire of the moral, the social, the

religious, which is not won, but which must be won if our rule

is really to benefit the millions of India ? Or are the great

ends of Government of this noble empire circumscribed to the

comparatively paltry consideration, whether the thirty pools, to

which allusion has already been made, be filled to overflowing

or not ? There are indications that some members of the com-
mittees will take a more comprehensive view of the great sub-

ject before them.

The religious aspect of the question cannot be limited to a
recapitulation^ the increase of bishops and chaplains. When
you have stated that there are three bishops, 130 English

and six Scotch chaplains* you present a very inadequate

idea of a single phase of this momentous subject. We admit
the great value of the labors of the chaplains of the Churches of

England and of Scotland, among the Europeans in India.

The effect and influence of the example of the European com-
munity upon the natives of India cannot be over-estimated ;

and though we concur to some extent in what Buxton wrote to

the Bishop of Calcutta:—“ I am far more of a Quaker than you
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* are as to these Indian wars. I know every one of them may be
* called defensive, but the principles and root of all are aggres-
c sion and conquest. I cannot conceive how our missions are
‘ ever to prevail against the arguments of our cannon. Six
‘ thousand Heathen slain at Gwalior are a terrible set-off against
‘ our converts yet we have no hesitation in asserting that

the peace-conduct of the European community is a far greater
bar to the success of Missionary labours than the heroism of

our troops on the field of battle. Equivocal as the causes of

our present Burmese war may be, the slaughter in the stock-

ades committed by our shot and shell, will not produce so violent

an anti-missionary spirit among the Burmese, as would the rise

of a Calcutta, or a Bombay at Rangoon, or, which is more pro-

bable, the transfer of a Moulmein thither. Incalculably im-
portant in a Missionary point of view is the bearing and con-
duct of the European in India; and hence the chaplains may be
designated not only the allies but the fellow-labourers of the

Missionary. How are they selected? With or without refer-

ence to the infinitely important consequences which must result

from inefficiency, lukewarmness, and the neglect of their ever
changing flocks? Are their appointments merely a question of

directorial patronage, or of earnest endeavour to secure the class

of men alone fit for such a field ?

Ancillary to the regular ministry of the Churches of England
and Scotland, is the consideration of the provision for the Chris-

tian education of a very large class, to whom it will not, for an
instant, be by any one pretended that the Anglo-Indian Govern-
ment scheme of public education for natives is applicable. What
is the provision for the moral and religious training and education

of the children of our British soldiery? At best, utterly

inadequate; and where, as in the European artillery, com-
panies are detached, there is no provision at all. But large as

this class of children is, there is a still larger one which is desig-

nated Christian, and which is to the full as much neglected,

except at Agra or the Presidencies. The Eurasian clerks in

our offices, civil and military, men worked from morning to

night, and enjoying small leisure for the instruction of their

own families, how are their children taught and trained ? What
sort of credit do they bring on the Christian name ? How is

this field occupied ? Yet really this class has souls, and standing

on intermediate ground between the European and the native

races, their conduct and example as Christians being under per-

manent review and comparison, has no slight influence both on

Hindus and Mussulmans in imparting notions of the value of

Christianity.
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No one will argue, that these are fields on which Government
may not, with propriety, encourage religious and useful education.

No one will be bold enough—coward enough would be a more
appropriate epithet—to reason that a Christian Government
should here be ashamed of its religion and suppress it. Why
not then devote the £200,000 per annum, which may be assign-

ed, as has been shown, to education, to the various Protestant

Missionary bodies, who will undertake to open schools under
competent teachers, wherever our European soldiery are station-

ed, which also are usually the points where the Eurasian chil-

dren are most abundant ? In a lump the sum may look large,

but divide it among the stations of the Bengal, the Madras,
and the Bombay Army, with their European outposts, and then
it will dwindle into a moderate provision for so urgent a want.

We write advisedly, the various Protestant Missionary bodies ;

because whatever denominations have struck root in any neigh-

bourhood, be they Church of England, of Scotland, or of

America, Episcopalian, Presbyterian, Baptist, or Wesleyan,
let them, if willing, undertake the labor of the education of

Christian children in the neighbourhood of their Mission head-
quarters. You will thus secure able teachers, and at the same
time secure for your Missionary teacher that sympathy, sup-

port, and society with his fellow-laborers in another department
of the same field, which cannot but be encouraging and bene-
ficial to himself and them. We do not under-rate the present

regimental schools
;
they are better than nothing, and now and

then a tolerable school-master sergeant or mistress may be seen

;

but let any one turn to the pay and audit regulations of the

armies of India, and a glance will satisfy him as to the utter inade-

quacy of the educational provisions made by the Government.
Wherever there are magazines, stations with European troops,

or considerable detachments, a good teacher is indispensable, and
the regimental school-master sergeants might, where existing,

be his assistants.

Such schools should be open to the natives, if they chose
voluntarily to send their children. It would soon be seen that

they would be very well filled. Not one farthing of the

£200,000 should be assigned to the Government schools as

established under the fostering care of the Education Com-
mittee. We would almost as soon recommend additional aid

to the oriental colleges, where the “ moral and religious tenets
* of their respective faiths” are supposed to be beneficially incul-

cated upon Mussalmans and Hindus, with the practical view of

rooting out perjury and forgery. Every Indian official of

experience will attest that the sensible effect produced in these
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respects is too slight to be appreciable even at the seats of these
almce matres of moral and religious instruction

; whilst the

Government system of education is producing, with a small ad-
mixture of good, the results which Archdeacon Corrie foretold

as the inevitable consequences of its establishment, all the evils

of a vanity inflated with a superficial attainment of English,

and a smattering of European science, without anything to res-

train the corruption of the human heart and mind, and to check
it in its excesses and extravagancies. Whilst the oriental colleges

and the Government educational committee schools might be left

precisely as they are, aid to such institutions as the Lawrence
Asylum, or analogous ones formed elsewhere, would be quite in

harmony with our proposal. Scientific institutions, such as Me-
dical Colleges, schools for civil engineering in all its branches,

but prominently for the study of steam machinery and rail-

road works, and for all connected with canals of irrigation and
navigation, are of course excepted from the obnoxious category

of Government schools in general, and cannot, being thoroughly
practical, be too much encouraged.

The cause of Missions may be left to England, to Europe in

general, to America
; but the Anglo-Indian Government, though

maintaining its disconnection from any Missionary body as such,

need not apprehend the dissolution of the empire from evincing

greater care than has hitherto been shown, for the proper and
Christian education of the children of her British soldiery, or

of that large class, the Eurasians ; albeit such sedulous atten-

tion to the children of these classes were exhibited through the

instrumentality of well-trained Missionary teachers.

In the course of the opening debates on the scope and objects

of the committees, it is curious to observe the tendency to con-

found respect for the rights of others, with respect for their reli-

gions. A Christian Government may, and is, by its principles,

bound to show the utmost respect for the rights of all its sub-

jects, of whatever creed or denomination ; but by those same
principles, it is equally forbidden to compromise itself by
the exhibition of respect to the religions of error, whether
directly by upholding and encouraging their institutions, or in-

directly by shrinking from acknowledging and acting up to

its own Christian principles. Connection with idolatry, in

whatever form, whether fiscal, or merely conservative, is a clear

breach of those principles ; and so likewise the establishment of

a system of education which, by being ostentatiously weeded, so

far as practicable, of Christian morality, is virtually to the

millions of India, a sacrifice on the part of Government of its

own religion to that of its idolatrous subjects, and has not
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even the merits of a sincere sacrifice ; for as it is impossible

to free our literature from the Christian elements, which, often

unconsciously to the writers themselves, pervade the works of

British authors, so there is no little hypocrisy in this pretended

religio-neutrality of ground occupied. On this score we object

to the Government system of education. Morally, its pretence

of neutrality is a falsehood, it is a public and official tergiversa-

tion, the more reprehensible, as the lie is in homage to Mammon.
We are no advocates for making the Bible a mere lesson-book,

and for cramming it, with or without leave, down the throats of

all men ; but we do object to Government opening schools un-
der false pretences, and shrinking from avowing that, so far as

Government is concerned in spreading the knowledge of Eng-
lish literature and science, there was no intention of suppressing

the Christian morality, which more or less pervades the whole
mass of all that is wholesome in the English language; and that if

scholars objected to this, they could keep away from the schools.

In India the question is not whether one denomination of

Christians shall prescribe to others a course and system of edu-
cation ;

but whether, in the face of a great variety of idolatrous

creeds, some of which have been paramount in their day, a
Christian Government shall alone be afraid or ashamed of

avowing its own creed, and acting up to its principles. We
roundly assert, that so far as the natives are concerned, it would
be far better for the Government to withdraw altogether

from the field of education than to demean itself by a
lie in homage to error and idolatry. If afraid to avow the
Christian morality and principles, which are the very life-breath

of all that is sound in the English language, let Government
withdraw, and leave the field to those who are not afraid to tell

and teach the honest truth, the Missionary-school teachers.

How different from the open behaviour of either Mohammedan
or Hindu, has been the conduct of the Anglo-Indian Govern-
ment ! We have before us an amusing account, furnished by
a friend, of the manner in which a convert from Hinduism to

Mohammedanism was not long ago received by the ruler of a
Mohammedan court. The durbar, the embrace, first by the
ruler, then by the chiefs, the public festivity, and the unconcealed
joy of all Moslems present, has something honest and open in

it. We have no wish to see, and certainly no expectation of
seeing, Lord Dalhousie hugging a Christian convert, passing
him round for a brotherly embrace from each of the digni-

taries of the Council ; then handing him over for the zealous

accolades of the Secretaries, with a whole line of subordinate

civil and military officials, and finally winding up with a grand
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dinner party at Government House, the convert sipping cham-
paign, and conspicuously placed as the man whom the king de-
lighteth to honor. But, although we should be extremely sorry to

see a convert put through such a course, the contrast between the
exhibition of feelings in a Christian and Moslem Court is

remarkable. Our readers can picture to themselves the shudder
which the bare idea of such a scene would create both at

Government House and in Leadenhall-street, and what appre-
hension for the fate of the Empire would be entertained.

What “ wise saws” to “ our Governor-General in Council,” and
what admonitions to the gentlemen of that Council ! In
short, though perhaps conventional propriety would forbid

the word, the whole administration would be thought, if not
called, madmen. Yet we venture to assert, that among the
native community, Hindu and Mussalman, so extraordinary

an extravagancy on the part of a Christian ruler would be
deemed a perfectly reasonable and natural occurrence; and
would excite no further surprise than the contrast it would
offer to the worse than indifference, the unmanly dread which
our rulers have exhibited in all matters connected with their

own religion, and the degrading manner in which, in homage to

Mammon and idolatry, they have shrunk from acting up to its

principles. Never did a more dastardly fear assume the mask
of prudence and respect for the religion of others.

How far are the present revenue systems of India compati-

ble with the progress of its millions, towards a state of higher

wealth and civilization ? How far do facts bear out the

corollaries which Mr. Herries sought to deduce from figures,

as to the growing wealth and merchandise-consuming ability

of the people ? The first is a very serious question, and
closely connected with the second ; and the committees might,

with advantage, give thought to both. Again, how far is

the Legislation now pouring forth from Calcutta, with a
volume and velocity emulous of Parliamentary acts and
of their rigmarole, suited to the wants and circumstances of

India ? The gentlemen of the two committees might, with
no trifling advantage to India, take up a few of these Cal-

cutta Acts, and having examined them, though we despair

of their facing some of them, pronounce on the clearness,

the precision, the absence of all redundancy, and the lucidity

of arrangement which pervades them. The committees might
then ascertain at what rate per annum these regulations and
acts are springing into existence

;
what are the colleges

or institutions which make the study of Anglo-Indian law an

object ; and what are the means taken by the Government, that
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an ignorant people shall have imparted to them even a glim-

mering of the substance of the rapidly increasing civil and
criminal code of laws on which their being and welfare depend.

The committees too might, with no disadvantage to India,

instead of being satisfied with the array of a few public works,

sedulously made the most of on every occasion, ascertain exactly

what is doing with respect to Rail Roads, whether these under-

takings are on that comprehensive scale, which is best suited to

the commercial, to the social, and to the political (i. e., the mili-

tary) wants of India. Opium cultivation, thanks to the portability

of the article when manufactured, and to the highly remunera-
tive prices it has long returned to those concerned in the trade,

has been rapidly developed. Is there no prospect, by the combin-

ed aid of artificial irrigation and of Rail Roads, of bringing

cotton and sugar under more favorable circumstances, both as

to quality, quantity, and cost, to the seaboard, to the points

of embarkation ? With little besides her raw agricultural

produce left her, in consequence of the annihilation of her

textile fabrics, by the superior cheapness of the British manu-
factures, must India be stationary with reference to the

remaining staple commodities on which her welfare de-

pends ? The case of the opium cultivation proves, that,

however prejudiced it may be the custom to consider the

native agriculturist, gain, that impulsive motive, makes him
as ready to develope the production of any agricultural arti-

cle, as the most cotton-thirsty soul of the Manchester school

could wish. How is it, that America, with the cost of labor

extremely high, has walked ahead of British India, so complete-

ly, in spite of the cheapness of labour in the latter country ?

Opium is the sole exception to the somnolency of the agricul-

tural instincts of India : yet it proves amply, that when roused
by remunerative returns,and tolerably favourable circumstances,

there is both great elasticity, and great energy in the agricul-

tural capabilities of the people and country of India.

Connected with an investigation of these important consi-

derations, would be the question, what checks the flow of British

capital to India ? Is the alleged want of security remediable ?

or in other words, are the Government measures and regulations

at fault, or the character and institutions of the people, and
the ignorance of capitalists in England ?

The field widens and expands as one proceeds, and we must
confess, that the committees, if they put their shoulders to the

wheel, with a heart to do their duty, will find abundance of

important matters demanding their investigation, far more than
can be compressed, however sketchily, within the limits of a Re-

k 1
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view article. Close, however, we cannot, without one warning
remark. In the structure of this colossal Empire, the army is

the iron column and rafter that forms the skeleton, and braces

the whole vast edifice together
;
it is therefore both its strength

and its weakness—its strength, if sound and well arranged ; its

weakness, if there be faults in the casting and in the equilibrium

of the parts. The question, whether the armies of India
should become in name, what they are in fact, the armies of the
Crown, is one of very grave moment, not with reference to the
change of name, for that in itself might be made a high com-
pliment to the armies who, on so many hard-fought fields, have
borne the Royal colors to victory ; but with respect to the

organic changes which might follow the transfer. Managed
with attention to the present constitution of these armies, and
to the peculiarities of the conditions of service in India, the

change might be highly advantageous for England, and no
detriment to India,—on the contrary, a benefit. But effect-

ed under any narfow spirit of class or service jealousy, the

result might be rapidly evil. For England it cannot but be a
great disadvantage, in case of necessity, that the Crown, instead

of having the whole of its armies from whence to select instru-

ments, should be limited to a small portion, and that thus the

country should be deprived of the services of trained and ex-

perienced men, because two-thirds of the British army, and afar

larger proportion of its artillery,are designated Company’s troops.

It is evident that, had the Indian armies been Royal ones, in the

course of reliefs, exchanges, and the like, there would have been
now, in case of conflict with any European foe,many an experi-

enced officer available in England—a matter of no small moment
in every arm ; for of all trades, war is that in which experience

is most indispensable, and usually most dearly bought. Though
devoted to India’s welfare, we are national enough to wish
England to derive every possible advantage from this great

school of soldiery ; and provided this were not done at the ex-

pence of the efficiency of the Indian armies, and of the good
feeling which fortunately pervades them, nothing but satisfac-

tion could accrue from a measure calculated to improve the

position of every man and officer in them, and to render avail-

able to the Crown a greater mass of military experience. Wise-
ly, generously, and judiciously, however, the measure must be

carried out, otherwise the present anomalous arrangement is

under present circumstances best and safest.

Instead of entertaining apprehensions that the interests of the

Indian army would suffer by that body becoming an integral

part of the Royal army, we anticipate the very reverse ; and
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are confident that in case of war in Europe, her India-trained

officers would occupy an analogous position to the Africa- train-

ed officers of the French army
;
and England would have as

large a field from which to select the men of established skill

and courage as is enjoyed by any European state. France
may boast of her African generals and officers ; Russia of those

who have served in the rough school of the Circassian frontier

and in Hungary ; Austria of the soldiery that saved the empire
when revolt seemed the spirit of every province

; but the men
who have fought against Affghans, who have shared in the

bloody conflicts with Seikhs; who have seen war in marshy
Pegue, on the arid plains of the Punjaub, and amid the iron

ridges of the Hindu Kfish and the Suffeid Roh, need not hesi-

tate to compare their apprenticeship to the profession of arms
with those who, in the West, have learnt their craft amid other

scenes and circumstances. The transfer of the army of India

to the Crown needs, however, a more careful disquisition ; a mere
casual notice in the midst of other subjects cannot do the ques-

tion justice, for it demands a grave, deliberate, and impartial

review of the whole circle of its many most important bearings,

and associated difficulties.

Note.

—

On a question involving interests so vast and momentous as those that
depend upon the renewal of the East India Company’s Charter, it seems necessary
that we should bring prominently before our readers, the principle on which the
Calcutta Review was originally established, and on which it has been hitherto con-
ducted. That principle is Catholicity. The Editor does not agree with all the
sentiments expressed in the articles that are inserted in its pages. It seems to be
not out of place to reproduce here, with reference to the preceding article, and
to such as may hereafter appear in our pages respecting the question of the Charter;
a portion of the advertisement that was prefixed to our first Number :

—

“ Of the general principles, on which our Review will be conducted, little need be said in this

place, as in the following pages they are sufficiently apparent ; but there is one point, in con-
nexion with this matter, on which we consider it of so much importance to be clearly understood,
that we must here devote a few words to an intelligible exposition of it. In the successive num-
bers of this Review , there is little doubt, that the quick-witted reader will detect many slight dis-

crepancies of opinion. As the Review is the organ of no party ; and the Editor perhaps the last

of the many writers, meeting together in its catholic pages, whose own views are worthy to be
converted into a Procrustes-bed, for the mutilation of other men’s expositions, complete harmony
of opinion, on lesser points of faith, is clearly not to be expected. In full reliance upon the
character of our associates; the soundness of their principles; the purity of their intentions; their

earnest aspirations after the good of tiieir fellows ; the general agreement of their opinions with
our own; we are anxious, that each should express himself without restraint, especially upon such
questions, as necessarily involve the putting forth of novel suggestions for the reform of existing

evils. It is possible, that different writers may work, by different roads, towards the same goal ;

and that different schemes for the removal of existing abuses may be propounded in these pages,
by different apostles of the same Reformation. We believe, that this, so far from impairing the
value of our work, wiil greatly extend the sphere of its utility.”

On a question, or rather a multitude of questions, respecting which so “ much may
be said on both sides,” we believe that we shall best fulfil the objects for which the
Calcutta Review was originally projected, by allowing several honest and earnest men
to express their opinions, though their sentiments should differ widely from each
other, and all should differ more or less, from our own.—Ei>.
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Art. VIII.

—

Modern India, a sketch of the system of Civil

Government, to which is prefixed some account of the Natives

and Native institutions. By George Campbell, Esq., Bengal Civil

Service. London. John Murray, Albemarle-street.

A book or pamphlet on India, or on any part of it, written

with any degree of accuracy, or with any pretensions to style,

would be almost certain to command a fair proportion of atten-

tion at the present juncture. If a clerk at the India House, who
had hardly been out of the sound of Bow Bells for the last ten

years, were, by permission of the Court of Directors, to compile

a few chapters on Modern India, from the records of the India

House, or were an aristocratic traveller to give to the world his

impressions of our administration, as gathered from a tour in the

Upper Provinces, during the cold weather : were a philanthro-

pist to conjure up a dreary picture of misrule, or a grievance-

monger skilfully to distort facts, in two or three hundred pages,

the publication in each instance would not fail to attract

a certain amount of notice. But here we have a goodly volume
of 553 pages, touching on every topic of past or present in-

terest in the history of the Company, on which information

is now desirable, and compiled from documents published

under official sanction ;
and set off by a style, which, though

not wholly faultless, never wearies or repels.

We deem it the more incumbent on us to notice Mr. Camp-
bell’s book at the present juncture, because the manner in which
it has been handled hitherto, may possibly convey to readers at

a distance an erroneous notion of its contents. Mr. Campbell
has attacked the Indian Newspaper Press, and the Indian News-
papers, in a body, have retaliated on Mr. Campbell. Yet the

notice accorded to the fourth estate in India, does not, including

the objectionable foot-note about Joti Persad, which every

one must allow should never have been written, fill more than

three or four pages of the volume. Leaving therefore the

Indian Newspaper Press to fight its own battles, in its own way,
we proceed at once to survey some of the interesting topics

grouped together by Mr. Campbell.

When an Indian professional author challenges attention, by
a voluminous work on India, we naturally inquire what are

his credentials ? Where did he gain his information ? In what
departments has he served ? is he one of the “ crack collectors”

and "capital district officers,” or has he delighted to pore over

old Sanscrit inscriptions and Persian parchments ? Does he

favour the Oriental or the English system of educating the
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natives ? Is he Thebis nutritus an Argis? A north-west man ora
Bengali ? One of the old or the new school ? An answer to this

will be readily given. Mr. George Campbell came out to this

country just nine years and a half ago. Having passed college in

about five months, he proceeded to the Upper Provinces, where
he was employed first under the Lieut.-Governor, and latterly

under the Lahore Board, in the Cis-Sutlej provinces, a locality

which,—comprising some of the most remarkable tenures in

India, the perfect village communities,—when brought under our

exclusive management, afforded him ample opportunities for

the observation of that curious spectacle, the junction of the

old and the new regime. Mr. Campbell, we should state, is

known to possess a strong turn for the exact sciences, and an
excellent head for Law. We speak with a well-grounded con-

fidence, when we say, that had Mr. Campbell been destined for

the English Bar, he must have gone some way towards making
the family name, already illustrated by his uncle, to assume its

place in forensic annals by the side of other well-known
families de robe. But his fate led him to India, before it

could be ascertained what degree of legal eminence he could

have compassed, and he is now known to the Indian authorities

as a man of great energy, considerable experience, and original

views, while to the general reader he is not wholly unknown,
as the writer of the letters signed Economist, published

three years ago in the Mofussilite.

We have heard it whispered in some quarters, that the style

of the volume before us is not equal to that of those celebrated

letters. Without at once pronouncing how far these allegations

may be correct, we will first enquire into the circumstances

under which the letters and the book were severally written.

The crisis which drew forth Economist, though hardly to be
forgotten by our readers, may be briefly adverted to. A fierce

and important war was going on between the paramount power
and its worthiest foe. The two rival armies had just been
engaged in a bloody but indecisive battle. A fortress, as

celebrated as Bhurtpore, had just fallen, after a protracted siege.

The eyes of all India were fixed on the plains between the

Chenab and the Jhelum. In one part of the picture there

was an enemy united by a national spirit, such as we had never
yet encountered, combining the apparently discordant elements

of strict discipline, loose morals, and hot fanaticism, and aided

by resources, mysterious in their origin, and unknown in their

extent. On the other side was a British army, highly equipped
and admirably appointed, which burned to avenge the bloody
day of Chillianwalla. The prize for which these two opponents
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were contending, was a province, not so fertile, perhaps, as some
of our older acquisitions, but still of great promise, to which, re-

markable for its climate, position, and cultivating population, the

eyes of statesmen, of captains, and of administrators, had been
turned with many an anxious glance. Lastly, to complete the

picture, we had a nobleman of barely one year’s Indian ex-

perience, but with the head to contrive and the hand to

execute great things, who, fearing no responsibility, was quietly

waiting, until events might enable him to carry out a measure,
which, after the trial of three years, expediency cannot question,

nor the strictest morality condemn. But at that moment the suc-

cess of the General, and the intentions of the head of the Govern-
ment, were entirely matters for speculation. Just then appear-

ed a series of letters, in quick succession, showing their writer to

possess an intimate knowledge of the Sikh character, of the

tenant proprietors, and of the capabilities of the tract on both
sides of the Sutlej. Condensed, vigorous, earnest and animated,

these letters continued to pour forth on the important subject

a flood of information not attainable elsewhere. There was,

evidently, no attempt to cram for the occasion. The writer had
dealt with Jat agriculturists, and he knew their value as rent-

payers : he had spoken familiarly with grey-bearded Sikh

soldiers, and he foresaw that, under good management, they
might be induced to settle down quietly in their villages

:

he had surveyed the extent of our frontier, and he saw
that the time had come for one decisive step. Writing from
the fulness of knowledge, gradually acquired and carefully

digested, he had no need to refer to statements, to compare
authorities, to weigh discrepancies, to reconcile discordant facts.

He was on the spot, amidst the bustle of preparation, on a dis-

turbed frontier, at an important crisis. Could another Punjaub
emerge from the ocean, and become the scene of two exciting

campaigns, Economist, we doubt not, would be ready with

another series. But it is one thing to write as the spectator of

a great war, and another to condense from a dozen different ac-

counts, oral and written, the extensive subjects of revenue, civil

and criminal administration, in the four Presidencies of India.

A minute research into facts, a laborious inquiry into the

various theories concerning rent-payers and rent-takers, a con-

densation of documents procured from the India House, and
of selected papers published by the Governments of Agra
and Bengal, are not things likely to improve or embellish

style. Moreover, a writer cannot be always straining after effect,

and giving utterance to sharp and pithy sentences throughout a

whole volume. The difference between Mr. Campbell as
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Economist, and Mr. Campbell as a regular author, is no more
than what might have been expected from the nature of their

different tasks. But in the volume before us, barring a few
blemishes, Mr. Campbell is always clear, always logical, and
sometimes eloquent ; and we hope, presently, to put before our

readers a selection or two from the more attractive parts of his

volume, which shall fully convince them that Economist has

not forgotten his cunning.

It is no unpleasing task to trace throughout the volume
before us, the views held by its author on various stock

Indian subjects, which have divided, and must still divide, all

residents in India, who take any interest at all in the welfare of

its inhabitants. Mr. Campbell is equally removed, as it ap-

pears to us, from the class who see in an English education, in an

electric telegraph, in a line of railway, and in municipal insti-

tutions, (good things in their way,) an adequate remedy for all

social ills, and from that class, which at one stage of its exis-

tence would have retained Sutti and sacrifices at Saugor, and
at another would idolize and exalt the old native character, and
think that ryots could never be happy, except under the good
old rule. Mr. Campbell’s sympathies are evidently with tenant

cultivators, good hard-working village communities, active

Punches, and able-bodied thannadars. He has no regard for

over-grown zemindars, whose very name, when translated into

English, is an imposition on the public, and who have appropri-

ated to themselves all the good things of ownership, without
touching, even with their finger, any one of its duties. Vested
rights, time-honoured privileges, usurpation sanctioned by pre-

scription, when interfering in any way with the comfort of

the agriculturist, find with him no favour. He is no admirer
of men who will not work, and is much more tender to a Jat,

even though he should tell lies “ in a good-humoured” way, than
to a Rajput spoiled by prosperity, though the latter, to the eyes

of an enthusiastic admirer, should exhibit a manly bearing and
a chivalrous spirit. On educational questions, Mr. Campbell
looks to the village Dominie and the Vernacular schools, and
would educate the more aspiring student, by a course of useful

science, for which he conceives the natural temperament to be
singularly fitted, rather than let loose on the country a host of

young Hindus, steeped in Bacon and Milton, but destined to

prove inefficient ministerial officers and inexpert thief-catchers.

Young Bengal would clearly be no favourite with Mr. Camp-
bell, and had he had any experience of the creature’s upstart

pretensions, offensive self-complacency,and down-right ill-breed-

ing, he would have been more than ever confirmed in his views.
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A desire to reduce the burden of taxation on the ryots, pervades

the book ; and this would be effected, he says, were we to make
native independent states contribute to the defence of our

natural frontier, and to the security of India from external

aggression ; or would have been effected long ago, had we not

been needlessly indulgent to the occupants of rent-free tenures,

and in this way alienated lakhs of rupees. Not that he would
interfere with the just and reasonable claims of faithful ser-

vants of former Governments, or with grants devoted to religi-

ous or charitable purposes, or with the representatives of a

really ancient landed aristocracy ; but he would have all assign-

ments to the Buckinghams of the East, to the fiddler and
buffoon” of some Oriental dynasty, to courtezans, and jades,

and pampered favourites, swept into the coffers of the

Treasury.

In the Courts, especially in the Civil Courts, Mr. Campbell
sees great room for improvement ; and in all he writes,

there is a manifest tendency to assert the claims of simple pro-

cedure, sound law, and substantial justice, over the straining

after technicality, and the minute observance of forms, which
are so apt to mark the decisions of unprofessional lawyers, such
as our civil judges. On this subject there is a very valuable note
drawn up while Mr. Campbell was in this country, which shows,
how in civil suits, in non-regulation provinces, a judge may get
rid of encumbering forms, masses of irrelevant facts, and the

whole tribe of professional rogues, mis-called Vakils, whose sole

object is to make money, darken the case, and mystify the presid-

ing officer. Men who arraign the decisions of Company’s Judges,
should make some allowance for the difficulties experienced,

when the Bar consists of a set of low, cunning, “ brokers in

litigation,” as the natives call them, who are prepared to assert

anything, and to deny, on principle, even the plainest, clearest,

and simplest facts, advanced by their opponent.

The main axioms of Mr. Campbell’s social and internal philo-

sophy, are, as we interpret them, that we ought to preserve jea-

lously the interests of village communities
;
that we should not

commit ourselves to any decisive measure in revenue, before we
have well ascertained our ground : that in police matters we
should endeavour rather to detect the guilty, than be excessively

apprehensive of the safety of the innocent : that mild, timid, and
nerveless judges, who think that all policemen are practised tor-

turers, and that all dacoits are unfortunate villagers against whom
the policemen have a grudge, should find no resting place in a
judicial cutclierry : that our business is to take the natives as we
find them, to give them free scope for the development of their
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natural abilities, their quickness of apprehension, their readiness

of hand, and their power to do much with small means; to

avail ourselves of their services in those posts, which the capa-

city of the low-born to suit themselves to higher dignities, enables

them to fill with success : and to abandon the preposterous no-

tion that they can readily be converted into self-governing

Anglo-Saxons : a notion against which Sir T. Munro long since

warned all Presidents of the Board of Control, and on which
the Daily News, and some other English papers, seem deliber-

ately bent.

Not less interesting is it to mark the meed of praise or cen-

sure which Mr. Campbell awards to several in the long line of
“ Proconsul on Proconsul.” Warren Hastings is a man, who,
thwarted by councillors, and opposed by the Supreme Court,

held correct views regarding internal administration, en-

deavoured to do his duty, and met with persecution in return :

and it is not uninstructive to observe how in late years the

tide has turned somewhat in Hastings’ favour, and jus-

tice is now done to his large local experience, his unshrinking

firmness, and his statesman-like views. Lord Cornwallis is

a philanthropic old • gentleman, who dealt in imposing
generalities, and thought that a land-owner in one of our mid-
land counties at home, and a zemindar in a Bengal district,

were men cast in the same mould. But he knew what he was
about, when he had to deal with Europeans, and due acknow-
ledgment is given to the success of his various enactments,

and general administrative measures. Lord Teignmouth did

what men in this country are constantly forgetting it is their

duty to do, and that is, he gave a fair chance to the measures
involved in the perpetual settlement, when once irrevocable,

although he had been strongly opposed to that measure before

it had passed. Let all functionaries, high and low, follow the

example of this high-minded, honourable, and excellent man. It

is fair, that while any debated measure is still unpassed, Govern-
ment should give to public servants an opportunity of stating

their views for or against the proposal. But the order once
issued, the fiat once passed, the Draft Act once become good
law, it is the imperative duty of every man, whatever be his

views on the expediency of the measure, not to cast impedi-
ments in the way of its working, nor to encourage an under-
hand or factious opposition on the part of natives easily led by a
superior, but by every means in his power, and by honest and
hearty co-operation, to allow the obnoxious ordonnance a decent
chance of success. We pass over the internal and external

policy of subsequent Governors-General, until we come to Lord

L 1
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William Bentinck. This nobleman, though regarded by Mr.
Campbell as crotchetty, and in some things impracticable, receives

ample justice in the volume before us, for the depth, solidity,

and excellence of his reforms. In his time all fees or commissions

were abolished, merit rewarded, natives largely employed,
educational establishments founded, courts simplified, a detective

police organized for thugs and dacoits, vexatious transit duties

abolished, and administrative reform promoted in all quarters.

This, to say nothing of the one grand act, the abolition of

Sutti, is a very fair catalogue of improvements, to be handed
down to posterity, in connection with one man, and must place

Lord William first in the ranks of Anglo-Indian reformers.

With Lord William ends our financial prosperity. Lord Auck-
land was a mild and paternal Governor, but his amiability was
closely allied to what is termed by philosophers the adjacent

vice of weakness. Lord Hardinge was, with the exception of

his regard for education, a fighting man, sent, by the good
fortune of the Company, to save their empire at a critical

period. Lord Ellenborough, we must give in Mr. Campbell’s

own words. After admitting his talent and ability, and allow-

ing that he did much to infuse energy and method into sub-

ordinate departments, that he abolished vexatious duties in

Bombay and Madras, and consolidated the system of Customs,
Mr. Campbell says :

—

But be was, at the same time, so hasty and inconsiderate; showed so

much little and personal hostility to the civil employes of the State

;

added to his reforms so many unjust, vexatious, and unprofitable innova-

tions; spitefully drove from office or kept down so many men distinguished

by former services ; raised to the most important posts so many men utterly

inexperienced, but distinguished by his imperial whim and favour, after the
manner of capricious autocracies ; devoted so much of his attention to

pomp, circumstance, and pageant ; and contrived to effect all the evil so

immediately, while he had not time to mature the good parts of his project,

that from all these causes he, perhaps, did more harm than good.

We are induced to think, that in the above estimate,' and in

other occasional mention of Lord Ellenborough, full justice is

not done to this nobleman’s great discernment as a statesman.

He saw the coming events even before their shadows announced
them

;
and there can be no doubt, that, eccentric as he was oc-

casionally, and often unjust to distinguished men, he manifested
great insight into character and capacity, and detected shams
with astonishing correctness. But he made fearful havoc of
the “ acting allowances” of covenanted officers, and this fault, in

Mr. Campbell’s eyes, is not easily pardoned.

We observe, throughout, an indication in Mr. Campbell, to

place men, regularly bred to civil business, and masters of all
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minute internal details, higher in the scale of Governors, than

men distinguished by striking political or diplomatic services.

In this he has our entire sympathy and hearty concurrence.

To this day, in England, amongst all persons who affect the

slightest knowledge of India, there is a tendency to think

that no man can attain to real eminence in the service, unless

he has been either a resident, an envoy, or an ambassador. The
pomp and circumstance, as well as the high emoluments of the

office, have something to do with this. Scott introduces Miss
Julia Mannering as reminding her father, the Colonel, of the

times when they had their own chaplain at the " Residency
and something of the same feeling exists now. Oriental di-

plomacy, fights of elephants and tigers, ceremonious meetings,

durbars, imposing khurritas tied up with silver thread, repre-

sentatives of Mogul sovereigns and great Mahratta Houses,
wise vizirs with old saws on their lips, important state secrets,

female favourites, who govern the reigning prince, by the power
of their charms as well as by true feminine tact and quickness,

musnuds, guddies, istikbals, and all the other high sounding
phraseology—these are the various topics to the study of which
the best years of a man’s life may be worthily devoted, and
which may lead him, at length, to Parell House or to Guindy, or

to a place in the Supreme Council. We entirely agree with Mr.
Campbell, in thinking that a thorough knowledge of all the
details of internal administration, gives the best security

for a man’s efficiency as head of a large province or

Governor of a Presidency. A man like Mr. Thomason is worth
all the Politicals in the world. A man like Mr. John Law-
rence, regularly “ bred to the trade,” to borrow an expression

from Economist, will do more to organize a good system in

a new and splendid acquisition, than the best Persian scho-

lar, or the most experienced diplomatist.

We are not sure that we quite agree with Mr. Campbell, in

what appears to us, his opinion of the relative merits of two
great Indian Governors, Munro and Elphinstone. That opi-

nion, it is true, is nowhere fully or forcibly expressed ; but
from scattered passages, and notices of either, we are in-

clined to think that he places Elphinstone above Munro.
Certain it is that he defers to Elphinstone’s views on revenue, in

the same manner as a young member of the House at home
might defer to an opinion expressed by the late Sir R. Peel. But
he directly impugns the correctness of Munro’s views on
revenue matters in the Madras Presidency. A writer must
have great confidence, who should venture to break a lance

with a man whose knowledge was drawn from the fountain
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head, whose experience had been attained by an habitual inter-

course, for months together, with villagers in the Baramahl or

the jungles of Canara, and whose opinions, on delicate points

of revenue, are, to this day, looked on with admiration by able

members of the Madras service. We have, however, neither the
time nor the minute knowledge sufficient to go into the matter at

issue between Munro and his “ wrong-headed” board,whose cause
Mr. Campbell manfully espouses. Au reste, we must be permit-

ted to think that Munro, as a Governor, bears away the palm, not
merely from Elphinstone, but from every other member of either

the Civil or Military Service, who became a Governor, being
reared solely in India. A person, of whom the most brilliant orator

of the day said, that Europe had not produced a more accomplish-

ed statesman, nor India, fertile in heroes, a more skilful soldier,

whose minutes are models of official composition, who is looked
on by ryots to this day as their father, whose doings in the field

with raw levies, contemptible means, and insufficient supplies,

drew from one of his most distinguished cotemporaries a tri-

bute of honest admiration to “ Tom Munro Saheb, the master-

workman who was equally at home and in his place, whether
he guided the civil administration of the Presidency, or in his

own manly and open fashion, criticised the military operations

of. the great captain, to the great captain himself—has surely

claims to a rank in the Indian gallery of worthies, which are

hardly possessed by Elphinstone, by Hastings, or by Clive.

To attempt to review, in succession, all the various subjects,

which have been skilfully grouped, and lucidly arranged, by Mr.
Campbell, would be too great a task. This would lead us into

every topic of interest which, for the last ten or twenty years,

has been variously discussed in every official circle, or formed
the staple matter for agitation by the press. We shall therefore

content ourselves with briefly enumerating the main features

of the book, and reserve for more prolonged notice two or

three points which seem to possess general interest. A
lucid sketch of various tribes of Hindus, with their in-

stitutions and settlement in the Upper Provinces, clears

the way for a sketch of the country and the people, as we
found them, and affords Mr. Campbell scope for displaying his

knowledge of the social characteristics of the Hindus and
Mohammedans of Northern India, with whom his time of

service has been chiefly spent. This chapter will be found to

contain a fair and candid estimate of the good and bad qualities

of the natives, in which full allowance is made for the kindly

feelings which actuate them, in regard to the treatment of poor

relations, and no disguise is cast over the general want of truth-
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fulness, which is our worst opponent in every reform. Next
comes a chapter, written on the great principle, that before we
can thoroughly understand the nature of our present rule, and
the general system of our administration, we must have some
acquaintance with the legacy which the former masters of

India had left us ; with the foundations on which we have
reared a somewhat complicated structure, and with the machinery
of native Governments, which we variously adopted or despised.

Our external policy, and the course of our internal reforms and
improvements, are discussed in two chapters more. One chapter

is accorded to the Government, as it now exists, under the last

Charter, and another to the training, qualifications, character,

pay and efficiency, not only of the covenanted and uncovenant-

ed services, but also of the officers of the police and revenue
establishments. Two chapters more bring us through the land

revenue in every Presidency, including the lately-settled Pun-
jab, and the other sources of income, such as the opium,
the excise, the salt tax, and the minor additions afforded by
stamps, tributes, or local taxes. From a chapter giving the his-

tory of our financial position, the student of Indian subjects

will learn the origin of our “ National debt,” and the state of

the balance sheet as it now is, and he will derive materials for

hope in the picture therein displayed. Two chapters more
close the book. One gives the police and criminal administration,

the other the system of civil justice, and we venture to prophesy
that the statistics of crime, and the details of our police manage-
ment, will not be the least interesting to the English reader at

home. It is of course not to be imagined, that in dealing with all

the above varied subjects, the author can talk with the fulness of

confidence, which careful personal examination and prolonged
intercourse alone can warrant. But the theory which per-

vades his book is, that in spite of local differences, for which
he i3 disposed to make allowance, a striking similarity in

general matters characterises the social system of India, even in

localities and amongst tribes remote from each other. Bearing
this in mind, as well as the fact, that Mr. Campbell’s experience
lies mainly in the countries between the Jumna and the Sutlej,

the reader, to whatever part of India he may belong, will find

much to interest, much to instruct, and as a natural conse-
quence of the comprehensive character of the book, something
occasionally to be questioned. He will read a great deal

that bears the irrefragable evidence of personal enquiry and
local investigation, and a great deal more, that shows the pains

taken to arrive at accurate information, by recourse to authentic

documents. He will, in short, find to his hand the most copi-
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ous details of the present Government of India, packed into

the smallest compass, and explained in the clearest manner.
On no points does Mr. Campbell’s experience enable him to

speak with more effect, than on the revenue system of Northern
India. In fact, the chapters on the revenue will be, to the Indian
official at least, the most interesting of the book. They evince

that sound knowledge of the just principles of settlement-

making, which proves that its possessor can both “ settle” a
village satisfactorily and write a good book. Light is thrown
on that troublesome question, as to the ownership of the soil,

which has been so repeatedly discussed, not merely in minutes
and reports, and newspaper controversies, but even in Indian
novels ; and it is satisfactorily laid down, that various proprietary

rights do exist together, and that “ different persons may have
‘ different rights, duties or privileges, in the same thing or under
* the same name.” These different kinds of tenures and rights, are

then divided into four kinds, exclusive of jaghirdars or tributary

chiefs, and the mode in which revenue is collected, either from
a village community under one head man, or from a perfect

village community, democratic, self-governing, and a model to

all settlement men, or from a village zemindar, or from the

zemindar of a district, whose possessions may be as large as the

thannah or the zillah itself, is then described with clearness

and precision. But as there is no point by which Mr. Camp-
bell’s powers, as an Indian author, are better set off than by the

revenue system, so in that system there is nothing which is more
attractive than his elaborate description of village communities,

from their imperfect form under a head man, whether he be
known as Patel, or Mundul, or Mokuddum, to the full-grown,

well-developed, and symmetrical constitution, where they ap-

point their own managers, and acknowledge a due sense of res-

ponsibility. On this latter subject, the author is entirely at

home. He speaks and writes as a man who has conversed with

Punches, instructed village accountants, watched the progress of

agriculture, and even attempted it as an amateur, adjusted

boundary disputes, arranged masses of records, touched the

revenue due on account of Government to the last cowrie,

and regarded with a jealous eye the entrance into a vil-

lage, happy and united, of a stranger who would sow there

the elements of discord, litigation and decay. In no work
that we know of, have the peculiar characteristics of these

remarkable constituencies been depicted with so true a pen-

cil, and in such appropriate colours. Every remarkable fea-

ture of the village community is pourtrayed to the life.

Their various degrees of strength and stability : their mar-
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vellous cohesion : the organization which remained unimpair-

ed, while successive invaders overran the provinces, and the

Mahratta cavalry made forays up to the very walls of Delhi

:

the corn lands and the pasture grounds, on the boundaries of

which many a bloody affray has taken place : the interior

survey of the village, which records minutely the dimensions

of every field, the name of every proprietor, and the nature

of the various soils : the registry of rights, which enables the

revenue officer to decide, at a glance, any point eventually

disputed : the village banker, who has no landed interests, but
who soon finds, that capital, under any circumstances and in

any community, is strength : the village accountants, who have a

three-fold duty to perform, to Government, to the proprietors,

and to the tenants : the system, in short, which aims at a middle

course, and studiously avoids the inconvenience of dealing with

each individual cultivator, and the error of throwing too

much power and influence into the hands of a single land-hold-

er : the joint responsibility and the common advantage—all

this and a great deal more is so clearly set forth in the volume
before us, that it ought to leave no enquirer into our revenue
system, no young civilian commencing his work, any excuse

for not thoroughly mastering the subject. Yet it may be neces-

sary to warn some persons against inferring from the picture

drawn by Mr. Campbell, that these communities would be
willing to undertake a joint responsibility, in subjects other

than the time-honored land-tax. Because Mr. Campbell has

discovered a remarkable resemblance between a Jat village

and an Anglo-Saxon village (page 52), let no person imagine
that he will find it an easy task to implant in a Jat communi-
ty the energy, the self-reliance, and the self-government of an
English corporation. We are quite certain, from other parts of

the work, that Mr. Campbell would be the first person to

protest against any such inference. The reason of the thing, to

a person who knows anything of the native character, or who
interprets this volume with common candour, is not far to

seek. The land-tax, in the eyes of a good Jat, or indeed of

any other decent cultivator, is the indefeasible, immemorial,
right of the paramount power. It is the part of a good subject

to pay it with readiness, so it be not excessive, as a tribute of

obedience and an expression of good will. Where communi-
ties, bound together perhaps, by the ties of caste, and certainly

by mutual interest, have been used to the agencies of Punches
and Lumberdars, from time out of mind, it is no wonder
if a Government, anxious to adopt and improve the best instru-

ments of the native system, can manage to make associations
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like these to work wonderfully well. But let any theorist

just try to induce a set of Rajputs, or even Mr. Campbell’s
sturdy friends, the Jats, to assess themselves at two annas a
head, to raise a sum for conservancy purposes : let him endea-
vour to make them apply the self-governing principle to the
digging of wells, the laying down of roads, the erection of
schools, or the foundation of dispensaries—and see what the
result would be. The reception such a philanthropic indi-

vidual would meet with, were he to try first by persuasion, and
next by “ salutary compulsion,” to carry out his favourite views,

is not difficult to conceive. Were he “ one of the prophets,” to

quote a phrase to which Mr. Campbell is evidently partial, he
would infallibly be sent back from the village, by a demonstra-
tion which would have nothing Anglo-Saxon about it, save its

extreme vigour.

The mention of these village communities, and of the great
success which has attended their working in Upper India, brings

us not unnaturally to a locality in which village communities
are not, and to the system prevalent in the lower division of the

Presidency, which is placed, in this book, in unfavourable
contrast to that of Agra and the Punjab. It is almost super-

fluous to say that there are no village communities, nor any
very distinct traces of them, in Bengal Proper. We have
head men in name, but not in function, village gomashtahs,

respectable and substantial ryots, with their bullocks and their

buffaloes ; but we have no Punches, no symbolical ploughs,

no village officials, except the watchmen, who are invested

with consequence, and are responsible to their constituents.

It is clear too, from this book, that as matters stand at pre-

sent, the vitality and efficiency of these tenures are in the highest

ratio between the Sutlej and the Jumna, that they decrease in

the Doab of Hindostan, become faint and indistinct in the pro- .

vinces of Benares and Behar, and are entirely lost in the rich

plains of Lower Bengal. No doubt, as the value of these com-
munities was more appreciated, and as our revenue experience in-

creased, we exerted ourselves to re-build, to construct, or to con-

solidate them in the late settlement of the North West Provinces,

and, the other day, in organizing a system for the Punjab. In

these localities we found them often instinct with life, endeared to

the people, and understood by the native revenue authorities.

We did well to watch them with fostering care, and to guard them
from violation by men of pre-conceived ideas. But we much
doubt, whether these communities had ever any defined exis-

tence in Bengal, whether in the last century we found even

their frame or skeleton, whether if they ever had existed
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in full force previously, we could then have pieced them
together, and given to them coherence, unity, and shape.

We are induced to think that what is now the case with
these tenures, has always been so, and that they were either

not generally introduced into Bengal, or if introduced, that

they soon became disorganized in localities to which they were
not well suited. No Bengal collector, who valued his peace of

mind, would wish to have his district over-run with these com-
munities, if they could be suddenly called into existence by
some miraculous agency. Amongst a people where litigation is

far more common than in upper India,—where unity, or com-
bination, or steadiness of purpose, in a righteous cause, for one
common object, is almost unknown,—where subletting seems the

normal condition of the agricultural population,—it is difficult

to believe that these communities, if constructed on the most
scientific principles, could hold together for a month.. Though
it is true that various castes prevail more in some parts of the
country than in others, that it is not unusual to find Bengal vil-

lages inhabited wholly by Mussulmans, or by some low Hindu
caste,yet we have not tribes who,like the Jats or even the unruly
Rajptits, herd together in particular villages, without inter-

mixture, and have a natural adaptation to the joint system.

But independently of our strong doubts as to these communities
being suited to Bengal, we see passages in the work before us,

which raise some uncertainty as to their superlative good cha-

racter, and undeniable excellence. These will best be seen by a
review of the objections taken by Mr. Campbell to the “ Per-
petual Settlement,” under which he says that we have the
misfortune to live.

In all that the author says regarding the imperfect informa-
tion on which that great measure was devised, perfected and
carried out, we concur. The boundaries of estates were not
defined. The capabilities of the land had not been ascertained.

The rights of under-tenants and small proprietors were not
always duly protected. Lord Cornwallis vainly imagined that

a landed aristocracy in Bengal would furnish, in every genera-
tion, numerous specimens of the gentleman of the old school.

The zemindars of the present day are an “unthrifty, rack-renting”
set of people, who oppress their tenants, and only care to make
the largest profit possible. Many of the advantages calculated

on by the founder of the system, have proved visionary. In
all this we agree with Mr. Campbell, who laments over slighted

opportunities, and great chances neglected, and who is lost in

astonishment at the haste and presumption with which so

M I
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important a measure was disposed of. But we are unable to
concur with him, when he assumes that the increase of popula-
tion and the spread of agriculture in Bengal, are to be wholly
accounted for by “ eighty years’ protection from external war, ”

and by the “ absence of any great internal calamity or when
he thinks that the “

fertility, population, or productiveness of
Bengal have, perhaps, been exaggerated or when he believes,

on what data we know not, that rent, as distinguished from
revenue, is

“ much lower ” in Bengal “ than in the best districts

of the Upper Provinces” (page 321 ).

Now we have to observe that large zemindaries have always
existed in Bengal. They are to be found in the rent-roll of
Akbar, where familiar names of families existing to this very
hour, are mingled with others which have entirely faded away
from amongst the landed gentry. It is true that when we took
possession of the country, we found that a great deal of the
revenue was collected by farmers or hereditary superintendants,

•whom we certainly metamorphosed into land-holders, with some
degree of precipitancy, and whose descendants, in the third or
fourth generation, are now the Roys and Chowdaris of large

landed estates. The mistake, however, was not in the recogni-

tion of these men as zemindars, nor in giving them perma-
nency, but in neglecting to secure the just rights and titles

of others more nearly connected with the soil. A zemindar
who knows that he can only be turned out for default, even
though he be “ rack-renting and unthrifty,” is a better man
any day, than a farmer whose term is only for ten years

or less, and who, at the expiration of that time, must give way
to his successor. At the perpetual settlement, we had no choice,

except to continue the farming system, changing the collectors

at any time, or to recognize some set of collectors as proprietors

in the English sense of the term. The mischief was, that
.

things were done in too great a hurry, and the condition of

the under-tenants, and actual cultivators, was not properly

understood. But these tenants or inferior holders, whose
rights, Mr. Campbell says, have been “ utterly swept away,”

have rather emerged into a better position than they previously

held, and have become village talukdars, or hold by Mourusi,

or Muharrari, or some other similar title. As to the poverty

and misery of the actual ryot, so much insisted on by several

writers at the present day, we deny that matters are as bad as

represented. What strikes the eye most in any village or set

of villages, in a Bengal district, is the exuberant fertility of the

soil, the sluttish plenty surrounding the Grihastha’s abode, the
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rich foliage, the fruit and timber trees, and the palpable evi-

dence against anything like penury. Did any man ever go
through a Bengali village, and find himself assailed by the cry

of want or famine ? Was he ever told that the ryot and his

family did not know where to turn for a meal, that they had no
shade to shelter them, no tank to bathe in, no employment for

their active limbs ? That villages are not neatly laid out like a

model village in an English county, that things seem to go on,

year by year, in the same slovenly fashion, that there are no
local improvements, and no advances in civilization, is all very
true. But considering the wretched condition of some of the

Irish peasantry, or even the Scotch, and the misery expe-

rienced by hundreds in the purlieus of our great cities at home,
compared with the condition of ryots who know neither cold

nor hunger, it is high time that the outcry about the extreme
unhappiness of the Bengal ryot should cease.

We do not, however, charge Mr. Campbell with encouraging
any outcry of the above kind, but we are convinced that he
has managed to under-rate the fertility of this province, and that,

had he enjoyed the same facilities of observation for only a few
months, in a good-sized district, within a couple of hundred miles

of Calcutta, as he has enjoyed in Upper India, his picture of the

Bengali would have been as correct, as graphic, and as animated
as that of the Punches, and their worthy constituents.

The perpetual settlement is, theoretically, the kind of system
most calculated to encourage the spread of agriculture, the foun -

dation of new villages, the establishment of new hauts or bazars,

and the clearance of heavy jungle. There is no fear of eventual

demand on the part of Government for revenue on culturable land

brought into cultivation, no jealous scrutiny, which counts the

months and years that have yet to run, before the old settle-

ment shall expire. Under such a system, the amount of money
derived from land, which circulates entirely in the district

amongst the land-holder and under-tenants, will probably be very
considerable. In a rich country too, where energy and vigorous

management are not the characteristics of zemindars, such a
system would naturally call into existence a considerable num-
ber of middlemen, who would continue to be supported almost

exclusively by their rents. If this be granted as correct in

theory, we have but to enquire what are the practical results of

the measure. We find then, that in some districts the jungle
has entirely disappeared. A man may go for miles in any direc-

tion, east and north of the metropolis, and see plains succeed-

ing to plains, where there is not one bigah of unproductive
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soil, and where many thousand bigahs give their return of
two crops in the year, without irrigation, and without that

careful labour which seems indispensable, in theUpper Provinces,

to successful agriculture. More new bazars, (a very profitable

source of wealth, if the zemindar or talukdar only knows how
to manage them), will be found to have been established within

the last thirty years, than old bazars to have decayed. The cir-

culation of money in the interior of such districts, is very con-

siderable. The number of men who derive competence and
consequence from the soil, is large. Is it fair to say, that all

these results are independent of the perpetual settlement?

But Mr. Campbell maintains, as it appears to us, two positions,

somewhat incompatible with each other. He gives it as his

opinion, that whatever increase, in wealth, population and culti-

vation, has taken place in Bengal, has taken place in spite of the

settlement of Lord Cornwallis, and he then concludes by say-

ing, that after all, the “ fertility, population and productiveness

of Bengal have, perhaps, been exaggerated.” He at first seems
unwilling to admit that the obnoxious measure has ended in

the accumulation of wealth and the increase of rents from
land,—both of which facts, however, he finds it almost impossi-

ble to get over,—and then he throws in a qualifying suggestion,

to the effect, that the highly-lauded fertility of the Gangetic
Delta is, perhaps, a highly wrought fiction. We do not say that

so acute a reasoner as Mr. Campbell deliberately places these

two opposite statements in juxta-position, but we think that

any person who will weigh the statements made in pages 320
and 321 of the book, will be of opinion that there is some
slight contradiction in the text. Either, it seems to us,

the perpetual settlement must have had a very beneficial

tendency, or the fertility and resources of Bengal are such as

it is almost impossible to exaggerate, or without personal in-

vestigation, even adequately to conceive. But it must not be
insinuated in one and the same breath, that the perpetual set-

tlement is a bad measure, and alluvial Bengal a poor soil.

The truth is, that both causes, the productive resources of

the country, and the tendency of the revenue system to add
to those resources, have, probably, contributed to make the ap-

pearance of the country what it now is. The famine of which
Mr. Campbell speaks as having occurred just before the per-

petual settlement, or, at any rate, just before we entered on the

enquiries which led to that result, took place some twenty years

previous to the rash act of Lord Cornwallis. But as a specimen

of the comparative fertility of Bengal and the Upper Provinces,
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we will give first Mr. Campbell’s own account of the amount of

rents in the North West, and then our own account of rents

in Bengal, drawn from personal observation and enquiry. In
page 336, Mr. Campbell says :

—

Generally speaking, rents in the North West Provinces vary from 2s. to

21. per acre ;
tolerably good grain land is generally from 4s. to 10».

;
good

cotton land is not to be had for less than 10s. to 15s. ; and sugar-cane land
fetches up to the highest price which I have mentioned, and even more.

At Nuginah, in Rohilcund, the sugar-cane land sometimes brings as much
as 81. 10s. per acre About one-third of the whole cultivated land is

irrigated from wells.

If by rents we are to understand the return of the land to

the cultivator or the tenant proprietor, for the crop or crops

which are sown therein during the year, we can only say, that

the fertility of Bengal, as compared with that of the Upper
Provinces, is even greater than we supposed. The highest

amount of good grain land with Mr. Campbell, is, in Indian coin,

five rupees an acre, and an acre equals, on an average, about
three bigahs. But the late crop of Bengal rice, reaped about
December or January, frequently produces five, six, eight, and
sometimes even ten rupees a bigah, that is, in any case, more
than treble the amount of the highest rate of grain land in

Upper India. There is certainly some ambiguity in the early

part of the passage just quoted, and we are not now certain,

whether we are to understand the term rent as signifying the

sum which one of Mr. Campbell’s Jats gets as the return of the

crop of grain, or as the sum which he hands over to the village

zemindar, if he has one, or as the sum for which land can be
“ had ” or rented by a speculator, or agriculturist

; but we incline

to the former interpretation. But there can be little doubt as to

the statement regarding sugar-cane. This valuable product
“ brings,” that is to say, repays to the cultivator, sometimes as

much as seventy shillings or thirty-five rupees an acre, in a
favored locality in Rohilcund. Now sugar-cane is extensively

cultivated in many districts in Bengal, where it requires consi-

derable capital, labour, watchfulness, and care. But it is often

known to pay at rates varying from twenty rupees to forty rupees

a bigah, that is to say, at a rate which at the lowest much more
than equals, and at the highest far transcends the return from
the most favourable instance which the author’s experience or

enquiry can suggest. In fact, to satisfy all doubts as to the

fertility of the respective countries, we think that an enquirer

has only to glance at them. Independent of irrigation, care-

less about wells, the Bengal ryot turns up his rich loam after

the first favourable shower, sows or plants his rice, and reaps
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either one magnificent, or two very fair crops, from the same
soil, within the period of nine months. In Upper India—venit

vilissima rerum, hie aqua—irrigation is actually paid for in
tracts bordering on the canals, or is jealously doled out by the
village corporation, from the village wells. With all this, the
one country is to the eye arid, barren, and desolate. The other
speaks to the painter as well as to the farmer, and even during
the hot season, appears to defy the virulence of the sun. In
variety of crops, in fruits and in vegetation generally, the fer-

tility of Bengal is patent to the most careless observer. Its sup-

ply of rain-water, and the number of its rivers, give it an advan-
tage, which it is vain to arrogate for Upper India. The rota-

tion of crops, which Mr. Campbell speaks of, as well understood
in the Agra Presidency, is almost unknown in Bengal, at least,

as a compulsory system, because it is not required. The never-

failing rice crop covers the whole country, for one season of the
year

;
while, in the cold weather, the variety of other products,

nearly rivals the variety of crops in the Upper Provinces, where
no one staple is so exclusively grown, as rice is in Bengal. Here
we have pease, mustard, oats, barley, three or four sorts of

vetches, the sola or gram, millet, in short every thing but wheat,

and in Behar even that. In these winter crops, the superior

fertility of Bengal may, possibly, be not quite so manifest. But
the Bengal Indigo confessedly ranks above that of the Upper
Provinces, and in other kinds of cultivation, such as tobacco,

mulberry, date trees, sugar-cane, the returns here are muchbeyond
those of the North West. Then take the appearance of the

villages themselves, the in-field, as old writers would have

termed it, in contra-distinction to the out-field. What appears

to a stranger a dense mass of unhealthy vegetation, which gives

shelter to wildbeasts and originates epidemic disease, is, in reality,

a series of productive plantations, such as, in the course of a

few years from its foundation, invariably spring up round every

Bengali village. Groves of the mango or the jack, shut out

every ray of the sun. Clumps of bambus afford their owner
the materials wherewith to build his hut, or are, sometimes, when
water-carriage is available, carried to a considerable distance

for sale, and even to Calcutta. Other fruit and timber trees, while

they appear to cumber the ground, in reality greatly increase

the rent. In short, when we consider the quick growth and
large returns of the staple crop in Bengal, the shoals of fish that

are yearly produced, not merely in every tank and river, but in

every rice swamp, the redundant vegetation, the brilliant co-

louring, and the comparatively small amount of labour which
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is expended on the soil by the cultivator, it is almost impossible

not to allow to Bengal a natural productiveness bordering on
the marvellous.

Leaving, however, the question of the relative fertility of Ben-
gal and Agra, we proceed to notice a point bearing on the re-

venue systems in force in either province, on which Mr.
Campbell’s book leaves us in little doubt. The point is, which
system is, by its facility for expansion, and its adaptation to the

generally improving circumstances of the country, best calculated

to stand in the long run ? Now in this, it is clear to us, that the

best system is that which makes land to be readily marketable,

which affords scope for the employment of capital, which invites

commercial enterprize and encourages speculation, which has

no particular privileges to guard with jealousy, and no exclusive

rights to protect, and which is not likely to break down as

society advances, civil relations become more complicated, and
foreign elements are mixed up with native ones. That such are

not the characteristics of the village communities, so much
praised, and so suited to the Upper Provinces, we have abundant
evidence from the manner in which Mr. Campbell almost fore-

bodes their dissolution. After describing the system of the

newly annexed territories in the Punjab, he warns all adminis-

trators, that the village communities must be protected in their

primitive integrity, and that the whole machine will go to pieces,

if a stranger is let into the magic circle. After describing how
the experience of the North West enabled us to manage mat-
ters skilfully in the Punjab, he goes on to say, page 345 :

—

But there is one point, the practice on which is yet to he regulated, and
about which I am anxious. As the members are jointly liable and jointly

owners of the whole village, I do not think that the land in possession of

each is so far a separate property that individuals can sell it to a stranger

without the consent of the community. It never has been so sold ; and if

we should ever in these territories have civil courts, such as those in the

provinces, and the shares are sold in execution of decrees, a very great in-

justice is done to the other holders, and the constitution of the village be-

ing invaded, will fall to pieces ; for no extraneous or dissimilar member
will amalgamate in so complicated a machine. It is wonderful that these

corporations work so well as they do, but, while accepting the fact, the most
useful and profitable fact, that they do work in their native condition, we
must remember that we cannot engraft on them incompatible institutions,

without spoiling all ;
and that in this way we have ruined and are ruining

the communities in the provinces. No present debts were contracted on
the faith of sale of landed property, for hitherto it has not been sold, and
yet the cultivators have, as members of and with the assistance of the com-
munity, quite credit enough. It is by no means desirable to increase that

credit by making their landed rights auctionahle by civil process ; such a
course is incompatible with the rights, and oven with the existence, of the
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communities ; I think it should be as before, that if a man break down, his
land goes to the community, who are liable for the revenue. Creditors will
then manage prudently, instead of throwing money at careless proprietors
in order to appropriate their landed rights, as is every day done in the pro-
vinces. Some rights are of much greater value to their possessors than
they will fetch in the market, and should not be dealt with after our mer-
cantile fashion.

This, to our thinking, is decisive. The villages are models,
so long as they remain in their simple, original, and primitive

shape. But there must be no civil actions. Land must not be
real property, by the aid of which ready money can be advanced,
or credit be assured, and mercantile transactions be carried on.

The collector is not merely to be the agent of Government, to

reconcile boundary disputes, to warn dilatory cultivators that

their shares will be taken from them, and given to men who
can and will work, but he is to stand over his village with a
watchful eye and in a threatening attitude, to drive away all

intruders from the hallowed ground. Can that system be so ad-

mirable, as it has been described, where its first vital principle

is the exclusion of all progress ? Is that body likely to possess

the elements of vitality and advancement, which is thus re-

duced to be recruited entirely from itself, and which, if it

does manage to be renovated and revived from within, dissolves

away whenever it comes in contact with anything from without ?

No doubt, a village community, carefully constructed, and
managed by a set of native or European officers well up to

their work, will reflect great credit on our executive Govern-
ment, and present a pleasing picture of the fashion after which
the Company paternally administers its revenue code. No doubt,

too, the introduction of litigation in the Civil Courts, with its

cumbrous forms, its endless delays, and its host of crafty prac-

titioners, is an evil much to be deprecated. But is this exclu-

siveness to go on for ever ? Are we always to be resisting the

inevitable march of civilization with its good and bad effects ?

Shall the diversified, intricate, but yet beneficial interests of

our social system be never allowed full play, without let or

hindrance ? There is something not altogether satisfactory in

the theory and first principles of a revenue administration,

which avows such maxims, and contemplates such ends.

Very different is the case with the abused perpetual settle-

ment. We contend for this measure, that it has nothing of ex-

clusiveness, or limitation about it, and that under its operation,

land may one day become the true basis of credit, and the

pivot of honest commercial adventure. There is, no doubt, a

great deal to be done in several ways to ameliorate the system
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as it stands. On the one hand, the rights of under-tenants re-

quire protection from the overpowering influence of the zemin-
dar, and on the other, intending purchasers require some assur-

ance, that if they purchase an estate, they shall acquire not

nominal, but real possession of their bargain. Every person

conversant with landed interests in Bengal, knows too well the

delays, and the inconveniences, and the numerous obstructions

to be encountered by an Englishman or foreigner, however
determined, who wishes to become a proprietor of land. But
these are evils not beyond the power of reform, nor inherent in

the system. Land may change hands by sale for default of

revenue, by a decree of the Civil Court, or by private arrange-

ments, without a cry being raised that the main spring of the
revenue administration has been thereby damaged. There are

no special immunities to be protected, no societies into which the

entrance of a stranger is as a brand of discord, no complicated
machinery which requires to be isolated, in order that it may
work. Then again, take the farming system, or that of giving

lands in ijarah, for a term #f years, against which so much has
been written. The comparative facility with which this is

effected in Bengal, has proved, especially to Europeans, of the
very greatest advantage. Nothing is more common than for

the managers of a large Indigo concern, to obtain from the ze-

mindars the farm of an estate. This facilitates the cultivation

of Indigo, often leads to a more punctual realization of the
Government revenue, and prevents sale by default, and is natu-
rally connected with the free circulation of capital through the
district. Moreover, a measure of this kind may tend to im-
prove the condition of the ryot. An Indigo-planter, who ob-
tains a portion of an estate in farm, will be enabled to carry on
his cultivation with much less opposition, as he deals with his

own ryots, than one who has to employ menaces in this quar-
ter, and entreaties in that, and to exhibit a restless activity

everywhere, in order that the neighbouring zemindars may be
induced to allow their ryots to sow indigo for him. The ryot, we
say, has thus a chance of better treatment, for no European will

be merciless towards the cultivators in two modes, at one and the
same time, in exacting his rents with severity, and in compelling
the cultivation of indigo. Either there will be a remission in

the severity of the collections, or there will be no increase to the
amount of land set apart for Indigo. But the rice land will not
be encroached on, and rents harshly exacted, by the same per-
son, on the same estate. Under the perpetual settlement, all this

is constantly taking place, and matters are managed without

n 1
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consulting collectors or Boards, as they could not be managed
under any exclusive or different system.

Of course, we are willing to admit a hundred times, that

there is much to be done in Bengal for the tenantry of large

estates, for the clear definition and registry of rights, for the
landed interests of all parties, except the zemindars, who seem,
however, to think that they have not got all they are entitled to.

But what we maintain is, that under the Cornwallis Revenue
Code, close corporations are unknown. There is no call for

vigilance in this quarter against intruders, or for anxiety in

that, in regard to cultivators who have become listless or refrac-

tory. There is an open field to every one, whatever be his caste

or colour, who wishes to become acquainted with all the mys-
teries of zemindarry management and zemindarry accounts.

The year selected by Mr. Campbell, to illustrate the working
of the revenue system, in both Agra and Bengal, is that of

1848-49 : and while we admit that he does fair justice to the

facts that the Bengalis now understand our system, that the

revenue is realized with “ considerable punctuality,” that if a

good many sales take place, they are those of small estates
;

and that several estates are designedly permitted to go to the

hammer by men who wish to get a good title, or, as is often

the case, though we do not think Mr. Campbell has noticed

it, to eject certain obstructive middlemen,—we must complain

that he allows no merit to the perpetual settlement, and that

he refuses to acknowledge its broad and comprehensive principles,

and its entire adaptation to the wants and requisitions of an in-

creasing population and an advancing state of society.

Moreover, the working of the revenue system, under the care

and attention now devoted to it by some of the most energetic

and experienced officers of Government, is becoming more
efficient every year, and we are tempted to give the following

extracts from the printed report of the Board of Revenue of

the Lower Provinces for the year 1849-50, being the year

subsequent to that taken by Mr. Campbell, in order that those

who have followed the author in what are apparently depart-

mental and exclusive questions, but which are intimately con-

nected with the real prosperity of the country, may know how
matters have fared up to the latest available date.

The extracts from the report given below, refer to two very

important subjects, the amount of revenue realized, and the

amount of property that has changed hands. The Board shall

speak for themselves :

—

The total current demand, it will be seen, amounted to Es. 3,46,80,279*
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of which Rs. 3,16,37,479 or about 91\ per cent, was collected within
the year. The balance amounted in the gross to Rs. 30,51,799, including

Rs. 2,00,383 remitted, leaving a net balance of Rs. 28,51,416 outstanding
at the close of the year.

The demand for past years (bukya) was Rs. 36,54,261, of which
Rs. 30,07,433 or 82J per cent, was collected during the year, leaving a

gross balance of Rs. 6,46,829, or after deducting remissions to the amount
of Rs. 3,12,369, a net balance of Rs. 3,34,459.

The whole demand, current and for past years, was Rs. 3,83,43,540.

of which Rs. 3,46,44,912) or 90^ per cent, was realized within the year,

leaving a gross balance of Rs, 36,98,628, which was further reduced by
remissions, amounting to Rs. 5,12,752, leaving a net balance of Rs.

31,85,876, or 8^ per cent, on the demand.
As observed in the Board’s last report, payment of the last two instal-

ments cannot be enforced within the year ; the collections during any one
year therefore include the last two instalments of the previous year, and
exclude the same instalments of the year of report. If then the collections

on account of the year of report, added to those on account of the preced-

ing year, are found to be equal to the total current demand, the result is of

course satisfactory. Judged by this rule, the collections of the year under
review could scarcely have been better, having been, for the current and
preceding year, in the aggregate, and exclusive of remissions, only 1,60,047
rupees short of the current demand of 3,46,89,229 rupees, and exclusive

of the surplus collected in some districts, and of remissions as before, only

4,31,718 rupees short, distributed as follows :

Districts.
Current
demand.

Collected on
account of the

year of report

and of the pre-

vious year.

Deficiency.

Hughli 12,25,767 12,24,694 1,073
Nuddea, 11,60,324 11,42,250 18,074
24-Pergunnahs 16,76,652 15,61,862 1,14,790
Pubna, 3,54,018 3,51,896 2,122

Backergunge 10,33,919 10,28,194 5,725
Dacca, 4,58,312 4,53,606 4,706
Furridpore

, 38,193 34,476 3,717

Mymensing, 8,19,813 8,18,386 1,427

Sylhet, 3,84,255 3,79,560 4,695

Behar, 15,51,150 15,48,386 2,764

Patna 12,14,323 11,98,295 16,028

Bhaugulpore, 5,48,494 5,33,660 14,834

Dinagepore, 18,15,644 18,08,442 7,202

Maldah, 2,66,556 2,63,864 2,692

Purneah, 13,00,355 12,53,303 47,052

Balasore, 3,90,824 3,68,144 22,680

Cuttack, 8,20,878 7,92,912 27,966

Midnapore 19,72,652 19,66,936 5,716

Bulluah, 6,57,376 5,98,422 58,954

Chittagong, 7,83,363 7,63,605 19,758

Tipperah, 9,78,824 9,29,081 49,743

Passing by those districts in which the deficiency falls short of, say

10,000 rupees, explanations seem to be called for respecting the balances
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in Nuddea, the 24-Pergunnabs, Pubna, Bhaugulpore, Purneah, Balasore,
Cuttaok and the three districts of the Chittagong division.

Nuddea .—Deficiency Us. 18,014. In this district the deficiency is more
than accounted for by suspensions from the demand against resumed
rent-free estates to the amount of 20,742 rupees, pending enquiries into

complaints of over-assessment.

2±‘Pergunnahs.—Deficiency Rs. 1,14,790. The deficiency i3 more than
accounted for by old balances outstanding from Punchawungaon, about to

be written off as irrecoverable.

Patna —Deficiency Rs. 16,028. The deficiency is more than accounted
for by old irrecoverable items, some reported and some under report for

remission. At the close of the first quarter of the succeeding year, the
total balance was reduced from Rs. 1,87,722 to Rs 39,639, of which only
Rs. 1,320 belonged to the current revenue, and the rest to previous years,

being the remains of a very large amount of old balances which have been
sifted and disposed of, principally during the past three years.

Bhaugulpore .— Deficiency Rs. 14,834. The whole outstanding balance
of Rs 90,646 was on account of current revenue, excepting Rs. 54, and
the whole was realized within the first quarter of the succeeding year,

except Rs. 1,849 current revonue.

Purneah .—Deficiency Rs. 47,054. The deficiency is much more than
accounttd for by an item of Rs. 60,084 due from a single estate, the sale

of whioh was reversed. The estate was re-sold, and the whole amount re-

covered, within the second quarter of the succeeding year, within which
period also the entire outstanding balance of Rs. 3,33,296 was realized,

excepting Rs. 2,333.

Balasore and Cuttaclc,— Deficiency, Balasore Rs. 27,966, Cuttack Rs.

22,680. The sales in these districts are held only half-yearly, and it was
expected that the whole outstanding amounts would be realized in the

course of the second quarter of the succeeding year, in the course of which
sucb sales as might be necessary were to take place. The Cuttack province

not being permanently settled, a less vigorous system of sales prevails, un-

der the provisions of Act I. of 1845, than in the permanently settled

districts. The Board are in correspondence with the Government on the

subject of altering the system in Cuttack, and assimilating it more to that

in force elsewhere.

Bulluali.—Deficiency Rs. 58,954. In this district the whole outstand-

ing balance, except Rs. 1,774, current revenue, was realized within the first

quarter of the succeeding year.

Chittagong .—Deficiency Rs. 19,758. The entire balance outstanding

at the close of the first quarter of the succeeding year, was not more than

Rs. 11,528, two-thirds of which was nominal, and required only to be

adjusted in account.

Tipperah .—Deficiency Rs. 49,743. In this district, Rs. 15,477 remained

still unrealized at the end of the first quarter of the succeeding year, with-

out any sufficient reason, which was duly notioed to the Collector at the

time.

And again, as to estates sold :

—

Three hundred and fifty estates more were sold in the year of report,

than in the previous year. The increase was in the Patna, Dacca and

Murshedabad divisions, but chiefly in the divisions of Bhaugulpore and

Chittagong. In the Cuttack division, the number was less; and in Jessoro,

nearly the same as in the preceding year. The average jumma sold was
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about one-half of that sold in the preceding year, indicating that though
the number of sales was greater, the mehals sold were of smaller extent.

The proportion of thejumma sold to the whole revenue demand was less

by one-third in the year of report, being 9 annas, 9 pie and a quarter.

The proportion sold in the Murshedabad, Dacca, Patna and Chittagong
divisions was greater, and in the other divisions it was less, but in no
division, except Patna and Bhaugulpore, was it so high as to deserve

notice. The price realized was more than quintuple of the rental or jum-
ma, whereas it was only three and a half times the jumma the previous

year. The price realized was about the same in the Dacca division, little

more in the Cuttack division, considerably more in the Bhaugulpore divi-

sion, and double in the Patna division; but in the Chittagong division

it was somewhat less, and considerably less in the Jessore and Mursheda-
bad divisions. The lowness of the price is particularly apparent in the

districts of Jessore, Nuddea and 24-Pergunnahs, in the Jessore division,

the districts of Pubna and Rajshahye, in the Murshedabad division, and
the districts of Bulluah and Tipperah in the Chittagong division. In
the districts of Jessore, Nuddea, Pubna and Bulluah, the purchases on
account of Government of deteriorated estates at nominal prices, probably
affects the total sale price, but the cause of the low price obtained in the
24-Pergunnahs, Tipperah and Rajshahye, is not so apparent. In none of

these districts was the number of mehals sold, or the number purchased
by individuals, remarkable; nor was either thejumma sold, or the demand
for the realization of which sale was had recourse to, such as to attract

particular notice.

We must now take leave of this part of the subject, and
regret that we have neither time nor space to follow the author
through many other topics of equal interest and importance.

On one point we are, however, slightly at issue with him, and
that is the value of the time spent in “ college,” as it is termed.

On this we are told (p. 268) :

—

At the commencement of the career of the young civilian in India, tho
Government have a very ingenious plan for at once fully developing, and it

may be, expending all his bad qualities It is judged that he must read the

languages to fit him for the public service. He therefore remains for a
time “ in college,” as it is called—that is to say, he lives and amuses him-
self as he likes in Calcutta (Madras, or Bombay, as the case may be) ; and
once a month, if he find no convenient excuse, drives to the college (the

shade of that established by Lord Wellesley, now let out for merchants’
warehouses) to give the examiner there an opportunity of ascertaining how
he is getting on ; but for the first year at least he is literally not any way
required to do any thing. On the contrary, he is allowed for passing many
times longer than is necessary. Calcutta is an extremely pleasant, gay,

and expensive place ; he receives within a fraction the same pay as a work-
ing assistant ; has always at the first a certain amount of credit ; and
there are glorious traditions of the doings of former days, when the service

was a service, and a few thousand pounds of debt was a trifle. The privi-

lege of remaining to enjoy all this, instead of being forthwith banished to

a remote up-country station, depends on not passing
; and being for the

first time their own masters, all who are either naturally fast, or have any
lurking propensities that way, capable of being developed by judicious

temptation, stay in Calcutta as long as they can, lead an idle dissipated
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life, and get into debt, not. as of old, when native bankers trusted them to

any amount— that magnificent credit has gone by—but they go to banks
and money-lenders. A. goes security for B , B. for C., and C. again for A.
They get money on usurious terms, and sufficiently into debt to interfere

very seriously with their future prospects ; for fast men seldom turn good
managers, and, promotion being slow and pay diminished, they do not soon
get clear.

The time allowed for passing, may admit of curtailment, and
the test of qualification of being improved, but we deny that a
residence in Calcutta inevitably entails a load of debt on the
young civilian, and we must not forget that there are worse
temptations, more lasting evils, and more contaminating influ-

ences to be encountered at “ remote up-country stations,” than
at the metropolis of India. The expense of Calcutta, it is not
incumbent for every body to incur. The pleasantness of its

residence, consists in the very legitimate advantage of good
houses, interchange of ideas, and choice of society. The gay
doings, beyond a few evening parties in the cold weather, and
some admirable [amateur concerts, are comprised in those huge
dinner parties, which are fortunately not now so much in vogue
as they once were, and which remind us of Talleyrand’s satire on
Geneva. “ Geneve est ennuy’euse ; n’est ce pas ?” said a friend to

him. “ Surtout quand on s’y amuse,

”

was the reply. The young
civilian of the present day may live with a friend, or relative, or

with companions of the same tastes and pursuits as himself,

without invariably leading an idle or dissipated life. The College

records of the last few years, especially of 1850-51, present us

with several notable examples of young men who have taken high

honours in the languages of India, current and classical, and who
have established a complete mastery over that book learn-

ing, which must be an important auxiliary to a good knowledge
of the colloquial, and which, certainly, could not be so well at-

tained by any other system, at a more advanced period of the ser-

vice, or in any other place. The advantage, too, of having a

fair sprinkling of orientalists in the covenanted service, is not

to be under-rated, although we attach paramount importance

to familiarity with the vernacular, so repeatedly and so justly

insisted on. Again, we must not lose sight of the good effects

of bringing young men, who are to fill responsible situations in

the country, in contact, not only with the seniors of their own
profession, who are congregated at Calcutta, but with enlight-

ened members of different professions, with the most enterpriz-

ing of the mercantile community
;
with all the talent and the

acumen of the English Bar. That society will be most liberal

in thought and action, which is composed of a variety of ele-
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ments, where the leading members are not solely the ornaments

of the mess-room or the cutcherry, but are, some of them,

men who have attained to eminence in various walks of life.

Men who affect to sneer at the restricted and narrow views

taken by residents within the Mahratta ditch, forget that a

figurative
“ ditch ” inevitably surrounds all those who are too

much shut up in one social circle, whose conversation is con-

fined to discussions with others who have been employed all

day in exactly the same pursuits, who know nothing of the

healthy friction of opinions, and cannot sympathise with the

bustling energy of men devoted to other aims than their own.
Can it really be thought that the best way of opening the mind
of a young man of nineteen or twenty, would be to banish

him to an up-country station immediately on his arrival ? Is it

right that the dispositions, predilections, steadiness of charac-

ter or otherwise, of the dozen civilians who annually report their

arrival as members of the Bengal establishment, should be
knoAvn to no one of the leading functionaries of Government,
by which they are afterwards to be employed, to no one of the

heads of society? We are ready to make every allowance for

the danger of the peculiar kind of temptation to which a young
man is exposed, for the space of a year, in Calcutta. He may buy
expensive horses. He may spend more than he ought in jewel-

lery. He may waste his time. But, supposing, on the other

hand, that he does think it incumbent on him to do something
for his pay and allowances, he will have such opportunities in

the metropolis, as he will find no where else. Here are good
native scholars in all the languages in use on this side of India.

Many of the men, who have acquired any distinction in any
one branch of his own service, are assembled here. He may
consult men who have been crack collectors, revered judges,

and magistrates well versed in the intricacies of provincial crime.

He may be kept straight by the general opinion and example
of society, large, influential, and comprehensive enough to have
considerable weight on individuals, and not large enough for

units to become absolutely invisible. If climate proves inimical

to his constitution, as is often the case during the first year of
residence, when the test is most severe, he has the proximity of
the ablest and most experienced of the medical service. If he is

to keep up his English ideas of reverence for the Sabbath, he
finds Churches rising in every direction, frequented by a com-
munity amongst whose failings a want of regard for sacred ob-
servances, or a want of substantial charity, is not to be number-
ed. Taking then the chances of temptation and check, we are
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content to see young men run their career in Calcutta.

But all the above would Mr. Campbell and others do away
with, if we are to attach meaning to his observation that the
collegian, when appointed assistant to a magistrate and collector,

commences the education which he should have received at

first ? He would apparently deport every man on his arrival, to

the society of the half-dozen individuals who compose a Mofus-
sil station, to be subjected to every variety of training which
fancy can suggest, and to learn forms before he knows things.

No doubt a colloquial knowledge of the languages will not be
attained within the walls of Fort William College. But there

are other points to be considered in aiming at efficiency, besides

conversational fluency, and there is no reason why a man
should eventually speak the language less correctly and gram-
matically, because when in college he has translated the

Bagh-o-Bahar with accuracy, and turned into very fair

Bengali a piece of good English prose. The same reasons

which make Calcutta the fittest place for the residence of a

Legislative Council, its wealth and size, its various professions,

its number of liberal-minded inhabitants, all of which have
been repeatedly set forth, by all the powers of reasonand language,
whenever it is gravely announced that the seat of Government
is about to be translated to the North West Frontier—make it

also the best place for the previous location of every young
civilian attached to this Presidency, whether his future lot shall

be to preside over Punches, or to keep lawless and powerful
zemindars in check, or to spear hog on the vast churs of

Eastern Bengal, or to kill tigers in the Rohilcund Terai. It is

not the mere presence of an English statesman and four reve-

rend councillors, with a staff of secretaries, that invests Calcutta

with its importance as a metropolis, but it is the variety of

information there attainable ;
the bustle and activity of its divers

professions, its eloquent bar and its free discussion, which make
Calcutta the fittest place for the deliberations of the Supreme
Government of India. Where the heads of society are well and
judiciously located, there can be no great harm in placing in

that locality its junior members. This is different from re-

assembling the disjecta membra of Haileybury in an Oriental

college in Tank-square, or from isolating a young man from all

his contemporaries, by a summary deportation to the Mofussil.

The present system, which prevents a second fusion of combus-
tible elements into one mould, and does not re-unite all the

turbulent spirits from quarters C and B at Haileybury in the .

buildings in Tank-square, in proximity perilous to the peace of
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its inhabitants, but which at the same time retains every one

within the pale of society, appears to us, though liable to sun-

dry obvious improvements, exactly to have hit the happy
medium.

In all that Mr. Campbell says, about the deficient training

of the service, of the intimate connection between the civilian’s

pursuits, amusements, and duties, of the aptitude for business,

which is generated by the gradual systematic education enforc-

ed in every department, and of the opening for improvement in

the judicial system, we entirely concur. We stand in asto-

nishment at the complete transformation effected in men, who
formerly were notorious at Haileybury for disturbing the rest

of its professors, for breaking lamps, for spending their whole
time in visits to Ware or Hertford, for devoting themselves ex-

clusively to cricket or boating, for being plucked as often as was
consistent with the retention of their appointment. These men,
to our knowledge, are now steady, active, and efficient : retain-

ing just so much of the restless energy of their earlier days, as

is necessary to make them successful as quellers of crime, or

collectors of revenue.

The following extracts are favorable specimens of the au-

thor’s style. Here is first a pregnant summary of Mr. Thoma-
son’s administration and its merits, due credit being given pre-

viously to Lord Ellenborough, for having selected a Lieutenant-

Governor possessed of sufficient experience, and yet not too old

to prevent his doing long and good service. Mr. Campbell
gives to Mr. Thomason’s executive administration this just,

gratifying, and appropriate tribute :

—

By personal supervision, lie has very much increased the efficiency of all

officers, European and native, introduced method and energy in all depart-

ments, completed and worked to the best advantage the new settlement of
the North-Western Provinces, defined and explained the rights of different

parties in the soil, improved the efficiency of the police, done what was in
his power to make the most of a vicious judicial system, applied himself to

the Vernacular education of the masses of the natives, and given to the
upper classes opportunities of acquiring practical science, carried out im-
portant public works, made good roads and canals, rendered travelling easy
and secure, regulated the mode of procuring supplies and carriage for

troops, and superintended, with personal knowledge and personal energy, all

the minute details of civil government, only understood by those who have
made it a profession.

The occurrence of a burglary, its discovery, the subsequent
enquiry thereinto, the advent of the darogah—not as is too
often the case in Bengal in a palanquin, hours after the rob-
bery—the report to the magistrate couched in the choicest Ori-
ental phraseology, are thus described. There is a touch of

o 1
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humour in the whole thing, which is too good to be omitted,

though it is probable that some of our readers may have seen

the extract we are about to give, quoted in some of the Eng-
lish papers. It has a grave humour in it, which reminds us of

some parts of Eothen :

—

Jilall, shopkeeper, gets up in the morning, finds a hole in his wall, and
all his moveables gone

;
whereat he laments exceedingly, and, raising a

great outcry, summons the watchman and the Punch. The watchman de-

clares that it is most extraordinary ; he kept watch all night, but saw no
thief. The Punch observe that they are very sorry,—by all means send
for the police ; so the watchman is despatched to the inspector. Meantime
Jilall, seeing that he is not likely to get much satisfaction if he trusts to

other people, himself sets to work in earnest. He has probably influence

and connection in the village, and, knowing the right person to apply to,

pays something handsome for information, acting on which, with the assist-

ance of the Punch, he secures a small boy, supposed to be mixed up in the

affair, and lays an embargo on two or three suspected houses. By this time
arrives Mahommed Khan, the police darogah, a handsome burly Moham-
medan, mounted on a comfortable-looking pony, with a distinguished-look-

ing turban of extravagant proportions, several daggers in his belt, and a

posse of followers. Now if (as very frequently happens) no clue had been
found, 'and the case had seemed a hopeless oue, Mohammed Khan would
have set forth in his report a dozen excellent reasons to show that Jilall

never was robbed at all, but made a hole in his own wall, in order to

defraud his creditors ; and would have varied the barrenness of his state-

ments with many excellent Persian and Arabic aphorisms and observations

on the faithlessness of shopkeepers in general, and of Jilall in particular.

In this instance, however, finding that a clue has been obtained, he proba-

bly goes about the case actively. The suspected houses are searched, and
the “ Khan ji” has a private interview with the small boy, the result of

which is that some of the property is found, and the boy consents to name
his associates. “ Dours,” or flying parties, are sent off to pounce on the

distant rendezvous of the principal burglars
; they are apprehended, and

the whole affair comes to light. Mohammed Khan, probably, takes this

opportunity of despatching by express to the magistrate, the following

report, or “ petition,” as it is called in oriental phraseology :

—

“ Cherisber of the poor, your good fortune is great. You will have learnt

from yesterday’s diary, that upon hearing of the burglary in the house of

Jilall, shopkeeper, your slave, girding up his loins, set off determined to

discover the criminals, or return with his face blackened for ever. Not
through any merit of this humble one, but solely through the favour of

God and the ovex-powering good fortune of your worship, the efforts

of the lowest of your slaves have been crowned with success, and “ In-

shallattallah’' (please God) the thieves shall be rooted out from the face of

the earth. Your slave, immediately on his arrival, adopted a thousand

devices and deep stratagems, and expended a large sum from his own pocket

in bringing informers, and with intense difficulty insinuated himself into

their confidence, so great was his desire to gain your approval. But not to

these persevering efforts of your slave, simply to your fortunate star, is due

the discovery of a clue to the perpetrators of the crime.
“ Your slave, being thoroughly acquainted with all the bad characters, ap-

prehended a desperate burglar and so managed him, that through your

good fortune he gave a further clue, and eventually (the efforts of your slave
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being unremitting) six burglars and two receivers havo been eeiaed, and the

whole of the property recovered, except some few articles, which Jilall

doubtless inserted in the list from a mere spirit of exaggeration. It is im-

possible at this moment to furnish a detailed report, therefore I despatch

this preliminary petition for your information. The regular report, with

the parties, the prisoners, and the property, will be sent in to-morrow morn-
ing. Your fortune is invincible. The petition of your humble slave,

“ Mohammed Khan,
“ Thanahdar

”

Doubtless the Magistrate is duly impressed with belief that the good for-

tune, so often referred to, consists in the possession of so invaluable a treasure

as Mohammed Khan.

We strongly recommend the above passage to the notice of

the members of the Bengal British India Association. Instead of

making out a catalogue of imaginary grievances, or represent-

ing themselves as the suffering people of India, or framing
absurd constitutions for the future Government of the country,

they had much better be employed in looking after their estates,

and in trying to infuse into their ryots or the bunneahs of

their large bazars, something of the spirit of our friend Jilall.

We have room only for one more extract. It relates to the

duties of a civilian in the Upper Provinces, where the offices of

magistrate and collector are united in the same individual, and so

united, have been found to work well there, because the arrange-

ment is suited to the character of the people, the features of the

revenue administration, the comparative absence of litigation,

and the moderate amount of crime. It is precisely because the

normal features of Bengal Proper are of a totally different

character, that the junction of the two offices never has wrought
well, and never can work well, in the Lower Provinces, and
we have, by degrees, got rid of this unsuitable alliance, and
divorced the man who is to capture dacoits and organize the

police, from the man who is to look after the estates of minors,

the revenue of Government, and the treasury accounts. But
the details of a camp-life in the cold season, the municipal im-

provements, the pertinacious old woman, the morning ride,

and the police reports, are pretty much the same in both divi-

sions of the presidency. The cavalry grass-cutters, the camels,

and the inspector of prisons, are all peculiar to the Upper Pro-
vinces, and the latter officer, when there is one in Bengal, will

have plenty to do in visiting the district jails and introducing

into them something like an amended system of prison labour:

—

The chief station of the magistrate and collector is usually near the most
important town in, and as central as possible to, the district. Here are his

head-quarters, and here he spends the season unfavourable for marching,
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except when emergencies arise. But from the nature of his duties it is by
no means desirable that he should be stationary ; and every cold season be
goes into camp (as it is called), pitches his tents, leaves the current duties

of the chief station with one of his subordinates, and, taking with him a
sufficient portion of his establishment, he marches about, pitches for a few
days here and a few days there, sees all that is going on, and attends to

local matters. His manner of life is a pleasant one, and leads all to take
an interest in their work. When he is at head-quarters, his mode of pass-

ing his time may be something in this wise. People rise early in India,
and ride a great deal, so he is probably out on horseback ; but he generally
combines business with exercise ; he has improvements going on, roads
making, bridges building, streets paving, canals cutting, a dispensary, a
nursery garden, &c., &c. He may look in at his jail, and see what work the
prisoners are doing, or at his city police stations to see what is going on
there, or canter out upon an outlying patrol, or go to see the locality of a
difficult case. Every one he meets has something to say to him ; for in
India every one has, or has had, or is about to have, some case, or grievance,
or project, or application, of which he takes every occasion of disburthening
himself whenever the magistrate is in sight ; and the old woman whose
claim to a water-spout was decided against her years ago, but who persists

in considering her case the most intolerable in the whole world, takes the

opportunity for the hundredth time of seizing his bridle, casting herself

under the horse’s feet, and clamorously demanding either instant death or a
restitution of her rights. Though he has not time to listen to all, he may
pick up a good deal from the general tenor of the unceasing fire of lan-

guage which is directed at him as he passes. He probably knows the prin-

cipal heads of villages, or merchants, or characters in different lines, and
this is the great time for talk with them. If anything of interest is to be
discussed, they obtain admittance to his garden, where he sips his cup of tea

under his vine and fig-tree on his return from his ride. Then come the
reports from the tehsildars and police inspectors for the previous day ;

those from the outlying stations having come in during the night. These
are all read, and orders briefly recorded ; the police-inspector of the town,
and perhaps other native officers, may be in attendance with personal ex-

planations or representations ;
and all this done, the serishtadar bundles up

the papers, and retires to issue the orders passed, and prepare for the regular
work in court, while the magistrate goes to breakfast. At breakfast comes
the post and packet of official letters. The Commissioner demands explana-
tion on this matter, and transmits a paper of instructions from Government
on that ; the Judge calls for cases which have been appealed ; the Secre-
tary to Government wants some statistical information ; the inspector of
prisoners fears that the prisoners are growing too fat ; the commander of
the 150th regiment begs to state that his regiment will bait at certain places
on certain days, and that he requires a certain quantity of flour, grain, hay,
and eggs ; Mr. Snooks, the Indigo-planter, who is in a state of chronic war-
fare with 'his next neighbour, has submitted his grievances in six folio

sheets, indifferent English, and a bold band, and demands instant redress,

failing which, he threatens the magistrate with Government, the Supreme
Court, an aspersion of his honour as a gentleman, a Parliamentary impeach-
ment, a letter to the newspapers, and several other things besides. After
breakfast he despatches his public letters, writes reports, examines re-

turns, &c.

During this time he has, probably, a succession of demi-officials from the
neighbouring cantonments. There is a great complaint that the villagers
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have utterly, without provocation, broken the heads of the cavalry grass-cut-

ters, and the grass-cutters are sent to be looked at. He goes out to look at

them, but no sooner appears, than a shout announces that the villagers are

waiting in a body, with a slightly different version of the story, to demand
justice against the grass-cutters, who have invaded their grass preserves,

despoiled their village, and were with difficulty prevented from murdering
the inhabitants. So the case is sent to the joint-magistrate. But there are

more notes ; some want camels, some carts, and all apply to the magistrate :

then there may be natives of rank and condition, who come to pay a seri-

ous formal kind of visit, and generally want something, or a chatty native

official, who has plenty to say for himself. •*.,

All this despatched, he orders his carriage or umbrella, and goes to Cut-

cherry—his regular court. Here he finds a sufficiency of business : there

are police and revenue and miscellaneous cases of all sorts, appeals from
the orders of his subordinates, charges of corruption or misconduct against

native officials. All petitions from all persons are received daily in a

box, read, and orders duly passed. Those setting forth good grounds of

complaint are filed under proper headings ; others are rejected, for written

reason assigned. After sunset comes his evening, which is probably,

like his morning ride, mixed up with official and demi-official affairs,

and only at dark does the wearied magistrate retire to dinner and to pri-

vate life.

We must now conclude an imperfect review of a really

valuable work.; but we should be wanting in our duty as re-

viewers, were we not to notice a few errors of fact into which
the author has fallen. In page 15, we are told that Akbar was
born “ while his father Baber was a fugitive.” The father of

the greatest of Mohammedan Emperors was not Baber, but
Humayun, the old gentleman whose death was caused by a
fall from a terrace. Baber was the grandfather of Akbar, and
many of our readers must, no doubt, be familiar with the Me-
moirs of Baber, translated and published about twenty-eight

years ago, in which the numerous adventures, the drinking

bouts, and the history of the fugitive king’s boon companions, are

detailed with a comic gravity, peculiar to the merry monarch
of the East. In page 150, and also in page 104, we are told

that the families of former Nawabs of Bengal, receive allowances
amounting to nine lakhs of rupees a year, over and above the

sixteen lakhs, which is assigned to the present Nawab Nazim.
The very contrary is the case. Both the present Nawab, and the

families of former Nawabs, are paid out of the same sum of
sixteen lakhs, the relatives and dependants getting about nine
lakhs, and His Highness consuming about six lakhs to himself,

an income double that assigned to the Prince consort, and equal
to that possessed by many of the first peers of the English realm.
In the figured statement in page 157, we read of petty states on
the North Eastern Frontier of Bengal, thirty-one in number. This
is entirely new to us. Beyond the little district of Cachar, which
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was a fortunate lapse to the State in 1830, and the agency in the
Cossiah hills, we know of no petty states whatever on the
North East Frontier. The little principality of Koch Behar,
of which an account was lately given in the printed Selections

of the Government of Bengal, is independent internally, though
it pays to Government a yearly tribute of 66,000 rupees. But we
find no notice in Mr. Campbell’s book, of this state, which contains

some of the choicest localities for tiger and rhinoceros, in this part

of India, or of Darjeeling, with the tract lately taken from the

Rajah of Sikhim. We conclude that the mistake has arisen from
some confusion between the petty states under the Agent to the
Governor-General on the South West Frontier, and the petty

states known as the Tributary Mehals, under the Commissioner
of Cuttack. The former are alluded to in Mr. Ciimpbell’s tabular

statement, the latter are not. The former comprise a number
of wild, jungly, hilly, and uncultivated districts, which extend
in one direction to Berar and the Trunk Line to Bombay, and in

another almost to Mirzapore and the Saugor and Nerbudda
valley. A full account of the latter, or the Tributary Mehals,
which are eighteen in number, may be found in No. III. of

the printed Selections from the records of the Bengal Govern-
ment, with all the particulars which the ripe experience of

such officers as Mr. Mills and Mr. Ricketts can supply. Few
states are more remarkable in their way, than both the above.

Secure in their fastnesses, inaccessible in their situation, and
holding out no temptations to the cupidity of invaders, their

petty sovereigns have remained unmolested for centuries.

With the exception of the Mahrattas, whose petulant activity

surmounted all obstacles, no conqueror has thought it worth
while to over-run these tracts, and they figure consequently but

little in history. The antiquity of these Rajas, if we are to believe

the family genealogies, is something extraordinary, and we
have been told of one chief who numbers fifty, and of another

who numbers eighty predecessors. What to this is the pedigree

of the oldest English families, if we estimate them only by the

number of their stemmata ?

A remarkable error occurs in page 223, where Mr. Camp-
bell is discussing the powers entrusted to the subordinate Go-
vernments, that is, to the Governments of Madras, Bombay,
Agra and Bengal, who are all on an equality in this respect.

After stating that they cannot add one farthing to their fixed per-

manent establishment, (nor even to their temporary establish-

ments, Mr. Campbell might have added,) we are told that they

have been authorised by the Supreme Government to incur con-
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tingent expenses “ not exceeding 5,000 rupees, or i?500, for any
one object.” Now we bear a great and very just outcry against

the system of Indian centralization, which delegates little or no-

thing to subordinates, though men of long standing and ex-

perience; but there is no use in making out things to be
worse than they actually are. The sum which Lord Falkland,
or Sir H. Pottinger, or Mr. Thomason, or Lord Dalhousie,
as Governor of Bengal, may spend on local objects, on bridges,

roads, public buildings, and other works, is just double the

amount stated above—10,000 rupees. These are the main er-

rors of fact which have attracted our observation on a perusal of
the volume

; and we trust that Mr. Campbell may have an
opportunity of amending them and a few trifling misprints, and
of omitting some rather smart remarks about the Supreme
Court, in a new edition of his work, at an early date.

We could have wished to have journeyed with Mr. Campbell
over other tracts of India, besides Bengal and Calcutta, to which
we have mostly restricted ourselves in entering into particulars,

and we should have discussed with pleasure, in his company,
many other topics of real interest, such as the extent of educa-
tion in Missionary and Government schools, the absence of

official publicity, the seniority system, the administration of
civil and criminal justice, and the detection of crime. On the
latter point, especially, there are some very valuable remarks,
which it is quite refreshing to read, after the theories which have
been poured forth on this agitated question

; theories the more
crude and impracticable, because of the acknowledged difficulty

of dealing with the subject. But we must leave all this to

others, in the hope that our notice may introduce many readers

of temper and judgment to take up a work, into which is

condensed as much valuable information as to Modern India
and its Government, as any volume, or select report, has ever
managed to contain. Mr. Campbell, we understand, after em-
ploying his leisure time in the toils of authorship, is now holding
a legal situation of some emolument and responsibility, under his

relative, the Lord Chief Justice of England, and is reading Law.
He could not study English Law to better advantage than
under the great authority of Lord Campbell, who has ever
shown himself a successful advocate, a consistent politician, a
revered judge, and an enlightened law-reformer. While
other civilians at home on furlough, are seeking healthful recrea-

tion on the moors or in the stubble fields, or enjoying a life at

the clubs in Town, or in a tour on the Continent, are visiting every

object of interest which may give activity to the intellect and
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refinement to the taste, Mr. Campbell, though we would not

deter him from any of the above enjoyments, is gradually and
steadily adding to his stock of experience, and examining the

working of a different system of jurisprudence, to that of Abu
Hanifah and other Mohammedan doctors. We have no doubt
that Mr. Campbell will most carefully avoid the fault against

which he himself warns the Company’s Judges, that ofimagining

that law consists “ in a blind adherence to technicalities,” and
that the English lore he may acquire, will be acquired on the

principles of Rolle, of Blackstone, and of Hale. Not cramming
precedents, studying law, not as a man who wishes to become
an advocate by the shortest route possible, not as a person
stimulated to activity by the sharp spur of want, but cultivat-

ing it as a science or a healthy exercise of the intellect, he may
return to India, with a temperate dislike of all unsuitable forms
and intolerant English ideas, and with an admiration for all that is

valuable and excellent in the great science, its broad compre-
hensiveness, its analytical spirit, its adaptation to new combina-
tions of facts, and its systematic reverence for prescription, sym-
metry, and right.



MISCELLANEOUS NOTICES.

Selections from the Records of the Bengal Government
,
published

by authority—No. VI. Report on the Tin and other Mineral
productions of the Tenasserim Provinces, by Captain G. B.
Tremenlieere, Executive Engineer

, Tenasserim divisio?i ; and
Remarks on the Reports, §'c., by T. Oldham, Esq., Superinten-
dent of the Geological Survey of India. Calcutta. 1852 .

Tiie publication of selections from the Records of Government, is

so good a practice, that we should not feel disposed to criticise with
much severity, the articles selected for publication, even if they fell

somewhat short of the standard which we expect to be reached, by
publications in general, in order to their obtaining a favorable notice

at our hands. But the papers already published, both by the Go-
vernment of the North Western Provinces, and by that of Bengal,
have no occasion for such indulgence. Such of them as we have
seen, are treatises of great excellence, on subjects of no little interest ;

and the only fault that we have to find, in connexion with their publi-

cation, is, that the system was not introduced long ago. We do not

know to whom we are indebted for the introduction of that system
now. Probably, it is to Mr. Thomason

; at all events, the plan is

worthy of that enlightened statesman.

The present number of the Bengal Selections, consists of several

reports on the tin, manganese, and gold of the Tenasserim provinces,

regarded chiefly in an economical point of view, with incidental notices

of the geological features of the country.

The first treatise is a report by Captain Tremenlieere, as to the tin

found in the neighbourhood of Mergui, especially in the beds and on
the banks of the Thengdon and Thebawlick, (tributaries of the

Tenasserim river) and on the side of the Kalian hill. All these loca-

lities are accessible to boats, and are within a short distance of Mergui.
From the experiments instituted by Captain Tremenheere, it appears,

that in the water-courses, two men could wash out in a day a quantity

of the peroxide of tin sufficient to yield about 51bs. of pure metal. The
value of this would be about R. 1-8, while the cost of the production

of the ore would be twelve annas (two men at six annas a day), and
that of the reduction would be very trifling, on account of the great

purity of the ore. On the Kahan hill, three men in a day produced a

quantity of ore sufficient to yield 21bs. 6oz. of tin. This is a much
smaller out-turn than the other ; but then their operations were con-

fined to the surface ;—in fact, to that very soil from which the metal
found in the water-beds had already been abstracted by the action of

the rains ; and it is but reasonable to conclude, that mining operations

would yield a much greater result. Specimens of the ore were sent

to the Court of Directors, who submitted them to several competent
persons in England, and they were pronounced to be of the best qua-
lity. It seems to us, that these tin-deposits might be turned to profita-

ble account, either by the Government or by private speculators.

Scarcely any capital is required for the experiment. All that is want-
ed is a few baskets. It would surely be worth while to set a hun-
dred men to work for a month as a trial. If it did not succeed, the

loss would be very trifling
;

if it did, the profit would be very
considerable.

d
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We are next presented with a very short report, by Captain Tre-
menheere, on a bed of manganese ore that occurs, almost on the surface

of the ground, in the neighbourhood of the Thuggu aud Tenasserim ri-

vers. As this bed shows itself in various localities, and as the
ground between these localities is flat, Captain Tremenheere concludes,

and with good reason, as it appears to us, that it is in all probability a
horizontal deposit, covering many square miles. This also seems to

claim attention, and may, in time, become an object of interest to the

Government or to private speculators.

The remainder of the number is occupied with a report, by Mr. O’Riley,

who was employed, by the Commissioner of the Tenasserim provinces,

on a survey of the southern portion of these provinces ; with a corres-

pondence respecting his appointment and the results of his observa-

tions, and with remarks on his reports by Mr. Oldham. Mr. O’Riley’s

reports are very meagre, and occasionally refer to a previous commu-
nication, which is not given. He seems to have selected an unfavor-

able season of the year for his survey. The rivers were too full to

enable him to examine their beds, and therefore he -was obliged to

trust to such information as he could pick up from natives. He found
abundant evidence, however, of the existence of copper in large quan-
tities, and also of iron, lead, silver and gold ; also of coal of superior

quality. In one place he learned, that “from 6 to 81bs. of clear

tin ore can be obtained by a woman, during a broken day’s work,” and
he concludes, that “ for a regulated system of labor by competent men,
double that quantity, or from 1 8 to 201bs. of ore may reasonably be
expected as the produce.” Passing over the slip of making 18 to 20,

the double of 6 to 8, and supposing 161bs. to be the produce of a

man’s work, this would give about 81bs. of metallic tin, worth about

two rupees. This is a much larger out-turn than that realized by
Captain Tremenheere, and would, certainly, pay very well. But then

it appears that the river is not in a state to admit of operations being

carried on during the whole year.

In*one locality, Mr. O’Riley found a mass of tin-stone, containing

fragments of copper and gold. The following is his account of this

specimen :

—

PEROxipE of tin.—This small specimen of tin ore demands more particular

notice, from the circumstance of the larger portion of it being formed by a mass of

crystals of tin-stone, giving evidence of the existence of a tin-lode in tho formation

washed by the mountain stream in which I procured it, and more especially so as,

on examination of the mass at the end of the day’s journey, I found it to contain the

accompanying specimens of copper and gold.

In my letter accompanying, I have detailed the circumstances connected with

the discovery of this very interesting specimen, and its accompanying more valua-

ble metals ; it is only necessary, therefore, to remark here, that the position at which

I found these specimens, being considerably above the level of the streams from

which the other stream-ore was obtained, in a tract of country, in fact, showing a

decidedly metalliferous character in the up-raised rocks of the older formations, from

which the greater portion of the mineral wealth of Cornwall, tin and copper, is

derived, leads to the hope, that by prosecuting a minute search in the upper portion

of the stream, when the waters have sufficiently subsided to admit of doing so effec-

tually, the tin-lode in situ may be discovered, and with the same object, that of ex-

ploring the locality for the gold and copper deposits would be associated.

The unusually large size of the grain of gold, induces the opinion that some
section of the water-course, above the position at which it was found, contains a line

or vein of “ auriferous quartz,” from which it has been separated by decomposition of

the matrix, and that rich deposits exist in its immediate vicinity. The same remarks
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apply to the two small specimens of copper, and the question as to their form of native

metal may, for the present, rest either with the supposition that they formed portion

of a vein of native metal, which in filamentary ramifications is found in the transi-

tion schists and slates accompanying the granite, or in the shape of a rich carbonate

ore of the metal, has been reduced by the action of the fire which sweeps across the

surface of the jungles annually.

Upon this and another passage relating to gold in Mr. O’Riley’s

report, Mr. Oldham remarks as follows :

—

It is, I think, obvious, that although the amount stated to be obtainable by a
man, ("viz., on the average ticul per month, at the value of 28 to 30 rupees per

ticul, or about 35 rupees per month, per man,) would be more than sufficient to

tempt some persons from a much greater distance than the Siamese frontiers to

such employment, still the smallness of the area, and local character of the deposits,

would never yield a sufficiently steady and continuous source of profit to sanction

the outlay of capital. Taken in conjunction with any system of workings, which
may be adopted for the procuring of the stream tin, with which the gold is

associated, it may possibly be a source of additional profit to direct attention also

to the seeking for gold, (a result easily effected by a slight modification of the ordi-

nary mode of treating tin ores,) but singly, even in much larger quantities than it is

stated to occur, the gold would yield too precarious and uncertain a return to be
profitably sought after. And wherever this is the case with the deposits containing

stream gold, any search after the original vein containing the metal, and from which

it had been washed, would be more than useless.

Nor can I agree wr ith Mr. O’Riley, in supposing that the unusually large size

of the grain of gold would lead to thq opinion, that there must be a fine or vein

of auriferous quartz and rich deposits in its vicinity, in as much as the size

of the grains or materials in any water-carried deposit depends, not on the

distance from which they may have been transported, but on the force or

power of the water or stream which moved them. The angular and slightly-worn

condition of the crystals of tin-stone in one of the specimens forwarded by Mr.
O’Riley, docs justify him in supposing that a tin-lode must exist in the vicinity ;

but the same kind of evidence docs not apply to the specimen of gold, which, in

all probability, never was in a true crystalline form, and the rounded condition of

which therefore gives no evidence as to the distance from which it has been
transported.”

To us it appears that Mr. Oldham, in this extract, takes a less

favorable view of the “ gold prospects” of Tenasserim than his data

justify his taking. In the first place, it does not seem to be at all

ascertained, that the gold deposit is of a local character, and confined

to narrow limits. This is only the inference that Mr. O’Riley derives

from the fact, that no great numbers of the natives engage in the

search. Then the last sentence of the extract, we confess our inability

to understand. Mr. O’Riley had argued from the perfect form of the

crystals of the tin-stone, that it could not have been long subjected to

the action of water, and from the large size of grain of the gold that it

could not have been brought from a great distance, and consequently
that we may expect to find the native bed of both metals at no great

distance from the place at which the specimens were found. Mr.
Oldham admits the accuracy of this inference with respect to the tin ;

but refuses to admit it in regard to the gold. His reason for this

refusal does not seem at all a pertinent one. Had Mr. O’Riley argued
that the gold must have been transported from a great distance, on
account of the rounding of its edges, then it would have been a con-
clusive answer to say that it probably was never possessed of a true

crystalline form ; but when the very opposite of this is Mr. O’Riley’s

assertion, we cannot perceive how the statement of Mr. Oldham, as

to the probability of the gold never having been perfectly crystallized,

makes in any degree for its confutation.
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The question, as to the existence of gold in accessible districts of
the Tenasserim provinces,- in such quantity as to yield a profitable

return to the “ diggers,” is one of considerable importance still ; al-

though there is no reason to suppose that these provinces can at all

compete with the Californian or Australian diggings, yet it is to be
considered, that in Tenassarim labor can be procured in abundance,
at x-ates less than a tenth of those that prevail in the gold-fields

of the west and the south.

Sdrabali, or Summary of Indian History, by Nobin Chundra
Banerji, Pandit, 8 vo., pp. 164. Calcutta. D'Rozario and
Co. 1852.

The author of this book is a good Bengali scholar, and was
pandit of the Govei-nment school at Kamilla—but, unfortunately for

the interests of the natives, when the Government abolished the

pandits’ offices in the schools, they took no efficient measures to

provide properly qualified Bengali teachers ; the teaching of Bengali

in the Government schools being now left to Babus, who know little,

and care less, about it. Among those who lost their situations, is

the writer of this book, and from its style and tone, we are son-y to

.see that the Govei-nment has no post for such a man.
There is in this, as in the other works written by natives, a want

of historical investigation, and of a critical estimate of the res-

pective value of authorities. He takes up the period of myth
mixed with truth, as contained in the Mahabharat,—a genealogy of

the Hindu kings fi-om the Rajavali—the Mogul rule—a sketch of the

rise of the British sovereignty.

Both for natives and Europeans, we look on this book a3 a useful

addition to the list of Bengali historical works. If the history of

Rome has been pi-oved by Niebuhr to have been wrapped in the

mists of myth, how can we expect Oriental history to be free, which
is so fond of inculcating ethical truth in the guise of fiction ?

Lassen, in his gx-eat work, Indische Alterthum, has shown what
valuable materials for historic data may be drawn from the epic

poems of the Hindus.

Bharatbarshiya Man Chitra : or Map of India in Bengali. By
Rajendra Lai Mittre. Calcutta. D'Rozario and Co. Thacker
and Co. 1852.

There are now in the Bengali language, Maps of Europe and
Bengal ; and to these we have to add the Map of India, 4 feet 6 inches

by 3 feet 6 inches, at the low rate of one rupee five annas per copy, or

four rupees mounted and on rollers. The compiler is a good Sanskrit

scholar, and we have therefore a guarantee for the correct spelling of

the names. The Government of the N. W. P. is taking a number of

copies in the Persian character. The map is only just published ; and
yet we understand that the greater part of the copies have been bought
up. This is a good sign. Every one, whether Native or European,
ought to be acquainted with the Geography of India.

SANDERS, CONES AND CO., TYI>S., NO. 1
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